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a feW Words from tHe editors

“The Southwest,” wrote an eminent regional geographer over forty years 
ago, “is a distinctive place to the American mind but a somewhat blurred 
place on American maps, which is to say that everyone knows that there 
is a Southwest but there is little agreement as to just where it is.” A no less 
eminent regional historian had already written: “There are regions in the 
United States — New England, the South, and the Great Plains, for exam-
ple — which have fixed and obvious boundaries and therefore exactness 
of meaning. But the term Southwest … is by contrast a variable which has 
meant almost all things to all men … And, although there is a Southwest to 
and for which Nature does certain things differently than for other parts of 
the United States, its geographical boundaries are blurred rather than sharp, 
and ordinary maps do not make it clear.” We find both passages quoted at the 
beginning of James W. Byrkit’s thorough and thought-stirring essay, “Land, 
Sky, and People: The Southwest Defined,” which took up a whole 1992 issue 
of Journal of the southwest. 

While the debate may go on ad infinitum as to whether it would make 
more sense to conceive the Southwest as a sort of “Greater Southwest,” spread-
ing from the Sabine to the Pacific shore, or, more modestly, as the land cir-
cumscribed by the Pecos on the east, the Mexican Border on the south, the 
South Californian sierras on the west, and the Grand Canyon and the Me-
sa Verde on the north, it appears reasonable to think that the Southwest as 
we see it today is essentially the result of the last five hundred years of his-
tory. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the Native American 
peoples who had lived in the land for such a long time that even the rela-
tively late comers among them could indicate some place on their territory 
as the sacred place of their origin, had their first contact with those Euro-
peans who had been apportioned the invasion and conquest of that part of 
the Americas. The introduction of the horse changed their locomotion, that 
of the sheep their diet, but they had to submit to Spanish rule (not without 
fierce outbursts of resistance) and to forced Christianization (without ever 
renouncing their traditional rituals and beliefs). As long as the Southwest 
(not yet called “the Southwest” but el norte) was the northernmost huge 
portion of the Spanish colonial Empire and then of Mexico, it remained 
a still vastly unknown and faraway periphery, where the Hispanic pres-
ence did not leave, for the moment, more than skin-deep and rather sparse 

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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traces. It was, in fact, only long after the American-Mexican war (the first 
practical application of the Manifest Destiny ideology) had implanted in the 
Southwest the Anglo-American cultural component, that Hispanic culture 
began to massively exert its influence in the region — an influence so im-
pressive and ever-growing today. Tri-cultural, at least, and multi-lingual, 
the Southwest presents therefore a complex stratification and coexistence 
of different cultures, the equal of which would be hard to find elsewhere in 
the United States.

The Southwest is the common horizon, when not the specific subject, of 
the writings collected in this volume, whose bilingual title winks at a story in 
the oral tradition of one of the Native American peoples of the region. While 
the majority of these writings are concerned with aspects and authors of the 
literatures of the Southwest, still a good third of them fall into the fields of 
history, art history, ethnography, sociology or cultural studies. Our partition 
of the matter intends, with the first three sections, to reflect the chronology 
of the stratification of the three major cultures; with the fourth, to highlight 
one of the most sensitive topics in and about contemporary Southwest: the 
border/la frontera. But, of course, as is always the case in like undertakings, 
a number of alternative partitions might be deemed shrewder and more el-
egant than this one. 

Revised and, when needed, updated by their authors, the contributions 
to this volume originate all from papers presented at the Forum for the Study 
of the Literary Cultures of the Southwest, a project hatched in the course 
of a conversation which, on a bright April morning in 1999, took place in 
the cloistered courtyard of the Faculty of Arts of the Università di Firenze, 
among teachers of this university and visiting colleagues from the Univer-
sity of Arizona. As it turned out that the Southwest — obviously of prime 
importance as an object of study and research at Arizona — had also a 
prominent place in the scholarly concerns of many of the Florentine Amer-
icanists, everybody saw immediately how mutually beneficial and stimu-
lating conferences on the topic of common interest, to be held on a regular 
basis, could prove. The first session of the Forum took place in Florence in 
May 2000. Seven more followed, one in each of the subsequent seven years, 
alternating Florence and Tucson as their venues, and with the participa-
tion of scholars from other American and European universities as well. As 
can be noticed by glancing at the sessions’ programs, the range of the themes 
discussed at our Forum is quite impressive, although we were but skimming 
the surface of this monumental topic. It is regrettable that the Forum had to 
be discontinued when there were already plans to upgrade it — for instance, 
to change the format of its sessions from panoramic to monographic. And 
all the more pungent is our personal regret since the discontinuation of the 
Forum depended entirely on a shortcoming of the Università di Firenze. In 
2006 it had been very hard to put together the money necessary to defray 
the cost (far from exorbitant, after all) of the session scheduled in Florence, 
and we had been very grateful to the colleagues of the Università di Verona 
who offered to organize it — as it finally was — in their beautiful city. In 
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2008, with the Università di Firenze in even direr financial straits, we were 
unable (or, maybe, not academically influential enough) to obtain any fund-
ing, and that tolled the end of our Forum.

By inscribing this volume to Professor Gianni Spera we are sure to voice the 
gratitude of all the participants in the Forum, for the man who has been 
the impeccable organizer of all the sessions held in Tucson and, as a consul-
tant in those held in Florence, generous not merely in giving shrewd advice.

We most gratefully thank all the contributors for patiently bearing with 
us during the preparation of this volume for the press, which proved more 
laborious, and therefore longer, than it was expected.

Our no less grateful thanks go, finally, to Marco Fill, Director of QuiEdit, 
Marike Schipper, Director of Leuven University Press, and Joseph C. Wild-
er, Editor of Journal of the southwest, for their permission to include in 
this volume essays earlier versions of which had been published elsewhere.

Florence, December 31, 2012
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native american





seeKing balance tHrougH HistorY and communitY: tHe 
Presence of tHe Past in leanne HoWe’s SHELL SHAKER 

Hans Bak

leanne Howe’s debut novel Shell Shaker (2001) is grounded in a firm belief 
in the power of native story, not just as a means of sustaining and empow-
ering native people to create identity, history and community in mutual 
interaction, but also as a means of affecting and transforming american 
culture and history at large. “native stories are power,” she has argued in 
an essay entitled “The story of america: a tribalography”: “They create 
people. They author tribes. america is a tribal creation story, a tribalog-
raphy” (Howe 2002, 29). in the essay Howe advances a revisionary view 
of history as a symbiosis of native and mainstream (his)stories, empha-
sizing how the interconnectedness and mutual interaction has in effect 
transformed american history. Her argument is sophisticated and multi-
leveled. it focuses in part on the familiar contention that without the as-
sistance of native tribes the early white settlers would not have stood a 
chance of survival, but underlines the significance of story: “creation sto-
ries gave birth to our people,” she says, but goes on to emphasize that “our 
stories also created the immigrants who landed on our shores,” in effect 
making the immigrants into americans. “When the foreigners arrived and 
attempted to settle in the upper northeast, they had nothing to eat, noth-
ing to sustain them but their faith in biblical stories. indigenous people 
told them new stories of how to live in our world. … natives told stories 
of how to plant their crops, corn, beans, and pumpkins (squash), which 
sustained the newcomers and taught them how to experiment with their 
daily diet by adding variety. as a result, native foods were traded interna-
tionally and changed the food cultures of the entire world. … Thanksgiv-
ing is the holiday in which americans give thanks to indigenous people 
for such extraordinary and versatile foods” (29-30). Her most compelling 
argument, however, is that it was the power and persistence of a tribal story 
over centuries that effected the creation of america: “when the european 
founding fathers heard the stories of how the Haudenosaunee unified six 
individual tribes into an indian confederacy, they created a document, the 
us constitution, that united immigrant europeans into a symbiotic union 
called america” (37). Howe offers powerful historical evidence for her ar-

* an earlier version of this essay appeared in The Challenges of Native American 
Studies: Essays in Celebration of the Twenty-Fifth American Indian Workshop, bar-
bara saunders & lea Zuijderhoudt (eds), leuven: leuven university Press 2004.
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gument that a native story served as “a kind of cultural template for the 
new World,” the founding fathers in effect using and respecting indian 
ideas as the building of the new us government unfolded. The tribal con-
federation, brought together around 1500 through the diplomatic efforts 
of “a great visionary leader, degenawidah,” later known as the Peacemaker, 
was founded on the core values of “freedom, respect, tolerance, consensus, 
and brotherhood” (38) and intended to “achieve peace between differing 
tribes and thwart the cult of death and warfare by forming a confederacy.” 
The historical event persists today in the tribal “ritual of condolence,” “de-
signed to heal the community and make it a peaceful whole” (37). Howe’s 
intention is not so much to demonstrate the direct or indirect influence 
of the indian paradigm of confederacy on the drafting of the us consti-
tution but rather to argue that “the Haudenosaunee’s story of their union 
created an image so powerful in the minds of colonists that they believed 
if ‘savages’ could unite they ought to be able to do the same thing” (41-42). 
american indians, she claims, are in effect the “ghost writers” (42) for “the 
story of america” and deserve recognition as such.

Howe’s argument is partly rooted in a scientific theory of symbiogenesis 
(advanced by lynn margulis) which holds in essence that evolution is the 
result less of competition among life forms (a popular distortion of darwin’s 
survival of the fittest) than of “continual cooperation, strong interaction, and 
mutual dependence” (34). Howe transposes this insight into the cultural realm 
and applies it to the process of “contact” as not so much a form of conflict as 
of dialogic “networking,” in which both sides permanently transformed and 
interacted with each other. she also exposes “the prejudice inherent in the 
belief” that tribal stories are forms of myth, folklore, or fiction (36), demon-
strating that in effect many tribal insights and forms of knowledge have re-
cently been “proven” to be rooted in historical “fact” by scientific research: 
thus, birds (which figure prominently in the choctaw world view) have been 
demonstrated to possess forms of memory not unlike humans. “This is big 
news to white people,” she says, “or people educated in mainstream institu-
tions, but not to american indians who have been telling stories of birds as 
creators, birds as tricksters, birds as healers, and birds with long memories” 
(32). Howe quotes susan Power, author of The Grass Dancer (1993), as saying: 
“We are american history, we are american literature. every track and trace 
of the american experience runs through our communities. We have been 
the transformers so much more than we are ever credited to have been” (45).

stories thus have the power to make connections across human cul-
tures and cultural divides. it was Howe’s grandmother who, by passing 
on tribal stories, taught her the power of story to “create:” it “brings forth 
knowledge and inspires us to make the eventful leap that one thing leads 
to another” (32). she also underscores the function and nature of storytell-
ing as a communal, not an individual act; in the words of louis owens, 
“for the traditional storyteller, each story originates and serves to define 
the people as a whole, the community” (43). storytelling, she advances, 
is “a cultural bias” of tribal people: “tribalography comes from the na-
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tive propensity for bringing things together, for making consensus, and 
for symbiotically connecting one thing to another” (42) over time; “our 
stories are unending connections to past, present, and future” (47). sto-
rytelling thus locates identity at the junction of history and the future: 
“textual space” becomes “a contemplative reflection of identity” (44). it 
may even become a way of “expanding our identity” as it holds the pos-
sibility of working a symbiosis, a cross-cultural connection between in-
dians and non-indians: thus “tribalography creates a literary and literal 
past” (46) for both natives and non-natives. consequently, continuity is 
guaranteed: in the words of craig Howe, former director of the d’arcy 
mcnickle center at the newberry library in chicago, “Tribalism will not 
die, even if all the Indians do” (47).

Howe’s novel fully enacts the ideas on story and history embedded in 
her essay. Her vision of “american” history is exemplified by characters’ 
pronouncements and enactments in the novel. Thus, red mcalester, the 
controversial chief of the choctaw nation, sprinkles his speeches with the 
reminder that “the threads of american history were interwoven in choc-
taw history, not the other way around” (Howe 2001, 20). While auda, a 
choctaw historian and activist supporter of mcalester, virulently denounc-
es the “propaganda … taught in the colonizer’s schools” (44). The novel’s 
structure likewise enacts Howe’s belief that stories have the power to make 
connections over time, as past and present are presented in counterpoint 
and analogies and continuities between historical events in the eighteenth 
century and the early 1990s are given dramatic shape. Through a generic 
fusion of the traditions of western crime fiction/courtroom drama (there 
is a clear who-dunit? dimension to the plot) with the features of “tribal 
realism,” by interlarding her english with phrases from the choctaw lan-
guage, Howe has written a truly hybrid or amphibian book. she leads us 
deeply into choctaw culture and consciousness, and carries us into a mode 
of feeling and thinking that strains the limits of western consciousness 
and language: as carolyn steeves has observed, we are asked to trust the 
force of ritual, ceremony, dream, and spirit voices in a way that “challenges 
the associated epistemology of the native-english speaker” (steeves n.d.). 

1. The past: eighteenth-century Choctaw history …
 
in the novel’s powerful and dramatic opening chapter, set on the autum-
nal equinox of september 22, 1738, in Yanabi town, oklahoma, we are 
introduced to shakbatina, the ishmael of her tribe. “call me shakbatina, a 
shell shaker,” she says. “i am an inholahta woman, born into the tradition 
of our grandmother, the first shell shaker of our people. We are the peace-
makers for the choctaws” (Howe 2001, 1). she relates the mythical story of 
the first grandfather, tuscalusa, “a great leader, robust and dynamic” who 
on hearing of the imminent approach of the whites, the Hispanic de soto 
— a Osano (“bloodsucker” or “horsefly,” a man possessed by the spirit of 
corruption, greed and destruction) — gathered his warriors together to 
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lead the enemy into a trap, only to be brutally slaughtered. grandmother, 
by contrast, strapped empty turtle shells around each ankle and for four 
days and nights danced around a fire, until her feet and ankles were swol-
len and bleeding, and until at long last Miko Luak, fire’s spirit, took pity 
and carried grandmother’s silent prayers up to Itilauichi, the spirit of au-
tumnal equinox, who granted her wish: “Through your sacrifice of blood 
you have proven yourself worthy. The things you desire for the people will 
be given” (2). grandmother survived the ensuing horrors of warfare and 
became the first peacemaker for her tribe, the first in a long line of women 
descendants: “because grandmother shed blood for the people’s survival, 
our women continue to honor Itilauichi by shaking shells” (4). 

in the autumnal equinox of 1738 shakbatina feels called upon to tread 
in the footsteps of her grandmother’s blood sacrifice, as her daughter ano-
leta, mistress to red shoes, tribal leader of the choctaws who has fallen 
prey to the spirit of osano, stands accused of having murdered (presum-
ably out of jealousy) red shoes’ first wife, a chickasaw woman from the 
red fox village. The death of this woman has brought on tribal warfare 
between the choctaws and the chickasaws, and anoleta must be brought 
to death. shakbatina (who considers herself partly responsible for the disas-
ter at red fox village) decides to sacrifice herself by taking the place of her 
daughter and so re-establish peace between the tribes. Her decision, how-
ever, to honor the tradition of the first shell shaker, grandmother of birds, 
must be supported by the tribal community: “They must also publicly say 
that anoleta is innocent of killing the chickasaw woman. This will guar-
antee that in the future she will be thought of as an honorable leader” (5). 

shakbatina’s story is shot through with hatred of white encroachment. 
not only is she suffering from the disease of the “evil” inklish okla (the 
english) which has infected her skin and “knapped her body like a piece 
of flint” (10), she also suspects that the english are the real murderers and 
violators of the red fox woman, hoping to sow discord among the tribes 
and so confiscate their lands: “How could this be?” she ponders, “Women 
were the land. Intek aliha, the sisterhood, controlled the rich fertile lands 
that sustained the people. Killing a woman for land would be like killing 
the future” (10). despite the fact that the choctaws are peacemakers, she 
cannot prevent herself from feelings of revenge and often dreams of “hang-
ing inklish okla intestines in the trees so everyone could see their shit.”

When negotiations, moderated by the alibamu conchatys, fail, shak-
batina gives herself up to die, knowing that “What i am, my essence, will 
live inside my daughters” and asking anoleta to request her friend Jean 
baptiste bienville to fight red shoes and the english (14). in her final ges-
ture, she intends to show her “true self” to her people, dressing in white 
as a sign of peace, but painting her face vermillion red as a sign of war, 
calling to her grandmother: “i will make the peace for you, but in my 
heart i want a war!” … “my message to my people is that we must fight 
to survive” (15). by thus splitting herself, she means to honor both her 
ancestors, peacemaker grandmother and warrior tuscalusa, and “make 
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things even.” The moment of her death — she is clobbered to death by a 
huge club — is one of several blood curdling incidents in the novel, but 
the manner and message of her death will reverberate through the ensu-
ing choctaw generations.

later, her daughter anoleta will seek to take revenge on red shoes for 
the death of her mother. Her early adulation of red shoes (she had hoped 
he would be the great leader who could bring unity to the tribes and drive 
out the french and english) has given way to disgust and hatred for the way 
he had allowed himself to become corrupted: “all you have ever proven is 
that you will fight in the pay of anyone who gives you muskets” (128). but 
her feelings for red shoes are complicated by irresistible sexual attraction 
and her first attempt to use “her knowledge to kill rather than to cure” (she 
aims to lure him into her tent and poison him) fails (130).

indeed — as we shall see, much like his twentieth-century analogue 
red mcalester — red shoes has fallen prey to the spirit of Osano, and be-
come a traitor to his tribe. once an admirable leader but now in the grip 
of greed, corruption and power-lust, red shoes has put tribal survival at 
risk through fanning intertribal warfare. sadly, a once-noble intent has 
gone terribly awry. as bienville warns anoleta: “You are in great danger. 
… for no matter what red shoes is telling you, he conspires to kill us all. 
The man is a demon. i believe he would slice you in two if it meant he could 
profit from each half” (135). by 1747 red shoes has become the relentless 
murderer envisioned by bienville: he is running rampant, killing brutally 
and indiscriminately (we now also learn it was he himself who killed the 
red fox woman for whose death anoleta was blamed), but is still dream-
ing of reunification with anoleta. The dream will make him vulnerable to 
deceit, and to his death. as tribal warfare, supported on opposite sides by 
french and english forces, erupts into bloody massacre — killing anole-
ta’s father Koi chitto — anoleta is determined to make good her failure of 
nine years ago and this time fulfill the promise of revenge to her mother: 
“for an indian woman at war, there is no tender mercy” (187). entering 
“the place of blood revenge,” she approaches red shoes and, masking her 
deceit, manages to have her sister push him fatally into the flames. shortly 
after, she herself is killed (split in two) by the ax of red shoes’ companion, 
the english trader elsley (200). 

Shell Shaker richly documents and imagines choctaw history. a well-
researched novel, it is imbued with a strong and pervasive sense of the 
pain of history. it presents brutal scenes of violence and massacring, in-
tertribal warfare being interlaced with conflicts between the english and 
the french, and gives a galling picture of the forced extinction of tribal 
life and culture at the hands of whites. some scenes of violence, murder, 
and rape may be shocking in their graphic explicitness.

in the historical sections of the novel leanne Howe brings to life the 
whole complex choctaw cosmogony, while in the contemporary sections 
we are made to understand its continuance in the present. We learn about 
its attitudes to love (cf. “rarely do indians say ‘love’ to a partner the way 
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whites do. it is a rhythm they feel continuously, unto death” [45]); to soli-
darity and community (cf. “it’s a belief that choctaws have — that almost 
everything in life is meant to be shared. especially tragedy.” [89]); and to 
sex (women here are active sexual agents, “taking” the men they fancy 
and following the call of eros as necessity). We learn about the centrality 
of women: “Women are the essence of mother earth. We create life and, 
during green corn, we shake shells to reconnect with all living things” 
(152). We also witness its complex range of rituals and ceremonies and 
are made to understand the choctaw propensity for peacemaking and 
their insistence on communal consensus and public democratic debate. 
as uncle isaac explains to his young cousins in the 1990s: “[c]ouncils 
talk about a problem openly, and they debate and debate until they reach 
consensus … a long time ago, choctaw councils believed that everyone 
had to agree but, more important, they discussed things openly in pub-
lic” (74-75). above all, we learn about its attitude to death, in particular as 
evidenced in a bone-picking ceremony enacted by Koi chitto, husband of 
shakbatina, in a state of near frenzied madness: a gruelling and chilling 
“dance” of love and death, mingling eros and Thanatos in a horrific sym-
biosis of erotic necrofilia and an ecstatic celebration of life and rebirth, 
which pushes western consciousness to (and perhaps beyond) the limits of 
the endurable. as Howe has explained in her essay, the eighteenth-century 
choctaws “saw their bodies as food for the animals and earth once they 
were dead.” Thus, “in the early choctaw worldview, not being returned 
to the earth by a bone picking ceremony would be a kind of heresy. […] 
Things are made right when we are returned to the earth as food for the 
planet. life continues” (36). 

Howe also presents a compelling image of the degree to which french 
colonial history — mostly through the presence of white french clergy — 
was intertwined with choctaw tribal history, in particular through the 
figure of Jean baptiste le moyne sieur de bienville, founder of the city of 
new orleans, later governor of the colony, and a confidant and friend of 
the choctaws. He had played a crucial role in the tribal wars between the 
chickasaws and english on the one hand, and choctaws and french on 
the other, trading muskets to the choctaws and asking for political and 
military support in return. at one point he was adopted into one of the 
choctaw tribes and had choctaw women living in his house. His presence 
is still acutely felt by the contemporary choctaws: auda comes across bi-
enville in her historical researches and feels almost a personal connection 
with him: “certain episodes that dealt with her tribe and bienville felt more 
like memories than mere historical events” (121). later she discovers that 
bienville must have been a personal friend (possibly pet-like lover) of her 
ancestor shakbatina and almost an adoptive member of the billy family. 
she has named her pet rabbit after him, bienville.

another french priest, father renoir, records his witnessing of Koi 
chitto’s bone Picking ceremony in a diary document which serves as his 
justification for leaving his god and religion behind and committing him-
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self to the choctaw ways. “I am convinced now,” he notes, “that Chahtas 
pay more respect to their dead than any other race. To them the bones of 
their relatives are holy. Proof that they existed in the past as they will exist 
forever. They are extraordinary people, so beautiful with their long flowing 
hair, I can hardly believe that it is my destiny to live among them” (178). 
Preaching among the choctaws, renoir has lapsed into an existential di-
lemma: he is prepared to doom himself in the eyes of a searingly absent 
christian god and to commit himself to following the impulse of love for 
an indian woman, neshoba, the sister of anoleta. “He reasons that it is 
best for france and the church not to know that the greed of their faith 
is causing the demise of indian tribes” (179). Having embraced love and 
culture among the choctaws, he hopes to “ faire peau neuve, try and grow 
new skin and believe as they do, knowing that ‘his god is asleep’ ” (180). 

but the moment of choctaw history which reverberates most trau-
matically through the story is the forcible removal of choctaws from their 
tribal lands east of the mississippi to indian territory, under the indian 
removal act of 1830, passed by President andrew Jackson. on this, the 
trail of tears, 4000 choctaws died from exposure, disease and starva-
tion as they were driven west of the mississippi to foreign land. Then, in 
1907, when indian territory was incorporated as the state of oklahoma 
(“home of red people” [148]) and the land was taken away from the tribe 
through allotments, “the spirits moved away, shed their skin that bound 
land and people together.” at the autumnal equinox of 1991, however, this 
moment of brutal severance is bound to be undone, as the spirits return, 
“pulling stars down from the sky, causing a fifty-mile-long prairie fire,” 
searing the land “black like a piece of burnt toast” — “it’s a sign. They’ve 
come back to pick a fight” (17).

it is this charred and burnt-over wasteland of the present which pro-
vides the symbolic backdrop to the drama of retaliation, reunification and 
absolution that will come to a head on the autumnal equinox of septem-
ber 22, 1991, when, as shakbatina says, “earth and spirit and story are re-
united” (138).

2. … versus the present: the Choctaws of Oklahoma in 1991

at the center of the novel is the female line of the billy clan (descendants 
of chunkashbili, the daughter of anoleta): mother susan billy — “the sev-
enth daughter of a seventh daughter. Powerful medicine.” (85); she is the 
direct descendant of shakbatina, a shell shaker in the present — and her 
three daughters, auda, adair and tema billy. (father Presley War maker 
is mentioned briefly but is mostly conspicuously absent.)

all three daughters are successful in life as intelligent, college-educated 
indians in a white world (no Welch-ian dazed and alienated indians here):

Auda is a Phd-degree carrying historian of the choctaw tribe in okla-
homa — she is “the first choctaw academic to write on the tribe’s early 
interactions with the french” (43). as the oldest daughter, she was sup-
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posed to take the place of her mother (giving birth to new billys) but she 
has preferred to strike out on her own, choosing a career in history (“to 
correct the tribe’s eighteenth-century record”) over traditional mother-
hood. she is also an idealist activist in behalf of the choctaw cause and 
close assistant, inspirator, and lover of red mcalester, a much admired 
leader of the choctaw tribe, a man once selflessly determined to restore 
the tribe to its rightful position but rapidly falling into the evil ways of 
power, greed, and corruption, as he allowed his vision of power for the 
tribe to become confused with the attainment of personal power. togeth-
er, red and auda form a strong team of leadership. Though much good is 
achieved for the tribe, partly through gains from the casino of the sun, 
mcalester has allowed himself to be sidetracked into connections with 
the mafia (intending to double trick them by siphoning off money which 
he ultimately wants to use for the good of the tribe). auda, in the estimate 
of one character, has “the makings of a true leader” (48).

Adair, the middle sister, is a successful business woman with a mba degree; 
she has become a securities investment broker in new orleans, where she is 
known as the “Wall street shaman” (who operates by her adage “balance is 
everything” [39] but manages to avoid becoming “predatory” [40]). Her secret 
of successful investment is the advice she receives from voices she hears and 
spirits she sees in vision. adair becomes involved with gore battista, a suc-
cessful indian lawyer of alibamu conchatys descent (a tribe that tradition-
ally mediated conflict for the choctaws), a man who “felt secure enough to 
mingle easily with whites while still keeping certain indian traditions” (45).

adair’s seat of operations, new orleans (the city founded by bienville), 
is the place “where so much choctaw history occurred. Yet there remains 
no trace of her people. amazingly, nothing” (41). adair feels she is follow-
ing in her ancestors’ traditions: after all, “indians were the first commod-
ity traders of the new World” (42). as “the true hunter of the family” (50), 
adair may well be “her ancestors’ toehold in new orleans, the one to re-
establish a choctaw power base” (42).

Tema is a successful actress, shining in a performance of nora in ib-
sen’s A Doll’s House in dallas, texas, where she has settled to be close to 
her oklahoma family. she is determined to become “a serious actress, not 
an indian barbie doll” (35). she has a son Hopaii or Hoppy (“little Proph-
et”), a green-haired punk as well as a promising young “warrior” who may 
be destined to be a new leader. she is married to an english actor, borden 
beane, who has adapted his life to hers in love. a man “truly english to 
his bone marrow, with a family tree as long as hers,” he cannot understand 
the spirit voices speaking to her: “The only ghosts he’s ever seen have been 
onstage” (34). despite english resentment (“The english have had shake-
speare for five hundred years and it didn’t stop you from colonizing the 
world” [36]) tema and borden have a congenial relationship, based on a 
sincere attempt to understand and respect the other’s culture.

all three sisters have successfully made careers for themselves without 
compromising their choctaw identity or their female autonomy. Yet they 
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remain aware of the dilemmas and pitfalls of cultural adaptation: auda, 
in particular, realizes that the pursuit of individual happiness (self-real-
ization, careerism) puts survival of the tribe and tribalism at risk (“indi-
vidual indians can do whatever they want, but not without a price. We, 
the choctaw people, are the assets of our tribe — not the buildings, not 
the Hud houses, not our tribal bank accounts. chances are, though, if all 
the indians are off doing their own thing, tribalism will die” [112]). she is 
convinced that only by sticking together will the choctaw tribe last. tribal 
values will need to be protected and reaffirmed. for this reason she puts 
her faith in red mcalester.

leanne Howe is sensitive to the (wry) ironies at stake in this hybrid, 
cross-cultural existence. Thus, all three sisters recurrently face the ironies 
of being light-skinned, black-haired choctaws. auda could easily pass for 
italian (“With your beautiful hair and eyes you could pass for sicilian” 
[26]); adair is “the daughter who can most easily pass for white if she wants 
to. Her light complexion helps people mistake her for french, lebanese, 
spanish, mexican, or italian” (83); while tema is not always recognized 
as indian; as an actor she “can pass for anything” and has played italians, 
greeks, spanish, and Polynesians (31).

similarly, auda’s room holds motown’s greatest Hits and elvis memo-
rabilia, as well as a quilt sown by her aunts featuring the traditional choc-
taw designs (18). uncle isaac wears a pair of thick black-framed glasses 
which are jokingly dubbed his “buddy Hollys” (58). and tema presumably 
plays norma in ibsen’s A Doll’s House so well because “torvald Helmer’s 
relationship with nora was very much like the federal government’s pa-
ternalism of american indians” (30).

still, there is no attempt to soothe over cultural collision in the pres-
ent: at one of her lectures auda (who has imbibed more alcohol than is 
good for her) loses control and lets all the repressed anger and sense of in-
justice explode onto the surface; she blurts out her resentment at the way 
in which whites have distorted the history of indians and then have “the 
gall to explain our history to us” (44); and she further infuriates her white 
audience with the story of choctaw women smearing their bodies with 
menstrual blood to prepare for war. While carl tonica observes: “whites 
want to believe that indians get rich off casinos. it relieves their guilt for 
stealing all the indians’ land” (141).

a more complex case is provided by the lives and careers of dovie and 
delores (elderly aunts related to the billies in the indian way). runaways 
from indian boarding school, they joined a Wild West show and made 
successful careers as Hollywood indians, where they were billed as “The 
love maidens of the five civilized tribes:” “How their long black hair must 
have whipped in the wind as they rode bareback on Paint ponies, parad-
ing their history in skimpy loincloths” (117). old posters show them in the 
company of Will rogers and suggest they had “attained the most american 
of ideals — wealth and fame. but, as they all would learn in the coming 
years, it came at a high price” (117). The price, as adair later explains, was 
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to become victim of a form of “internalized colonialism. if you think for-
eigners’ things, ideas, and religions are better than what your own culture 
has, then you’re internally colonized” (162). still, the aunts have outlived 
their “double-faced” Hollywood life (149) and have crucially committed 
themselves to the tribe and its customs: delores has become a legendary 
singer of death songs at tribal funerals, a heritage that has been passed on 
in the female line (147). after her own mother’s death, she had learned the 
tribal songs from susan billy’s grandmother, nowatima, a woman who 
had walked the trail of tears (148). she became a much asked-for funeral 
singer and started a revival of choctaw music and traditions. carrying 
on these old traditions, she now feels that “her role as a modern foni miko, 
bone picker, is the only useful thing she’s ever done” (146).

The echoes of ancient cultural conflict strongly persist. uncle isaac, in 
particular, still holds strong resentments towards white (especially eng-
lish) people, and thinks back on the “strict disciplinarians” who were his 
instructors at boarding school as fat and sadistic. Though he is “grateful 
that he learned to read and write english so he could earn a living in the 
white world,” sometimes at night he still is haunted by the dark faces of 
his teachers: “a ghost banquet of mottle-eyed strangers trying to nibble 
their way inside of him” (56). but uncle isaac has learned to exploit the 
white man’s stereotypes and knows the advantage there can be in posing 
as “a dinosaur of another era” (60). When he is stopped on the streets by a 
female british journalist from cnn, he cannot help but feel all the histori-
cal choctaw resentment of the english boil to the surface: “typical brit, 
he thinks. feeding off the misery of indians has always been their great-
est joy” (53). His response is to feign ignorance and perform like “a John 
Wayne indian, something he learned at boarding school” (54). With in-
dian humor he manages to outwit the woman, whom he mentally marks 
as fergy, the duchess of York: “He wonders how the english outsmarted 
indians” (55). “choctaws never liked the english,” he ponders; “they’ve 
always preferred Les Français. better food.” (dixon durant, the founder 
of durant, oklahoma, where most of the novel is set, was half choctaw, 
half french.) in reality, uncle isaac holds a respected position as “editor 
in chief” of the local choctaw newspaper, where, following Woody al-
len, he conducts a weekly column called “everything You ever Wanted to 
Know about choctaws, but Were afraid to ask.” Having suffered per-
sonal disappointment in love (his relationship with the one true love in 
his life, delores, was never consummated), he has become known as “The 
indian ann landers” through a second column in which he offers “ad-
vice to the choctaw lovelorn.” 

Howe likewise manages to avoid stereotyping. Whites (even english-
men like borden) can be sensitive, considerate, and compassionate with 
tribal welfare; indians can be as vulnerable to power, corruption, and greed 
as whites (esp. italians, who are stereotypically cast in the role of mafia 
gangsters, ruthless, violent). auda is resentful of stereotype (even as she 
herself succumbs to it when during her lecture she drinks too much): she 
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resents being looked upon as “one of those perverse William faulkner in-
dians, a mute character of the southern literati” (46).

instead, Howe introduces us to the full complexity of tribal issues in the 
present: how to regain a sense of tribal wholeness and find surcease of the 
historical split among the choctaws; how to reestablish tribal justice and 
find retaliation for the wrongs suffered at the hands of white civilization? 
The complex story involves mafia involvement in exploiting the indian 
casino (the italians are the ones who really make the money intended for 
the tribe); federal investigations into the misuse of tribal revenues (and 
the possible role of the bia in this); rumors on Wall street about a tribe 
channeling large sums of money into foreign bank accounts. The indian 
situation is here viewed (ironically) in an international post-colonial per-
spective: red mcalester, it turns out, channels money from casino gains to 
underwrite ira bombings of the british: he feels the irish and the choctaw 
have a common fate (the famine vs the trail of tears) and common enemies 
(english). Thus, the fate of the tribe has become complexly linked to both 
the national and the international situation; the tentacles of mcalester’s 
corruption (of Osano) spread to Washington and new York, to ireland 
and london, and are even linked to the middle east: auda compares the 
removal of all american indians in the southeast to the removal of Pale-
stinians from their homes in Jerusalem (45).

such aspects are prevented from becoming didactic or overly heavy-
handed by a relativizing sense of humor and irony. Thus, there is a dog 
named george bush, an irish secret agent of ira named James Joyce, a cat 
named after the eighteenth-century Jesuit bienville; and a new orleans 
teenager strangled by his eleven-foot pet python, Pocahontas.

a brief glance at the plot may further help us understand Howe’s themat-
ic concerns.

tragedy strikes when red mcalester (as later appears to prove to the 
italian amato brothers that he is still in control of auda, who has been 
suspected, rightly, of stealing documents with which she intends to prove 
red’s corruption) bullies auda into sexual submissiveness (he in effect 
rapes her in his office) and brings her to the point of ultimate despair where 
(the next morning, dressed in the red italian dress red had bullied her 
into wearing) she sets out with a gun to kill her rapist in a mingled act of 
love and hatred; she does so dressed in the choctaw color of war, her red 
italian dress, wearing red lipstick, as well as seven bracelets. “she is auda 
the redeemer” (27). shortly after, red is found dead in his office chair in 
a position of post-sexual arousal (his pants dropped to his ankles, a bullet 
through his head, red lipstick on his face). When the tribal sheriff runs in, 
he finds auda crumbled on the floor, unconscious, without clear memory 
of what has happened. although no fingerprints of hers are to be found 
on the weapon, the conclusion is drawn (by herself as well as the authori-
ties) that auda killed the seventh chief of the choctaw nation. as auda 
says, “i tried to do what the spirit wanted” (28). Just on the point when 
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all hell is about to break loose, auda’s mother steps in to claim it was she 
who murdered mcalester, not her daughter — thereby re-enacting in close 
analogy the blood sacrifice of shakbatina for her daughter anoleta. both 
moments take place on september 22 (in 1738 and 1991), the autumnal 
equinox (the choctaw word used by leanne Howe means “to even”), 
equinoxes beings days when important things tended to happen for the 
choctaw people (red shoes was assassinated when the sun went down on 
the vernal equinox of June 21/22, 1747).

chaos and anger erupt in the choctaw community, as the acting chief 
of the choctaws, carl tonica, acting in collusion with the two amato 
brothers Hector and Vico, declares the entire billy clan “de-tribed” (57) 
and hence deprived of all tribal rights and privileges, of healthcare and 
protection. from here on the billys, declared virtually scot-free, will be 
in perpetual danger of mob violence. tonica’s gratuitous act infuriates 
isaac — “How could this ignoramus think that a piece of paper could dis-
solve indian blood?” (57) — but also draws him out of his long political 
inactivity and propels him into action. even when mcalester had become 
involved with the mafia and had abrogated all democratic procedure in 
tribal council, isaac had preferred to “take refuge at his ranch and talk to 
his cattle. […] for years he’d been shirking his duty, no denying it. now 
he will have to make amends for failing his family” (59).

isaac realizes that whatever ensues “must revolve around indian wom-
en.” after all, he reflects, this is “Tek unhashi! girls month is a time when 
things break open. major changes happen during this time. The old is 
sloughed off and discharged, the new begins” (62). isaac seeks help and 
instruction from an old indian woman living in an indian nursery home 
set up by casino money (not, as his young cousin stereotypically expects, 
in a shack deep in the woods). divine sarah (after sarah bernhardt) is a 
shakespeare-quoting tiny old woman dressed in a blood-red evening gown 
and gold-sequined shoes, who presumably played in Last Tango in Paris. 
a redoubtable shape shifter and trickster (she is grandmother Porcupine), 
she reconnects isaac to the tribal past in a dream vision about the traitor 
red shoes and impresses upon him the continuity between past and pres-
ent: “red shoes started the war that continues even now, two hundred and 
fifty years later.” she also announces his tribal obligation: “i’ve come to tell 
you – what is in the past has not passed. The time has come … for you to 
fulfill your destiny.” feeling “a dark, pulsating energy” flowing between 
himself and his past, isaac is in both at once, “seeing all that is happening 
then and now,” and is empowered to act. shortly after, isaac (who never 
for a moment believed that either auda or his sister susan committed the 
murder) is granted a vision of the true goings on in the office: he sees two 
italians hovering over auda as she lies unconscious at the feet of red mcal-
ester (75). a renewed clarity of understanding comes to him: “The gate in 
isaac’s head has finally opened. The wind has blown away the smoke and 
soot caused by the prairie fire, and the oklahoma skies are clearing. The 
world has a roof of clouds turning pink and yellow” (78). after his visit to 
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divine sarah he also realizes that “we’ve gotten away from our traditions” 
and that they should long before have stopped mcalester from usurping all 
power to himself, in violation of the choctaw traditions of public debate 
and democratic consensus: “The choctaw councils met for nearly twenty 
years before deciding to move against red shoes. They waited until every-
one agreed. When twenty-two choctaw towns allied against red shoes, 
he was assassinated, on June 22, 1747, the longest day of the year. a very 
sacred day for the old-timers” (75).

Thus moved to act out his destiny, uncle isaac sets out to bring the 
family together: this crisis (for the family as well as for the entire choctaw 
nation) can only be met by all in community. tema receives a choctaw 
spirit’s communication while she is on stage in the middle of a perfor-
mance; adair is re-called by telegram from her business dealings in new 
York; Hoppy accompanies his mother tema; dovie and delores are called 
in from Poteau, oK. in addition, all must make personal sacrifices for the 
good and survival of the whole — only community, love and family can 
be a restorative counterforce to greed, corruption, and murder. 

What ensues is the complex unwinding of a tale that weaves togeth-
er many of the thematic strands and counterpointings between past and 
present that make this novel so intriguing. ultimately it is revealed (partly 
through historical analogy; partly through revelations made by spirits or 
elderly people in psychic communication with ancestors) that auda has 
actually been framed by the mafia and that the murder of mcalester has 
been perpetrated by Hector d’amato. Justice is established in court, by a 
last-minute testimony of sarah bernhardt (the incarnation of the spirit of 
grandmother Porcupine) who has a deus-ex-machina tape recording of 
d’amato swearing he will blow mcalester’s brains out. in what appears 
to be a courtroom resolution written for a movie-version, the tribal judge 
(acting on the evidence gathered by battista but mostly on the old wom-
an’s testimony) comes to the remarkably quick verdict that the murder has 
been committed by d’amato (meanwhile conveniently dead, killed by a 
eighteen-ton truck which, thanks to malicious interference of choctaw 
spirits, he had not seen coming at him) and that auda can be acquitted of 
the crime. in the end the promise is held out that she may be destined to 
be the new leader of the choctaw nation.

in the process of establishing justice we have come to intimately know 
the billy family, their internal frictions and tensions, the way they support 
and sustain each other, helped by knowledge of a shared tribal history and 
set of values. Here the role of women is crucial: it is the women — grand-
mothers to mothers to daughters — who pass on the necessary knowledge 
of the past across the generations (“never steal from your family. never 
wear the vermillion unless you plan to kill or seek revenge” [8]; “never 
think too much of yourself.” “if you have a special gift, others must be the 
ones to point this out.” [42]). it is the women, also, who realize that only 
through knowledge of the past can the wisdom be tapped that is neces-
sary for survival in the present. such historical consciousness is as often 
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as not an unconscious force inspiring and motivating people to act in the 
present. it asserts itself through the voices of spirits, animals, ancestors, 
speaking in dreams, visions, or comatose states of mind. only by access-
ing the choctaw traditions will the community be able to unravel the mys-
teries of the present (including an understanding of how and why a noble 
leader can fall into abuse of power) and know how to move to the future.

We have likewise witnessed auda’s tormented struggles with her contra-
dictory feelings for mcalester — from idolizing love to destructive hate — 
and we have seen her grieve over the loss and corruption of what once was 
a noble man. as she puts it to the indian lawyer during a long confessional 
interview: “no, in the beginning red was not Osano; he was a humming-
bird, a necessity of nature, impeccably beautiful, devouring all that is sweet 
in life to stay alive” (93). once she has finally come to terms with what she 
has done, she insists on her right to a full confession in court, and demands 
(and receives) the respect of lawyer battista, who will allow her to publicly 
confess to a crime of which he meanwhile has established she is innocent. 
“to auda, it’s a gesture as sacred as if they’d signed a treaty” (95).

auda’s personal feelings for mcalester are profoundly intertwined with 
her commitment to the well-being and survival of the tribe. a dartmouth 
graduate, mcalester had “a poor indian’s good luck;” he was sent to col-
lege to “learn the white man’s ways” and after Harvard law school went 
to work in Washington, dc, consorting with congressmen, senators, and 
high-powered businessmen. Hearing him speak in public, auda fell for 
mcalester’s ideals: to reunite the people in oklahoma and mississippi, and 
to fight the federal government for tribal sovereignty. “slowly she came to 
believe that she’d found a leader, someone to believe in” (20). she is also 
erotically attracted to him: “his slick black hair glistened like a halo.” as 
a consequence, auda surrenders her job as assistant professor of history 
at southeastern oklahoma to manage mcalester’s campaign, feeling she 
is “following a family tradition” in choosing leadership in the communi-
ty (21). Writing his campaign speeches, she disregards early signals of a 
change (he begins to quote from nietzsche’s The Will to Power). she en-
lists the support of the women to get him elected and “in the end, it was 
the women … who collectively breathed red mcalester into existence as a 
warrior chief” (21). Women, however, also “fed his hunger for power with 
their support” (21). gradually mcalester had fallen prey to the spirit of 
Osano, his administration riddled with lies, corruption, double-dealings 
with outsiders, brutal bullying of his own people, and dubious strategies 
like eliminating his opponents by simply having them “de-tribed.” by 1991 
mcalester was “gorged with bad medicine. beauty became obese” (22).

as auda had been responsible for creating his image with the tribe 
(sending flowers and baskets of food in his name), she feels deeply impli-
cated in his deterioration, “until finally she’d given up. abandoned all hope, 
like she’d abandoned her struggles to correct history” (22). she stopped 
believing he could ever be “Imataha Chitto, the greatest giver.” now, “she 
saw him for what he was, a true Osano, what choctaws abhorred most. 
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a predator of his own people. Her mother had been right all along” (24).
mcalester has become involved with the mafia and the ira. The ital-

ians (“the strangers in dark armani suits who traveled in controlled chaos” 
[26]) are determined to use the choctaw land for casino gain, enriching 
themselves in the process. They set up shamrock resorts, the management 
company financing the casino of the sun and the adjacent hotel. despite 
auda’s warnings, mcalester becomes deeply involved with the mafia: 
“He was already transforming himself into what the foreigners wanted: 
a front man” (26). mcalester has become horny for publicity, cynically 
using tribal lore and history for commercial gain. capitalizing upon the 
fact that choctaw chiefs had sent $700 to starving irish in 1847, mcales-
ter now proposes to send a choctaw delegation to ireland to help reenact 
the great irish Potato famine of 1847 conjointly with the trail of tears, 
with auda dressed up in traditional choctaw garb to turn irish heads and 
gain worldwide publicity for the tribe. He intends to transfer ten million 
from the casino gains (money that the italian mafia is entitled to) to the 
ira (through a secret agent named James Joyce), taking out a share for 
himself and for his collaborator carl tonica. as auda later remarks dur-
ing confession: “red appreciated historical ironies: Helping the i.r.a. get 
their revenge on the english was his own little joke” (94).

The novel presents power, greed and corruption as human weaknesses that 
are universal and timeless: they affect the choctaws in the eighteenth and 
twentieth centuries, as well as italian mafiosi and white authorities. lean-
ne Howe thus undercuts any easy notions of victimization at the hands of 
a corruptive white civilization, though there is no doubt that much of the 
sufferings of native people is to be attributed to the inklish and filanche 
okla. as carolyn steeves has noted: “Howe problematizes simple notions 
of corruption and evil, demonstrating that these themes are cross-cultural 
phenomena. corruption is not an inherent attribute of money because as 
the character adair exhibits, money can be acquired appropriately and 
used for good things. nor is corruption necessarily a condition of ame-
ricans and american society overall, and if it is, then american indians 
are participants, not exempt” (steeves n.d.). The same is true of positive 
emotions like self-sacrifice (as witness both shakbatina and susan billy) 
and respect for cultural difference (as witness borden beane).

most importantly, understanding the present in all of its disorienting 
complexity — violence, corruption, greed mixing with compassion, re-
spect, love, and community — cannot be attained without being in touch 
with the past. between past and present there is, ideally, no break but con-
tinuity and ultimately fusion and merger, past and present becoming one 
seamless continuum. isaac knows himself supported and sustained by the 
many stories he has been told by his great-grandmother nowatima: “but 
the real truth of my stories is that nothing ever dies” (79). Though the past 
resonates directly in the lives of choctaws in the present — like isaac, “au-
da and her sisters have been raised in a house filled with ancestors, and 
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their stories” (85) — the past is not easily accessed. as delores says: “You 
have to understand a lot of codes to be choctaw,” and most of those codes 
are not written down, but passed down through experience and storytell-
ing: “We have to live the life to know the ways” (145). interaction with the 
(spirits of) ancestors stirs “older memories” (18), bringing to the forefront 
of consciousness what gerald Vizenor has recurrently called the “stories 
in the blood.” Throughout the novel, in both the eighteenth and twenti-
eth century, we are witness to the magical interference of voices from the 
past in the present. auda, being raped by red mcalester, hears the shell 
shaker spirit of shakbatina speaking in her and summoning her to kill by 
giving her a vision of anoleta’s murder of red shoes (by pushing him into 
the fire) (18). later, still dazed from the experience of rape, she has dreams 
in which her own experiences with mcalester fuse with those of anole-
ta and red shoes (80-82), about whom she knows through her historical 
researches, and finds herself enigmatically speaking out loud words once 
said by her historical analogue (81). The power of vision thus manifests 
itself in the lives of contemporary choctaws, as in the eighteenth centu-
ry. Thus, in the 1730s Koi chitto is given warning by an “animal spirit” 
that the time for his bone picking ceremony has come and he is presented 
with a prophetic vision of his daughter anoleta’s death (98-99). in similar 
fashion, in the 1990s uncle isaac “sees” the truth of the situation (red was 
killed by an amato not by auda) in a vision, halfway through the novel. 
auda “sees” the death of isaac and delores in (comatose) vision before we 
readers learn about the truth: they are shot by Vico d’amato shortly after 
the funeral of red in mississippi. at times the spirits of ancestors will ac-
tively intervene in the present, as when shakbatina, in the guise of an old 
woman, lures carl tonica out of his office with the promise of revealing 
where the missing ten million is to be found, only to have him overrun by 
an eighteen-wheeler truck he failed to see coming at him (143). The wom-
en, likewise, have transformed themselves into “warriors” for the sake of 
peace (tema stalks Hector d’amato and kills him in vintage warrior style, 
helped by a spirit panther), thus enacting shakbatina’s early controversial 
mingling of the symbols of war and peace: in 1738, going against the trib-
al conviction that the choctaws are peacemakers and do not dress up for 
war, she dresses up in the colors of both war and peace at her sacrificial 
death, sending a message across the generations to the billy sisters in 1991 
that sometimes warrior means are necessary to achieve the ends of peace.

in three chapters towards the end of the novel, when auda (as a re-
sult of a criminal attempt to eliminate her) is in a comatose state (a bow 
to realism?), she finally finds herself in a zone of timelessness (i.e. if we 
understand time in its western linear sense), where effortlessly past and 
present merge and she becomes anoleta and auda at once, involved with 
red mcalester/red shoes. it is only in this fused zone of history and the 
now that she can reach the balance necessary to come to terms with her 
contradictory feelings for “red,” can find the equilibrium between her 
personal torment and the fate of the choctaw community, and hence the 
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evenness of mind and heart to decide upon a public confession and ab-
solution, of red’s crimes against the tribe, of her betrayal of the man she 
once loved beyond all doubt. 

The novel in the end thus moves towards balance, forgiveness and 
wholeness. Yet it avoids sentimentality: there is always the acute aware-
ness of the cost of pain, suffering, injustice, violence, loss. balance and for-
giveness are restored on both a personal and a tribal level: auda and her 
mother suspend their old hostilities over red mcalester and make peace; 
isaac and delores finally lay aside their old grievances and sadness, and 
get married after what they jokingly refer to as a fifty-year courtship (“we 
just wanted to be sure” [195]); adair finally accepts gore battista’s wed-
ding proposal, in mid-flight, a “trad[ing of] hearts” (204) that will unite 
symbolically choctaws and alabama conchatys, historical friends and 
trading partners; and tema and borden (fired as actors in oklahoma) will 
embark on a new cooperation on the london stage. 

isaac becomes convinced — through “a sign from our ancestors” (165) 
— of his tribe’s destined duty to bury red mcalester in the tribal sacred 
place: a mound in mississippi, the sacred site of the choctaw nation before 
their traumatic journey of dispossession to oklahoma. The billy family 
overcome their resentment at the irreparable damage red has done to the 
choctaw people and make their feelings subordinate to the larger well-
being of the tribe: they “know that choctaws are deeply reverent about 
the dead. and forgiving. a traditional funeral would bring the commu-
nity together so they could begin the healing process. … ‘making peace 
with the dead is something we must do’ ” (120). obedient to a vision ex-
perienced by delores, they are convinced no healing and no peace will be 
possible unless mcalester is brought home to mississippi (“the cradle of 
the choctaw civilization” [161]) and buried with as many of his belongings 
(including the nine million dollars he has stolen from the mafia, suppos-
edly for the wellbeing of the tribe) as they can carry on their expedition 
back from oklahoma to mississippi — an ironic reversal of the original 
trail of tears. at the mound in mississippi, the eastern and western choc-
taw communities are finally reunited, across the two-century gap of time, 
and tribal wholeness is restored. as delores says: “it takes a sacred place 
… to heal a troubled spirit” (161). “each of us has only half a heart un-
til we’re rejoined” (166). as carolyn steeves has observed: The story thus 
comes to an end in a place “where things are made even and can rest, in a 
sacred place, at the center, the Nanih Waiya. Nanih Waiya literally means 
‘Productive mound’ and is often referred to as ‘The mother mound’ in 
choctaw” (steeves n.d.). as shakbatina says, halfway through the novel, 
“our beloved mother mound” (138). Having reunited the choctaw com-
munities, delores “feels a miraculous new beginning as she and the other 
chahta women of the southeast join hands and sing” (197).

in the end, as a coda, susan billy (the direct linear descendant of shell 
shaker shakbatina) bestows the choctaw legacy upon her daughters by 
presenting them with the symbolic tribal gifts of uncle isaac’s good luck 
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stone (to Hoppy as a sign that he may one day become a powerful leader), 
shakbatina’s porcupine sash which has woven into it the stories of the seven 
grandmothers (12) (to auda) and her turtle shells (divided between adair 
and tema, who also receive the burden baskets that once belonged to Ha-
ya and anoleta), as a sign of hope that the old traditions of the choctaw 
may, with luck, “survive another generation or two” (220). The mother, in 
a symbolic act of family unity, tribal community and temporal continuity 
thus, in accordance with tribal lore (cf. 6), distributes her “true essence” 
over her three daughters. in the end, “despite the sorrow they’ve suffered, 
the billys seem once again full of hope” (221). auda — who has been giv-
en to understand by battista: “Your family needs you, and the choctaws 
need a leader who knows how to fight and how to compromise. … [You 
are] determined to finish mcalester’s story” (218) — experiences a mo-
ment of personal renewal and, supported by the legacy of the porcupine 
sash, of renewed confidence in the future, of herself as of her people, as she 
looks into the mirror and sees a new face staring back at her, “radiant and 
bright with anticipation” (221). could it be shakbatina, the shell shaker, 
acting through auda billy (even to the point of killing red mcalester?), 
who concludes the novel with a vision of “life everlasting,” a vision of the 
continuity of tribal knowledge through the generations of choctaws, of a 
time when “day and night were in perfect balance and indians had all the 
luck?” (222). after all, shakbatina had surmised (if teasingly) at an early 
stage that the next Imataha Chitto, “the greatest giver, the one who would 
one day unite the tribes” (11), was “most likely a woman” (12). 

The novel thus reaffirms the value of love, community, family and indi-
vidual sacrifice as a possible means of restoring balance and offering a coun-
terweight to war, death, violence, misuse of power, greed and corruption. 
for such force to become active, however, what is needed is a personal will-
ingness to place whole over self, to make the individual pursuit of happiness 
subordinate to the future destiny of the community (of family, of tribe). for 
this to become possible, in turn, we need to be in tune with history as a guide 
to benevolent action in the future — a lesson resonant with significance not 
merely for tribal people but for humanity at large. if, as steeves has suggest-
ed, Howe offers “a culturally suitable solution to a problem within a specific 
culture” (steeves n.d.), she also lets it richly resonate for each and all of us.
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GARDENS IN THE DUNES and tHe PerVersion of nature

Louise Barnett

Gardens in the Dunes (1999) answers a question that must have occurred to 
more than one reader of leslie marmon silko’s previous novel, Almanac of 
the Dead (1991); namely, what would she do for an encore to her apocalyptic 
vision of late twentieth-century america? Almanac concludes with the in-
vasion of the united states by an army of the dispossessed, spearheaded by 
mexican indians, and the paralysis of communications brought about by the 
destruction of computer networks, a possibility that seems all too real today. 
The only thing missing from the imminent finale of euroamerican culture 
on the north american continent is anthrax. in Almanac the most flagrant 
crime against nature is squandering the precious resource of water, a theme 
continued in silko’s polemical novel, Gardens in the Dunes. Gardens contrasts 
the culture of a small band of sand lizard indians with that of mainstream 
americans, whose attitude of predatory appropriation focuses exclusively on 
a selfish use of resources.

many non-native american readers who loved silko’s first novel, Cere-
mony (1977), were shocked by Almanac’s representations of american dec-
adence and commodification, and — above all — by its uncompromising 
position on those of european ancestry. anticipating the post-september 
11 puzzlement of many americans about people they had barely thought 
of until then, these readers wondered why silko’s indians and their allies 
hate us so much. 

The offended response of early reviewers suggested that louis owens’s 
description of what non-native readers want from the literature of indig-
enous writers is accurate. “What do euroamerican readers want to see in 
works by american indian authors?” he asked in Mixedbloods and Mixed 
Messages, and then answered: “They want what they have always wanted 
[…] indians who are romantic, unthreatening, and self-destructive. indi-
ans who are enacting, in one guise or another, the process of vanishing” 
(owens 1998, 82). clearly, the indians of Almanac, working so energeti-
cally to end the euroamerican presence on the north american continent, 
violated every tenet of acceptability as formulated by owens. and apart 
from the sensibility of euroamerican readers, Almanac had reached an end-
point in contemporary history unless silko wanted to write science fiction.

arnold Krupat has usefully called attention to a disconnect in some 
native american writers, including silko, whom he describes as writing 
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from within a colonial context while living in a postcolonial world (Kru-
pat 1996, 54). and, he might have added, a postmodern world. by setting 
Gardens in the late nineteenth century, silko does away with these diffi-
culties. in this time period soldiers still man Western frontier forts, and 
bureaucrats forcibly remove indian children from their parents and place 
them in special schools. but the chief concern of the text is the contrast-
ing way that indians experience and interact with nature.

in Gardens silko remains within the same ideological frame that read-
ers of Almanac and her nonfiction will recognize. Working in a smaller 
space with a handful of characters, rather than on the more ambitious 
terrain of Almanac, with its dozens of busy operatives, she has anchored 
her message more firmly in individual lives. The supernatural presence so 
prominent in her earlier novels is subdued in this text, and death, which 
was omnipresent in Almanac, is a less frequent occurrence. The chief rep-
resentative of the euroamerican culture, edward Palmer, must die, but 
silko generously spares big candy, the black man who has adopted a white 
ethos of work and gain — so much so that he is willing to risk his life to 
get his stolen money back. Possibly his minority status caused the author 
to keep him alive in spite of his total commitment to the accumulation of 
money. candy was far from being the dark-skinned tool of his white boss, 
Wylie. He became a successful entrepreneur in his own right, wholeheart-
edly devoted to the values of the dominant culture, although, since this is 
the nineteenth century, he is excluded from all of that culture’s privileges.

since Gardens takes place in an earlier era, it does not expose the full 
effects of capitalistic greed and consumerism, which fueled silko’s portrait 
of american life at the end of the twentieth century. but in the Palmer sib-
lings it does inscribe these excesses in the text, and they take the form of a 
wanton exploitation of nature. The novel is structured around a polarity of 
attitudes toward nature embodied by euroamerican and indigenous peo-
ple. and this time, rather than baldly preaching that all things european 
will eventually disappear, silko simply has her white protagonist, Hattie, 
return to the europe from which her forebears came.

on the naturalistic rather than the apocalyptic scale, Gardens might 
be read as an exemplification of one of silko’s repeated pronouncements. 
at the conclusion of Almanac, the indian sterling contemplates the juxta-
position of the uranium mine and the stone snake: “The snake didn’t care 
about the uranium tailings; humans had desecrated only themselves with 
the mine, not the earth. burned and radioactive, with all humans dead, 
the earth would still be sacred. man was too insignificant to desecrate 
her” (silko 1992, 762). This is a key principle for silko. in her brief essay, 
“fifth World: The return of ma ah shra true ee, the giant serpent,” she 
invokes tradition as the source of the belief: “The old people laugh when 
they hear talk about the ‘desecration’ of the earth, because humankind, 
they know, is nothing in comparison to the earth. blast it open, dig it up, 
or cook it with nuclear explosions: the earth remains. Humans desecrate 
only themselves. The earth is inviolate” (silko 1996, 125). This idea recurs 
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in her recent memoir, The Turquoise Ledge: “The earth doesn’t cease her 
blessings just because humans foul Her” (silko 2010, 171).

Gardens does not anachronistically show nuclear explosions, but it is full of 
white people blasting and digging the earth for a self-enrichment that has 
nothing to do with survival and everything to do with greed and accumu-
lation. in the dialectic of the novel the indigenous culture critiques these 
large-scale efforts, which alter the landscape and ruin the environment for 
other forms of life. gardens are “very political,” as silko claims she discov-
ered when she began writing the novel: “i had actually stumbled into the 
most political thing of all — how you grow your food, whether you eat, the 
fact that the plant collectors followed the conquistadors” (arnold 2000, 164). 
any garden is, of course, a human artifact, an arrangement of nature that 
does not occur naturally, but the indians’ garden, with its modest agricul-
tural digging, destroys nothing and nourishes the earth and its creatures.

for silko, the term desecration is appropriate for its religious meaning. 
However, what is done in Gardens goes beyond diverting from a sacred to 
a profane use to embody a more radical kind of misuse, one that sees noth-
ing beyond its own ends and is indifferent to the havoc created, as when the 
dam under construction in the latter part of the novel starves the vegetation 
along the riverbanks and floods reservation fields. such images in the text 
are always violent and evocative of death: “The poor cottonwood trees and 
willow were ripped out and plowed into mounds of debris, where their roots 
reached out plaintively like giant skeleton hands” (silko 1999, 218). The pa-
thetic fallacy has rarely been more effective than in passages of this sort in 
Gardens. for silko, these examples of suffering nature carry a moral weight.

The text offers one site of natural perfection, the old gardens of the title 
where the sand lizard indians live in harmony with nature. The novel be-
gins with a family group of these indians in which two girls, sister salt and 
indigo, learn from their grandma fleet the proper way to approach nature. 
“always greet each plant respectfully,” she tells them (16). Their edenic gar-
den is juxtaposed to the world of edward Palmer, a typical white explorer/
expropriator, whose attitude to nature is as predatory as his manners are 
impeccable. significantly, neither edward nor his wife Hattie truly belongs 
anywhere. They are not rooted in their home places as the indians are: ed-
ward roams purposefully, Hattie in tow, wherever economic enterprise takes 
him, despoiling other areas of the globe of their resources. Their marriage 
introduces a feminist subtext: Hattie is a dutiful wife transported here and 
there according to her husband’s plans while the indian girls remain inde-
pendent of men. sister salt, the elder of the two, enjoys an untrammeled 
and guilt-free sexuality; Hattie and edward have a sterile marriage with no 
physical relationship — yet another instance of the perversion of nature. 

The paralleling of the two cultures in terms of nature is, in fact, omni-
present and oppressive. silko is nothing if not didactic: everything is part 
of the lesson. long and intricate descriptions of plants go beyond natu-
ralistic detail to make the novel turgid. both grandma fleet and edward 
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are interested in strange plants, but the basis of their interest could hardly 
be more different — or more predictable. grandma tells the girls that the 
indians have never found a plant they couldn’t use for some purpose; ed-
ward’s greatest desire is “to discover a new plant species that would bear 
his name” (80). The orchids he pursues are valued according to their rar-
ity, regardless of their beauty. When it turns out that competing speci-
mens of Cattleya labiata are all genuine, “the price of an individual plant 
fell from $20 to $1 and a number of private investors were ruined” (134).

edward may not be entirely indifferent to beauty in nature, but he never 
loses his appraising eye. He is uninterested in the italian professoressa’s gar-
dens whereas indigo is so struck by the beauty of the hybrid black gladioli 
that she dreams of them, although her dream — because it surrounds the 
black flowers with the more ordinary colors of red, purple, pink, etc. — is 
a subtle critique of the penchant for altering nature frivolously.

in the plant collectors the novel offers abundant documentation of the 
extremes euroamericans will go to in order to make money from nature or 
to shape it to their will. Here as elsewhere in the dominant culture, the labor 
is performed by those with dark skins, who are flogged and tortured if they 
fail to provide the requisite plants. When edward is on a south american 
expedition to collect commercial specimens, another man sets fire to the 
habitat of the orchids in order to drive up the price. ultimately, edward is 
arrested for attempting to smuggle cuttings out of corsica. His reaction is 
not to feel shame for having broken the law, but to regret not having broken 
it more effectively by bribing customs officials or hiding the cuttings better.

The novel also condemns those who buy as well as those who sell. ed-
ward’s sister susan, an adulteress who could hardly be more antipathetic, 
is a prime consumer who destroys a beautiful garden simply to replace it 
with a more fashionable one. as terre ryan observes, “Through the char-
acter of susan James, silko constructs gardens of domestic imperialism 
and subversion” (ryan 2007, 123). The creation of susan’s blue garden, 
where the community’s biggest social event of the year is held, is entirely 
artificial: “drought or no, susan refused to give up the Delphinium bella-
donna because its blue was more pure than any other” (silko 1999, 196).

transplanting two mature copper beech trees to the new garden is the 
culmination of susan’s disregard for what is natural. The arrival of the trees 
is seen from indigo’s shocked perspective: “Wrapped in canvas and big 
chains on the flat wagon was a great tree lying helpless, its leaves shocked 
limp, followed by its companion; the stain of damp earth like dark blood 
seeped through the canvas” (185). indigo believes that she hears the trees 
groaning. The trees are so large that electrical and telephone wires must 
be taken down to accommodate their passage. indeed, the need to disrupt 
modern technology intensifies the violation of nature. 

after seeing susan’s guests in their elaborate renaissance costumes, in-
digo dreams that she and her sister were running naked in the high dunes, 
their unchanging locus of value. functioning like an example of eisensteinian 
dialectical montage, these juxtaposed images pointedly contrast the indians’ 
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natural state and the artificial and excessive clothing of the party guests, fin-
ery designed to display wealth.

The dominant culture’s perversion of nature is all-embracing. Whereas 
edward names the monkey linnaeus, evoking the Western discipline of sci-
ence that he has put to the service of commerce, indigo seeks a name for her 
parrot in nature, calling him rainbow. The parrot is susan’s bribe to indigo 
not to speak of an episode of adultery that indigo has inadvertently witnessed, 
but the text has already made clear that susan doesn’t want the parrot anyway. 
“i bought two of them,” she tells Hattie, “because i thought they’d be hand-
some in that lovely gilded cage in the conservatory among orchids, but one 
died and now the whole look is spoiled” (189). indigo loves the parrot for itself, 
respecting it as a being rather than a material accessory to enhance an effect.

When the arid, selfish, and consummately greedy edward dies, his last 
thoughts are of all the money he will make from another rape of the earth, 
his mining enterprise. This imagined “wall of silver and gold” matters more 
than the humiliation he suffered in italy when customs officials confiscated 
his citron cuttings and more than his impending separation from his wife. 
His partner, the australian dr. gates, is even greedier. He kills edward with 
an experimental treatment of his illness and disappears with edward’s, actu-
ally Hattie’s, money.

although Hattie has shown compassion to the indians and sensitivity 
to nature, the text also disposes of her harshly. attempting to return to 
indigo, she is attacked by her white driver — raped, robbed, and beaten to 
the point of death. ironically, but again predictably, the white settler com-
munity believes that the indians are responsible for this assault. by her 
association with indians, Hattie has forfeited a protected place in the dom-
inant culture and will be assimilated to the powerless and dispossessed. 
Her return to the old World is presented as restorative, but it is difficult 
not to be reminded of Henry James’s habit of punishing his transgressive 
characters by exiling them — in his case, to america. silko does not in-
validate Hattie’s love of gardens and proper attitude toward the natural 
world. it is simply that america is not her land, not her garden to cultivate.

eventually, the two sand lizard sisters are reunited and journey to the old 
gardens, a tiny corner of all the land that once belonged to the indians. even 
this is not safe from white depredation. The sisters find that the site has been 
wantonly destroyed, but it is also regenerating: green shoots are growing out 
of the base of one of the chopped down apricot trees, and the sisters’ careful 
stewardship of the earth will soon produce crops. There is, once again, strength 
in the old ways, the muted coming home to a traditional society that charac-
terizes tayo’s experience in Ceremony and sterling’s in Almanac. in Gardens 
we have no dramatic victory over witchery or the appearance of a symbolic 
stone snake — only a real snake, the daughter of the dead grandfather snake, 
who has returned to the old gardens to make her home there.

We may read these endings optimistically, but each novel significantly qualifies 
this optimism. in Ceremony, the witchery has only been defeated temporarily. 
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in Almanac, sterling remains marginalized in the community he comes home 
to. both he and tayo have acquired valuable insights, but these will not neces-
sarily protect them in the future. finally, in Gardens in the Dunes, strangers 
gratuitously destroyed the old garden site once before. There is no assurance 
that they, or others like them, will not return. There will be no protection as 
long as the dominant euroamerican culture remains entrenched on the north 
american continent. The hardy sand lizard sisters will probably survive fu-
ture incursions, but — as we know from our vantage point of more than a 
century later — the perversion of nature in this country will continue apace.

Yet, in spite of the confrontational stances imaged in silko’s fiction, ame-
rican and native american perspectives end up in the same place, the idea 
that nature can be saved. The paths to this end, however, express the profound 
differences of these two cultures. for americans, salvation will occur through 
the application of new technology and by changing behavior from profligacy 
to conservation; for native americans, nature is ultimately more powerful 
and enduring than any changes that humankind brings about. in Gardens, 
the protagonist thinks that the ravages of the construction company would 
eventually disappear because nature can repair itself: “even their dam would 
fill up with sand someday; then the river would spill over it, free again” (220). 

in Sacred Water silko observes that the datura, “sacred plant of the 
Pueblo priests,” has the power to purify even water contaminated with 
plutonium because, “for the datura, all water is sacred” (silko 1993, 75). 
This faith in nature to overcome anything, even radioactivity, is one of 
silko’s firm beliefs. she has said many times that humans cannot destroy 
the world: “The land has not been desecrated; human beings desecrate only 
themselves. The mother earth is inviolable” (silko 1996, 95). 
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Healing california Her/HistorY:  
tHe cHumasH natiVe PeoPle 

Yolanda Broyles-González

ned blackhawk describes us historiography’s trend to minimize the vio-
lence directed at native populations, and he regards that trend as com-
plicit with the celebration of us nationhood: 

despite an outpouring of work over the past decades, those investi-
gating american indian history and u.s. history more generally have 
failed to reckon with the violence upon which the continent was built. 
Violence and american nationhood, in short, progressed hand in hand. 
(blackhawk 2006, 9)

california historiography provides a case in point. The extreme violences 
of colonization beginning in the 1770s and their attendant genocide in 
what is now the state of california is slowly being documented, but it has 
never been documented through the words of an indigenous chumash 
person. The american holocaust effectively exiled most members of the 
chumash tribe into a deep underground existence, from which they be-
gan to emerge in numbers during the 1970s.

as part of that chumash re-emergence and healing i have collaborated 
with a chumash elder Pilulaw Khus to publish a book whose central focus 
is the chumash struggles for self-determination of the last 50 years. That 
book is now forthcoming as Earth Wisdom. California Chumash Woman 
with the university of arizona Press. Pilulaw Khus is a traditional native 
american elder and activist in california, descended from a native people 
who thrived for tens of thousands of years in what today is california’s 
vast central coast area. after the european invasions her ancestors resist-
ed (and suffered) spanish missionization beginning in the 1770s, a brief 
period of mexican statehood (1830s to 1840s), and then the devastations 
of the anglo-american invasion of the 1848 gold rush and california 
statehood in 1850, and into the present. 

Pilulaw Khus carries a memory and commitment to a decolonial indig-
enous vision of the americas. among her people she is a medicine keeper, 
a carrier of traditional chumash wisdom. she is also a gifted storyteller. 
Pilulaw Khus is widely recognized for her numerous activist struggles 
around native american religious and human rights issues. in the 1970s 
she took part in the struggles to protect the sacred site known as Point 

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
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conception the Western gate (near santa barbara) from becoming an oil 
refinery site. Those struggles included a yearlong occupation of that site. 
in this volume she narrates the nitty-gritty dailiness as well as the spiri-
tual dimensions of that experience. The Point conception occupation 
marked a turning point in her life which she dedicated primarily to chu-
mash social justice and spiritual rights struggles. in 1993 she was on the 
front page of the Los Angeles Times when she organized a lawsuit to suc-
cessfully challenge Wal-mart’s efforts in Paso robles to build a store over 
chumash sacred burial grounds. Pilulaw Khus was also featured in the 
national turner broadcast series entitled “native americans.” 

in the world of academic book publishing this volume centered on a 
traditional chumash woman elder will be a first. Pilulaw Khus’s testimony 
will become the first such book emanating from the vast chumash ances-
tral homeland which extends between california’s monterey county in 
the north to santa monica in the south. The chumash ancestral homeland 
also includes the channel islands visible from the santa barbara coast. 
Pilulaw Khus’s narrative focuses on a number of different issues, events, 
and, above all, spiritual philosophies. she narrates her recollection of in-
digenous struggles to preserve sacred sites and the ceremonial cycle. she 
speaks to a wide range of topics, engaging an indigenous philosophical 
and life wisdom to deliver a chumash vision and critique of society from 
ancient times to the onset of colonization in the 1770s and into the present 
and future. Her life telling significantly includes the narration of a num-
ber of chumash origin stories, such as the story of the rainbow bridge. 
in my analysis of her narration i argue that indigenous historiography 
(unlike print historiography) includes origin stories because they directly 
tie native peoples to ancestral lands and to the original covenants con-
cerning life on that land. indigenous historiography is not predominantly 
human-centered, while it does position humans in a relational panorama 
with all other life forms. chumash origin stories, for example, map a his-
tory of longstanding connection to the land, the ocean, to all living things. 
Those origin stories also map a history to the reciprocal relationships be-
tween humans, animals, landscapes, bodies of water, and the life values 
they generate together. Keith basso, in his studies of apache stories and 
land, also draws a similar connection between the native elders’ stories of 
place and the construction of indigenous history (basso 1996). Khus puts 
it succinctly: “The history of our people is of earth herself.”

i collaborated with Pilulaw Khus since the mid-1990s collecting, tran-
scribing, and now publishing her spoken words. as a body of thought 
they represent a strong and almost unique contribution to various aca-
demic disciplines, including native american studies, chicana/o stud-
ies, Women’s studies, history, environmental studies, and anthropology. 
more importantly, this is an important document of what i call the chu-
mash re-emergence.

Here i can just bring forward three focal areas from my introduction/
analysis to the book: first, i critique sectors of chumash anthropology in 
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the face of a fundamentally contrasting native science and native episte-
mology. as a direct outcome of colonization, the preponderance of mate-
rials published on the chumash people come to us from anthropologists 
and not from the chumash people themselves. Pilulaw Khus indicates that 
“[s]tudying a people is an act of power over them.” That power dynamic 
has profound consequences in shaping the relationship between chumash 
peoples and public institutions such as schools and museums, most no-
tably the santa barbara museum of natural History. as such i examine 
those power relationships. second, gender and sexuality are important 
pivots, both within my introduction and in Pilulaw Khus’s narrative. she 
critiques social phenomena through an indigenous womanist spiritual-
ity and knowledge-base. That spiritual knowledge-base provides the foun-
dation for her vision of an alternative society. Third, the entire volume is 
driven by the vision of a movement towards healing from the wounds of 
history and towards a decolonization. one step towards that healing is the 
publication of a document that centers chumash voice and agency. This 
volume is a contribution to community self-healing through self-narration.

i would like to elaborate on each of these three topics:

1. in the introduction to this book i examine the interface of two very dif-
ferent forms of knowledge about the chumash tribe and native peoples in 
general. on the one hand, i address the ideological limitations of what is 
knowable in the Western human sciences, governed largely by the limit-
ed cartesian rationality of “i think therefore i am” and by conventions of 
discipline and print culture. on the other hand, there is what is knowable 
through a chumash epistemology, which i refer to as ceremonial episte-
mology, manifest in part through “i dream therefore i am” and carried 
largely through oral tradition. scientific knowledge in native america 
arises from a broad spectrum of human faculties in strong alliance with 
non-human natural forces, not just from the human left-brain. “Knowing” 
can be transmitted from dreamworld to humans; animals are considered 
among the best teachers; a trance can bring needed medical diagnosis 
and cure; an exchange between spirit world and the denser frequencies 
of energy on “this side” can convey illumination. Knowledge circulates 
throughout all participants in the life force. as has been variously shown, 
there is a deep connection between native science and Quantum Physics 
in their understandings of the universe of energy.1

Pilulaw Khus’s narratives are infused with knowledge ways that are 
largely marginalized or excluded within the “Western” educational sys-
tem that disables various human powers and faculties. in Pilulaw Khus’s 

1 of positive note is the work of White theoretical quantum physicists f. david 
Peat and david bohm who have “proposed an alternative view of science, a view 
that is based on the realities quantum physics implies and that is inclusive of the 
central views of native science” (cajete 2000, 79).
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life the technologies of native science and knowledge abound. These tech-
nologies strengthen human faculties and powers that involve a full body 
interaction with the physicality of the natural world and universe. The 
curriculum of Pilulaw’s native american university ranges from ceremo-
nial or ritual consultation with spirits, to interrogating dream and dream-
world in drawing guidance and instruction. chumash knowledge ranges 
from prophecy and divination to the profound lessons of the sweat lodge. 
That knowledge has many branches, which summon the living universe 
beyond what is commonly regarded as the visible material plane. Those 
multiple branches can include trance, song, incantation, intuition, cer-
emonial dance, prayer, musical instruments or other means such as the 
ability to work productively with hallucinogens. i would also highlight 
attentiveness to the teachings of our relatives who inhabit the oceans, the 
skies, the trees, the earth; it is a science where animals observe humans 
and vice versa; where animals take initiative in bestowing powers to hu-
mans. native science always involves an examination and cultivation of the 
relationships of our bodies to the planet/solar system; not to mention the 
vision quest process; it involves the effort to move harmoniously with the 
rhythms of the universe, a knowledge at once highly intuitive, emotional, 
physical, and intellectual. in sum, native science involves the exercise of 
spiritual powers and a sense of how spirit manifests in the physical world.

Pilulaw Khus lives, knows, sees, and speaks beyond the discursive 
boundaries of a largely cartesian Western anthropology. as such she in-
terrupts and contradicts a predominant white supremacist chumash his-
toriography and anthropology. 

This volume puts a twentieth- (and twenty-first-) century face, name, 
identity, humanity, personality and living voice, on the term chumash. 
it is a healing indigenous woman-voiced moment quite beyond the many 
existing male-centered anthropological appropriations and historical me-
diations. as part of the challenge to existing oppressive knowledges about 
the chumash i highlight also the new cadre of university-trained emergent 
chumash scholars who are bringing forward what i call the new chu-
mash research. central to their studies, which critique the politics of rep-
resentation, is the concern for healing living breathing communities that 
are affected by the representational politics of leading institutions such as 
museums. deana dartt-newton, for example, indicates, 

today the native communities of the central coast resemble so little 
the representations made of them that native people hardly recognize 
themselves there. This disconnection contributes to continued mar-
ginalization as well as to experiences of sustained historical trauma. 
(dartt-newton 2009, 186)

2. a second focal area of this book has to do with women’s social powers 
in native chumash culture and thinking. Healing colonial history also 
involves feminizing a largely masculinist written history, bringing gen-
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der relations and herstory to the fore. Pilulaw Khus’s voice, narrative, and 
footprints have a long and deep womanist lineage, one that flows from 
a chumash woman-centered understanding of the universe. Pilulaw 
Khus’s voice and narrative set forth a long and deep womanist chumash 
indigenous lineage. That womanist lineage and powers, although large-
ly obliterated and fragmented within print culture and much of conven-
tional academic writing, flows amidst the stories, anecdotes, ceremonies, 
the land and ocean, as well as the bodies, dreams, and songs of countless 
chumash women throughout history. it flows within all aspects of woman 
spirit, such as within Hutash (mother earth), and with the feminine spirit 
of the sweat lodge. as antonia castañeda reminds us,

[t]hat colonialism for all its brutal technologies and distorted narratives, 
could not completely destroy native women’s historical autonomy is 
something native peoples have always known, but scholarly research-
ers are just beginning to learn. native oral traditions have preserved 
the histories, telling and retelling women’s identities and remember-
ing across time, space, and generations. Through oral and visual tra-
ditions, and other means of communicating counter-histories, native 
women’s power, authority, and knowledge have remained part of their 
peoples’ collective memory, historical reality, and daily struggles of 
“being in a state of war for five hundred years.” (castañeda 1998, 238)

When native women struggle for their human rights in contemporary 
society, they often do so with an ingrained sense of the gender/sexual equal-
ity and complementarity that characterizes native societies both prior to 
colonization and, in some cases, to this day. Pilulaw Khus rejoices in the 
respect and honor that she enjoys as a woman, and the increased honor 
accorded her as a chumash woman elder. among many of today’s indig-
enous tribes, gender equality and matrilineal heritage are a continuing re-
ality and not just a distant historical memory. strong elements of women’s 
institutionalized social power and authority can be seen today in tribes as 
far-flung as the Pueblo, the Haudenosaunee (or six nations in new York), 
the diné (or navajo in arizona), or the Zapotec (in mexico’s isthmus of 
tehuantepec), just to name a few examples.2 in many ways these largely 
egalitarian native societies have historically served as an inspiration and 
model to the White feminist movement. 

How do we explain women’s institutionalized authority and power 
within indigenous societies in times before colonization or in contem-
porary times wherever colonization did not succeed in implanting its pa-

2 There are a number of recent writings on indigenous women’s institutionalized 
power and authority within their respective tribes. for example, diné writer laura 
tohe “There is no Word for feminism in my language,” Wicazo Sa Review: A Jour-
nal of Native American Studies 15, 2 (2000), 103-110, describes the social power and 
authority of diné tribal women.
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triarchal system? one answer is to be found in native origin stories, which 
tend to place woman at the center of creation processes. The indigenous 
understanding of what is commonly called gender is very different from 
euroamerican concepts and understandings, which tend to reduce gender 
to binary oppositional anatomical categories. The native understanding of 
what many Western societies today call “gender” is tied to what is regarded 
as a person’s divine energy (a vibratory quality); each person is an expression 
of the larger universe of energy or what Pilulaw Khus calls life force. The 
indigenous conceptualization of gender links the human species (along with 
all aspects of nature) not merely to visible society but to the entire universe 
of energy and its movement. “gender” has to do with what kind of energy 
or life force you carry, or the nature of your connection to the flow of life 
force or the universe of energy. Within a classical indigenous understand-
ing, feminine energy in humans is an extension and expression from that 
larger universe of energy. The feminine, like the masculine, expresses itself 
in many different ways or energy forms. Within native science — indistin-
guishable from native spirituality — all movement, from the smallest in 
subatomic particles to the larger visible and invisible manifestations of life 
force, is said to happen through the dialectics of feminine energy (compa-
rable to what in Western science is the atom’s electron or negative charge) 
in conjunction with masculine energy (comparable to what in Western sci-
ence is the atom’s positively charged nucleus).

early colonial eyewitnesses also describe how the pre-colonial chumash 
society respected and valued all sexual orientations, and sexual activity 
had not devolved into the now widespread category of sexual neurosis. as 
daniel fogel indicates, 

indeed the chumash are the most sexually free culture on califor-
nia’s anthropological record. sexual activity among the unmarried 
was openly accepted. so was homosexual activity among men. some 
men worked and dressed as women. (fogel 1988, 102)

The categories of “man-woman” and of “woman-man” were socially ac-
cepted and even highly regarded. it was colonization and missionization 
that brought upon california natives the institutionalization of sexual 
violence, prohibitions, body shame, previously unknown diseases, sexual 
reglementation, homophobia, and heterosexism.3

3. The third topic that concerns me has to do with questions related to the 
process of healing from historical trauma, of constructively dealing with 
genocide and a prolonged history of oppression. one question i examine is 
whether there can be truth and reconciliation when, in fact, for many cali-

3 for a discussion of indigenous sexualities see Walter l. Williams (1986) or 
deborah a. miranda (2010).
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fornia native peoples, the violent past is still present. i am nonetheless in-
trigued by the possibility of measures that might in time heal generations of 
racialized, gendered and sexualized, economic, and environmental violences.

The life-affirming truth and reconciliation concept of restorative jus-
tice has developed into an effective global strategy for dealing with war 
crimes and other human rights abuses. one technique of truth and rec-
onciliation — as we witnessed it after the end of apartheid in south af-
rica — has to do with giving victims, witnesses, and even perpetrators a 
chance to publicly tell their stories without fear of prosecution. There is 
also the concept of confronting the past as a necessary step in the move-
ment from conflict, resentment, and tension to peace and connectedness. 
The approach of “restorative justice” differs from the customary adversarial 
and retributive justice, which seeks to assign guilt and punish. restorative 
justice seeks to heal relations between opposing sides by uncovering all 
pertinent facts, distinguishing truth from lies, and allowing for acknowl-
edgement, appropriate public mourning, forgiveness and healing. There 
is a healing movement from that dialogue and towards mutual acknowl-
edgement. truth and reconciliation promotes the belief that confronting 
and reckoning with the past is necessary for successful transitions into 
a positive non-violent future. Thus far, the united states has been very 
slow, as a nation, to address the long-term and enduring effects of its vio-
lent ways. Pilulaw Khus’s narrative is a constructive engagement between 
chumash native peoples, with the broader central california coast com-
munities, and with so many anthropologists; her narrative resumes con-
versation between chumash and today’s landowners who dispossessed 
them; between chumash and local, state and national us governments.

in my study i place great emphasis on the need for systematically pur-
suing healing practices, as a mean to both acknowledge and address 
genocide, slavery, and decades of oppression. in some measure i high-
light the dynamic triggered by the northern california story of a na-
tive american named ishi. ishi’s story spans three decades, beginning 
in 1911 when this native man was arrested and then released to anthro-
pologists alfred Kroeber and t.t. Waterman who “held” ishi as a liv-
ing museum artifact or spectacle. to this day, almost 100 years after his 
death, ishi draws anthropology into question as his life sheds light on 
the dark sides of anthropology and california history. His story bears 
re-visiting as a healing dynamic pertinent to chumash anthropology 
and chumash communities. 

eight decades after anthropologist alfred Kroeber became com-
plicit in separating the deceased ishi’s brain from his body, northern 
california native peoples waged a struggle to repatriate the bodily re-
mains of fellow tribal member ishi from the smithsonian. although i 
will not recount all twists and turns of that decades-long drama here, it 
is noteworthy that — as a step in the direction of healing — uc berke-
ley’s anthropology department ultimately issued an official apology to 
california’s native peoples:
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What happened to ishi’s body, in the name of science, was a perversion 
of our core anthropological values […] We are sorry for our department’s 
role, however unintentional, in the final betrayal of ishi, a man who had 
already lost all that was dear to him at the hands of Western colonizers. 
We recognize that the exploitation and betrayal of native americans is 
still commonplace in american society.4 (scheper-Hughes 2003, 121)

The relationship of “exploitation and betrayal” pertains not only to ishi’s 
human remains but to the human remains of thousands of indigenous hu-
man remains held captive in the warehouses of today’s museums, private 
collections, and universities, including the university of california santa 
barbara which was built upon a chumash village and burial grounds. lest 
we forget, for example, the infamous indian crania study, a collaboration 
between the smithsonian and the us army, collected thousands of indian 
skulls in order to conduct “scientific” study using brain measurements. to 
this day, the smithsonian holds 18,500 indigenous human remains that 
await repatriation under nagPra (native american graves Protection 
and repatriation act). although uc berkeley’s anthropology department 
later retracted portions of their initial apology, they issued something less 
explicit which includes this invitation: 

We invite the peoples of native california to instruct us in how we 
may better serve the needs of their communities through our research 
related activities. (brandes 2003, 87)

Pilulaw Khus’s testimony most assuredly instructs all concerned.
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la tierra Y sus colores: naturaleZa Y PaisaJe en la 
Poesía de JoY HarJo Y Humberto aK’abal

Emanuela Jossa

el propósito de este estudio es trazar un camino de ida y vuelta alrededor 
de los colores de la tierra — considerados como metáfora de la relación 
con la naturaleza — evocados por los versos de dos poetas de la américa 
indígena, y de la misma generación: Joy Harjo de etnia creek, nacida en 
tulsa, oklahoma en 1951, y Humberto ak’abal de etnia maya k’iche’, na-
cido en totonicapán en 1952. en una primera etapa se van a analizar los 
colores de la tierra como figura del paso metafórico y metamórfico entre 
la sustancia humana y la sustancia telúrica del ser, proceso de identifica-
ción que une a los dos poetas; luego, se examinará desde un punto de vista 
lingüístico el tropo de los colores de la tierra en una selección de poemas 
de ambos los poetas: a través de esta investigación, el tropo pasa a conver-
tirse en un elemento disyuntivo de los dos autores. Pues, la relación entre 
naturaleza y lenguaje que se establece en los poemas de ak’abal es armó-
nica, mientras en los poemas de Joy Harjo es conflictiva, hasta angustiosa. 

Para introducir estas reflexiones acerca de los colores de la tierra, se 
puede empezar por dos citas: la primera es una cita del poema “remem-
ber,” de Joy Harjo, procedente de She Had Some Horses, colección en la 
que se centra este estudio:

[…]
remember the earth whose skin you are:
red earth, black earth, yellow earth, white earth
brown earth, we are the earth.
remember the plants, trees, animal life who all have their
tribes, their families, their histories, too. talk to them,
listen to them. They are alive poems.
remember the wind. remember her voice. she knows the
origin of this universe. […] (Harjo 1997, 37) 

la segunda cita es el poema “embarazada” de Humberto ak’abal: 

“cuando yo estaba embarazada,
esperándote,

* an earlier version of this essay appeared in english in Journal of the Southwest 49, iv 
(Winter 2007).

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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sentía muchas ganas de comer tierra,
arrancaba pedacitos de adobes
y me los comía…”
esta confesión de mi madre
me desgarró el corazón.

mamé leche de barro
Por eso mi piel
es de color de tierra. (ak’abal 2004, 87)

ambos los poetas desarrollan un doble proceso de identificación, ideoló-
gica y poética, con la tierra y sus colores: pues, al definir unos rasgos co-
munes de las comunidades indígenas del continente americano, surge de 
inmediato la relación íntima y profunda con la naturaleza, tanto a nivel 
cosmogónico, como a nivel cotidiano, — dos niveles al parecer lejanos, 
en realidad la existencia del indígena es precisamente la realización de 
su cosmovisión en la vida diaria. los escritores, los poetas nativos, pues, 
comparten esta relación tan intensa con el medio: por supuesto, la natura-
leza puede constituir el principio de inspiración poética, pero sobre todo 
puede representar el principio de la búsqueda de la identidad, tanto indi-
vidual como colectiva. esta peculiaridad de la literatura indígena está re-
lacionada con el contexto histórico y social de marginación en que vive el 
indígena en casi todo el continente, marginación enlazada a soledad, vio-
lencia, hasta negación del mismo ser: de aquí la necesidad de la búsqueda 
de la identidad. Por lo tanto, la relación con la naturaleza se constituye en 
cuanto diálogo entre seres pertenecientes a un mismo universo: aún más, 
cuerpo, mente y espíritu sin esta relación íntima con la naturaleza, apa-
recen inacabados, fragmentados, sustancialmente infelices. así pues, en 
los poemas de Joy Harjo y Humberto ak’abal, la naturaleza no representa 
sólo y escuetamente el fondo de la representación o un objeto de contem-
plación, sino un interlocutor, un testigo, fuente de consuelo y de auténtica 
belleza. esta reflexión no es tan obvia y evidente como pueda parecer: me-
jor dicho, considero la relación con el medio un tema fecundo de avances 
críticos, porque es precisamente en esta relación similar con la naturaleza 
donde luego surgen las peculiaridades de cada poeta.

en She Had Some Horses la relación con el paisaje se configura concre-
tamente como diálogo entre dos seres: la poetisa busca en la naturaleza su 
ser, su propia identidad. se nota, en los versos de Joy Harjo, una percep-
ción angustiosa de lo inacabado, una falta existencial y espiritual que sólo 
una refundación de su propia vida en armonía con la naturaleza podría 
recompensar. Para alejar la sensación de desplazamiento, de fragmenta-
ción de su ser, el universo espiritual de la poetisa se refleja en la morfolo-
gía de la tierra americana.

el lenguaje, y luego la metáfora, se convierten así en vehículo de trans-
formación del cuerpo, del paisaje, de la ciudad. se realiza un proceso de 
modificación del ser en busca de conexiones misteriosas entre todas las 
criaturas de la tierra. ellos son objeto de un procedimiento constante de 
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metaforización que, como hemos visto, lleva consigo otro procedimiento: 
la transformación. la metamorfosis se convierte así en fundamento de la 
identidad. en la citada poesía “remember,” la poetisa establece el inten-
so vínculo de cada ser con las estrellas, la familia, las plantas, el viento; 
la humanidad se configura como un ser en movimiento incesante, y los 
componentes de la naturaleza adquieren configuraciones antropomórfi-
cas. Para el viento, la poeta no utiliza el género neutro sino el pronombre 
femenino “she” y el adjetivo femenino “her.” 

sin embargo este proceso de identificación resulta dificultado por la in-
certidumbre: pues la configuración, la sustancia de la naturaleza aparecen 
vagas, problemáticas, el paisaje no “se da ya hecho” sino que tiene que ser 
re-construido a través de una mirada cuidadosa, como se dice en los versos 
de “remember,” y a través de un lenguaje capaz de evocarla. es decir que 
en los poemas de Joy Harjo está representado no sólo el camino de re-cons-
trucción de la identidad de la mujer indígena, sino también el camino de 
re-creación del paisaje que debe volver a nacer a través de la palabra poética. 
en muchos versos la naturaleza aparece sumergida bajo el ambiente urbano 
(blanco, cristiano), en una relación conflictiva donde la ciudad a veces parece 
“tapar” la energía explosiva de la tierra; otras veces, por ejemplo en “ancho-
rage,” se muestra frágil, a merced de la fuerza del aire, del agua, del fuego: 

once a storm of bowling earth cracked open
the streets, threw open the town.
it’s quiet now, but underneath the concrete
is the cooking earth,

and above that, air
which is another ocean, where spirits we can’t see
are dancing                  joking                 getting full
on roasted caribou, and the praying
goes on, extends out. (Harjo 1997, 6)

en muchos poemas, el conflicto parece configurarse como dialéctica 
entre estancamiento (ciudad) y movimiento (paisaje natural): “la tierra 
sigue hablando debajo de la cal y el cemento,” dice la poetisa. Y precisa-
mente del movimiento, dice Joy Harjo, nace el lenguaje. 

a través de la palabra y de su sonido, la poesía dispone la renovación 
de la humanidad y de la tierra (tema central de las visiones de los indios 
norteamericanos) produciendo una ecuación entre cuerpo y tierra, una 
compenetración de geografías que anula tiempo y espacio. la tierra y la 
mujer dan a luz con explosiones en un ciclo ininterrumpido de creación 
y destrucción: la imagen es fuerte y desciende de los mitos de gestación, 
propios sobre todo de Pueblo, navajo, y apache, que establecen el para-
lelo tierra-vientre maternal primordial. el rescate del paisaje se produce 
a través de la memoria, es precisamente el recuerdo de los antepasados, 
de la tierra habitada por los indígenas que permite la recuperación de la 
conciencia de pertenecer a los lugares. la voz poética busca una interac-
ción creativa y regeneradora con el paisaje de arizona o de oklahoma a 
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través de imágenes que infundan en los lugares una entidad mítica; esta 
búsqueda caracteriza por ejemplo “skeleton of Winter:”

i am memory alive
not just a name

but an intricate part
of this web of motion,
meaning: earth, sky, stars circling
my heart

centrifugal. (Harjo 1997, 25)

la poeta descubre y revela hondas conexiones entre el mundo animal, 
vegetal, telúrico, astral y humano: de este modo trata de crear una ar-
monía nueva, que reintegre a la mujer creek en su universo negado. sin 
embargo su identidad sigue mostrándose fragmentada, continúa sien-
do una “intricate part,” o, en otro lugar, una mujer hecha de “pieces,” 
pedazos. Por lo tanto, el proceso de identificación con los colores de la 
tierra se configura como un intento que difícilmente es llevado a cabo: 
en muchos poemas, resulta ser solamente un deseo, mientras se man-
tiene la fragmentación tanto de la mujer como de la naturaleza. el ca-
mino de recuperación y afirmación de la identidad es dolido, incierto, 
acongojante: a veces es el miedo lo que impide el rescate de los colores 
de la tierra. el poema “call it fear” es construido alrededor de la pala-
bra “edge” que en inglés tiene varios significados, tanto concretos como 
abstractos (véase también coltelli 1996, 12-13): en el poema la palabra 
adquiere colocaciones y luego sentidos distintos, es el espacio de la geo-
grafía humana y del paisaje: 

There is this edge where shadows
and bones of some of us walk 

backwards.
talk backwards. There is this edge 
call it an ocean of fear of dark. or 
name it with other songs. […] 

“The edge” puede ser un océano de miedo, pero también un lugar de en-
sueño por donde andan huesos y sombras. la esencia de “the edge” de-
pende, pues, de los nombres que le dan los cantos. Vive dentro de la poeta: 

There is this edge within me
i saw it once […]

Ya no es el barranco de rocas, huesos de tierra volcánica, es por fin

[…] a string of shadow of horses kicking
and pulling me out of my belly […]. (Harjo 1997, 5)
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“The edge” está adentro y afuera, es paisaje interior y exterior: pero los dos 
niveles quedan separados, la búsqueda de la memoria en el paisaje parece 
detenerse precisamente frente al límite. en el poema “The Woman Hanging 
from the Thirtheen floor Window,” la mujer “sees the lago michigan lapping 
at the shores of herself” (Harjo 1997, 16): la mujer siente el paisaje como si 
penetrara adentro hasta lamer sus partes más escondidas; sin embargo la 
naturaleza no consigue ayudarla: la escisión permanece. en el poema la fal-
ta de un desenlace (¿suicidio o salvación?) parece derivar precisamente de 
la inconexión con el paisaje, de la incapacidad de recibir consuelo: de ahí el 
final incierto y dramático con la mujer colgando del piso 13. en cambio, es 
ineludible aprender a escuchar la naturaleza, transformarse junto a ella: la na-
turaleza es develamiento de la verdad, o por lo menos manifestación de algo 
más profundo, una visión que revela y trasmite el significado de la belleza. 

el paisaje se manifiesta a través de un halcón, como en el poema “con-
nection,” o a través de la luna y del viento, dos elementos que ocupan un lugar 
muy especial en la poesía de Joy Harjo. luna y viento pueden consolar, pue-
den ser interlocutores o testigos en “The friday before the long Weekend:”

[…]
i can’t do anything
but talk to the wind, 
to the moon […]. (Harjo 1997, 30)

Y en “september moon:”

[…]
Wind blowing my hair was caught
in my face. i was fearful of traffic,
trying to keep my steps and the moon was east,
ballooning out of the mountain ridge, out of smoky clouds
out of any skin that was covering her. naked.
such beauty.

look.
We are alive. The woman of the moon looking
at us, and we looking at her, acknowledging
each other. (Harjo 1997, 56)

aquí las imagenes del paisaje agrandan el mundo, se vuelven “mediadoras 
de inmensidad” (bachelard 1970, 281), y el poema propaga olas de placidez, 
a pesar de todo, y más allá de su mundo descompuesto. sin embargo, si en 
los versos ahora citados la inmensidad ha sido ampliada por la contempla-
ción, como dice bachelard, si aquí realmente se realiza una confortadora 
compenetración con la luna, es cierto que en otros versos justamente la 
luna resulta destrozada, hasta deforme, desfigurada. en “backwards” la 
luna es arrojada por el puente, y cuando regresa al cielo aparece “torn at 
the edges” (Harjo 1997, 13). en los últimos, trágicos versos, la luna revela 
el fracaso del sueño frente a la realidad histórica: la poetisa, cuando niña, 
sueña con cabalgar sobre la luna, pero el hombre blanco despedaza la luna.
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el camino de reconstrucción tiene pues salidas inciertas, por lo tanto 
los elementos nombrados en los poemas difícilmente adquieren el papel 
de figura. todo eso aclara la imagen de los caballos, que en toda la colec-
ción no logra cristalizarse en un símbolo. los caballos adquieren conno-
taciones distintas, a menudo contradictorias: tienen un cuerpo de hielo 
galopando en el fuego, son mudos y son la palabra, es decir, la relación 
entre concepto y sujeto sígnico cambia al fluir de la evocación del animal.

she had some horses.

she had horses who were bodies of sand.
she had horses who were maps drawn of blood.
she had horses who were skins of ocean water.
she had horses who were the blue air of sky.
she had horses who were fur and teeth.
she had horses who were clay and would break.
she had horses who were splintered red cliff. […]. (Harjo 1997, 59)

si interpretamos los caballos como metáfora del pueblo indígena, la enu-
meración revela la complejidad de su historia, muestra contradicciones y 
pulsiones que no se anulan mutuamente, sino configuran un enredo irre-
soluble, que es el nudo de la memoria colectiva. en la lectura crítica pro-
puesta por laura coltelli, en su hondo e intenso comentario a los poemas 
de Harjo, la construcción paralela y opuesta del poema “she Had some 
Horses” parece encontrar una salida en el final: 

she had some horses she loved.
she had some horses she hated.

These were the same horses. (Harjo 1997, 60)

en su análisis, el último verso podría expresar la resolución de la lógica 
binaria “para volverse acumulación paradójica y tal vez dolida riqueza” 
(coltelli 2001, 193). no comparto esta lectura. más bien la poesía me pa-
rece la admisión de la imposibilidad de superar aquella lógica, de conci-
liar las oposiciones, de reducir la realidad a una visión única y simplista; 
los versos expresan la conciencia de la extrema dificultad de diálogo con 
el pasado, con la naturaleza que lo encierra. el empuje hacia la fusión con 
el paisaje parece obstaculizado, hasta inmovilizado por la disgregación de 
la percepción de sí misma y del mundo. 

en cambio, la vinculación armónica y vivificadora con la naturaleza es-
tá plenamente realizada en la poesía de Humberto ak’abal: heredero de la 
cultura maya, nieto de chamán, ak’abal sabe y siente que todos los compo-
nentes de la naturaleza están vivos, son manifestación de armonía cósmica 
de la cual el hombre es parte. de este modo, la relación que se establece con 
el paisaje es sensorial, móvil pero sobre todo recíproca, una relación entre 
dos seres. esta reciprocidad nos conecta con el diálogo poético de Joy Har-
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jo, orientado hacia la construcción de otra geografía, tanto del cuerpo como 
del paisaje. Pero, ahora sí, el paisaje “se da ya hecho:” el poeta maya no tiene 
la necesidad de re-construir la naturaleza, el paisaje está presente adentro 
y afuera de ak’abal, sus sensaciones vibran al unísono con las del mundo 
animal y vegetal. el poeta encuentra su identidad reflejada en el paisaje de 
guatemala: su conciencia no aparece fragmentada, desplazada, no es nece-
sario recomponer fracturas o re-construir espacios: los lugares se presentan 
íntegros en su majestuosidad o en su sencillez, porque se trata de lugares 
pertenecientes al poeta, a los maya. frente a la alienación, a la pérdida de sí 
mismo (“hoy amanecí fuera de mí/ Y salí a buscarme” recita el poema “Hoy” 
[ak’abal 1996, 53]) la naturaleza otorga respuestas ciertas: 

Color de agua

busco mi sombra
y la encuentro en el agua.
tengo ramas
tengo hojas
soy árbol…
Y miro el cielo
como lo miran los árboles:
color de agua. (ak’abal 1996, 211)

según la cosmovisión de los mayas, la plenitud del ser humano reside pre-
cisamente en su capacidad de metamorfosis. en la poesía de ak’abal, que 
comparte esta visión del mundo, se produce un proceso ininterrumpido de 
transformación que involucra mutuamente a todos los seres, y esta transfor-
mación es parte de un sistema cosmológico conocido, es parte de la vida y 
luego de la poesía. las múltiples metamorfosis propuestas por ak’abal, que 
se vuelve árbol, pájaro, nido, no sirven para volver a establecer la unidad 
perdida, sino para reconocerla. el diálogo poético con la naturaleza nace y 
se fortalece en esta reciprocidad, peculiar de todos los pueblos indígenas. 
todos los seres se mueven según un ritmo cadencioso, siempre están dia-
logando y por eso también están vinculados sentimentalmente. así, en los 
poemas de ak’abal los elementos naturales asumen características emotivas, 
cognitivas y comunicativas. retomamos pues la imagen de la luna: como 
hemos visto, en los poemas de Joy Harjo sólo a ratos el astro logra tener un 
papel confortador, mientras en los atroces versos finales de “backwards” la 
luna participa como víctima en una escena de dolor atónito:

The moon came up white, and torn
at the edges. i dreamed when i was
four that i was standing on it.
a white man with a knife cut pieces
away

and threw the meat
to the dogs. (Harjo 1997, 13) 
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sobresale el sentimiento trágico de la injusticia sufrida. la crueldad es inexo-
rable, ningún consuelo es posible. en los versos de ak’abal, en cambio, la luna 
entra en las casas y se sienta en el piso, y ella misma se vuelve refugio infantil:

Regaño

la luna era una casa grande
sentada sobre el espinazo del cerro.

cuando mi papá me regañaba,
yo me iba para la luna
y allí dormía. (ak’abal 1996, 99)

la intimidad entre la luna y el niño maya resulta impracticable para la niña 
creek, porque hasta luna ha sido violada, es irreconocible. Permanece en los 
versos de Joy Harjo una noción apenada de la violencia, de despojo y expro-
piación de lugares donde guarecerse. una falta de espacios, que corresponde 
a su historia de indígena creek: expulsados de sus tierras en 1832, los creek 
fueron deportados a oklahoma; al descubrir petróleo, fueron expropiadas las 
tierras que antes les habían sido otorgadas. de tal forma, al principio del siglo 
XX sólo quedaba una minoría empobrecida de creek. 

Por supuesto, ak’abal también sufre la discriminación, la marginación, la 
violencia genocida. en la sección Hojas rotas de Tejedor de palabras expresa 
toda la tragedia del pueblo maya, pero al mismo tiempo muestra la fuerza de 
su resistencia. componente básica de esta resistencia es la permanencia lin-
güística. el mismo ak’abal no sólo habla k’iche’, sino escribe en k’iche’ y luego 
se auto-traduce al español. esta representa la discrepancia principal con Joy 
Harjo: ella nos dice que en muskogee “caballo” es “vokko,” pero en sus poemas 
escribe “horse.” Para ak’abal, en cambio (retomando Jossa 1998 y rogachews-
kj 1994), el idioma k’iche’ constituye la base epistemológica de su relación con 
el mundo, la identificación con la naturaleza ya está escrita en su gramática. 

la originalidad de la lengua maya, debida a la yuxtaposición de las 
palabras, a la construcción metafórica de las oraciones, a la traducción 
de la cotidianidad, se manifiesta tanto en los antiguos textos como en la 
poesía de ak’abal. a través de la utilización de fórmulas emparejadas, del 
paralelismo, de la iteración, en el texto se crea un universo armónico, fun-
damentado en las hondas relaciones entre todos los seres. asociaciones, 
sinónimos, ecos crean un recorrido semántico en que desde lo vegetal se 
llega a la noción de dios, desde lo animal a la noción de moral… Por eso, 
todo lo que rodea a los mayas adquiere connotaciones familiares y una 
honda conciencia de pertenencia a un espacio determinado. mientras Joy 
Harjo, al escribir en inglés, primero debe deshacer la estructura mental 
subyacente a ese idioma: una forma mentis que obedece a la idea occiden-
tal según la cual el lenguaje se constituye en oposición a lo natural, y con 
el propósito de poder apropiarse de la naturaleza (rogachewskj 1994, 26). 
la poeta se muestra hondamente consciente de ese “drama lingüístico” 
al publicar una antología de poetas nativas titulada emblemáticamente 
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“reinventing the enemy’s language” (véase coltelli 2001, 17); y en una 
de sus obras sucesivas, In Mad Love and War, se apela a su propio idioma 
cuando quiere expresar la tragedia de su mundo aniquilado:

[…]
How do i say it? in this language there are no words for how the real world 
collapses. i could say it in my own and the sacred mounds would come 
into focus, but i couldn’t take it in this dingy envelope. (Harjo 1990, 5)

Por el contrario el lenguaje k’iche’, como dice rogachewskj, “se constitu-
ye como parte de un universo natural altamente comunicativo — expresivo 
y reflexivo a la vez — y por consiguiente el lenguaje humano se manifiesta 
como un diálogo con y no una apropiación de la naturaleza” (rogachewskj 
1994, 25). el idioma k’iche’ y luego ak’abal tienen una perspectiva interna 
a la naturaleza que reclama su capacidad de sentimiento y conciencia, y por 
lo tanto su necesidad de un lenguaje poético que sirva para dar expresión a 
lo que se siente, pero también para reflexionar sobre la experiencia vivida. 
este lenguaje se expresa muy a menudo a través de la onomatopeya. según 
el poeta la onomatopeya es un lenguaje que no capta los sentidos sino di-
rectamente el espíritu, porque a través del sonido comunica la esencia de 
su significado. este proceso no atañe solamente a los animales (“utiw” es el 
coyote, “sotz” el murciélago, “tu kur” el búho): “proj” reproduce el ruido de 
las llamas, y es “incendio,” “tish” es el ruido de los granos al regar, es decir 
“riego,” “tun” es el sonido del tambor y por lo tanto el nombre del mismo… 
Por encima de todo, la onomatopeya recalca la idea de poner un nombre a 
lo experimentado a través de la comunicación sonora, es decir, una vez más, 
a través de un diálogo con la sustancia de la naturaleza, y no a través de la 
apropiación de un objeto mudo e inerme. Vemos así que para los mayas el 
nombre no es simplemente un instrumento de identificación, sino es la mis-
ma esencia de la persona (de la cosa, del lugar): mientras Joy Harjo no quie-
re ser “just a name” (“skeleton of Winter” [Harjo 1997, 25]), para ak’abal 
decir el propio nombre es afirmar la propia identidad y la propia existencia 
sobre la tierra: el tambor percutido suena “tum ab’aj,” o sea repite su nom-
bre, asevera su estar en el mundo, “yo soy, yo soy” (ak’abal 1996, 46). Y por 
consiguiente, perder el nombre es morir:

Sin nombre

no podré olvidar
el ladrido de los chuchos
cuando comían
a los muertos
Que se quedaban tirados
en los caminos.

los chuchos
también se comieron mi nombre. (ak’abal 1997, 137)
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nombrar los lugares con los topónimos k’iche’ quiere decir evocar su esencia 
y su significado para el pueblo k’iche’. “P sûn” quiere decir “lugar donde hay 
música de viento,” mientras tulá y otros nombres de ciudades son integrados 
por el sufijo “já” que es “casa,” es decir que el nombre de los lugares a menu-
do ya abarca la noción de casa, de acogida (chávez 1969, 186-87). Y la casa, ja, 
se representa a través de la figura humana, en un juego metamórfico que una 
vez más configura una profunda relación de reciprocidad entre todos los seres:

Ri ja-la casa

uchi’ ja
(boca de la casa),

puerta.
ub’oq’och ja
(ojos de la casa),

ventanas.
uwi’ ja
(cabellos de la casa),

techo.
raqan ja
(pies de la casa), 

corredor.
utza’n ja
(nariz de la casa)

esquinas.
upam ja
(estomago de la casa),

interior.
Ja, 
casa. (ak’abal 2002, 63)

el poeta es el dueño de la palabra, y el antiguo texto maya Popol Vuh 
nos enseña que la palabra no es sólo evocadora, sino también creadora. 
frente al despojo de los lugares sagrados, de los ríos y las montañas, el 
poeta maya puede crear el paisaje interior en contigüidad con el paisaje 
exterior porque posee la palabra k’iche’:

Oficio

el poeta
debe llenar vacíos
Y crear espacios.

el poema estará completo. (ak’abal 2000, 50)

esta función alentadora del nombre y esta utilización consoladora de la 
onomatopeya, en fin, esta función del lenguaje, hacen falta a la poeta creek: 
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despojada de los lugares y de sus nombres, Joy Harjo busca nuevas sonori-
dades para recomponer lo perdido. a través de la utilización de una técni-
ca de composición dirigida a desquiciar con violencia el verso, a componer 
textos con aceleraciones y pausas, Joy Harjo crea “una lengua inglesa plas-
mada en un concepto tribal del lenguaje” (coltelli 2001, 17). así pues, a tra-
vés del lenguaje la poeta empieza el camino de recomposición de su imagen. 
Porque, como dice scott momaday en su bellísimo trabajo “The man made 
of Words” (1995), a través de la expresión verbal, tanto oral como escrita, el 
hombre alcanza la más completa realización de su humanidad.
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tHe role of setting in HanaY geiogamaH’s PlaYs

Annamaria Pinazzi

a consideration of setting — the place and time of action — in the work 
of a native american author implies touching on two crucial elements in 
native american culture and literature: it is through opposite attitudes 
toward place and time that fundamental differences between White and 
indian frames of mind find expression. This widely explored issue will not 
be discussed here: for our purpose it will be sufficient to consider what Jef-
frey Huntsman states, when finding common features in the great variety 
of forms of native american theatre. among the distinctive traits of tra-
ditional dramatic events, he mentions “a nonlinear time” and “a dimen-
sionless sacred place” (Huntsman 1983, 359); the same traits he finds also 
in contemporary theatre, namely in Hanay geiogamah’s plays. as for this 
distinction between older and contemporary theatre, it might be worth re-
minding ourselves that if a variety of dramatic forms are among the com-
ponents of native american ceremonies (religious or not), theatre, in the 
Western sense of the term, as an independent form of art, separate from 
a religious, ceremonial context, is a recent addition to indian cultural ex-
perience, covering the last quarter of the past century. it is an experience 
that necessarily branches off from euroamerican theatrical tradition and, 
to a certain extent, is moulded on Western professional standards and 
criteria. geiogamah is an excellent case in point, given his own training 
at the cafè lamama experimental club, the new York theatre company 
host and mentor of the native american Theater ensemble (nate), the 
first all-indian troupe that geiogamah assembled in 1971-1972.

my assumption is that an analysis of place and time in geiogamah’s plays 
is particularly useful as evidence that:

1. ascribing single features to one or the other cultural tradition, es-
tablishing neat, clear-cut distinctions can be a slippery path, especially in 
geiogamah’s case, an author and director primarily concerned with the 
theatricality of the results, consciously and openly drawing on both indian 
forms and Western-style theatre. 

2. his place of origin, Kiowa land, has a pivotal role in his theatre, a role 
that at first sight can appear unimportant, because expressed through indirec-
tion — another strongly felt notion in geiogamah’s idea of an indian theatre. 

geiogamah’s plays include what he himself labels “traditional” and 
“modern” (geiogamah 1980b, 44-45): if “traditional” defines a precise cat-
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egory — applying only to the dramatization of legends, myths (cosmogonic 
myths, stories of culture heroes, of coyote etc.) — “modern,” significantly, 
has a less clear-cut meaning, since any other story set in historical times 
can be included, regardless of whether the action happens nowadays or 
in a more or less distant past.

i will refer here to geiogamah’s modern plays only, namely the Three 
Plays which were published first as a collection in 1980 and have been re-
printed in 1999, in two anthologies of native american playwrights. Sev-
enth Generation, edited by mimi d’aponte, includes Body Indian; while 
Foghorn and 49 appear in Stories of Our Way, edited by geiogamah him-
self and Jaye t. darby. my selection is dictated by the conviction that these 
three examples cover the whole typology of setting in geiogamah’s plays. 

in the first play, Body Indian (1972), bobby lee, an alcoholic and a 
cripple (he lost a leg when he was hit by a train while laying unconscious 
on the railroad tracks) visits his friends and relations and joins the party 
that has been going on for days; actually he is the one who keeps the party 
going, since every time he passes out, the group takes turns to search his 
body for money (more money, more booze), the money he had set aside 
in order to start a rehabilitation program. When all the money is gone, 
even that concealed in bobby lee’s artificial leg, his kin do not hesitate to 
unscrew the leg and pawn it. on awakening, bobby realizes that their of-
fer to help him out is actually a way of keeping him bound to them in a 
self-destructive process. 

The action is set in the present, with a perfect correspondence between 
time in the story and time in the performance; it develops with an effect 
of crescendo in the pace of its five episodes; and has an ending that paral-
lels the beginning: with sad awareness the protagonist repeats to himself 
the hypocritical greetings of the company on his arrival. 

spatial details reinforce this sense of circularity: the locus on stage is 
reproduced in a realistic style, according to the stage directions that open 
the text: it is a one-room apartment, a small and crowded room, with a 
large bed in the middle and another mattress on the floor; blankets all 
around; a kitchen sink, a stove, a table. The sense of confinement is accen-
tuated by messiness and neglect: everything is dirty and greasy, the floor 
is crammed with empty wine bottles — “so many […] that the performers 
must stumble over and around them to make their way throughout the 
action” (geiogamah 1980a, 6), an operation all the more problematic for 
bobby who is on crutches. These realistic details have quite obvious sym-
bolic implications; and there is more. not only is the space closed and re-
stricted, it is also isolated, cut off from the outside : “there is no indication 
[…] that there is a world beyond the shabby walls” (17). That there is also 
an outside only transpires from incidental remarks in the dialogue: the 
characters mention norman, darko and carnegie, geographical names 
revealing that the outside is oklahoma, Kiowa land; other spatial indica-
tions (the hospital, downtown, the rock music concert) denote an urban 
setting — possibly the outskirts of oklahoma city — where these char-
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acters drift along, living the degraded life of poor, displaced indians. The 
only counterpart to the bleakness of this room, the only moment of relief 
from the dreariness of the present is provided by memory, when women 
recall the old, happy days when their families would go camping for sum-
mer fair, clear the dance grounds, and put up the arbor (scene 3). With 
the memories comes dance, comes movement, the only exception to the 
static gestures of drinking and the repetitive rolling of bobby’s body: the 
women do a round dance to the music of a 49 tune, then force bobby lee 
to join them; it is a clumsy dance of drunken people, even clumsier in the 
case of bobby lee whose crutches fly across the floor. 

Through dance, communal past encroaches into the present of the 
performance. another past, the protagonist’s past, makes its appearance 
on stage: the sound of a train opens and concludes the action, the train 
whistle and slides of the tracks mark the end of each scene. obsessive re-
minders of the accident in which bobby lee was maimed, these sounds 
and images break the naturalistic style of the play, superimposing present 
and past, inside and outside, real and imagined. 

another infraction of the realistic mode is the metatheatrical detail of 
the youths jumping and touching the slides and commenting on the buzz-
ing noise of the train. significantly, the happy and harmonious past emerg-
es through live movement which, though clumsy, is still expression of the 
one spark of vitality left in those maimed bodies; on the other hand, the 
past of disaster and illness comes through an irritating use of mechanical 
devices, icons of the machine threatening the health of the “body indian.” 

an even greater use of audiovisual devices as a means to amplify the 
dimensions of place and time is found in Foghorn (1973). The action’s 
eleven separate scenes are stages of “a journey through time and space […] 
spanning the centuries from 1492 to the present and stretching geographi-
cally from the West Indies to Alcatraz Island” (geiogamah 1980a, 51). scene 
1 (the discovery) and scene 2 (alcatraz 1969) are followed by a series of 
eight heavily farcical episodes illustrating the common mistakes, preju-
dices and stereotypes that characterized the relationship between Whites 
and natives since the contact: the nun wants to save the indians’ souls; 
the schoolteacher forces them to learn the beauty of civilization; captain 
smith fails in proving to Pocahontas the Whites’ superiority as lovers; and 
the lone ranger is outwitted and eventually murdered by tonto. The final 
scene restores the tone and the time of the two opening episodes, hinting 
both at the 1973 Wounded Knee incidents between federal officers and the 
american indian movement (aim) militants, and at columbus’s discovery.

The wide span of time, the loose sequence of episodes that does not 
respect chronological order, the switching from one to another of a vari-
ety of places require a non-realistic rendering: as suggested in the stage 
directions, the stage can reflect the places — the prison yard on alcatraz 
island, the terrain around Wounded Knee, an indian reservation, the Jef-
ferson memorial — using slides and film. basic, allusive scenery, symbol-
ic props of larger-than-life dimensions, the blurring between the actor’s 
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and audience’s space are all traits of any agitprop piece, of guerrilla street 
theatre, but with the important detail of the parallelism between begin-
ning and end.

The conclusion of this play has other interesting implications. scene 10 
closes with the bodies of all the actors lying on the floor, while the sound 
of rifle fire is heard and the image of a marshal aiming at the performers 
and the audience is projected onto the background. in scene 11, the ac-
tors rise from the floor, form a semicircle around the drummer shot by 
the police, and start a funeral procession: the “single heavy beat” of the 
drum, and the aim song are the only live music; all the rest is recorded, 
and is loud and disturbing, including the noise of a drill that ends each 
episode. one by one the youths are arrested, raise their handcuffed hands 
and come forward, stating their identity, claiming their innocence of the 
crime of not being what the Whites supposed them to be:

Voice of sPanisH sailor
(on tape) ¡capitan! ¡capitan! ¡dios mio! ¡muchas gracias! ¡madre mia! 
¡los indios! ¡india! ¡ellos son los indios! 
narrator
(very compassionately) i am … not guiltY!

The statements: “We move on. […] back to our homes, our people. … to 
the land … to the sky” (geiogamah 1980a, 81-82) accompany the choreo-
graphic movement. it is a real and symbolic occupation of a place through 
rhythmic movement.

in the rendering of time and space, the referential and symbolic dimen-
sions of the previous scenes yield to the ceremonial dimension — in euro-
pean theatrical lingo we pass from a brechtian to an artaudian mode. The 
threat coming from the marshal is purely theatrical fiction, whereas the 
actor claiming his innocence and dancing toward the audience is physi-
cally taking a stand and entering the audience’s space and time, space of 
the heart, of the mind, and of the body.

This leads us to consider the last play, 49 (1975). The title refers to an 
informal social gathering, following a ceremony, usually a powwow, which 
geiogamah poignantly describes in an interview with darby as: “a big, 
wild, sprawling party … a knock-down, drag-out, hell’s-a-poppin’, let-it-
all-hang-out event to which mainly young people go. and they sing and 
they dance and they fight and they make love” (darby 2000, 196). it is 
also, as the author himself notes, one of the rare moments when their ra-
cial identity is fully recognized: “While taking part in a 49, young indians 
are in an extremely heightened state of awareness of their ‘indianness’ ” 
(geiogamah 1980a, 87).

The action of the play develops on two spatial and temporal levels: “a 
ceremonial ground in circa 1885, the same ground in the present” (85). The 
episodes set in the present (the 49 gathering) reveal tension, confusion and 
barrenness inside the 49ers’ group itself; more tension and pressure come 
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from outside, from the police patrolling the roads around the area (their 
harrassing presence is only suggested through the sound of their voices 
and the lights of their cars). The young 49ers reach a stronger awareness 
as a group, thanks to night Walker, the religious leader and medicine man 
who defines himself as “the oldest” and “the youngest” of the tribe at the 
same time (96-97). His living in an atemporal dimension enables him to 
create “the tie between the young people’s past and their present and fu-
ture. He can move supernaturally between both eras and speak directly 
to both generations” (88). night Walker has a leading role in the episodes 
set in the 1880s — which alternate with those set in the present: after an-
nouncing times of sorrow and death to his tribespeople, he warns them 
that their hope of survival lies only in treasuring their cultural heritage 
and keeping it alive. Therefore he makes sure that young people have a 
knowledge of craftmanship but also of the spiritual value of traditional 
art forms, such as weaving, creating songs, dancing and storytelling. The 
two time levels converge when night Walker, from being just an observer 
of his “modern” young tribespeople, takes up an active role as a healer: he 
“resurrects” a girl who had a car accident; banishes division and violence 
still existing in the group of young people; and entrusts the future of the 
tribe into the hands of each of them. 

The stage directions define the place itself in detail: “a dance area of 
tightly packed earth with trees, grass and bushes growing alongside. There 
are brush arbors in the background and a roadway extends out of the ar-
ea. A high embankment rises above the roadway, and more trees are in the 
back of this.” There is another indication: “a much-used site with a long 
history of many tribespeople coming and going” (geiogamah 1980a, 91) — 
not a proper stage direction, but certainly a meaningful suggestion to the 
actors and to the reader, conveying a sense of repetition and continuity. 
The location is not given in the stage directions, but can be identified as 
the area around anadarko, oklahoma, through the names of roads and 
towns dropped into the dialogues of the youths and the police: apache Y, 
Whitehorse road, t-bird Hill, moonlight, all sites with which geiogamah, 
in his youth an assiduous 49er, is very familiar. (darby 2000, 203-204).

background images and slides do not provide more exact geographical 
references, but focus on details endowed with symbolic connotations, such 
as the “field littered with buffalo skeletons and bones” (geiogamah 1980a, 
103) envisaging the future of loss and death that night Walker announces 
in scene 6; or the arbor around which in scene 1 night Walker summons 
the people, and under which he and other leading figures, singing man 
and Weaving Woman, instruct the youths in scene 8; the same arbor that 
“comes blazingly alight” (125) when night Walker reminds them to have 
all the people gather and pray under it in scene 10; and that “is left with 
a special glow” (133) after the whole group reacts defensively against the 
police in the last scene. The glowing arbor is the final image of the play, 
both sign and instrument of cohesion, a cohesion and strength that are 
enacted by the very bodies of the actors when, in scene 11, they move to 
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create a line of defense: “to a powerful drumbeat and in gymnastic move-
ments they form an elaborate barricade with their bodies, allow the image 
to strike, then dismantle and form another;” from night Walker’s excla-
mation, “a beautiful bird is flying!,” we infer that the second barricade of 
bodies takes the shape of a soaring powerful bird (129). again, with dance 
movements the young people accompany night Walker’s words in “his fi-
nal incantation” (132) until they leave the stage “in formation” (133), still 
singing and dancing: the circle closes, but with a step forward, an open-
ing toward the future. 

if a ceremonial dimension characterizes the ending of Foghorn, 49 
can be considered a ceremonial theatre piece as a whole, not reproducing 
a ritual but actually creating one: mythical time and mythical space enter 
the here and now of theatrical performance.

to conclude, what i believe emerges from an analysis of setting in 
geiogamah’s three plays is first of all the variety of styles (realistic, symbol-
ic, epic, ceremonial), a variety that gives evidence of both his acquaintance 
with Western theatrical tradition and his strong links with traditional in-
dian modes. as for Western tradition, i mentioned already some possible 
references such as brecht and artaud; others can be added, namely the 
Theater of the absurd (for the circularity of plot, the absence of climax, 
and the repetitive structure) and the 1960s-1970s anglo-american avant-
garde, outstanding representatives of which (ellen stuart, John Vaccaro 
and Peter brook) collaborated with the playwright.

as for the links of geiogamah’s theatre with indian tradition, what 
Huntsman points out regarding time (past, present and future merging 
into a kind of eternal present) certainly applies to at least Foghorn and 49. 
i would also emphasize the importance of dance (another fundamental 
component of traditional indian drama) in defining the setting. in all three 
plays considered here, dance and choreographic figurations are employed 
to express moments of harmony and balance, so that these concepts do not 
remain abstract entities but are set concretely in a dimension of place and 
time, translated in terms of measure, pace, rhythm, of “beat” — geioga-
mah would say: “i hear the beat all the time. […] When i say i hear the 
beat, i’m not saying that i hear that mother earth drum, that ceremonial 
drum and the powwow drum […]. There’s a beat that’s constantly going 
for you, so you can always hook into it and tune into something. and it 
provides a rhythm. and it provides a kind of structure for … the interior 
of your mind and your thinking capabilities. […] it helps you do a lot of 
things. … a sense of timing. a sense of correctness. a sense of order. a 
sense of proportion. a sense of spacing. all of this is encompassed into 
a kind of rhythmic sense — a beat, connecting” (darby 2000, 199-200). 

This statement helps to clarify one point i made earlier, when i re-
marked that oklahoma, the Kiowa places, have a pivotal role in geioga-
mah’s theatre, even though not represented on stage: in 49 — like in Land 
Sale — Kiowa land is the actual setting, but what appears on stage is a 
dance ground, an arbor; in Body Indian — like in Grandpa and Grandma 
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— Kiowa land is a place emerging from memory; a “remembered earth” 
in scott momaday’s words. significantly, momaday, a Kiowa like geioga-
mah, and a painter, in that famous passage from Way to Rainy Mountain 
uses visual imagery, stressing shapes and colors (momaday [1969] 1984, 
83). geiogamah, one of whose main activities is directing a dance group, 
speaks in terms of movement and beat. also for geiogamah, living in los 
angeles, Whitehorse corner and apache Y, like momaday’s rainy moun-
tain, are remembered earth, a place of the mind, and “the beat” not only 
gives rhythm, order and proportion to the chaos of experience, but gives 
dimension to space, gives body to that place of the mind.
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Hi/storYtelling in Wallace H. tucKer’s PlaYs

Annamaria Pinazzi

The purpose of this essay is to explore the role of storytelling in the works 
of Wallace Hampton tucker, whom i consider one of the most interest-
ing representatives of contemporary native american drama, although 
his name is certainly less well-known than others, such as Hanay geioga-
mah, tomson Highway, diane glancy, spiderwoman Theater, or William 
s. Yellow robe, Jr. The reason for this inconspicuousness might be ascribed 
to the fact that playwriting is not tucker’s main activity.

allow me a brief digression: in 1984 i happened to spend a year in cal-
ifornia, on an exchange program between the university of california at 
davis and the university of florence. i had just started my research project 
on native american playwrights and was trying to track down informa-
tion in the departments of literature, Performing arts, anthropology and 
sociology; to my dismay, nobody seemed to have heard of such a thing as 
native theater; well, i was just looking in the wrong places: had it occurred 
to me to drop in at the school of maths and Physics i would have found 
a professor of astrophysics, Wallace tucker, who had been writing plays 
since the 1970s, plays that had won competitions and had been performed.

tucker still considers himself primarily a scientist. He has widely pub-
lished in the scientific and environmental fields, often in collaboration 
with his wife, Karen (Revealing the Universe: The Making of the Chandra 
X-Ray Observatory, 2001); however, he has not turned his back on creative 
writing, and contemplates going back to plays. He shares his time between 
Harvard, where he teaches, and bonsall, southern california, where he 
completed his studies, started his teaching career and has been living for 
thirty years. occasionally, he goes back to visit friends and relations in 
mcalester, oklahoma, where he was born and raised within the choctaw 
nation. His indian lineage runs through his paternal side, while his moth-
er is of scottish-english descent. His grandfather, half-choctaw, was sent 
away to roanoke college, Virginia, and later to Washington, dc, where 
he took a law degree in about 1900; once back in oklahoma, he was active 
in the politics of his tribe. as a legal advisor and a trustee in Washington, 
he helped return coal and oil rights to the choctaws. tucker admits that 
from his relatives he did not learn much about choctaws: his grandfather 
was too old when he met him, and his father (also a lawyer) was more de-
termined to fit into White society than curious about his indian heritage. 
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on his own admission, tucker resorted to reading books, documents and 
chronicles in order to know more. something in the past of all the five 
civilized tribes intrigued him: 

[…] what impressed me was that they were trying to evolve a differ-
ent style of life […] they did what they could to take the best of both 
worlds; they led what i’d call a low impact life and yet they were not 
averse to taking on new techniques. […] They developed their own 
technique of farming; they had a system of government which i think 
was preferable to most of what we have now; […] they quickly learned 
the importance of a written language and of the american laws; and 
this led to an interesting situation: when they were removed to okla-
homa they insisted that they were given title to the land in the very 
same way that the americans were given title—with a written pat-
ented title—and they gave it to the tribe rather than to the individual, 
[…] which made it a lot more difficult to steal the land from them. all 
these tribes in the southeast […] took this attitude (showed this abil-
ity to take a sort of a middle path) and that always appealed to me as 
a very sensible way to do things, a way that makes a stronger society 
as a result. (tucker 2001)

The necessity to satisfy his curiosity through documentary sources might 
account for tucker’s preference for writing historical plays, the only excep-
tion being Bonesmoke (1981), set in present times. His original intention 
was to write a play about each of the five tribes, a project not yet com-
pleted: the very first one, Micco’s War (1974), is about the creek indians; 
of the others, At the Sweet Gum Bridge (1976; published 1999) focuses on 
the life of choctaw chief apushamataha; Now! Walk Through the Dawn 
(1980) is the cherokee play, about sequoya, and Fire on Bending Moun-
tain (1992), set in oklahoma at the beginning of the 1900s, has choctaws 
as the main characters but involves the other native tribes that expected 
to be granted a state of their own.

At the Sweetgum Bridge is the only play published so far — included in 
the anthology of native playwrights, Stories of Our Own, edited by Hanay 
geiogamah and Jaye darby; the same play and “fire on bending moun-
tain” won the five civilized tribes museum best Play competition in 1976 
and in 1992 respectively.1

in writing his plays, tucker assumes the role of both a modern story-
teller and a modern historian. a modern storyteller for at least two rea-
sons: the first and more obvious one is that playwriting can be considered 
(like the writing of a novel or a short story) just another form of story-
telling. a non-indian playwright — david mamet — would endorse this 

1 it is worth remembering that among the winners of this biennial contest are 
also linda Hogan (in 1980 with A Piece of Moon) and diane glancy (in 1984, and 
in 1988 with Stick Horse).
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notion; only instead of “around the campfire,” as he puts it (mamet 1982, 
22), people gather in a theatre, and the story is expected to be performed 
according to stage conventions. The second reason has to do with the im-
portance that storytelling proper has in tucker’s plays, as the following 
examples illustrate.

in Fire on Bending Mountain (act 1, scene 8) Jincy, an elderly choctaw 
woman, tells the story of the boy and the rattlesnake to two young mixed 
bloods, the promising lawyer Wade folsom, choctaw, and his friend al-
ex Posey, creek, a poet, more reluctant than Wade to accept compromis-
es. The story of the boy who trusts the snake, agrees to help him to get a 
drink of water and as a reward is bitten by the snake, is told at a crucial 
point in the action, just before Theodore roosevelt’s appearance among 
the ‘aristocracy’ of muskogee. after the preliminary exchange of courte-
sies and idle talk about the pleasures of a hunting day in the company of 
Jack abernathy, the President comes to the point and bluntly reveals his 
intention to recognize only one state: the indian nations will have to ac-
cept joint statehood with oklahoma territory. to emphasize the analogy 
between what is happening now and the legend, the sound of a snake rat-
tle opens and ends the act. 

two other stories are told toward the end of the play, when Wade — 
who feels responsible for the betrayal of his people (having naively fallen 
into the Whites’ trap), for the death of his friend alex, and for the failure 
of his own marriage — is yielding to despair and about to commit suicide. 
He, sadly, recalls the story of the sacred pole that indicated where the an-
cient choctaws should stop and build their nation, a nation now destroyed 
(tucker 1992, 111-112). Jincy forces him to listen to another story, regarding 
bending mountain, the place where they are sitting at that very moment: 
on their arrival in indian territory, the people who had survived the trail 
of tears built campfires on that mountain as a beacon to all those who had 
been forced to leave the old country: “that is my point, you thick-headed 
choctaw,” says Jincy, “We are going to have to do it over again. no great 
spirit ever promised the choctaw that they wouldn’t have to make a new 
country more than once” (114-115).

The traditional stories told in this play are exempla set in thematic re-
lationship with the plot; signalling the symbolic correspondence between 
events, they mark a continuity between past and present; still endowed 
with power, they are sources of wisdom and strength. 

more directly entwined with dramatic action are the stories told in 
Now! Walk Through the Dawn. in the “author’s note” that opens the play, 
tucker admits having “taken certain liberties with history in striving to 
capture the spirit of sequoya” — first of all having him speak english. 
He also emphasizes the conflict between sequoya’s attitude toward life 
and that of his family and tribesmen, not to speak of White missionaries. 
unsatisfied with the ordinary pleasures of family life, with his excellent 
achievements as a silversmith and blacksmith, sequoya not only is deter-
mined “to catch the wild cherokee language and tame it” — in his son’s 
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words — (tucker 1980, 32) but has a more ambitious dream, to create one 
indian country welded by one language. The reason why indians lack a 
writing tradition is expressed in two contrasting stories told by sequoya 
himself and by his tribesman turtle:

turtle: i heard a man talk one time. a very wise man. He said that, 
in the beginning, the great spirit placed a book in the hands of the in-
dian, but the indian was not interested. He left the book lying around 
while he practiced with the bow and arrow. one day the white man 
came and stole the book from the indian. He kept it and made good 
use of it, so that today it is his by right. and his alone.
seQuoYa: (sarcastically) and the indian is stuck with the bow and 
arrow! Ha! You have been talking too long to the black coats. now! let 
me tell you a story, about the fire. it was first lit a long way from here 
to the south and the west, and the brown people had in those days the 
creations of man’s hands and the imagination of his heart: the crafts 
of gold and silver, of working precious stones, of carpentry and sculp-
ture, of featherweaving and painting, and yes, of writing. He had it all 
in those days. it was the work of the birdsnake man. Then there came 
a time when the birdsnake man looked into the water and saw his im-
age. He saw that he was growing old and would die if he stayed there. 
so, he began a long journey, toward the northeast, toward the coun-
try of red daylight. The journey ended on the rim of some great sea. 
it ended with a journey to death’s Kingdom with his body changed 
to light, with his heart and mind changed into a star, that burns for-
ever in the sky. […] now! There he is. The evening and the morning 
star, shining bright. a reminder of the glory that once was and can 
be anew. […] (Mumbling to himself) mor-ning star. star. star. (32-35) 

sequoya realizes the word is not on his list, and adds it to the syllabary 
that he is compiling. 

in this case, the stories are instrumental to characterization, they shed 
light on the conflicts between the personae, and give direct motivation to 
the development of action. This last function is confirmed by the ending of 
the play: even after his success, after his invention of the alphabet has been 
accepted by everybody (missionaries included — happy that the bible can 
be translated into cherokee), old, weak, and limping, sequoya proceeds to 
mexico to find the roots of the language he believes ancient indians used 
to have in common. it is historically proven that he was lame, and died 
in mexico, not that his project was carried on by his, until then, skeptical 
son. announcing: “the birdsnake man is rising again” (tucker 1980, 117), 
the young man takes upon himself his father’s mission but also the role of 
the mythical figure mentioned in the story of the fire. 

The same play offers an example of a further function that storytelling 
can assume in the plot. at the opening and at the end of the play sequoya’s 
son-in-law, The Worm, uses his skills as a storyteller to escape danger: by 
virtue of his capacity to weave stories (no matter what the subject is) he ap-
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peases both Whites (tucker 1980, 15-17) and comanches (106-107), who 
from potential enemies are turned into jolly buddies. 

a more complex case in point is provided by At the Sweetgum Bridge, 
where the deceased Pushamataha is facing final judgment by Hushookwa, 
the guardian of the bridge, who has to decide whether to let him cross and 
reach the Place of Happiness, or send him to the land of Punishment.

at first sight one might assume that storytelling has no conspicuous role 
in this play; actually the whole action is set out by Pushamataha’s vain at-
tempts to tell the story of his life in his own way, every time stopped by the 
guardian, who wants to know a different story, in order to find out wheth-
er he was a “white man’s indian” (tucker 1999, 237). The action consists 
predominantly of a series of flashbacks, in which Pushamataha appears as 
the brave warrior, the prudent chief, and the loving husband; alternating 
with episodes showing his friendship and respect for some Whites, Presi-
dent Jackson and the trader John mack; to end up with his growing dis-
appointment and the sad acknowledgment that he should have been less 
trustful and tolerant. also in this play tucker bends the historical facts: 
invented are the characters of John mack and Pushamataha’s wife, talla-
sha, and some episodes that see Jackson and the indian chief face-to-face. 
The central episode (act i, scene 4) is taken up by speech, not storytelling 
proper, nonetheless an excellent example of rhetorical skill: tecumseh and 
Pushamataha challenge each other with their opposite claims, in favor of 
and against waging war on the americans. Pushamataha’s sensible argu-
ments in favor of peace win against the crouching Panther’s inflamed ex-
hortations to unite and fight.2

Pushamataha’s gift is confirmed at the end of the play, when his abil-
ity as a storyteller decides his fate. by then, the guardian of the bridge is 
convinced that “the greatest of the choctaws” deserves to go to the Place 
of Happiness, and encourages him to get across the bridge; but Pushama-
taha stops halfway, claiming the same right that the great spirits enjoy — 
to enter and exit the underworld — so that he can be useful to his people. 
to the disconcerted guardian, outraged by this immense ambition, Pusha-
matah calmly proves he is entitled to that honor, not having been born of 
a woman and a man; and there goes the story of his birth:

once upon a time, a dark cloud rose from the West. across its angry 
face the lightning played while thunder rolled from hill to hill. The 

2 Well known examples of indian oratory, both speeches in the play are based on 
historical reports, especially on those by H.b. cushman, who in turn relies on the 
words of an eye-witness, colonel John Pitchlynn (cushman [1899] 1999, 248-260). 
tucker’s other main source for the history and culture of the choctaws is John r. 
swanton (Myths and Tales of the Southeastern Indians. norman, oK: university of 
oklahoma Press, [1929] 1995; and Source Material for the Social and Ceremonial 
Life of the Choctaw Indians. tuscaloosa, al: university of alabama Press, [1931] 
2001).
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cloud climbed in the western sky and spread his blanket over the sky, 
shutting out the light of the sun. all nature stood apart as this cloud 
wrapped the earth in midnight gloom. … Then burst the cloud and 
rose the wind. amidst howling winds and driving rain a blinding bolt 
of lightning hurled itself across the sky and struck a mighty live oak 
tree. The tree split from top to bottom, and lo!—out sprang Pushama-
taha, chief of the choctaws! 

“does not prove you are a great spirit. Proves you are a good storyteller,” 
replies Hushookwah, who has one more piece of evidence that the old chief 
may have lost his vigor and physical strength, but has certainly preserved all 
his rhetorical mastery. so much so that to win Hushookwah’s reluctance it is 
sufficient for him to hint: “don’t worry about those scoundrels that crossed 
while you slept. i’ll explain everything to shilup chitoh” (tucker 1999, 285). 
Hushookwah has no doubts whatsoever that Pushamataha would be able to 
spin a very interesting story about his negligence, and convince even the su-
preme being, so does not take the risk: Pushamataha will have it his way, and 
be allowed to remain at the crossing between the upper and the underworld.

in conclusion, tucker himself proves to be a skillful storyteller because 
of the varied and effective use of stories in his plays, but he is also a modern 
historian since his method shows clear links with the prevailing trends in 
recent historiography. in his ample discussion of the connections between 
history and fiction, a.s. byatt has pointed out how biography can be a “hy-
brid” form, where documentation about real characters and real events does 
not exclude the insertion of fictional characters and events (byatt 2001).

to tucker’s plays we can apply what Hayden White states when draw-
ing distinctions between historical narrative and chronicle, namely that 
historical narrative stresses time connections — between past, present and 
future — connections neglected by chronicle; and that chronicle can help 
explain events, but only historical narrative can lead us to understand the 
meaning of the past, and this by virtue of the imagination (White 1987). 
for both these reasons tucker’s plays can be ascribed to historical narrative.

in his Preface to Citizens, simon schama remarks that: “to write his-
tory without the play of imagination is to dig in an intellectual graveyard” 
(schama 1989, xix), a crime which tucker is certainly not guilty of: he 
mines a rich seam of evidence and brings the past to life through the ex-
ercise of imagination, the first instrument of the writer and the historian, 
and, perhaps, of the scientist as well.
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n. scott momadaY’s INDOLENT BOYS: 
a matter of balance

Annamaria Pinazzi

The Indolent Boys is scott momaday’s first experiment with theatre, though 
not his only one, since it was followed by Children of the Sun (first per-
formed at the Kennedy center in Washington, dc, in 1996, then in vari-
ous theatres in the united states) and the eight dialogues between urset 
and Yahweh, the “bear-god dialogues,” making up the first part of In the 
Bear’s House, published in 1999.

about his decision to write a play, momaday comments: “i like writ-
ing in different forms. i like trying things i have never tried before. i have 
wanted to write a play for a long time, and always enjoyed reading plays and 
seeing plays performed” (momaday 1994, 28). He acknowledges that his 
friend, playwright bernard Pomerance, and director gitta Honegger had 
a major part in his decision. Thanks to the latter’s initiative, The Indolent 
Boys was given a stage reading in february 1992 at Harvard, sponsored by 
the Harvard native american Program. on that occasion, momaday not 
only attended the reading but took an active part in it, agreeing to stand 
in for the actor who should have read emdotah’s part. two years after that 
reading, the play premiered at syracuse stage in syracuse, new York, un-
der Honegger’s direction. since then, it has been performed various times 
in the southwest, with the author often attending the event.1

momaday’s attention to the staging of his play stems from the impor-
tance he attaches to hearing in the work of a theatre author. in his discus-
sion with the students of the university of arizona participating in the 
seminar on “native american Poetics,” organized in 1992 by the depart-
ments of english and linguistics, momaday stated: “The reading is actually 

1 in 2002, as a result of the collaboration between the museum of indian arts 
and culture, and the southwest repertory Theater company, The Indolent Boys 
was presented during the santa fe indian market (august 22-25 and 30-31) at the 
university of new mexico rodey Theater, in albuquerque, with michael Horse as 
emdotah, leilani taliaferro as mother goodeye and noah Watts as John Pai; later, 
at the Kerr cultural center, september 19-20 (arizona state university). on sep-
tember 13, 2003 in los angeles, Wells fargo radio Theatre presented a one-hour 
radio adaptatation written by lori tubert, starring michael Horse as emdotah, 
arigon starr as mother goodeye and Zahn mcclarnon as John Pai, with a special 
introduction by momaday himself.

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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for the playwright: because hearing [the play] read on stage by profession-
al actors generally is very helpful to you in terms of revision.” as a result, 
what makes writing a play different from writing a novel is: “you never 
finish a play” (momaday 1992). William s. Yellow robe, Jr — one of the 
most prominent native dramatists — would strongly agree with him that 
playwriting is a never ending work of revision. on the same subject, mo-
maday added later a more specific remark: to write for the theatre is differ-
ent because “you are aware when you’re writing of spacial limitations and 
of what is possible to get into a single scene. […] and then you’re aware of 
the principle of dialogue which is more important in theatre, obviously, 
than it is in other media” (momaday 1994, 28).

i would like to emphasize this awareness of the medium, since in my 
opinion — the opinion of a reader who only tries to imagine how the piece 
works on stage — it is this awareness that accounts for the results moma-
day achieves in his first experiment with theatre. at the very end of the 
play, he has one of the characters commenting:

There was crying, you see, and then there was laughter. and one was 
not greater than the other, neither more unaccountable or appropri-
ate. When i think about it, you see, i believe it is a matter of balance. 
even the stars are balanced, you see, and when they stray or fall, it is 
all right, for they will seek and find their balance in the great wheels 
of light. Well, for us, in the camps, that is how to think of the world; 
eh neh neh neh! (momaday 2007, 71) 

my purpose is to illustrate how this concept of balance — here em-
ployed to express the Kiowa view of life — is also the pivotal principle un-
derlying the plot’s structure, in a complex pattern that combines Western 
theatrical tradition, from classical to modern and contemporary drama, 
with forms distinctive of native culture.

The play enacts a story based on historical facts that momaday found 
documented in the national archives of the oklahoma Historical society 
but, as he emphasizes in his prefatory note “about the Play,” his main source 
is Kiowa oral tradition, in which this story “is deeply and ever more dimly 
embedded,” a story “i have heard […] from the time i was a child.” in the 
same introduction to the play, he gives poignant summary of the story:

in 1891 three young boys ran away from the Kiowa indian boarding 
school at anadarko, oklahoma, then indian territory, after the eldest 
boy had been whipped by a teacher for fighting. They headed for the 
camps where their families lived, some forty miles away. overtaken by 
a terrible storm, they froze to death. Their frozen bodies were found by 
their relatives on a small bluff south of present-day carnegie, oklaho-
ma. They were buried in the indian way, simply and without ceremony.

The Kiowas, when they discovered the bodies, were enraged and 
grief-stricken. to signify their sorrow, the people cut off their hair or 
parts of their fingers or otherwise scarified themselves. They marched 
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upon the school, beat up the superintendent, and threatened war. The 
teacher and “disciplinarian” who administered the whipping hid in the 
rafters of the school and then disappeared. mother goodeye, an aged 
Kiowa woman with one eye, searched for him. armed with a knife, 
she meant to kill him. (5)

in the play it is mother goodeye who introduces the matter in the 
Prologue and draws conclusions in the epilogue. actually, the Prologue 
contains very little information about the action that will follow: only a 
vague hint at the whipping, whereas most of the old woman’s remarks re-
gard the boys’ original names, which were meaningful and appropriate, 
always placing the subject at the center of an intricate net of connections 
with the present and past experience of the tribe. These indian names — 
mosatse, Koi-khan-hodle, seta — are compared with the names imposed 
at school, meaningless and, what’s worse, sounding offensive to the ear: 
“[…] mosatse is a nicer name than […] Jack, how he is called at the Kiowa 
boarding school. Jack! it’s like a tree cracking, or someone trotting on old, 
crusty snow. it’s not a name, it’s a cough.” and about seta:

neither a child nor a man—but somehow, it is a strange thing, an old 
man. Think of it! fifteen years old and an old man! it is a holy thing, 
you see. an original boy, a boy priest, perhaps too a warrior, a dog 
soldier like his namesake set-angia, sitting bear. brave. brave beyond 
belief. brave to madness. and like set-angia he has white hair! imag-
ine! fifteen years old, and he has white hair. oh, and he has a hole in 
his head, here. even set-angia had no hole in his head—but only the 
one eye, like me. Eh neh neh neh. i never thought of that! seta and set-
angia, and i. We have holes in our heads, you see. surely that is a great 
sign and a powerful medicine. and seta talks like an old man, foolish 
and wise like saynday, like a medicine man. (11-12)

The three children are never a live presence on stage: only the bundles 
of their bodies will be visible. never characterized through present action 
or flashbacks, they are only evoked through the words of other characters, 
starting from this very beginning, with the old woman pronouncing, ex-
plaining, calling their names. breaking the conventional fourth wall of 
realistic drama, mother goodeye directly involves the audience in this 
assertion of the boys’ existence, asking them to pronounce their name: 
“say it, why don’t you?” (10).

The dramatic action proper, unfolding between Prologue and epilogue, 
is divided into two acts, each consisting of four scenes; most of the scenes 
are organized according to the principles of the so called well-made play, 
in which dialogue has first of all to carry out exposition, that is give infor-
mation about preceding facts, about characters, about the conflicts that 
will cause action to develop. such is the case with the first two scenes of 
act 1. after touching on the exceptionally cold weather and on their wor-
ries about the destiny of the escaped children, barton Wherritt and g.P. 
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gregory, a teacher and the superintendent of the school, respectively, express 
their views about their own ‘mission’ among the indians. Wherritt is a staunch 
supporter of duty, discipline and punishment as means to turn this people 
of lazy “children” into proper “americans:” “indians are children. children 
all […] those indolent thieves and beggars, those dreamers out there in the 
camps, those poor, befeathered, war-painted ghost dancers are children!” He 
has a very clear-cut purpose: “i want to teach them […] to figure and keep 
accounts, to buy and sell. i want them to earn a decent living, earn it, i say. 
i want to teach them to paint and carpenter and husband and farm. i want 
them to be, by god, Americans, mr. gregory! i want them to feel at home in 
america!” not aware of the irony in what he is saying, Wherritt seems genu-
inely surprised by the indians’ opposition: “it is our time, america’s time. a 
time of greatness. oh that is so clearly, excitingly true! Why can’t they see it? 
Why do they resist that glorious destiny? Why do they resist?” gregory’s dis-
armingly simple answer: “because they are different …” (20), does not imply 
a deeper understanding on his part. gregory’s view of his role as a teacher is 
possibly more idealized than that of his colleague: he praises the beauty and 
goodness of the “whole scheme,” of “the beautiful quilt” (22) that is going to 
be woven throughout the nation, thanks to the work of people like his model 
figure, Henry Pratt, the founder of the carlisle indian school, whose motto 
was: “kill the indian and save the man.” but he does not have a higher opinion 
of indians, and when he voices his “bitter disappointment and frustration” he 
uses the most common and cruel stereotypes: 

[…] even as i looked in their dark, expressionless faces, they fell short. 
They couldn’t live up to my most modest dreams. […] it is not in them 
to be farmers; they have not, in all their generations on the earth, had an 
agricultural tradition. How can they be doctors, when sickness is their 
natural state and they fall like flies to every disease they are exposed 
to? They know nothing of money, they had rather deal in beads and 
bottles. to them a horse is the difference between rich and poor. (21)
 
The two teachers also refer to the obsessive interest that their female col-

league, carrie, is showing for indian matters, and to the great achievement 
of their best indian student, John Pai, somebody who could become “apos-
tle to the indians, the Kiowa messiah,” as they mockingly call him (19). 

John Pai and carrie appear in the second scene, where a lively dialogue 
— John Pai loves playing with words — reveals their reciprocal under-
standing and attraction. carrie enthusiastically informs the young man 
that he has been accepted at a seminary in new York. she is convinced that 
thanks to his eloquence he “will make a fine preacher,” but is also baffled 
by his deftness with words:

carrie
i love to play at words with you. You know that. i love you to play with 
me … at words. but sometimes i think i’ve been wrong to encour-
age you.
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JoHn Pai
i love you to encourage me. (28)

appropriately, momaday has John Pai, the young eloquent man who 
loves playing with words, explain the various nuances in the meaning of 
the word that appears in the title of the play: “mr. Wherritt has used the 
word “indolent” in speaking of the children. it means insensitive to pain, 
slow to develop, indulging in ease, lazy” (57). The etimology of “indolent,” 
non dolens, sounds bitterly ironical when applied to children that have been 
more than sensitive to pain both physical and psychological, and suffered 
beating, cold and humiliation before their untimely death.

after the boys’ death is reconstructed in the opening scene of act 2 
through mother goodeye’s imagination and the official reports that mr. 
gregory and mr. Wherritt write to the indian affairs officers, action de-
velops in scene 2, where gregory and Wherritt on the one hand and carrie 
on the other confirm the different attitude they have toward their charg-
es. The superintendent is convinced that the school dealt with the boys’ 
incident in the best possible way: “We have been thorough, we have been 
candid and direct, we have been entirely professional, in a word.” in an 
aside, carrie replies: “We have been unimaginative and insensitive, in two 
words” (53). after Wherritt’s decision to take leave of absence and move 
away, carrie refuses to follow him and quit the southwest which he con-
siders “an unnatural place for a woman. […] i’m talking about women, 
womenfolk, carrie, not about squaws” (50-51). action ends in scene 4, 
where the unfortunate superintendent, beaten up by enraged Kiowas, is 
found by carrie who reveals the main flaw in her personality. although 
an honest, well meaning and sensitive young woman, she is moved more 
by excitement than by deep reasons:

Have you seen them—the Kiowas? my god, some of them are still mill-
ing around the agency!—raising dust and shouting, breaking things 
up, oh, it’s, it’s wonderful! We are quite under siege! oh, i’ve never seen 
anything like it. maybe they will take captives. do you know that dan-
ger tastes something like cracklin’ corn bread? (64) 

The few words of goodbye that carrie and John Pai exchange mark the 
growing distance between them.

so far we have considered dialogue as a means of exposition. to repre-
sent the characters’ thoughts, their inner conflicts, their secret emotions, 
theatrical tradition resorts to monologue; so does momaday in this play, 
but with interesting devices that tend to preserve the dialogical structure 
of dramatic speech. He shrewdly gives the speaker an interlocutor, though 
imaginary: in act 1 scene 2, John Pai voices his sense of alienation, ad-
dressing the picture of President lincoln:

school here, mr. lincoln, is a camp where memory is killed […] Here at 
the Kiowa boarding school at anadarko, oklahoma, on the banks of the 
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Washita river, i am taught not to remember but to dismember myself. 
Well, mr. lincoln, i am beside myself, and i see my reflection in a pool 
of water or a pane of glass, and i wonder who i am. Was it so with you, 
mr. lincoln? did you see your reflection and wonder who you were? (24)

in scene 3 of the same act, carrie confesses her dreams, her hopes, her 
doubts, reading aloud the letter she’s writing to her mother:

When i came here, mama, i was moved by an uncommon zeal. i want-
ed—and want—so much, more than i can say, to save the indians. but 
from time to time my zeal declines, and i become confused. […] 
and then, mama, there is a part of me that is, how shall i say, some-
times excited. do you know what i mean? i’m sure you do, though 
we’ve never talked about it. i am a grown woman, and i am hale and 
alone and restless. (35-36)

a somewhat opposite solution is the use of tableaux, of silent scenes, 
such as when John Pai, after his talk to mr. lincoln, expresses his divided 
self through a mimed action, first paying respect to the medicine wheel, 
then, after a sudden change of attitude, standing to attention as if he were 
inspected at school (25). a similar case occurs in the second act, at the 
conclusion of scene 2, when John Pai points with a stick to his first name, 
that he has just written on the blackboard surrounded by other names im-
posed on the indian boys; as he explains to carrie, he is “counting coup,” 
that is killing his white identity (58). 

a more substantial use of mime is the parallel, independent action that 
two schoolchildren carry on throughout the play. unnoticed by the oth-
er characters, seen but not heard by the audience, they mostly sit at their 
desks without taking part in the main action, just observing events with 
more or less interest — not bothered by what the white characters do; in-
volved when their tribesmen are around. “conspicuously absent” (64) at 
the beginning of the last scene, when carrie and mr. gregory report on 
the Kiowas’ violent reaction and Wherritt’s escape, the children reappear 
only when John Pai comes on stage ready to take the train to new York. 
They are still present throughout the epilogue, a silent chorus accompa-
nying the chorus leader, mother goodeye, who sums up the aftermath 
of the violent reaction and sets facts in a wider perspective: more terrible 
tragedies followed the case of the escaped boys; when she mentions the 
epidemic of measles, the children appear with red spots on their faces. fi-
nally, after mother goodeye’s recollection of the accident that happened 
to the driver of the hearse and caused laughter during the funerals, the 
children follow her, dancing and cackling like her, in a sort of confirma-
tion, in terms of performance, of what she has just stated about life: life is 
sorrow and laughter, and the play combines tragedy and humor.

apart from the presence of a prologue, of an epilogue (a proper exo-
dos), and of a chorus, there is at least another aspect to this play that re-
minds us of greek tragedy: the crucial episodes are never seen, they are 
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told: the death of the children, the Kiowas’ reaction and John’s final de-
cision to leave the train and run away to the camps are all events that are 
only reported. momaday comments: “things like these are things that you 
can show, things in words. it’s not necessary to project an image, a physi-
cal image, so long as you build one in the mind” (momaday 1994, 28).

The possibility of showing things in words and the creative role of 
imagination lead us to consider two major elements relating this play to 
recent native dramatic art, namely storytelling and ceremony. 

as for the first element, mother goodeye is a storyteller. The opening 
words of her prologue, “They were camping … ,” are the conventional for-
mula with which Kiowa begin telling a story — as momaday attests in The 
Names and Children of the Sun. she is a compulsive storyteller: with dif-
ficulty she restrains herself from threading one story after another. she’s 
repeatedly forced to recognize: “but that’s another story. i tell it to you 
sometime.” The stories told by her, by John Pai and by emdotah, though 
brief (another case of awareness of the medium) and without disrupting 
the rhythm of action, have the important role of relating the present ex-
periences of a particular individual to the past and communal experience 
of the tribe. instances include the story that John tells President lincoln 
of the gaming wheel and the twin brothers, Kiowa cultural heroes (24); 
the story about the origin of the Kiowas told by mother goodeye (60); the 
story of set-angia, the great warrior chief of the Kaitsenko, the dog sol-
diers, told by the three characters together (60); finally, told by emdotah, 
the story of set-angia’s son (61).

as for the ceremonial element of drama, two scenes in this play are 
exemplary: one in each act, interrupting the flow of action, they are set 
in a different dimension — “a dream dimension,” stressed by the sound 
of “flute and voices echoing” (38, 59). in both scenes, while John Pai is 
asleep, dreaming, and the bodies of the three dead children lie on the 
floor, wrapped in blankets, “like mummies,” emdotah and mother good-
eye take it in turns to recite verses that have the rhythm and repetitious 
pace of a prayer. in the first one (act 1, scene 4), like in the Prologue, they 
are mainly statements of the boys’ eternal presence, made possible by the 
creative power of imagination:

motHer goodeYe
i cannot see them […] but they are here, aren’t they? 
emdotaH
if they are not here, grandmother, then neither are we.

The speech takes on more and more the tone of a chant:

motHer goodeYe
Here is seta, your favorite son, emdotah.
emdotaH
Here sleeping. i cannot see his face, whether or not it is sweet and 
peaceful, his white, wounded head. oh, my son!
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motHer goodeYe
Here is the son of territory Horse and the son of muchacho. Here 
sleeping. oh, my grandsons! (38-39)

until the children join in emdotah’s invocation of darkness, and with 
mother goodeye and John Pai repeat “thanks” in Kiowa: 

darkness,
You are, forever.
aho.
You are, before the light.
aho.
You stain the long ledge above the seep at leaning Walls.
aho.
You are the smoke of silence burning
aho.
above, below, beyond, among the glittering things, you are.
aho.
The days descend in you,
yesterday,
today,
the day to die.
aho.
aho.
aho.
aho. (40)

Parallel to this scene is the grieving done in the traditional way in scene 
3 of the second act which follows the same pattern — the same dreamlike 
atmosphere, the same repetition of concepts by rote. What is added is the 
detailed description of the death of the three boys, particularly the death of 
seta, on whom the teachers had put all the blame. accused by them of being 
a coward, here, through his father’s imagination, he is given back his dignity:

 

emdotaH
and then, stiffening, the words like twigs and dead leaves in his mouth, 
he taunts the night and the death that are upon him. “come,” he says, 
beckoning, “come on! i have no shield and no weapons, but i have the 
name of the bear, and i have words of scorn and shame to heap upon you. 
Haw! i sing my death song: i am ashamed for you. You killed my broth-
ers so easily, without sorrow, without asking their forgiveness, and now 
you would kill me without honor or dignity or sorrow. shame! You do 
not beg my forgiveness. but haw! i forgive you and make you ashamed. 
You are forgiven!”—and my son lies down and dies in the snow. (63)

What i trust emerges from this survey of the formal aspects of The In-
dolent Boys is momaday’s achievement in the craft of writing a play; but 
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i am sure that whoever is familiar with his work cannot fail to recognize 
also that constellation of motives whose masterful interweaving is so typ-
ically momadayan: the role of words, of sound and silence; the value of 
names; the link between present and past kept alive by memory, between 
individual and tribal experience; above all, the strict correlation between 
facts and imagination, reality and dream.

moreover, if we consider the text of The Indolent Boys, its very layout, 
numerous other similarities with the rest of momaday’s writings can be 
found, such as a dedication, notes with anthropological explanations or 
references to personal experience, in a game of innovation and continuity 
that is so characteristic of momaday’s whole work; but probably mother 
goodeye would say: “that is another story.”
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momadaY’s CHILDREN OF THE SUN: 
manY stories in one PlaY 

Annamaria Pinazzi

scott momaday’s first play, The Indolent Boys, is based on a tragic event that 
happened in the winter of 1891, when three boys who had escaped from 
the Kiowa indian boarding school at anadarko, oklahoma, were found 
frozen to death. to the children of that school, among them his grand-
mother, momaday has dedicated his second play, Children of the Sun, first 
performed in 1997. The typescripts of both texts were kindly made avail-
able to me by the author before their publication. in the case of Children 
of the Sun, i was intrigued by its subtitle, “a story and a play.” storytelling 
is a common feature in native american drama, and it plays an impor-
tant role also in The Indolent Boys, but in the typescript of Children of the 
Sun the whole text is introduced as a hybrid form between tale and drama.

in the typescript an “afterword” announced danièle laruelle’s french 
translation of the “story and play.” Published by seuil in 2003, Les enfants 
du soleil, appeared four years before its engish text. in the volume, Three 
Plays, published by oklahoma university Press, Children of the Sun is 
sandwiched between The Indolent Boys and The Moon in Two Windows 
(a screenplay that on its dust jacket bernard Pomerance, author of The El-
ephant Man, rightly calls “simply a masterpiece”), a companion piece to 
The Indolent Boys which explores the complex, contradictory, certainly not 
easily dismissible experience of the carlisle indian school.

as a result of this publication history, three different versions of Chil-
dren of the Sun were available to me, and i think a comparison between 
the three makes an interesting story in itself — one more, to be added to 
the “many” i refer to in the title of this essay that deliberately echoes the 
Prologue to The Way to Rainy Mountain, where momaday defines the 
journey of the Kiowas from montana to oklahoma as “many journeys in 
the one” (momaday [1969] 1984, 4).

but between these two works there is a more substantial connection. 
in Children of the Sun, momaday weaves together two sets of stories: a sto-
ry written by his daughter cael — that tells of aila, the girl who brought 
color into the world — is intertwined with stories belonging to the Kiowa 
oral tradition. aila dreams of a world of colors, and from her dream brings 
the tools to transform the gray world into which she was born: she dips 
her long hair into different pots and uses it as an all-reaching multicol-
ored paintbrush. Then, she is identified with the beautiful baby girl who, 
in the Kiowa cosmogonic myth, is chosen to become the sun’s wife and 
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mother of the boy who, playing with his gaming wheel (the same toy-weapon 
that killed his mother), splits himself in two. He becomes the twins, the hero 
protectors of the Kiowa, and will forever assist his people — also “children of 
the sun” — in the form of the talyi-day, the boy-medicine. These traditional 
stories are familiar to the reader of momaday’s works, in particular The Way 
to Rainy Mountain, where they correspond roughly to sections iV-Xi. There 
are slight changes: in the play (scene 2), the baby girl’s cradle is taken outside 
by grandmother spider instead of “by a friend of the family” (momaday [1969] 
1984, 22). after the killing of the snake, that they later learn to have been their 
grandfather, the twins bury him by the river, covering him with leaves — and 
“this is their coming of age,” comments grandmother spider (momaday 2007, 
95). In The Way to Rainy Mountain it is the grandmother who is buried in the 
same way (34). With the trait that is so typical of momaday’s work, and that 
could be summarized as continuity and variation, the same story is given new 
life by a different context or medium. The story of the twins appears also in 
The Indolent Boys, where it is briefly referred to by John Pai (momaday 2007, 
24) but here it is the main subject matter, the kernel of the plot. 

Children of the Sun, in its typescript form, and Les enfants du soleil have the 
same basic content and structure, with a few significant differences. The type-
script opens with a note “about the Kiowas” comprising pieces of information 
about their history, and the role of the sun, the buffalo, the horse, the dog, the 
spider and the snake in their culture. in a short “Prologue” an unknown nar-
rator then pronounces the set formula, the usual beginning of a Kiowa story 
— the way in which The Indolent Boys and The Names also begin: “akeah-de. 
listen! They were camping.” after this he introduces the official narrator, an-
nouncing: “and always, grandmother spider tells the story” (typescript, 2).

The action develops in six episodes, called chapters and separated by 
Page breaks. The chapters have a title: “The sun Will do Her such good,” 
“The one Who brings the light,” “aila and the sun,” “The boy twins,” 
“The children of the sun” and “The boy-medicine.” a Postlogue, almost 
an exact repetition of the Prologue, ends the play symmetrically: the last 
words to be heard are the onomatopoeic lines of the same nursery rhyme 
grandmother spider recites at the beginning: 

crangie, crangie, spit and spangie,
coola, coola, coola coo,
Windy, windy, cold and sandy,
blowtha, blowtha, blowtha, boo! (typescript, 2, 16)

all action is announced, described, summarized by grandmother spi-
der, who also comments on it and directs it, as when she cuts across the 
expressions of endearment aila’s parents use towards their child: “This is 
a kind of yuckiness, isn’t it? i mean, lovey-dovey, sweetsie-neatsie, cute-
sie-tootsie. eck! let’s get on with it, shall we?” (typescript, 3). Her narrat-
ing is interrupted by speech and action from other characters only when 
she decides to give them the floor: “tell us, aila, about your dream,” and 
again: “aila, tell us your story” (typescript, 5).
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as in other plays by native authors based on traditional myths, for ex-
ample in Hanay geiogamah’s Coon Cons Coyote [1973] and gerald bruce 
miller’s Changer [1976], the narrative structure of storytelling is preserved: 
the narrator is a constant, dominant presence on stage, with the additional 
role of one or more characters, and of director. 

The french translation also includes the introductory note (“À propos 
des Kiowas,” with drawings of each of the six animals mentioned) and all 
the other sections: each episode retains its title (“le soleil lui fera le plus 
grand bien,” “celle qui apporte la lumière,” etc.) but the generic definitions 
(Prologue, Postlogue, chapters) are missing. The result is a marked sense 
of continuum, reinforced by the absence of page numbers. it is the story 
form that has priority, the fluency of the tale; the medium is a book, an il-
lustrated book for children, with only a few words or lines per page. differ-
ent type-settings and different fonts indicate that words are to be spoken 
by different characters, and distinguish the dialogue from the summaries 
and the invitations to the characters to speak. to the figurative quality 
of the printed words one must add the strong impact of the drawings by 
the artist federica matta: of various sizes and textures, they range from 
sketchy black and white figures to full page and double page illustrations 
in bright, primary colors. The effect is of words in movement and danc-
ing images, of action developing under the eyes of the reader-spectator, a 
play on the stage of a whirling, multidimensional page.

coming to the final, or at least the most recent, version, the title of the 
volume in which it is included, Three Plays, is itself significant. in the text of 
Children of the Sun, the subtitle “a story and a play” no longer appears; then, 
after a black and white reproduction of an acrylic by momaday himself, rep-
resenting the talyi-dai, we find the sections that one expects to see at the be-
ginning of a written play. instead of the introductory note about the Kiowas, 
we find one “about the Play,” followed by a “Performance History” and a list 
of “characters.” The note “about the Play” (77) focuses on the “principles of 
performance” and finds them in “wonder, delight, beauty, and fantasy” — 
principles that momaday finds necessary to meet the “imagination of chil-
dren.” more specific directions are reserved for the setting and the music: 
“There is a central tree, a bush to one side, two or three tepees.” a special 
place is assigned to grandmother spider, “a kind of podium, from which she 
sings, prays, tells stories, mimes.” to mark it as her site, a web can be drawn 
across it. The music should be flutes and drums (and it is worth noting that 
in the play’s première at the Kennedy center in 1997 it was composed by the 
eminent musician and flute-player carlos nakai). The performance history 
also informs us that in a more recent presentation of the play at the barter 
Theatre, abingdon, Virginia, in 2000, dance had an important role. The list 
of characters in a play is an additional means to convey directions; here it 
contains scanty information about their traits: only their approximate age 
is given, with the exception of grandmother spider, defined also as “crotch-
ety, clownish, and wise.” instead, the list includes further suggestions about 
the use of voice-over for aila’s parents and the possibility for the same ac-
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tor to play more roles, such as the sun and the first twin, or, regardless of 
gender, aila and the second twin (79). 

like the introductory sections, the body of the text respects the con-
ventional layout of a play. The action is divided into twelve scenes: the 
original six episodes are doubled by splitting some of them into two or 
three. moreover, a new episode is added, scene 10, that adapts to the plot 
of the play one of momaday’s favourite stories, included in The Way to 
Rainy Mountain (section Xiii). it is the story of the arrowmaker who saves 
himself and his wife, by deducing that the man outside his tepee is an en-
emy, because he doesn’t understand the arrowmaker’s warning words in 
Kiowa. but, instead of the husband and wife of that story, the characters 
in the play are grandmother spider and first twin. 

each scene opens with proper stage directions, as, for example, those 
for scene 1, which replace incipit and prologue of the preceding versions: 
“The curtain comes up on a Kiowa camp at early morning […] There are 
sounds of birds and activity, the Kiowa language. The form of a giant spider 
appears in the indefinite light at the back of the stage. Grandmother Spider 
appears” (80). The first words to be pronounced are those of grandmother 
spider chanting her nursery rhyme and calling for the children’s atten-
tion before she starts to tell aila’s story: “Eh neh neh neh. listen, children. 
i will tell you a story.” at this point momaday introduces a variation that 
occurs again further on: grandmother’s narration is taken up by other 
characters (here just the voices of aila’s parents) who either alternate or 
say the same line simultaneously, with a chorus effect:

grandmotHer sPider:
Well, there was a handsome couple … 
Woman’s Voice:
a young man
man’s Voice
and his wife. The wife gave birth to a beautiful child
Woman’s Voice:
a girl child whose skin was very clear and whose eyes were very bright.
Woman’s and man’s Voice:
she was the most beautiful child in the camp. (80)

The three characters take it in turn to speak throughout the scene. The 
same pattern can be found in scene 8, where the task of telling the story is 
not shared with grandmother spider but is wholly given over to the twins.

more often than not, grandmother spider’s summaries are turned into 
stage directions. for example:

i made my way to the opening of their tepee, and raised the flap, and 
looked in. […] and the baby gurgled at me, and her mother exclaimed, 
“she knows you, grandmother!” (typescript, 4)

becomes:
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Grandmother Spider angles her way to the opening of the prominent te-
pee. She raises flap and looks in. […] Baby squeals, gurgles.
Woman’s Voice 
see, she knows you, grandmother! (81)

When, like in this case, the earlier scripts contain dialogue, this is kept 
unaltered; if it is introduced or prompted by grandmother spider — “This 
is aila’s story,” or “aila, tell us your story” (typescript, 5) — her words are 
crossed out and simply replaced by the name of the speaker (84). in a few 
instances the dialogue is enlarged by short additions, fillers typical of col-
loquial speech: “Yes, it’s true;” “oh, i don’t know” (82); in other cases, de-
ictics are added; for example, in the first twin’s speech before dying: “as 
you see […] i am no longer here. i am here (Indicates bundles)” (102). all 
these changes tend to enhance the dialogic structure, the interplay of voices. 

in keeping with this general principle of dramatizing the tale, some 
of grandmother spider’s summaries are cut (usually when connecting 
two scenes), and the effect is to increase suspense. This happens in scene 
4, which opens with aila standing before the sun, without grandmother 
spider’s explanation of how she gets to meet the sun in her dream (type-
script, 7). likewise, scene 5 ends dramatically with the sun’s scream after 
he has struck aila dead with the gaming wheel. in the typescript this is fol-
lowed by grandmother spider’s explanation of the consequences of her loss: 

There was darkness everywhere, hiding the light and the colors aila 
had brought to the world. but you know, in the darkness, the moon 
rises, right where aila had fallen. […] The moon is aila, softer than 
the sun and more beautiful to behold. The sun follows her, and brings 
her bright colors back to the world every day, but he can never catch 
her. (typescript, 10)

finally, the Postlogue becomes scene 12, which provides the connec-
tion between myth and reality: grandmother spider’s explanation about 
aila having become the moon is inserted here, before the twins confirm 
their role as protectors of the Kiowa people. The shift to the present, in-
stead of through a simple change of tenses (as in the typescript and french 
translation) is brought alive by a boy, to whom grandmother spider ad-
dresses her explanations: “look, little one. The moon, the full moon. […] 
That is aila, you know. don’t you know? The one who brought the light, 
who gave color to the world” (103).

to conclude, i am convinced that the three texts of Children of the Sun 
put together would make a perfect crash course to teach how to transform 
narrative into drama, and vice-versa. on the other hand, my first conten-
tion that Children of the Sun is a text challenging definition seems to ap-
ply to both the typescript and the two published versions: a pliable ghost 
script, the typescript is the source for both tale (the children’s book) and 
play. With few changes it becomes a story — but a story in action — and 
a play — but a play that incorporates storytelling. 
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What is certain is that momaday’s commitment to memory and imag-
ination will give us ever new surprises, as the end of Children of the Sun 
implies. before leaving the stage, grandmother spider remarks: 

it happened a long time ago, when dogs could talk. and as you and 
i know, little one, they still do. Why, this very morning my little dog 
sim-sim said to me … oh, but that is another story, don’t you know? 
tell it to you sometime. (104)

like all his grandmothers, a born storyteller, momaday always has up his 
sleeve another story, to tell us sometime. We can only try to guess whether 
it will be in printed words, drawn in black and white, painted in full color, 
or brought alive by a human voice.
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reclaiming HistorY tHrougH fiction: 
linda Hogan’s “tHat Horse”

Gaetano Prampolini

in chickasaw poet, fiction writer and essayist linda Hogan’s Red Clay. Po-
ems and Stories (1991) the text of an early, seven-page long story titled “That 
Horse” is preceded by an almost as long paratext comprising Hogan’s less 
than three-page long “introduction. my father’s story: The black Horse” 
and the text, four-and-half-pages long, of her father’s, mr charles colbert 
Henderson’s, story.1 This essay originates from our perplexity at reading 
in Hogan’s “introduction” that, through their respective stories, “together 
[she and her father] created an illustration of how the oral becomes the 
written” (Hogan 1995, 43). We will briefly discuss this declaration before 
examining the two stories in order to see how “That Horse” carries out 
Hogan’s intention, which, as she recalled in an interview, was “to show the 
history of the time. […] my father’s story was personal. i wanted to expand 
his story to show the historical circumstances” (schöler 1988, 113-114).

a characteristic aspect of american indian writing — one that has un-
doubtedly concurred in creating the keen interest this luxuriant branch 
of contemporary american literature has elicited worldwide — is, as we 
know, its strong connection with “primary orality, the orality of cultures 
untouched by literacy” (ong 1982, 6). While evincing the author’s ease with 
and, quite often, mastery in handling Western literary forms, modes and 
genres, an american indian writer’s work may in fact owe a great deal of 
its effectiveness and significance to the writer’s use — more or less overt, 
more or less extensive — of materials (and/or forms) which usually belong 
to the cultural heritage of the nation he/she is a member of or descended 
from, and which, preserved through oral transmission, he/she assumes ei-
ther directly “by word of mouth” (as, for instance, is the case with at least 
some of the Kiowa stories n.s. momaday wrote down in The Way to Rainy 
Mountain) or indirectly, through some written rendition (as, for instance, 
with the stories of the northwest indians that d’arcy mcnickle wove into 

1 Hogan had first published the two stories in 1985; see Hogan, linda and 
charles c. Henderson, That Horse. acoma, nm: Pueblo of acoma Press. Whether 
this publication already included Hogan’s “introduction,” we have been unable to 
find out.
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the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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his novel, The Surrounded). nothing of the sort, though, no connection 
with the pristine orality of chickasaw (or any other indian nation’s) cul-
ture, is evident in either of the stories we are dealing with. 

nor, in our view, is there anything that could be taken as illustration of 
a transition from “the oral” to “the written” in Hogan’s “That Horse,” which 
— her “introduction” makes it very clear — came into being as a writ-
ten story, alternative to another written story, her father’s “black Horse.” 
it is, then, only to “The black Horse” that “the oral” Hogan is referring to 
might apply. and it does. not a few, in fact, are the indications of an oral 
matrix that may be culled from the text we read: repetitions of the just-
said,2 homely vocabulary, absence of anachronies and, among the several 
characteristics of orally based expression described by Walter J. ong, the 
“additive rather than subordinative” style and (arguably) the “situational 
rather than abstract” thinking (ong 1982, 37-38 and 49-57).

mr Henderson, as we know from what Hogan said to an interviewer, was 
“a good storyteller, he [would] spend all of his time telling stories once he [was] 
given the opening. any story. army stories. childhood ones …” (bruchac 
1987, 128). on turning writer, however, he appears to have been quick in re-
alizing that “The black Horse” could not be a sheer transcription of one of 
his oral performances, that his new medium had requirements of its own to 
be met. to suggest this is not only his awareness that some notions and ac-
tions familiar to his audiences were unlikely to be so to his readers,3 but also 
what can be inferred from something his daughter says in her “introduction.” 

“[my father],” says Hogan almost at the outset, “wrote down the story 
of the black horse, and turned it over to me. i suspect it was to make sure 
that i got it right at least once, because […] i have my own memory of the 
stories and how i heard them,” and a little farther on, “He thought,” she 
adds, “i would ‘fix’ [his story] for him.” (Hogan 1995, 41). However, it is 
not at the slight inconsistency of the two statements where we want to 
pause. nor at the fact that the daughter did neither of the things her father 
expected from her, since she “laid aside [his] story in order to get close 
to what [she] wanted to say” and did refrain from “fixing” it, feeling that 
“[‘The black Horse’] was whole in itself” (Hogan 1995, 42 and 41). What 
inspires attention here is the decision of entrusting one’s story to writing, 
made by someone who had grown up in rural indian oklahoma (which at 
the time was, in all likelihood, still a largely residual oral milieu), someone 
we know to have been a good and irrepressible storyteller.4

2 on one page (Hogan 1995, 46), along with an interjection so frequent in speech 
as “Well,” we find two quasi-verbatim repetitions: “[shorty] got gentle” / “he was very 
gentle;” “When it came time to break shorty to ride” / “The time came to ride shorty.”

3 Hence the explanations of what “boot” and “Halter broke” meant in the okla-
homan horse lexicon of the 1920s — both words curiously capitalized (as also are 
“buck and Pitch,” two characteristic predicates of horses) (Hogan 1995, 45 and 46).

4 it will not seem too far-fetched to recall, by way of contrast, sherwood ander-
son’s father, a spellbinding storyteller in comparably residually-oral communities 
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by writing his story down and, furthermore, by wishing it to be “fixed” 
(which we take to mean “cosmetically touched-up, given an appropriately 
literary decorousness”) by his writer-daughter, mr Henderson has crossed 
the boundary line between a cultural environment where the customary 
way to keep a story alive is through the incremental process of repeated 
storytelling and one where a story can be preserved through one writing. 
from a milieu in which stories are communal heirlooms he has stepped 
into the land of authorship — and of literary ownership, something here 
endorsed by his daughter’s, a published author’s, words: “His story is his. 
my story is mine” (Hogan 1995, 43).

We will tackle the other transition in our topic — the transition from the 
father’s “personal” to the daughter’s historically oriented story — by turn-
ing once more to Hogan’s “introduction,” for an important clue as to why 
she felt she had to write “That Horse.” to prove her point that “fiction” 
tells (or approaches) truth as mere “fact” does not (a point not unlike the 
one about the truth of art beautifully made so long ago by st. augustine, 
with the paradox of the painted horse, false and true at the same time, and 
true on the strength of its being a false horse5), Hogan reviews the several 
strands of inspiration she interwove in her story to create a fiction that 
“would make truth out of [fact]” (schöler 1988, 111): her father’s story of 
the black colt named shorty, which was the very spark to her imagination, 
but also her recollections of places cherished as a child and an adolescent 
in oklahoma, her memories of her father’s bronc riding and her uncle’s 
being a farrier for rodeo horses, as well as what she remembered hearing 
inside and outside her family circle about the intimidations and acts of 
violence suffered by oklahoma indians during the oil-boom of the 1920s. 

mr Henderson’s “black Horse” is about something that happened to 
its autodiegetic narrator as a boy.6 “at the age [he] thought [he] was pret-
ty good and in control of everything” (Hogan 1995, 47-48), he made bold 
to ride shorty, the “stocky and strong” little black horse, “slick and shiny 
like silver” (46 and 45), that his father had got in a barter with a horse 
trader, raised with the most loving care, broken to ride without the least 

of late nineteenth-century rural northern ohio, to whom, his son regrets in one of 
his autobiographies, “it never occurred in all his life [that his stories] might have 
been written” (anderson 1924, 73).

5 Soliloquia 2 (10). in Patrologia latina, edited by J.-P. migne, 32.895. Paris: gar-
nier 1844-1864.

6 although the story leaves no doubt as to its autobiographical, true-to-fact, na-
ture, the term “narrator” stresses not unduly, we think, mr Henderson’s distancing 
himself from his story by having his narrating self addressed by another character 
not as “charles, charlie or chuck,” but as “Pete” (Hogan 1995, 49). it is worthwhile 
noticing, at the same time, that the naming of the narrator is performed not by a 
fictive character, but by a real person Hogan mentions in her “introduction” (Hogan 
1995, 48).
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resistance, and indeed with the promptest docility, on the part of the crea-
ture, and elected as his own, personal, “working and riding horse” — the 
only horse on the farm, underlines the narrator, that “[dad] wouldn’t let 
us kids [or anybody else] to have anything to do with” (47 and 46). What 
the narrator discovers, though, when he gets on shorty to ride him, prob-
ably to emulate his oldest brother, the best “bronc rider and horse trainer 
as there was in that country at that time” (46), is that the “one man horse” 
(47) is possessed of a very different disposition from the absolutely gentle 
one he has shown all his life. shorty soon gets out of his control, and it is 
only his father’s timely intervention that extricates him and shorty from 
the frightful predicament. back in the barn, the narrator takes “as a man 
should” the thrashing dad applies with shorty’s reins to the seat of his 
pants because, he remembers, “i knew i deserved [it].” and that he had 
well learned his lesson is made clear in the next paragraph:

later on we were moving a herd of cattle from the river bottom dur-
ing a flood. We had been gathering them since four in the morning. 
We had them all and were moving them to higher ground and dad 
rode up beside me and smiled at me and said, “Would you like to ride 
shorty?” i knew it was supposed to be funny, but somehow it was not. 
i told him that i would never ride shorty again. He laughed and rode 
on up the side of the cattle. (48)

This paragraph rings as a perfect closure to the story of shorty and his 
reckless young rider: what it says and how it says it make the story sound 
complete. but mr Henderson’s text continues for four more paragraphs. 
The consolatory and/or encouraging words, “everything is all right, Pete,” 
addressed to the boy by the man who is helping with the cattle and has just 
heard the exchange between father and son, are taken up by the narrator: 
“everything was all right.” This evaluation concerns the successful driv-
ing of about 400 head of cattle out of the bottom before the flood arrived, 
but, at the same time, encompasses the nostalgic recollection of that entire 
period of his life the narrator goes on with: although work on the farm 
“got harder and the hours got longer,” he and the other kids would never 
be denied by dad the things they liked, fishing, hunting and swimming, 
provided they were back at the set time. Which they always were — as 
close as they could, since nobody on the farm owned a watch (this being, 
let’s notice in passing, the only detail revealing, perhaps unwittingly, that 
not exactly “everything was all right” on that chickasaw farm). The text’s 
last sentence shifts the focus back on shorty, to inform us that he “lived a 
long life and died of old age” (Hogan 1995, 49).

We wonder if this final half-a-page of mr Henderson’s text is not a 
rather irrelevant coda to the story he set down to write. Having in mind a 
dictum by such a fine master of the shorter forms of fiction as Katherine 
anne Porter — that any story worth its while should have a meaning, a 
point and a shape — it is certainly neither meaning nor point we will find 
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lacking in “The black Horse.” We actually enjoy how deftly mr Hender-
son succeeds in making his story an illustration of several points, such as, 
in turn, understanding and cooperativeness between men and animals, 
equine amenability and volition, youthful unruliness and recklessness 
justly corrected. as to shape, however, the story can hardly be found sat-
isfactory: its half-a-page long coda will be felt to be somewhat irrelevant 
— even when we will have taken it to mean something else beside the nar-
rator’s self-indulgence in the pleasing recollection of olden days.

The ending of “The black Horse” gave pause to Hogan as well. What 
perplexed her, however, was not the possibility of its being an inert addi-
tion to the story. What she noticed, she remembers in her “introduction,” 
was that “in the end there was a difference in what my father said and 
what i had heard in the past” (Hogan 1995, 42) — namely, that not “ev-
erything,” but actually very little, “was all right” for indians at that time 
in that part of the country.

Hogan’s observation opens the possibility for a different reading of the 
ending of “The black Horse,” one corroborated by what Hogan herself has 
remarked more than once,7 on the way oppressed, exploited, marginalized 
people take their condition. led to believe that their lot is the outcome of 
their own several inadequacies, they take it fatalistically, for granted and 
as unchangeable, and prefer to keep silent about it. or, we suggest, they 
euphemize it, as mr Henderson might have been doing at the end of his 
story, which might then reflect the remotion or suppression (we cannot say 
whether conscious or unconscious) of his memories of those very bad times.

one pivot of Hogan’s poetics is her firm belief in the “connectedness” 
of day-to-day events and history. she thinks of “[her] work as part of the 
history of [her] tribe and as part of the history of colonization everywhere” 
(Hogan 1987, 233) — a definition the reader of her novels, from Mean Spirit 
(1990) to Power (1998), will find altogether fitting. no wonder, then, that 
her aim in “That Horse” was “to expand [her father’s] story to show the 
historical circumstances … to show the history of the time.”

to this effect, Hogan devises a narrative strategy which consists in tim-
ing the reader’s understanding on Will’s, the young protagonist’s, gradual 
realization of what a deadly dangerous thing being an indian has become 
in that part of oklahoma during the 1920s — a strategy in which an es-
sential role is played by the internal focalization through Will almost un-
interruptedly adopted by the heterodiegetic narrator, but also by this in 
medias res, enigmatic beginning: 

The dream men wore black and they were invisible except for the outlines 
of their bodies in the moonlight and the guns at their sides. Will walked 
slowly behind them until their horses turned and began to pursue him. 
He could not run and they had no faces in the dark. (Hogan 1995, 51)

7 see, for instance, Hogan 1987, 237.
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Will has seen armed riders, clad in black, stop by night at his place and 
his father feed and talk with them but, when he has his nightmarish 
dream, he does not know who they are and what they are up to. nor 
does the reader, until Will has discovered that adult males of the in-
dian families (his own included) have turned night riders to protect 
their properties and their persons from those whites who are stopping 
at nothing to make the indians give up their land rights so they can 
have a free hand in the exploitation of the oil fields. only then can the 
reader also see how Will’s nightmare is a consequence of the anxiety 
building up in the boy’s waking hours, as he perceives what a nightmare 
life has become for indians.

a much rounder character than Pete, his counterpart (and, presum-
ably, age-peer) in mr Henderson’s story, Will shares some typical traits 
with a host of adolescent characters in world and, particularly, american 
fiction, that are facing a momentous crisis, usually the first in their lives. 
Will is sensitive to the world around him and articulate in rendering his 
impressions, as suggested, for instance, by tropes such as: on awaking from 
his dream, “his heart was pounding like the horses’ hooves;” as he goes 
outdoors, “mist was snaking over the land between trees and around the 
barn […] ghosts were flying from the breathing mouth of horses” (Ho-
gan 1995, 51). confined by his young age to the role of spectator, he is as 
keen an observer as attentive (if often unintended) a listener. He may not 
grasp as yet why, to persuade his father to take shorty, the horse trader 
reminds him that “[a]n indian around here has need of a black horse” (52), 
but what was meant by the man becomes clearer and clearer to Will as he 
keeps hearing of the murderous horrors perpetrated against the indians 
and of the nightly patrolling and the daylight watches by which the indi-
ans are trying to prevent them. after the disgraceful outcome of his act of 
“pride and vanity” on the “beautiful summer day” he decides to appear 
at the rodeo riding shorty (the horse that has been “raised to be invisible 
in the dark” [56]), “Will sat over his schoolbook and thought what his act 
might have cost” (56 and 57). How different is the import of the lesson 
learned in the two stories by each protagonist needs no stressing. Will, 
says the narrator, “was learning too young about fear and hatred” (57) 
and he weighs his prank on the scale of the historical circumstances. How 
heavy a burden must he have found it is suggested by the ending, when 
his father offers him to ride shorty. We are not told (and it is not impor-
tant to know) whether Will accepts the offer, but the fact that everything 
around him immediately takes on a smiling countenance might signify 
a conscience relieved of a tormenting sense of guilt.

“That Horse” is by no means a remake of “The black Horse.” Hogan 
has every reason for saying “His story is his. my story is mine.” We may 
add that the two stories fall into quite different narrative subgenres: the 
father’s is an anecdote, the daughter’s a short story fitting squarely within 
the tradition of american fiction writing.
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tHe groWtH of luci taPaHonso’s Poetic Voice

Gaetano Prampolini

“Writing a poem,” said luci tapahonso in an interview, “is a lot of work 
for me. [… for] i really want to make it succinct and powerful” (moulin 
1991, 16). documenting the fastidious workmanship implied by these 
words will be the first object of our observations, whose overall purpose, 
however, is to outline the main variations in form and style that this poet’s 
work presents through the six books she has published to date.1

tapahonso’s first book, One More Shiprock Night, consists of fifty-
seven poems, eight of which (among them two of her most deservedly fa-
mous, “Hills brothers coffee” and “seasonal Woman”) reappear in one 
or more of her subsequent books, but in forms that keep being revised till 
a satisfactory trim is reached.2 even if it may be judged rather raw work 
on some accounts, OMSN has served as a rich lode to draw ore from, and 
one may wonder why the author did not revive a larger number of its po-
ems in her later books. as the following examples ought to show, even if 
the revisions do not affect the overall meaning of a text, they are far from 
being insignificant. 

let’s begin by comparing the text of “it Was a special treat” in OMSN 
with its new version in SD:

trips to farmington were a special treat
when we were children.
sometimes when we didn’t get to go along,

trips to farmington were a special 
treat when we were children. some-
times when we didn’t get to go along, we 

1 The titles of tapahonso’s books will be henceforward abbreviated as follows: One 
More Shiprock Night as OMSN, Seasonal Woman as SW, A Breeze Swept Through as 
BST, Sáanii Dahataał The Women Are Singing as SD, Blue Horses Rush In as BHRI and 
A Radiant Curve as RC.

2 “it Was a special treat” (OMSN –> SD –> BHRI), “Willie and me” (OMSN 
–> BST), “misty dawn at feeding time” (OMSN –> SW), “Hills brothers coffee” 
(OMSN –> SW –> BST –> SD), “sheepherder blues” (OMSN –> SW –> BST),“seasonal 
Woman” (OMSN –> SW –> BST), “independence” (OMSN –> SW) and “a summer 
Poem” (OMSN –> SW).

fewer are the texts in later books that undergo revisions of this kind: “rai-
sin eyes” (SW –> BTS –> SD), “last Year the Piñons Were Plentiful” (smith-al-
len, 1997 –> BST), “blue Horses rush in” (SD –> BHRI), “sometimes on summer 
evenings”(SD –> BHRI),“They moved over the mountain”(SD –> BHRI).

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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we cried so hard that we finally had to draw straws 
to decide fairly who got to go.
always my oldest brother went because he drove,
my other brother went because he helped carry laundry,
my father went because he was the father,
and my mother went because she had the money and
knew where to go and what to buy.
and only one or two kids could go because we got in  
   the way
and asked for stuff all the time.

We got early on the saturdays that we were going to town,
getting ready, sorting laundry and gathering up pop 
   bottles
that we turned in.
my father always checked the oil and tires on the pickup
and then he and my brothers would load up the big
   laundry 
tubs, securing the canvas covers with heavy wooden
   blocks.
We would leave and the unfortunate ones who had to stay
home waved goodbye sullenly and the dogs chased the
truck down the road a ways before going home.

in farmington, we would go to the laundry first.
it was always dark and clammy inside.
We liked pulling the clothes out of the wringer
even though my mother was nervous about letting us 
   help.
after that, we went downtown and parked in the free lot
on the north side of main street.
[…] 
someone always had to “watch” the truck and
usually the one who made a nuisance of himself
at the laundry had to sit in the truck for two or
three hours while everyone else got to “see things”
around town.
if my father didn’t go to the library — he stayed
in the truck and read the “reader’s
   digest” and 
the kids were off the hook, naughty or not.
[…]
after the groceries were packed in securely,
under the canvas and blocks, we loaded up again and
started west to shiprock.
[…]                                            and by the time
we stopped at the blue Window gas station,
everyone but my father was sleepy and tired.

He would start singing in navajo in a clear, strong 
voice and once in a while,  my mother would ask him

cried so hard that we finally had to draw 
straws to decide fairly who would get 
to go. my oldest brother always went 
because he drove, my other brother went 
because he helped carry laundry, my 
father went because he was the father, 
and my mother went because she had 
the money and knew where to go and 
what to buy. and only one or two kids 
could go because we got in the way and 
begged for things all the time.

We got early on the saturdays that 
we were going to town -- we would get 
ready, sort laundry and gather up pop 
bottles that we turned in for money. my 
father always checked the oil and tires on 
the pickup, and then he and my brothers 
would load up the big laundry tubs, 
securing the canvas covers with heavy 
wooden blocks. We would drive out of 
the front yard, and the unfortunate ones 
who had to stay home waved goodbye 
sullenly. The dogs chased the truck down 
the road a ways before going home

in farmington, we would go to the 
laundry first. it was always dark and 
clammy inside. We liked pulling the 
clothes out of the wringer even though 
my mother was nervous about letting us 
help. after that, we drove downtown and 
parked in the free lot north of main street.

[…] someone always had to 
“watch” the pickup and usually the one 
who was naughty at the laundry had to 
sit in the truck for two or three hours 
while everyone else got to “see things” 
around town. if my father didn’t go to 
the library, the kids were off the hook, 
naughty or not, because he waited 
in the pickup and read “the reader’s 
digest.”

[…] after the groceries were 
packed in securely under the canvas and 
wooden blocks, we talked about who we 
saw, ……. and by the time we reached 
the blue Window gas station, everyone 
but  my father was sleepy.

He would start singing in navajo 
in a clear, strong voice and once in a 
while, my mother would ask him about 
a certain song she heard once
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about a certain song she heard once 
“do you know it, it was something like this …”
and she would sing a little, he would catch it
and finish the song while we listened half-asleep.

i whispered to my sister, 
“He sings like those men on navajo Hour,”
“it’s so good,” she said and 
we went back to sleep until we reached home.         
                                                         (OMSN, 14-15)

“do you know it, it was something 
like this …” and she would sing a bit, 
he would catch it and finish the song. 
We listened half-asleep. i would 
whisper to my sister, “He sounds like 
those men on navajo Hour.” “i know. 
it’s so good,” she’d answer, and we’d 
sleep until we reached home. (SD, 
15-16)

What immediately catches one’s eye is the transformation of a poem into a 
prose sketch — a step tapahonso took perhaps in consideration of the subject 
matter, or because she had grown dissatisfied with the prosy (at times, plod-
ding) allure of the poem’s too long lines. on a closer look, one also realizes 
how consistent and apt her retouches have been so as to achieve a more precise 
and graphic realism as well as a leisurely and naturally fluent prose rhythm.

The changes undergone by the text of “Willie and me” in its migration 
from OMSN to BST concern primarily the versification:

these are the times
i’m just content
with willie nelson
and a can of beer.

his albums,
i mean,
she said smiling.

just turn down the lights
as you go

and i’ll flow even
into his hard, sure voice
until the background drums
become the rhythm of my pulse.

ah yes.

we glide easily around
this early morning room — willie and me
and the music is a low moaning
in this empty space and i know

that quiver in his voice
is almost a cry.

so just leave me here
in willie nelson sounds
and the light echo of this
almost-empty beer 
against the coffee table

is what she told me then.
     (OMSN, 17) 

these are the times i’m just content
with willie nelson and a can of beer.
     his albums, i mean, she said smiling.

just turn down the lights as you go
and i’ll flow even into his hard, sure voice
until the background drums become 
 the rhythm of my pulse.

ah yes.
we glide easily around
this early morning room — willie and me
and the music is a low moaning
in this empty space and i know
that quiver in his voice
is almost a cry.
so just leave me here
in willie nelson sounds
and the light echo of
this almost-empty beer can
against the coffee table

is what she told me then.
    (BST, 29)
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The changes do no less than create effective lines out of segments that at 
times it is difficult to hear as lines, while the reduction of the blank spaces 
in the new layout concurs in making the speaker’s bluesy abandon more 
convincing. The layout of the former version (as well as of several other po-
ems throughout OMSN) may lead one to think that tapahonso as a young 
poet (and not unlike quite a few twentieth-century poets at the start of their 
careers) was using free verse as if free verse could allow unbound liberties.3 
but there might also have been another, and more important, reason for 
these variations. as tapahonso has very clearly stated on several occasions 
and in different contexts, most of her work begins in navajo, which is her 
first language, and ends in english.4 “most of the pieces [in SD],” she says 
in the “Preface” to this volume, “originated in navajo, either orally or in 
thought, and the english translation appears here”(tapahonso 1993, x-
xi). besides, she grew up in a culture where “there’s a song for everything. 
There are songs for nothing and there are songs for anything” (bruchac 
1987, 279). Therefore, quite understandably, poetry in her perception “is 
an oral kind of expression” (moulin 1991, 14). The variations, then, can be 
seen as gradual adjustments required by the transition not only from one 
language to another, but also from the domain of orality to that of literacy. 

an interesting example is offered by “raisin eyes,” in its double pas-
sage from SW to BST and from BST to SD.5

3 actually, as charles Wright, one of today’s finest american masters of the free 
verse form, reminds us: “all the great masters of free verse in this country — Whit-
man, Williams, Pound, stevens, eliot — came to that form from traditional meters. 
This meant they already had an idea of what a line was, and its integrity. They there-
fore tended to think of lines as lines, and not as a series of breaks. They had a sense 
of the measure, the music, of the linguistic energy that a true line can generate. … if 
you write in a free verse line, you’d better know why you do so. merely because it’s 
in vogue is not enough. Your line has to be as good as the traditional one, and you’d 
better have a reason for using it.” (Wright 1988, 6).

4 e.g., “most of my work begins in navajo; the original ideas […] most of the time 
[are] in navajo. Then, when i write them down, i write them in english.” (Penner 
1996, 7).

5 The text of the poem as it appeared in SW coincides with that in BST, but for 
four changes in punctuation and capitalizations in the third stanza, which we quote 
here (supplying a full stop at the end of the third line): “o luci, she said (i knew 
what was coming.) / it’s terrible. He lives with me. / and my money and my car[.] / 
but just for a while. / He’s in airca and rodeos a lot. / and i still work.” (40)
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i saw my friend ella
with a tall cowboy at the store
the other day in shiprock.

later, i asked her
Who’s that guy anyway?

o luci, she said (i knew what was coming).
it’s terrible. He lives with me.
and my money and my car
but just for a while.
He’s in airca and rodeos a lot.
and i still work.

This rodeo business is getting to me
you know and i’m going to leave him
because i think all this i’m doing now
will pay off better somewhere else
but i just stay with him and it’s hard
because

he just smiles that way you know
and then i end up paying entry fees
and putting shiny tony lamas on lay-away
   again.
it’s not hard.

but he doesn’t know when
i’ll leave him and i’ll drive across the flat desert
from red rock in blue morning light
straight to shiprock so easily.

and anyway
my car is already used to humming
a mourning song with gary stewart
complaining again of aching and breaking
down-and-out love affairs.

damn.
These navajo cowboys with raisin eyes
and pointed boots are just bad news
but it’ so hard to remember that
all the time.

she said with a little laugh. 
      (BST, 38-39)

i saw my friend ella
with a tall cowboy at the store
the other day in shiprock.

later, i asked her,
Who’s that guy anyway?

“o luci, she said (i knew what was coming.)
it’s terrible. He lives with me
and my money and my car.
but just for a while.
He’s in airca and rodeos a lot.
                           and i still work.

this rodeo business is getting to me, you know,
and i’m going to leave him.
because i think all this i’m doing now
will pay off better somewhere else,
but i just stay with him and it’s hard
because
               he just smiles that way, you know,
               and then i end up paying entry fees
                 and putting shiny tony lamas on 
                    lay-away again.
               it’s not hard.

but he doesn’t know when
i’ll leave him and i’ll drive across the flat desert
from red Valley in blue morning light
straight to shiprock so easily.

and anyway, my car is already used 
to humming a mourning song with gary
   stewart,
complaining again of aching and breaking,
down-and-out love affairs.

damn.
These navajo cowboys with raisin eyes
and pointed boots are just bad news,
but it’ so hard to remember that all the time,
she said with a little laugh.

(SD, 41-42)

Here tapahonso is clearly striving to find, and is quite successful in find-
ing, the punctuation and the layout that can best suggest the intonations 
and pauses in the speech of the woman for whom navajo cowboys with 
“raisin eyes” are so irresistible.
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our next example is drawn from “blue Horses rush in,” one of tapa-
honso’s most anthologized poems, and the one that, by figuring as the first 
text in SD and as the last in the book to which it gives the title, is made to 
frame, so to say, her two most mature works up to 1997:

For Chamisa Bah Edmo, Shisói alą́ąjį naaghígíí

before the birth, she moved and pushed inside her mother.
Her heart pounded quickly and we recognized 
the sound of horses running:

the thundering of hooves on the desert floor.

Her mother clenches her fists and gasps.
she moans ageless pain and pushes: This is it!

chamisa slips out, glistening wet and takes her first breath.
The wind outside swirls small leaves
and branches in the dark.

Her father’s eyes are wet with gratitude.
He prays and watches both mother and baby — stunned.

This baby arrived amid a herd of horses,
horses of different colors.

White horses ride in on the breath of the wind.
White horses from the east
where plants of golden chamisa shimmer in the moonlight.

she arrived amid a herd of horses.

blue horses enter from the south
bringing the scent of prairie grasses 
from the small hills outside.

she arrived amid a herd of horses.

Yellow horses rush in, snorting from the desert in the west.
it is possible to see across the entire valley to niist’áá from tó.
bah, from here your grandmothers went to war long ago.

she arrived amid a herd of horses.

black horses came from the north.
They are the lush summers of montana and still white winters of idaho.

chamisa, chamisa bah. it is all this that you are.
You will grow: laughing, crying,
and we will celebrate each change you live.
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You will grow strong like the horses of your past.
You will grow strong like the horses of your birth. (BHRI, 103-104)

in the later version (the one we have just quoted), two very long lines 
(“Her heart pounded quickly and we recognized the sound of horses run-
ning” and “bringing the scent of prairie grasses from the small hills out-
side”) have been wisely broken in two, and one verb has undergone a 
quite effective shift from the past into the present tense (“clenched […] 
and gasped” –> “clenches […] and gasps,” l. 4). moreover, the chang-
ing of three of the four directions from where the herds of horses bring 
their gifts to newly born chamisa bah restores the congruence between 
the colors of the horses and the color associated in navajo religion with 
the direction each of the herds comes from. finally, the second part of 
the inscription, which in the earlier version was “who was born March 
6, 1991,” is now in navajo, attesting tapahonso’s growing inclination to 
use her native language in her writings. The parallelism closing “blue 
Horses rush in:”

You will grow strong like the horses of your past.
You will grow strong like the horses of your birth,

along with the fourfold other:

This baby arrived amid a herd of horses (l. 11)
she arrived amid a herd of horses (ll. 16, 19 and 23),

points out another kind of stylistic variation we would like to draw atten-
tion to and that, in our opinion, marks a very important development in 
tapahonso’s poetry.

iteration, whether involving single sounds (alliterations and assonanc-
es) or syllables (rhymes of whatever kind), words, phrases and sentences, 
is, as we well know, one fundamental element of the language of poetry 
and a powerful factor of its rhythms. no wonder, then, that we find itera-
tions in tapahonso’s poems ever since the first poem in OMSN, “feathers,” 
and that we keep finding them throughout the first two books of hers, al-
beit not in large number in either.6 What we do not find there as yet, is the 
kind of iteration of which the closing lines of “blue Horses rush in” offer 
a most clear example — namely, iterations which echo the language of the 
navajo songs and prayers tapahonso grew up with. The closing dystich 
of “blue Horses rush in,” placing chamisa bah within the continuity of 

6 cf. “misty dawn at feeding time,” “Hills brothers coffee,” “running Horses” 
and “i couldn’t do anything” in OMSN and “Her daughter’s eyes,” “dear buddy,” 
“shifty eyes and earth Women,” “You’re not supposed to call,” “no Particular 
reason,” “There Have been nights” and “a Prayer” in SW.
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Diné life, is both a song and a prayer. likewise, the fourfold affirmation 
that “she arrived amid a herd of horses” inscribes the present-time event 
into mythical timelessness.

it is in the third and fourth books, BSW and SD, that this kind of it-
eration begins to figure as a steady feature — a definitive acquisition en-
riching tapahonso’s poetic voice. another good example of it is offered 
by the final four lines of “a breeze swept Through,” at the opening of the 
homonymous collection:

she is born of damp mist and early sun.
she is born again woman of dawn.
she is born knowing the warm smoothness of rock.
she is born knowing her own morning strength. (BSW, 2)

This enrichment, it is worthwhile noticing, goes hand in hand with the 
increasing presence of bilingualism in the texts. none in OMSN and just 
two in SW,7 the occurrences of navajo are more frequent in BST (where 
navajo, for instance, has an essential role in the exchanges among the pro-
tagonists of the conjugal crisis humorously dramatized in “Yáadí lá” [30-
31]), and then in SD (where, for instance, what the uncle of “Hills brothers 
coffee” is called in navajo is no longer “little father” but, more convinc-
ingly, “ ‘shidá’í’ ” [27]). borrowing from among tino Villanueva’s neat 
definitions of the functions of bilingualism, it can be said that in tapa-
honso’s work bilingualism serves, in turn, 

to be more vividly direct in conveying untranslatable concepts, to un-
derscore a sensory state, a psychological or emotional attitude thought 
best described by a connotatively charged word or idiom, to render 
cultural experience identifiably native […and/or] to grant fidelity to 
the persona of a poem. (Villanueva 2000, 693 and 695)

iterations and bilingualism, however, are neither the only nor the most 
striking elements that incline us to distinguish in tapahonso’s work an 
earlier and a later phase. The divide, so to say, runs between her third and 
fourth books, BST and SD, since it is in the latter that two very significant 
innovative elements, as far as form and style are concerned, come to the fore.

The most obvious is signaled in the second part of its title: the “Poems 
& stories” tag (which is used again in the titles of BHRI and RC) declares 
tapahonso’s recognition of two different creative stances producing two 

7 Just two short sentences in “dear buddy” (16) and one in “Hard to take” (17), 
both followed by their english translations (as the navajo inlays will continue, as a 
rule, to be in the poet’s subsequent works). 

The various functions of bilingualism in tapahonso’s verse have been intelli-
gently discussed by susan b. brill (brill 1997).
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different kinds of texts. Diné “are made of prayers,” we are reminded in 
“a birthday Poem” (BHRI, 80) and, again, in the closing poem of RC (89), 
but no less, perhaps, they are made of, or subsist on, stories:

There is such love of stories among navajo people [-- we read in the 
“Preface” to SD --] that it seems each time a group of more than two 
gather, the dialogue eventually evolves into sharing stories and mem-
ories, laughing, and teasing. To be included in this is a distinct way of 
showing affection and appreciation for each other. So it is true that daily 
conversations strengthen us as do the old stories of our ancestors that 
have been told since the beginning of Navajo time. (SD, x. italics ours)

and the “Preface” to BHRI, beginning with the recollection of “a bright 
sunday afternoon” at tapahonso’s parents’ home in shiprock, when “[w]e 
sat for hours — talking, laughing, and sharing family memories and sto-
ries. The conversation switched easily between Diné and english and, at 
times, a rhythmic blending of the two,” goes on to point out that 

inherent in diné storytelling is the belief that, indeed, the events or 
the story did occur at some time in the past. There is no insistence on 
‘facts’ or ‘evidence’. The understanding is that the function of stories 
is to entertain and that they usually involve some teaching as well as 
the exploration of possibilities, beside which they all require a vivid 
imagination and a non-judgmental mind-set. (BHRI, ix and xiv)

all of this heralded and justified the advent of prose in tapahonso’s work. 
let us recall that it is in SD that “a special treat” takes on its prose vest 
and let us notice that, from SD onward, the presence of poems which can 
be defined as “narrative” decreases dramatically.8 However substantial the 
number of “narrative” poems that can be counted among the best achieve-
ments in the three books preceding SD,9 prose must have offered to tapa-
honso the advantage of a more leisurely pace, more suited to render the 
modulations of storytelling, and — not infrequently taking on the lyrical 
compression of the prose poem — it was to become the favorite medium 
of her narrations. (it may be noticed, in passing, that in BHRI the prose 
pieces exceed in number the poems).

8 We define as “narrative” those of tapahonso’s poems which satisfy the mini-
mal requirements for any text to be considered a “story” that ian reid derives from 
gerald Prince’s A Grammar of Stories (1973), i.e., that at least “three […] events [be] 
conjoined, with at least two of them occurring at different times and being casu-
ally linked.” (reid 1977, 5). (Julius caesar’s proverbial “Veni, vidi, vici” could thus 
qualify as a narrative poem).

9 for instance, “a slow ride,” “Hills brothers coffee,” “sheepherder blues” and 
“too navajo” in OMSN, “a rough life,” “Pay up or else,” “raisin eyes” and “no 
Particular reason” in SW, or “The lightning awoke us” and “Yáadí lá” in BST.
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at the same time, as a development perhaps not unconnected with 
the favor she was according to prose, tapahonso was hitting her stride in 
the handling of the line. starting with SD, her lines are, on average, lon-
ger than they used to be, but, more importantly, they do look, sound and 
breathe like lines — lines crafted to possess an integrity of their own, as 
often, in our view, it was not the case with earlier poems.10

finally, what we consider the later phase of tapahonso’s work, is also 
characterized by the poet’s experimentations, on the one hand, with closed 
forms of such complexly formalized structure as the villanelle (“near-to-
the-Water,” in RC) and the sestina (from “a birthday Poem” in BHRI to 
the six specimens dotting RC); on the other, with visual poetry, as in the 
six short poems in RC, the first two and the last of which are, at the same 
time, prayers to the Holy ones who have created the Diné world, and the 
others are in praise of such distinctive features of the same world as the 
ts’aa’, the cradleboard and the hooghan.

While fully aware of the simplification as well as the farfetchedness of re-
sorting to categories such as romanticism and classicism, one is still tempted 
to view tapahonso’s creative journey as a transition from the romantically 
fervid and rather unruly expressions of “the restless years of [her] youth” (OM-
SN, 25) to the classical order and composure of the writings of her maturity. 
a transition made necessary, perhaps, by the responsibility tapahonso might 
have felt called to take up — that of the custodian, remembrancer and trans-
mitter of the ways appointed to the Diné by the Holy ones. celebratory and 
didactic are, in fact, the accents, now distinct, now blended, that more and 
more powerfully resound in the later phase of the work of this navajo Hesiod.
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asPects of ofelia ZePeda’s PoetrY

Gaetano Prampolini

in the several years during which the name of ofelia Zepeda was for me just 
that of the author of the “foreword” to the 1993 reprint of ruth m. under-
hill’s Singing for Power: The Song Magic of the Papago Indians of Southern 
Arizona, i could not imagine how fitting, and helpful, that foreword and, of 
course, the anthropologist’s masterly and delightful book would turn out to 
be as a preliminary to my reading of Zepeda’s poems. This, however, became 
clear (as it would, i believe, to any reader happening to repeat my experience) 
as soon as i had gone no farther than the first section of her first book, Ocean 
Power. Poems from the Desert.

under a bilingual (o’odham and english) title, “ ‘i-huḍiñ g cewagĭ / Pull-
ing down the clouds,” this section consists of eight poems dealing with what 
for the tohono o’odham (the “desert People”) has always been the most vital 
concern: how to bring about the rainfalls indispensable for life to continue in 
the vast desertic area lying on both sides of the border between southern arizo-
na and northern sonora, mexico, they have inhabited from time immemorial.

The reader’s response to such a poem as “black clouds:”

black clouds lay off in the distance.
like black buzzards, flying, far away.
making noise, rumbling,
black clouds
drifting off in the distance.
like black buzzards, flying, so far away.
rumbling, thundering.
suddenly they descend. (Zepeda 1995, 20)

— or to “na:nko ma:s cewagĭ / cloud song,” “cewagĭ” and the first six lines 
of “Pulling down the clouds” — is undoubtedly made keener (and his/her 
enjoyment enhanced) by knowing not only that with the traditional tohono 
o’odham “song was not simply self-expression. it was a magic which called 
upon the powers of nature and constrained them to man’s will,” but also that 
“all that was necessary to make [a song’s] magic prevail [was] a description of 
the desired thing” (underhill 1993, 5 and 15) — a description as vivid as the 
singer was able to make it. and that descriptions should be so in order to pro-
duce the desired effect is further stressed by underhill when she deals with 
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the animal songs. animals have power and give power. “Whether [the songs] 
praise or ridicule” their subject, “the point is to visualize the animal with all 
the peculiarities which are to evoke him and make him real.” The outcome is 
what underhill defines as “vignettes of desert life, humorous, exquisite, and 
friendly” (1993, 50), the perfect counterparts of which are offered by Zepeda 
in the little desert bestiary closing Jeweḍ ‘I-Hoi  Earth Movements (1997, 31). 
Here are two specimens, chosen so as to invite a comparison with the tradi-
tional songs about the same animals quoted by underhill (1993, 51 ff.):

Cemamagĭ

Pi ṣa:muñhim an oimeḍ.
sikolim, s-kowk, s-muhadagĭ. 
s-na:k g ñ-ha:l hiosig.

Horned Toad

a silent traveler.
Thickly round, unflattering colors.
squash blossoms await you.   

Hujuḍ

s-wepegihim e-ñeñigid.      
s-wegĭ totoñ.        
cuk totoñ.             
to:ta totoñ.   
Wo’o kc ha-ñeñda, ‘e-ñeñigid. 

Lizard

With lightning strikes.
red ants.
black ants.
White ants.
lying in wait, lightning strikes.

Writing her foreword over sixty years after underhill’s first visit to the people 
she still knew by the name they had been labeled with by the spaniards, “the 
Papagos” — writing, that is, when cultural and societal changes among the 
tohono o’odham had affected also rituals, causing further alterations and 
adaptations of the sort underhill was already noticing in the 1930s, Zepeda 
expresses gratitude to the euroamerican anthropologist because her work 
“has helped the [tohono o’odham’s] collective memory,” and praise too for 
her being so “sensitive to the importance of the language in [their] rituals” 
and for “striv[ing] to capture the power of the words” in her english trans-
lations (underhill 1993, viii and xi). more important, though, for the reader 
of Ocean Power is what the title of her foreword, “still singing down the 
clouds,” adumbrates and its opening sentences make explicit: 

rituals and ceremonies must be continued. This is especially true of 
the ritual known as the rain ceremony. The tohono o’odham […] be-
lieve that this ceremony and many others must be continued in order 
that everything be right. should the ceremonies end, we believe that 
the world as we know it would not be the same. (underhill 1993, vii)

— precisely as do these lines of “o’odham dances:” 

it is the time for the ritual.
to dance, to sing so that rain may come,
so that the earth may be fixed one more time. (Zepeda 1995, 12)
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even if Zepeda sounds a bit skeptical at her mother’s affirmation that 
summer rains would never fail to come “because the o’odham always 
performed the ritual,” or may, with her characteristically subdued hu-
mor, observe that the power of nowadays songs, “just as beautiful as they 
perhaps were in the 1930s, […] is not exactly the same” (underhill 1993, 
vii [italics ours] and xii), for a corroboration of her strong commitment 
to the continuance of rituals the reader needs just to turn to the fourth 
section of Ocean Power. 

This section goes under the same title as that of the entire book, which 
in turn is the same as that of the chapter in which underhill described 
at length the “third way, besides killing an eagle or an enemy, for [an 
o’odham] man to get dream power,” and in dream deserve to be given 
songs. That way was the “arduous pilgrimage to fetch salt from the gulf 
of california,” that 

four days’ […], almost waterless journey [that] traverse[d] some of the most 
sinister country on the north american continent and the Papago name 
for the south is “the direction of suffering.” but they […] have made [suf-
fering] the cornerstone of their philosophy and the passport to dreams 
[…] and the sight of the ocean is amazing enough to bring a man into 
contact with the supernatural.
[…] it [was] an arduous duty undertaken for the sake of the kindred, and 
the reward [was] rain. The ocean, say the Papagos, […] is the source of rain, 
which is brought by the ocean wind. but they go on to say that the wind 
will only blow if men have been to the ocean and given it gifts. and men 
must take back with them those white kernels which the “outspread wa-
ter” deposits on its shores and which resemble corn. (underhill 1993, 111)

in “under the sea,” which Zepeda inscribes to her daughter, between the 
five lines, at the beginning and the end, that sound like a nursery rhyme 
or an ancient charm, the speaker reminds the young dedicatee of how one 
must behave in the presence of the ocean:

if you take three seashells
because they are pretty,
throw back two.
if you go into the water
make sure that you smile.
if you turn your back to the ocean,
say “excuse me.”
if you happen to have desert flowers in hand,
put them on the ocean waves and let them ride to sea.
if you leave the ocean water,
make sure you are grateful for being safe,

and goes on listing the beneficial effects that may derive from a ritually 
correct meeting with the ocean waters:
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if you are so inclined,
you may create a poem.
if you are so inclined you may
dream a song.
if you are so inclined and you feel ready,
you may ask for something from the ocean.
if you are so inclined you may not discuss this with anyone
except the power of the ocean. (Zepeda 1995, 79-80)

titled (once more) “ocean Power,” the poem strategically placed at the 
end of this section (and of the book), “is about two o’odham men,” ex-
plains Zepeda in the “afterword,” “who came too close to the ocean as 
they were being deported back to mexico from arizona” (Zepeda 1995, 
86). accustomed to be crossed over on inland routes, they are terrified at 
the unexpected sight of the waters, all the more so because they have not 
appropriately readied themselves for this experience:

We are not ready to be here.
We are not prepared in the old way.
We have no medicine.
We have not sat and had our minds walk through the image
of coming to this ocean.
We are not ready.
We have not put our minds to what it is we want to give to the ocean.
We do not have cornmeal, feathers, nor do we have songs and prayers ready.
We have not thought what gifts we will ask from the ocean. 
         (Zepeda 1995, 84)

The aim of the preceding observations, arcing from Part 1 to Part 4 
of Ocean Power, was to foreground Zepeda’s reverent empathy with her 
people’s beliefs, rituals and, in particular, their concern with the rain cycle 
— sure enough, a most important aspect of her poetry.1 but those very sec-
tions of the book also present another, by no means less important, aspect, 
which we begin to recognize as soon as we notice that the lament of the 
two o’odham deportees in “ocean Power” occurs within the frame of a 
predicament created by one of the unnatural borderlines that colonization 
has drawn all over the globe, or as soon as we notice how the description 
(not unrelieved by humor) of the havoc wrought by “The floods of 1993 and 
others” counterpoints this poem to all the others of Part 1, where rain, so 
eagerly waited-for, is a life-giving blessing. This other aspect reflects more 
closely Zepeda’s life experience, as the poems spring from her memory of 
the world she grew up in or her awareness of the world she lives in. 

1 “cloud(s),” “rain,” “moisture,” “wind,” “ocean,” “mountain(s)” are in fact car-
dinal words in the vocabulary of Zepeda’s poems and probably among those occur-
ring most frequently.
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How much memory counts in Zepeda’s poetics is made clear in her in-
troduction to Ocean Power, aptly titled “Things That Help me begin to re-
member:” early morning lights and shadows, sounds and silences, smells, 
as the household wakes up and the women tend their chores before heat 
becomes too strong for any pursuit; the women talking of the weather, 
scanning the summer sky for clouds, laughing “at the delight of the wet-
ness;” everybody’s exhilaration at the coming of a thunderstorm, olfaction 
quick to catch the least premonition of rain, “breathed in deeply” and felt 
as an event of beauty; the fear of flash-floods and drowning in the irriga-
tion ditches … This is the stuff from which quite a number of the poems 
of Ocean Power originate — sparked by memory as, after all, also are those 
that tell “stories about [my] people” with the purpose of “help[ing] capture 
some of our collective memory” (Zepeda 1995, 1-5).

to increase the cohesiveness — and the poignancy — of Ocean Power 
Zepeda resorts to two noteworthy strategies of which we become aware 
as we enlarge the scope of our observation to Parts 2 and 3. 

one consists in having a poem tackle a subject, a theme, a motif and, 
then, shrewdly timing its reprise in subsequent poems. Thus, water as a 
dangerous element, the subject introduced by “The floods of 1993 and 
others” near the end of Part 1, is taken up by the first poem of Part 2, “The 
man Who drowned in the irrigation ditch,” which ends with the arrival 
of the mourning women on the spot of the fatality, a scene so graphically 
powerful as to recall a deposition from the cross:

in slow motion,
weighted down by the heat,
the women begin to slide across the bench of the pickup truck.
They slowly step out of the cab, appearing as a single long strand of

woman, emerging.
in cautious unison they walk toward the edge of the ditch.
my mother, as if connected to them by an invisible string,
is pulled toward them from the opposite side.
Their movement is dreamlike. They peer into the muddy water.
and as if with a shared nervous system, their hands motion the 

towel each is carrying,
motion it to just above their eyes, covering their faces.
With a single vocal act they release from their depths a hard, deep,

mournful wail.
Their sound breaks the wave of bright summer light above the green

cotton fields.

This very poem, by recollecting the

[r]ows of cotton my family and i know so well.
in early summer we walk the rows to thin out the growth,
and later we walk to chop the weeds somehow immune to chemicals.
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and in winter, at least before the machinery, we pick the cotton
from their stalks.

now i can’t begin to imagine how many miles we have all walked,
up and back, up and back along these rows. (Zepeda 1995, 31-33)

opens, in turn, the way for the glimpses on the kind of life Zepeda’s family 
led in the farming camps and on the cotton fields of central arizona when 
she was growing up, offered in “musical retrospective” (“the drudgery 
of such work softened by music” [Zepeda 1995, 55]) as well as in “ba:ban 
ganhu ge ci:pia” and “People on Wayward Journeys,” where the coyotes 
“running along the foothills” and the tumbleweed rolling “across streets / 
in chandler, mesa, coolidge, / and other cotton-infested towns” (Zepeda 
1995, 59 and 57) are exquisite metaphors for the seasonal field workers al-
ways on the move from place to place. similarly, the stanza of “The floods 
of 1993 and others” humorously devoted to the bear grass — whose “me-
ticulously groomed hair. / Hair, just so. / every strand in place” has been 
disheveled by the rushing waters so that

[t]he groomed hair is now tangled, matted,
indistinguishable shapes.
Those sitting in a row, having the appearance of diana ross and the

supremes of the ’60s.
stiff, bouffant hair,
all pointing in the same direction.
redundantly saying: “The one that did this to us went that way.”
some gathered along the rocky borders,
posing possible solutions.
How to fix the hair.
another flood perhaps, going in the opposite direction. (Zepeda 1995, 22)

serves to tune us in to the cluster of five poems in Part 2 centering on hair 
as a distinctive feature of o’odham female beauty.2

The other strategy consists in grouping poems together, in a sequence-
like order, on the basis of the affinity of their subject, as happens with the 
“hair poems” we have just mentioned, but also with the four which make 

2 for precision’s sake, the preparation of the hair motif linking “Her Hair is Her 
dress,” “Hair stolen,” “don’t be like the enemy,” “long Hair” and “Hairpins” may 
be seen to start already on p. 17, in l. 22 of “Wind” (“it settles on my skin and fine 
hairs”). to the “hair sequence” harks back the closing poem of Zepeda’s second 
book, Where Clouds Are Formed, “smoke in Your Hair,” which also reasserts the 
poetics of memory through lines such as “[t]he scent of burning wood holds / the 
strongest memory. […] The smoke travels deep / to the seat of memory. […] we 
are brought home” (Zepeda 2008, 72), adding two more items to the inventory of 
“Things That Help me remember.”
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up Part 3, all dealing with “s-ke:g s-he:pĭ / The Pleasant cold” of their 
common bilingual heading (and for which the reader is prepared by the 
last poem of Part 2, “dog dreams,” where a dog, partially covered by the 
grass “bending and blowing against him in a cold winter wind / […] curls 
inside himself for warmth” [Zepeda 1995, 61]).3

one of them, “Kitchen sink,” deserves particular notice: when, win-
ter approaching, the afternoon sunlight “starts to edge out of the sink,” 

3 both strategies are also at work in the organization of Where Clouds Are 
Formed — the first more widely and intensely than the second, of which we may 
point out two instances: “Pain of speaking” and, following at its heels, “Walking 
with language,” on a subject (language — its importance, its uses and abuses) of ex-
pectably particular interest to a poet who is also a linguist, a subject somehow akin 
to that of two contiguous poems of Ocean Power (“uncle stories” and “one-sided 
conversation”); “Hopi blue” and “squash under the bed,” where a corn plant re-
duced to “a large disfigured shadow” of itself by the searing heat and the squash pre-
served to be eaten in winter (so that “[w]e swallow the warmth of summer” [Zepeda 
2008, 50 and 51]) figure as two opposite ways of “How to end a season,” such being 
the title of Part 3 of the book.

as to the first strategy, it would be difficult to miss the recurrence of “moisture” 
(the word and/or the notion) virtually from beginning to end — from the first poem 
(“The Place Where clouds are formed”) to the last but two (“seeing red”) and, in 
between, in contexts as diverse as those of “lost Prayers,” “dirt,” “music moun-
tains,” “Proclamation,” “Words on Your tongue.”

two of these poems (“lost Prayers” and “music mountains”), along with 
“crossing mountains” and “do’ag Weco,” compose another significant series, cen-
tering on how to relate to the o’odham sacred mountains so as to have them listen 
to one’s prayers: the syncretism of the wayfarer setting out with power bundle and 
rosary in “crossing mountains” is refuted by the opening lines of “lost Prayers:” 
“Passing below the sacred peak, / here prayer signified by rosary beads are futile. / 
calling the Virgin mary is useless. // instead, one must know the language of the 
land. / one must know the balance of the desert. / one must know how to pray / so 
that all elements of nature will fall into rhythm. / These are the kinds of prayers that 
will work. / once uttered, the sacred mountains respond with coolness, / with gifts 
of wetness, / with gifts of civility of climate.” (Zepeda 2008, 15); for these moun-
tains, “the sound of spoken words is not enough,” admonishes “music mountains,” 
“They will only hear us / if we come with melody, rhythm, / pitch, and harmony. / to 
these circling mountains / we must speak with voices / in songs, rhythmic speeches, 
orations, and prayers.” (Zepeda 2008, 31 and 30); “We sit below the mountain and 
look upward” (Zepeda 2008, 58-59. italics ours) is the refrain of “do’ag Weco.” 

but no less significant is the set of poems which can be seen to articulate an 
“our world / other worlds” opposition. “our world” is “[t]his place of sands, rocks, 
mesquite, / rattlesnakes, lizards, and little rain” (Zepeda 2008, 27), some of whose 
features provide the subject for “sounds of ceremony,” “How to end a season,” 
“redefining Home,” “Watto/ramada” (in all of which description shades into cel-
ebration) and “sunset,” that imagistic jewel: “she hurriedly rushes by. / We turn 
our heads, / catch a glimpse / of a multi-colored skirt / disappearing beyond the 
horizon. / red, orange, yellow, toxic pink, / finally a glint of white.” (Zepeda 2008, 
62). The “other worlds” figure in the several poems dealing with or touching upon a 
variety of “elsewheres,” geographical, temporal or cultural ones. 
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i pretend the sunlight is going down the drain.
The light cannot be stopped by the plug in the drain.
it seeps down around the inner seal where water cannot go,
becoming a part of the darkness that is always a part of drains and pipes. 
Winter is coming.
The air is probably cooler already.
i know this because of my sink. (Zepeda 1995, 68)

The yoking of so disparate entities as the seasons’ procession and a kitchen 
sink, to make the latter a measurer of the former and the tomb of sunlight, 
is a conceit that might have pleased a seventeenth-century “metaphysical” 
poet and reveals a strain of Zepeda’s imagination for which the definition 
“sensuous thought” might not be amiss.4

What makes Zepeda’s texts poetry? The question is perhaps less silly than 
it sounds at first, when we pause to consider a passage such as this:

our family kept the Jergens lotion people in business, we used to say.
early in december moisturizing lotions were fine, but in January

and february we were ready for the hard stuff, petroleum jelly.
our parents went to bed each night with a slight sheen of grease on
      their hands and face.
We did the same.
a minor epidermal comfort.
my sisters and i laugh about one aunt who doesn’t even bother with

moisturizing lotion
or even petroleum jelly, she goes straight for lard. (Zepeda 1995, 70),

or the excerpt quoted on pp. 127-128 above which produce a similar im-
pression of quasi-prosaicness.5 Passages such as these (by no means very 

4 of this talent for wit ampler evidence is offered in Where Clouds Are Formed. in 
“trapped air,” “mogollon rim” and “The Way to leave Your illness,” concrete, homely 
things such as ripped-out old ceilings, a folded-up tent, the university library stacks 
are again the secret receptacles where much less tangible things such as, respectively, 
dreams and nightmares, emotional hurt and physical pain have gone to hide. in “trac-
es” the flakes of dead skin are the “[p]art of me” that takes part in “the disturbance / 
when rocks move again. / reshaping a canyon” (Zepeda 2008, 33) and ends its migra-
tion at the bottom of the ocean, while in “aligning our World” the racket produced by 
the moving of the hotel room furniture so as to wake up facing east becomes a sort of 
music of the spheres: “We push beds, dressers, nightstands, and lamps. / We push the 
moon, the stars, and the earth. / like the tumblers in a combination lock, we / Hear 
them roll, we can feel the anticipation of the / right set of numbers, click, click. / The 
earth’s axis makes this sound as we continue / moving furniture. / The stars screech and 
scratch the sky — / a sound one wouldn’t expect from stars” (Zepeda 2008, 70).

5 or, in the first two sentences of the second stanza of “Proclamation,” “The true 
story of this place / recalls people walking / deserts all their lives and / continuing to-
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frequent), could lead one to think that Zepeda’s texts have no style, if “[b]y 
having a style, we usually mean that a text in some way deviates from the 
statistical norms […] of the ordinary language” (levin 1969, 16, n. 11). but, of 
course, the matter stands otherwise. Zepeda’s texts do have a style, a clearly 
recognizable one, whose main distinctive traits are syntactical simplicity and 
an intensive use of iterations. The first trait is evident in the large predomi-
nance of end-stopped lines, which results in slowing down the pace of the 
poem and therefore increasing the impact of each line, even when the quite 
frequent reprise of a word or a phrase of the end-stopped line in the next 
one surrogates (to some extent) the function of an enjambment. Here is an 
example from a poem where anadiplosis occurs five more times: 

flat, green fields appearing to end at the foot of distant mountains. 
Mountains, a reminder of what the fields once looked like. 
Fields saturated with water pulled from its secret storage place. 
                                                                               (Zepeda 1995, 30)

its most striking occurrence, however, is in the english version of 
“cewagĭ,” where anadiploses tightly bind one to another all of its six lines: 

summer clouds sit silently. 
They sit, quietly, gathering strength. 
Gathering strength from the good winds. 
This strength that becomes the thunder. 
The thunder so loud it vibrates the earth. 
The thunder that surround us. (Zepeda 1995, 26)6

This, however, is not the only or the most important of the iterative 
procedures. at the phonic level, these lines of “Wind:”

The wind was whipping my clothes harshly around me,
slapping me,
hurting me with the roughness.
The wind was strong that evening.
it succeeded in blowing my clothes all around me. (Zepeda 1995, 16) 

combining the dominant /ŋ/ sound with a consonance (“wind”/“around”) 
and the end- and internal rhyming of “me,” are just one sample of Zepeda’s 
keen sensitiveness to the sounds that are to create the music of her po-
ems.7 but, by far, the most conspicuous kinds of iteration are constituted 

day, if only / in their dreams. / The true story is ringing / in their footsteps in a / place 
so quiet, they can hear / their blood moving / through their veins” (Zepeda 2008, 43).

6 The occurrences of this stylistic peculiarity are quite rare in the poems of 
Where Clouds Are Formed.

7 noteworthy in this regard is a 16-line long poem in Where Clouds Are Formed, 
“sounds of ceremony,” structured as a catalogue of traditional musical instruments 
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by anaphora (often coextensive with the whole line, often continued for 
several lines) and parallelisms. by our approximate reckoning, in Ocean 
Power there are forty-five anaphoric series, appearing in sixteen of the 
thirty-five poems in the book; and sixty-nine parallelisms (of phrases, sen-
tences or periods), which occur in all poems but two.8 but what is more 
interesting than how often iterations occur, is, of course, to see where, and 
to what effect, they do.

an anaphor and a syntactical parallelism is what the shortest poem of 
the book, “Ju:kĭ Ñe’i,” consists of, in both its o’odham (if our surmising 
from the look of the signs is correct) and english versions:

Wa nt o m-ñe’i g ju:kĭ ñe’i.            i would sing for you rain songs.
Wa nt o ñ-keihi m-we:hejeḍ.         i would dance for you rain dances.

(Zepeda 1995, 14)

This is a poem in the vein of traditional o’odham prayers and songs, 
like most of those surrounding it in Part 1, and when we realize that it is in 
these poems as well as in others of similar inspiration and intent, such as 
“Kots” (presumably), “ba:ban ganhu ge ci:pia” and three in Part 4, that 
those two forms of iteration, together or separately, score the highest rate 
of recurrence, we are perhaps warranted to see in Zepeda’s predilection for 
iterative figures the legacy of the traditional — formal, religious — uses of 
her mother tongue.9

The parallelism in “Ju:kĭ Ñe’i” constitutes a perfect coupling, since “nat-
urally [i.e. phonically, semantically or both — as here] equivalent forms 
occur in equivalent positions” (levin 1969, 35). in this case it is something 
that, owing to the simplicity of the coupling, can be grasped at first sight, 
but certainly it could not be so with the more complex instances offered by 

and their sounds through a succession of nominal sentences rich in phonosymbolic 
effects (Zepeda 2008, 36).

8 Where Clouds Are Formed presents a somewhat attenuated use of anaphora (no 
fewer than forty-five, though, occurring in twenty of the forty poems gathered in 
the volume), but unabated is the use of parallelisms (which are at least seventy-four, 
occurring in all of the poems but five).

9 The idea that has been just advanced on the basis of Ocean Power finds confir-
mation, in the main, in Where Clouds Are Formed, once the attention is drawn to 
poems with a religious or celebratory flair, like “lost Prayers,” “How to end a season,” 
“Ñeñe’i Ha- ṣa:gid” and (presumably) its english counterpart “in the midst of songs,” 
“Words on Your tongue,” “do’ag Weco,” “redefining Home,” “Watto/ramada,” or 
expressing intense personal emotion like ”birth Witness” and “mogollon rim.” 

in the context of these observations it does not seem irrelevant to recall that in 
“music mountains” one of the recommendations about the right way to address the 
sacred mountains is “We must be prepared with repetition, / a singular, undisturbed 
beat.” (Zepeda 2008, 30. italics ours). “o’odham people use repetition for emphasis” 
(Zepeda and Hill 2001, 150), remarks sociolinguist Jane Hill, who in the 1980s col-
laborated with Zepeda in field research on o’odham dialect variation.
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Ocean Power, some poems of which are indeed one complex of couplings. 
This is not, of course, the place where to embark on the meticulous analyses 
they would require. one thing is sure, though: since coupling, as convinc-
ingly argued by samuel r. levin and other theoreticians, is a very important 
structure in poetry, its prominence and its effectiveness in Zepeda’s texts do 
powerfully contribute to make them firmly rooted in the language of poetry.

The last aspect of Zepeda’s poetry that will be touched upon here, is most 
likely the first to strike the attention of the reader of Ocean Power, name-
ly, the presence of not a few poems alternating o’odham and english, and 
of one, “Kots,” exclusively in o’odham, significantly placed at the exact 
center of the book.

“o’odham is my first language,” declares Zepeda in the “introduction” 
(1995, 4). but that the language she spoke was a language she could not 
read was what she had to discover as, in her late teens or early twenties, 
she got hold of one of the then few existing books in o’odham. “[The] ed-
ucation in linguistics and language teaching” that was to make of her a 
first-rank specialist in native american languages, linguistics and their 
teaching methods, and give her a university chair, began then, by her be-
ing “a student of [her] own language, trying to become literate in [it]” 
(Zepeda 1992), and soon a promoter, along with other young o’odham 
speakers, of literacy in the o’odham community, through the creation of 
a literature in the language.

“a little bit of literature in o’odham […] meant for the small but grow-
ing number of o’odham speakers who are becoming literate” is in fact how 
Zepeda defines in her “introduction” the “o’odham pieces” (Zepeda 1995, 
4) of Ocean Power. at the same time, though, those “o’odham pieces” must 
have been immensely important for their author, since “i feel confident 
in the language,” she has affirmed a few lines above, “and so i am able to 
create pieces solely in my first language.” (italics ours)

but what about, then, the “english pieces,” outnumbering by far the 
o’odham ones? How and when were they created? are we to think that 
for each of those appearing without an o’odham counterpart or con-
taining no o’odham lines, there might exist an unpublished urtext in 
o’odham? While in the “introduction” Zepeda informs the reader that 
“[f]or the pieces that appear only in o’odham, the english versions nev-
er occurred” (4) but says nothing about the obverse possibility, she talks at 
length on the relation between o’odham and english in her creative process 
in an interview which took place in 1992. before seeing what she said on 
that occasion, it may be convenient to point out that: 1) none of the bilin-
gual poems of Ocean Power presents code-switching, if this term is taken to 
strictly mean the engrafting and interweaving of words and phrases of one 
language onto a text primarily written in another language; 2) in those po-
ems, o’odham and english are either intercalated — as, for example, with ll. 
1-6 of “Pulling down the clouds” and in ll. 36-43 of “o’odham dances” — 
or juxtaposed — as, for example, with “Ju:k kĭ Ñe’i” and “Ka:cim ṣu:dagĭ.”
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in the interview Zepeda is very clear about the priority and the pri-
macy of o’odham in the writing of her poems: 

i like to think that i can create something in o’odham first. something 
that’s only in o’odham, that can only be in o’odham. The whole expe-
rience starts out in o’odham. The words that i use or play with are in 
o’odham only and english never comes in. (Zepeda 1992) 

Then she goes on to talk about the relation between o’odham and english:

[a]s the o’odham piece exists for me, it’s possible to have an english 
piece to be there as well. and in this case it’s not merely a translation, 
going line by line. i tried that because that would be a very convenient 
thing to do, but […] there were pieces that didn’t come out right in eng-
lish. […] so what i […] do is i simply do another piece which happens 
to start in english. The general information, the general thought, the 
general theme, of whatever of the o’odham piece, is still there in the 
english. but it is not a translation. That’s why i say i have an o’odham 
version and then i have an english version. (Zepeda 1992)

one reflection stirred by this passage concerns what in it sounds like reluc-
tance on the part of Zepeda to see her “english versions” as translations of 
their respective “o’odham versions.” not knowing o’odham, the present 
writer is in no position to affirm conclusively that the “english versions” are 
translations. and yet, this is what — whether bilingualism is in the interca-
lated or the juxtaposed form — the look and the succession of the o’odham 
words, correspondences in the length of lines and passages, the overall in-
tention and meaning of the poem suggest. needless to say, no translation 
can be a perfect rendition of its source text. but are not precisely “the general 
information, the general thought, the general theme” among the features 
of any source text that any translation (those of poetry included) can most 
safely preserve? and could not Zepeda’s reluctance derive, after all — one 
may also surmise — from an over-refined sensitiveness to the subtle com-
plexities of her native language, as exemplified in her discussion, later in the 
interview, of the exact meaning of “a little verb” or in her memory of the hi-
larious response of her class for the consequences the omission of a syllable 
had on the sense of a sentence? (Zepeda-Hill 1998, 135)

at the same time, Zepeda’s presentation of her setting out on the “eng-
lish pieces” as a sort of “making it new” signals something deeper-reach-
ing than her bilingualism — a quality of her imagination, of her being in 
the world, that can be defined as bi-sensitiveness. Her poetry is bilingual 
because it is bi-sensitive in that, according to the definition by chicano 
poet tino Villanueva,

[it] emanates from two sensibilities before there can even exist the oral and/
or written exercise of language. Therefore, it is possible for the same reality 
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to inspire in a bicultural and bilingual observer two different sets of reac-
tions from the points of view of two cultures. (Villanueva 2000, 741, n.1)

at the other end of the communication process, by just looking at the 
o’odham words on the page or — a much more gratifying experience — 
listening to Zepeda’s readings on the cd of Jeweḍ ‘I-Hoi  Earth Movements, 
one who does not know o’odham at all like myself, brings home what t.s. 
eliot recalled about his first approach to dante: “genuine poetry can com-
municate before it is understood” (eliot 1929, 16).

PostscriPt 2011
The essay, in a rougher shape, had been written before Zepeda’s second 

book of verse, Where clouds are formed, came out, in 2008. In order to 
acknowledge it, if only summarily, I have resorted to the endnotes, which 
have swelled therefore to an abnormal size. To the observations therein con-
tained, what seems appropriate to add here is that, vis-à-vis its predecessor, 
Where clouds are formed marks a growth of the effectiveness of the poet’s 
delicate and incisive voice, that within the continuity of subjects, themes and 
poet’s stance, implied by the titles of both books (both referring to the rain 
cycle), an element of novelty is constituted by the discreet presence of poems 
in a more immediately personal vein, and, finally, that the reduced recourse 
to O’odham could be a proof in support of Richard Shelton’s words printed 
on the back of the cover — that with Where clouds are formed, “without 
sacrificing any of her proud Native American heritage, Ofelia Zepeda blasts 
herself into the realm of major American poetry.”

I must own, however, that a strong reason for appending this postscript 
has been my wish to tell what “Birth Witness,” one of the best poems in 
Where clouds are formed, has done for me. 

Back in 2002, and again two years later, while organizing sessions of the 
Forum for the Study of the Literary Cultures of the Southwest to be held in 
Florence, I had suggested our friends in Tucson to include Ofelia Zepeda in 
the delegation from the University of Arizona. Both times I was told that 
that was impossible because she could not be granted a passport, owing to 
the fact that the exact day of her birth was unknown. Her parents, both 
“Sonoran Papagos,” I was explained, had migrated from across the border 
and settled not on the Reservation but in one of the cotton-growing areas 
of Central Arizona where Ofelia was born at a time when registers of birth 
were practically impervious to the poor, illiterate, hardly English-speaking, 
work-weary “people of the cotton fields.” The story was hard to believe, and 
my suspicious Italian nature led me as far as to imagine that some inter-
necine strife, of the kind not infrequent in academic milieus, was the real 
cause of the impediment.

“Birth Witness” has rid me of my suspicion and my disbelief. Starting 
with the memory of the mother’s memories of the location of the birth (“[…] 
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an old wooden row house / in the cotton fields. / […] it was windy. / […] 
The tin roof rattled, a piece uplifted / from the wooden frame […]”) and 
the fuzzier ones of the birth’s time (“Around one in the afternoon, / […] it 
was March”), the poem develops as a one-way conversation across an of-
fice glass window. On one side of it, a bureaucrat, who goes by her regu-
lations and, unaware or uncaring of the unreasonableness, the absurdity, 
of their provisoes in the case at hand, advises: “If you were not baptized 
the same year you were born, / the baptismal certificate cannot be used 
to verify your birth. // You need affidavits, […] Your older siblings, […] 
old enough to have a memory / of your birth. / Can they vouch for you? 
// You need records […] Are there doctor’s receipts from when you were a 
baby? / Didn’t your parents have a family Bible, you know, / where births 
were recorded? / Were there letters? / Announcements of your birth?” On 
the other side of the glass window, the applicant, never breaking her si-
lence before the time comes to take the forms she is handed and go, aware 
as she is of the futility of giving voice to any of the thoughts that are cross-
ing her mind: “Who was there to witness my birth? […] Was it my big sis-
ter? / Would my mother have let a teenager watch her giving birth? […] 
/ Who knew then that I would need witnesses of my birth?” And to what 
avail say that the stars, the wind, the sun, the pollen were the witnesses of 
her birth, “[…] silent witnesses,” who “[…] do not know of affidavits. They 
simply know.”, or explain that her “[…] parents are illiterate in the Eng-
lish language” and that the language they speak is “[…] much too civil for 
writing […] minor things like my birth?” 

While I am savoring once again so splendid a reminder of the different 
uses of language, of the different weight of words, in an oral and in a liter-
ate culture, I wish to express my hope that red-tape America will soon find 
a solution for Ofelia Zepeda’s predicament, such that would make her free 
to see “Other Worlds” beyond the perimeter of the USA.
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about tHe genre(s) of irVin morris’ FROM THE 
GLITTERING WORLD. A NAVAJO STORY

Gaetano Prampolini

before addressing this topic, an account of both the contents and the shape 
of From the Glittering World. A Navajo Story — the only published book 
to-date by the navajo (Diné) author irvin morris — would not go amiss.

according to the creation story of the Diné, “the glittering World” is 
the fifth World, the present one, lit by the sun and the moon — the Diné 
universe delimited by four sacred mountains and contained within a holy 
rainbow circle. since this book is coming from such a place, it will not seem 
strange that its paratext consists of a “dedication” and a “Prayer” (the for-
mer in Diné, followed by its english translation; the latter in Diné only), that 
Diné precedes english also in the table of contents, and that Diné words and 
phrases as well as characters’ speeches in Diné frequently occur throughout. 
While never impairing comprehension, Diné works on the non-Diné-speak-
ing reader as a constant reminder that what he/she is reading comes from 
a radically different culture, one which is determined to defend the right to 
its own difference. as it is affirmed later on, “we’re all created different and 
meant to be that way. to have different skin tones, languages, and religions. 
did the eagle try or want to be a hawk?” (morris 1997, 104).

adopting a partition that has become a sort of trade-mark for works by 
native american authors, the text is arranged into four sections.

section one, titled “into the glittering World,” is thirty pages long and 
evenly divided into two segments: the first (3-15) is a telling of the Diné cre-
ation story, with the final emergence of the people into the present world, after 
their predecessors had lost each of the subjacent four through acts of sexu-
al misbehavior but had, each time, been helped to enter the next upper one 
through the intervention of unfailingly benevolent deities. after instructing 
the people how to best live in this world, and after ridding it of all monsters 
(except old age, Poverty, Hunger and cold so that the Diné “would not grow 
complacent as immortals” [morris 1997, 14]), changing Woman, the twins 
and all the Holy People left, to return to their home, but they “promised that 
they would always keep watch over the people […] and they are always with-
in reach through the songs and prayers they gave us” (morris 1997, 15. ital-
ics ours). The appearance of this pronoun, first person plural, almost at the 
end of this segment changes the reader’s perception of what he/she has been 
reading: he/she realizes now that this is no ethnographical account of a tribal 
cosmo- and anthropogonic myth, but a profession of faith, which culminates 
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in the last four lines of the segment, where living in the sacredly appointed 
homeland is declared to be, at the same time, the prerequisite for and the ef-
fect of both the favor of the Holy People and the Diné’s piety and morality: 

“[s]o long as Diné remain within this boundary, we will have the bless-
ing and protection of the Holy People. so long as we remain within these 
boundaries we will be living in the manner that the Holy People prescribed 
for us.” (morris 1997, 15. italics ours)

apart from general carleton’s ruthless, genocidal instructions to Kit 
carson, in 1863, for the taming of Diné resistance, and apart from headman 
dághaa’í (barboncito)’s plea, in 1868, for letting his deported people return 
to their homeland (because “changing Woman,” he says, “gave us this land. 
our Holy People created it specifically for us” [morris 1997, 27]), what the 
reader hears in the second segment of section one (17-30) are the musings 
of a twelve-year old boy who has witnessed the horrors of the three-hundred 
miles march the Diné have been forced on by the bilagáanaas (the ameri-
cans) to reach the area devised for their new habitation; a boy who has sur-
vived the deprivations (hunger and cold) and abuses (among others, those 
inflicted on Diné women by “that red-haired soldier [who] has left a trail of 
blue-eyed babies”) during the four years of his people’s captivity at Hwééldi 
(alias ft. sumner or bosque redondo), that hostile land that “does not know 
us” (morris 1997, 24 and 20).

by juxtaposing the Diné creation story and the narration of Diné cap-
tivity, blessed and blissful Dinétah and the holocaust of the long Walk and 
at Hwééldi, morris highlights the falling, so to say, of the Diné from mythic 
timelessness into history. Those of the long Walk and at Hwééldi remain un-
forgotten and unforgiven experiences, engraved in Diné collective memory, 
and as such they keep resurfacing in various contexts throughout the book.

furthermore, this abrupt juxtaposition at the beginning of the book es-
tablishes morris’ characteristic method of signification: keeping his narra-
tors’ extra-narrative comments to a minimum, so as to have as much of the 
meaning as possible conveyed through the stories they tell — and counting 
on a cooperative reader’s capability to connect, compare and contrast sec-
tions, segments, stories, sentences.1

1 Juxtapositions may concern consecutive segments, as, for instance, when, after 
the enchanted, and enchanting, recollection, on pp. 64-65, of the night-long winter cer-
emony culminating with the dance of the Yéí’ii and their and the spectators’ teasing by 
Tóneínilii, the Water sprinkler, meant “to invoke the healing power of laughter,” the nar-
rator switches directly, on p. 66, to the recollection of his “first Halloween,” when an “old, 
old lady,” thinking that the children at her door “[were] taunting her,” “[…] scold[ed] us 
[and] sw[ung] her cane at our legs even as we tr[ied] to explain about Halloween.” Thus is 
the reader silently invited to contrast native and imported festivities. Quite often, though, 
in this tightly and shrewdly textured narrative, the reader’s interpretive cooperation is 
called for by segments which are non-consecutive, and even far apart one from another, 
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sections two (125 pages) and Three (25 pages), titled “child of the glittering 
World” and “travels in the glittering World” respectively, cover the bulk of 
the book (257 pages) and make up one single unit inasmuch as both emanate 
from one voice.2 in other words, sections two and Three share the same nar-
rator — an autodiegetic one, since the identity of narrator and main character 
of the story is postulated by the personal pronoun “i” by which the latter is re-
ferred to. but, of course, whether From the Glittering World is an autobiogra-
phy cannot be decided until the identity of the main character and the author 
is also ascertained. 

The first segment of section two is all-important for at least two reasons.
firstly, while harking back to the covenant between Holy People and Diné 

which concluded the telling of the creation story in section one, it introduces 
what the reader will not fail to recognize as a major — albeit never overempha-
sized — tension running throughout: the sense of contentment, healthiness and 
centeredness deriving from living in the homeland vs. the polluting, demoraliz-
ing, decentering effects produced on the self by living anywhere else. Whenever 
“i have lived outside the holy rainbow circle,” says the narrator, “[… o]utside 
the circle of the sacred mountains, i have known spiritual hunger and longing 
for the sound of desert thunder, for turquoise sky, dry air and radiant sun. and 
for many years, until i realized what i was doing, i was using hurtful words 
to describe my mother: landscape, wilderness, nature” (morris 1997, 33-34).

secondly, here the narrator also affirms: “The land is ripe with the stories of 
my people” (34). How true this is, and how important for his sense of who he 
is, becomes clear in the next segment, where he lets his eyes circle “sunwise” — 
east, south, west, north — and lovingly describes the land in terms of its geo-
morphology and ecology but — pre-eminently — as a storied entity: there are 
stories connecting its features and localities to events which have taken place 
there from creation time (“Dzilná’oodílii, Huerfano mesa, where the twins 
[…] were conceived […], Ch’oolí’ii, spruce Knob, the birthplace of changing 
Woman […]” [morris 1997, 40]), to historical time (“Shash bitoo’, bear springs, 
now known as ft. Wingate, the point of departure for thousands of Diné forced 
on the infamous long Walk in 1863” [morris 1997, 36]), to the present (“Dzil 
yíjiin, black mesa is now being strip-mined. […] The coal is crushed into a 
powder, mixed with groundwater, and sluiced through huge pipes […] to the 
nevada-california border. […] The operation siphons off millions of gallons 

such as, for instance, the descriptions of two sweat lodge baths, respectively on pp. 133-
134 and 159-160 — one conveying the sense of physical and spiritual well-being deriving 
from the cleansing rite properly performed, the other presenting a desecrating travesty of 
indian religiousness set up for money on behalf of a mixed crowd of californian whites.

2 it is the same voice that in the first half of section one has addressed the reader 
to narrate the creation of the Diné world. There, though, it sounded definitely different: 
the prose had the plain style, affirmative tone and solemn rhythm characteristic of texts 
on which religions are founded, sounding in fact much like that of the biblical genesis.
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of precious water daily […] and the toll on the land is immeasurable: the water 
table at black mesa has dropped tremendously. sacred springs have dried up” 
[morris 1997, 39]). The land is being defiled and impoverished by a colonial-
like exploitation of its resources, but it is still sacred Dinétah thanks to the sto-
ries. and knowing the stories that animate the places is knowing oneself. by 
the “wide sweep of [his] beloved land” that he can see from his house, “i am 
reminded of who i am,” says the narrator, “i am not alone, nor am i the first. 
The land has birthed and sustained all my grandfathers and grandmothers” 
(morris 1997, 33).

in the third segment the scope of observation is reduced to the surround-
ings of his house: first, the different rock formations and soils and the diverse 
vegetable and animal populations down at the bottom and up the slopes of 
the valley; then the village with

a public elementary school and a teacherage, a christian reformed church 
mission, a catholic church and bingo hall, a trading post, a telephone 
switching station, water tower, tribal meeting hall, senior citizen’s center, 
tribal police substation, laundromat, greenhouse, low-rent apartments […].

but “the school is dying, the Hud houses are deteriorating, and the scattered 
trees, shrubs, hedges and rose bushes have assumed curious postures in their 
fight to survive” (morris 1997, 44-45); then a close-up on the area strewn with 
the homes of his extended family. most of them are falling or have fallen into 
disrepair. He calls them “hovels,” but in the next sentence “true poverty,” he af-
firms, “is unknown to us,” and goes on listing riches which would hardly be rat-
ed very highly outside Dinétah: “There is the land, and we have […] the intricate 
and enduring clanship ties that provide us with relatives wherever we go on the 
reservation; and we have our language, our stories, our songs” (morris 1997, 46).

and, since “the proper way” for a Diné to introduce and identify him/herself 
is in terms of his/her clanship, “Tóbaahí nishlí, doo Tótsohnii éí báshischíín, […] i 
am of the edgewater clan, and i am born for the big Water clan” is to remain the 
only clue in the whole book to identify this narrator-protagonist with the author. 

not only does clan affiliation entail a pledge of mutual help for all mem-
bers, but “knowing [one’s] clan weaves [one] inextricably into [the] web” 
of Diné society. “We are never alone” (morris 1997, 47), says the narrator: 
something much more difficult to say about a member of any individualistic 
modern Western society. grandfathers, uncles, aunts, mother, brothers and 
sisters, cousins are important presences in the narrator’s account of his life.3

from p. 53, where the segment titled “my earliest memories” begins, to 
the end of section Three (191), when the narrator must be, roughly, thirty-

3 less important seems to have been his father, only obliquely alluded to in the 
segment titled “Peripatetic coyote” — a coyote story condemning paternal selfish-
ness and irresponsibility, and thus suggesting that the narrator’s silence about his own 
father might be due not just to the fact that “Diné are matrilinear and matrilocal” 
(morris 1997, 48), nor to the divorce of his parents.
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five, the narration proceeds chronologically, alternating and opposing two 
different settings: “the glittering World” and a “glittering world” whose 
glitter is as dazzling and enticing as it is dangerous and demeaning — two 
spaces standing for clashing sets of values, two clashing cultures.

The narrator begins to feel the encroaching of the euroamerican world 
on the Diné early on, in sensitive areas of his childhood life such as educa-
tion and religion: the school has no other object than a fast, uncompromising 
americanization of Diné children; every week, on “religion day” christian 
reformed, baptist, catholic, mormon, Presbyterian and Pentecostal mis-
sionaries “descen[d] on [the] classrooms,” contending for the conversion of 
the young “heathens” (which was, remembers the narrator with his charac-
teristic quietly pungent humor, what “we were told [we] were” [morris 1997, 
78] and, without knowing what it meant, made him feel shameful). Howev-
er, as the harsh corporal punishments meted out by bilagáanaa teachers are 
counterbalanced, in his memory at least, by the blander and wholly effective 
Diné methods of correction consisting just in “scolding[s] […] stern look[s] 
or icy silence[s],” so is the ludicrous, Wednesday afternoons’ “competition for 
bodies” to be christianized compensated by his attending Diné ceremonial 
activities and his being initiated “into many of the ways of [his] people” by 
the grandfather “who was a medicine man” (morris 1997, 72, 78, 79 and 72).4 

The restless shifting between Dinétah and america that marks his life to the 
end of his narration begins when, at fifteen and a dropout from high school, 
he is lured by the myth of california, “the land of everlasting summer” and 
easy opportunities. but for the youth who, leaving home in his “reservation 
uniform: blue jeans, silver buckle, western shirt and cowboy boots […] didn’t 
realize how much [he] would stand out” (morris 1997, 85 and 86) — and, if 
just for that, how much he would be looked down upon — california has in 
store only one dead-end job after another and a chain of shocking discover-
ies: drugs, alcohol, the commodification of sex, the mistreatment and abuse 
of animals. but on the bus that is taking him back, he keeps awake so as not 
to miss the outline of the sacred mountain announcing home — that cheer-
ing sighting that gladdened his ancestors coming home from Hwééldi and 
that he will be eagerly looking for on each of his subsequent homecomings.5

4 “i learned some of the prayers and songs,” the narrator recalls, going on defining 
the kind of education worth having for a Diné. “i learned the names of the places and of 
the things that happened there. i learned the ceremonial names of plants, animals, and 
various types of earth. i learned where to find medicinal plants and how to collect them 
properly. i learned how to gather corn pollen. i learned many stories, and through them 
i learned of things that have no existence in the limited world [italics ours] of the bilagáa-
naa. […] i was told about the power of animals and about their place in creation. […] i 
was also learning about myself. and i received my secret, sacred Diné name. The name 
that the deities know me by. The name used in prayers. The name that ties everything 
together and gives me an identity, a presence, in the universe” (morris 1997, 79-80).

5 morris 1997, 165 and, also, 178, where the following passage occurs: “[…] i sit 
up. There they are, the mountains. i say the names in my mind. Pike’s Peak, spanish 
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When he must already be in his early twenties, he is a student at the 
navajo community college, where he learns to read and write his mother 
tongue and discovers his literary vocation, and then at the university of 
new mexico in albuquerque “because leslie silko and simon ortiz [were] 
teaching there.” but, when he “drop[s] out after a year of booze and bad 
grades[, t]he ensuing downward spiral le[ads him] to gallup,” into that in-
dian hell on earth “where,” he recalls, “my days became a blur of alcohol 
and living day by day” (morris 1997, 102 and 117).

after nearly two years of street life, which has showed him “human 
frailty and dignity — human life — laid bare” and left him with the feel-
ing that gallup “is always so near, and that being an indian in america 
will make the difference” (morris 1997, 117 and 129), he is back on the 
reservation once again. for several years he works for the navajo na-
tion on a program aimed at helping the people recover their alimentary 
self-sufficiency through a variety of agro-techniques, one of which is “the 
development of community seed banks, […] intended to perpetuate tra-
ditional crops.” “There is no feeling,” he remembers, “like seeing heirloom 
seeds sprout, and watching them grow and ripen, to give you hope” (mor-
ris 1997, 141). Where, however, the rehabilitating effects homeland has on 
him are best seen is in the leisurely, enraptured account of a spring-day 
horse ride to the top of a mountain, which ends on this note: “i can dis-
appear into the forest and emerge somewhere else, someplace where i can 
believe it is a hundred years ago or even further back. […] There, in the 
absolute stillness, i can believe there is no Kit carson. no niña, Pinta, or 
santa maria” (morris 1997, 135). anywhere else but there, though, there 
is no way to reckon without history, and the irony of some of its twists is 
not lost on him as when, for instance, after grieving over his mother, the 
land, “l[ying] bound and gagged” under the complete anthropization of 
the great Plains, he reflects that “the breadbasket of the World […] feeds 
us too. bleached commodity flour once a month. commodity rice, com-
modity beans, commodity this and that.” (morris 1997, 178), or when, af-
ter sympathetically shaking hands with a tibetan demonstrating against 
the chinese occupation of his country, he shocks a bilagáanaa reporter by 
observing that “these tibetans are asking support from a people who are 
guilty of genocide and oppression too, as well as the illegal occupation of 
this hemisphere” (morris 1997, 184).

at thirty he is in the outside world again, a student at the iaia in santa 
fe, then at the university of california in santa cruz, finally at cornell 
university, where he completes his training in creative writing. He also 
takes a journey cross-country, all the way to montana to attend a memo-
rial powwow and back to the east coast. That he has “a place to return to, 
Diné bikéyah,” is his one comforting thought, because, wherever he is go-

Peaks, and Sisnaajiní, the home of tséghá’dínídínii ashkii and tséghá’dínídínii at’ééd, 
rock crystal boy and rock crystal girl. i feel the power seeping back into my body.”
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ing, there is always something, or someone, to disagreeably remind him 
of his “differentness” (morris 1997, 155 and 148). 

The last segment of section Three is titled “terra incognita” — aptly so, 
whether it is to be taken as suggesting the open-endedness of this life story 
or, ironically, that there is no alternative to the life the narrator-protago-
nist has lived so far. He is in new York, riding the subway he has had “to 
screw up the courage” to board (morris 1997, 187), being no less and, in 
fact, more “nervous” (that is, afraid) than he had been at fifteen, boarding 
the bus to california since, then, “he didn’t realize how much [he] would 
stand out,” while now he feels “so conspicuous” (morris 1997, 188). fear 
is the consequence of the shame — “for our poverty, ‘dark’ skin, ‘indian-
ness’ and ‘primitive’ ways” (morris 1997, 98) — he has introjected by liv-
ing in the euroamerican world. “i am afraid,” he has owned, reflecting 
on his gallup days, “to face my own life. i am indian. i am minority. i am 
dark and i am powerless. The only way to cope is to numb the senses […]” 
(morris 1997, 124). fear, in time, has mounted to an anguish that makes 
him say “i want to kill but i know i won’t. i can’t. […] instead, i will turn 
the gun on myself first” and “i wish i was not so indian-looking” (mor-
ris 1997, 184 and 182). He has painfully learned that, invisible as a per-
son, he is only too visible as an abstraction, “the indian” — despised and 
hated in the very stereotyping look bestowed on him. in the subway, to 
hide his fear, he leafs through the tribal paper: acts of bilagáanaa as well 
as Diné violence, drunken road-casualties, tribal council ineptitude, toxic 
and nuclear waste dumped on indian land, fashionable and opportunistic 
exploitation of indian cultures are disheartening reminders of what day-
by-day reality is even in the glittering World. despair, however, is by no 
means the total sum of the narrator-protagonist’s life experience: he does 
“careen[s] between shame and pride,” the reasons for pride being “our re-
silience, our story, our very lives” (morris 1997, 98). but he needs to be 
far away from the contaminating, depressive effects of euroamerica, as 
when he takes part in the powwow on the rock boy reservation in mon-
tana, to be able to say:

They say that the drum is the voice and heartbeat of this continent. 
over the next four hours i floated in the incredible energy unleashed 
by the music and dancing. The experience made all the anguish of 
being indian bearable and precious. i was happy. i knew i would 
never give up my heritage no matter what the penalty might be, 
regardless of the suffering that would be inflicted upon me by re-
fusing to assimilate, for remembering, for being a living reminder 
of the things some people would sooner forget. (morris 1997, 174)

titled “from the glittering World,” section four takes the reader by sur-
prise, since it consists of seven short stories which, at first, appear to have in 
common with the life story that precedes them not much more than their 
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settings. While admiring the very fine craft of morris as a short story writ-
er, and notwithstanding that two of the stories are told by an autodiegetic 
narrator whose ideological stance would be very difficult to distinguish 
from that of the narrator and protagonist of the previous two sections, the 
reader may indeed be inclined to see this bunch of stories as an extrinsic 
and disjointed addition to what has so deeply absorbed him/her till then, 
and which he/she is most likely to have mentally defined as autobiography.

but was that really an autobiography? an autobiography, that is, of the 
same genre as those we are familiar with in Western literatures?

according to Philippe lejeune’s well-known definition, an autobiog-
raphy is “a retrospective prose account a real person gives of his/her own 
existence, stressing his/her individual life; in particular, the history of his/
her own self” (lejeune 1996, 14. italics ours). indispensable for autobiog-
raphies is that the names of author, narrator and character be identical: 
this is the substance of what lejeune calls “the autobiographical pact” of-
fered by the author to the reader.

now, how do matters stand with morris’ life story? There can be no doubts 
(for the reason cogently explained by emile benveniste6) concerning the 
identity of narrator and character. but what about the identity of author and 
character, without which no identity of author and narrator can be deduced?

external evidence provided by the flap cover of the book informs us 
that mr morris “is a member of the tóbaaní clan of the navajo nation” 
and that he “received his m.f.a. from cornell” — exactly like the pro-
tagonist of his narrative — and a diligent reader could cull from the text 
a heap of internal evidence to further sustain the identity. but neither ex-
plicitly (by giving his proper name to his narrator and protagonist) nor 
implicitly (through the title chosen for his book or some clear allusion to 
an autobiographical intent) does morris ever propose an autobiographi-
cal pact. no pact and no protagonist’s name equals no autobiography — 
that is to say, no autobiography according to a definition such as lejeune’s, 
which insists on an idea of personal identity, of individual self. Perhaps, 
it is this definition which does not fit morris’ book. a different one, one 
predicated on the idea — the traditional native american idea — of a re-
lational identity and a collective self, would certainly work much better. 
let us remind ourselves that the second part of the title of morris’ book is 
not “The Story of My Life” or “A Navajo Autobiography” but A Navajo Story. 
What this implies is that a representation of that relational identity and 
collective self, to be effective, can only be entrusted to one story embrac-
ing creation times, the collective trauma of the long Walk and Hwééldi 
and the present — the present depicted through stories about nowadays 
rez life as well as the story of, not necessarily, mr irvin morris, but, rather, 

6 as referred to in lejeune 1996, 19 ff.
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a kind of “Diné everyman” representative of a whole generation.7 if this 
reasoning is plausible, with From the Glittering World we are offered an-
other instance of that hybridizating impulse, so vital and fecund, which 
characterizes native american literature.

by way of conclusion, i would like to point out one more aspect of the 
peculiarity of this work. autobiography, as we all know, one of the most 
important narrative genres of american literature since its beginnings, is a 
genre centered on becoming: the Puritan autobiographer tells us how from 
sinner he (hopefully) became a saint; benjamin franklin (and the host of 
his successors in the from-rags-to-riches line) tells us how from being poor 
and obscure he became wealthy and famous. also native american auto-
biographies (to begin with n. scott momaday’s Way to Rainy Mountain, 
which nearly fifty years ago founded a much thriving tradition) are cen-
tered on “becoming” — how their authors (who are nearly always persons of 
mixed descent) have come to recognize, accept and value the “indian” side 
of their identity. morris’ book appears, on the contrary, to be centered on 
being, so strong, proud and firm is the sense it conveys, from beginning to 
end, of what it means to be a Diné and not to renounce being a Diné in the 
face of the pressures exerted by an overwhelmingly powerful, alien culture.
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emotional discomfort and strategies of surViVal in 
aleJandro morales’s THE RAG DOLL PLAGUES

Michele Bottalico

deconstructing history to reconstruct it from the perspective of emar-
ginated people — giving the narrated events a metaphorical quality and 
creating a trans-historical fiction — is one of the main features of alejan-
dro morales’s prose writing.1 The Rag Doll Plagues, his fifth novel and his 
second written in english, is a case in point. The book has triple layers of 
narrative chronology and is divided into three sections presented by three 
different first person narrators, who are blood connected doctors battling 
separate but also related diseases.2

The first section of The Rag Doll Plagues is narrated by the spaniard 
gregorio revueltas, a physician sent to mexico city by his government in 
1788 to diagnose and cure a plague called la mona by local people. The second 
section presents the account given by a contemporary chicano doctor living 
in california, whose fiancée contracts aids through a blood transfusion 
and is ravaged by her disease. finally, the events narrated in the third section 
take place in the future, sometime in the twenty-first century. Here the 
narrator/protagonist is a scientist employed by a us / mexican technocratic 
confederation called lameX, in reference to the area between los angeles 

1 alejandro dennis morales, a professor of chicano/latino studies at the uni-
versity of california, irvine, has so far published the following works, two of which 
were originally written in spanish and later translated into english: Caras viejas y 
vino nuevo, 1975 (first trans.: Old Faces and New Wine, 1981; second trans.: Barrio 
on the Edge, 1997); La verdad sin voz, 1979 (trans.: Death of an Anglo, 1988); Reto 
en el paraíso, 1982; The Brick People, 1988; The Rag Doll Plagues, 1992; Waiting to 
Happen, 2001; Pequeña nación, 2005; The Captain of All These Men of Death, 2008.

2 morales thus explained the genesis of this novel: “Working on a second volume 
to The Brick People, in which i planned to take the last born character in the story 
to 1988, i attended a symposium on colonial mexico at uc irvine. Professor John 
Jay tepaske spoke about a book entitled The Royal Protomedicato: The Regulation 
of the Medical Profession in the Spanish Empire. What i heard enthralled me. […] 
tepaske […] described the condition of mexico city, the diseases that struck the 
populace and the hospitals that accommodated a certain class of patients. […] The 
next morning, i returned to work on the second volume of The Brick People. How-
ever, the protagonist, gregorio revueltas, the last person born in The Brick People, 
refused to stay in twentieth-century los angeles; instead, he leaped back in time 
and space to the end of eighteenth century in mexico city” (morales 1996, 21).

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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and mexico city, whose population has been struck by another plague. 
gregory discovers that only transfusions from pure-blooded mexico city 
residents can cure this disease, which highlights the irony of mexicans’ new 
role in american civilization. Thus the three narrators, each of whom seems 
to be the reincarnation of the preceding, are the red thread uniting the texture 
of The Rag Doll Plagues, and illness is the central thematic metaphor of the 
novel. The plagues recurring in morales’s novel are a metaphor for different 
forms of colonialism and exploitation of the earth, and they give evidence of 
the pathological dimension of existence. but other shades of meaning are also 
implied in this metaphor which is built as a set of chinese boxes.

Quite tellingly, in the three sections of The Rag Doll Plagues illness 
stands for an emotional discomfort, for a crucial stage in the process of self-
development of the indio-Hispanic population that is portrayed in three 
different moments of its history. illness, which is the canonic symptom of 
an alteration of existence, signals the loss of a socially determined status 
and, at the same time, forebodes a probably utopian order. in morales’s 
novel illness becomes a rite of passage which leads — through healing — 
to the possible recovery of what has been lost: identity. or, it may lead to 
death, which is the cancellation of the existing reality, and the passage to 
a superior order. in either case, the representation of illness embodies a 
strategy of survival which foreshadows resurrection or re-birth and leads 
to total change. in so doing, this metaphor gives The Rag Doll Plagues a 
reassuring sense of an ending and a circular vision of historical time.

in book one, which sets what edgar allan Poe would call the tone of the 
narration, gregorio’s first impact with the new World shows all the contra-
dictions implied in colonization, because he feels both repulsion and attrac-
tion for mexico city. The narrator remarks that he is now ready “to endure 
the filth and corruption of this demoralized capital,” and that “the cherub’s 
golden wing” carved on the baroque doorway of the royal palace “contrasted 
with the filthy central fountain where indians, mestizos, negroes, mulat-
toes and the other immoral racial mixtures of humanity drank and filled 
clay jugs with foul dark water.” as every implicit persecutor, though, don 
gregorio is also fascinated by his victims and once comments: “Poverty and 
illness attracted me, as if i needed to get closer to that which i rejected.” He 
disdainfully calls the indios “savages who could not possibly have souls” but 
is sexually attracted by their women (morales 1992, 11, 13).

morales establishes an obvious equation between colonialism and hu-
man disease, in that they both give rise to chaos and destruction. as a con-
sequence of the terrible sanitary conditions, and of the plague which has 
killed hundreds, the muddy streets of mexico city are described as covered 
with garbage and decaying corpses, with “the bodies of hundreds of dead 
dogs in a pile covered with a blanket of flies that undulated like a black hair 
net on and above the decaying carcasses.” The bordello section of the city, 
“the culmination of disgrace and filth,” is swarming with “dying male and 
female prostitutes who suffered from epidemic and/or venereal diseases.” 
debauchery abounds, and sexual acts are performed in the streets. father 
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Jude, gregorio’s mestizo guide whose face is also deformed by lacerations, 
ministers to a flock of “diseased, infested population: the prostitutes, the lep-
ers, the abandoned children, the demented homeless people, the disenfran-
chised who survived in the filthy streets.” Praying over the body of a dead 
young girl, once he ironically exclaims: “Just another one of the millions 
who have benefited from our majesty’s policies. […] i am the only person 
who treats them. i help them die” (morales 1992, 25, 28, 29).

interestingly enough, the plague which devastates His majesty’s sub-
jects deteriorates people’s bodies starting from their limbs, their arms 
and legs, thus metaphorically depriving them of the capacity to act, and 
to react. People are turned into pliable puppets, or better rag dolls, and 
even after their death la mona “leaves a corpse that feels like a rag doll. 
The body never hardens, as in natural death, but remains soft like a wine-
skin” (morales 1992, 30). This illness called la mona, an expression that 
in colloquial spanish means “drunkenness,” hints at an intoxication of the 
body as well as at a blunting of the mind of the individual as human and 
civil entity. amputation of limbs or other parts of the patient’s body, up 
to the annihilation of the body itself, is a remedy used just to delay death. 

it is clear, thus, that morales alludes to the gradual civil death of the 
mexican population caused by colonization in a society that is at a breaking 
point. so much so that he comments that father Jude’s patients “looked to 
him not only for physical and spiritual remedies, but for an insurgent at-
titude that made life tolerable and nurtured a growing desire for change,” 
since they were in a tragic situation which, says father Jude, “neither the 
church nor the crown has done anything to help” (morales 1992, 29, 33).

in this section of The Rag Doll Plagues, as well as in its second section, 
incurable plagues give also evidence of the impotence of science and of hu-
man understanding, so that don gregorio deeply feels the threat of man’s 
aloneness in a sometimes unintelligible universe. after four years spent in 
new spain, his rite of passage through the experience of man’s powerless-
ness and of people’s suffering, illnesses, debauchery and decadence comes 
to an end, and he decides to remain in the new World. His coming of age, 
his transformation, are helped by the course of history. in truth, the King 
of spain had sent him to new spain to cure another disease, alias “to quell 
the fires of revolutionary fervor by extinguishing the illnesses in the fe-
vered populace” (morales 1992, 16), because the echoes of the american 
and french revolutions were provoking dangerous omens of separatism in 
mexico as well. and later gregorio does see that new ideas of freedom and 
equality are circulating among the folk. furthermore, he realizes that the 
plague has nearly stopped concomitantly with the birth of marisela, the off-
spring of an affair of the spanish viceroy with a mexican woman, who obvi-
ously represents the rise of a new generation and whom he decides to raise.

at the end of book one, gregorio revueltas (whose name, incidentally, 
hints at the revolutions of which he ends up being the herald in new spain 
and which he partly witnesses) kisses marisela, and her innocent giggling 
sounds to him like a sign of liberation “which offered a new century in my 
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new country,” as gregorio remarks. meaningfully, while a ray of the declin-
ing afternoon sun is passing over his face, don gregorio becomes aware 
that a historical cycle has completed its course leaving on him the heavy 
burden of a shameful past. The narration closes with the following words: 
“perhaps that was the cause of the tear running down my cheek; perhaps 
it was an older, more ancient tear, traveling through those who had come 
before me” (morales 1992, 66). it is not surprising, then, that the first title 
morales had chosen for this novel was The Ancient Tear (rosales 1999, 17).

The narrator of book two, whose anglicized name is gregory revueltas, 
focuses on the delhi barrio of santa ana in the conservative orange coun-
ty, california. He is a medical doctor and a writer, and from his picture of 
barrio life in the 1970’s, which reflects a multiracial reality, one can only 
glimpse configurations of the other as seen by the anglos, always imply-
ing allusions to backwardness, delinquency, alienation, degeneracy and 
social inequality. The clash with the anglo-american milieu is hardly 
mentioned, for chicano issues are dealt with transversally by morales. it 
is implicit, though, in gregory’s representation of the barrio as a stage for 
collective exasperation, for a discomfort that causes the arrogance and the 
gang fights of a potentially self-destructing youth.

also in this section of the novel, illness indirectly signals the ineluctable 
presence of human error and of an existential malaise which love and ratio-
nality are unable to overthrow. as in Poe’s “The masque of the red death,” 
physical sickness also hints at the memento mori theme, at the possibility of 
nemesis, and it even seems to warn that human beings should not look for 
their disease outside themselves since it actually is “within” them.

sandra spears, gregory’s lover, is a hemophiliac theatre actress who 
contracts aids and is shunned by her colleagues and by the doctors of the 
hospital, who consider her “a human scourge, a Pandora’s box filled with 
diseases capable of destroying humanity” (morales 1992, 112). saying that 
her disease “arouses thoroughly old-fashioned kinds of dread [as] any dis-
ease that is treated as a mystery” (sontag 1979, 5-6) would be too obvious, 
since the reasons for that have been fully analyzed by susan sontag in her 
well-known pamphlet. it is useful to remember, instead, that sandra is Jew-
ish, as we learn from gregory who recalls the first night when, he says, she 
“exposed my heart to her pain. […] i passed my hand over sandra’s figure 
and moved on a swift river racing by windows of memory. The victims of 
the holocaust saw through her bones.” soon afterwards, gregory mentions 
two other Jewish friends, particularly dr milton flink “who had suffered the 
abuses against children in the nazi concentration camps while he watched 
his parents wither away and die.” and later on in the book, the narrating 
voice remarks that when sandra’s beautiful body was at its highest point of 
deterioration, flink refused to see her because “what her body was today he 
saw once before as a child. […] He was afraid to see her, afraid of the memo-
ries brought back by the sight of her” (morales 1992, 77, 128).

in morales’s novel, sandra’s presence is the reminder of another trag-
ic folly of history and of the struggle of Jewish people in defending their 
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own identity. That very identity that gregory questions as a chicano, and 
over which he once ponders and comments: “We were not who we were, 
in the past, in the present, in the future. […] i was someone else when i 
was myself. fearfully, i searched for myself in my patients, friends, those 
whom i loved.” sandra, who is regarded as “an unpredictable, contami-
nated animal” (morales 1992, 111, 108), reminds us of the intolerant atti-
tude of anglo-americans towards the chicanos, and otherness in general. 
an intolerance which surfaces even in sandra’s father, who is definitely 
against her love affair with gregory, with a chicano.

as happens in book one of The Rag Doll Plagues, also in book two mo-
rales gives clear evidence of his exacerbated conception of human history 
through horrific metaphorical images of deterioration and decay, eventu-
ally foreshadowing future changes. for instance, the vision of sandra as 
she is regarded by the people who surround her — a woman “transmuted 
into a decomposing creature, bursting with foul-smelling miasma, spill-
ing fluids and dropping maggots in its wake, and decorated with a crown 
of filthy flies” (morales 1992, 109) — has all the connotations of a “termi-
nal” vision, which has the same valence as that of the bodies ravaged by 
the eighteenth-century plague described in book one. analyzed in the 
context of the whole novel, sandra’s illness and the descriptions of her sick 
body reveal themselves to be a skillful rhetorical and fictional device which 
leads the reader to expect final positive results, albeit continually deferred 
to the future. since in fiction, as one critic rightly maintains:

[…] illness not only substitutes the sick body for the troubled self, but 
becomes a way of accommodating desires which are not legitimated 
in the society at large. alienation […] can be redrawn as solidarity, 
and the antithetical forces of desire and repression can be brought 
into accord, the disintegrative potential inherent in each term made 
benign. (bailin 1994, 21)

for this reason, the final comments of book two point up not so much 
gregory’s personal sorrow at sandra’s death as, rather, a collective sorrow 
that sandra has evoked, that “ancient tear” which will hopefully be wiped 
off in a distant future, when differences amongst people will be accepted 
as intrinsic factors of humankind. “While i looked upon the faces that 
cared for sandra,” says the narrating voice, “she gently expired. she, san-
dra, who entered, changed and loved my life exactly as i loved hers, who 
called from deep within my soul an ancient tear that would forever taste 
to me like our love, the tear both of us shared at that final moment of her 
passage” (morales 1992, 129). 

in book Three the third narrator, another gregory revueltas who also 
is a medical doctor but one specializing in genetic engineering, describes 
a plague that is the consequence of pollution, of a crazy control of the en-
vironment, of a degenerated relationship between man and nature. This 
virulent plague is thus described:
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totally unpredictable, these spontaneous plagues could appear any-
where. Produced by humanity’s harvest of waste, they traveled through 
the air, land and sea and penetrated populated areas, […] killing thou-
sands […]. from our pollution we had created energy masses that de-
stroyed or deformed everything in their path. (morales 1992, 138-139)

in the lameX territory, which is the result of a triple alliance between 
mexico, united states and canada, utmost poverty, hunger and crime have 
disappeared, but mexicans are still exploited. They account for the ninety per 
cent of the triple alliance armies, for example. There still persists an attitude 
of apprehension toward the mexicans. gregory is aware that technology has 
destroyed all emotions and that sorrow, for instance, “was an emotion that hu-
manity had done away with long ago,” but he resists because, says he, “voices 
from the past and present warned me not to allow them to deconstruct my 
humanity” (morales 1992, 139, 143).

The solution that gregory discovers to cure the plague is obviously ironic 
but also grounded on historical fact, as he remarks: “for thousands of years, on 
authorities’ terms, whether by a high aztec priest or a united states or mexican 
president, mexicans have offered their blood to the world and to the sun only 
to be exploited and manipulated.” in spite of his dark vision of reality, though, 
at the end of book Three the narrator once again glimpses hope through the 
birth of a baby who, says he, “represents the hope for the new millennium” and 
he concludes: “i am no longer me. i am transfigured into all those that have 
gone before me […]. from the deepest part of my being there rushes to the 
surface of my almond shaped eyes an ancient tear” (morales 1992, 181, 200).

from all the foregoing it follows that, as has already been noted, the 
etiology of illness is explicit enough in The Rag Doll Plagues (márquez 
1996, 83). morales’s attention is not so much focused on the causes of the 
malaise, which are self-evident, but rather on the recurrence of certain 
historical and human forms of behavior, on the nietzschean repetition of 
history, on the perennial threat of moral and physical catastrophes im-
pending on humankind. morales enucleates factual problems such as ex-
ternal and internal colonialism, and the irrationality of history which is 
similar to that of illness and of death. He touches upon great tragedies of 
history which have shaped human destiny, and emphasizes their paradig-
matic quality. from a more specific existential perspective, the writer’s at-
tention focuses upon the proximity of death, even social death, upon the 
danger of alienation of any kind which lies always in waiting and against 
which human beings are bound to fight an everlasting battle.

giving so much prominence to the presence of illness and death, to the 
terminal visions that are interspersed in his novel, morales displays a sort 
of apocalyptic imagination. or, better, The Rag Doll Plagues ends up be-
ing an example of secular eschatology which uses old visions (such as the 
canonic plague, for instance) as metaphors for modern anxiety, and in a 
spenglerian way it foresees the end of a civilization. as frequently happens 
in modern literature, eschatological visions are principally linked to “the 
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thought of life’s finitude, extending beyond the individual to civilization, 
to mankind, even to time itself” (Wagar 1982, 6). and frank Kermode, in 
his seminal work The Sense of an Ending, reminds us that modern demy-
thologized eschatology has wiped out “any expectation of a literal end, but 
makes the end something present or potential in every moment of our lives” 
(Kermode 1967, 27), thus opening the way to the literature of the absurd.

The Rag Doll Plagues may indeed be considered an absurdist novel, simi-
lar in a way to albert camus’s The Plague. like the protagonist of camus’s 
novel, the three doctor revueltas find in their medical profession the justi-
fication for their existence, the sense of their lives. They struggle to snatch 
their patients from death and revolt against the absurdity of death, but none-
theless they accept life with all its irrationality and make extensive efforts 
in order to change it. The horror of death and of human folly does not dis-
tract them from life, which they enjoy, because in a world where “beauty” 
must die, what attaches them to life is just (paraphrasing camus) the double 
awareness of their own desire to last and of the inevitable destiny of death.

morales’s terminal vision is not necessarily pessimistic in that, as Warren 
Wagar claims, anybody expressing disbelief that his civilization can endure 
“becomes a naysayer, and his nay-saying helps prepare the way for a better or 
at least a different world” (Wagar 1982, 7). in The Rag Doll Plagues, nature 
(in this case natural disease) proceeds in its own way, indifferent to man and 
man’s hope and powers. death becomes a purposeless end self-generated 
by the world order. The very existence of humankind appears problemati-
cal when mother earth is beheld murdering her own children. Hope in the 
future, however, remains immutable in the novel, as the birth of more than 
one child metaphorically attests. david Ketterer is surely right, then, when in 
New Worlds for Old he writes that “the fulfillment of the apocalyptic imagi-
nation demands that the destructive chaos give way finally to a new order” 
(Ketterer 1974, 14). The canadian scholar refers mostly to science fiction, 
in which he finds the purest form of secular apocalyptic writing. and book 
Three of The Rag Doll Plagues, in which the narrating voice indicates a final, 
utopian solution to the chicano issue, is exactly this: a piece of science fic-
tion writing that completes the postmodern polyptych created by morales.

morales’s hope is based on the future, which means on transformation 
rather than on the preservation of the past. surveying specimens of past, 
present, and future history, he meets the chicanos’ need to contextualize the 
universal dynamic of their own history and implicitly tells his people that 
“becoming” is more important than “being.” transforming and becoming, 
though, require the destruction of the pre-existent. Hence the necessity for 
morales’s terminal visions which are conveyed by means of crudely realistic 
images of illness, death, deterioration and decay, among other things, whose 
expressive potential is enhanced by magic realistic devices.

distinctly set in an eclectic postmodern perspective, morales’s narrative 
modes waver between surrealism and expressionism, which are the progeni-
tors of magic realism which, in turn, “facilitates the fusion, or coexistence, of 
possible worlds, spaces, systems that would be irreconcilable in other modes 
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of fiction” (Zamora and faris 1995, 5-6). Promoting the integration of ra-
tional and irrational domains, morales’s style seems to prolong the survival 
of realism in literature by instilling it with a sense of vitality that is no lon-
ger dependent on reality and almost tends towards abstraction, thus over-
coming conventional logic. so that, in both style and content, The Rag Doll 
Plagues is a postmodern and a magic realist novel, because the two things 
partly coincide. it is an ex-centric novel which performs a displacement of 
the narrative discourse. and as one critic claims: “it is precisely the notion of 
the ex-centric, in the sense of speaking from the margin, from a place ‘other’ 
than ‘the’ or ‘a’ center, that seems to me an essential feature of that strain of 
postmodernism we call magic realism” (d’haen 1995, 194).
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tHe sound tracKs of borderlands muJerista 
moVements: remembering cHelo silVa

Yolanda Broyles-González

since time immemorial, the native peoples of what is now known as the 
us-mexico borderlands have transmitted life wisdom and varied forms 
of knowledge — be they spiritual, practical, analytical, poetic, theoretical 
knowledge — by heart and without writing. both before and after coloni-
zation, the interrelated memory arts of the native peoples’ oral tradition 
have been intimately bound with identity formation, community building, 
and survival in the borderlands areas where powerful occupying forces 
have imposed their regimes and their attendant truths. for several gen-
erations now, colonial power holders have disseminated historical repre-
sentations through the schools, universities, medical systems, media, and 
newly imposed forms of social organization. Yet people of color’s self-rep-
resentations, understandings, and self-knowledges have continued to flow 
throughout the millennia through orality: music, story-telling, spiritual 
practices, cuisine, oral historical discourse, dance, medicinal knowledge, 
and earth knowledge.

as i was growing up, women (mujeres) enacted and embodied wom-
an-centered knowledges in a wide variety of places and ways. during my 
early life in these borderlands, the womanist pendulum moved between 
the sweatshops where my mother worked and the home, where my moth-
er also worked. at home, mujerista (womanist) knowledges found a pro-
found performance venue in the kitchen, as kitchen table talk or comal 
stovetop talk, two places central to mujerista powers and epistemologies. 
in the kitchen there was always a radio and musical flow was a constant 
presence. The same was true of the living room whenever we had com-
pany. music and musical poetics was always a rich discursive vehicle, and 
chelo silva figured prominently, as a resistive front. she was an impor-
tant element within life’s mujerista soundtrack.1 Just a few bars of her 
music could alter everything: your mood, your conversations; your ac-
tivities could suddenly include song and dance, or the re-telling of stories 
and life memories triggered by chelo’s voice and by particular songs that 

1 for reasons too extensive to discuss here, i use the term “mujerista” and not 
feminist, following in the steps of writers such as ada maría isasi-díaz, alice Walk-
er, clenora Hudson Weems, who coined the terms “womanism” and “mujerista” in 
place of feminism.

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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served as the soundtrack for the original experience. in fact it was and is 
common to always associate a particular song with a particular family 
member or friend.

little did we know as we listened to chelo silva’s voice in the 1950s that 
our beloved chicana borderlands idol had taken up residence in mexico 
city where she waged mujerista media battles for recognition and for fair 
compensation. chelo silva also used the boycott as a tool in demanding 
her labor rights. in 1955 she declared before the international press her 
boycott of all mexico city nightclubs because she was not allowed to sing 
at mexico’s mega-radio station XeW. That station broadcast throughout 
latin america, mexico, and the united states. Her strike worked and 
within a month she became one of the few chicanas to ever perform there.

on another occasion she backed her demands for proper wages by de-
claring a temporary boycott of all mexican television and radio programs. 
on 24 august 1955 the mexican newspaper Excelsior delivered her words, 
“durante mi estancia en esta ciudad—agregó—no he querido aceptar nin-
guna de las proposiciones que me han hecho para actuar en radio y televi-
sion, porque además de no pagarme lo que pido, los programas son muy 
cortos.”2 (during my stay in this city—she added—i have not wanted to 
accept any of the offers i’ve received to perform over the radio or television, 
since in addition to not paying me what i ask, the programs are too short).

This article marks an attempt to honor and preserve chicana singer 
chelo silva’s rich contributions to the oral tradition of american, mexican, 
and chicana music and women’s history. This is an exploration of the social 
powers of song, in this case the bolero as mujerista social movement where 
many women singers have held leadership roles. chelo silva is a towering 
figure in that movement because she dared to articulate hard truths while 
also entertaining us. it is not difficult to imagine how chelo silva earned one 
of her popular epithets: “angel de la guarda de las mujeres” (guardian an-
gel of Women). chelo silva, in singing bluntly about women’s love tragedies, 
about sexual relations, about abusive relationships — and only occasionally 
about love’s ecstasies — was far ahead of her time. sexuality discourse had 
not entered into song with the language of the streets prior to her. and it 
was virtually unheard of for any woman to sing a public denunciation of a 
sexual partner. silva’s widespread appeal speaks to the hunger for and recep-
tivity of this mujerista discourse. We can also recall that lydia mendoza’s 
first major hit in 1934 was precisely such a denunciatory song: Mal hom-
bre (Wicked man). Part of the great importance of silva’s voice has to do 
with the discursive space she opened for the public display and exploration 
of gender and sexual relations. many of her boleros feature a new perfor-
mative freedom regarding changing social morals and sexual conventions. 

chelo silva, the prominent borderlands bolero singer whose fame ex-
tended from the united states to mexico, latin america, and the carib-

2 Excelsior (sept. 18, 1955, p. 3d).
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bean, was born consuelo silva on august 22, 1922 in the small border 
town of brownsville, texas, across from the neighboring mexican town of 
matamoros. in spite of silva’s illustrious singing career and her popular-
ity across the americas, the written record has not preserved her memory. 
scholars have not yet recognized the contributions of what might well be 
the most widely heard chicana voice of the twentieth century. unfortu-
nately, many of the basic facts about her life are unavailable. i endeavor to 
piece her story together from disparate sources, which include old press 
clippings, photos, oral histories with her fans and her social adversar-
ies, from my own reception of her music, and from references to her by 
notables such as culture critic carlos monsiváis, or by renowned singers 
such as Juan gabriel, Paquita la del barrio, and lydia mendoza. my rich-
est source of material concerning her career is of course silva’s extensive 
musical repertoire. 

silva came from a working-class mexican-american family and she 
showed an early inclination toward song performance. While working 
as a waitress and then as a sales clerk in brownsville, texas in her early 
teens she began to earn local notoriety by virtue of her beautiful singing 
voice. by the 1950s she had earned immortality across the americas as 
a beloved interpreter of the musical song type known as the “bolero.” in 
texas she is still often referred to as one of “las dos grandes de texas” — 
the other being lydia mendoza. unlike mendoza, chelo silva exclusively 
embraced the newly evolved urbanite mexican bolero music and perfor-
mative aesthetic, which had reached the tejano borderlands (and the en-
tire hemisphere) in the 1930s through the recently established radio mass 
medium. she can be credited with being in the forefront of promulgating 
the bolero, and of interpreting the new song repertoire within the ever-
changing tejana/o norteño soundsphere. significantly, silva established 
herself outside of her native texas, performing, for example, in mexico 
city’s mega-radio station XeW, the continent’s most powerful broadcast-
er. Throughout the spanish-speaking world she came to be known as “la 
reina del bolero.” outside of texas her millions of fans do not generally 
associate her with the texas borderlands homeland. 

chelo silva rose from poverty to stardom, from minimum wage work 
to the night work of the entertainer. any woman who embarked upon 
that path became a businesswoman who had to maneuver within a male-
controlled music industry. like many other texas women singers of her 
generation (such as lydia mendoza, rita Vidaurri, eva garza), silva’s 
radius of influence grew along with the new radio and recording sound 
mass media, which had come of age in the 1930s. in fact silva’s first move 
from visual performance to that of disembodied sound began at a local 
radio program. in the late 1930s she sang at a radio program hosted by 
one of her future husbands, américo Paredes. silva and Paredes had a son 
together and divorced not too long thereafter. silva then continued her 
performance career singing at the continental club in corpus christi, 
texas. in the 1940s she recorded with small texas labels such as the pio-
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neering texas-mexican record company discos falcon. by the late fifties 
she recorded with the transnational label columbia records and became 
one of the best-selling women singers in all of mexico and latin amer-
ica. What are her contributions? What were the particulars of this us-
mexican’s rise to fame? What gendered meanings, class meanings, and 
sexual meanings did her voice and person express? What did it mean to 
be a woman nightclub performer in the 1940s and beyond? How did she 
perform gender and sexual politics in working-class communities, which 
were her prime constituents?

as a cultural citizen of the borderlands, chelo silva needs to be seen 
in the light of both mexican and us american histories. The golden era 
of mexican song from 1935 to the 1950s saw the transnational emergence 
of the cuban-mexican bolero. The bolero moved throughout many coun-
tries — such as mexico and the united states, for example — as the radio 
waves of the 1930s blurred the supposed separation of nations and created 
new imagined communities.3 chelo silva grew up on the texas/matam-
oros borderlands with radio-transmitted boleros, live ranchera music, 
and corridos. she came to find her voice in the bolero genre, the new 
voice of urban working-class modernity. in time the bolero also found a 
strong middle-class following, particularly in its more polished and less 
sexually aggressive forms performed by the suave male guitar trios such 
as trio los Panchos or los tres ases.

The rise and spread of the new bolero song genre in the ’30s, ’40s, and 
’50s is related to many factors. Powerful new media technologies could 
transmit musics across national borderlands geographies, creating a multi-
national following for formerly regional musics. We must also credit the 
inherent aesthetic appeal of this music rooted in an old romantic lyric tra-
dition. The new music found favor also because it captured and resonated 
with changing social desires, needs, and historical experiences rooted in 
the mexican revolution, as well as World War ii and their aftermaths. 
song and dance traditions, as memory arts, articulate sociocultural en-
gagements of both producers and consumers, music is an aesthetic social 
interaction differentiated by categories such as age, economic class, local 
culture, global cultural flows, sexualities, gender, nation and race identi-
ties. The memory arts of the oral tradition construct experiences we wish 
to remember, while also enabling us to selectively forget. The need to forget 
was great in postrevolutionary mexico and postwar united states. mexico 
was devastated by the death of over one million men and women combat-
ants and non-combatants; the populace was furthermore devastated by the 
displacements of millions into the new cities and urban life on both sides 

3 for a brief overview of the bolero’s development from cuba to recent times see 
george torres, “The bolero romántico. from cuban dance to international Popu-
lar song”, in From Tejano to Tango. Latin American Popular Music, ed. by Walter 
aaron clark, new York: routledge, 2002, 151-171.
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of the border. The impoverished masses of mexicans were disillusioned 
by the broken promises of politicians and continued corporate greed and 
exploitation on both sides of the border. it was these impoverished mass-
es who cultivated the bolero’s inwardly directed expressivity. The bolero 
provided a release from the turmoil of displacement and poverty by pro-
viding a refuge within innermost emotional life. 

it could also be said that the domain of the bolero helped give shape 
to new modes of gender/sex/class consciousness in the spaces opened up 
by the mexican revolution, on the one hand, and by World War ii on the 
other. at the same time the bolero — through its performativity — pro-
vided a new tool with which to mark oneself as an urbanite eager to disas-
sociate from the class-stigmatized rural rancho experience. The urbanite 
effort to set itself at arm’s distance from rural roots, even involves the poor 
working classes’ contradictory appropriation of city clothes imitative of 
the elite class and its supposed cosmopolitan sophistication.

1. Mujerista Performativity: Bolero Poetics & Gender/Class/Sexual Relations

The nightclub became the setting most closely associated with the new bo-
lero music and with working-class urban modernity in all of its mixed and 
contradictory modes. nightclub culture evolved in the 1930s as a transna-
tional urban movement. The common ground of transnationalism is fash-
ion and the musical instrumentation of the nightclub such as the piano, 
the cornet and trumpet, some string instruments, and percussion. Yet the 
expressivity of the songs within nightclub culture tended to be more lo-
calized and culture-specific. chelo silva, billie Holiday, and édith Piaf ’s 
songs are very different, even as they share common ground: an urbanite 
nightclub culture, an internationalist urban attire, and some shared mu-
sical instruments. in the case of mexico the nightclub becomes synony-
mous with the bolero and with the voices and personas of bolero singers.

The bolero comes onto the mexican musical scene as an import from 
cuba in the 1920s. it subsequently becomes mexicanized by mexican 
composers, by the guitar trios, but also by an earlier generation of wom-
en solo singers, among them chicana singer evelina garcia who attained 
international recognition in the 1930s. mark Pedelty identifies what he 
feels is an urban “sense of loss and longing” in the bolero and situates its 
emergence in the context of postrevolutionary urbanity and modernism 
(Pedelty 1999).4 His focus is exclusively on bolero composer/performer 
agustín lara, with no attention given to women bolero composers and 
performers. although i would agree that the bolero thrived in the con-
text of urban uprootedness, the moral challenges of city life can also be 
said to have initiated new dialogues about love, sex, romance, courtship, 

4 Pedelty does not even mention chelo silva nor, for example, agustín’s sister, 
maría teresa lara, who composed many of agustín lara’s hit boleros.
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and morality in general. The urbanization process, quite beyond trigger-
ing a sense of loss, required collective and individual adjustments, and 
the working-class discursive shaping of a new reality. The bolero in fact 
encodes noticeable shifts and explorations of sexual and gender politics. 
it is through the voice of performers such as chelo silva that intimacy be-
comes a sustained public movement and discourse. Publicly performed 
and recorded, explicit love songs in fact transform women’s private inti-
mate sphere into a publicly discussed one. Through publicly performed 
song, ones most intimate feelings and sexual experiences become public-
ly manifest discourse; the experience is made available to the collective 
for commentary, evaluation, analysis, and renewed action in the context 
of treacherous and unaccustomed urban environments. Postrevolution-
ary mexican cities as well as postwar us cities attracted record numbers 
of in-migrants, creating new social contexts, challenges, and possibilities 
(both positive and negative) for newly urbanized women. The bolero be-
comes the new music for a new society and an important expressive me-
dium in constructing and circulating dimensions of a new womanhood.

significantly, the new music abruptly shifts part of the focus of mexican 
music away from the accustomed rural domain (where the longstanding 
canción ranchera finds inspiration) and away from themes of social his-
torical cataclysm (portrayed in so many corridos). it could be said that 
the bolero wants to forget the social turmoil of the last thirty years as it 
turns its focus upon inward geographies and sexual turmoil. outward 
references to social environments are avoided. The love scenarios played 
out in boleros appear closely related to nightlife, urbanite alienation from 
the land, and recourse to the confines of the nightclub and its fleeting love 
relationships. The picture on the cover of one of chelo silva’s famed long-
play records tells a part of the story: a man lighting her cigarette, cognac 
snifters filled, candlelight, urban attire. it is a heterosexual romantic scene 
centering on sex, drugs, and the nightlife. it was the imagery of a supposed 
urban sophistication. 

emotive openness, explicitness, and excess are at the heart of chelo 
silva’s bolero song repertoire. Whatever the passion or situation at hand, it 
involves extreme forms of affect, oftentimes disastrous and tied to experi-
ences of obsession, anguish, abandonment, casual sex, violence, betrayal, 
ecstasy, and of course also unhappy unrequited love. love relationships are 
portrayed as inherently contradictory. most of her songs bespeak painful 
aftermaths. silva’s songs tend to highlight and play out many extremes. 
Hers is a marked departure from the grip of dominant elite rosy love ide-
ologies. Within upper middle-class establishment culture love was a many 
splendored thing involving permanency, stability, marriage, women’s sex-
ual passivity and purity, procreation, domesticity and clearly drawn lines 
of inheritance. chelo silva’s bolero repertoire, by contrast, rarely featured 
harmonious love, and more often than not it sang the multiple disharmo-
nious possibilities of love. significantly, her love situations are unattached 
to domesticity and child rearing. as such her representations of love and 
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sexuality contradicted mainstream elite ideological standards concerning 
the sanctity of women and of state-sanctioned love controlled by men. sil-
va’s repertoire thus defies male dominance and provides a sounding board 
and model for the emergent community of working-class urban women. 
she models sexual independence, free experimentation with life, and self-
assertiveness outside of domestic orthodoxy. 

silva’s deep rich and highly nuanced voice is well-suited to the expres-
sivity of gut-wrenching torrid love affairs and stories of impossible loves 
which end in heartbreak or, conversely, in eviction of an undesirable part-
ner. Perdition is also a frequent theme: the woman who gives all and los-
es all due to betrayal and/or abandonment. such songs can be construed 
positively as signposts and warnings to women listeners. They bespeak the 
consequences of blind faith in urban love relationships within a patriar-
chal urban environment. There is an occasional song which celebrates a 
happy love. more often than not, however, love is the source of anguish. 
silva’s very song titles mark, encapsulate, and symbolize such love experi-
ences: Mal Camino (down a bad road), Amor Burlado (a betrayed love), 
Judas (Judas), Por equivocación (by mistake) or the loneliness of Estoy sin 
ti (i am without you). The era’s urban fascination with nightlife includes 
the theme of the cabaretera (bar and/or sex worker). Yet silva draws those 
female figures with great compassion in her songs such as Besos callejeros 
(street Kisses) and Amor de la Calle (street love). it is not only the night 
club but also the street that proclaim the presence of the public woman 
outside of domesticity, bourgeois morality, and even established sex laws. 
Yet the topos of the streetwalker is only one means of proclaiming the 
public presence of women. 

one should not underestimate the power of mujerista sentimental ex-
pression emanating from these songs and from women performers who 
sang them in the 1940s and 1950s. These singers greatly expanded the 
range and nature of women’s sexual agency — in ways that contradicted 
the attempted moral power grip of national elites over women’s bodies. 
audiences were and are able to find themselves in song narratives of desire, 
courtship, seduction, bliss, abandonment, and all other possibilities of the 
love relationship. in many ways these singers become representative voic-
es of women’s newfound urban freedom and social/sexual independence. 
chelo silva’s performative discourse serves as witness and accomplice to 
the audience’s longings or passions. simon frith tells us that love songs 
are important, for example, “because people need them to give shape and 
voice to emotions that otherwise cannot be expressed without embarrass-
ment or incoherence” (frith 2007, 141). Thus silva’s mujerista songs map 
out a relational system of heart/body experiences.

in much of her song repertoire silva transgresses sexual boundaries 
and restrictive sexual expectations put forth by elite middle-class moral-
ity, national powerholders, and church institutions. as such she subverts 
the boundaries of bourgeois womanhood. This is manifest, for example, 
in her song line “Que murmuren, no me importa que murmuren” (let 
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them whisper, i don’t care if they whisper). she defies elite nationalist so-
cial conventions and advocates following one’s heart. at the same time, 
she is ready to speak of a bad partner in boldly explicit vernacular terms 
such as “te voy a arrancar los ojos, para dejarte en tinieblas.” (i’m going 
to tear out your eyes and leave you in the shadows.) The innovative na-
ture of her sexualized and in-your-face song repertoire of course meant 
controversy, not unlike what agustín lara experienced when he sang po-
etically about the innate goodness of sex workers. at her concerts in the 
1950s and 1960s men would often boo and heckle silva. Yet this did not 
bother nor deter her.

silva pushed the bolero to new denunciatory extremes which suave male 
boleristas — such as trio los Panchos — never dared to sing. The male 
trios and their sweet three part harmonies tended to over-idealize love. 
by contrast, chelo silva’s songs, such as Ponzoña (Poison), for example, 
bespeak the experienced toxicity of love. in Ponzoña she likens the love 
experience to a deadly poison. she relates that although she managed to 
heal from a rattlesnake bite, her lover’s betrayal was a far greater poison. 
“my heart has not found a way to free itself from the poison of your affec-
tion” (de la ponzoña de tu cariño no se ha librado mi corazón.) silva was 
a leader in formulating a new blunt register of affect.

silva and other women bolero singers also draw heterosexual identities 
into question. by virtue of her performativity any singer could fashion a 
song as a heterosexual or homosexual one by virtue of her choice of pro-
nouns and vocabulary. in one of her great hits Pasatiempo (Pastime) she 
is singing about love with a woman. or in the song Fracaso (failure) she 
sings “You are the woman i have adored the most. i dedicate my love to 
you” (tu has sido la mujer que yo mas he adorado. a ti mi amor he consa-
grado.) i would disagree with lupe san miguel’s view that songs written 
from a so-called “male point of view” and sung by women create what he 
calls “absurd situations” of women singing to women (san miguel 2002). 
That view disregards the power of women’s performative presence. far 
from being absurd, such performances can easily disrupt the heterosexu-
al regime. They also create a gender dissonance when a woman sings ex-
plicitly male-voiced and thus defies the sexist division of emotional roles.

at times chelo silva’s songs feature a schizophrenic dualism, which 
includes both a denunciation and unflinching affection in the same song. 
such is the case in one of her most famous hits Hipócrita (Hypocrite) which 
berates the disloyal lover calling him/her “perverse.” The lover is “perverse” 
and deadly (again, poisonous), yet the song concludes with “Y como no me 
quieres, me voy a morir” (and since you don’t love me, i’m going to die).

another dimension of this love without boundaries is the fantasy of 
total submission (“entrega total”) to the loved one. This act of total sub-
mission and self-abnegation — carried to a masochistic extreme — is best 
expressed in another of her hits Como un Perro (like a dog): “Por tener 
la miel amarga de tus besos, he tenido que arrastrar mi dignidad” (Just to 
enjoy the bitter honey of your kisses, i’ve had to trash my own dignity.) 
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This song ultimately expresses a desire to love “like a dog,” that is, silently 
and at the feet of the beloved.

lyrics such as these may be difficult to grasp in the post-feminist era. 
They could, however, function as a coded representation of violence within 
love relationships. or, depending on how much irony is in the performance, 
this song could also become a parody and mockery of obedient love. in 
addition to the song, which seems could also represent masochistic sub-
mission, she has other songs that rehearse the opposite: the subject voice 
kicking out the bad lover. Happy love is rather rare in her repertoire. in 
contradistinction to Hollywood romance, love is not romanticized with-
out inclusion of its downsides, its ambiguities, and conflicts. among the 
rare exceptions is her hit Esperame en el cielo which exhorts the lover to 
wait for her in heaven if the love partner dies first. 

silva’s strong following perhaps also has to do with her dramatic and 
provocative presence off stage and on stage. off stage she frequently gave 
provocative press comments to mexico city’s leading daily Excelsior. news-
paper commentaries and her combative comments reveal the struggles she 
faced in finding acceptance in mexico’s capital city. my sense is that the 
music industry initially kept her at arm’s distance because of her power-
ful personality, her refusal to mince words, and because she was from the 
other side of the border, a chicana.

chelo silva, however, cannot be explained only in terms of her song 
lyrics. it was the artistry of her voice and stage presence that carried the 
lyrics and made them resoundingly meaningful. silva’s voice artistry had 
to do with how convincingly she performed the tonalities of pain, disap-
pointment, betrayal, and generalized urban angst steeped in sexual ex-
pectations. no doubt she drew from the depths of her own experiences in 
styling her songs. and in so doing she deeply connected with and voiced 
the widespread sentiments of the people, particularly women.

2. The Urban Gendered Body Politic: On Being a Public Woman & la Vida 
nocturna 

Viewed in its entirety, silva’s repertoire gives voice to the open expression 
of female desire and agency. no wonder that elite moralists regarded the 
bolero as scandalous. song lyrics and the nightclub culture in which wom-
en displayed their bodies were in fact targeted by the state and its agents 
of public morality. in this regard, silva’s bodily presence as a nightclub 
performer begs further analysis. Women bolero singers were necessarily 
public women and their domain was the nightclub. Women such as chelo 
silva played an important role in affirming a new imaginary of the pub-
lic woman whose body — or parts of her body — was on public display. 
The nightclub is no doubt a contradictory space. What meanings does the 
nightclub hold for gender and sexual relations? The fact of erotic display 
or even non-erotic body presence holds many meanings. Why do nation-
states target nakedness? We should not forget that nakedness has a much 
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longer history in the americas than manufactured clothing. a woman’s 
exposed body can be viewed as a continuation of indigenous presence 
and social practice. indigenous women of the mexican countryside in the 
1960s still walked village streets bare-breasted (and still do in some places) 
while their urban counterparts submitted much earlier to covering their 
bodies and internalizing a new morality centered on covering the body 
and body concepts such as Honestia. “Honestia” is an elite summons to 
young women’s bodies. it denotes submission to a wide spectrum of body 
controls. Hiding women’s bodies is one of the most salient features of eu-
ropean colonialism. indigenous communities, by contrast, have a long his-
tory of affirming both the private and public presence of women and their 
bodies. even in many contemporary native american societies women’s 
bodies are by no means confined to a narrowly circumscribed domestic-
ity. by upper elitist middle-class and colonial standards, however, a public 
woman and an unclothed woman were anathema.

state control has always extended to women’s bodies. as the postrevo-
lutionary patriarchal mexican nation (and the catholic church) moved 
to consolidate their power, women’s bodies became prime targets of re-
newed neo-colonial subjugation. The state’s body control mechanisms 
include, for example, marriage licensing, so-called decency laws, inheri-
tance laws, sex work laws, and curfew laws which include today’s 2 a.m. 
closure of nightclubs. in their early days nightclubs catered to customers 
all night and even 24/7 nightclub performativity was a resistive one in the 
context of tense power relations between men/women/elites/and the in-
digenous-based masses. The nightclub was a space that featured women’s 
bodies on display and a discourse of sexuality. both bolero-lyrics and bo-
lero women performers’ bodies articulated and even flaunted a new dis-
play of individual emotional needs, body experiences, and desire. Public 
dancing in a nightclub — let alone unchaperoned — was considered scan-
dalous and synonymous with indecency by upper middle-class national 
tastes and by many of the working-class who aspired to the middle-class. 
nightclubs were viewed by elite morality as dens of iniquity. alberto dal-
lal in his book El “dancing” Mexicano (1987) refers to nightclub dancing 
as one of the first acts of women liberating themselves from traditional 
(that is middle-class and elite) social roles. Publicly dancing women were 
thought — by some — to submit their bodies to the male gaze and to pro-
voke aggressive male attentions. but what economic classes subscribed to 
and enforced such views? Whose traditions sought to confine women to 
the private and away from public domains? clearly, the nightclub in many 
ways challenged (and in other ways also reproduced) sexual ideologies and 
practices, body repression, and heterosexist dominion.

mexican intellectual carlos monsiváis provides some insight in his 
book named in fact after one of the best-known bolero songs Amor perdido. 
He sketches the mexican post-revolutionary era as one in which women’s 
rights are constitutionally denied, in spite of women’s co-equal participa-
tion in the armed struggle of the mexican revolution. monsiváis traces a 
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corresponding patriarchal power grab by the classist national bourgeoi-
sie. my own sense is that a good portion of the power and determination 
of the mexican women soldiers (soldaderas) of the mexican revolution 
and of rosita the riveter — symbol of the women who had worked in in-
dustrial occupations in the north during World War ii — reincarnated in 
the nightclub and nightlife, after the revolution’s armed combat ceased 
and after the mexican government banished the soldaderas from national 
civic and governmental processes.

With regard to moral standards, monsiváis describes an ascendant post-
revolutionary middle class that tries to resurrect proper “appearances” of 
morality propagated under the Porfirian dictatorship. elite circles regard 
themselves as “buenas familias” whose moral slogans include being “[…] re-
catada, timida, prudente […] respetuosa del hogar, hija de familia […] sin que 
haya ofensa para el señor gobierno” (cautious, timid, prudent […] respect-
ful of domesticity, a legitimate daughter […] and nothing that might offend 
mr government) (monsiváis 1977, 69). The body politicking of nightclub 
culture and of the bolero posed major challenges to “las buenas familias” 
and “el señor gobierno” (good families and mr government). monsiváis 
interprets nightlife as a place of sensationalist refuge; it allows for an escape 
from a range of historical factors ranging from the fatigue of harsh working 
conditions, to the boredom of domesticity, to urban uncertainty: “la Vida 
nocturna le da a los obreros fatigados, a los padres de familia hartos de su 
monotonía, a los emergentes de la clase media, la oportunidad de ubicarse 
en esa sensación de lo contemporáneo que es vivir al borde de la incertidum-
bre, la fatiga, o el dolor de los sentidos” (monsiváis 1977, 81).

 
3. The Mujerista Legacy of Chelo Silva

chelo silva died in corpus christi, texas, of cancer and the hard life at 
the age of sixty-five in april 1988. Yet her legacy lives on. she is widely 
remembered among the working class for her distinctive style and the 
unique powers of her musical expression. it would be no exaggeration to 
say that she remains the most prominent of all torch singers. in her life-
time she enjoyed a far-flung transnational fame which exceeded that of 
any male chicano musician. Her fame and popularity even exceeded that 
of the many other well-known mexican-born bolero performers such as 
elvira rios, amparo montes, or toña la negra. silva left behind a vast 
number of recordings, including almost a hundred long-play albums. in 
her lifetime she recorded with both regional and international recording 
companies. among her tejano labels were discos ideal and discos falcon, 
and her major transnational recording company was columbia records.

it is not only the transnational working-class that remembers chelo 
silva. she greatly influenced the next generation of performers and intel-
lectuals. as the twentieth century drew to an end, mexico’s leading cul-
ture critic, carlos monsiváis, for example, was asked to name the people 
he considered most memorable in that century. chelo silva figures among 
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the very few women and the only chicana he names. singers are among 
the most powerful erasers of the national and of national borders and their 
controls. it is my sense that many fans who love chelo silva — outside of 
texas — simply assume she was from mexico and not from brownsville, 
texas. curiously, most scholars of texas mexican music, in their male-
centered tendencies, have also largely exiled chelo silva from those tex-
as histories. more recently, deborah Vargas has radically reconfigured 
texas mexican music history by reclaiming its discursive range. Vargas 
examines how chelo silva’s performance “generated alternative knowl-
edges and subjectivities, enacting women’s sexual agency and reminding 
us that passion […] is as much a historical modality as an emotional one” 
(Vargas 2008, 175).

contemporary singing idol and composer Juan gabriel refers to che-
lo silva as a major influence in his musical career. in fact he explains that 
he was influenced from both sides of the border. given the borderlands 
blur and intersection of cultures and nations, Juan gabriel mistakenly 
(yet understandably) names chelo silva as an influence “de aca” (from 
his mexican side). 

chelo silva’s mujerista legacy continues today also closely reincarnat-
ed in the hugely successful singer “Paquita la del barrio.” in all of her in-
terviews Paquita credits chelo silva with the inspiration for her singing 
career. Paquita’s story speaks to chelo silva’s mujerista impetus. Paquita 
recounts how she suffered betrayal at the hands of her husband and one 
night ended up in her car and in a state of despair. she turned on the ra-
dio and heard chelo silva’s famous Cheque en blanco (blank check). in 
that classic song which denounces a bad lover’s behavior Paquita found 
not only solace and companionship, but also the courage and determina-
tion to begin her own singing career at midlife. far from conforming to 
the standardized sleek body image of the young stars launched by record-
ing firms and studios, Paquita is heavy set and already a grandmother. Yet 
she has found a very strong following across national borders. Paquita la 
del barrio sets forth the mujerista legacy and soundtrack of chelo silva, 
singing the songs that expose, condemn, celebrate, or even deride bad love 
partners. in the middle of her songs Paquita always calls out: ¿Me estas 
oyendo, inútil? (are you listening, you good-for-nothing?).

in the twenty-first century chelo silva also enjoys iconic status within 
various gay/lesbian/bi-sexual/trans-sexual communities, particularly in 
mexico. she is a standard among drag performers. in this world of com-
pulsory patriarchal heterosexuality chelo silva also figures as a lightning 
rod and vector of the spectrum between gay liberation and homophobia. 
There are many stories circulating about chelo silva. many of those stories 
speak to silva’s strong will, her determination, and her disregard for social 
conventions. Virtually all conversations about chelo silva also sooner or 
later turn into debates as to whether or not she was lesbian or straight, or 
both. epithets are hurled. Whispers turn to raised voices. The myth of che-
lo silva continues to grow long after her burial in corpus christi, texas.
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norteÑo borderlands cumbia circuitrY: 
selena Quintanilla and celso PiÑa

Yolanda Broyles-González

Th e cumbia is a grassroots working-class collective musical expression that has 
been in circulation along the us-mexico borderlands for over half a century. Th e 
wildly popular cumbia dance music cuts across national borders, state boundar-
ies, and tribal/ethnic groups. as such it is one of the most unifying musicultural 
forces across the land. it serves as a pan-tribal expressive vehicle among native 
borderlands peoples: mexican, chicano, Yaqui, tohono o’odham, akimel 
o’odham and more. in my experience across the us southwest and north-
ern mexico, this is the beat that brings the most dancers to the fl oor at family 
gatherings or public dances. cumbia norteña’s magnetism has to do with the 
foundational repetitive driving beat, a percussive rhythm that resonates with 
primordial indigenous drumming and other percussive instruments. 

Th e cumbia originated in colombia, was appropriated throughout the 
americas, and in each place it was indigenized: received into pre-existing 
cultures. Th e cumbia norteña i write about has been absorbed into what 
bonfi l batalla calls the mesoamerican matrix, the millenarian indigenous 
civilizational complex that exists beneath the veneer of colonization in what 
is today called mexico and the us-mexico borderlands. across América 
Indígena (the native america continent), ceremonial dance moves are sig-
naled fi rst and foremost by an easily identifi able repetitive rhythmic struc-
ture (compás in spanish). Th e drum (or other percussion) gives the rhythmic 
signal at the onset. of all the borderlands norteño social dance forms, the 
cumbia’s rhythmic structure is the most prominent. cumbia is most nota-
bly a preset rhythmic structure. everything else (harmonies and melodies) 
revolve around the rhythmic structure. its basic rhythm is what makes it 
cumbia. Th e most readily identifi able element of this dance music is its char-
acteristic 2/4 rhythmic fi gure, with an accent on the upbeat of the measure’s 
fi rst beat; this rhythmic fi gure supports all other elements of this music.

                                        
(fi g. 1) cumbia rhythmic structure
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cumbia, unlike many other established norteño borderlands dance 
forms, allows dancers great freedom: you don’t need to partner with any-
one and everyone dances independently (without touching). You can take 
the dance floor together with someone, alone, or with a group. What is 
more, the traditional cumbia norteña does not require that anyone “lead” 
or “follow.” as such, cumbia norteña breaks up the prevalent spectacle 
of hetero-normative pairing inherent to much social dancing. it is not 
uncommon for whole groups of friends and/or family to approach the 
dance floor together. groups of women are traditionally seen getting up 
and dancing together. more recently among borderlands working-class 
youth, cumbia sometimes involves young men dancing in pairs (a huge 
innovation) in all-male circles. cumbia dance moves can vary greatly, 
but most basic is a type of three-step pattern, with the hips undulating, 
as the feet alternate in a one-and-two-slight kick. as a dance, cumbia 
involves pelvic motion, hip swaying, body undulations, and arm move-
ments. it is important to note that norteño youth culture has introduced 
whole new cumbia steps and protocols; these can include the hip-hop 
inflected cumbia. 

The circle is foremost. There is the immense power of dance created by 
all of those bodies circling counterclockwise together around a common 
axis and to a common cumbia music. one of my most memorable dance 
experiences was arriving at a fito olivares dance in 2009 (san antonio, 
texas) and feeling the circling pulsing mass of over 600 dancers moving 
counterclockwise to Juana La Cubana. upon joining the circle i felt an 
indescribable energy, a cosmic strength. a more recent youth innovation 
is what i call the “inner swirl” cumbia, which combines the traditional 
counterclockwise circling group dancing, yet with the middle of the circle 
filled in with bodies that cumbia around their own axis (like the atom’s 
movement where the electrons revolve around the nucleus). in other in-
stances, the youth’s counterclockwise movement includes break dancing. 
i have seen youth and elders combined on the dance floor, with elders do-
ing the traditional swaying three-step pattern and young people engaged 
in cumbia Hip-Hop acrobatics. 

Within the us-mexico norteño borderlands, cumbia has thrived and 
multiplied into cumbia-rap, tecnocumbia, cumbia rock, cumbia tejana, 
and the waila cumbia of the tohono o’odham tribe of arizona-sonora, 
the Yaqui tribal cumbia, not to mention cumbia’s presence within vari-
ous other tribal groups. sydney Hutchinson explores how the cumbia 
has even morphed into the wildly popular quebradita craze of the 1990s 
(Hutchinson 2007, 27-33), and those quebradita acrobatic moves are at 
times also used to dance the old slower cumbia tunes. at the same time, 
the presence and cross-pollination of cumbia, hip-hop, reggaeton, and 
funk also seems indisputable. There is even an anarcumbia afoot, al-
legedly in support of anarchy! in all of its changing forms, the cumbia 
beat remains unmistakable and brings everyone to the dance floor. some 
prefer to dance the Polka ranchera; some like to dance bolero; some only 
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like oldies; and others like salsa. but, in my experience it is the cumbia 
that makes the most people dance, no matter how it is inflected.

With regard to origins, the cumbia is widely regarded as having 
emerged in colombia’s costeño region, the atlantic — or caribbean — 
coast, in the early 1800s (Wade 2000, 53-64). cumbia came not from 
the elite ruling or middle class, but from the poor and marginalized in-
digenous and black sectors. cumbia’s widespread dissemination has in 
part to do with the consolidation of new media in the 1940s and ’50s. 
The establishment of recording and transmission industries in colom-
bia, los angeles, and mexico city effectively allowed music to travel far 
and wide, even prior to human mass migrations. The cumbia moved 
into the norteño borderlands more so by means of radio, recording, and 
television transmissions than through people. cumbia has since taken 
on a life of its own in the norteño borderlands. The cumbia arrived in 
the us-mexican borderlands in the early 1960s, long after the conjunto 
norteño (accordion and bajo sexto) and orquesta (big band) and their rep-
ertoires were established. although all music is capable of transcending 
social boundaries of time, space, geopolitical borders, aesthetic differ-
ence, class and ethnic divides, the second half of the twentieth century is 
the time when that truth becomes most evident and hugely accelerated, 
largely due to the disembodied music circulated by the new electronic 
sound mass media. The established global capitalist media circulates 
sound and visual images at speeds not even imagined until well into 
the twentieth century. 

for most of rural borderlands norteño mexico and the us in the 
1930s, recorded music initially traveled by means of itinerant musicians, 
or by means of a hand-operated “sinfonola” or “victrola” (the high-tech 
music machines of their day) transported from rancho to rancho on a 
donkey’s back. today the speed of musical travel and transmutation is as-
tonishing. even as i grapple with the presence of something like cumbia 
i recognize the inadequacy of academic print cultural discourse whose 
understandings and snapshots of music freeze dynamic living breath-
ing phenomena whose truth is a state of constant transformation. The 
effort to grasp the shifting and dynamic nature of popular music move-
ments is greatly complicated by their instant disembodied movement 
across thousands of miles, where they establish new musical fusions and 
meanings. What happens to our understandings of “regional” or “eth-
nic” or “national” when radio and/or recordings to a large extent eclipse 
such boundaries? How do newly arrived (deterritorialized) music genres 
interact in new regions with preexisting regional musical attachments? 
my own sense is that the attachments of the “newly arrived” with the 
“pre-existing” happen through cultural cognates. in this case, cumbia’s 
percussive rhythmic structure very likely served as a cultural cognate 
that made it readily assimilable. a second cultural cognate is the newly 
arrived colombian cumbia’s use of the same button accordion used in 
the pre-existing us-mexican borderlands norteño music.
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1. Cumbia’s Arrival Within the norteño Borderlands Circuitry

although the us-mexico borderlands extend for more than 2000 miles, my 
main focus is the cultural heritage area or circuitry that spans the states of 
texas (now us) and nuevo león, tamaulipas, and coahuila (now mexi-
co). among the pioneers of that norteño borderland’s cumbia — which on 
the us-mexico borderlands has generally been considered a part of a larger 
genre called tropicál — were mike laure with vocalist consuelo (chelo) ru-
bio (from Jalisco); carmen rivero y su conjunto (from tampico, tamauli-
pas); la sonora dinamita (with changing lead vocalists, including mélida 
Yará, Vilma díaz, and the inimitable margarita Vargas). beto Villa y los 
Populares de nueva rosita (from nueva rosita, coahuila) was also an in-
fluential cumbia pioneer in the 1960s, using an accordion driven conjunto. 
Villa was influenced directly by the colombian group los corraleros de 
majagual who had traveled north and spent time stranded without visas 
on the us-mexico border. although beto Villa’s group carries the name of 
his mexican place of origin, he was a revered fixture in san antonio, texas. 

in the 1970s various other groups dedicated almost exclusively to cumbia 
gained popularity. among them, the greatly popular rock-influenced cumb-
iero rigo tovar, who was born on the border (in matamoros, tamaulipas), 
yet launched his career after migrating to Houston, texas; renacimiento 74 
(from nuevo león); and los bukis. in the 1980s and into the twenty-first 
century it was (and is) fito olivares (a texas resident originally from tamau-
lipas); los angeles azules; aniceto molina (a longtime san antonio, texas, 
resident, originally from colombia); and tropicalísimo apache (from tor-
reón, nuevo león, yet performing mostly in texas and other southwestern 
states). fito olivares’ ability to fill large dance halls for the last three decades, 
playing only cumbias, is certainly a measure of that genre’s enduring pres-
ence and popularity in texas. among the most popular of cumbia artists 
who launched careers in the 1980s are selena Quintanilla (from texas, with 
family roots in coahuila) and celso Piña (from monterrey, nuevo león). 
more recent successors are groups such as the Kumbia Kings and los chi-
cos del barrio, while veterans such as la sonora margarita and other older 
groups continue to circulate. The cross-border spheres of influence and ties 
manifested by the above-named cumbia artists for the most part affirm what 
selena Quintanilla expressed in her teaching film Mexican American Mu-
sic of Today — Mi Música with Selena Quintanilla: “tejano or texas mexi-
can culture was very much tied to the commercial and cultural center of 
monterrey and the mexican state of nuevo león. This strong relationship 
continued even up to the 1920s. most population interchange was with the 
states of nuevo león, tamaulipas, and san luis Potosí. monterrey supplied 
many music teachers and musicians to south texas.” That strong relation-
ship continues into the present.

Pre-existing ensembles of the norteño borderlands (conjunto norteño, 
banda, tejano, mariachi) in the 1960s easily appropriated the cumbia, in 
part due to the cumbia’s infectious rhythm. The san antonio/monterrey 
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axis took a strong liking to the cumbia at about the same times that co-
lombians adopted the mexican mariachi-performed rancheras and (later) 
even narcocorridos. (There are approximately 3500 mariachi groups today 
in colombia!) in the last fifty years cumbias have become an integral part 
of conjunto norteño music, although the ranchera Polka and corridos re-
main a mainstay of that accordion and bajo sexto centered music. signifi-
cantly, one of conjunto norteño’s pioneers, narciso martínez, commented 
in 1988 that the cumbia had almost displaced the traditional tejano Polka: 
“There’s almost 60, 70 percent more on the side of the cumbia than on the 
side of the polka” (tejeda 2001, 336). 

my purpose here is not to trace cumbia genealogies, as important and 
interesting as they are. in my discussion of the cumbia i want to reference 
sociohistorical and aesthetic musical frameworks that propel indigenous 
musical circuitries. i examine how the cumbia flows within these norteño 
borderlands, which i conceptualize as a long-standing unified cultural area 
(with sub-areas) that now traverses two nations. as the cumbia becomes 
deterritorialized from colombia to the norteño sphere in the twentieth 
century it undergoes changes in aesthetics and social meanings. The new 
reterritorialized cumbia norteña takes root in the borderlands, interact-
ing with pre-existing musical sensibilities, musicians, and social contexts 
of these indigenous borderlands. on the one hand, i examine cumbia as 
an example of how music both deterritorializes and reterritorializes, how 
music becomes a force in new sociocultural geographies (of race, class, 
gender, aesthetics, sexuality, and ecosystem). on the other hand, i high-
light the contemporary music of celso Piña and of selena Quintanilla as 
important reference points or examples of cumbia movements within the 
borderlands. both celso and selena (each in their own way) are mainline 
cumbieros/as. That is, although they occasionally perform other musical 
genres, their chief musical genre is cumbia. i consider it important that 
we examine the nature of the social power which these two most promi-
nent contemporary cumbia artists wield in these times.

The names and musical/geographical trajectories of the cumbia art-
ists i name above serve to illustrate a cultural heritage that traverses re-
cently imposed borders. most existing research on norteño borderlands 
music neatly (and artificially) stops at the borders of the nation, the state, 
or the ethnic group — perhaps to affirm pride of place or ethnicity. (Te-
jano Proud is even the title of a book.) There exists a prominent tendency 
to view and imagine and categorize musical genres according to geogra-
phies whose boundaries are seen to conform with “states” or “nations” or 
an “ethnicity” resistive of a hegemonic power. in the case of tejano music 
it is the privileged masculinity of the corrido and conjunto music. in pos-
iting a relatively cohesive body of raza music in the state of texas (even 
if divided by binary categorizations such as working-class and ascendant 
middle-class) various scholars, for example, on the one hand, imagine that 
music such as tejano conjunto is distinct and separate from that across the 
border in monterrey, tamaulipas, or coahuila. on the other hand, aca-
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demic formulations of tejano musical identity have also tended to down-
play (and hence marginalize) aesthetic forms that do not conform to a 
narrowly constructed territorial, masculinized, heroic, and heterosexual 
vision. manuel Peña, for example, regards cumbia as a mere commodi-
fied international musical form, which is not really part of the boundaries 
he maps for música tejana (Peña 1999, 198). i beg to differ. it was many of 
música tejana’s own homegrown pioneer conjunto musicians — such as 
Valerio longoria — who eagerly appropriated the cumbia. 

to illustrate the complexity of cumbia’s diffusion i offer this anecdote 
from the years i lived in san antonio, texas. When i moved to texas in the 
late 1970s, cumbia was already firmly established. although some have 
posited that immigrants brought the cumbia to texas, cumbia was es-
tablished there before the mass migrations. a chief agent in the cumbia’s 
appropriation and dissemination process was legendary tejano norteño ac-
cordion legend, pioneer, and hall of famer Valerio longoria. like millions 
of others in the united states and throughout latin america — longo-
ria loved cumbias. longoria made a practice of listening to music on his 
short wave radio late at night. one of his favorite pastimes was holding 
his accordion on his lap, listening to a colombian radio station and pick-
ing up cumbias being transmitted. He would call out “oye, oye!” (listen, 
listen!) and immediately improvise, doing a simultaneous translation into 
his conjunto norteño musical idiom. These colombiano/tejano airwave jam 
sessions were where he picked up new cumbia recording material. in fact 
he named one of his last cds after one such cumbia La Piragua — a clas-
sic of the colombian cumbia repertoire. longoria combined a deep love 
of tradition with a deep interest in new musical forms. as a traditionalist 
innovator, longoria was a trendsetter in the us-mexico borderlands. in 
the 1940s longoria had introduced bolero (which originated in cuba and 
were then adapted throughout the americas) into the repertoire of tex-
mex accordion music. The norteño borderlands and texas are a permeable 
changing entity, reminiscent of performance artist maria elena gaitan’s 
claim, “aztlan is wherever i eat a taco.” People push the borderlands in all 
directions as they migrate, but mass media does it much faster.

it might also be cumbia’s often very playful, humorous, and often ris-
qué lyrics which endeared it to norteño borderlands peoples. in contrast 
to various other musical genres well established in the us-mexico bor-
derlands (notably the academically privileged corrido and conjunto mu-
sic) many cumbias playfully extol the body and its processes, including 
sexual desire (e.g. Cuando me tocas así [When you touch me like that]). 
a cumbia has been written about every single body part. as an exten-
sion of the body theme, cumbias also thematize dangerous relationships 
between bodies (El Sida, el Sida [aids aids]) and issued early warnings 
about rising health hazards (Se me sube el colesterol [my cholesterol rises]) 
and health remedies (El Viagra). cumbia remains something of a musical 
outcast within chicano academic music history. although not all cumbias 
are of the same stripe, the cumbia genre has — since the outset — been 
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the preferred site for the very open and often frivolous discussion of a host 
of sexualities, of body parts, of bodily functions, all delivered with rib-
ald humor. for example, the cumbia Grande de cadera — broad Hipped 
— (popularized by mike laure) playfully sings the body not in the heroic 
stance of resistance but in a register of hilarity:

una vez en el camion 
mi amorsito se subió
el chofer vio sus caderas
dos pasajes le cobró.1

before i enter into the discussion of two famed contemporary cumbia 
interpretes (or singers, as interpreters of songs) i want to more closely cir-
cumscribe the terrain which i refer to as borderlands norteño.

2. The Borderlands Norteñno Circuitry and Indigenous Heritage 

i put forward a norteño borderlands frame of reference that highlights shared 
cross-border musicultural geographies between texas and northern mexico. 
The norteño cumbia illustrates the ways in which texas is not a self-contained 
musicultural region, but in many ways it forms a broader cultural terrain with 
the contiguous (now) mexican states of nuevo león, tamaulipas, and coa-
huila. i use the umbrella term norteño borderlands to signify culturally related 
indigenous terrains that nation states and their wars have sought to divide. 
With regards to texas music we need to remember, for example, that legend-
ary tejana singer lydia mendoza moved constantly back and forth between 
texas and monterrey, nuevo león in her formative years. similarly, san an-
tonio music publisher and prolific song composer salomé gutiérrez moved 
back-and-forth across national borders. notable Tejana mexican-american 
singers such as rosita fernández and also eva garza were born on the mexican 
side of the border. numerous other musicians span both sides of the border 
because their relatives are on both sides and because the mass media connect 
both sides. Tejano (or “borderlands”) accordion pioneer narciso martínez was 
born in reynosa, tamaulipas. The north-south axis musicultural common 
ground is a well-established circuitry. 

The borderlands norteño cultural region enjoys a great deal of shared 
heritage which includes an ancient and contemporary indigenous civiliza-
tional foundation; the historical commonality of colonialism and econom-
ic marginalization of the majority of peoples; a shared indigenous-based 
mexican spanish language; shared musical traditions; predominantly 
working-class affiliations; deep family ties across national borders; and a 
common physical environment symbolized by the shared rio grande Val-

1 [one day my love got on the bus / The chauffeur saw the size of her (or his) hips 
/ and made her (him) pay for two seats].
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ley.2 a similar borderlands shared musical heritage exists between cali-
fornia, arizona, sonora, and sinaloa. That is the north-south borderlands 
norteño axis along which, for example, selena Quintanilla’s and (more re-
cently) Jenni rivera’s rise to international stardom have been launched. 

although the new electronic sound media allowed for the cumbia’s 
easy travel from colombia to the norteño borderlands, these borderlands 
have always brought older cultural forms to bear upon various new musi-
cal genres in the last sixty years. among the “newer” musical genres and/
or instrumental ensembles of the last sixty years i would include cumbia, 
big band, country music, rock and roll, banda, salsa, bolero, reggaeton, 
Quebradita, Pasito duranguense and Hip-Hop. all of these musical genres 
have been re-created by indigenous borderlands peoples according to re-
gional borderlands conditions and tastes. by indigenous i mean all the na-
tive tribal peoples of what is now the us southwest and northern mexico, 
including Chicanas/os. nationalist-minded research — whose lens follows 
the logic of borders imposed by nations and their states — occludes mu-
sic’s older non-national social identities and solidarities, specifically that of 
indigenous peoples. for example, i would include in my conjunto norteño 
universe the music of the tohono o’odham, Yaqui, akimel o’odham, and 
other tribes who have been playing conjunto music (sometimes called teja-
no music) — including cumbia — for generations and on both sides of the 
recent national border. When deborah Pacini Hernandez writes about the 
spread of cumbia across the americas she comments on how scholars have 
put so much focus on the african heritage in cumbia, and virtually none on 
the indigenous. However, gerardo Pombo Hernández’s book-length study 
dedicated to cumbia — entitled Kumbia. Legado cultural de los Indígenas 
del Caribe Colombiano — centers on indigenous colombian tribal peoples 
and their heritage, while making the case that cumbia is primordially in-
digenous, not primarily african (Pombo Hernández 1995). i share Pacini 
Hernandez’s speculation that the persistent popularity of cumbia in the 
americas might have to do with “organizing principles and aesthetic sensi-
bilities deriving from latin/o american mestizo communities’ indigenous 
cultural heritage” (emphasis mine; Pacini Hernandez 2010, 141).

central within the mexican indigenous cultural heritage (in texas and 
many other places) is the ancient indigenous practice of communities danc-
ing counterclockwise in a circle. That circling movement is common to in-
numerable indigenous ritual ceremonial dances. Within indigenous thought 
and action, the overarching goal is the harmonization with nature and na-
ture’s cosmic movements, which are cyclical (circular). When people dance 
counterclockwise they move in harmony with planet earth which turns on 
its axis in a counterclockwise direction, just as it circles around the sun in 

2 José Juan olvera also posits a deep connection between san antonio, tX, 
monterrey, nuevo león, and Houston, tX, yet his line of argumentation is very 
different from mine.
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counterclockwise direction, and just as the moon moves counterclockwise 
around its own axis and around the earth. Thus the beloved counterclock-
wise movement traces the sacred circle. on a human scale, the body reen-
acts and moves with the circular movement of life itself. The circle is among 
the most sacred of life symbols. it marks the union of all life and its cyclical 
quality; all human life is said to move in cycles and the human life cycle res-
onates and moves with the larger cycles: day/night, seasons, the equinoxes, 
the solstices. These circle round and cumbia dancers circle with them. The 
human wheel is not, however, simply a matter of symbolism. indigenous 
cultures throughout the americas recognize that when your body circles 
you are channeling energies, and as you circle with other bodies (human 
and heavenly) you mesh energies with all other dancers, as you align your 
energies with the energistic movement of the universe.

 indigenous counterclockwise circling has carried strongly into social 
dance in arizona and texas. The more longstanding dance genres (Polka, 
for example) are also danced that counterclockwise way. This is also the 
way cumbia is danced by mexicanas/os and Chicanas/os in san antonio, 
Houston, monterrey, nuevo león and tamaulipas — and also among the 
Yaqui tribe, and at tohono o’odham chicken scratch (aKa Waila) dances 
in arizona and sonora. Thus the cumbia becomes one of the most impor-
tant inter-tribal dance expressions across the borderlands.

my notion of borderlands also stresses the lands of border native tribes 
whose ancestral lands encompass both sides of the border; hence in my usage 
“borderlands” references the landmass — native peoples’ ancestral lands — 
and marks the indigenous pre-national presence (before geopolitical bound-
aries) rather than the postnational (“transnational”). The supposed cohesion 
of nations, states, and ethnicities is complicated not only by the much older 
indigenous presence, what bonfil batalla calls Mexico profundo (the over-
arching mesoamerican civilizational matrix), but also by the new mass media 
which traverses and blurs national and ethnic boundaries. cumbia nourishes 
the pre-national alliances among many indigenous peoples of the southwest 
borderlands and their kin who have migrated across far-flung geographies 
currently divided by nation states: such as today’s mexican americans. along 
the texas-nuevo león axis it is the indigenous substratum that unites peoples. 
Yet the tendency to erase or marginalize native american heritage and pres-
ence occurs with great ease, such as when selena is subsumed under the new 
semantically euro-centered “latinidad” umbrella (Paredez 2002 and 2009), 
fully eclipsing “indianidad” (indigeneity). in all the literature selena is referred 
to as “dark-skinned” or “brown;” nowhere as indian. in this vein it is signifi-
cant to remember gloria anzaldúa’s description of the norteño borderlands:

This land was mexican once
Was indian always

and is,
and will be again.

                                                                 (anzaldúa 1987, 3)
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What is more, the indigenous land has memory, and the people of the 
indigenous land — whether they are called chicana/o, tejana/o, mexican 
american, or coahuiltecan — are indigenous people. This is the norteño 
musicultural region i write of here. 

The “foreign” cumbia was eventually indigenized as part of the indig-
enous song/music/dance circuitry that flows in the borderlands. cumbia 
groups tend to mark that indigeneity through new songs, themes (e.g. cel-
so Piña’s Cumbia indígena [indigenous cumbia]), and an overall musical 
expression that makes them distinctive from their colombian cousins. 
cumbia’s circulation in the us-mexican borderlands is the meeting of new 
and older pre-existing music genres and indigenous cultural sensibilities. 
How do new populations appropriate cumbia’s aesthetics? one answer to 
that is manifest in a chicos del barrio cd that includes one cut entitled 
Cumbia del indio, which plays with a host of existing indian stereotypes and 
their absurdity, while in another cut entitled Cumbia Hip Hop they fuse two 
related rhythm-based sensibilities. indeed, a hallmark of indigeneity is its 
propensity to synthesize and fuse (appropriate) elements into its own long-
standing cultural matrix. How do borderlands musicians graft cumbia onto 
their own pre-existing music? in its rise to great popularity, how does cumbia 
construct the people (and vice-versa)? How does this song genre produce 
and convey the peoples’ meanings? How does it create collectivities? How 
do cumbia’s meanings become a factor in social-bodily praxis? to answer 
some of these questions i do a close reading of various cumbias and also 
examine two forms of borderlands cumbia that have emerged within that 
circular flow of the norteño borderlands: celso Piña and selena Quintanilla.

3. Celso Piña and New Cumbia Musical Languages 

The now legendary celso Piña aKa el rebelde del acordeón (The accor-
dion rebel) from monterrey, nuevo león shares a close kinship with selena 
from texas: born into and raised within a poor working-class family; musi-
cally on the margins of the “national” (us and/or mexican music corridor) 
and on the margins of more long-established regional music genres; lifelong 
barrio dwellers. additionally, they share the cumbia infused with multi-
ple other musical influences: rock, r&b, Hip-Hop. i should add that both 
of them have cultivated different strands of cumbia expressivity. neither 
celso nor selena engage the very popular risqué cumbia discourses; nor do 
they put forward a cumbia repertoire of overt sexual desires or body parts. 

celso Piña, born in 1953 and thus a generation older than selena, 
greatly impacted the music world around him: first in monterrey, nuevo 
león, then in northern mexico. currently he tours throughout the united 
states, mexico, and latin america. as i will explain, his sense of rebellion 
is partly manifest in how he names his band, in the visioning of his mu-
sical repertoire, and also in his rebellious anti-authoritarian social stance 
prominent in interviews. for the disenfranchised youth of monterrey he 
has become a guru, visionary, and organizer. 
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celso Piña adopted the costeño music of colombia after discovering 
costeño master accordionists aníbal Velásquez and alfredo gutiérrez who 
dedicate themselves to cumbia, vallenato (very similar to cumbia), and 
guaracha. from the early 1980s to the present celso Piña has performed and 
recorded cumbia, naming his group celso Piña y su ronda bogotá. one of 
the most striking features about celso Piña, born and raised in the impov-
erished hillside barrios of monterrey, nuevo león, mexico, is his decision to 
name his band after a far away place he had never been to. His band promi-
nently features the name of colombia’s capital: bogotá. as an accordionist, 
it is significant that Piña semantically detaches from norteño conjunto mu-
sic’s widespread indigenous practice of self-referencing in relationship to a 
specific norteño geographic location (“mi tierra” the homeland) and/or to 
a natural phenomenon, often combined with an animal spirit: los lobos 
del este de los angeles; los tigres del norte; los tucanes de tijuana; los 
Huracanes del norte; los rancheritos del topo chico, los cadetes de li-
nares etc. does Piña circumvent this practice because (as i will discuss be-
low) his physical environment (“homeland”) is something of a shantytown 
for economic refugees? His decision to name his group also has to do with 
his anomalous musical choice: his decision to adopt predominantly co-
lombian costeño music — cumbia and vallenato music. at some point over 
two decades ago celso Piña chose to follow the music of colombia and thus 
turned his back on the prevalent conjunto norteño music of “his homeland.” 

celso Piña states that he does only colombian music because that’s what 
he took a liking to. We cannot underestimate music’s infectious quality 
as a factor in its dissemination. Yet i also wonder whether Piña’s adopted 
and adapted musical identity is perhaps also related to his social position 
as a cerrero. “cerrero” is the term used to designate the poorest and most 
marginalized hill (cerro) squatters on the fringes of the industrial city 
of monterrey. often used pejoratively, “cerreros and cerreras” are terms 
used to designate the disenfranchised masses that inhabit the cerros, the 
seized lands of the outlying hills. These are mexico’s outcasts. unlike in the 
united states where the wealthy occupy hillside homes, in most of latin 
america the hilltops are occupied by the most bitterly poor. Those hills 
with cardboard and tin houses typically lack in any kind of infrastructure 
such as running water, stores, transportation, etc. The neighborhoods are 
patrolled more by gangs than by law enforcement. 

it makes sense that those on the margins or social fringes are less like-
ly to be vested in a music such as norteño which is both a huge industry 
and enjoys a long-standing centrality. a cerrero is marginal, owns noth-
ing, and is perhaps more likely to seek out new sounds, new vistas. He is a 
dis-placed person who perhaps attaches musically in new ways that claim 
no regional or national labels. is celso Piña’s self-identification with bo-
gotá an imaginary self-exile, a rebellious way to distance himself from his 
norteño musical homeland and its oppressive socioeconomic hierarchies? 
significantly, however, he does strongly claim an attachment to the highly 
stigmatized hillsides where his music first took root. His cd covers al-
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ways feature photos from these tough neighborhoods. and those cerreros 
— particularly the youth — have followed him in his enthusiasm for “la 
colombia” as this new music is now referred to. as a living tribute to celso 
Piña’s influence there are now over 600 youth ensembles in the hills and 
other urban areas of monterrey, of this music now known as la Colombia.

in fact, over time, the margins can overtake the center. for decades into 
celso Piña’s career none of the local monterrey radio or television stations 
would play his music. The mass media had no controlling interest in this 
new music known as la Colombia and since they tend to control most as-
pects of the music medium, they believed perhaps that people would buy 
only what the mass media gave them. monterrey’s officialdom is in many 
ways determined to preserve a euro-colonial legacy, such as by loudly play-
ing european classical music from a Pa system at the Palacio de gobierno 
(government Palace). as celso Piña’s cumbia music gained ever more pop-
ularity among the disenfranchised masses, the mass media tried to obliter-
ate their existence by ignoring la Colombia. as blanco arboleda reminds 
us, “los medios de comunicación masivos de monterrey han visto despec-
tivamente el movimiento regio-colombiano, ignorándolo sistematicamente, 
y aun cuando el mismo mueve una gran audiencia han realizado una labor 
de invisibilización como si al ignorarlos y bloquearlos pudieran desaparecer-
los” (blanco arboleda n.d., n.p.). in spite of the media’s boycott, Piña’s music 
in time took on the unstoppable force of a hurricane. now there are three 
radio stations in monterrey who play nothing but colombia. Piña is now a 
cult figure and his success startles the music industry and the many who did 
not expect this success from someone they consider a social outcast. even 
the governor of monterrey in time found it expedient to honor celso Piña!

it was celso Piña’s 2001 cd Barrio Bravo [“tough barrio”] marking his 
twentieth anniversary in music that made it impossible to ignore him. it stands 
as one of celso’s most successful and musically rich cumbia-driven recordings. 
Barrio Bravo features an all-star cast of musicians who gather to celebrate cel-
so Piña: rock bands café tacuba, santa sabina, and control machete, among 
others. When i was in monterrey, nuevo león in the summer of 2001 i stood 
in line with thousands of others to purchase that newly released cd. all music 
stores had stacks of the cd next to their cash registers. by then celso Piña al-
ready enjoyed iconic status among his youth followers. not surprising that he 
also caught the attention of culture critic carlos monsiváis who wrote about 
Piña in a mexico city daily. That of course awaked even the capital city. in the 
cd liner notes monsiváis refers to Piña as “un conductor de tribus” (“a leader 
of tribes”) and as “The accordionist of Hamelin” in memory of the “flutist 
who seduced the youth.” The 2007 film Cumbia Callera (street cumbia) fea-
tures a poetic cinematography which (with a minimalist plot) captures celso 
Piña’s centrality among the dancing youth of monterrey.

celso Piña’s story exemplifies how musicians can provide some of the 
most powerful social visionings that trigger changes in self-identity and 
forms of social organization. music’s harmonies, beats, melodies, poetics 
and instrumental soundings capture individuals and constitute them into 
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auditory collectives. music is capable of establishing collective identifica-
tions, of dispelling sorrows, of creating social cohesion in a society that 
fragments and alienates. The disenfranchised seize cumbia as a collec-
tive means of expression, as an instrument of identity affirmation, and as 
a catharsis to monotonous day laborer existence. music moves like a virus 
but its outcomes are far healthier. The constitutive power of music finds 
particular expression in cumbia as it comes into the lives of monterrey’s 
barrio youth, later moving along the northward axis to Houston, dallas, 
san antonio. in celso Piña’s voice and hands the cumbia becomes an en-
tirely new discursive tool: a tool of non-violent practice, an instrument of 
peace, especially among gang youth, but extending to others.

a good part of celso Piña’s cumbia repertoire has a distinctive self-
referentiality. most norteño borderlands genres — such as the Polka, Vals, 
bolero — do not speak about themselves. celso Piña’s cumbia repertoire, 
by contrast, serves as both a sounding board for philosophical debate as 
well as a place where extraordinary powers are evoked and identities as 
well as social praxis are shaped. given the limitations of space i can only 
briefly examine two of celso Piña’s cumbias: one is entitled Cumbia Poder 
(cumbia Power) and another is Cumbia de la Paz (cumbia of Peace). both 
of these explicitly acknowledge the social powers of music as a direct so-
cial force. both of these cumbias have taken on the role of youth anthems.

a close reading of Cumbia Poder and Cumbia de la Paz, for example, 
reveals a representation of cumbia’s magical social powers, its capacity to 
intervene in oppressed lives through its own inherent powers as music, 
not through established political movements, parties, or other forms of 
conventional social organizing. Cumbia Power speaks to the life-chang-
ing energy of this dance form, which in monterrey also became a form of 
social organization. it is said that dozens of youth gangs took up this mu-
sic and incorporated musical performance into their collective activities:

cumbia Poder me alimentas, 
dando energía a mi ser. 
Para que pueda crecer 
el sentimiento que tu representas. 

cumbia is cast as a profound nourishment, a soul force and healing agent: 
“la cumbia Poder se asomaba, llenando mi alma tan simple.” from the in-
digenous cultural-spiritual matrix, the natural environment is summoned 
as an active ally and empowering agent for humans. The cumbia transmits 
an indigenous vision re-establishing ancient energistic linkages between hu-
mans and heavenly bodies, particularly the moon, stars, sky. linkages his-
torically made invisible, and that celso’s Cumbia Poder makes once again 
explicit to indigenous tribal cultures and roots where ritual dance (cumbia) 
reaffirms the human connection to cosmic powers, such as the moon. The 
alignment of human and celestial power leads to harmony and balance. in 
this way, cumbia serves as an agent in the re-emergence of the indigenous 
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use of movement/dance to balance: to align the human energies within the 
cosmic movement. as in the conchero and other indigenous dance tradi-
tions, dance moves energies; here cumbia connects directly to the indig-
enous dance traditions that persists throughout the norteño region.

not all of celso Piña’s cumbias engage as directly with the energetic 
powers of cumbia. some sing about rivers, landscapes, love relationships. 
and Cumbia Poder, for example as a creation in the oral tradition, has 
been variously recorded by cumbieros in the norteño borderlands, is not 
unique to celso Piña. What is, however, unique is how celso transposes 
its meanings directly onto the realities of barrio youth and especially bar-
rio youth gang warfare. in the powerful music video for this song the ac-
tors are those very monterrey hills youth. The beginning scene shows us 
one group of youth pursuing the member of another gang . Just as the hot 
pursuit ends with two rival gangs facing off, celso Piña intervenes with 
his accordion and the fight becomes ritualized through a cumbia dance 
battle, a ritualized pressure release valve. Cumbia Poder illustrates the 
“sublime ritual” whereby youth transform themselves into agents or war-
riors of peace. celso Piña’s music videos, such as Cumbia Poder stages his 
music within the very mean streets of monterrey and its gang warfare. The 
enactment illustrates the possibility of non-violent action and social heal-
ing. The recurring stanza which speaks to the enormous transformative 
powers of cumbia also stresses that reality. it resembles a prayer for peace:

luna, llena mi alma de cumbia, 
saca de mi la locura 
y llevame a la luz y a la paz.

moon, fill my soul with cumbia,
remove this insanity from me
and bring me towards the light and peace.

in all of his music videos celso Piña positions music as a social power 
in the barrio streets where he lives. The protagonists and actors are the 
disenfranchised youth of those barrios. no surprise that barrio youth have 
responded to his music on both sides of the border: monterrey, Houston, 
dallas, san antonio, creating new cumbia dance steps and group dance 
configurations, most notably of young men dancing together as warriors.

in Cumbia de la Paz (cumbia of Peace), cumbia is clearly indigenized 
as “sublime ritual” (ritual sublime), as a ritual of profound love and peace. 
Cumbia de la Paz also makes explicit reference to native peoples circling 
and to “brave warriors” who die in the interests of peace and not war. There 
is an evocative image of young men warriors battling it out “in the circle 
of cumbia” dance; it is a non-violent dance battle, a harmonizing con-
test where the warriors are enveloped in cumbia’s peace: “[…] los bravos 
guerreros que allí morian, en la paz de la cumbia” (brave warriors died 
there, within cumbia’s peace). consistent with indigenous sociocultural 
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practice, this cumbia invokes the powers of dream as a visioning device. 
Within that dream cumbia is the equivalent of love:

soñar un sueño profundo
donde mire al mundo
con amor de cumbia.

i’m dreaming a profound dream
Where i look at the world
With cumbia love.

These two cumbias manifest how celso Piña has harnessed cumbia 
music as a vehicle of cultural politics and political intervention leading to 
peace. in these songs, which have become youth anthems, cumbia is an 
agent and the chosen vehicle of the youth movement toward peace and 
love. Through this musical visioning cumbia becomes capable of trans-
forming social structures, exerting a huge collectivizing and cohesive pow-
er. in addition to the discursive visioning, youth have collectively created 
a new arsenal of performed cumbia music and dance styles (such as the 
“chúntaro style”) that have spread northward to texas. These are some of 
the notable accomplishments of celso Piña and his fellow barrio dwellers. 

What i posit here is that musical forms have their own inherent pow-
ers summoned by alliances between musicians and audiences. among 
those basic powers, for example, is the power to trigger pleasure, alegría, 
enjoyment, and more broadly speaking it has the power to physically, in-
tellectually and emotionally move groups of people, to foster collectivity, 
to shape identities and social praxis. in addition to the words which are 
sung there is the beat, the melodies and harmonies which alter the human 
psyche. Cumbia Poder is a rehumanizing power; it re-creates the vibratory 
bonds among working-class peoples who barely eke out an existence. in 
dehumanizing contexts music can rehumanize and put forward historical 
truths in a vastly different register than books. The truth of youth warriors, 
for example, is palpable in the 2008 dance segment captured in Houston 
on Youtube “cholos bailando Cumbia Poder de celso Piña.”

by 2005 celso Piña’s music put forward an even more straightforward 
rebellious social vision focused on the revolutionary icon che guevara. 
That recording, El Canto de un Rebelde para un Rebelde (The song of a rebel 
for a rebel) features carlos Puebla’s classic farewell song to che guevara 
(Hasta Siempre Comandante) as well as two other songs in honor of latin 
america’s arch-revolutionary symbol. on the cd cover celso Piña poses 
as a guevara look-alike, including the beret with red star. in 2009 celso 
releases his new cd Sin fecha de caducidad (Without expiration date), 
which includes as musical collaborators benny ibarra, aleks syntek, alex 
lora, laura león, eugenia león, natalia lafourcade and Pato machete. 
one of the most striking aspects of celso Piña’s music is its jam session 
quality where notable musicians come and leave their cumbia imprints. 
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as a result of his many guests (and the instruments and styles they bring), 
all of his cds since Barrio Bravo are a series of remarkable musical fu-
sions, but all within the parameters of cumbia. 

4. Cumbia Chicana Borderlands Circuitry: Selena and Monterrey, Nuevo León

selena Quintanilla’s cumbias have an entirely different register of emotion 
and range of meanings than celso Piña’s. selena’s inclination was playful 
and wholesome voiced cumbias involving love relationships. There are 
funny love reversals (El Chico del apartamento 512 [The guy from apart-
ment 512]), or the worn and torn working-class symbols from rasquache 
sensibility (La Carcacha [The Jalopy]); love disappointments (Como la flor) 
or unrequited love (Si una vez); and just plain cumbia dance pleasure (Baila 
esta Cumbia) or kissing pleasure (Besitos). selena’s Techno Cumbia sum-
mons everyone to the dance floor, while with her very popular cumbia Bidi 
Bidi Bom Bom (the sound of her heart “speaking”) she projects a happy love 
story. Her huge hit, the cumbia Amor prohibido affirms the possibility of 
love between two people from different socioeconomic classes. notably, 
Amor Prohibido replaced gloria estefan’s Mi Tierra at #1 on Billboard’s 
latin tracks charts and even made the top 200 on Billboard’s Pop charts.

in her songs — a majority of which were cumbias — selena’s voice pro-
jected a sonorous warmth and joyfulness. selena’s wide-ranging musical 
repertoire notwithstanding, her stock-and-trade became cumbia. cumbia 
is her bedrock, while other sounds circle there as well: she includes an oc-
casional ranchera sung with mariachi, a Polka with accordion-sounding 
electric instruments, and some tejano synthesized pop-sounding music. she 
grew up hearing a variety of musical genres, ranging from rhythm & blues 
and rock, to conjunto and tejano, but she ultimately became a cumbiera 
backed up by onda tejana instrumentation. significantly, selena’s primary fo-
cus on the cumbia musical idiom facilitated her entry into vast sectors of the 
spanish-speaking working class in the united states and throughout latin 
america. cumbia is a powerful common ground among musical languages.

selena’s powerful voice resounds throughout the land, even years af-
ter her premature death in 1995 at the hands of an assassin. Her life, cut 
short at age twenty-three, was rooted in the norteño borderlands musical 
circuitry: on both sides of the recent border and extending back to bor-
derless times. selena was of cherokee and coahuilteco lineage; one set of 
grandparents was from nueva rosita, coahuila (now mexico), the other 
texas cherokee, predating national borders. Her cumbia artistry was an 
easy fit in monterrey, nuevo león, and the other mexican border areas 
where cumbia was and is a favored musical currency among indigenous 
mexican, guatemalan, salvadoran, and other peoples. The texas-nuevo 
león axis was the terrain that served as selena’s first and deepest fan base, 
launching her to stardom. although some may point to mexico city or 
new York or los angeles as the national hubs where careers are made, 
selena’s musical and personal aesthetics, her working-class style, and her 
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pocha spanish did not translate to the mexico city terrain at all — at first 
— and only much later to the two united states coasts. it was her tejano 
base and easy movement south to monterrey, nuevo león — her accep-
tance by borderlands norteño audiences and most notably by the youth 
who were immersed in cumbia movements — that launched her success 
in the greater spanish-speaking world, long before most of the english-
speaking world even heard of her. monterrey, nuevo león, became her 
springboard to other parts of mexico and latin america. ironically, it was 
not until after her death that selena, a us citizen whose first language was 
english, became known within the english-language us music market.

although often compared by media pundits to madonna — for lack 
of a borderlands musical frame of reference — selena falls within a long-
standing lineage of chicana tejana borderlands performers, in virtually 
all her performative aspects: the glitzy shiny bustiers and other tight attire; 
her spanish-english bilingualism; her multicultural influenced repertoire 
ranging from r&b, disco, rock, corrido, ranchera, to tejano balada, to 
Hip-Hop and cumbia. also part of that aesthetic tradition was the texan 
mexican Onda Tejana (tejano wave) band instrumentation of her back-up 
band los dinos with lead & rhythm guitar, keyboards, bass, drum/per-
cussion, congas, and backing vocalists and dancers. selena was part of a 
chicana onda tejana school which is always overlooked and erased, while 
non-Mexican American influences are always named. i hereby name sele-
na’s direct chicana precursors; onda tejana singers Patsy torres, shelly 
lares, laura canales, elida reyna, elsa garcia (La Guerita de Houston), 
and other less known singers of that onda tejana style who were selena’s 
contemporaries such as lynda V and the boys. although selena was the 
youngest of that group they were friends and mutually influenced each 
other. selena always acknowledged them. for the untrained ear they are 
indistinguishable in timbre, intonation, singing style, performative tech-
niques, musical phrasing, musical repertoire, and the attire of their pub-
licly staged bodies and sexuality. as a group they form a distinctive and 
unmistakably identifiable musical-aesthetic group. in other words, selena 
was not a huge breakthrough musical innovator. after selena’s premature 
death, that performative style lives on with many chicanas norteñas, such 
as Jennifer Peña. selena stood not only on the shoulders of fellow Tejana 
singers, but also on those of Johnny canales whose popular and unique 
tejano borderlands television show introduced and broadcast tejano musi-
cal forms across mexico. for decades the televised Johnny canales show 
was the key working-class musical launching pad. He showcased selena 
(among others) and brought her into the north-south musical axis even 
before emi latin showed up. canales also made the arrangements for 
selena’s first concerts in norteño mexico. selena’s 1993 appearances in the 
mexican telenovela (soap opera) Dos Mujeres, Un Camino also brought her 
into the spanish-speaking mexican limelight.

after selena was signed to emi latin in 1989 that corporation’s huge 
distribution and publicity power helped propel numerous of her songs to 
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the top of the charts and to stardom in the “us latin” category and in the 
spanish-speaking norteño borderlands world. she was already a star in 
monterrey, nuevo león, coahuila, and tamaulipas — later throughout 
latin america — and yet virtually unknown in the english-language re-
cording industry. (Her first english-language album was released posthu-
mously by emi’s english-language sbK label in 1995.) The conditions for 
her norteño borderlands stardom had a great deal to do with the cumbia 
surge emanating from disenfranchised barrio youth organizations in mon-
terrey, nuevo león, and with their idol, cumbia artist celso Piña. it was 
her cumbia repertoire and moves that opened the doors to her popular-
ity southward: first in monterrey, nuevo león (and surrounding norteño 
states); then to other parts of mexico and latin america.

only after her death did selena receive attention from the academic 
world. deborah Vargas examines how selena “re-maps Tejas” as selena 
does not fit within the musical genres/genders privileged by academicians 
as signifiers for mapping “Tejas.” Vargas cites the tejano masculinist, he-
roic, resistance narratives (corrido and the accordion-driven conjunto) 
of tejano music histories produced by américo Paredes, manuel Peña, 
and José limón (Vargas 2002). in a later article Vargas examines the ap-
propriation of selena’s persona by the queer community (Vargas 2007). 
José limón dispenses with selena’s voice and reduces selena’s appeal to 
her sexuality, identifying “selena’s sexuality as the primary force driving 
her popularity” (limón 1998, 192). my own sense is that it was her con-
siderable musical artistry, her enormous charisma, combined with her 
closeness to her fan base that launched her to stardom in a musical envi-
ronment where her style of music was already circulating. selena would 
sign autographs, converse with and hug her fans both before and after her 
shows. she was the highly congenial girl next-door, funny, and capable of 
instant rapport. in all her interviews with mexican tV stations, selena 
would interrupt to speak directly with the fans and thank them, uttering 
the golden norteño mantra: “sin ustedes no somos nada” (“Without you 
we are nothing.”) in various of her interviews in mexico she stresses “lo 
mas importante es tener un amor para el público.” (“The most important 
thing is to have love for your public.”)3

i sometimes think of cumbia as a kind of heavily trafficked musical 
circuit, moving like electricity. if we want to use spatial imagery cumbia 
could also be considered a crossroads, an open and free circuit embrac-
ing all instrumentations and styles, provided that the defining cumbia 
rhythmic pattern is maintained. celso Piña and selena Quintanilla’s mu-
sic illustrate that openness.

selena Quintanilla herself was a confluence of many musical tributaries. 
Yet it is the cumbia that provided her most consistent musical platform and 

3 Her television interviews in mexico are available at <http://selena-mexico.com/
2011/01/selena-en-radio-y-television/>.
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idiom. if we examine her moves and music — the visual spectacle that she 
evolved — cumbia is not only her most powerful musical tool and her fond-
est means of musical expression; it is cumbia that provides most strikingly 
for body exhibition, which includes selena’s powerful dance moves. it can-
not have escaped the attention of a performer such as selena that cumbia 
dancing, with its undulations and focus on solo performance, provided her 
with the kind of body focus and heightened body spectacle that other song 
genres did not. When selena occasionally performed straight tejano songs 
(which do not offer the cumbia rhythm) her body spectacle seems to re-
cede and even become static, suggestive clothes notwithstanding. in those 
straight tejano songs selena figures only as one in a line-up of bodies with 
her back-up band. The preponderance of selena’s most impressive music vid-
eo performances of her hits are cumbias where her dance talents flourish.

selena — with the cumbia as her chief musical language — attained a 
national and international recognition unmatched by any other mexican 
american in history. Her laurels are too numerous to name here. at the 
tejano music awards, selena won best female Vocalist repeatedly. Her al-
bum Selena Live! won best mexican-american album at the 36th grammy 
awards. she was named the top latin artist of the ’90s and best-selling 
latin artist of the decade by Billboard, for her fourteen top-ten singles 
in the top latin songs chart, including seven number-one hits. she also 
broke all attendance records at virtually all venues where she performed. 
she was larger than life.

mexican-american women, particularly from the barrios, saw in sele-
na “one of us” finally in the limelight. That was something unheard of: a 
young woman born and raised in the poverty of the barrios rose to a level 
of celebrity and visibility never seen before. Her huge voice and highly vis-
ible persona was an unprecedented achievement, especially given the utter 
lack of nationally visible mexican americans and the general voiceless-
ness of chicana woman in the mass media. selena was an important role 
model for marginalized chicanas; she was someone who made it big time, 
someone to be hugely proud of; she reached the pinnacles of greatness us-
ing her cumbia–centered countercultural arsenal from the oral tradition. 
she laid down footprints to follow. she also humbly visited the schools in 
order to inspire and uplift, even though she had entered the pantheon of 
icons who only need one name: selena, Prince, madonna, cher, elvis, etc. 

The 1995 tragedy and sensationalism of twenty-three-year-old selena’s 
cold-blooded murder only catapulted her to new heights of fame. Her post-
humous cd, Thinking of You, a combination of spanish-language songs 
and new english-language tracks, debuted at number one on the Billboard 
200, making her the first “Hispanic” singer to accomplish this feat. selena 
did not live to see it.

The publicity around her fans’ grief and the hundreds of commemora-
tive projects too numerous to name here have only heightened our aware-
ness of the terrible loss of this towering public figure and voice. in life and 
in death selena attained heights of popularity never before (or since) par-
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alleled by any other chicana. as such, along with her cumbias, she holds 
a singular place in history.

i close with celso Piña’s words published in the liner notes of his 2003 
cd which he named Una Vision. He holds up cumbia as a powerful peo-
ples’ forum: 

la cumbia es la raza, el canto de las calles, el calor de los barrios. la 
cumbia es la nostalgia que llevamos en la sangre, es nuestras emocio-
nes, sentimientos, encuentros y desencantos. la cumbia es perder por 
amor, es ganarle al dolor, es burlarse chido de las penas. la cumbia 
hace crecer nuestra fe y nuestra esperanza.

cumbia is the people, the songs of the streets, the warmth of the bar-
rios, cumbia is the nostalgia that we carry in our blood, it’s our emo-
tions, feelings, encounters and disappointments. cumbia is to suffer 
for love, to triumph over pain, to make fun of sorrows. cumbia makes 
our faith and our hope grow.
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escritura Y cuerPo femenino: 
sugerencias Y fuentes de euroPa Y américa

Martha L. Canfield

a medida que la escritura se vuelve un oficio verdadero y cada vez más 
difundido entre las mujeres, aumenta la necesidad de formular teórica-
mente la relación que la mujer escritora siente y realiza con la escritura. 
contemporáneamente se afirma la necesidad de delimitar el área en la que 
la mujer se expresa a sí misma exactamente como mujer, sin olvidar que a 
un cierto nivel de la escritura el sujeto que escribe no tiene sexo. excava, 
busca, extrae y se nutre de todo lo que es patrimonio de la humanidad; y 
luego asimila, modifica y restituye en forma de discurso dirigido a la hu-
manidad, más allá del “género gramatical.”

Pero la mujer que se expresa difícilmente puede olvidar su propia con-
dición femenina ni lo mucho que ésta puede condicionar la intencionalidad 
de su discurso. así queda demostrado en la vasta literatura que va de mme 
de sévigné a simone de beauvoir, de sor Juana inés de la cruz a gabriela 
mistral, de la riquísima poesía femenina hispano-árabe de los siglos X y Xi 
a la poesía chicana del siglo XX. entre estas autoras y estos movimientos 
las sugerencias e influencias son recíprocas, viajando de europa a américa 
y viceversa, creando modelos que, en la novedad de la ruptura, mantienen 
una tradición o, cuanto menos, un determinado modo de afirmar la pro-
pia femineidad y la relación con el propio cuerpo. dice cecilia bustamante, 
poeta peruana residente desde hace varios decenios en los estados unidos: 

my body was before the Word. The reality of being a woman made me 
belong to silence, unacquainted with myself, unable to describe-in-
scribe my being in a universe where man is the measure of all things. 
He set the norms, the terms of our human relations and has designed 
the frontiers to the flight of my thought.1 (bustamante 1989, 123)

“my body was before the Word:” Mi cuerpo era antes de la Palabra, 
como decir que una indagación de sí misma, para la mujer, no puede em-

1 “mi cuerpo era antes de la Palabra. la realidad de ser mujer me hace pertenecer 
al silencio, desconocida para mí misma, incapaz de describir-inscribir mi ser en un 
universo donde el hombre es la medida de todas las cosas. él ha establecido las nor-
mas, los términos de nuestras relaciones humanas y ha marcado fronteras al vuelo 
de mi pensamiento.”

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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pezar sino a partir de su propio cuerpo. la secular represión masculina 
— que es social y es cultural — se ha ejercido ante todo sobre el cuerpo y 
como consecuencia sobre la expresión. lo que no está permitido decir es 
lo que no está permitido sentir, en los distintos matices que van de lo in-
adecuado a lo escandaloso. del mismo punto debería partir entonces la 
reivindicación: el lenguaje femenino, que delimita la realidad de la que la 
mujer ha sido alienada, halla como referente privilegiado el propio cuer-
po y el espacio contiguo a él.

Pero, reflexiona bustamante siguiendo las huellas de Wittgenstein,2 el 
poder del lenguaje está delimitado a su vez por el silencio en medida despro-
porcionada. lo que el lenguaje revela de la realidad es mínimo respecto a lo 
que permanece escondido en el silencio, en el reino ilimitado de lo anónimo.

existe una poesía marginal femenina muy antigua, de cuya existencia hay 
ecos en toda la edad media, cuya temática principal es la expresión del deseo 
amoroso, con explícita referencia al propio cuerpo, y no tergiversada por el 
punto de vista masculino. una realización de esta corriente se encuentra en 
la poesía medieval hispano-árabe (rubiera mata 1989). Ha sido demostrada 
además la existencia de profundos vínculos entre la poesía griega arcaica, las 
cantigas de amigo, las jarchas hispano-árabes y las albas provenzales. todas 
estas formas poéticas se pueden conectar con el culto mesopotámico de inan-
na-ishtar-astarte, nombres distintos de una misma divinidad femenina pre-
sente en varias culturas, como la sumérica, la babilónica y la fenicio-cananea, 
finalmente transfigurada en afrodita (gangutia 1972, 329-396). esta poesía 
femenina permaneció marginada ya en la época griega clásica, de cultura 
masculina. Pero los fragmentos que se conservan muestran un sorprendente 
paralelismo con las jarchas, incluso por la disposición estrófica, y actualmente 
con cierta poesía amorosa femenina que elige la forma popular de la copla, no 
por afectación sino por una necesidad intrínseca. éste es el caso de las Coplas 
chicanas de gina Valdés, recogidas en su libro Puentes y fronteras, del 1982. 
en estas “coplas” la escritora se deja llevar fundamentalmente por la tradición 
popular y anónima, prestando así su voz a una expresión de auténtico candor, 
que sólo en parte le pertenece. en efecto, ella es en otros libros menos inme-
diata y transparente, mientras que resultan notables las coincidencias temá-
ticas y de imaginación entre algunas de sus coplas y ciertas jarchas. dice, por 
ejemplo, una jarcha anónima de tipo tradicional:

si os vais, ¡oh señor!,
antes quiero besaros la boca roja,
bermeja como cúrcuma.

2 “Wittgenstein compels us to wonder whether reality can be spoken of, when 
speech is merely a kind of infinite regression, words being spoken of other words … 
language can only deal meaningfully with a special, restricted segment of reality. 
The rest, and it is presumably the much larger part, is silence… ” (steiner 1970, 21; 
citado por bustamante 1989, 129).
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Y le hace eco la copla 56 de Valdés: 

la piña madura es dulce,
la papaya es deliciosa;
de todas las cosas ricas
tu boca es la más sabrosa.

los rasgos somáticos del amante árabe — piel y cabellos oscuros — a 
menudo aparecen puestos en evidencia en las jarchas como valores supe-
riores a los del hombre blanco. la misma superioridad aparece subrayada 
por Valdés con respecto a su “moreno.” dice la jarcha anónima:

dulce morenito.
¡Qué suerte la de la amante
que duerma contigo!3 (rubiera mata 1989, 45)

Y de manera aún más explícita, dice Valdés:

el amor del hombre blanco 
a veces llega a merienda;
el amor de los morenos
es siempre sabrosa cena.

según la escritora argentina tununa mercado, “la escritura y el ero-
tismo se alimentan de una misma energía libidinal” y “ese continuo entre 
cuerpo y escritura, entre goce del cuerpo y goce de la palabra escrita es una 
fusión/combustión, algo así como una fuente móvil que en su trayecto va 
soltando moléculas de sentido, partículas que por su acción intermitente — 
suspender el goce y proseguirlo a designio, entrar y salir del texto, pasarse 
del borde de la página por exceso o no llegar a él por abstinencia —, que 
por su acción intermitente (decía) configuran un modelo de sexualidad y 
una concepción del eros.” la escritura, por lo tanto, sería para mercado, 
“un modelo de sexualidad” (mercado 1989, 11-12). Pero, se pregunta ella 
misma, ¿qué escritura y qué sexualidad?

en cuanto a la primera, mercado entiende una escritura que, más allá 
del resultado y de la conclusión, se interese por las “zonas intermedias,” 
que no tenga miedo del vértigo o del balbuceo, que sepa conectar sentidos 
sin dejarse condicionar por los significados…

una escritura sin tema principal ni preámbulos, que haga perder la 
cabeza… Por cierto ella piensa en una escritura muy evolucionada, que 
sabe jugar con la ambigüedad, que tiene en cuenta tanto el referente co-
mo el destinatario del discurso y del efecto que ejerce sobre él. se trata de 

3 Véanse también las cautivantes versiones “en calco rítmico” de garcía gómez 
(1965).
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una escritura muy consciente, que está lejos de las formas más ingenuas y 
primitivas de la poesía popular auténtica o imitada, como ocurre, por ejem-
plo, en las citadas coplas de gina Valdés. sin embargo, el efecto que ambas 
producen es muy semejante, a pesar del orden, la rima, la simplicidad de las 
coplas, porque el modelo de sensualidad al que están asociadas es el mismo.

la sexualidad a la que se refería tununa mercado está concebida sin 
una finalidad, difundida pero no confundida, y conectada con una escritu-
ra igualmente difundida pero no confundida. una sexualidad definida de 
esta manera evoca inmediatamente la que norman o. brown, freudiano sui 
generis, había definido como “sexualidad polimórficamente pervertida,” [la 
traducción es mía] asociándola a la infancia, al perpetuarse del puro juego y 
al goce no finalizado, por oposición a la sexualidad finalizada y determina-
da por la organización genital adulta (brown 1978, 39-56). la escritora ar-
gentina, sin embargo, siguiendo la corriente feminista de rescate del propio 
cuerpo y de recuperación de una percepción-expresión distinta del propio 
cuerpo, distingue entre sexualidad “femenina” y “masculina.” los adjetivos 
indican naturalmente dos grandes categorías del pensamiento y no quieren 
aludir simplemente al hombre y a la mujer. en este sentido se puede afirmar 
una sexualidad femenina distinta de la masculina, que se puede dar tanto 
en la mujer como en el hombre. los amantes masculinos, asegura merca-
do, tienden a terminar; en cambio, “cuando permanecen, cuando se detie-
nen a medir y a palpar el espesor del deseo, son amantes femeninos y hacen 
escritura femenina, una escritura que las mujeres tenemos que darnos, que 
poco a poco ha de ser nuestra escritura, cuando nos hayamos desprendido 
de toda la carga reivindicatoria y le entremos al texto” (mercado 1989, 12).

la escritura “masculina” se porta como la sexualidad masculina en el 
cuerpo de la mujer: quiere dominar sin discriminar ni reconocer las dife-
rencias, escritura de representación y de reflejo, marcada por los temibles 
rasgos de crudo realismo que encadenan la palabra al referente y no de-
jan una mínima grieta a través de la cual se pueda insinuar otro sentido, 
la duda, la ambigüedad, el doble sentido… esa literatura o escritura mas-
culina puede ser hecha — conviene repetir el concepto — tanto por hom-
bres como por mujeres. es una literatura que no admite ni el misterio ni el 
silencio y que no se atreve a aludir a ese espacio ilimitado de lo no dicho. 
de este modo, dibuja una especie de línea de frontera (“línea comatosa,” 
dice tununa mercado), más allá de la cual la literatura deja de existir en 
cuanto se consuma en el rechazo de lo que más intensamente la alimenta. 

la habilidad más exquisitamente femenina — esa forma de sabiduría 
que es al mismo tiempo instinto e ímpetu — se reconoce entonces en la 
preferencia por un modelo de sexualidad no finalizada, “polimórficamente 
pervertida,” en la cual no se distinguen más zonas erógenas, porque todo 
el cuerpo es zona erógena y territorio del placer, una sexualidad “difundi-
da,” que “hace perder la cabeza;” y en consecuencia en la adopción de un 
modelo de escritura donde la palabra ya no es la isla en el silencio, sino en-
tidad que se difunde y se conjuga con el silencio. el silencio, de esta mane-
ra, da significado a la palabra, antes y después de la emisión de la palabra. 
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no es casual que el legendario personaje de sherezada se haya transfor-
mado en el símbolo de la mujer escritora. en ámbito femenino su nombre 
aparece continuamente propuesto: la escritora colombiana Helena araújo 
la ha convocado en el título de su libro sobre la literatura femenina latinoa-
mericana, La Scherezada criolla (araújo 1989). la escritora italiana franca 
bacchiega dirige una colección de obras femeninas que ha querido intitu-
lar “sherazade” (versión italiana del mismo nombre). la hispanista elide 
Pittarello, de la universidad de Venecia, define a carmen martín gaite co-
mo “allieva di sheerazade,” desde que ella “ripone in questa gratuita arte 
della parola la temporanea salvezza dalla morte” y como un personaje de 
un cuento suyo podría decir: “mientras hablo, estoy todavía vivo” (Pitta-
rello 1994, 75). no obstante, es bueno recordar que la salvación de la astuta 
contadora de fábulas depende, no solo del uso de la palabra, sino también 
de su habilidad para interrumpir cada cuento en el punto justo. esta sagaz 
dosificación de palabra y silencio constituye en realidad el secreto del éxito.

decir y callar, sugerir y velar, la habilidad de la escritura femenina es-
tá precisamente en saberse mover a lo largo de ese “borde comatoso” del 
que hablaba tununa mercado, sin miedo del vértigo, ni rechazo de la fe-
cundación que lo no dicho implanta en lo dicho.

ahora deberíamos preguntarnos qué ocurre en las situaciones de bilingüis-
mo o de transculturación. en estos casos el cambio de código es obligatorio: 
no hacerlo implica el riesgo de perder la posibilidad de expresarse. la pala-
bra resulta entonces yugo y libertad. así ha sido el español para las poblacio-
nes indígenas de américa y el inglés para los mexicanos del new mexico, y 
en general para los emigrantes latinos en estados unidos. el resultado de es-
ta coerción, en la poesía femenina chicana, es un regreso a la poesía amorosa 
con referencia explícita al cuerpo, en especial al cuerpo femenino, es decir al 
sujeto poético.4 canto y cuerpo son dones que la mujer ofrece de sí misma, 
ambos profundamente entrelazados e identificados. ellos son los instrumen-
tos con los que la mujer recupera la imagen de sí misma e interpela al otro. 

“lo que doy cantando — dice barthes — es al mismo tiempo mi cuerpo (a 
través de mi voz) y el mutismo del que tú te vales para atacarlo” (barthes 1979, 
67). el amor es mudo, dice novalis; sólo la poesía lo hace hablar. sin embargo, 
incapaz de enunciarse, “el amor quiere asimismo exclamarse, declamarse, es-
cribirse en todas partes” (barthes 1979, 68) [la traducción es mía].

Hay un texto de gina Valdés en el que la escritora logra condensar en 
una única metáfora los signos de la escritura, del cuerpo y de la casa; en 
otras palabras, su cuerpo y su casa se vuelven una misma cosa en el espa-
cio del canto, que es dádiva de amor (tal como el cuerpo, o como la casa). 

4 Véanse estos versos de sandra cisneros: “tomorrow they might find a body 
here — // unraveled like a poem, // dissolved like wafer. // say the body was a wom-
an’s” (cisneros 1987), y más en general la marcada atención al cuerpo presente en la 
obra de alma luz Villanueva. en italia ambas escritoras, además de la citada gina 
Valdés, se pueden leer en la antología de poetas chicanos de bacchiega 1990.
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el poema aparece escrito en dos versiones, en inglés y en español. Por el cui-
dado en el tejido fónico y fonosimbólico, mayor en inglés, es presumible que la 
primera versión haya sido en esta lengua; parece justo, de todos modos, trans-
cribir ambas versiones. Valdés, por otra parte, pertenece a ese tipo de sujeto 
literario en el umbral entre dos culturas y dos lenguas, que se preocupa de au-
totraducirse sistemáticamente, sea cual sea la lengua inicial, inglés o español. 
otros prefieren la mezcla de los dos códigos, como se sabe, generalizando el 
uso del code-switching, facilitando la inmediatez del mensaje pero reduciendo 
el entorno de los receptores.

En mi casa

en mi casa
todos los muebles
han sufrido desventuras
no hay ni uno
que no esté desportillado
cicatrices de caricias rudas
que toda visita masculina
les ha dado
una silla de paja
tiene el vientre desgarrado
un sillón cojea
una mesa redonda de tres patas
con tres patas heridas tambalea

no queriendo compartir
la misma suerte
que mis muebles
atranqué todas las puertas
de mi casa

pero a ti
bailarín de pierna segura
pianista de mano cautelosa
pintor de rasgos finos
te abrí mi casa
mis cuartos
mis armarios
te dejé piruetear
en mis pisos
tocar en mis techos
pintar en mis paredes

en la madrugada
me despierta 
el suspiro de un sillón roto
el gemido de una mesa temblorosa
el sollozo de una silla destrozada
y me pregunto
si tengo el corazón intacto

 (Valdés 1982)

At my house

at my house
all the furniture
has met misfortune
the one that isn’t torn
is broken
scars of rough caresses
left by male visitors

a straw chair
has its womb ripped out
an armchair limps
a round three-legged table
on three wounded legs wobbles

not wanting to share
the same fate 
as my furniture
i bolted the doors
of my house

but to you
sure leg dancer
soft hand pianist
light stroke painter
i opened my house
my rooms
my cabinets
i let you pirouette
on my floors
make music on my ceilings
paint on my walls

at dawn
i’m awakened
by the sigh of a broken armchair
by the moan of a quivering table
by the sob of a wrecked chair
and i ask myself
if my heart is intact
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el texto ofrece la posibilidad de dos lecturas por lo menos: en la pri-
mera resulta evidente que la casa es el símbolo del propio cuerpo y que 
frente al desajuste causado por el amor ella “atranca todas las puertas,” 
en un intento de negarse a escuchar lo que ocurre en su interior. sin em-
bargo, no puede evitar ceder a la atracción del amado. los gemidos de los 
muebles se confunden con los de su corazón y la casa se transforma en 
algo más que el cuerpo-físico, es el espacio interior del cuerpo-psíquico 
desgarrado por el amor.

dado que el budismo está muy difundido en california y teniendo en 
cuenta que en la poesía de gina Valdés se encuentran referencias precisas 
a oraciones y ritos budistas, es útil recordar que mientras en otros contex-
tos la casa resulta metáfora del universo, en el budismo lo es por lo general 
del cuerpo. ella es además sobre todo un símbolo femenino y a menudo 
remite al mundo interior (bachelard 1975, 70-106).

en una segunda lectura del mismo texto poético, la casa se nos revela 
como una materialización de las raíces familiares y culturales: es el pasado 
desarraigado por el presente, como le ha sucedido a las comunidades de 
mexicanos emigrados o instalados en el norte, que han dado origen, preci-
samente, al pueblo chicano. el cuerpo, entonces, es el presente, trastornado 
por el amor. Y a través del amor — un amor de signo femenino en el que 
el desgarramiento y el goce resultan indivisibles5 — la mujer recupera la 
percepción del propio cuerpo y se vuelve a conectar con sus propias raíces. 

no es necesario insistir sobre el hecho de que el amor en clave feme-
nina remite a ese tipo de escritura que arrastra hacia el desorden, hacia 
el exceso o el abuso gozables, una escritura “que hace perder la cabeza,” 
también ella de signo femenino.
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de méXico a aZtlÁn a traVés de las imÁgenes Parentales

Martha L. Canfield

toda la américa latina ha sentido intensamente la ambigüedad de su 
propio origen, considerándose en primer lugar fruto del choque entre el 
conquistador español y las civilizaciones indígenas sometidas. el debate 
sobre la identidad continental o sobre las identidades nacionales empieza 
en seguida y no termina nunca, y entre todas las naciones hispanoameri-
canas es tal vez méxico la que más dramáticamente la testimonia, desenca-
denando una segunda revolución, la de 1910, y poniendo en primer plano 
el problema de los orígenes en los postulados culturales que acompañan 
la lucha. tomaremos en consideración méxico y la sucesiva evolución ha-
cia otra concepción del mundo y de la historia en ámbito chicano como 
fenómeno ejemplar de una problemática, la de la identidad nacional, y de 
ciertas imágenes emblemáticas, las figuras del padre y de la madre, que 
involucran a toda Hispanoamérica.

1. Primer acto: en ámbito mexicano

el mexicano se considera tradicionalmente como el fruto de una viola-
ción. dice octavio Paz en su célebre Laberinto de la soledad: “la historia 
de méxico es la del hombre que busca su filiación, su origen” (Paz [1959] 
1987, 18). a través de la palabra tabú chingar y sus derivados chingón y 
chingada, y en especial mediante el análisis de la expresión que acomuna 
a los mexicanos — o sea ¡Viva México, hijos de la Chingada! (Paz [1959] 
1987, 68) — octavio Paz descifraba el malestar profundo de la mexicani-
dad: la impresión de ser todos, y no solamente los enemigos o los malos 
mexicanos, “hijos de la chingada,” y por tanto de estar deshonrados des-
de el nacimiento e incluso de ser culpables de haber nacido. la palabra, 
probablemente derivada de la lengua nahuatl (xinachtli, semilla de hor-
taliza, o xinaxtli, hidromiel fermentada), existe en todo el ámbito hispá-
nico con diversos matices de significado pero siempre con valor negativo: 
chingar significa equivocarse, romper, dañar; en méxico, donde significa 
muchas cosas, adquiere el sentido de grave ultraje y si se refiere a una mu-
jer resulta sinónimo de violación. Chingón es quien realiza la infamia y 

* an earlier version of this essay appeared in Séptimo foro internacional de es-
tudios sobre las culturas literarias del sudoeste norteamericano, m.c. graña and f. 
fava (eds.), Verona: Quiedit 2007.

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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chingada es la mujer que la sufre. con estas reflexiones — de las cuales ya 
una primera versión había sido publicada en 1950 — octavio Paz tocaba 
un drama fundamental, no solamente mexicano sino en general del ser 
humano. recuérdese el célebre personaje segismundo de La vida es sueño 
de calderón de la barca, el cual termina afirmando que su delito consiste 
simplemente en haber nacido:

aunque si nací, ya entiendo 
qué delito he cometido; 
bastante causa ha tenido
vuestra justicia y rigor, 
pues el delito mayor
   del hombre es haber nacido.
(calderón de la barca, La vida es sueño, acto i, esc. 2, vv. 107-112)

Y es sin duda un drama específico del mundo hispanoamericano, surgi-
do del choque entre dos civilizaciones y desarrollado a través de las luchas 
entre razas y culturas distintas. emblemática y trágica en este sentido es 
la reflexión del célebre gaucho argentino martín fierro, que así definía su 
propia condición: “porque el ser gaucho … ¡barajo! / el ser gaucho es un 
delito” (Hernández, Viii, 1967, vv. 1323-1324, 38).

sin embargo, si esta “continentalidad,” e incluso “universalidad” del 
malestar secreto del mexicano le da a su drama existencial una dimen-
sión que sobrepasa las fronteras nacionales, la referencia a una situación 
histórica muy precisa define el mismo drama como algo específicamente 
“mexicano.” si la chingada es la mujer violada, herida, humillada, o bien 
usada y luego abandonada por el gran chingón, ser “hijo de la chinga-
da” — nos sigue diciendo Paz — resulta la condición más humillante y la 
ofensa más grave. mientras que para el español el deshonor reside en ser 
hijo de una mujer que se concede demasiado fácilmente o, peor aún, por 
dinero, o sea, en ser “hijo de puta,” para el mexicano el deshonor está en 
ser el producto de una violación. Y si — siempre según Paz — la chinga-
da es una representación de la madre violada, en contraposición a la Vir-
gen de guadalupe, la Virgen madre, ella se asocia espontáneamente a la 
conquista, realizada mediante la violación, en sentido histórico y literal, 
de las indígenas. símbolo de esta violencia es doña marina, la amante de 
Hernán cortés, llamada la malinche (versión distorsionada de su nombre 
nahuatl malintzin), primero explotada como esclava, intérprete e inter-
mediaria a expensas de su propio pueblo, y al final abandonada sin escrú-
pulos y concedida en matrimonio a un lugarteniente del conquistador.

de este modo, más que figuras históricas, cortés y la malinche son la 
encarnación del mito mexicano de los orígenes: el hombre mexicano, des-
de el principio lacerado y marcado por esta ascendencia espuria, deriva de 
ellos. muy significativa en este sentido es la reconstrucción didascálica y 
la representación mítica de la nación mexicana hecha por el movimiento 
muralista, ideológicamente afín a la revolución de 1910. uno de los más 
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famosos murales, el que pintara José clemente orozco en la escuela na-
cional Preparatoria de ciudad de méxico, representa a la malinche como 
eva mexicana. madre humillada por el padre y repudiada por los hijos, 
ella nos explica la angustia implícita en la mexicanidad y en los sentimien-
tos contradictorios que despierta. los mexicanos no pueden perdonar a 
la malinche que haya adoptado la causa de cortés. Malinchismo es el tér-
mino despreciativo con el cual en méxico se indica la fascinación por lo 
extranjero. Por otra parte, sobre la malinche vista como víctima se pro-
yectan los sentimientos de autocompasión del mexicano, “inocente hijo 
de la chingada,” y en especial de la mujer mexicana, objeto de vejámenes 
por parte de la cultura machista. Veremos sin embargo cómo estos este-
reotipos cambian en la cultura chicana.

la interpretación de octavio Paz ha sido rebatida, en primer lugar por la 
escritora elena garro, primera esposa del escritor, en su famoso relato “la 
culpa es de los tlaxcaltecas” (garro [1964] 1987), donde, en efecto, al dar 
la culpa a los tlaxcaltecas de la caída del imperio azteca — y por consi-
guiente del mundo indio — se liberaba implícitamente de toda responsa-
bilidad a la malinche. Por su parte margo glantz ha analizado los orígenes 
de la mexicanidad desde otro punto de vista en “las hijas de la malinche” 
(glantz 1994, 178-197). a pesar de todo ello, y más allá de los matices con 
los cuales se quiera modificar la interpretación de octavio Paz, la verdad 
es que la literatura mexicana, al menos hasta la segunda mitad del siglo 
XX, le da la razón. recordemos que en “la suave Patria” (1921) de ramón 
lópez Velarde, considerado el poema nacional de méxico, se asigna un 
papel preponderante a cuauhtémoc, muy amado por los mexicanos y los 
chicanos, héroe y mártir de la resistencia azteca, antagonista de cortés, 
llamado emblemáticamente por el poeta “joven abuelo.” igual que cortés 
y la malinche, cuauhtémoc es un mito y, según lópez Velarde, el “único 
héroe a la altura del arte” (lópez Velarde, “la suave Patria,” 1971, v. 66, 
210); y así lo consideran en verdad la mayor parte de los mexicanos: no 
el padre azteca, sino el abuelo, es decir, el padre de la madre-tierra-india. 

en el citado poema velardeano es notable la configuración femenina 
de la Patria (sería mejor decir Matria) y la referencia al antagonismo entre 
cuauhtémoc y cortés, además de la traición de la malinche, esta última 
apenas sugerida, como cuando se habla en voz baja de un hecho vergon-
zoso de la familia, que basta mencionar porque todos conocen. 

en los años en los que octavio Paz concibe su teorema del Laberinto de 
la soledad y en la década inmediatamente sucesiva, se publican en méxico 
dos obras maestras, que resultan igualmente emblemáticas de la mexica-
nidad ya delineada y que demuestran cómo esos rasgos descriptos por Paz 
han sido determinantes en la configuración de la historia y del imaginario 
literario. recordemos que la primera edición del Laberinto es de 1950 y la 
segunda, que incluye modificaciones e integraciones es de 1959. en 1955 
sale la primera y única novela de Juan rulfo, Pedro Páramo, y en 1962 La 
muerte de Artemio Cruz de carlos fuentes. la novela de rulfo, magnífica 
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parábola del estar perdidos en el mundo, de la imposibilidad de ser héroes 
y de la gran dificultad de cada uno de nosotros para conocerse a sí mis-
mo y a los demás, de quienes no vemos jamás el verdadero rostro sino las 
máscaras (uno de los capítulos del Laberinto se llama precisamente “más-
caras”), resulta — por notable coincidencia de cosmovisión — una perfec-
ta configuración, en términos mítico-narrativos, de las teorías de octavio 
Paz. Juan Preciado va en busca de un padre que no ha conocido y que no 
podrá encontrar porque ya no está en este mundo, aunque sus huellas apa-
rezcan por todas partes, así como el mal que ha sembrado. su padre, nos 
confirma Juan Preciado, ha sido un gran chingón, y su madre, por tan-
to, a pesar de ser la esposa legítima, es una chingada, primero utilizada 
(económicamente) y luego abandonada. la ausencia del padre determina 
la imposibilidad de una confrontación, o de una lucha en la que se pueda 
matar al padre y volver a tomar posesión de sí mismo, o bien, en el mejor 
de los casos, de una reconciliación. nada de esto es posible. la parábola 
del héroe (o antihéroe, como es en realidad Juan Preciado) queda incom-
pleta, trunca, fallida. él no logra encontrar la salida de este laberinto de 
soledad que es comala, perdida en el fondo de un valle, en medio de ca-
minos inciertos y complejos, sofocante, alucinante, poblada de fantasmas. 
con la muerte de Juan Preciado y el triunfo final de los murmullos de los 
sepultados, el lector siente que la historia de comala, metáfora de la na-
ción mexicana, no es más que un vórtice en que se da vueltas sin salida, 
en coincidencia con lo que el autor mismo había dicho como explicación 
de su propia obra: “en méxico estamos estabilizados en un punto muerto” 
(“Juan rulfo o la pena sin nombre.” entrevista en Harss [1966] 1973, 311).

en la novela de carlos fuentes, el protagonista artemio cruz es el mexi-
cano típico, que progresa socialmente con medios no muy limpios, que ad-
mira la sociedad norteamericana y su “civilización” y eficiencia, pero que 
desprecia en ella el maniqueísmo y la ausencia de matices. él fue un prota-
gonista de la revolución, a cuyos ideales había adherido sincera y apasiona-
damente, pero que ha terminado por sentirse defraudado, convenciéndose 
de la inutilidad de la empresa. Y por cierto no es el único que piensa de este 
modo. Ya en los tiempos de los primeros testimonios literarios de la lucha 
revolucionaria se habían producido juicios semejantes por parte de los mis-
mos protagonistas. la primera novela del ciclo de la revolución mexicana, 
o sea Los de abajo de mariano azuela, de 1915, se cerraba con un amargo 
comentario del revolucionario demetrio macías. su esposa le pregunta: 

– ¿Por qué pelean ya, demetrio?
demetrio, las cejas muy juntas, toma distraído una piedrecita y la arroja 
al fondo del cañón. se mantiene pensativo viendo el desfiladero, y dice:
– mira esa piedra cómo ya no se para …
(azuela [1915] 1972, 137)

en la personalidad de artemio cruz hay muchos elementos comunes 
con Pedro Páramo, aunque ambos sean muy distintos. cruz es un aven-
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turero, que deja su casa, se enrola en las filas revolucionarias y viaja por 
todo méxico buscando su destino. Páramo no sale nunca de comala, se 
conforma con ser el propietario de todas las tierras que lo rodean hasta 
donde alcanza la vista. cruz se vuelve un señor burgués, Páramo no de-
ja de ser un cacique de provincia y mentalmente un campesino, profun-
damente vinculado a la tierra. no obstante, ambos entran en la categoría 
del gran chingón, ambos se casan por interés pero tienen otras mujeres, 
son o pueden llegar a ser despiadados y violentos, y ambos custodian en el 
secreto de sus corazones, de inesperada y refinada sensibilidad, un amor 
imposible, alimentado por recuerdos y sueños llenos de poesía y de me-
lancólica ternura. Páramo y cruz encarnan el estereotipo del hombre de 
poder en méxico, el primero en el campo y el segundo en la ciudad. Pero 
sobre todo cruz es sin lugar a dudas un “hijo de la chingada,” en cuanto 
ha nacido como consecuencia de una violación. es algo que el lector des-
cubre sólo al final y ese dato escondido a lo largo de toda la novela ilumina 
definitivamente el modelo que ha generado el personaje: 

cruz, cruz sin nombre ni apellido verdaderos, bautizado por los mu-
latos, con las sílabas de isabel cruz o cruz isabel, la madre que fue 
corrida a palos por atanasio: la primera mujer del lugar que le dio un 
hijo. (fuentes [1962] 2001, 396)

Por fin, en una obra en la que se procura retratar a méxico, su historia 
y su conformación social y mental, fuentes no podía dejar de afrontar la 
“palabra sagrada” del mexicano, o sea chingar/chingada. le dedica un ca-
pítulo entero del cual citamos un fragmento como ejemplo: 

tu la pronunciarás: es tu palabra: y tu palabra es la mía; palabra de ho-
nor: palabra de hombre: palabra de rueda: palabra de molino: impre-
cación, propósito, saludo, proyecto de vida, filiación, recuerdo, voz de 
los desesperados, liberación de los pobres, orden de los poderosos, in-
vitación a la riña y al trabajo, epígrafe del amor, signo del nacimiento, 
amenaza y burla, verbo testigo, compañero de la fiesta y de la borra-
chera, espada del valor, trono de la fuerza, colmillo de la marrullería, 
blasón de la raza, salvavida de los límites, resumen de la historia: santo 
y seña de méxico: tu palabra: 
– chingue a su madre
– Hijo de la chingada
– aquí estamos los meros chingones
– déjate de chingaderas
– ahoritita me lo chingo 
– Ándale, chingaquedito 
– no te dejes chingar
– me chingué a esa vieja
– chinga tú 
– chingue usted
– chinga bien, sin ver a quién
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– a chingar se ha dicho
– le chingué mil pesos
– chínguense aunque truenen
– chingaderitas las mías
[…]
Viva méjico, jijos de su rechingada: 
(fuentes [1962] 2001, 243-244)

entre la publicación de Pedro Páramo y la de la novela de fuentes, sa-
le otra obra maestra de la narrativa mexicana, obra singular, cruce de 
géneros entre la novela autobiográfica, narrativa de la guerra cristera y 
neo-indigenismo: se trata de Balún Canán (1957) de rosario castellanos 
(1925-1974). balún canán es el nombre indígena de la pequeña ciudad 
de comitán, en el estado de chiapas, donde la autora transcurrió su in-
fancia; y la historia se desarrolla en los años treinta, cuando se desata la 
violencia cristera. la voz narrativa es la de una niña de siete años — pro-
yección de la autora — que descubre muy pronto que la sociedad en que 
ha nacido es racista y machista y que allí tanto el indio como la mujer son 
discriminados. aprende también que su madre biológica es víctima de los 
prejuicios de la educación dominante y que éstos la llevan a preferir a su 
hijo varón y a someterse a la autoridad del padre, a despreciar a los indios 
e indias que la sirven, a querer menos a su hija. la figura de la madre bio-
lógica entra en el canon de la madre traidora. la figura de la niñera se le 
opone, encarnando todos esos valores de los que el mundo mexicano está 
impregnado y que, sin embargo, aparecen paradójicamente descuidados, 
o reprimidos e ignorados, o peor aún, tergiversados por la cultura oficial. 
la figura del padre corresponde a la del chingón: autoritario, insensible, 
oportunista, violento, sin respeto por las leyes. 

los ejemplos podrían multiplicarse, pero por lo que se refiere a méxico 
nos vamos a detener aquí, y pasaremos a ver cómo los esquemas se mo-
difican y se invierten en el mundo de los mexicanos emigrados al norte, 
transterrados y por tanto transformados en algo distinto, algo que a lo 
largo de la historia ya secular de esta colectividad especial ha recibido va-
rios nombres: pocho, pachuco, mexican-american, chicano. nosotros pre-
ferimos este último nombre, reivindicado en la literatura y enarbolado en 
la lucha por el reconocimiento de la propia identidad cultural, lucha que 
en los años sesenta desemboca en lo que ellos mismos han denominado 
Chicano Renaissance. 

2. Segundo acto: en la tierra de Aztlán, ámbito chicano

a mitad de camino entre méxico y américa del norte, los chicanos — es 
decir los hijos de mexicanos emigrados en estados unidos y nacidos o 
criados allí — se nos presentan, al comienzo de su historia, todavía más 
inciertos y atormentados que los mexicanos con respecto a su propio ori-
gen. Por una parte herederos de la cultura hispánica y de los valores de una 
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sociedad feudal ligada a la tierra, ellos están asimismo involucrados y atraí-
dos por la cultura anglosajona y por los valores de la sociedad industrial, 
con los cuales sin embargo no logran identificarse del todo y que, en gran 
parte y por buenas razones, rechazan. los hijos de los mexicanos trasplan-
tados en suelo norteamericano se vuelven a plantear la vieja ecuación: la 
madre-tierra de los orígenes es explotada mediante la mano de obra a ba-
jo precio que ellos mismos proporcionan, y despreciada, con la ferocidad 
del odio racial que conocen otras minorías étnicas en los estados unidos. 
es, en definitiva, lastimada o dañada o, más claramente dicho, chingada 
por esa imagen terrible del arquetipo paterno que encarna el Poder en el 
imaginario mexicano. el Poder, el estado, el gobierno, como el tirano o 
el conquistador, están modelados sobre la agresividad, la impasibilidad1 y 
el uso de la violencia, característicos del macho, del gran chingón. 

los chicanos están marcados por una doble violencia de la Historia: 
ante ellos está la madre-méxico (pintada como una dulce mestiza en esa 
composición clave para la mexicanidad que es “la suave Patria”), humi-
llada por el Poder (Padre) norteamericano; atrás está la madre-indígena, 
humillada por el conquistador (Padre) español. no es casual que los chi-
canos se declaren procedentes de aztlán, tierra mítica de donde el pueblo 
azteca o mexica creía provenir, privilegiando así la ascendencia materna 
(la tierra indígena) sobre la paterna (la estirpe española). al mismo tiempo, 
conscientemente o no, ellos asumen la condición del exilio como destino 
y como condena. los mexicas en efecto, una vez llegados al altiplano de 
méxico hacia el año 1100, conservaron en su mitología el recuerdo de la 
tierra abandonada y un sentido de fatalidad ligado a ese abandono (durán 
[1867] 1967, vol. ii, 217-220). igualmente la expresión “flor y canto,” que da 
título a un libro del poeta alurista, eminente protagonista del movimiento 
chicano, y a un grupo particular del mismo movimiento, remite a la len-
gua nahuatl y a la tradición poética azteca, en la cual “flor y canto” — en 
nahuatl in zochitl in cuicatl — son dos términos inseparables, vinculados 
en un mismo glifo, que significa precisamente “poesía,” o más genérica-
mente “creación artística” (león Portilla 1978, 18 y sigtes).

los chicanos, como los mexicanos, han reservado en la memoria tradi-
cional un lugar prioritario a cuauhtémoc. en el poema muy difundido de 
rodolfo “corky” gonzales, I am Joaquín/Yo soy Joaquín, especie de mani-
fiesto del movimiento chicano, el antagonista de cortés es cuauhtémoc, 
y la voz poética, voz del pueblo chicano, se identifica tanto con uno como 
con otro, dos estirpes confundidas en una misma sangre, aunque hayan 
permanecido en contraste en el interior de cada uno. 

1 ser “de piedra,” “insondable,” “impasible” es una característica fundamental 
de Pedro Páramo, implícita en el nombre y explícita en la descripción de su muerte 
(véase la última página de la novela), así como en general del tirano latinoamerica-
no y en particular de ese otro arquetipo del dictador que es el Patriarca de gabriel 
garcía márquez (cf. garcía márquez 1975; y canfield 1984).
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el joven emperador azteca, “joven abuelo,” es también la imagen del 
hijo sacrificado; y el pueblo mexicano que se reconoce en él, es el mismo 
que ha repudiado a la malinche. los malinchistas, en cambio, aprueban 
la existencia de un méxico abierto hacia el exterior; son ellos — dice Paz 
— los verdaderos hijos de la malinche (Paz [1959] 1987, 78). no nos debe 
sorprender entonces que la figura de doña marina sea recurrente en la 
poesía chicana, en particular en la poesía escrita por mujeres. Para el chi-
cano cerrarse dentro de las tradiciones mexicanas es cuestión de vida o 
muerte, es el único modo para delinear una identidad que lo distinga en 
el conjunto de las minorías marginadas de los estados unidos. Pero tam-
bién abrirse (v. dialéctica de lo abierto y lo cerrado, Paz [1959] 1987, 27 y 
sigtes), en determinado momento, se vuelve regla de supervivencia: para 
que el pasado no se vuelva sofocante debe ser dialectizado, no mumifica-
do sino expuesto, confrontado, revalorado; en una palabra, tiene que ser 
chingado. un méxico completamente cerrado en sí mismo, por otra parte, 
corre el riesgo de transformarse, al menos para los chicanos, en una pa-
tria irremediablemente perdida, ya no más en condiciones de reconocer 
a estos hijos algo distintos. más que como traidora, entonces, doña ma-
rina es vista como madre e incluso como “santa madre.” en la poesía de 
lucha corpi, por ejemplo, maría y marina se sobreponen: marina-madre 
purificada se transforma en marina-Virgen y así las dos figuras maternas 
antagonistas se unifican (así se ve en su poema “marina mother,” corpi 
1980). esta operación está además ampliamente autorizada por el tradi-
cional sincretismo religioso. si la Virgen de guadalupe es la diosa madre 
tonantzin, la madre india vilipendiada puede ser redimida por el hijo que 
con su propio sufrimiento — el sufrimiento de los chicanos en tierra ex-
tranjera — la vuelve pura y santa. 

la reapropiación de la malinche como figura materna positiva apare-
ce diseminada en la poesía chicana a través de la orgullosa reivindicación 
de la condición mestiza (por ejemplo en la obra de angela de Hoyos, de 
gina Valdés y de muchas más) y mediante la proyección cósmica y por 
tanto sagrada del cuerpo de la madre en el cuerpo del amado (véase, por 
ejemplo, la poesía amorosa de alma Villanueva).

Pero el cambio fundamental que se observa en el pasaje del imaginario 
mexicano al imaginario chicano tiene que ver, precisamente, con la distinta 
configuración del arquetipo del padre. Y en esto el chicano se diferencia, 
no sólo del ancestro mexicano más directo, sino también del más general 
hispanoamericano, en el que la figura del padre es prevalentemente ne-
gativa o ausente, como se deduce por la frecuencia con que aparece la te-
mática del incesto, en especial en la literatura indianista e indigenista, de 
Cumandá (1879), de Juan león mera, a Aves sin nido (1889), de clorinda 
matto de turner, en adelante (Kristal 1991). en la poesía de tino Villa-
nueva aflora a menudo el deseo de reunir las distintas raíces en contraste, 
en una armonía nueva, que mire hacia adelante, no borrando el pasado, 
sino acogiéndolo en un espacio nuevo de reconciliación, como en su poe-
ma “cuento del cronista:”
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me pongo a pensar y digo: ayer es viejo
como un nombre que no deja de decir su historia.
tlacuilo, núñez cabeza de Vaca,
conmigo estáis reconciliados oyendo
esta impaciencia, este diario acto de vivir. 
(Villanueva 1994, 42)

tal vez lo que determina este cambio de perspectiva nace de la concien-
cia de tener un enemigo nuevo, bien presente y con el cual se debe convi-
vir a diario. el enemigo es la cultura dominante de la sociedad en la que el 
chicano vive discriminado y humillado. muy emblemático en ese sentido 
resulta el poema que tino Villanueva le dedica al maestro de su infancia 
— seguramente una figura que representa muchas más — de quien no ha-
bía que aprender, sino al contrario, desaprender. Y ahora el poeta, de gran-
de, lo entiende con toda claridad: había que defender la patria profanada, 
apropiarse de la palabra como instrumento de conocimiento y redención. 
Por eso hace un repetido llamado a recordar y a contar; memoria y poesía 
tienen que transformarse en las armas incruentas de la rebelión salvado-
ra, como se ve en su poema “tú, por si no otro:”

no calles,
no eches al olvido
[…]
di cómo pudiste llegar 
hasta aquí, desatrancar
las puertas de la Historia
para ver tus años iniciales,
tu pueblo, los otros. 
di para qué te ha servido
el sereno duende de la rebeldía,
y cómo fuiste
desaprendiendo las lecciones
de aquel maestro, profanador omnipotente
de tu patria. 
Haz memoria
de cómo te fuiste salvando
desde el primer vacío,
y pregúntate para qué,

después de todo, 

pueden servir estas palabras
en esta rotunda hora del presente
donde tu voz suena con tiempo.
(Villanueva 1994, 36-38)

mientras la memoria de comala, es decir, las voces de los muertos que 
reconstruyen la historia de Pedro Páramo, aplasta y mata al hijo, la me-
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moria de aztlán sirve para vigorizar y preparar a los hijos, de manera que 
ellos puedan marchar adelante en el presente. en este contexto, la ima-
gen del padre aparece completamente modificada: ya no encontramos al 
gran chingón, que habitaba el pasado ancestral del mexicano, sino al pa-
dre presente, al emigrante que afronta dolores y sacrificios por el bien de 
la familia. el padre en el mundo chicano despierta conmiseración, amor 
y gratitud. Véase este dramático testimonio de gina Valdés: 

necesitábamos una casa nueva
en los angeles, en 1945. 

florecientes jacarandas
adornaban las calles de casas blancas
donde caminabas solo, padre, con tu
traje café oscuro que usabas a misa
los domingos que ibas, con tu bigotito,
tu cabello negro peinado en una sola
onda, parándote una pulgada más alto
que tus cinco pies ocho pulgadas,
tocando el timbre otra vez, pasaron
cinco minutos, cinco años, una vez más
tocaste el timbre, ignorando el letrero,
no dogs or meXicans.
se abrió una puerta, lanzaron palabras
a tu cara sonriente,
“can't you read?”

algunos días veía tu cara sin sonrisa
y no encontraba a mi padre sino a una
multitud de hombres, nómadas buscando 
un lugar donde alojarse. Pero siempre
regresaban tus sonrisas a iluminar los
sótanos donde nos escondían.

  florecientes jacarandas
adornan las calles de casas blancas
donde caminamos tu nieta y yo,
parándonos en una casa con letrero 
rojo, tocando el timbre, esperando
oír la respuesta de siempre,
“it's already rented”.
seguimos caminando.
(“buscando una nueva casa,” Valdés 1986, 12-13)

en la narrativa de tomás rivera (1935-1984) resultan muy vigorosos tanto 
el sentimiento de pertenencia a una colectividad, como el respeto y el amor 
por la familia, empezando por los padres, llamados afectuosamente el jefito y 
la jefita, como ocurre en general en el ámbito chicano. en la conocida novela 
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… y no se lo tragó la tierra (novela por cierto muy sui generis, construida en 
base a relatos brevísimos y con muchos y distintos narradores), rivera cuen-
ta las penurias de una serie de familias en las que todos tienen que trabajar 
para poder sobrevivir, incluso los niños, y en condiciones a menudo inhuma-
nas. Pero algo les transmite una fuerza especial, precisamente a través de las 
imágenes de los padres, en los que ellos reconocen un callado sufrimiento y 
la voluntad de dar lo más posible sin hacerlo pesar jamás. el padre es la figu-
ra ejemplar y protectiva, quien transmite a los hijos ética y dignidad, el que 
incita al estudio, o sea a la rebelión pacífica (la rebelión de las palabras de que 
hablaba Villanueva), aun en contraposición con el pesimismo de los demás: 

– Para qué van tanto a la escuela?
– el jefito dice que para prepararnos. si algún día hay una oportuni-
dad, dice que a lo mejor nos la dan a nosotros. 
– n'ombre. Yo que ustedes ni me preocupara por esto. Que al cabo de 
jodido no pasa uno. (rivera [1970] 1992, 144)

el padre es también el que sabe cómo resolver los problemas en un 
mundo lleno de injusticias y de absurdas discriminaciones:

faltaba una hora para que empezara la película de la tarde. necesitaba 
cortarse el pelo así que se metió a la peluquería de enfrente del cine. de 
primero no comprendió muy bien y se sentó. Pero luego le dijo de nue-
vo que no podía cortarle el pelo. él creyó que porque no tenía tiempo y 
se quedó sentado a esperar al otro peluquero. cuando éste acabó con el 
cliente él se levantó y se fue al sillón. Pero este peluquero le dijo lo mismo. 
Que no podía cortarle el pelo. además le dijo que mejor sería que se fue-
ra. cruzó la calle y se quedó parado esperando que abrieran el cine, pero 
luego salió el peluquero y le dijo que se fuera de allí. entonces compren-
dió todo y se fue para la casa a traer a su papá. (rivera [1970] 1992, 151) 

ése es el motivo por el cual, cuando el padre no consigue lo que se pro-
pone, porque el muro de la discriminación es demasiado duro para que él 
pueda abatirlo, no despierta rabia en los hijos sino piedad, como ocurre en 
el citado texto de gina Valdés, o en tantos otros momentos de la obra de 
tomás rivera, o de miguel méndez. este último, por ejemplo, en muchos 
de sus cuentos, pone en evidencia la relación de afecto y complicidad que 
a través de las vicisitudes cotidianas se crea entre el padre y el hijo ado-
lescente (v. “el moro,” méndez 1991, 79-85); y a veces recrea situaciones 
en las que se siente cómo la pareja chicana aspira a tener hijos para dar-
les lo que ellos no han podido tener en sus vidas de constante sacrificio.2 

2 “manuel […] le propuso matrimonio. ella dijo que sí, formarían un hogar hu-
milde pero respetado, tendrían hijos y les darían lo que ellos nunca tuvieron,” dice 
el narrador de “muerte y nacimiento de manuel amarillas” (méndez 1991, 68).
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el padre en el mundo chicano, no importa cuánto haya sido dura su 
experiencia vital, deja de todos modos un recuerdo luminoso y después 
de la muerte se transforma en una cálida figura tutelar. es así en el poema 
“father,” de la texana rebecca gonzales (1946): 

by the time we buried you
you had changed your strength.

it's the pull of the north now;
storms stray and it finds its way to me, 
as you did, coming home from work each day.

i walk from you, strong in my bearings,
never at the mercy of the wind.3

o bien en la conmovedora evocación de lucha corpi (nacida en Ve-
racruz, méxico, en 1945, pero emigrada a los estados unidos a los dieci-
nueve años):

A mi padre

a tu música, padre
no he puesto nombre
pues por ser tan mía
seguirá siendo tuya.

es tu rumor subterráneo
que corre por la piedra, 
tu verde gris de antaño
que se desliza por
los canales cerrados
de la tarde.

aprendí de ti el idioma
del río nocturno,
y la palabra zafiro
del mar nuestro,
y recogí
tu último suspiro
en la bocanada

3 “desde que te enterramos / tú transformaste tu fuerza. // ahora es el norte 
que empuja; / se desplazan las tormentas y él viene hacia mí, / como lo hacías tú, 
al regresar del trabajo cada día. // a partir de ti emprendo mi camino, segura de 
la dirección que tomo, / sin estar jamás a merced del viento:” rebecca gonzales, 
“father.” en Slow Work to the Rhythm of Cicadas, 1985; el poema aparece asimismo 
antologizado en bacchiega 1990, 184.
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de luz musical
de mi verso.
Ya mi música, padre,
lleva tu nombre,
ya carga mi palabra,
ya es nueva y vieja.
(corpi 1975, en Villanueva 1985, 263)

el camino recorrido por el movimiento chicano desde los comienzos 
de su lucha es muy largo, y los resultados obtenidos desde su histórico 
“renacimiento,” que ya ha cumplido medio siglo, son notables. el español 
es la segunda lengua más usada en los estados unidos y la comunidad de 
hablantes de español es más grande que la del enorme conjunto formado 
por hablantes de chino, francés, alemán, italiano, hawaiano y lenguas in-
dígenas. eso mismo — el crecimiento y el reforzamiento de la comunidad 
hispana — ha fortalecido el orgullo de las propias raíces y el amor por los 
ancestros y en especial por el padre. si está presente, encarna una figura 
loable y ejemplar; si ya no lo está, su memoria guía e ilumina.
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POCHO, assimilation and tHe melting Pot: 
a reconsideration

Daniel Cooper Alarcón

 
as the article-less title indicates (“pocho” refers, somewhat pejoratively, 
to an americanized mexican), richard represents the often clumsy at-
tempts of second-generation mexican americans at assimilation. His 
near obsession to win acceptance by the dominant culture is ultimately 
expressed in his decision to join the navy at the beginning of World 
War ii: what better proof, after all, of one’s loyalty to a country than 
the demonstration of one’s willingness to die for it. richard’s tragedy 
is that Pocho very conspicuously presents no evidence that his gesture 
will be regarded generously by the anglo community. (Paredes 1993, 41)

José antonio Villarreal’s novel Pocho ([1959] 1989) has long suffered an 
uneasy relationship with chicano literary critics. Published as it was at 
the dawn of the civil rights movement and a few years prior to the chi-
cano movement, the lack of any overt nationalist message in the novel, 
and its apparent celebration of individualism over communal activism, did 
not endear it to the generation of chicanos who would go on to form the 
first chicano studies programs at universities. The novel has been tagged 
“assimilationist” by raymund Paredes (1993, 41) and other critics, even 
though it clearly is not, perhaps because the historical scope of the nar-
rative (1921-1941) coincides with a period of history during which mexi-
can-american issues were voiced within the existing political system and 
a policy of accommodation with the dominant culture was not uncom-
mon (muñoz 1989). as ramón saldívar notes, 

Pocho has always been somewhat of an embarrassment to chicanos. 
even the preface to the anchor paperback edition attempts to apolo-
gize for the novel. richard’s rejection of his father’s values […], his 
statements that ‘codes of honor are stupid,’ his rejection of the catho-
lic faith […], and, finally, his departure at the novel’s end to join the 
united states armed forces in the months after Pearl Harbor are seen 
as assimilationist tendencies, indicating an uncritical acceptance of 
‘melting pot’ theories of american immigration. (saldívar 1990, 65)

saldívar goes on to argue, as i do here, that the novel is more complicated 
in its stance toward immigration than such a simplistic interpretation al-
lows. i will argue that, in fact, Villarreal offers an insistent and perceptive 

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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critique of melting Pot ideology, and i will speak to what i perceive to be 
a troubling tendency to label the novel assimilationist solely on the basis 
that it examines the issue of assimilation. 

However embarrassing Pocho may be for some chicanos, it is hard to 
deny its significant position in the literary tradition; Pocho has long oc-
cupied a prominent space within the chicano literary canon (prior to re-
cent archival work by literary historians it was often referred to as the first 
mexican-american novel). Whatever its flaws, the sweeping scope of the 
book, its vivid portrayal of the difficulties encountered by first generation 
immigrants from mexico, and the subsequent generational rift between 
them and their children born in the united states (the Pochos of the title) 
have cemented its place in the chicano canon. in regard to the kind of 
mexicanness produced by the novel, the book also seems to me an impor-
tant touchstone. for not only is richard rubio, the novel’s protagonist, 
born in a very different country from that of his parents, they seem to de-
scend from very different literary lineages as well. Paredes has argued that,

Pocho is an assimilationist book not only in theme but in style and 
technique. its language, so important a cultural indicator in mexican-
american writing, is, with scattered exceptions, standard english. fur-
thermore, […] nothing about Pocho’s structure or sensibility as a novel 
suggests a significant link to any literary tradition other than anglo 
american. (Paredes 1993, 41)

although this is the prevailing view of the novel’s genealogy, such a position 
overlooks important textual evidence that links Pocho to earlier mexican-
american literary forms. for example, Villarreal incorporates distinc-
tive mexican-american oral narrative traditions into the novel: mexican 
patriarch and émigré Juan rubio often tells his son richard stories about 
his life and, in addition to recounting his own history, he teaches rich-
ard about the history of mexico (Villarreal [1959] 1989, 96-102). There are 
also narrative eddies, such as the story of mario, the mexican-american 
sharecropper dispossessed of his earnings by a corrupt anglo landowner 
and sheriff (19-21), that clearly draw on and invert the tradition of heroic 
border corridos, such as those documented by américo Paredes ([1958] 
1990) and José limón (1992). specifically, mario’s story draws on the tradi-
tion of the border corrido in its documentation of racial injustice with con-
ventional corrido figures: the mexican-american male sharecropper, the 
greedy anglo landowner, the corrupt anglo sheriff. it inverts the corrido 
formula by omitting all heroic action on the protagonist’s part. moreover, 
as saldívar astutely observes, Juan rubio’s character and values are firm-
ly rooted within the ideological discourse of the heroic corrido (saldívar 
1990, 61). in addition to incorporating older forms of mexican-american 
narrative in his novel, Villarreal also foreshadows the themes and icons of 
much subsequent chicano prose. Juan rubio’s denigration of the spaniard 
and celebration of indigenous mesoamerican cultures (8) foreshadows the 
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cultural nationalism of the chicano movement; the fruit pickers strike in 
Pocho — one of the most impressively crafted episodes in the novel (45-
60) — would be tackled full blown by raymond barrio in The Plum Plum 
Pickers ([1969] 1984), and the pachucos of luis Valdez’s Zoot Suit ([1978] 
1992) seem to owe more to Pocho than to the earlier, mocking portrayal 
in mario suárez’s short story “Kid Zopilote” ([1947] 2004). i suppose the 
reluctance to acknowledge the role that Pocho plays in linking contem-
porary chicano literature to older mexican-american narrative forms 
may have something to do with the critical insistence that Pocho mirrors 
Joyce’s Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man ([1917] 1964), as luther lu-
edtke suggests (1986). given the textual evidence just cited, however, we 
might consider whether the novel is formally assimilationist as Paredes 
suggests, or whether it is a more interesting hybrid sort of narrative, one 
that contains a multiplicity of narrative acts within its existential mod-
ernist trajectory. Whatever the case may be, it seems to me important to 
recognize the influence of the mexican-american literary tradition in Po-
cho, as well as that of the anglo and anglo-american.

Pocho is also an important work as far as the production of mexican-
ness is concerned, particularly in the relationship between Juan rubio, 
whose problems seem to stem from his unwillingness to adapt his mexi-
canness to his new circumstances, and his son, whose problems seem to 
stem in part from his readiness to disavow his mexicanness. as a way of 
examining this relationship, i want to first consider both Villarreal and 
Juan rubio as producers of revisionist histories. as many critics have not-
ed, Pocho is bracketed by two wars: the mexican revolution of 1910 and 
World War ii. The symbolic import of the wars increases when we con-
sider that the novel begins with Juan rubio’s reluctant farewell to arms 
and ends with richard rubio’s reluctant enlistment in the navy as the 
united states prepares to enter World War ii. between these two poles, 
Villarreal historically grounds his novel to a degree that i find remarkable, 
given the book’s central theme of richard’s struggle for individuality. a 
few examples: richard’s family hosts uprooted okies during the depres-
sion; he and his father participate in the formation of an embryonic labor 
union and witness a fruit pickers’ strike; and richard becomes involved 
with the pachuco counter-culture movement of the 1940s. as mentioned 
earlier, Villarreal also uses narrative eddies for the purpose of further 
grounding the novel historically. in relating the death of mario, the man 
shot for cheating at cards in chapter one, Villarreal digresses to tell us 
the story of his exploitation by a corrupt anglo rancher and anglo sheriff. 
such narrative digressions function to, first, complement the rubio fam-
ily’s struggle with the struggle of other mexican americans, suggesting 
that the obstacles they face are not anomalies but rather part of a larger 
social environment, and, second, they allow the reader to become aware 
of the multiple forms of economic and racial discrimination faced by the 
immigrants. in other words, through the course of the novel, Villarreal 
displays a panorama of discriminatory methods directed at non-whites, 
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so that while the omniscient narrator may claim that mario’s story does 
not matter because “there were thousands like him at this time” (19), Vil-
larreal’s narration of his story demonstrates that this man’s experience 
does matter, precisely because it was one common to thousands and one 
commonly left out of dominant histories.

much of the history in the book is given through the oral lectures of 
Juan rubio, as well as through the reminiscences of Juan and consuelo 
(richard’s mother). although their reminiscence is nostalgic at times (97-
101), each is keenly aware of the hard times they faced in mexico and as 
they speak we get a glimpse of their awareness of mexican history and 
Juan rubio’s cynical view of the oppression practiced by the refugees 
themselves. He argues that oppressed émigrés to the united states quickly 
forget their own oppression and in forgetting this history of abuse, enable 
racial oppression to continue: “all the people who are pushed around in 
the rest of the world come here, because here they can maybe push some-
one else around. There is something in people, put there only to make 
them forget what was done to them in other times, so that they can turn 
around and do the same thing to other people. […] it is not in retribution 
because they remember they were once mistreated my son; it is because 
they forget” (99-100).

significantly, Juan rubio argues that it is an attempt to erase, forget 
or ignore history that enables cycles of oppression to continue. The cyni-
cal spin that he gives to the idea of the us as melting Pot seems especially 
important, given the tremendous anxiety that chicano literary historians 
and critics demonstrate in regard to the novel’s stance toward assimila-
tion. This anxiety seems to stem from the fact that richard not only ap-
pears to break away from mexican cultural values but also from nascent 
chicano values, as represented by the pachucos. both of these observations 
are easily documented within the text. from an early age, richard comes 
to perceive traditional mexican values as obstacles to his education. The 
quest for knowledge is the driving force in richard’s life and his belief that 
traditional mexican cultural expectations threaten that quest intensifies 
as the novel progresses. also, throughout the course of the novel, rich-
ard repeatedly self-identifies as an american, particularly when referred 
to as mexican by anglo-americans. as for the pachucos, in a passage that 
borrows heavily from octavio Paz ([1950] 1985), Villarreal’s narrator tells 
us that the pachucos have a contempt for both anglos and mexican im-
migrants, borne out of an inferiority complex: “The result was that they 
attempted to segregate themselves from both their cultures, and became 
truly a lost race” (149). “in spite of their behavior, which was sensational at 
times and violent at others, they were simply a portion of a confused hu-
manity, employing their self-segregation as a means of expression” (150). 
richard (and, one suspects, Villarreal as well) writes off the pachuco cul-
ture as a fad, a vicissitude of society (150). also revealing is richard’s at-
titude toward the pachucos. He is fascinated by them, but fascinated as 
one would be by an exotic curiosity; his association with them has noth-
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ing whatsoever to do with rebelling against traditional mexican values or 
those of the dominant culture. rather, he infiltrates a group of pachucos 
in much the same manner as an anthropologist of old, hoping to gain ac-
cess to the group in order to study its members as specimens. His partial 
acceptance by them as well as his reserve are used by Villarreal to reveal 
richard’s characteristic naiveté about life. He exults, “i can be a part of 
everything […] because i am the only one capable of controlling my des-
tiny […]. never — no, never — will i allow myself to become a part of a 
group to become classified, to lose my individuality […] i will not become 
a follower, nor will i allow myself to become a leader because i must be 
myself and accept for myself only that which i value, and not what is be-
ing valued by everyone else these days” (152-153), all of which the narrator 
dismisses with “He thought this and other things because the young are 
like that and for them nothing is impossible; no nothing is impossible, and 
this truism gives impetus to the impulse to laugh at abstract bonds” (153). 

such idealistic belief in individuality and a refusal to recognize any 
social constraints upon the individual are at the core of richard’s young 
personality and it is this belief which the events in the novel challenge 
and ultimately shatter. richard’s assimilation into the dominant culture 
is never in question, nor is the naiveté of his belief that he can live his life 
unlimited by social constraints. but what Pocho demonstrates with de-
liberate and stark clarity is that in the racist united states of 1921-1941, 
individuals are not judged solely on their own merits and there are no 
rewards for assimilation. raymund Paredes is correct when he says that 
“richard’s tragedy is that Pocho very conspicuously presents no evidence 
that his gesture [of enlisting in the navy] will be regarded generously by 
the anglo community,” but he is wrong to conclude that the novel’s ex-
amination of the issue of assimilation is “ideologically naïve” (Paredes 
1993, 41). on the contrary, Villarreal’s systematic and conspicuous por-
trayal of the lack of any benefits from assimilation is the book’s greatest 
virtue and major point. The novel is hardly “achingly innocent about the 
coercive powers of american institutions” as Paredes contends (Paredes 
1993, 42). to make such a statement one must not only overlook the events 
and motivation that drive richard to enlist, but also the fate of the other 
characters in the book. once we begin to look carefully at these people 
and events and destinies, we must conclude that Pocho is not only a novel 
aware of the coercive powers of american institutions, but also one that 
forces that awareness upon the reader.

i find it curious that few critics have commented upon the decidedly multi-
cultural group of friends with whom Villarreal equips richard. such diversity 
is not coincidental. richard’s neighborhood “gang” is in effect a microcosm 
of the melting Pot and the fates of the individual members contribute to Vil-
larreal’s critique of assimilation. of the group, ronnie and mary madison — 
anglo protestants — are shown to have the most social mobility. Their father 
is able to get another job during the depression and they move away to chi-
cago. during their time in santa clara, however, their religious difference puts 
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them at odds with the catholic children. Villarreal also portrays ronnie and 
his mother as racist snobs. in a parting confrontation with richard, ronnie 
exclaims, “my mother’s right about this lousy town. no decent people at all — 
just a bunch of mexicans and Japs and i don’t know what kind of crud!” (139). 
While his sister mary dreams of someday marrying richard, it is clear that 
her mother and brother would never allow such a union. ricky malatesta, an 
italian american and perhaps richard’s closest friend, is the group member 
who most strongly desires to assimilate. He tells richard he plans to angli-
cize his name when he is legally of age because he believes it will be good for 
business, a move which strikes richard as ridiculous. a few years later, after a 
police beating, ricky distances himself from richard, presumably because of 
richard’s mexicanness: “something had happened to their relationship, par-
ticularly to his relationship with ricky. more than ever he knew they could 
never be friends again, because somehow he represented an obstacle to the 
attainment of certain goals ricky had imposed upon his life” (164). still later, 
ricky’s distrust of pachucos and homosexuals will be contrasted with rich-
ard’s open acceptance of them. such intolerance reflects that of the larger so-
ciety as a whole and ricky’s internalization of that society’s values. by the end 
of the novel, ricky plans to apply to officer candidate school in order to avoid 
combat and his plan appears as though it will succeed. but ricky’s apparent 
acceptance by the dominant culture is offset by the fate of another of richard’s 
friends, Thomas nakano. in the days following the bombing of Pearl Harbor, 
Thomas loses his girlfriend, who no longer wants to be seen with a Japanese 
american, and suffers a beating at the hands of a rival gang — even his own 
friends are reluctant to be seen with him. ultimately Thomas and his family 
are ordered to report to an internment camp and the bank forecloses on their 
ranch. but perhaps the saddest fate of all awaits Zelda, the anglo-american 
tomboy who once ruled the neighborhood gang. as the boys enter puberty, 
they force Zelda to become their sexual plaything and eventually richard 
comes to dominate her completely, with no regard for her feelings. in sum, 
Villarreal skillfully dramatizes the failure of the melting Pot through its rep-
resentation in richard’s circle of childhood friends. for the madison children 
and their white, protestant parents, social mobility is never in question. nor 
does it appear out of reach for those like ricky whose racial difference is not 
visible enough to preclude assimilation, provided he take certain steps like 
change his name. but for those with dark skin like richard, or asian features 
like Thomas, or young independent women like Zelda, us society strictly reg-
ulates their place and what they can achieve, regardless of the degree of their 
attempts at assimilation.

as already noted, richard insists upon an american identity when 
members of anglo society refer to him as mexican. two of these instanc-
es are so similar that they invite closer examination. in the first instance, 
richard is encouraged by a boxing promoter to take up fighting. He tells 
richard, “ ‘i’m giving ya the chance of your life. it’s the only way people 
of your nationality can get ahead.’ ” When richard replies that he is an 
american the promoter responds, “ ‘all right, you know what i mean. 
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mexicans don’t get too much chance to amount to much. You wanna pick 
prunes the rest of your life?’ ” (106-107). in this case, twelve-year-old rich-
ard shrugs off the promoter’s remarks, not only with righteous indignation 
but also secure in the belief that the man is wrong and that his ambitions 
will never be limited by his ethnicity. but this exchange is echoed by a 
later one that will produce a very different response in richard. When 
richard is sixteen, he and his friends are beaten and arrested by police, 
who try to force the boys to confess to various unsolved crimes, includ-
ing the rape of a white girl. The detective interrogating richard tells him 
the girl was raped by three mexicans and richard asks how he knows the 
suspects were mexicans: “ ‘did she see their birth certificates? maybe they 
were americans?’ ” to which the detective responds, “ ‘You know what i 
mean when i say mexican, so don’t get so goddamn smart. she said they 
were mexican, that’s how we know. maybe it was your gang’ ” (160-161). 
richard’s reaction is very revealing: 

He was amazed at his naiveté. Hearing about mexican kids being picked 
up by the police for having done something had never affected him in 
any way before. […] one evening had changed all that for him, and 
now he knew that he would never forget what had happened tonight, 
and the impression would make him distrust and, in fact, almost hate 
policemen all his life. now for the first time in his life, he felt discrim-
inated against. The horrible thing that he had experienced suddenly 
was clear, and he cried silently in his bed. (163) 

This is a very important moment in richard’s coming of age and in the 
novel’s attack on the melting Pot. for the first time, richard’s previously 
unshakable belief that he can achieve whatever he wants, regardless of his 
ethnicity, is severely challenged and he begins to doubt himself. it dawns 
on him that institutionalized prejudice and racism may prove to be more 
of an obstacle to his dreams and goals than he had thought. significant-
ly, this epiphany marks a turning point in the novel as richard’s sense of 
being trapped by racism on the one hand and tradition on the other in-
creases. but more importantly, both episodes clearly illustrate that, despite 
richard’s desire to be treated as an american citizen, american citizen-
ship does not confer the same privileges upon all its members. The state-
ments made by the boxing promoter and the police detective complicate 
a reading of Pocho: richard’s assimilation is clearly located within a racist 
environment that will continue to view him as mexican and thus inferior. 
Thus the ironic pathos of Juan rubio’s plea that richard never forget that 
he is a mexican: from the perspective of the dominant culture it doesn’t 
matter whether or not richard remembers that he is a mexican, for from 
the point of view of white society there is no such thing as an american 
of mexican descent, only mexicans. assimilation will bring richard no 
rewards and that is the critique of us society that this novel repeatedly 
drives home.
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as for richard’s decision to go to war, despite those who would like 
to see his enlistment as the ultimate expression of his desire to win ac-
ceptance by the dominant culture, Villarreal repeatedly emphasizes that 
richard sees enlistment as the only way to escape the deadening restric-
tions of familial responsibility: “There was nothing to be done now except 
run away from the insidious tragedy of such an existence. and it came to 
him that it was all very wrong, somehow, that he should think of himself 
at this time. all very wrong that he should use the war, a thing he could 
not believe in, to serve his personal problem” (186). as rosaura sánchez 
perceptively comments, 

richard rubio rejects his family’s patriarchal prescriptions for male 
sons and joins the navy, not for any patriotic reason, but simply to get 
away from his family, to escape and thus avoid a restrictive situation 
that suffocates him with expectations of domestic and filial obligations 
and forces his transformation into what to him is a nonentity, that is, 
into a steel mill worker, a family man. much like his father, who in 
his youth had set his political and personal allegiance to the Pancho 
Villa above the needs of the family to the point of neglect, the pro-
tagonist richard too felt that his personal goals should take priority. 
(sánchez 1991, 115) 

This self-centeredness and richard’s complete disinterest in any sort of 
politics are another reason that the novel has not been more warmly re-
ceived by chicano critics.

in sum, Pocho’s position vis-à-vis the american myth of the individual 
and Horatio alger success stories (which richard reads as a young boy) is 
precisely the opposite of what raymund Paredes has claimed for it. Villar-
real systematically demonstrates that in america individuals are judged 
by and treated on the basis of their color, their ethnicity, their gender, the 
language they speak and so on. in no way is Pocho an assimilationist novel; 
rather it is a powerful condemnation of the melting Pot mythology. but Po-
cho is also a critique of the restrictions imposed by traditional mexican val-
ues and expectations. Thus, richard’s decision to join the navy is hardly the 
action of a young mexican american who wants to serve his country, rather 
it is the desperate act of a man trying to escape the constraints of familial 
and cultural expectations. from the very beginning, richard has opposed 
and rejected all institutions which he felt stood in the way of his quest for 
knowledge and individuality, whether it be the police, the church, schools, 
or family. The book’s final irony is that the price he chooses to pay to con-
tinue on his quest is to give up — at least temporarily — his individuality.
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la eXPeriencia del suJeto femenino cHicano 
Y la construcciÓn de su identidad 

en la obra narratiVa de sandra cisneros

Erminio Corti

desde el punto de vista de la expresión artística así como de la producción 
cultural chicana (estudios históricos, sociológicos, étnicos, literarios, teó-
ricos etc.), el período conocido hoy como post-Movimiento, en el que se 
inserta la narrativa de sandra cisneros, se caracteriza por una significati-
va renovación de temas, modalidades expresivas e intereses con respecto 
a la cultura de la década anterior. sobre todo, por la aparición en la esce-
na pública de sujetos y puntos de vista hasta aquel momento ignorados, 
marginados o ausentes. en efecto, a mediados de los años setenta, se asis-
te a un crecimiento exponencial de la presencia de voces femeninas entre 
artistas e intelectuales chicanos, hasta aquel momento representados casi 
exclusivamente por autores varones. 

son muchos los factores que favorecen el florecimiento de la literatu-
ra escrita por mujeres chicanas en este período. en general, la afirmación 
del movimiento feminista, principalmente de matriz blanca, en todos los 
estados unidos, y también la atenuación del conflicto con el establishment 
angloamericano cuando, después de casi un década de luchas encabezadas 
por el Movimiento, los mexicoamericanos consiguen una relativa mejoría 
de las condiciones materiales y sociales de vida. mejoría que, entre otras 
cosas, permite a los jóvenes acceder más fácilmente a la instrucción supe-
rior y a la universidad, donde ya han sido fundados los primeros centros 
de estudios chicanos. todo esto genera un clima favorable para la intros-
pección y permite realizar un análisis más articulado de los factores his-
tóricos y culturales que condicionan la existencia de los individuos y los 
grupos, y fomenta, además, el desarrollo de un proceso de revisión crítica 
de las dinámicas sociales y de las relaciones de poder dentro de la misma 
sociedad mexicoamericana. 

Por lo tanto, la producción narrativa y poética a partir de la segunda 
mitad de los años setenta se caracteriza por una pluralidad de temas y pro-
blemáticas vinculadas en particular al punto de vista de sujetos que en la 
comunidad chicana, dominada por una estructura machista y patriarcal, 
vivieron hasta entonces en una condición de subordinación. los sujetos 
que adquieren visibilidad y palabra son en primer lugar las mujeres. su 

* an earlier version of this essay appeared in Séptimo foro internacional de es-
tudios sobre las culturas literarias del sudoeste norteamericano, m.c. graña and f. 
fava (eds.), Verona: Quiedit 2007.

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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producción cultural, literaria y teórica, se revela rica no solamente en tér-
minos cuantitativos sino también cualitativos. así lo testimonia el hecho 
de que autoras como gloria anzaldúa o cherríe moraga, y por supuesto 
la misma sandra cisneros, gocen, también fuera de los estados unidos, 
de un gran prestigio, y que sus obras hayan sido traducidas, leídas y estu-
diadas en muchos países.

otro factor que caracteriza la literatura de las mujeres chicanas es la 
fértil relación de osmosis entre la escritura creativa y el ámbito de la re-
flexión teórica. las mujeres chicanas inician a practicar sus propias es-
trategias de lucha y a elaborar sus propias reflexiones sobre la identidad 
femenina inspirándose en los movimientos de las mujeres angloamerica-
nas, con los cuales encuentran obvios puntos de convergencia. no obs-
tante, a través del contacto con el movimiento feminista estadounidense, 
las chicanas se dan cuenta de que, como parte integrante de una minoría 
étnica discriminada, tienen también reivindicaciones respecto a las cuales 
las mujeres angloamericanas no son igualmente sensibles. Por ejemplo la 
lucha contra el racismo o el derecho a tener una educación bilingüe y bi-
cultural. en cuanto mujeres y chicanas advierten que la construcción de 
su identidad tiene que pasar por un proceso más articulado. Y, en efecto, 
los trabajos más importantes del feminismo chicano que aparecen en los 
años ’80 son muy innovadores y originales porque llaman en causa refe-
rencias teóricas heterogéneas como los estudios post-coloniales, el post-
estructuralismo, el marxismo y el psicoanálisis, que se entrelazan con una 
reelaboración de la tradición cultural pre-colombina, de la experiencia de 
la conquista hispánica y anglosajona y de la inmigración en los estados 
unidos. textos ejemplares en este sentido son la colección de ensayos This 
Bridge Called My Back (1981), editado por cherríe moraga y gloria anzal-
dúa y Borderlands/La frontera, (1987). el impacto de estos textos ‘excén-
tricos’ que reelaboran una teoría del sujeto femenino ha sido reconocido 
también fuera del ámbito de las radical Women of color, como moraga 
y anzaldúa se han auto-definido. 

sandra cisneros no es una autora que ha contribuido de modo direc-
to a este debate teórico y crítico. se ha dedicado en cambio a la escritura 
creativa con tres poemarios, un libro para niños, el volumen de cuentos 
Woman Hollering Creek (1991) y las dos novelas The House on Mango Street 
(1984) y Caramelo (2002). sin embargo, en su obra, las vivencias narra-
das, los entornos, las referencias culturales, los personajes que pueblan la 
escena, constituyen la transposición artística de aquella realidad que pri-
mero las feministas chicanas y luego (más en general) los estudiosos de 
la literatura y la cultura han explorado y analizado a fondo. esta visión 
crítica cala su mirada en la sociedad y en la experiencia histórica de los 
mexicoamericanos desmitificando y demoliendo una imagen en cierta 
medida idealizada y tendencialmente androcéntrica difundida por inte-
lectuales y artistas del Movimiento. de este modo cisneros pone al descu-
bierto la intricada red de conflictos, contradicciones, dinámicas de poder 
y subordinación que recorren la comunidad chicana en su interior, una 
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comunidad culturalmente mucho más heterogénea y compleja de lo que 
la construcción de una identidad étnica fuerte propuesta por el naciona-
lismo del Movimiento hizo creer. 

el tema principal que caracteriza la narrativa de sandra cisneros, y 
sobre el que la crítica se ha concentrado principalmente en el estudio de 
sus primeras dos obras, es sin duda el de la experiencia del sujeto feme-
nino chicano. sujeto representado a través de la mirada de las narradoras 
adolescentes como esperanza cordero en The House on Mango Street y 
celaya reyes en la última novela, o por el punto de vista de jóvenes muje-
res como cleófila en el cuento “Woman Hollering creek.”

en The House on Mango Street se manifiesta una visión marcadamen-
te negativa de la condición en que las mujeres de origen mexicano viven, 
clausuradas en una esfera doméstica dónde, en lugar de la armonía, el or-
den y la protección que este espacio íntimo debería garantizar, rige la sub-
ordinación al modelo cultural patriarcal y machista encarnado por padres, 
maridos o hermanos. el cuento “boys and girls” expresa en términos ele-
mentales, es decir infantiles y por lo tanto extremadamente ‘transparen-
tes,’ el arraigamiento de esta concepción jerárquica entre los sexos, que en 
la construcción de la identidad masculina y femenina en la cultura chica-
na se manifiesta precozmente. a propósito de la relación con sus herma-
nitos, esperanza de hecho remarca como, fuera de la esfera privada de la 
familia, carlos y Kiki ostenten un código de comportamiento misógino 
que refleja las convenciones sociales que rigen el mundo de los adultos. 
mientras que a esa edad en la dimensión doméstica todavía predominan 
los vínculos y las complicidades afectivas que prescinden del gender, en el 
ambiente externo de mango street, que como cualquier calle representa el 
cronótopo bachtiniano del encuentro y por lo tanto de la estructuración 
de las relaciones sociales, se impone la conformidad a los roles de género 
con sus estereotípos: “The boys and the girls live in separate worlds. The 
boys in their universe and we in ours. my brothers for example. They’ve 
got plenty to say to me and nenny inside the house. but outside they can’t 
be seen talking to girls” (cisneros 1991, 8). 

la protagonista del capítulo titulado “alicia Who sees mice,” una jo-
ven huérfana de madre, obligada por las circunstancias a madrugar para 
preparar a su padre el desayuno y la lonchera, tiene que afrontar cada día 
la pesadilla de la presencia de ratones que vagan por el piso en el que ha-
bita. estos animales representan por supuesto la sordidez material de un 
entorno del que la chica anhela poder huir un día; pero las ratas emble-
matizan sobre todo sus miedos, entre los cuales se destaca la figura del pa-
dre, encarnación de la opresiva cultura machista: “is a good girl my friend, 
studies all night and sees mice, the ones her father says does not exist. is 
afraid of nothing except four-legged fur. and fathers” (32).

las pobreza y la subordinación, en que muy a menudo la mujer chicana 
vive, son las condiciones que caracterizan la existencia de la protagonista 
del capítulo titulado “There Was an old Woman she Had so many chil-
dren she didn’t Know What to do,” una madre agobiada por una multitud 
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de hijos que quedan a su cargo después de que el marido ha abandonado 
la familia “without even leaving a dollar for bologna or a note explaining 
how come” (29). análoga situación se presenta en los capítulos titulados 
“minerva Write Poems” y “edna’s ruthie.” en el primero, la protagonista 
es una chica un poco mayor que esperanza que tiene dos hijos muy pe-
queños y está casada con un hombre irresponsable, que sistemáticamente 
abandona el techo conyugal: “she has many troubles, but the big one is her 
husband who left and keeps leaving” (85). minerva encuentra en la escri-
tura de poesías, que custodia celosamente, la única forma para salir de la 
dramática realidad en la que vive. cada vez que el marido regresa a la casa 
para intentar reanudar su relación con la familia, minerva es sistemáti-
camente sometida a la índole brutal del hombre, que no tiene la fuerza de 
dejar de una vez por todas: “next week she comes over black and blue and 
asks what she can do? minerva. i don’t know which way she’ll go. There 
is nothing I can do” (85). en “edna’s ruthie,” esperanza presenta un re-
trato sintético de ruthie, una joven mujer que para casarse ha renunciado 
a la perspectiva de construirse una existencia independiente. sin embar-
go, algo en la pareja no ha funcionado así que ruthie se ha separado del 
marido volviendo a vivir con su madre en mango street. esta experien-
cia traumática parece haber vulnerado la personalidad de ruthie, que se 
ha convertido en una mujer incomunicada, sin voluntad ni perspectivas 
futuras, incapaz de tomar ninguna decisión — ni siquiera por el asunto 
más fútil — sin los consejos y la aprobación de su madre, figura que, de 
modo vicario, reemplaza la autoridad de un pater familias ausente. el con-
dicionamiento de la cultura patriarcal en la que ruthie ha crecido y que 
es dominante en el mundo de mango street, se manifiesta también en las 
relaciones sociales con el mundo exterior, así que el personaje disimula 
por vergüenza su condición de mujer abandonada que ha regresado a la 
casa de su madre, afirmando que “she’s just visiting and next fin de sema-
na her husband’s going to take her home. but the weekends come and go 
and ruthie stays” (69).

cuando el pater familias no falta a sus responsabilidades abandonando 
hijos y esposa, su presencia es casi siempre asociada a una actitud violen-
ta o a formas de represión física y psicológica hacia las mujeres que se ha-
llan sometidas a su autoridad. en The House on Mango Street esperanza, 
con su mirada desencantada, es a menudo testigo de estas situaciones. en 
“rafaela Who drinks coconut & Papaya Juice on tuesday” la protago-
nista es una mujer casada que permanece clausurada en la casa cuando el 
marido, todos los martes por la noche, sale para ir a jugar al dominó con 
sus amigos y no regresa sino hasta la madrugada. rafaela, que quiere sa-
lir para ir a bailar, puede solamente observar el mundo desde la ventana. 
Para poder tomar una bebida se ve obligada a pedir a los niños que juegan 
en la calle de ir al bar de la esquina, de dónde llega el sonido de la música. 
como refiere la narradora, la mujer es todavía muy joven, “but getting old 
from leaning out the window so much, locked indoor because her husband 
is afraid rafaela will run away since she is too beautiful to look at” (79).
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Víctima por excelencia de este control asfixiante y a menudo violento 
con que los hombres condicionan la vida de las mujeres mexicoamerica-
nas, es sally, una amiga de esperanza que aparece como personaje princi-
pal en algunos capítulos de The House on Mango Street. su caso muestra 
cuán difícil es para una joven chicana escapar del dominio machista ejer-
citado primero por los padres y después por los maridos. sally es una chica 
bonita y, consciente de su hermosura, cuida mucho, como cualquier ado-
lescente, su aspecto. Por esta razón el padre, hombre posesivo obsesiona-
do por el recuerdo de una hermana suya que ha ‘manchado’ el honor de 
la familia, subyuga y controla a sally, por temor que también ella siga el 
‘mal ejemplo’ de la tía. “Her father says to be this beautiful is trouble. They 
are very strict in his religion. They are not supposed to dance. He remem-
bers his sisters and is sad. Then she can’t go out. sally i means” (81). sally 
es obligada a respetar las prohibiciones del padre — “Why do you always 
have to go straight home after school? You become a different sally. You 
pull your skirt straight, you rub the blue paint off your eyelids. You don’t 
laugh, sally” — pero, a pesar de esto, cada vez que su comportamiento le 
hace sospechar al hombre que la hija pueda escapar a su control, éste le pe-
ga brutalmente: “like if i was an animal. […] Just because i’m a daughter 
[…] He just forgot he was her father between the buckle and the belt” (93). 
Para huir de los maltratos del padre decide casarse; pero ni siquiera con 
la boda su situación cambia, porque también el marido se muestra igual-
mente receloso y prepotente. esperanza describe la condición de sally con 
la misma ironía casi ingenua que a menudo caracteriza los narradores de 
cisneros: “she’s happy, except sometimes her husband gets angry and on-
ce he broke the door where his foot went through, though most days he is 
okay. except he won’t let her talk on the telephone. and he doesn’t let her 
look out the window. and he doesn’t like her friends, so nobody gets to 
visit her unless he is working. she sits at home because she is afraid to go 
outside without his permission” (101-102). todo lo que puede hacer sally, 
para pasar el tiempo, es fantasear y mirar la decoración de su casa, la jaula 
dorada en la que transcurre su existencia de mujer clausurada.

con respecto a las dos obras posteriores, en esta primera novela las re-
ferencias directas a los artefactos de la cultura de masas, que tienden a di-
fundir modelos femeninos sumisos y funcionales a la conservación de la 
androcracia, son poco evidentes; aunque el lector puede intuir que el condi-
cionamiento de personajes como alicia, rafaela o sally, que emblematizan 
la segregación, la represión y hasta la violencia física a las cuales las mujeres 
se ven sometidas, depende no solo de una tradición machista arcaica (de 
procedencia europea antes que americana), sino también de la influencia de 
superestructuras ideológicas vehiculadas por la cultura de masas. 

la misma esperanza cordero experimenta directamente las conse-
cuencias negativas de esta cultura misógina; consecuencias que en su ca-
so derivan no tanto de la esfera familiar cuanto de la realidad externa de 
mango street, donde la mujer tiene que conformarse a desempeñar su 
papel tradicional de persona sometida a la autoridad masculina: “mexi-
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cans don’t like their women strong” (10) observa con extrema agudeza la 
joven protagonista-narradora. a este mundo patriarcal y represivo espe-
ranza reacciona en dos modos: cultivando el sueño de abandonar un día 
el barrio donde ha crecido y de trasladarse en una casa confortable y toda 
suya, un espacio privado donde realizarse como individuo y materializar 
sus deseos — la misma ambición que lala expresa en Caramelo —, pe-
ro sobre todo poniendo en práctica una estrategia de auténtica rebelión. 

su rechazo a someterse a los códigos de comportamiento impuestos a 
las mujeres chicanas por la cultura hegemónica, se manifiesta cabalmente 
en el capítulo “beautiful & cruel,” donde emerge de modo claro la cogni-
ción de la joven narradora de cómo funcionan los mecanismos represivos 
masculinos. esta precoz intuición la empuja a buscar la identificación con 
un cliché femenino popularizado sobre todo por el cine, el de la femme 
fatal, del cual invierte el signo negativo, transformándolo en un modelo 
simbólico de resistencia e independencia: “i have decided not to grow up 
tame like the others [otras mujeres] who lay their necks on the threshold 
waiting for the ball and chain. in the movies there is always one with red 
red lips who is beautiful and cruel. she is the one who drives the men cra-
zy and laughs them all away. Her power is her own. she will not give it 
away. i have begun my own quiet war. simple. sure. i am one who leaves 
the table like a man, without putting back the chair or picking up the pla-
te” (89-90). sin embargo, esperanza es el único personaje en The House 
on Mango Street que muestra esta voluntad rebelde y el deseo de vivir una 
existencia emancipada inspirándose en un modelo femenino al cual la opi-
nión común atribuye un valor negativo puesto que desafía y socava el papel 
dominante del hombre. en cambio, los demás personajes femeninos pare-
cen adecuarse estrictamente a los modelos — procedentes de la tradición 
o difundidos por los modernos medios de comunicación — que corres-
ponden a los de un sujeto sumiso con respecto a la autoridad masculina. 

en la obra siguiente, Woman Hollering Creek, en que la relación asimé-
trica entre sujeto masculino y femenino sigue siendo una de los temas cla-
ves abordados por cisneros, la visión esencialmente negativa y pesimista 
de la primera novela se corrige en parte. mientras en el mundo de mango 
street el único personaje que actúa una forma de oposición y abre por sí 
mismo una perspectiva futura es la narradora, en la colección de cuentos 
aparecen otras figuras que encarnan esta actitud de resistencia. 

en el texto que da título al libro, la protagonista es cleófilas, una jo-
ven mujer mexicana que abandona el ámbito patriarcal y rural donde ha 
nacido y vivido hasta entonces para trasladarse, después de su boda, a los 
estados unidos, dónde ya vive el marido, también él emigrado de méxico. 
cleófilas, que proviene de un contexto social pobre y culturalmente retra-
sado, ha construido su visión de la realidad fuera de la esfera doméstica y 
todas sus expectativas a propósito de la futura vida matrimonial se basan 
en el imaginario ficcional de las narraciones sentimentales y engañosas de 
fotonovelas, novelas rosa y sobre todo de las telenovelas. ella, por lo tan-
to, está convencida de que su boda y sobre todo el traslado a los estados 
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unidos le permitirán conseguir la felicidad, el bienestar económico y un 
nuevo status social — como ocurre a los personajes protagónicos de estos 
productos de la industria del entretenimiento de masas, de los cuales es 
una asidua consumidora. la perspectiva de un futuro mejor, según ella, 
ya está escrita en el nombre mismo de la ciudad en la que irá a habitar: 
“Seguín. she had liked the sound of it. far away and lovely. not like Mon-
clova. Coahuila. ugly. Seguín, Tejas. a nice sterling ring to it. The tinkle 
of money. she would get to wear outfits like the women on the tele, like 
lucía méndez. and have a lovely house” (cisneros 2004, 45). Pero la rea-
lidad que encontrará al otro lado de la frontera será muy distinta. el mari-
do, que la mujer conoce poco, tiene un trabajo precario que a duras penas 
le permite a la familia sobrevivir; ni siquiera pueden permitirse comprar 
un televisor, que para cleófilas representa la única vía de evasión, aunque 
sea ilusoria, de la cotidianidad escuálida. la casa en que se alojan es una 
morada pobre y la pequeña ciudad se revela ser un lugar claustrofóbico y 
hostil, que hunde a la protagonista en una penosa condición de aislamiento 
y soledad. como es fácil imaginar, las frustraciones del marido se descar-
gan sobre la infeliz cleófilas que se convierte en víctima de su violencia. 
cuando nace el primer hijo de la pareja, las cosas empeoran. el hombre se 
hace cada vez más agresivo y huraño, y cleófilas tiene que suplicarle para 
obtener el dinero necesario para pagar los exámenes médicos que ella ne-
cesita a causa de su nuevo embarazo. en suma, todo está muy lejos de las 
fantasías en las que la mujer proyectó sus expectativas: “cleófilas thought 
her life would have to be like that, like a telenovela, only now the episodes 
got sadder and sadder. and there were no commercials in between for co-
mic relief. and no happy ending in sight” (52-53). Pero lo grave de la des-
ventura de cleófilas es que ella tiene como únicos modelos de identidad 
femenina aquellos encarnados por las heroínas de las telenovelas — es de-
cir sujetos dóciles, hiper sentimentales o resignados. Y precisamente, por 
esta razón, no logra concebir frente al marido que la maltrata una actitud 
diferente de la del aguante, de la silenciosa subordinación física y psico-
lógica a “this man, this father, the rival, this keeper, this lord, this master, 
this husband til kingdom come” (49). el punto de viraje de su existencia se 
da cuando en la clínica obstétrica la enfermera de origen mexicano com-
prende que cleófilas es una de las tantas mujeres inmigradas que sufre los 
maltratos del marido. la enfermera decide entonces contactar a felice, 
una amiga feminista suya que, como ella, es voluntaria en un grupo chi-
cano de asistencia a las mujeres víctimas de abusos, y logra convencer la 
protagonista a escapar del marido. acompañada por felice, cleófilas va a 
la estación de autobuses de donde partirá para regresar a méxico. duran-
te el trayecto las dos mujeres conversan y cleófilas descubre estupefacta 
que felice es una mujer que tiene una mentalidad y una actitud para ella 
hasta entonces inconcebibles (“What kind of talk was that coming from 
a woman?” [55], se pregunta la protagonista): vive sola, es independiente, 
desinhibida, optimista y enérgica, maneja un pickup, y sobre todo no ad-
vierte la necesidad de tener un marido a su lado. mientras que atraviesan 
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el puente sobre el arroyo de la llorona (el Woman Hollering creek que da 
título al cuento) felice de repente lanza un grito desaforado, como el grito 
de un mariachi, que hace sobresaltar a cleófilas. la mujer explica que ca-
da vez que pasa este arroyo celebra así la llorona, figura muy popular del 
imaginario mexicano de la que el riachuelo toma su nombre.

con su grito que evoca el de la llorona, felice por un lado rinde ho-
menaje a este personaje legendario que la cultura misógina ha transfor-
mado en chivo expiatorio; por el otro, rompe simbólicamente el silencio 
a que las mujeres a menudo están obligadas, y en este sentido representa 
un ejemplo para cleófilas.1 el modo con que el cuento termina no abre 
una perspectiva utópica para la protagonista, que regresa a su aldea mexi-
cana a cuidar un padre anciano y seis hermanos inútiles. sin embargo, 
el contacto que tuvo con felice y su ejemplo representan una experien-
cia trascendental para ella, una experiencia que le brinda la oportunidad 
de transformarse de objeto pasivo del dominio masculino a sujeto activo 
capaz de controlar su existencia y su historia. Quizás su vida no cambia-
rá pero, como deja entender la narradora, cuanto menos tendrá modo de 
contar a sus amigas que hay otros modelos femeninos por seguir, diferen-
tes al de las heroínas de las telenovelas. mujeres emancipadas como feli-
ce, que se rebelan a la autoridad masculina, que ayudan a otras mujeres 
practicando el ‘feminismo popular,’ una forma de activismo chicano que 
tiene su origen en la cultura obrera y conjuga los discursos teóricos con la 
práctica de la solidaridad, como recuerda sonia saldívar-Hull en su ensa-
yo titulado “Women Hollering, transfronteriza feminisms.” en el caso 
de cleófilas, por lo tanto, una perspectiva futura se abre cuando, con la 
ayuda de felice, ella descubre un modelo femenino presente en la tradi-
ción popular — aunque connotado negativamente, como es el de la llo-
rona —, lo reactiva y lo contrapone a los modelos tranquilizadores pero 
intrínsecamente represivos difundidos por las formas narrativas de masas 
destinadas a las mujeres. 

1 la figura leyendaria de la llorona, que se difunde después de la conquista 
pero cuya origen remonta a la tradición cultural azteca, se sobrepone a veces a la 
de malintzín/la malinche. ambas lloran por sus hijos perdidos y ambas represen-
tan a las civilizaciones precolombinas de mesoamérica violadas y traicionadas por 
el invasor europeo. en la literatura chicana contemporánea – valga como ejemplo 
“The marina Poems” de lucha corpi – estas dos víctimas de un mestizaje forzoso 
que tenían en la tradición una connotación negativa, han sido volcadas en símbolos 
positivos de resistencia cultural, de autodefinición y autoafirmación de la mujer. 
gloria anzaldúa en su Borderlands/La Frontera señala que ya en la cultura azteca 
la imagen de la mujer que llora tenía un valor simbólico y que el ritual público de la 
lamentación representaba también una forma de protesta: “La Lorona wailing in the 
night for her lost children has an echoing note in the wailing or mourning rites per-
formed by women as they bade their sons, brothers and husbands good-bye before 
they left to go to the ‘flowery wars.’ […] These collective wailing rites may have been 
a sign of resistance in a society which glorified the warrior and war and for whom 
the women of the conquered tribes were booty” (anzaldúa 1999, 55).
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esta desmitificación de la producción cultural de masas, en cuanto 
sistema concebido para construir una identidad femenina frágil e hiper-
sentimental subordinada a la autoridad masculina, se repite también en 
las páginas conclusivas del cuento “bien Pretty,” cuando la protagonista, 
guadalupe arredondo — artista y mujer culta a diferencia de cleófilas — 
frente a una desilusión sentimental que presenta aspectos casi grotescos, 
actúa una forma de catarsis feminista. Primero, quema todas las fotogra-
fías, cartas y poesías de flavio munguía, el hombre que la engañó y que 
ella mismo ha idealizado, asimilándolo al príncipe Popocatépetl de la le-
yenda precolombina y asumiendo implícitamente el papel de su querida 
ixtaccíhuatl. idealización a través de la cual querría corregir la versión es-
tereotipada de los dos personajes popularizada por “the kitsch calendar 
art” donde el héroe aparece como un John Weismuller indianizado y la 
princesa es una procaz Jayne mansfield (144).2 Hace falta observar que, a 
través de la recuperación de esta imagen que pertenece a la tradición cul-
tural mexicana, cisneros actúa una reelaboración feminista del mito de 
los dos volcanes. mientras que en la leyenda y en la iconografía tradicio-
nal — popularizada, por ejemplo, por el pintor e ilustrador mexicano Je-
sús Helguera (1910-1971) —3 es el príncipe Popocatépetl el que desarrolla 
una función activa, velando el cuerpo sin vida de su querida ixtaccíhuatl 
(cuyo nombre significa ‘mujer dormida’) (fig. 1), en “bien Pretty” los pa-
peles se invierten y es guadalupe la que asume un papel activo en su re-
lación sentimental con flavio munguía. la misma inversión de papeles 
que, en la novela Caramelo, lala intentará poner en práctica organizando 
su mismo ‘rapto’, cuya representación iconográfica tradicional repite el 
mismo molde: una mujer pasiva que, lánguida, casi desmayada, se entre-
ga totalmente al hombre.

acto seguido, después del holocausto simbólico de todo lo que pudiera 
recordarle a flavio, lupe se encierra por días enteros en su casa para visio-
nar incesantemente, “in the name of research” (161), telenovelas que tienen 
títulos muy elocuentes: Rosa Salvaje, Balada por un amor, Dulce Desafío. la 
conclusión de este tour de force es un proceso de auto-sicoterapia que desba-
rata los clichés femeninos representados por las mansas heroínas de la cul-
tura de masas para celebrar en cambio a las mujeres reales, que toman un 
papel activo y que desde siempre se oponen, a veces de manera inconscien-
te, a la homologación: “i started dreaming of these rosas and briandas and 

2 esta tendencia del arte figurativo popular mexicano a reproducir los cáno-
nes estéticos de Hollywood es bastante común; resulta evidente, por ejemplo, en 
la ilustración titulada “legado azteca” del pintor Ángel martín que aparece en un 
calendario promocional distribuido por una tienda de prodúctos latinamericanos 
de Kansas city.

3 Véanse, por ejemplo, obras como “la leyenda de los Volcanes i,” “la leyenda 
de los Volcanes ii o grandeza azteca,” “amor indio,” “la mujer dormida” y “el fle-
chador del cielo,” realizadas por Helguera entre los años cuarenta y cincuenta del 
siglo XX.
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luceros. and in my dreams i’m slapping the heroine to her senses, because 
i want them to be women who make things happen, not women who things 
happen to. […] not men powerful and passionate versus women either vola-
tile and evil, or sweet and resigned. but women. real women. The ones i’ve 
loved all my life. […] The ones i’ve known everywhere except on tV, in books 
and magazines. Las girlfriends. Las comadres. our mamas and tías” (161).

en Caramelo, cisneros parece querer retomar y problematizar este 
discurso, representando algunos personajes femeninos cuya fuerte per-
sonalidad en determinadas circunstancias revela de todas maneras cier-
tas ambigüedades que ponen en tela de juicio el sentido potencialmente 
positivo de este modelo. 

la figura ejemplar en este sentido es awful grandmother, mujer que 
manifiesta una índole autoritaria, tenaz e imprevisible. su carácter es sin 
duda el de una ‘mujer fuerte.’ Pero no del tipo que cisneros desea. su fuerza 
se basa, en efecto, sobre una identificación casi total con la cultura domi-
nante, machista y clasista, de que ella misma es la primera víctima. esta 
actitud contradictoria, que además constituye su drama oculto, emerge 
de la relación con aunty light-skin, la única hija que se ha quedado a vi-
vir con la familia en ciudad de méxico. a través de las palabras de lala 
se comprende que su abuela nunca tuvo hacia aunty light-skin la misma 
actitud solícita reservada a las dos figuras masculinas por excelencia de 
la familia: su marido y el primogénito inocencio. Y cuando aunty light-
skin, después de la muerte del padre, decide trasladarse a otra ciudad, la 
madre la embiste echándole en cara su supuesto egoísmo. sus ásperas pa-
labras revelan todo el resentimiento ante una mujer que quiere abandonar 
su papel de ‘ángel del hogar’ y que antepone sus propias exigencias indi-
viduales al deber de acudir a la familia. 

Zoila, la madre de lala, encarna en muchos sentidos la antítesis de 
awful grandmother, aunque ella también es un ejemplo de ‘mujer fuer-
te.’ nacida en los estados unidos de una familia de inmigrantes mexi-
canos, ha crecido en chicago. sin duda conoce su cultura ancestral pero 
con respecto a inocencio, su marido, ha asimilado mucho de la sociedad 
y de la mentalidad angloamericana. tendencialmente, no antepone la de-
ferencia por la tradición a las necesidades de los individuos. al contrario 
de awful grandmother, no se dedica de modo obsesivo a la cocina; cui-
da con cariño a su esposo pero cuando tiene que criticarlo lo hace sin es-
crúpulos, levanta la voz, intima e insulta. Pero sobre todo parece haber 
asimilado una conciencia social y cierto radicalismo político que revelan 
una influencia de los discursos del Movimiento. cuando se da cuenta de 
que su hijo toto puede ser reclutado por el ejército y enviado a Vietnam, 
ataca la retórica patriótica: “great country, my ass! […] You don’t know 
it, ino[cencio], because you never pick up a newspaper, but believe me, all 
the brown and black faces are up on the front line” (cisneros 2003, 245). 
al contrario de su suegra y del marido, consumidores de fotonovelas y te-
lenovelas, Zoila lee a Paulo freire, erich fromm, Paz, neruda, sor Juana, 
malcolm X y chief Joseph; pega poesías políticas en la nevera, el retrato 
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del vicepresidente spiro agnew sobre el blanco de los rehiletes, y escucha 
en la estación Wfmt el programa radiofónico de studs terkel.4 

sin embargo, a pesar de su mentalidad abierta y progresista, también 
ella en algunas circunstancias deja aflorar prejuicios y actitudes atribuibles 
a la influencia de la cultura machista. Por ejemplo cuando descubre que 
lala usa tampones absorbentes la regaña de modo áspero, manifestando 
un prejuicio moral misógino: “don’t you know tampons are for floozies? 
mother had said when she found them in the bathroom […]. don’t you 
know nice girls don’t wear tampons till they are married? and maybe not 
even then” (333).

a propósito del papel que la cultura de masas desarrolla en la cons-
trucción de la identidad de los personajes y en el condicionamiento de sus 
comportamientos, es necesario observar que, también en Caramelo, se 
encuentran muchas referencias a productos de la industria cultural como 
cine, música, telenovelas, fotonovelas e historietas. Pero con respecto a las 
dos obras anteriores, en la saga de la familia reyes la visión tendencial-
mente de rechazo de la cultura de masas en cuanto instrumento de con-
dicionamiento y homologación — análoga a la concepción negativa de la 
industria cultural concebida como forma de control de la opinión pública 
por parte del poder, formulada por la escuela de frankfurt — al menos 
en parte se corrige. o, cuanto menos, la representación de tales productos 
y la influencia que ellos ejercen en la esfera social aparece menos previsi-
ble y más compleja. sin duda hay todavía algunos episodios que aluden al 
poder engañoso y subterráneo de los modelos identitarios que la cultura 
machista impone. Por ejemplo, para intentar afirmar su voluntad de in-
dependencia lala recurre a la idea del rapto,5 una experiencia desastrosa 
que desembocará en su ‘desgracia’, exactamente porque ella se deja seducir 
por la iconografía popular hiper romántica del charro elegante que huye 
a caballo con su amada. Pero, en general, las referencias a la música y al 
cine que aparecen con cierta frecuencia en la novela demuestran no tanto 
el carácter engañoso de la industria del espectáculo, cuanto la riqueza, el 
poder atractivo y la vitalidad de la cultura mexicana. Y este discurso pare-
ce ser válido también para los productos menos ‘nobles’ como fotonovelas 
y telenovelas, que resultan inofensivas formas de entretenimiento, o para 
una serie muy popular de historietas como La Familia Burrón, perspicaz 
y divertida representación de la familia media mexicana, asimilable a la 
Familia Simpson estadounidense. la impresión es que, bajo este aspecto, 
la sandra cisneros de Caramelo se haya acercado a una idea de la cultu-
ra de masas más afín a la de los Cultural Populist, representados entre los 

4 estudioso de historia oral y cultura popular de los estados unidos, censurado durante 
el macartismo y autor en 1970 del libro Hard Times: An Oral History of the Great Depression.

5 el tema del rapto aparece también en el capítulo titulado “my name” de la 
novela The House on Mango Street (11); en Caramelo, la fuga de lala tiene un prece-
dente en el episodio del casamiento de aunty light-skin, contado en el capítulo 53.
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intelectuales chicanos por estudiosos como José limón y américo Pare-
des.6 según esta concepción, la industria de la cultura no sería capaz de 
imponer modelos sociales a través de sus productos, porque éstos, de largo 
consumo, en último análisis, traen origen de la estética popular y reflejan 
los gustos de un público vasto que, en cierto sentido, debe ser considera-
do autor y, a la vez, destinatario de lo que consuma. desde esta perspec-
tiva, por lo tanto, una visión pesimista y de rechazo de los productos del 
entretenimiento de masas no tiene fundamento, puesto que tales produc-
tos siempre son, en medida más o meno relevante, cultura popular, o sea 
constituyen el reflejo de la creatividad y del imaginario colectivo más que 
de su manipulación.

en Caramelo las frecuentes referencias a las obras maestras del cine 
mexicano de la edad de oro absuelven, en la construcción de la novela, una 
dúplice función. Primero, sirven para connotar, cuanto menos al público 
que tiene familiaridad con estas películas, el entorno y las atmósferas que 
caracterizan algunos episodios de la historia de la familia reyes y, más 
en general, de la cultura mexicana del siglo Veinte. Pero, al mismo tiem-
po, en algunas circunstancias desarrollan también la función de modelo 
narrativo y de juego intertextual de corte típicamente posmoderno. un 
ejemplo de esto se encuentra al principio de la segunda parte de la nove-
la, donde lala, dialogando con el espíritu de la abuela, empieza a recons-
truir a su modo la historia de la familia reyes antes de su nacimiento. “if 
this were a movie from mexico’s golden age of cine, it would be black-
and-white and no doubt a musical,” dice lala. “like Nosotros, los pobres,” 
contesta la abuela proporcionando una precisa referencia cinematográ-
fica (98). Y, en efecto, el melodrama urbano dirigido en 1947 por ismael 
‘el indio’ rodríguez con protagonista el actor y cantante Pedro infante 
evoca desde el punto de vista iconográfico el entorno popular de la capi-
tal descrito en el capítulo 23, cuando narciso por primera vez encuentra 
a soledad. lala refiere que la figura misma de su padre puede ser asimila-
da a la de Pedro infante, o en alternativa, para el lector angloamericano, 
a clark gable. además, el episodio del despertar de inocencio el día de 
su cumpleaños, cuando toda la familia le canta “las mañanitas” (cap. 12) 
parece una reelaboración sugestiva de una escena de la misma película, 
donde Pepe “el toro” reúne a un coro muy extravagante para entonarle a 
chachita esta canción popular. 

análogamente, la rememoración de la bailarina tongolele, de sus dan-
zas seductivas y de la efervescente vida nocturna de la ciudad de méxico 

6 Véase: charles m. tatum.2001. Chicano Popular Culture. Que hable el pueblo. 
tucson, aZ: The university of arizona Press, cap. i; ramón saldívar. 1990. Chicano 
Narrative. The Dialectics of Difference. madison, Wi: The university of Wisconsin 
Press, cap. ii y José e. limón. 1991. “dancing with the devil: society, gender, and 
the Political unconscious in mexican-american south texas,” en Héctor calderón 
y José david saldívar, eds. Criticism in the Borderlands. Studies in Chicano Litera-
ture, Culture, and Ideology. durham-london: duke university Press.
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de los años cincuenta hecha por aunty light-skin cuando en el capítulo 
55 le cuenta a lala del primer encuentro con su gran amor, tiene su corres-
pondiente cinematográfico en una de las primeras escenas de la película 
Chucho el Remendado, dirigida por gilberto martínez solares e interpre-
tada por el cómico tin tan,7 que no acaso se cita de modo explícito en la 
novela (264).

los que hemos mencionados son sólo dos ejemplos dentro de las nu-
merosas referencias a la cultura popular mexicana que se encuentran en 
Caramelo. se trata de elementos que contribuyen a crear la riqueza tex-
tual de la obra de sandra cisneros y, al mismo tiempo, permiten al lector 
percibir la complejidad de la cultura chicana. 
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7 tin tan, pseudónimo de germán genaro cipriano gómez Valdés castillo 
(1915-1973), además de gran caricato fue excelente cantante y bailarín y es conside-
rado, junto a cantinflas, el mejor cómico que ha dado el cine mexicano. en su larga 
carrera actuó en una enorme cantidad de películas bajo la dirección de cineastas 
como Humberto gómez landero y el ya mencionado gilberto martínez solares. 
aquí vale la pena señalar que en su primera aparición cinematográfica (Hotel de 
verano de 1943) tin tan llevó al escenario el personaje del pachuco, figura entonces 
estereotipada del mexican-american que él interpretó en clave humorística. 





Yo, MYSELF AND I: Pronombres Personales 
e identidad bilingüe en un “Poema largo” cHicano

Francesco Fava
 

1. cervantes, inventor de la novela, pone en boca de su don Quijote en el 
cap. V la afirmación: “Yo sé quién soy” (cervantes 1998, 73), y la frase ya 
ha entrado en el canon de la literatura mundial, en el cual ocupa también 
un lugar de relieve el provenzal guillermo iX, el primer poeta lírico de las 
lenguas romances, que advierte una necesidad similar de plasmar en sus 
versos la conciencia de su identidad poética. en Ben Vuelh que sapchon li 
pluzor, el conde trovador se define a sí mismo ante el lector, presentándo-
se con estos versos: “eu conosc sen et folor / e conosc anta e honor, / et ai 
ardimen e paor” (guglielmo iX 1973, 165).

observando estos dos ejemplos, habría que suponer que para fundar un 
género literario nuevo (en los casos citados, la novela y la lírica románica), 
es necesario no sólo estar conscientes de la propia identidad, sino también y, 
sobre todo, dejar bien clara dicha autoconciencia en las páginas de la obra. 
sería justo agregarle a estos dos ejemplos el nombre de rodolfo gonzales 
y de su Yo soy Joaquín, puesto que este autor, parafraseando a Yurkievich, 
podría ser definido como uno de los “fundadores de la poesía chicana.”

el carácter de fundación del texto en cuestión deriva ante todo de su 
fecha de publicación, el año 1967, que lo convierte en el primer documento 
poético importante producido en el ámbito chicano. este dato, y el impac-
to del texto en el momento de su publicación, obligan a ver Yo soy Joaquín 
como un ejemplar emblemático de la poesía chicana.

la génesis del poema está ligada a la del “chicano movement,” y a la 
“crusade for Justice” de la cual gonzales era animador principal en la 
ciudad de denver. Por ende, junto a su función poética, prevalece en el 
texto la función política. Yo soy Joaquín es un “poema largo,” compuesto 
de más de 500 versos, del cual el autor ha ofrecido tanto la versión ingle-
sa como la española: un texto en dos lenguas, y por ello también con dos 
títulos: Yo soy - I am. el nombre Joaquín que completa el título se inspira 
en la figura de Joaquín murrieta, un bandido legendario en la época de 
la gold rush, con características de robin Hood, brutalmente torturado y 
asesinado por el ejército de los estados unidos. en el poema, no obstante, 
más que al bandido/rebelde del siglo XiX, el nombre Joaquín nos remite 

* an earlier version of this essay appeared in Séptimo foro internacional de es-
tudios sobre las culturas literarias del sudoeste norteamericano, m.c. graña and f. 
fava (eds.), Verona: Quiedit 2007.

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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a la idea de un “chicano cualquiera,” en cuya figura cada lector chicano 
está llamado a reconocerse.

I am Joaquín está definido por la crítica como epic poem — y teniendo en 
cuenta esto lo acercaré en estas páginas a dos poemas extensos, y épicos, funda-
mentales de la modernidad: Song of Myself de Walt Whitman (1855) y Alturas 
de Macchu Picchu de Pablo neruda (1950). no consideraré estas dos obras co-
mo fuentes directas de Yo soy Joaquín, sino como poemas que comparten con 
nuestro texto algunas características esenciales: la lectura comparativa, por lo 
tanto, podrá tal vez ayudar a dar luz a nuevos aspectos del poema de gonzales.

2. tanto en el poema de Whitman como en el de neruda, el yo se define a 
sí mismo y la propia función comunicativa a través de la relación directa 
con un interlocutor en segunda persona. el íncipit del Song of Myself es 
elocuente, además de celebérrimo:

i celebrate myself, and sing myself,
and what i assume you shall assume,
for every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you
(Whitman 1982, 27)

en el Canto General de neruda, obra monumental que contiene dentro 
de ella (es la segunda de las doce partes que la componen) el poema largo 
Alturas de Macchu Picchu, el yo poético se presenta con las palabras: “Yo 
estoy aquí para contar la historia,” para luego llegar a declarar el sentido 
de la propia operación poética e ideológica en los versos finales de Altu-
ras, donde se lee: “Yo vengo a hablar por vuestra boca muerta” (neruda 
1999, 447).

en ambos textos, la identificación con el interlocutor en segunda perso-
na (tú o vosotros) le permite al yo definir su propia identidad: “el hombre 
se vuelve Yo en el tú,” dice martin buber, y en los dos ejemplos citados el 
alocutivo dentro del texto le da sentido no sólo al Yo sino también a todo 
el enunciado poético. 

en el caso de Yo soy Joaquín la relación se establece en primer lugar 
con el pasado histórico de la propia comunidad, sin embargo en la intro-
ducción del poema también rodolfo gonzales se dirige directamente, en 
segunda persona, al propio lector, exhortándolo: “and after you’ve read 
it, promise to yourself to learn how to think” (gonzales 1972, “Preface”). 
siempre en las líneas de introducción al texto, escritas en inglés, el yo y el 
tú se identifican ambos en un ourselves que le sirve al autor para aclarar 
de forma programática la intención del texto: el poema es una “affirma-
tion of ourselves, a chicano people.” o sea, los dos extremos del proceso 
comunicativo, emisor y receptor, están unidos en una identidad colectiva.

en los tres casos, por lo tanto, el texto se funda en una intención y mo-
dalidad comunicativa que liga el yo del emisor al tú del receptor: si ésta 
se eliminara, todo el poema perdería su razón de ser, concepto que Walt 
Whitman expresa de forma elocuente en la decimoséptima sección del 
Song of Myself. a propósito de los propios pensamientos que ha fijado en 
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forma de poema, Whitman dice: “if they are not yours as much as mine 
they are nothing, or next to nothing” (43).

3. esta intención comunicativa determina también la opción estilística de 
los tres autores, que se confirman en un dictado poético de tono oratorio, 
fuertemente plasmado de oralidad pero al mismo tiempo retóricamente 
elevado. en concreto, esto lleva a que prevalezcan en los tres poemas fe-
nómenos retóricos fundados en la repetición y la acumulación: series de 
construcciones anafóricas, polarizaciones marcadamente paralelas, neto 
predominio de la parataxis. en el caso de nuestro poema, la más evidente 
entre las formas de repetición es la fórmula “Yo soy Joaquín” que, además 
de dar el título al poema, se repite marcando cada una de las secciones 
temporales y temáticas que constituyen la obra, pero al mismo tiempo su-
fre una serie de variaciones que de vez en vez proponen la identificación 
del yo, además que con el nombre Joaquín, como también veremos, con 
las figuras de los diferentes personajes históricos mexicanos evocados en 
el poema. repitiendo la formula “Yo soy él” es que Joaquín proclamará 
su identificación en personajes como benito Juárez o en los “campesinos” 
que se le unieron a Pancho Villa.

4. en la estructura de Yo soy Joaquín son notables las analogías con la 
construcción de Alturas. ambos poemas se abren con la constatación de 
un presente doloroso, hecho de loca confusión. el íncipit de gonzales 
afirma en efecto: “Yo soy Joaquín, / perdido en un mundo de confusión, 
/ enganchado en el remolino de una sociedad gringa” — sociedad que en 
unos pocos versos siguientes se define como “neurosis social americana, 
esterilización del alma” (3). esterilización evidentemente experimentada 
también por Pablo neruda, si había iniciado su Alturas con la imagen de 
una realidad urbana en la cual “como una barajada cantidad, queda el al-
ma.” “en el lodo del suburbio,” o “en las calles de invierno de una ciudad,” 
la unidad del individuo se disgrega: “el ser como el maíz se desgranaba en 
el inacabable / granero de los hechos perdidos” (436).

del fracaso de un presente lacerado, el yo lírico de ambos poemas se 
remite al pasado, buscando en éste una clave para determinar su identi-
dad en el presente. el yo lírico de neruda se mueve hacia las ruinas de 
macchu Picchu, el de gonzales dirige la mirada al pasado de la historia 
mexicana. la relectura de casi cinco siglos de historia ocupa parte consi-
derable de I am Joaquín, y va desde la civilización azteca y desde la época 
de la conquista, a la independencia, a la revolución, hasta llegar al pre-
sente, donde, sin embargo, la atención se desplaza de méxico al suroeste 
de los estados unidos.

nótese como para ambos autores es fundamental la relación con la cul-
tura indígena. si el mundo inca es el corazón del poema de neruda, tam-
bién en gonzales la relación con la cultura azteca no es un elemento de 
segundo plano. en efecto, el primero de los muchos personajes históricos 
con el cual el yo lírico se identificará en el curso del poema es cuauhtémoc: 
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Yo soy cuauhtémoc
majestuoso y noble
guía de hombres
rey de un imperio (3)

dice de sí mismo Joaquín en el pasaje del poema que recuerda la civili-
zación azteca, cuya destrucción por parte de cortés abre la larga serie de 
violencias que marcarán los posteriores siglos de la historia mexicana.

la relación con la cultura indígena de méxico obliga a reflexionar sobre 
el hecho de que en ámbito chicano no se observa sólo una dialéctica entre 
cultura anglo-americana e hispano-americana, sino que la presencia sig-
nificativa dentro de esta última del elemento indígena obliga a hablar de 
una triple identidad. esta ha llevado a tino Villanueva establecer un su-
gestivo paralelo con la españa medieval de las tres culturas. como en las 
jarchas se encuentran rastros lingüísticos de proveniencia árabe, hebrea y 
romance, así en la cultura chicana conviven tres sensibilidades culturales 
diferentes: es por esto que Villanueva habla del mundo chicano definién-
dolo “trisensible” (Villanueva 1980, 51-65). en relación con el pasado, sea 
éste indígena o no, las visiones de neruda y de gonzales muestran otra 
afinidad, pero también una diferencia importante. 

la afinidad consiste en la connotación del pasado en términos de 
violencia, muerte, sangre. “Yo soy Joaquín / que se sangra en muchos 
modos” (13), se lee en el poema largo chicano, donde la sangre regresa 
a anegar casi todos los momentos históricos evocados. como observa 
bruce-novoa, “mexican history is portrayed as a bloody life-and-death 
struggle, with death emphasized” (bruce-novoa 1982, 52). en neruda es 
la muerte el hilo que liga el pasado con el presente, pasando de la “peque-
ña muerte” consumada en las miserias cotidianas a la “poderosa muerte” 
que reina en el desolado “recinto de piedra” de macchu Picchu. ambos 
textos, además, se detienen en varias imágenes para describir la cruenta 
brutalidad del pasado.

diferencia capital entre las dos obras, sin embargo, es que en neruda 
la evocación del pasado se concentra en la revitalización sólo de una parte 
de éste. el poeta opta, en efecto, por revivir “el viejo corazón del olvidado,” 
identificándose con “el miserable,” “el esclavo,” etc. en la última parte de 
Alturas, el yo lírico enumera una serie de figuras humildes y explotadas, 
para luego concluir, dirigiéndose directamente a ellos: “traed a la copa de 
esta nueva vida / vuestros viejos dolores enterrados” (447).

aunque también en gonzales la opción del compromiso político es 
preponderante en el texto, su actitud con respecto al pasado es diferen-
te. también él, como neruda, identifica en la historia una polarización 
entre “bueno o malo,” sin embargo en la figura de Joaquín tanto el pri-
mero como el segundo se ven reunificados: “Yo era ambos, tirano y es-
clavo,” escribe gonzales. Pocos versos antes había propuesto una doble 
identificación: “Yo soy la espada y la llama de cortés el déspota / y yo 
soy el águila y la serpiente de la civilización azteca” (5). en este sentido 
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su comportamiento se acerca, más que a neruda, a la expansión omni-
comprensiva del Yo del poema whitmaniano, que por ejemplo afirmaba: 
“i am not the poet of goodness only, / i do not decline to be the poet of 
wickedness also” (Whitman 1982, 48). la tendencia a reunificar ambos 
polos del pasado en la figura emblemática de Joaquín se repropone en 
todos los pasajes históricos evocados en el poema. Joaquín es tan ven-
cedor como vencido en la revolución mexicana, y puede, por lo tanto, 
afirmar, corroborando la naturaleza violenta de la propia historia: “Yo 
he matado / y he sido matado. / Yo soy los déspotas díaz y Huerta / y el 
apóstol de la democracia / francisco madero” (gonzales 1972, 11). es-
te aspecto ha sido perfectamente sintetizado por charles tatum, que ha 
hablado de Joaquín como de un “antepasado dual,” que “era a la vez ti-
rano y esclavo, el explotador y el explotado, el revolucionario y el anti-
rrevolucionario, el vencedor y el vencido” (tatum 1982, 203). el yo de 
Joaquín es un contenedor amplio, doble y contradictorio, exactamente 
como el Yo de Whitman, que escribe:

do i contradict myself?
Very well then i contradict myself
i’m large, i contain multitudes (87)

el yo de Joaquín funda su propia unidad en la identificación en ambos 
polos contradictorios, modalidad que se conserva incluso cuando el poema, 
en su parte final, se desplaza geográficamente hacia el norte y cronológi-
camente hacia nuestros días. después de haber descrito las difíciles con-
diciones de vida de las mujeres chicanas, en el presente, gonzales escribe: 
“Y yo soy ella / y ella es yo” (19). es la primera y única vez en el poema en 
la cual la identificación yo-él (más bien ella, en este caso) es recíproca, bi-
direccional. un doble reflejo al cual el largo recorrido emprendido en el 
pasado ha preparado el terreno, y que al final del poema se proyecta en el 
futuro, a través del verso conclusivo: “Yo perduraré” (21). lo que hace sig-
nificativo este verso no es tanto la afirmación de una resistencia cultural 
y política contenida en el verbo “perduraré,” como la mutada condición 
del sujeto que dice “yo:” no ya un solo individuo, sino una identidad co-
lectiva y compartida.

5. también en Alturas de Macchu Picchu, como en nuestro poema, la relec-
tura del pasado se condensa en el reconocimiento colectivo en un nombre 
emblemático, nombre que en el caso del poeta chileno es Juan. la octava 
sección del Canto General se titula “la tierra se llama Juan,” pero es ya en 
los versos de Alturas que se fragua la identificación de “ourselves, a people” 
con el nombre Juan. en los versos conclusivos de la undécima sección de 
Alturas, en efecto, el yo lírico se dirige a “Juan cortapiedras, hijo de Wi-
racocha, / Juan comefrío, hijo de estrella verde, / Juan piesdescalzos, nie-
to de la turquesa,” haciéndole al triple Juan una exhortación imperativa: 
“sube a nacer conmigo, hermano” (446).
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Que el nombre sea Joaquín o Juan, cambia poco: en ambos poemas se tra-
ta de un sujeto emblemático en el cual el yo del texto se reconoce — e inclu-
so el lector está llamado a hacerlo. tanto en neruda como en gonzales este 
reconocimiento es el punto de llegada de un trayecto cuyos pasajes, como se 
ha visto, son, en esencia, análogos en los dos poemas, así como es común el 
componente de militancia política que subyace en ambos textos. sin embar-
go, no obstante las fuertes analogías entre Alturas y Joaquín, tal vez sea una 
frase escrita por octavio Paz, a propósito del Song of Myself, el mejor modo 
para describir la evolución determinada en el curso del poema de gonzales: 
“el poeta — dice Paz — canta a un yo que es un tú y un él y un nosotros. al 
exaltar el yo exalta el nosotros. el Canto a mí mismo se resuelve en el canto 
de la fundación de una comunidad” (Paz 1990, 30). Ya se ha comentado la 
naturaleza paradigmática del sujeto que dice “Yo” en el poema de gonzales; 
recordar que ésta es también el punto de partida del poema de Whitman, y 
el punto de llegada del de neruda, lleva a atribuirle a los tres textos la ambi-
ción, señalada por Paz, de erigirse en canto de fundación de una comunidad.

6. Pese a sus limitaciones — sus excesos de retórica y demagogia y el recurso 
a algunos estereotipos — Yo soy Joaquín se inserta con toda razón en una 
línea importante de la poesía moderna, que de la búsqueda de identidad 
individual ha hecho una cuestión de naturaleza épica, más bien un verda-
dero epic poem. la identidad individual, en efecto, puede pronunciarse en 
los tres poemas examinados sólo en el momento en que el yo sabe que es 
un nosotros potencial, superando de esta manera la laceración del yo del 
cual toma su referencia tanto el poema de gonzales como el de neruda.

en el caso de nuestro texto, no me parece casual que haya hallado sig-
nificativas asonancias con dos modelos poéticos provenientes uno de la 
américa anglófona, el otro de la hispanófona. se trata, vale recordarlo, de 
las dos áreas geográfico-culturales de las cuales provienen la mayor parte 
de los poemas extensos, o long poems, producidos en época contemporá-
nea. al fundar la poesía chicana, gonzales escribió (no sé con qué grado 
de conciencia) un poema de ecos biculturales, que remite tanto a un pa-
triarca de la literatura norteamericana como a uno de los “fundadores de 
la nueva poesía latinoamericana.”

recapitulando lo que se ha dicho hasta ahora, se ha definido el Joaquín 
de gonzales, en el orden: “bilingüe,” por la presencia de inglés y español 
en el texto poético y en su experiencia biográfica; “trisensible,” por la ne-
cesidad de agregar a estos dos ámbitos lingüístico-culturales el elemento 
indígena; “dual” por el carácter contradictorio y doble de sus antepasa-
dos. doble, se puede concluir llegado a este punto, es también su relación 
con los modelos literarios, el angloamericano (Whitman) y el hispano-
americano (neruda). ante tantas bi (o tri)particiones, parece evidente la 
complejidad del proceso de self-construction del yo chicano observado en 
este texto: es larga y abigarrada la serie de escisiones pasadas, presentes y 
futuras, que Joaquín está obligado a remendar, recomponer, antes de po-
der afirmar como don Quijote “Yo sé quién soy.”
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tHe role and meaning of border CORRIDOS: 
tHe case of NARCOCORRIDOS

Celestino Fernández and Jessie K. Finch

Introduction

The us-mexico border, as we know it today, was established in 1848 with 
the signing of the treaty of guadalupe Hidalgo at the end of the mexican-
american War when mexico was forced to cede nearly half of its land to 
the united states. The 2,000-mile border was finalized a few years later, 
in 1853 with the gadsden Purchase (Kent 2011).

since then, this border has become a focal point for the movement of 
people and goods, both legal and illegal. today, the us-mexico border is 
the most frequently crossed international border in the world (andreas 
2003). each year, an estimated 300 million people cross it, including thou-
sands who cross daily in both directions for work-related purposes such as 
maids from ciudad Juárez, chihuahua, to el Paso, texas; or farm work-
ers from san luis rio colorado, sonora, to the Yuma Valley in arizona; 
or american businessmen from san diego, california, to tijuana, baja 
california norte. additionally, many people cross the border without 
proper documents, particularly those known as “undocumented” work-
ers. in 2010, for example, the us border Patrol apprehended 463,382 un-
documented individuals; a large number certainly, but a significant drop 
from the 1,676,438 that were apprehended in 2000 (Homeland security 
digital library 2010).

during the winter months, 53% of the imported fruits (e.g., melons) 
and vegetables (e.g., cucumbers and tomatoes) consumed in the united 
states come from mexico and much of this fresh produce crosses at the 
mariposa port of entry in nogales, arizona, where as many as 900 com-
mercial trucks cross daily (lucier, et al. 1997). This port of entry is being 
expanded to handle 3,000 vehicles daily, more than twice the current ca-
pacity; construction is underway and expected to be completed in spring 
2014. The two ports of entry at mexicali, baja california norte-calexico, 
california, handled nineteen million north-bound crossings during 2007 
(city of calexico 2011). in addition to produce, many other types of goods 
and services cross the us-mexico border on a daily basis, including grains, 
textiles, construction materials, furniture, automobiles, etc. of course, vari-
ous products move illegally, as well, across the border daily, such as drugs 
from mexico to the united states and weapons from the us to mexico.

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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The us-mexico border is a very complex border and as such, it calls for 
various approaches to documenting, analyzing, interpreting, and under-
standing it. indeed, this border has been studied from various perspec-
tives, including political (cornelius 2005 and 2004), sociological (massey 
2009 and 2005), economic (gans 2008 and 2007), environmental (laura 
lopez-Hoffman, et al. 2009 and scott, et al. 2007) and literary (King 2004 
and garcía 2006), among others. This article examines the us-mexico bor-
der from the perspective of corridos, a musico-poetic form that is popular 
among mexicans and mexican americans.

1. The Corrido

The corrido is a popular component of mexico’s oral tradition; it is a descrip-
tive narrative, a running account (the word corrido comes from the verb correr, 
to run) that is written in verse, like poetry, and put to music. in other words, 
corridos are stories sung in poetic form and to simple music, much like ballads. 
although the corrido can be traced to an archaic spanish form known as the 
romance that was brought to the americas by the spanish settlers, this span-
ish form was transformed in central mexico into a unique musical genre that 
spread quickly and became very popular with “el pueblo” (the people; the work-
ing class) (mendoza 1954). The corrido art form was already well-known from 
at least the mid-1800s onward but it became even more popularized and deep-
ly engrained in mexican culture during the mexican revolution (1910-1920). 
although this genre originated in mexico and has become a source of popular 
expression throughout mexico and the united states, today it is known and 
performed wherever mexicans and mexican americans reside, particularly 
along the us-mexico border region (Paredes 1958; fernández and officer 1989). 

much like the editorial page of the local newspaper, the corrido takes a 
topic of importance and accurately and precisely documents the essential 
points, interprets them, and then provides commentary; it may also provide 
advice or recommendations (griffith and fernández 1988). However, the 
corrido always takes the point of view of the working class (“el pueblo;” the 
people), and thus it is from this unique perspective that the particular issue 
is documented, analyzed, and interpreted. in a world in which working-class 
people have little economic or political power/influence, cultural expression, 
such as corridos, plays an important role in giving voice to this segment of 
the population. The values espoused are most often ones of bravery, loyalty 
to friends, machismo, independence, disrespect for the law (but respect for 
a Higher law) and love of justice for the common man. Women are rarely 
mentioned, but are the subject of strong emotions when present, such as love, 
anger, scorn, etc. There are a few notable corridos, however, that favorably 
refer to the love and good advice of mothers.

The corrido has been used to document and provide commentary on any 
and all events, occurrences, and personalities of local, national, or interna-
tional importance (fernández and officer 1989). indeed, corridos have been 
composed about every imaginable topic. as one mexican scholar noted: 
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Corridos emerge through popular tradition from those events that 
people intuitively select as representative of a particular time period. 
Thus, anything that appeals to the masses, influences their daily lives, 
and supply them with lasting stimulation, becomes subject matter for 
the corrido. (Pérez martínez 1935, 6-7)

although any topic may be fit for a corrido, some themes have been 
covered extensively by this folk tradition, such as:

• Wars and armed conflicts: most notably the mexican revolution but 
also, World War ii, the Korean War, Vietnam, Persian gulf War, afghani-
stan, and iraq. some of the best-known and classic corridos are about the 
mexican revolution, such as Corrido Villista, La Persecucíon de Villa, and 
Carabina 30-30.

• immigration: These corridos, which number well over a hundred, dis-
cuss many aspects of the mexican immigration experience, including leaving 
the family in mexico, the details of the trip, crossing the border, encounters 
with the border Patrol, and migrant deaths in various forms (e.g., in the des-
ert, automobile accidents, inside locked train boxcars, and in overcrowded 
trailers of semi-trucks). some well-known immigration corridos include: 
El Lavaplatos, Vendiste Los Bueyes, La Jaula de Oro and Los Mandados (see 
fernández forthcoming for an extensive list of immigration corridos).

• folk heroes: many folk heroes have been memorialized through cor-
ridos, including gregorio cortez (border folk hero depicted in an entire 
book [Paredes 1958] and in a feature-length commercial film, The Ballad 
of Gregorio Cortez) and fernando Valenzuela (a pitcher for the los angeles 
dodgers during the 1980s who was recruited from sonora, mexico, and in 
his first year won both the cy Young award and rookie of the Year award).

• Personalities: shortly after michael Jackson died on 25 June 2009, 
several corridos appeared documenting his life.

• tragedies: train accidents, the terrorist acts in new York city and 
Washington, dc, of 11 september 2001, and earthquakes are but a few of 
the tragedies that have been documented through corridos.

• Horses and horse races: although horses are a major corrido theme, 
there are also corridos that involve other animals such as cock fights and 
bull fights. some of the most notable horse corridos include: El Caballo 
Blanco, Caballo Prieto Azabache, and El Moro de Cumpas, which inspired 
a commercial film with the same title.

• miraculous events: two individuals depicted in corridos as being as-
sociated with miracles come immediately to mind: Jesús malverde and st. 
toribio romo. malverde has a public shrine (though he is not recognized 
by the catholic church) in culiacán, sinaloa (mexico) and is credited 
with being a “robin Hood-type” character while alive (robbing the rich 
to give to the poor). He is now viewed as a protector of drug traffickers; he 
apparently helps keep them safe while moving drugs north and delivering 
them to the us. st. romo (a catholic priest who was killed in 1928 during 
the cristero movement in mexico) is said to appear to distressed migrants 
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making their way across the us-mexico border and cures them as well as 
giving them food, water, money, and even directions. today, st. romo’s image 
can be seen everywhere, including on religious cards carried by immigrants. 
His shrine in santa ana, Jalisco (mexico) is visited by 5,000 every weekend.

• assassinations: There are several corridos, for example, about John 
f. Kennedy (President of the united states; assassinated on 22 november 
1963 in dallas, tX) and donaldo colosio (candidate for President of mex-
ico; assassinated on 23 march 1994 in tijuana, mexico).

• towns and regions: These corridos usually document, with much 
pride, a town’s or state’s special characteristics and features, e.g. Corrido 
de Mazatlán and Corrido de Chihuahua.

• drug smuggling: These corridos are commonly known as “narco-
corridos” because they depict the comings and goings of drug traffickers 
(more on these corridos below).

• other topics: many other topics have served to inspire corridos, includ-
ing civic engagement, love affairs gone awry, and particular family mem-
bers. There is even a corrido about corridos, appropriately titled El Corrido.

While there may be exceptions to every pattern and every rule, and 
such is the case with corridos, the fact remains that one can identify very 
clear patterns in the form and structure of corridos. some of the more sa-
lient characteristics of the traditional corrido form are listed follow:

• Perspective: as noted above, corridos take the perspective of the 
common folk. Thus, they are composed in the vernacular language of the 
people, generally by eye-witnesses or well-informed observers situated in 
(or intimately knowledgeable of) the culture of the working class, who are 
also the primary audience of corridos.

• meter and rhyme: meter refers to the number of syllables in each 
line and traditional corridos can be composed in seven to ten syllables, 
but mostly are composed with either six or eight syllables per line. also, 
verses can be either four or six lines. if the verse is four lines, the rhyme 
scheme is abcb; in other words, the end of the last word of the second 
and fourth lines should rhyme. if six lines, the rhyme pattern is abcbdb; 
the last words of lines two, four, and six should rhyme.

• length: old-style corridos are long (twenty or thirty verses), provid-
ing much rich detail as they narrate an event. in fact, when corridos were 
first recorded, many of them did not fit on one side of a 45-rpm record and 
it was common to record “Part one” on one side and to continue the cor-
rido as “Part two” on the flip side. now, corridos tend to be much shorter 
(only eight or ten verses), easily falling within the standard time for songs 
aired on commercial radio, approximately two to three minutes.

• opening, middle and closing: in order to call the audience to attention 
so that listeners will hear the story being related in the corrido, many corridos 
begin by noting in the first or second verse that, indeed, this is a corrido. some 
familiar lines include: “Este es el corrido” (This is the corrido) or “Señores pon-
gan cuidado” (ladies and gentlemen, lend me your ears). The middle part of the 
corrido, the longest section, relates the details of the story. finally, the listener 
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is frequently alerted to the fact that the corrido (the story) has come to an end; 
the final or penultimate verse, for example, will say, “Así termina el corrido” 
(That’s how the corrido ends) or “Aquí termina el corrido” (The corrido ends 
here). if the corrido has described death, either the penultimate or final verse 
begins with “Vuela, vuela palomita” (fly, fly little dove), a spiritual reference.

• Performance space: traditionally, corridos were performed wherever 
people gathered such as plazas (town squares), mercados (marketplaces), or 
ferias (fairs). even today, it is common to hear corridos wherever people gath-
er, including in the plazas of large cities such as guadalajara (mexico’s sec-
ond-largest city).

• singers: Trobadores (wandering singers) would carry the news of the day 
in their corridos as they travelled from town-to-town. They played mostly for 
tips, although some of them also sold broadsheets, often with artistic borders 
and designs, with the words of corridos printed on them.

• singing style and accompaniment: because the emphasis is on the words, 
on the story being told, traditional corridos were performed without any embel-
lishment, simply by one individual accompanied by a guitar. today, however, 
corridos are performed in almost all musical genres, from mariachi to norteño. 
still, the emphasis should remain on communicating the words clearly, so that 
the listener can understand and follow the story being conveyed by the singer.

2. Border Corridos

Corridos on specifically border themes — often of political and cultural 
clashes — have been sung since the ninteenth century, and still continue 
to be composed. El Condenado a Muerte (The one condemned to death) 
was discovered in new mexico and laments the author’s coming execu-
tion for an unnamed crime, and actually gives an exact date, Wednesday, 
20 July 1832 (roberts 1999). Possibly the earliest texas corrido is Corrido 
de Leandro Rivera, which dates from 1841. Paredes (1958) labeled the pe-
riod from 1836 to the late 1930s the “corrido century” on the us-mexico 
border (although given the popularity of corridos in this region during 
the past forty years, a rival “corrido century” may be in the making). an 
early texas corrido hero was Juan nepomuceno cortina, who in 1859 shot 
a brownsville, texas, city marshal who had been mistreating his mother’s 
servant, and with his followers, he briefly occupied the town before fleeing 
across the border into mexico. The most famous corrido from that period 
was about gregorio cortez, whose exploits and problems resulting from 
the shooting of a texas ranger have also been documented in a popu-
lar film, “The ballad of gregorio cortez,” starring James edward olmos. 

numerous corridos are available about the late césar chávez, the founder 
and long-time leader of the farm workers’ movement. one of the first ballads 
on césar chávez was by felipe cantú (burciaga 1993), one of the original 
actors in el teatro campesino (The campestral Theatre), a highly popular 
theatre that performed plays with social and political themes of interest to 
farmworkers and other laborers. There is even a 1995 corrido mourning the 
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death of selena, the popular “tejana” star who had recently been murdered 
by the president of her fan club. 

Corridos are often intensely serious, and they have always mirrored so-
cial and political concerns. They are repositories of both myth and history 
for a people not often served by mainstream newspapers and other media. 
a few such examples are: Los Rinches de Texas (The texas rangers) which 
tells the story of how texas rangers brutally beat poor farmworkers. This 
song is featured in the film Chulas Fronteras (beautiful borders) and de-
scribes an incident during a strike of melon pickers in star county, texas, 
in June 1967; the Corrido de Juan Reyna (The Corrido of Juan reyna) re-
counts his conviction for manslaughter (for killing a police officer while 
allegedly being beaten up in a squad car) and sentence to prison; a sequel 
tells of reyna’s apparent suicide in jail five months before his release; and 
La Tragedia de Oklahoma (The tragedy in oklahoma) deals with a famous 
case in which two students from mexico, one of whom was related to the 
president, were shot by deputies near ardmore, oklahoma. one overt pro-
test song is El Deportado (The deportee) which bluntly describes anglos as 
very evil people who treat mexicans without pity. a relatively recent song, 
El Corrido de César Chávez (The Corrido of césar chávez) by los Pinguinos 
del norte (The Penguins of the north), reflects the rise of chicano political 
and ethnic consciousness in the 1960s and 1970s. The death of eighteen un-
documented workers who died of heat asphyxiation while locked in a box-
car was widely reported in the mainstream press, but was also recorded in 
a corrido, El Vagon de la Muerte (The boxcar of death). Hence, border cor-
ridos have acted as not only a reflection of political and social consciousness 
but also as a stimulus to it. (as noted above, see fernández forthcoming for 
an extensive list of immigration corridos). 

3. Narcocorridos

There are literally thousands of corridos, and this article only touches on 
one small aspect of popular and representative tunes that deal with drugs 
and specifically with drug trafficking, corridos which the media has la-
beled “narcocorridos” (Wald 2001). This section analyzes and comments 
on the extent to which these songs provide an expression of how a size-
able segment of the working-class population has viewed drugs and drug 
smugglers during the past forty or so years — similar to the role of rap 
music in the us. in that respect, it may provide a view of public/popular 
opinion not otherwise found in the media or other sources. The popular-
ity of these corridos is one indication that many people, particularly young 
people, have not accepted the official antidrug message of both the mexi-
can and united states governments.

in 1972, the musical group los tigres del norte (The tigers of the 
north) released Contrabando y Traición (contraband and betrayal), at a 
time when drug use had increased dramatically in the united states in 
less than a decade, and mexican immigrants were seeing drug trafficking 
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daily as they crossed the border. The song, about a bonnie and clyde-type 
couple of drug runners, was a huge hit in both mexico and the united 
states, and was a critical factor in los tigres becoming major stars in 
spanish-language pop music. specifically, this corrido features a woman 
smuggler who shoots and kills her partner, a man, after they have success-
fully smuggled the drugs from mexico into the us and takes off with the 
money to never be heard from again. los tigres are revered within the 
mexican immigrant and chicano communities in the united states and 
among mexicans throughout mexico. indeed, their music continues to be 
highly popular at mexican and chicano fiestas and dances and they often 
play at popular venues such as country fairs.

since 1972, los tigres, who started playing and recording in their teens 
and whose members are originally from mexico but have made the san José, 
california, area their home since the late 1960s, have made thirty-five (lP) 
records, fourteen movies, have won five latin grammys, and sold over thirty-
two million records. With their popularity, los tigres have broadened the 
appeal of the accordion-based music of northern mexico (música norteña 
or simply, norteña). This band has changed the landscape of mexican/chi-
cano pop music at least twice — first with songs about drug smuggling and 
later with songs about immigration (Quinones 1997). This group has also 
modernized the corrido, infusing their music with cumbias, rock rhythms, 
and sound effects of machine guns and sirens. over time, they have added a 
full drum set and an electric bass, and thus modernized norteño music. be-
sides their “drug” songs, common themes in their music include machismo 
desires and the values and beliefs that are the essence of the mexican and 
chicano working class such as dignity, respect, family, and christianity. 

Contrabando y Traición became a norteño classic and has been recorded 
by many other individuals and bands, plus it served as the title of a popu-
lar commercial film. in the us, popular books, both fiction and nonfiction, 
frequently serve to inspire feature films, while corridos have often done 
the same in mexico. The two main characters of Contrabando y Traicíon, 
emilio Varela and camelia “la tejana” (The texan), are now part of chi-
cano folklore. although songs about smuggling had been performed since 
the 1920s when alcohol was smuggled from mexico into the united states 
during Prohibition, Contrabando y Traicíon was the first hit song about drug 
smuggling, and thus the first narcocorrido. The song El Corrido de Cam-
elia ‘La Texana’ (The Corrido of camelia “The texan”) spawned a number 
of movies, including one titled Mataron a Camelia La Texana (They Killed 
camelia, “The texan,” 1976) and Ya Encontraron a Camelia (They found 
camelia, 1979) (Herrera-sobek 1998). 

los tigres followed Contrabando y Traición with La Banda del Carro 
Rojo (The red car gang) also a corrido about drug smuggling. These tunes 
essentially sparked a trend that since the 1970s (and particularly during the 
1990s and through the present) has undergone immense popularity in mexi-
can music. in a sense, the narcocorrido is an update, both in terms of music 
and theme of the traditional corrido, although many recent narcocorridos 
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lack the tight rhythmic structure and quality of singing of the traditional 
corrido style and these particular songs emphasize drug smugglers, shoot-
outs between drug gangs and the police, corruption, and betrayal. most 
norteño bands today play a selection of narcocorridos, and many bands play 
almost nothing else. like gangster rap in the us, corridos recount violence 
and crime and have achieved immense popularity, even without the benefit 
of radio airplay in some areas. even in areas where narcocorridos are played 
regularly, disc jockeys often will warn listeners about language and content 
when such corridos are particularly graphic.

criticism of narcocorridos has come from leaders within the catholic 
church, many business, and from at least one political party, the conser-
vative Partido acción nacional (Pan) (national action Party) in mexico, 
the party of mexico’s previous (Vicente fox) and current President (feli-
pe calderón). These corridos have been labeled as being part of a “culture 
of death” for emphasizing drugs and murder. Newsweek (23 april 2001) 
notes that, “critics on both sides of the border are attacking mexican pop 
songs that glorify drugs. los tucanes de tijuana and los tigres del norte, 
in particular, are targets for their narcocorridos […] tijuana’s city council 
and a national business coalition are urging stations to stop playing these 
songs.” Jorge Hernández of los tigres, like many rap artists, responds that, 
“The only thing that we do is sing about what happens every day. We’re in-
terpreters, then the public decides what songs they like” (Quinones 1997).

since the early 1970s, the chicano community and mexican working 
class have decided they like narcocorridos. los tigres regularly includes 
two or three of these songs on each album. in 1989, they released Corri-
dos Prohibidos (Prohibited or banned Corridos), an entire album of drug 
smuggling corridos. numerous other less well-known singers and bands 
have followed suit with their own narcocorrido cds and cassettes. These 
albums can be purchased in almost any store that sells music, from small 
specialized music shops that cater to mexicans and chicanos to large chain 
department stores such as target and K-mart, as well as at other popular 
venues such as swap meets and street fairs. The album, Corridos Prohibi-
dos, was very controversial in both the us and mexico, and was reported 
to be very popular among drug smugglers themselves. los tigres, however, 
is not really a “narcoband;” it is a norteño band that plays all varieties of 
norteño music, including corridos dealing with various themes, and one of 
these themes is drug trafficking. los tigres, for example, won a grammy 
for the song America, a rock tune that preaches the universal brotherhood 
of latinos. also, unlike younger bands today, los tigres rarely mention 
the names of real drug smugglers, are not photographed with handguns 
or assault rifles, and usually refer to marijuana and cocaine as hierba mala 
(bad weed) and coca. in addition, los tigres have achieved a more respect-
able cultural claim with their songs about the immigration experience; for 
example, Vivan Los Mojados (long live the Wetbacks), La Jaula de Oro 
(The golden cage), and El Otro Mexico (The other mexico) which deals 
with the undying desire of mexican immigrants to return home.
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The title song of Jefe de Jefes (boss of bosses or chief of chiefs), which 
has a number of pictures in the cd booklet of the members of los tigres at 
alcatraz island/Prison in the san francisco bay of california, was released 
in the summer of 1997 and is about a fictional drug kingpin. The album 
features several narcocorridos, including one about drug lord Hector “el 
güero” (light skinned) Palma, who was arrested in 1996 after a plane crash.

Perhaps one explanation for why narco and immigration corridos are 
so popular is because they capture the essential reasons as to why so many 
mexicans immigrate to the us. namely, the lack of employment and eco-
nomic opportunity in mexico and the availability of work in the us. These 
songs document and help people cope with the discrimination and lack of 
equality experienced in the us, for example, as expressed in Ni Aquí Ni Allá 
(neither Here nor There — neither in the us or in mexico). undoubtedly, 
these are some of the critical factors (employment and income), as well, that 
make the drug trade lucrative for many young working-class mexican men. 
as cortese notes, “The mexican-us border is the only place where one can 
leap from the first World to the Third World in five minutes” (cortese 1990).

The 1990s experienced a resurgence of the corrido’s popularity. at the 
request of listening audiences, spanish-language radio stations throughout 
the southwest and mexico offered daily hour-long corrido programs (in some 
cases the “corrido hour” was offered twice daily, usually during early morn-
ing and late afternoon/early evening). Without a doubt, during the 1990s 
the single favorite theme of corridos composers and listeners became drug 
trafficking; and this has continued in the 2000s. When mario Quintero, the 
lead singer of the popular group los tucanes de tijuana, takes the stage, he 
often sings about drug lords, cocaine shipments, and shoot-outs. This has 
been one of the hottest bands in northern mexico since the 1990s and it is 
equally popular with chicanos and working-class mexican immigrants in 
the united states. one of their recent two-cd release, Tucanes de Plata, has 
sold a million copies in the us and over two million copies worldwide. los 
tucanes have been criticized for glorifying the drug trade and drug lords, 
and the question has been raised whether the message of this group (and 
dozens of other bands and corrido singers) may be changing the values of 
a generation of young mexicanos and chicanos (collier 1997). one of los 
tucanes’ most popular songs is called La Piñata (The Piñata) and tells the 
story of a drug lord’s party that included a piñata full of bags of cocaine. 
two other songs from this cd are El Primo (The cousin) which adopts the 
voice of a narcotics boss and The Little Colombian Rock which refers to co-
caine. While it is an open question whether these tunes and others like them 
actually change beliefs and behavior, they regularly describe the potential 
riches and pitfalls of the drug trade. often these corridos, particularly the 
early narcocorridos, speak of betrayals, murders, and assassinations among 
those involved in drug trafficking, and the listener could easily conclude that 
this is a highly dangerous enterprise, one not worth entering. Yet, this was 
not the common message during the 1900s or into the 2000s. drug traffick-
ing, while highly dangerous, is a most lucrative business. a report issued by 
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the united nations (1997) documents that “drug trafficking has grown to a 
$400 billion-a-year enterprise.” The same report notes that worldwide, “il-
legal drugs are reported as a bigger business than all exports of automobiles 
and about equal to the international textile trade.” drug traffickers “are suc-
cessful 85-90% of the time” (cortese 1990).

besides los tucanes de tijuana and los tigres del norte, other known 
(and many relatively obscure) groups like los Huracanes, los dinamicos 
del norte, los alegres del barranco, and los morros del norte have also 
had success with narcocorridos. Popular titles include, for example: Contra-
bando de Juárez (contraband of/through Juárez), Terrible AK-47 (terrible 
aK-47), El Chapo Guzman (The chapo guzman), A Mis Enemigos (to all 
my enemies), El Senor De Los Cielos (The lord of The skies), Mis Tres Ani-
males (my Three animals) and Carga Sagrada (sacred cargo). 

like rap music in the us, narcocorridos have been widely criticized in 
mexico as having a negative influence on young people and a negative im-
pact on society in general. rene Villanueva, a prominent music historian 
and a member of los folkloristas (a band that has played corridos and oth-
er traditional regional mexican music since the 1960s) calls narcocorridos 
a “horrible perversion of mexican culture,” and “a sign of how the power of 
money amid poverty has diverted people’s interest to the most vulgar aspects 
of our society” (collier 1997). in two northwest mexican states, chihuahua 
and sinaloa, government officials have banned narcocorridos from the radio 
and television, and many other individual stations have done the same. of 
course, banning them has not made them disappear or any less popular, on 
the contrary it encourages many rebellious youth to acquire them. a com-
mon complaint is that they glorify criminal behavior and should be banned 
everywhere. interestingly, it is widely known that these two states, sinaloa 
and chihuahua, are home to numerous individuals involved in the drug 
trade. for example, there is a shrine in culiacán, the capital of the state of 
sinaloa, dedicated to a Jesús malverde, where traffickers go (literally at all 
hours of the day and night) to pray for protection during drug trafficking 
trips and to thank malverde when such trips have been successful. malverde 
has come to be known as the “narco-saint,” the saint of the drug traffick-
ers. There are numerous corridos, incidentally, about malverde and several 
of these very specifically refer to drug trafficking.

some narcocorrido composers/singers have been identified or affiliated 
with drug cartels to the extent of receiving death threats, being shot after 
performances, and even killed by, presumably, individuals from compet-
ing cartels. for example, twenty-two year old narcocorrido singer gerardo 
ortíz’s automobile was attacked on 20 march 2011 in the state of colima, 
mexico. ortíz was on the way to his hotel after a performance at a fair in 
Villa de alvarez when his automobile was riddled with bullets; the driver 
and his representative were killed. ortíz survived and he is pictured on his 
new record with a blood-stained shirt and blood splattered on his face.

between 2006 and 2008, over twelve mexican musicians, most of them 
connected to the narcocorrido genre, were murdered. it is widely believed 
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that in these cases, a musician performs a song praising or criticizing a drug 
trafficker and then hit men from a competing cartel go after this singer. Per-
haps the most well known narcocorrido composer and singer to have been 
killed after a concert was rosalino “chalino” sánchez. chalino composed 
numerous corridos about drug traffickers. it is said that many such individu-
als even paid him to compose corridos about them which, of course, always 
placed them in a positive light. sánchez had an interesting, although very 
short career. He was born in and raised in the state of sinaloa, mexico, and 
in 1977, after killing the man who raped his sister, immigrated to the unit-
ed states where he initially worked in agriculture. sánchez started writing 
and singing corridos, mostly narcocorridos, on the side and by 1989 he was 
a much requested performer throughout california. at a performance in 
coachella, california, a patron drew a gun and shot chalino in the side; 
chalino reacted and immediately pulled his own gun and fired back. The 
gunman was killed as was one other person and at least five others were 
wounded. in 1992, after a concert in culiacán, sinaloa, sánchez’s automo-
bile was forced to the side of the road and he was murdered with two shots 
to the back of the head. chalino was only thirty-one years old but he be-
came a legend and his death sparked a boom in narcocorridos and the rise 
of dozens of imitators.

There have not been public calls for banning the playing of corridos on 
radio in california, arizona, or texas, although narcocorridos remain very 
popular on spanish-language stations in these states. Vicente romero, pro-
gram director of KraY-fm in salinas, california, plays rancheras and other 
popular forms of mexican music, but he also plays narcocorridos, com-
menting that, “maybe los tucanes and the other narcocorridos are a bad 
influence, but we have to play them because everybody asks for them, and 
no one complains” (collier 1997). Narcocorridos are played daily on both 
of tucson, arizona’s spanish-language radio stations and here, too, no one 
complains. it may be that narcocorridos arouse less concern than rap music 
because they have a much softer touch musically, and lack the aggressiveness 
and harder edge of many rap tunes. Plus, narcocorridos are part of the long 
and extensive corrido musical and cultural tradition and are almost always 
sung in spanish, and thus rarely heard outside the chicano and mexican 
immigrant communities. additionally, narcocorridos are performed by indi-
viduals and groups who look “normal,” that is, they dress in clothes normal 
to the norteño music tradition, unlike rappers who project a distinct “look” 
(e.g., tattoos, baggy clothes, and lots of “bling,” large jewelry). 

Narcocorridos, at times, almost seem to make drugs and drug traffick-
ing a positive, lucrative, and charming experience. While they share drug 
and crime themes with gangster rap, they are still very popular with a large 
segment of the spanish-speaking population. Quintero, the lead singer and 
guitarist for los tucanes, responds to critics in much the same way as many 
rap artists, that they are simply reporting on a popular aspect of contemporary 
life, and that by prohibiting drugs the government has actually contributed 
to their popularity and to the development of a multi-billion dollar under-
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ground business. one of the most controversial aspects of los tucanes’ songs 
is that some of their lyrics read as if they might have been written for the drug 
lords and gangs themselves. for example, the group’s song about “el güero” 
(Whitey) Palma, a sinaloa drug lord now serving time in mexico’s high-se-
curity almoloya prison, calls him “a respectable gentleman” and concludes 
in a warning to the police: “don’t go over the line, because the king isn’t dead 
[…] don’t sleep soundly. The orders are the same, and will be carried out to 
the letter. even your pillow could explode on you.” Quintero argues that their 
songs are about what they have seen or what people tell them. La Piñata is 
about a real drug lord’s cocaine party that someone told him about, he claims. 

Whether corridos are always completely accurate or not is somewhat ir-
relevant. What is accurate, however, is that illegal drugs have been part of 
american popular culture since the 1960s and drug smuggling, drug wars, 
and other activities endemic to the drug trade and drug use have touched 
the lives of most americans, including chicanos and mexicanos. given the 
role of the corrido in chicano and mexican cultures, its part in capturing 
and commenting on the daily experience, particularly that which shocks, 
it is no accident, nor should it be surprising, that we find so many corri-
dos about drug trafficking and that these corridos have become so popular.

Conclusions

The us-mexico border region is likely to continue to be a focal point for 
both the united states and mexico for the foreseeable future for various 
reasons, including its population growth. on the us side, the border con-
tinues to attract both businesses and people, including thousands of re-
tirees. on the mexican side, border communities are growing as a result 
of business and industry and because border communities often serve as 
launching pads for migrants wishing to cross to the united states.

furthermore, the economies of the united states and mexico are inextri-
cably linked, as are the families, cultures and geographies of the us-mexico 
border region. in sum, all demographic and economic trends unequivocally 
project increased activity along the border. both legal and illegal goods, ser-
vices and people will continue to cross this border on a daily basis and in large 
volumes. and, we predict, corridistas (corrido composers) will continue to 
give “el pueblo” (the common folk) a voice as they document, interpret, and 
memorialize border events, personalities, and occurrences through corridos.

Narcocorridos seem to indicate a change in heroes or, if you will, an-
tiheroes to some extent. While drug smugglers and dealers do fight the 
government, they rarely do it to benefit the community or the oppressed. 
Their popularity with young working-class mexicanos and chicanos 
should not be surprising, given the poverty and inequality that continues 
to be a common phenomenon in both countries. as cortese notes, “Profit 
and poverty explain why mexico has become the source of large quantities 
of illicit drugs[…] They [poor mexicans] literally have nothing to lose and 
much to gain by cultivating or trafficking in illicit drugs” (cortese 1990).
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del cine al Poema largo: SCENE FROM THE MOVIE GIANT- 
ESCENA DE LA PELíCULA GIGANTE de tino VillanueVa

María Cecilia Graña

1. Autorrepresentarse

contagiada por la “pasión crítica” de octavio Paz que siempre demos-
tró una particular predilección por borrar las fronteras geográficas y lin-
güísticas en ámbito literario y que, a pesar de las diferencias de lenguas y 
culturas, consideraba la poesía moderna de occidente una sola (Paz 1972, 
15-16), he elegido un texto en inglés de un autor estadounidense de ma-
dre lengua española que ha sido definido por charles tatum “fino poeta 
y perceptivo investigador” (tatum 1986, 215). 

Scene from the Movie GIANT1 de tino Villanueva, un volumen ga-
nador del american book award for Poetry en 1994, cuenta y canta el 
esfuerzo por autorrepresentarse de un individuo a partir de la represen-
tación que de él ha hecho el otro.2 una autorrepresentación que se logra 
en la medida en que se deconstruye el estereotipo del chicano creado por 
el angloamericano — dos polos de una dicotomía que, desde la batalla 
de el Álamo, aparecen como opuestos. investigar el funcionamiento de 
esa serie de oposiciones en su argüir, y en las relaciones que establecen 
con los diversos niveles textuales3 es, aquí, un proceso en el que la es-
critura se vuelve el remedio que restituye un espacio a quien había sido 
expulsado como chivo expiatorio de su lugar originario: el méxicoame-

* an earlier version of this essay appeared in Séptimo foro internacional de es-
tudios sobre las culturas literarias del sudoeste norteamericano, m.c. graña and f. 
fava (eds.), Verona: Quiedit 2007.

1 la primera edición fue publicada en 1993 en Willimantic, ct, por la curbstone 
Press. aquí usaré la edición bilingüe, traducida por r. cabañas alamán (Villanue-
va 2005).

2 fiamma montezemolo reflexionando sobre la representación y la autorepre-
sentación chicana recuerda que para los constructivistas el mundo, para poder ser 
percibido y vivido, tiene que adquirir un sentido; y para que el sentido no sea arbi-
trario tiene que nacer de la relación que establecen entre sí una serie de signos en el 
interior de un código socialmente fijado (montezemolo 2004, 97).

3 en una oposición filosófica tradicional no encontramos una coexistencia pací-
fica de términos sino una violenta jerarquía en la que uno de los términos domina al 
otro axiológica o lógicamente. Por lo tanto deconstruir la oposición es, ante todo y 
en un momento dado, invertir la jerarquía (culler 1982, 79-82).

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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ricano que, de residir en el propio territorio, se convirtió en el ‘otro’ en 
el sudoeste norteamericano. 

Scene from the Movie GIANT, sobre el que su autor estuvo meditando 
durante casi diez años,4 aparece constituido por 21 poesías articuladas en 
cinco partes. como encabezando el poema aparece indicada la dicción: “es-
tos poemas relatan un incidente del pasado y están concebidos para leerse en 
secuencia,” podemos vincular el texto con el concepto de modern sequence, 
término utilizado por la crítica anglosajona para definir un poema en el que 
las acciones se manifiestan diegéticamente pero se alternan o confluyen en 
pasajes fundamentalmente líricos que tienden a interactuar con el todo en 
forma orgánica. en pocas palabras, un poema que, gracias a su extensión, 
va expresando la compleja música de sentimientos que envuelve un núme-
ro de centros radiantes por medio de secuencias que progresivamente se 
van liberando de su marco narrativo o temático (rosenthal y gall, 1983). 

Pero el concepto de modern sequence no es suficiente, como ha seña-
lado Klaus martens, para clasificar las formas poemáticas relacionadas 
con las principales experiencias poéticas de ámbito anglófono e hispano-
parlante que se manifestaron a ambos lados del atlántico en las primeras 
décadas del siglo pasado y caracterizadas, como en este caso, por una lar-
ga elaboración escrituraria y por una longitud mayor que la de una poe-
sía (martens 1986, 350-65). más abarcador resulta el de “poema extenso,” 
en el que la extensión puede llegar a ser relativa, pero en el que la tensión 
compositiva debe incluir la “máxima variedad en la unidad” (Paz 1990, 
12). este tipo de tensión en la estructura de un poema es lo que aquí me 
interesa observar porque se enfrenta con una idea canónica de unidad al 
multiplicar los contextos emotivos, las voces, las perspectivas (altieri 1978, 
653) y, en este caso, las lenguas y los códigos semióticos.

2. Primera causa 

en la primera lírica de Scene, una suerte de “poema pórtico,” el enunciante 
queda atrapado por la pantalla del televisor de su casa al ver que trasmiten 
una película, Giant, que lo retrotrae a un pasado en el que había asistido co-
mo espectador — entonces adolescente —, a la misma proyección en un ci-
ne: “a scene from / the past has caught me in the act of living;” “una escena 
del / pasado me ha sorprendido en el acto de vivir” (Villanueva 2005, 20-21).

de la saga cinematográfica de 1956, dirigida por george stevens, basada 
en la novela homónima de edna ferber, e interpretada por rock Hudson, 
elizabeth taylor y James dean, tino Villanueva extrapola la penúltima 

4 “it was in madrid, in 1978, when i was interviewing spanish poets for my re-
search, that it finally clicked in my mind that i had a poem here,” he says. “What i 
didn’t know was that i had a book.” He wrote the first six poems on the basis of his 
memory of the scene in 1983 and finally bought a Vcr and the film and completed 
the cycle of 21 poems.” (susman 1994).
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escena y gira obsesivamente alrededor de ella, convirtiéndola en el núcleo 
germinal de su poema y la parte de un todo que es algo más que la película.

What i have from 1956 is one instant at the Holiday 
Theater, where a small dimension of a film, as in 
a dream, became the feature of the whole.

lo que llevo conmigo de 1956 es un instante en el cine
Holiday, donde una breve escena, como en 
un sueño, se convirtió en un distintivo de la película. (18-19)

Porque con Scene, como dice ann marie stock, se cierra “el trecho que se-
para el espectador pasivo del enunciante activo” (stock 1998, 243).5

en Scene cada lírica describe y se refiere, alternadamente, a acciones 
y personajes de la película (“The serving of Water,” “The benedicts [up 
close]”), al sujeto que la mira (“on the subject of staying Whole”), a la 
toma de la cámara filmadora (“stop action: impression”) o al acto de es-
cribir (“The telling”).

ahora, ya no en un cine del sudoeste de los estados unidos en 1956, 
sino en boston en 1973, el yo lírico se ve viendo — en el presente y en el 
pasado — la escena en la que el propietario de un restaurante de carretera 
advierte entre la clientela la nuera y el nieto chicanos de los rancheros be-
nedict. cuando éstos piden un helado para el nieto, sarge, el propietario, 
responde que lo imaginaba prefiriendo tamales; y con su agresión niega el 
mestizaje anglo del niño para remitirlo al lugar de origen de sus ancestros 
maternos. Y cuando, sucesivamente, sarge prohibe la entrada a su local a 
una familia méxico-americana, esta última discriminación — dentro de 
la ficción cinematográfica — indigna a bick benedict al punto que sale a 
pelear contra sarge, pero resulta perdedor. 

si al volver a ver Giant, el sujeto lírico adquiere conciencia del dolor que 
le produjo a los catorce años aquella escena que le parecía muy semejan-
te a la vida misma y, concretamente, a la vida de un chicano,6 las últimas 
dos partes del poema se detienen en el proceso por el cual la sensación de 
derrota del jovencito al salir del cine se transforma en la afirmación es-
crituraria de un sujeto lírico que en la Palabra va a hallar el fundamento 
de su identidad.7

5 “The gap between the viewing ‘eye’ and the enunciating ‘i’, as the passive spec-
tator develops into the active enunciator.”

6 sin embargo, véanse los matices que establecen J.m. lotman y Y. tsivian (2001, 
14-21), para referirse al arte cinematográfico como duplicación de la vida.

7 en su libro Identidad y violencia amartya sen considera que existe una gran can-
tidad de categorías a las que pertenecemos simultáneamente: “Puedo ser, al mismo 
tiempo, asiático, ciudadano indio, bengalí con antepasados bangladesíes, residente es-
tadounidense o británico, economista, filósofo diletante, escritor, especialista en sáns-
crito, fuerte creyente en el laicismo y la democracia, hombre, feminista, heterosexual, 
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Villanueva explicita que está fundiendo el texto artístico con un texto 
de vida (la suya). de esta forma, la escena que se recorta de la saga elimi-
na su carácter fragmentario en cuanto se inserta como un elemento fun-
damental en la personalidad del autor, delata una tendencia romántica y 
entra a formar parte de lo que podríamos llamar su “diario poético”.8 la 
escena, al dar lugar a una particular tensión entre la represión del recuer-
do y la repetición y revisión del mismo, genera una identidad melancólica 
que, como dice Harold bloom, “se rompe con cada nuevo poema fuerte 
y […] a la vez es reconstituida por este mismo poema” (bloom 2000, 49).

3. De la abyección a la escritura

el poema cuenta (Partes i, ii y iii) un “suceso”9 abyecto que se transforma 
en la causa desplazada y simbólica de una historia posterior (Partes iV y V). 
lo abyecto — entendiendo por el mismo una mezcla de fobias y obsesiones 
racistas — es ese episodio de discriminación anglo dentro de lo que fue visto 
como una épica americana, épica basada en el dinero (self-made man hace 
una fortuna petrolífera) y en el melting pot (rudo texano y heredera del este 
tienen un hijo que estudia en Harvard y se casa con una chicana). 

Pero lo abyecto funciona también en el sentido que le da Julia Kriste-
va. la crítica búlgara afirma que, a diferencia de la histeria en la que el yo 
expulsa completamente de sí el “objeto maligno,” el sujeto de la abyección 
“produce eminentemente cultura” porque “su síntoma es el rechazo y la 
reconstrucción de lenguajes” (Kristeva 1982, 51. la traducción es mía). 

el yo lírico del poema al querer “volver a ver” una y otra vez con la memoria 
la causa de su trauma, descubre cómo, a partir del “suceso,” fue trasgredien-
do ciertos límites: en el momento de la primera visión de la película mezcló el 
juicio con los afectos pero, al acercarse de nuevo a esa frontera de la que creía 
haberse separado sumiéndose en la pesadumbre (Parte ii “fallingrief of un-
pleasure”), logra representar “otra cosa” (Parte V), en la que las dicotomías se-
mánticas e ideológicas (que, en la Parte iii, se representan en la luz y la sombra 

defensor de los derechos de los gays y las lesbianas, con un estilo de vida no religioso, 
de origen hindú, no ser brahmán y no creer en la vida después del la muerte.” aclara 
que en este tema hay dos aspectos para tener en cuenta: el primero consiste en recono-
cer que las identidades son en gran medida plurales, el segundo consiste en el hecho 
de que una persona tiene que elegir “explícita o implícitamente — la importancia re-
lativa que dará, en un contexto particular, a las lealtades divergentes que compiten por 
ser prioritarias” (sen 2007, 44).

8 al respecto véase lotman 1980, 230.
9 Hablo de “suceso” en el sentido utilizado por roland barthes en “estructura 

del suceso,” es decir: “el ‘suceso’ o ‘fait divers’ […] procede de una clasificación de lo 
inclasificable, es el desecho inorganizado de las noticias informes; su esencia es ne-
gativa, sólo empieza a existir allí donde el mundo deja de ser nombrado, sometido a 
un catálogo conocido […]; en una palabra es una información monstruosa, análoga 
a todos los hechos excepcionales o insignificantes, es decir, anómicos, que suelen 
clasificarse púdicamente bajo el epígrafe de los Varia” (barthes 1967, 225).
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con las que se encuadra la pelea entre sarge y bick), se disuelven. Y a medida 
que se disuelve también el recuerdo de la escena cinematográfica, se pone en 
juego “una metamorfosis del sujeto con la que se extraen de los significantes 
elegidos un vigor inventivo y un heroísmo completamente nuevo” (saint gi-
rons 2006, 214)10 — como vemos en la Parte V del poema.

en “fade-out-fade-in” el espectador adolescente a la salida del cine, va trans-
formando el ritmo de su caminata y su respiración en la acentuación alternada del 
verso yámbico. Y de ser alguien que no era nada más que su nombre y que, en la 
derrota no poseía siquiera el escudo de su fe, con un juego de palabras, enlaza el 
nombre del verso (Iambic) con el tema de la propia identidad (I am). inmolando 
el silencio, el sujeto lírico regresa a un nudo de la memoria para recuperarlo, y 
cada paso de la historia, o poema, es un anhelo o “inspiración” para el siguien-
te, de modo tal que, gradualmente, se va creando la extensión del long poem.

[…] and
what i took in that afternoon took root and a 
quiet vehemence arose. it arose in language — 
the legitimate deduction of the years thought out.
now i am because i write: i know it in my heart
and know it in the sound iambics of my fist that
mark across the paper with the sun’s exacting rays. 

[…] Y
lo que capté aquella tarde dejó huella y surgió en mí
una silenciosa vehemencia. surgió en el lenguaje — 
la legítima deducción de los años meditados.
ahora soy porque escribo: lo sé en mi corazón
y lo sé por los firmes yámbicos de mi puño que
marcan el paso por encima del papel con los precisos rayos del sol. (84-85) 

en Scene from the Movie GIANT el recuerdo de una escena representada 
que había quedado al margen de la vida del poeta — pero que ahora se trans-
forma en “primera causa” de su escritura11 — se va tejiendo con el recuerdo 
auditivo de su caminar por las calles del pueblo en un atardecer de 1956. 

10 “[…] una metamorfosi del soggetto pronta ad estrarre dai significanti d’elezione 
un vigore inventivo e un eroismo del tutto inediti.” la traducción al español es mía.

11 en la parte i de Scene, “claiming the air” “apropiándose del aire,” el poeta ini-
cia a contar, ya no la entrada de los benedict en el restaurante, sino la de la familia 
méxico-americana que podría haber sido la suya propia, y aparecen estos versos: “The 
camera’s eye blinks, adjusts its / focus to the segment that follows, the one grown 
around / me like a lingering first cause.” “la lente de la cámara parpadea, ajusta el / 
enfoque al fragmento que sigue, el que ha ido creciendo como / una persistente pri-
mera causa en mi mente” (34-35). meditar sobre una ‘primera causa’ biográfica que 
se transforma en incentivo de la escritura, es algo recurrente en Villanueva. de hecho 
da el título a un volumen en español de 1999. en ese libro, la “primera causa,” aunque 
no aparezca “narrada,” existe para motivar y sustentar las palabras y la identidad de 
quien las emite: “entretanto, me dejo llevar / por la condición de la memoria / — pri-
mera causa que me nombra — / que me persuade a escribir sobre lo escrito. / ser y 
seguir siendo: / soy el que sólo existe más / si está escribiendo” (Villanueva 1999a, 14).
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luego de una sensación de levedad, de vacío (“Observer and observed”12) 
y de a-significación, el yo “ligero de equipaje” — como diría machado —, al 
desprender “your daily / self from the lost fragments of the past” (86-87), con 
el “pesar del tiempo” ancla su salvación y va reconstituyendo, del contexto al 
texto y de la realidad a la profundidad de su alma, su integridad. una integri-
dad cuya amalgama es paradójica, pues está constituida por dos tiempos, dos 
lenguas y dos culturas, separadas por una frontera porosa, en la que una no 
quiere ser asimilada por la otra, dominante. será a través de ese “otro” escri-
turario del que hablaba rimbaud, que Villanueva logra recuperar la unidad 
tendida entre momentos temporales diversos y fragmentos culturales dispares.

4. Una composición híbrida

el poema se transforma en un cuerpo textual en el que el acto de habla del 
sujeto lírico, no sólo evidencia, sino que “produce” ante nuestros ojos/oídos, 
el mestizaje que lo caracteriza y lo fundamenta, en una exploración del um-
bral que lo separa del otro: esa frontera que separa al chicano del anglo y que 
divide el yo presente de la enunciación del yo que se sitúa en el enunciado.

una exploración que se trasluce en la concepción misma del poema de 
Villanueva. de hecho, en la estructura de Scene se articulan dos códigos 
diversos — pues el lenguaje de uno (la literatura) retoma y reproduce el 
lenguaje del otro (el cine) que, ya de por sí, es un fenómeno que resume, 
desde un punto de vista semiótico, varias lenguas.13

[…] now i think: the 
poem’s the thing wherein I’ll etch the semblance
of the film. […]

[…] Pienso ahora: el poema es donde la esencia de la película mejor po-
dré grabar. […] (82-83) 

así pues, el texto es, voluntariamente, la trasposición de una forma ar-
tística (el cine) en otra: el cine, por ejemplo, aparece en el léxico de algunos 
títulos e incide en el design de cada poema porque, como William carlos 
Williams, tino Villanueva piensa que el sentido de una lírica puede ob-
tenerse prestando atención al diseño, al aspecto visual de la misma.14 en 
Scene las estrofas se transforman en unidades visuales, consistentes, repe-
titivas de tres en tres, de cuatro en cuatro, etc., que van pasando frente a 

12 “something weightless / gathers around me, while my body, unpoised, / holds 
its forward momentum / in silence and slow time.” “algo ingrávido / se forma a mi 
alrededor, mientras mi cuerpo, sin aplomo / sostiene el impulso hacia adelante / en 
silencio y a tiempo lento” (74-75).

13 cine: fotografía en movimiento + discurso verbal, por ejemplo. cf. lotman 
1980, 53.
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los ojos del lector como “encuadres” unidos unos con otros por el enjam-
bement para diferenciarse de la fotografía y asemejarse a una secuencia 
cinematográfica. o, como en “The existence of sarge,” vemos una estro-
fa de versos largos transformarse en un solo bloque textual comparable a 
la prosa,15 con el que se quiere representar, irónicamente, no sólo el peso 
emotivo de la imagen cinematográfica del propietario del ínfimo local en 
la psique del adolescente chicano, sino también su potencia física y social. 
Y sin embargo, el llenar con la escritura la página en blanco, no quiere ser 
sólo un analogon de la fuerza física de quien se describe, sino también de-
mostrar el poder de la Palabra. algo que el espectador adolescente descu-
bre cuando sarge concluye la pelea con bic tirándole encima un cartel al 
que se acerca el zoom de la cámara:

We reserVe
tHe rigHt
to refuse serVice
to anYone 

al concepto de composición híbrida se agrega, asimismo, el que el 
poema sea plurilingüe,16 algo que lo centra en la modernidad del siglo 
XX.17 de hecho en Scene advertimos un code switching del inglés al espa-
ñol en “text for a Vaquero: flashback,” o en “The telling.” en esta poesía 
que combina tercetos con dísticos, la palabra quiere transformarse en un 
analogon de la existencia, que no es stasis sino un ansioso caminar por 
los recuerdos para adelantarse a ellos y verlos bajo otra luz: vivir es escri-
bir y al escribir se recupera la ceniza ardiente del pasado y se anticipa la 
vida por venir. de esta forma las frases en español (“vida que no olvida” 

14 esta atención, que en la modernidad había iniciado con mallarmé y continúa 
con apollinaire, se refuerza con Williams, para quien componer objetos verbales 
claramente delineados en el espacio llegó a constituir la razón misma de un texto 
poético. es sabido además, que Williams fue un apasionado por trasponer otras 
formas de arte en la poesía (por ejemplo, al ver los movimientos de isadora duncan 
quiso trasmitir la experiencia estética que sintió y, en ese momento, se dio cuenta de 
que debía inventar una forma nueva). cf. dijkstra 1978, 3 y 11.

15 William carlos Willams se ha referido a la “ligereza” de la poesía frente al peso 
de la prosa (“i can go no further to say that poetry feeds the imagination and prose 
the emotions; poetry liberates the words from their emotional implications, prose 
confirms them in it.” (Williams 1970, 145).

16 un plurilingüismo que no es exclusivo de la literatura chicana, como señala 
el mismo Villanueva refiriéndose al aspecto lingüístico en su ensayo Rupturas y 
alianzas en la poesía bilingüe chicana, recordando las jarchas o ciertas poesías de 
chaucer escritas en inglés, francés y latín o las poesías escritas en vasco y español 
(Villanueva 1999b, 185-87, y también en el “Prólogo” a Villanueva 1994).

17 recordemos que steiner, observando el multilingüismo característico de la 
obra de los escritores más prominentes de nuestra época, considera que la literatura 
del siglo XX bien puede ser considerada multilingüe (steiner 1973, 18).
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“la vida revivida,” “vida sacada de cada clamor”) adquieren el significado 
de un renacimiento y una liberación.

Pero el plurilingüismo reverbera asimismo en los poemas escritos ex-
clusivamente en inglés: por ejemplo, si traducimos este título “The slow 
Weight of time” al español, como lo hizo cabañas alamán (“el lento pesar 
del tiempo”), podemos pensar que el título inglés pudo haber sido conce-
bido en español, porque el desvío de la langue hacia la parole se produce 
en este idioma. Veamos: el inglés usa una sola palabra (Weight) para indi-
car el sustantivo “peso” y el infinitivo sustantivado “pesar,” mientras que 
en la lengua española existen dos (“peso” y “pesar”). Y es en español que, 
por medio de la paranomasia, se produce un desvío de la langue, pues se 
ignora el cliché “pasar del tiempo,” para introducir la novedad del “pesar 
del tiempo.” en español, además, se introduce un matiz semántico que se 
relaciona con la experiencia dolorosa del adolescente ya que “pesar” une 
al significado del “peso” del tiempo, la “tristeza” que conlleva el mismo. 

5. El poema extenso como depósito de valores

el autor, al elegir un fragmento de una historia que de la literatura pasa al 
cine, para transformarlo nuevamente en literatura, nos está demostrando 
que los signos están vacíos de significado y lo adquieren en un mundo de 
relaciones. Porque la saga, que en un sistema de relaciones sociales y en un 
código semiótico determinado (el cine) había sido vista como pertenecien-
te al género épico (y el título de la novela y de la película son indicativos), 
al ser contada por otro enunciante que recorta de ella un “suceso” para 
insertarlo en otro código, se vacía de su sentido originario. en el poema 
de tino Villanueva, la saga cambia sentido cuando el poeta encuadra una 
sola escena ínfima de la misma (seis minutos frente a tres horas y media de 
la película). Y el nuevo sentido se enriquece aún más cuando en el poema 
se recupera, por medio de un flash back ausente en la película, un héroe 
olvidado, el vaquero. este personaje, de acentuada concreción histórica, 
forma parte de la estructura interna de una colectividad, la chicana, y li-
terariamente diverge, en cuanto motivo, del cowboy que por aparecer tra-
dicionalmente vinculado a los motivos del duelo y del combate, pertenece 
a otra serie: la de la naturaleza de los conflictos (lotman 1980, 152-53). 

en “text for a Vaquero: flashback” vemos de joven al anciano que sarge 
ha intentado echar de mala manera de su local. el poema, que recuerda un 
vaquero en completo control de la propia situación en un rodeo, compensa la 
intensa negatividad que proponía el anterior “claiming the air.” esta lírica fo-
calizaba — con la neutralidad de la cámara cinematográfica — los fotogramas 
de la expulsión de la familia chicana del restaurante, aunque su título aludiese 
a esa falta de aire que sintió el joven espectador ante la arrogancia de sarge, y 
que ahora el sujeto poemático reclama, para transformarlo en pneuma creativo.

el hecho de que el flashback cumpla la función de recordar al lector la 
existencia de un sujeto social que la cultura anglo ha olvidado, pues el va-
quero es el antecedente del cowboy y el detentor de su paternidad cultural, 
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justifica además el que el poema en inglés mantenga la palabra vaquero y 
el resto del vocabulario (sombrero, chaparreras) que lo caracteriza en espa-
ñol: para el sujeto lírico no hay otra lengua para definir o nombrar quien 
“owned the language of a roundup” “Poseía el lenguaje del rodeo” (36-37). 
el vaquero, una figura mítica para la cultura méxico-americana a pesar de 
que “time denies him what he’s been” “el tiempo le niega lo que ha sido.” (38-
39) es representado con una imagen sub specie aeternitatis similar a la del 
viejo gaucho en El sur de borges: “[…] a separate fact / a silhouetted stoic in 
his saddle / like some vigilant bronzed-god / pondering his fate.” “[…] una 
realidad aparte / una estoica figura en la montura como algún dios broncea-
do vigilante / reflexionando sobre su destino” (36 a 39); y, en la exaltación de 
esa figura, el texto se relaciona con el corrido — canción tradicional mejica-
na y sobre todo tejana — que cantaba la gesta de los héroes de la frontera.

Conclusión

así pues, Scene from the Movie GIANT se propone deconstruir la épica de 
la cultura angloamericana para poner en primer plano las emociones que 
suscita lo abyecto de la misma; y al seguir de otra manera los pasos de esa 
historia, al poner el fragmento del “cuento” en un “canto,” el poeta dirá 
que el mestizaje constituye un rescate si en él entran en juego con paridad 
los diversos sujetos sociales y raciales que lo componen. en este sentido el 
poema extenso apunta a una “experiencia moral”18 y en un mundo globa-
lizado pero fragmentario, constituye un depósito de valores.19 

Pero en Scene from the Movie GIANT la tensión que caracteriza al poe-
ma largo no se encarna en una voz “poseída” o grandiosa, como la de Al-
turas de Machu Picchu o, por momentos, la de Anabase. es, en cambio, 
una voz “recuperada” del silencio aunque corroída por la ironía,20 cuyo 
propósito es desmenuzar la tendencia totalizante y abarcadora de la épi-
ca. como ha señalado alfred arteaga citando a bajtín, los géneros poseen 
una historia; ellos contaminan y aparecen contaminados por el espíritu 
del tiempo; representan la tradición a través de la cual el presente renego-
cia la subjetividad (arteaga 1997, 127). además, luego de las reflexiones de 
luckács sobre el problema de la historia de las formas y los géneros litera-
rios, ha quedado bastante claro que en la modernidad se vuelve imposi-
ble reconstituir el sentido homogéneo y unitario de la antigua épica en la 
que aparecían conjugadas experiencia y trascendencia (lukács 1994, 46). 

18 estas palabras las utiliza Pere gimferrer para referirse a la intencionalidad 
que mueve la escritura de octavio Paz en sus poemas mayores (gimferrer 1998, 19).

19 Peter baker considera que los long poems de la modernidad cumplen esta fun-
ción. son un continente textual en el que se colocan una serie de valores del con-
texto (baker 1972).

20 de hecho ya la crítica ha notado que “hay una ironía que subyace constante-
mente” en la obra de tino Villanueva (bruce-novoa 1999, 255).
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Quizás por esta razón, Villanueva recoge una forma, la del poema ex-
tenso, para reescribir, sobre una manifestación emblemática de la cultura 
anglo, una historia mínima, un fragmento de historia en el que se reco-
noce una comunidad; y lo hace, sobre todo, para explicar el proceso por 
el cual llega a ‘individuarse’ un sujeto subalterno en la modernidad. si 
desde mallarmé la palabra poética termina en el silencio, y el lenguaje se 
ha vuelto una prisión en la que el hombre está solo, tino Villanueva ex-
presa, por lo contrario, que el grito mudo ha quedado en un momento de 
la infancia, mientras que el lenguaje es la propia casa desde cuya puerta 
se advierte el perfil del yo.
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el Poeta cHicano Y la ciudad

María Cecilia Graña
 

1. el motivo de la gran metrópolis en la literatura chicana es reciente y se re-
fiere, en particular, a ciudades de la llamada mexamérica, como los angeles 
(donde la cultura chicana se definió mejor y más tempranamente), san fran-
cisco, austin, albuquerque (Valenzuela arce 2003, 168-70) aunque incorpora 
también las ciudades adonde muchos habitantes del sudoeste de los estados 
unidos emigraron, como nueva York o chicago. así pues, en las últimas dé-
cadas del siglo XX, los símbolos comunitarios chicanos, de estar representados 
por la madre tierra y aztlán, pasan a ser representados gradualmente, por lo 
urbano: “Whereas earlier the natural environment provided inspiration for 
the simbolic expression of collective identity, now the built environment has 
assumed that role” (Kaup 1997, 363). sin embargo, los textos poéticos registran 
con un cierto malestar el abandono del espacio natural, porque se lo siente 
vinculado con un tipo de vida más auténtico. así lo hace Juan felipe Herrera 
en “la 24 y el otoño,” en el que la ciudad esconde el profundo dolor y la culpa 
de haberse arrancado de sí la parte ‘natural’ del mundo:

 
los miles de troncos amputados
debajo de la sala 
de la ciudad
siguen sangrando hiel. (en binder 1986, 93-94)

Y como las primeras representaciones chicanas de una urbe no logran 
conciliar “the machine with the garden,” los sujetos poéticos perfilan un 
“tú” “contra la ciudad,” como en otra poesía de felipe Herrera, “black te-
nor on Powell street:”

Whispering
dreaming
Pointing

against the city through the fog
Your X silhouette. (en binder 1986, 87)

en la obra de richard Vargas, la carga de negatividad que condensa 
la urbe se refiere, en cambio, a los desechos y a los materiales destruidos 

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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de la misma que, por momentos, se transforman en una engañosa ilusión 
para sus habitantes (“the broken glasses in the gutters give the illusion of 
roads / decorated with jeweled glitter and precious shine / a conquistador 
wet dream”). Por esta razón, a esa “city of the lost” la llorona en lugar de 
llegar llorando (weeping) como usualmente hace, entra “barriendo” (swee-
ping) para, finalmente, encontrar allí a sus propios hijos:

when la llorona comes sweeping
down on the city from the sandia mountains to the east

she races up and down its streets and alleys 
creating a fierce ugly wind blowing litter

and garbage across the desert into arizona 
legend has it she is looking
for her long lost children

and here
she has found them.

                                                           (Vargas 2011)

2. desde las grandes novelas dickensianas o balzacianas, la urbe se repre-
senta con una alternancia; por un lado, es el espacio de la ilusión, al cual 
se sueña con llegar mientras se vive arraigado a la tierra o a la vida de los 
pueblitos de provincia; por otro, la urbe es el lugar en el que se han per-
dido las esperanzas. así pues, la gran ciudad en la poesía chicana aparece 
en una dialéctica que hoy ya constituye un topos literario.

Por ejemplo, en “casi bíblica ciudad: chicago” de tino Villanueva, de la 
gran urbe se tienen noticias gracias a la radio o al cine; no obstante esto, el su-
jeto poético, en una suerte de desdoblamiento, sueña con estar viviendo allí.

[…]: yo era el niño
desdoblado por la paradoja
de dormir en casa y de vivir
igual que un amante anónimo
en la casi bíblica ciudad
que con fuerza real hablaba
en muchas lenguas. (Villanueva 2002, 100)

también sylvia gonzález en “chicana evolution,” un poema extenso 
en tres partes, habla de nueva York como de un lugar deseado más que 
como una ciudad real y vivida. la ve como el ámbito ideal para su labor 
literaria, desde la misma perspectiva con que tino Villanueva represen-
taba a chicago:

last night i had visions
of new York and greenwich Village
where artists gather.
[…]
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my friends tell me i waste energies
on bohemian fantasies because i’ve read books
about Paris and Pernod,
sidewalk cafes and cappuccino. (en fisher 1980, 418-426) 

en cambio, en “la gran ciudad” de angela de Hoyos,

and every day the price of hope goes up.
every day in the bleak pit
the sun casts a thinner shadow 
(algún día nos olvidará por completo.)
[…]
so where is the paradise? (de Hoyos 1976, 23)

con su interrogación, el sujeto poético nos confirma que la ciudad- pa-
raíso en la que hasta ese momento había creído, no existe. Y al advertir 
que uno de los términos de la dialéctica agustiniana (ciudad del hombre 
/ ciudad de dios) ha desaparecido, seculariza definitivamente el ámbito 
de la metrópolis moderna.

3. Pero cuando las líneas verticales empiezan a predominar sobre un pai-
saje horizontal, en el momento que la “pastoral americana” desaparece, 
reemplazada por imágenes de hierro y cemento, en los textos poéticos 
méxicoamericanos la ciudad puede mostrarse, paradójicamente, como el 
lugar de una conciliación. Y en el interior de una metrópolis deshumani-
zada y frenética, se recorta un lugar apoyado en valores y costumbres que 
se remontan al pasado rural o pueblerino de sus habitantes. en efecto, el 
concepto de familia, los juegos infantiles, la vida amigable de la calle, un 
cierto ritmo humano de vida, una cierta religiosidad de raigrambre cris-
tiana, las fiestas, son todos elementos constitutivos de un setting que, sin 
cortar sus vínculos con “lo mexicano” de los pequeños pueblos de fronte-
ra (cf. de león y cuéllar 1996, 363-78), ha logrado establecerse en el ba-
rrio de una gran ciudad. 

en este sentido se puede afirmar que la poesía chicana urbana es una 
poesía situada y, como la restante nueva poesía latinoamericana, tiene que 
ser examinada con una lente que pasa, por ejemplo, por las categorías de 
género, migrancia y raza. como se ha observado, “en una cultura de la 
imagen veloz y ‘des-anclada’ territorialmente, las formas poéticas invitan 
a operar con texturas donde cobran significación los mínimos detalles” 
(cárcamo-Huachante y mazzotti 2003, 15).

en la poesía chicana el barrio es un motivo que, indirectamente, se 
revela como el espacio de una discriminación residencial producida por 
los habitantes anglos de la gran urbe — aunque hoy, como señala charles 
tatum, no todas las comunidades chicanas ni todos sus barrios son, en 
la gran ciudad, pobres o masificados (tatum 2006, 97). asimismo, el ba-
rrio se vuelve espacio de una salvación identitaria, porque establece una 
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continuidad entre un presente urbano vinculado con el mundo anglófo-
no y un antes no metropolitano, representativo de una filiación mexicana 
e hispanófona. Y en ese pequeño espacio encastrado dentro de una gran 
metrópolis se siguen cumpliendo los rituales del pueblo natal, ritualidad 
que se afirma (cf. bruce-novoa 1990, 95-96) en las raíces de la cultura y 
de la comunidad originaria encarnada en la primera plural de este poe-
ma de alurista:

 
nuestro barrio

[…]
en las tardes

barriendo
dust about

swept away in the wind of our breath
el suspiro de dios por nuestras calles. (alurista 1979, 7)

en “roosevelt rd./1200 south/chicago” de sandra cisneros, el yo poé-
tico hace revivir la vida comunitaria de un barrio mestizo de chicago al 
incluir en su voz las que pueblan la calle: así escuchamos un diálogo entre 
niños; la vecina que protesta porque le han robado la sour cream; la madre 
que advierte de los peligros de la vida urbana; los adolescentes que saben 
cómo evitarlos. si la pobreza acerca a los vecinos y les hace vivir intensa-
mente los pequeños detalles de la vida cotidiana, asimismo les recuerda 
el pasado del lugar, como lo hace el mural con ese enorme pollo con un 
ojo casi humano — “the big chicken with an eye like a human’s / that the 
kids downstairs had drowned” (binder 1986, 45) — que las diversas capas 
de pintura no han logrado cancelar.

leyendo el corpus de la poesía chicana de los años sesenta y setenta, 
el barrio constituye, pues, lo que bruce novoa define como axis mundi, 
un espacio que ordena la cosmogonía de la propia cultura (bruce-novoa 
1990, 152), a tal punto que, aunque haya desaparecido arrasado por el pro-
greso y la tecnología, como en “free Way 280” de lorna dee cervantes, 
sus restos perviven en el recuerdo y en las actitudes cotidianas de algunos 
habitantes de la metrópolis:

but under the fake windsounds of the open lanes,
in the abandoned lots below, new grasses sprout,
wild mustard remembers, old gardens
come back stronger than they were,
trees have been left standing in their yards.
albaricoqueros, cerezos, nogales…
Viejitas come here with paper bags to gather greens.
espinaca, verdolagas, yerbabuena …

en el poema prevalece un sentimiento de pérdida: “without sun,” “without 
the smell of tomatoes burning / on swing shift in the greasy summer air” 
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(tatum 1990, 557); sin embargo el espacio del barrio, ahora transforma-
do “en los campos extraños de esta ciudad,” todavía mantiene su capaci-
dad de recomponer lo que la vida moderna ha escindido: “where i’ll find 
it, that part of me / mown under / like a corpse / or a loose seed” (558).

la nostalgia define el barrio en el que se ha transcurrido la infancia o 
la adolescencia; el lugar en el que los jóvenes chicanos empezaban — en 
la visión de “a trip through the mind Jail” de raul salinas — a ejerci-
tar su sentido artístico dentro de una sociedad extraña, que los reprimía:

 
neighborhood of could be artists
Who plied their talents on the pool’s
bath house walls
intrincately adorned
With esoteric symbols of their cult:
[…] (en binder 1986, 142)

el barrio se puede configurar también a través de una dialéctica de re-
chazo y atracción, como vemos en “north avenue/1600 north” de sandra 
cisneros. aquí el yo funciona como testigo (“i know you,” “i have seen…”) 
porque en esta calle ha vivido, pero de ella ha querido huir. la actitud emo-
cional de la poetisa que acarrea consigo recuerdos autobiográficos, se re-
suelve con un giro de tuerca retórico, pues la calle aparece personificada 
como una mujer y el sujeto poético, invirtiendo los términos, hace que la 
misma sienta lo que él todavía siente por el lugar. las emociones contra-
dictorias del hablante, en el presente de la enunciación, demuestran que 
no logra olvidarla, aunque, al mismo tiempo, se avergüence de provenir de 
allí (“aged avenue, i am ashamed to be seen with you”). esta es la razón 
por la que la calle se imagina como una mujer “de atracción fatal,” apasio-
nada, obsesionante y que abraza al yo hasta casi ahogarlo:

north avenue, why do you wrap your arms
so thick around my neck 
and refuse to let me go. (cisneros 1978) 1

sin embargo, con el pasar de los años y al acentuarse las contradic-
ciones étnicas, de clase y económicas, que generan la violencia,2 el centro 
simbólico de la vida chicana entró en crisis. es lo que muestra “canción 
de la bahía” de raul salinas, donde se habla de la frustración juvenil en 
un barrio chicano de san francisco. Porque si antes los “could be artists” 
ejercitaban su talento de writers y muralistas, ahora

1 Hay un comentario del poema en cota-cárdenas 1981, 16.
2 como ha sido señalado: “from the Zoot suit riots to the chicano moratorium, 

to the los angeles riots after rodney King, […] the majority of people arrested 
were hispanos” (arteaga 1997, 119).
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[…] we all cry
because we feel the devastation

of the streets on
lost latino younglings

future músicos / pintores / poetas
(soldiers all)
Who will never be. (en binder 1986, 149) 

una situación a la que se sumó la represión de las instituciones metro-
politanas. recordemos que éstas, ayudadas por la prensa y la opinión pú-
blica WASP, transformaron a los jóvenes chicanos, de diestros bailarines 
e hijos afectuosos en — como los define tino Villanueva — “a moving 
target for la jura brutality, / brown anathema of high school principals” 
(binder 1986, 211) sometidos a una ley injusta: “la ley de los angeles (y 
el orden)” — como resume el título de un poema de danny romero (ro-
sa 1996, 59-63). 

Y el pachuco y la pachuca seducen a varios poetas (tino Villanueva, 
José montoya, raul salinas, alivia nada, danny romero, inés Hernán-
dez tovar, entre otros) porque, aunque emergen del centro simbólico del 
chicanismo, el barrio, paradójicamente acaban siendo el emblema de una 
cultura híbrida, cuya especificidad espacial se encuentra en una zona in-
termedia entre naciones o culturas, la mexamérica, que saca fuerza de 
presiones contrarias y contradictorias, sentidas durante mucho tiempo al 
sur de la frontera. (Valenzuela arce 2003, 168)

4. cuando el barrio pierde su condición axial, la gran ciudad empieza a ser 
representada siempre con mayor frecuencia como lugar alienado y alie-
nante donde se producen surreales acercamientos de personas, objetos y 
situaciones que vuelven la ciudad análoga a un cadáver exquisito, como 
sucede, por ejemplo, en “deep in the bowels of the cast-iron city” de ron-
nie burk (rosa 1986, 43-44).

en muchos casos el caos y el frenesí urbano se trasmiten formalmente 
por medio de la enumeración caótica que va devorando lugares y perso-
najes en los que lo híbrido no significa “fronterizo” sino, en cambio, “ba-
bélico.” así sucede en “urban life” de Xelina, poema en el que lo urbano 
se elenca en versos muy breves hasta llegar a estar constituidos por una 
sola palabra, la conjunción “and,” cuya función es la de unir los fragmen-
tos dispersos de la ciudad:

city blues pay tribute to: 
massage parlors 

sauna rooms
peep shows 

and 
cheap thrills 

lesbians
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homosexuals 
hustlers 
playgirls

and 
playboys 

pseudo-marxists 
nazis 

hare krishnas 
drug centers 
a.a. centers 

H.e.l.P: centers: 
all avant garde 

Pimping fringe benefits
                                                                             (en fisher 1980, 384)

curiosamente, estas formas poéticas “situadas” en el barrio, en una calle, 
en una casa, al instalarse en el web, reubican en un espacio globalizado una 
determinada experiencia de ese ámbito comunitario. es el caso de Chica-
neando, poema extenso de alberto roblest, mexicano emigrado en los es-
tados unidos. al ‘colgar’ su poema en internet, roblest hace participar a la 
cultura de la red de su experiencia de migración por urbes norteamericanas 
donde el habla del yo hispanoamericano comienza a perderse (“mi espa-
ñol es rebajado a segundo nivel / cuarto o sexto piso por el ascensor”) para 
ser sustituida por otra lengua, avasallada a su vez por los decibeles exaspe-
rados de la gran metrópolis resumidos en el ritmo sincopado del catálogo:

cláxones / alaridos / sirenas / fuego en constante
repetición / ventas –money / silbatos / cuerdas

cascos de caballo / de helicóptero / rock and roll 
jazz / y pintura en aerosol / graffitti / ruidos

Y mi idioma es ya un muerto dentro de un ataúd
ruidos / ruidos más que ideas

más que gentes / más que musseums / más
Que el mismísimo nueva York. (roblest n.d.)

5. Para las poetas feministas méxico-americanas, la urbe se vuelve un es-
pacio de libertad y de creación. Por eso mismo, las imágenes con las que 
representan a la metrópolis, se entrelazan con gran fuerza y autoconcien-
cia en un desafío que modifica los mitos identitarios que configuran a la 
mujer. en algunas poesías de gloria anzaldúa, por ejemplo, es evidente 
que la gran ciudad es un lugar autobiográfico, símbolo de libertad y de 
expresión creativa y sexual. en la gran ciudad el sujeto poético femenino 
logra separarse de los arquetipos de su cultura (la Virgen de guadalupe 
y la malinche) y de los estereotipos que le han adosado los anglos, para 
crearse a sí misma. Y esa nueva persona, al descubrir ese nuevo espacio 
de libertad, queda admirada asimismo del poder de la tecnología, como 
nos lo cuenta el sujeto poético de “interface:”
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The first time she rode the subway
i had to drag her out.

i suppose it was the noise,
The colors flashing by, the odd people

That held her open-mouthed gaze. (anzaldúa 1999, 174) 

sin embargo, la ‘nueva mujer’ chicana no olvida su tierra madre y por eso, con 
una suerte de “realismo mágico” incide en el contexto urbano reintroduciendo 
en el interior de un apartamento la naturaleza arrancada de cuajo para fundar 
la ciudad: “she had snow in the livingroom / and a tree in the bathtub” (174). 

6. una perspectiva diferente de las ciudades del sudoeste de los estados 
unidos la han ofrecido, en los últimos años, los poetas performeros. la 
ciudad, para estos cultivadores del arte de lo efímero y perecedero, se trans-
forma en teatro y espacio primordial. los nuevos poetas, convencidos de 
que un “archivo” (documentos, monumentos) no logra trasmitir el espí-
ritu dinámico de una urbe, pretenden encontrarlo en la dialéctica entre lo 
fijo y lo variable, y entre lo duradero y lo perecedero, dialéctica con la que 
se revive un “repertorio” — “la memoria corporal que circula a través de 
las performances” (taylor 1996, 272), en este caso poéticas. con los poe-
tas performeros se recuperan discursivamente las formas de vida urbana 
de un instante y con ellos, los “taco shops” donde se concreta un flujo que 
va del pueblo al artista y del artista al pueblo, se vuelven sitios en los que 
se concentran los valores de la simbología chicana que antes se apoyaban 
en el barrio (alvarez 2006). Porque “the paradigms that explain barrio 
landscapes have to take into account new sets of global forces that both 
expand and restrict the political opportunities for reasserting control over 
space and its inscribed inequalities […]” (Herzog apud alvarez 2006, 226). 

uno de estos poetas, rubén martínez en “Poema de ciudad n° 5,” re-
presenta la urbe como un lugar ambivalente: es el espacio de la impostura 
pero también aquél en el que los opuestos se concilian; como lo manifesta 
la mezcla de voces que emergen de distintas etnias, culturas y clases so-
ciales en el momento de un encuentro sexual-amoroso:

mi color marrón, mi polla, mi camarero, mi revolucionario latino, mi 
amante latino, mi odio al gringo, mi amante gringa, mi intelecto de clase 
media, mi indioasesinado, mi español místico y altivo, mi rudeza gitana; 

tu barrio residencial, tus recuerdos judíos, tu instituto americano, tu 
aspecto a lo revista cosmopolitan, tu mujer solitaria, tu mujer violada, 
tu dolor de mujer y autodesprecio, tu sexo convertido en una cárcel, 
tus pies, tus pies, tu pies … (en rosa 1996, 99-100) 3

3 nótese que en la versión anglófona del poema “tus pies” se ha transformado 
en “tu piel,” como para subrayar, quizás, el concepto de lo variable y cambiante del 
género ‘performance’: “my brown, my cock, my busboy, my latin revolutionary, / 
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7. He querido efectuar este recorrido poético-urbano porque el tema de la 
ciudad en la literatura chicana ha sido tratado poco por la crítica, si excep-
tuamos algunos artículos de monika Kaup (1997), de cuéllar y león (1996) 
y margarita cota-cárdenas (1981). como hemos visto, aunque la imagen 
de la urbe aparezca, en la mayoría de los casos, cargada de negatividad, ad-
quiere un perfil positivo como lugar deseado para quien quiere ampliar 
los propios horizontes. en las grandes ciudades del sudoeste de los estados 
unidos se rescata, además, una suerte de locus amoenus, el barrio, ya que 
allí se logra representar la vida urbana en modo análogo a la del pequeño 
pueblo o de la comunidad rural méxico-americana. Y el barrio, centro de 
la experiencia chicana, aunque ubicado en la periferia de una gran urbe y 
con un poder aglutinador de positividad que, a veces, dura poco, adquiere 
— por ser una suerte de espacio sacro donde se repiten una serie de rituales 
— una potencia estabilizadora de los valores que sostienen la raza. su pos-
terior vaciamiento y reducción en ruinas lo vuelve un lugar connotado por 
la nostalgia y la melancolía. la ciudad contemporánea irrumpe entonces, 
poderosamente en los textos poéticos chicanos que sólo atinan a catalogar 
el frenesí y a subrayar la absurda experiencia del vivir urbano. 

sin embargo, si en esta última representación la identidad chicana se ve 
avasallada por el caos y el rumor de la gran metrópolis, en las imágenes crea-
das por las escritoras feministas y queer, la urbe adquiere una positividad 
alternativa, pues se vuelve el espacio que da lugar a una nueva identidad fe-
menina. sin embargo, la nueva mujer chicana no desea separarse completa-
mente de sus raíces originarias e intenta, con la imaginación, hacer ingresar 
nuevamente en un horizonte de cemento y hierro, la naturaleza.

con los poetas performeros que se insertan en un contexto más que ur-
bano, globalizante y de errancia, la metrópolis fracturada se recompone por 
medio de las performances celebradas en los “taco shops;” allí la materialidad 
de la comida — marca identitaria y de clase — se conjuga con la espirituali-
dad de la poesía, aunque esos poetas inviertan, en un juego de palabras, los 
términos. “read tacos / eat Poetry.” Y la poesía canta, a la vez que la propia 
condición también la conciliación de fuerzas opuestas (étnicas, culturales) 
en las jóvenes generaciones estadounidenses.
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late renaissance roots of religious arcHitecture 
in soutHWest ariZona

Francesco Gurrieri

religious architecture rooted in the late renaissance is to be found 
throughout america, particularly in mexico, in large parts of california, 
new mexico and arizona as well as in most of latin america.

renaissance and baroque architecture in europe has always intrigued 
me from its earliest manifestations in florence to its spread and diversifi-
cation in countries beyond the alps, in bohemia, throughout the iberian 
peninsula — and eventually in the americas.

The religious architecture of the americas is fìrmly rooted in the re-
naissance and baroque culture of europe. The renaissance began and 
was centred on florence: in the architecture of filippo brunelleschi, in 
the painting of masaccio and in the sculpture of donatello. The spanish 
interpretation of the baroque, later exported to the new World, elaborat-
ed on the language developed by the artists of the renaissance. from the 
mannerism, begun by the great michelangelo, the baroque developed a 
distinctive idiom in rome (bernini, borromini), with regional variations 
in bohemia, and across the iberian peninsula (spain and Portugal).

The focus in this essay is on the Pimeria alta (southern arizona) and 
the state of sonora (northern mexico), an area evangelised first by the Je-
suits, and later by franciscan missionaries.

The society of Jesus was founded by st. ignatius loyola and approved by 
the Holy see in 1540. members of the order are known as Jesuits: their ap-
ostolic mission is to evangelise and teach throughout the world. The leader 
of the Jesuits, known as the superior general, holds office for life. The his-
tory of the order, closely associated with the spread of religious architec-
ture in arizona, is divided into two periods: from 1540 to 1773 (when the 
society of Jesus was suppressed by Pope clement XiV) and from 1814 to 
the present day. under two generals, diego lainez (1558-1565) and fran-
cisco de borja (1565-1572), missionary activity intensified particularly in 
mexico and Peru, and more generally in latin america.

The spread of the Jesuits and the building of new churches and mon-
asteries followed in the wake of spain’s colonial expansion and increased 
political control. in 1573 Philip ii established precise bureaucratic guide-
lines for the colonies, also regulating the construction of new cities, which 
remained in force throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
san antonio de bejar in texas (1718), the missions at san diego and san 
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luis rey (1769), monterey (1770) and san francisco in 1776 were all built 
in accordance with the royal decree. Philip created a real example of ur-
ban planning, clearly exemplified in the native american city-states, 
called “reductions” (spanish reducciones) founded by the Jesuits in Para-
guay and elsewhere.

When we speak of franciscans, members of the mendicant order 
founded by st. francis of assisi, it is important to remember that they are 
in reality a family of three orders: friars minor (o.f.m.), conventuals, and 
capuchins. in 1517 the conventual friars broke away from the friars mi-
nor, as did the capuchins in 1528. it was above all the observant friars 
minor who operated in mexico, california, arizona, in the antilles, and 
throughout central america. Juan de Zumárraga was the first archbishop 
of mexico and francisco solano was named the apostle of the new World.

The religious architecture of the southwest reflects the influences both 
of the Jesuits and of the franciscans. and they are easily distinguished. 
Jesuit architecture developed in response to the demands of the counter-
reformation and the council of trent. The teaching and power of the 
church were given visible form: the architecture was richer, the buildings 
were made of stone with high ceilings, domes, magnifìcent altars, bell-
towers, lavish marble, stucco and gold decoration.

franciscan architecture by contrast was historically un-monumental, 
characterised by simple facades, wooden roofs, minimum decorative de-
tail and altars made of wood. This of course is a simplification but one 
which nevertheless helps identify and understand the religious and cul-
tural background of these buildings in the southwest. The reality is more 
complicated with every project built in response to a particular situation. 
local materials allowed for variations as did the degree of mediation of 
the Jesuits and franciscans or their architects, when they existed, with 
the local builders. it would probably be more accurate to talk of the echo 
of Jesuit or franciscan architecture. 

Keeping this in mind, i shall now identify the european roots and more 
specifically late renaissance roots of this architecture.

roger Kennedy, director emeritus of the national museum of american 
History, has made a special study of the architecture of the missions, but the 
essays published in the Journal of the Southwest have probably done most to fo-
cus scholarly attention on this heritage. i draw particular attention to issues 45 
(2003), devoted to architecture, and 48 (2006), which dealt with Pre-Euclidian 
Geometry in the Design of Mission Churches of the Spanish Borderlands. mar-
dith schuetz-miller, first in her study of geometrical proportion in the mis-
sion of san Xavier del bac and in la Purísima concepción de nuestra señora 
de caborca, and then in a whole issue devoted to the mission churches in the 
spanish borderlands greatly advanced our knowledge of this architecture. 
Having personally measured the ground plans and recreated the elevations 
with, i imagine, the use of photographic corrections, she has demonstrated 
that these buildings provide an “harmonious” reading, according to the “ar-
chitectural principles of Humanism,” as described by rudolf Wittkower (1962).
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The role of proportion and harmony remained central in architectural 
theory from leon battista alberti to andrea Palladio. references to the 
importance of proportion also appear in the works of leonardo, francesco 
di giorgio, cesare cesariano, fra giocondo, sebastiano serlio, raphael 
and in virtually all theorists. The “harmonious” relationship in the frieze 
on classical temples between the tryglyphs and metopes were explored 
by J.b. Villalpando (In Ezechielem Explanationes, roma 1596-1604); ser-
lio gave various examples of finely proportioned buildings (Primo libro 
dell’architettura, Parigi 1545); proportion and the vanishing point were 
treated by Palladio. architectural harmony was also considered in rela-
tion to musical theory in the sixteenth century.

daniele barbaro, the humanist who commissioned the Villa maser, 
was intrigued by the concept of proportio (the proportional relationship 
between two volumes) and proportionalitas (the proportional relation-
ship not between the volumes themselves but between one proportion and 
another). furthermore it was barbaro (I dieci libri dell’Architettura di M. 
Vitruvio, Venezia 1556) who recalled the harmonious interplay between 
human voices and musical instruments: “Questa bella maniera sì nella 
musica, come nell’architettura è detta Euritmia, madre della grazia e del 
diletto…” [This beautiful mode in both music and architecture is called 
eurythmia, the mother of grace and delight…].

schuetz-miller in her study gives a precise bibliography in support 
of her ideas, an essential reference for those seeking further information 
(schuetz-miller 2006). i am neither a specialist nor an uncritical enthusi-
ast of “proportion” in architecture (often extrapolated from an a posteriori 
reading of the building rather than being part of the architect’s original 
plan). my intention is rather to offer a list of buildings that can be consid-
ered the “european roots” of the churches in the southwest.

before embarking on the list i should also refer the reader to the useful 
bibliography by Hermann graf (1958), cited by Wittkower (1962).

in accordance with chronological developments in europe i shall be-
gin with a few examples of franciscan churches:

– Florence, Santa Croce. gothic version of a basilican church with a 
wide nave divided from two aisles by polygonal piers and covered by an 
open timber roof. The facade was completed in the nineteenth century, 
decorated in contrasting colored marble. There are a number of chapels 
in the transept.

– Assisi, San Francesco. although it has been considerably altered over 
the years, it is the earliest franciscan church ever built. it is really two su-
perimposed churches covered by ribbed vaults.

– Arezzo, San Francesco. it has an open wooden roof and crypt but is 
undoubtedly best known for the frescoes by Piero della francesca in the 
apse. These frescoes served as pictorial lessons in the old and new testa-
ment for the congregation.

a long list might be made of the influential Jesuit churches. i quote a 
pertinent passage from leonardo benevolo’s Storia dell’architettura del 
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Rinascimento giving a brief account of the repertory of plans adopted. 
The development of these plans coincided with the increasing activity of 
the society of Jesus:

in catholic countries the ultimate model for a sacred building was de-
fined by Vignola in the church of the gesù in rome (1568), a model 
spread throughout the world by the society of Jesus from the end of the 
sixteenth to the first half of the seventeenth century. most instrumental 
in the spread of this model in france was father etienne martellange 
(1568-1604), who lived in rome from 1590 to 1604. He later planned the 
Jesuit churches in avignon (1620), blois (1625), and Paris (1625), and be-
came something of an inspector general of Jesuit buildings throughout 
france. in spain francisco bautista designed the church in toledo in 
1628 and in 1629 supervised the building of the church of the imperial 
college in madrid. The generation of architects who appeared in the 
second third of the seventeenth century developed a wide range of plans 
in contrast to this model, including a number based on the centrally-
planned churches of the High renaissance. These included the octago-
nal plan with four arms of sant agnese by borromini (1652), the greek 
cross of Pietro da cortona’s san luca (1634), bernini’s san tommaso 
at castelgandolfo (1658), the rotunda of the church of the Visitation in 
Paris by françois mansart (1632) and the assunta at ariccia by bernini 
(1662). This central model was transformed into an elongated octagon 
with four apses in the church of san carlino by borromini (1634), or 
with four arms in the church of the college of the four nations in Paris 
by le Vau (1668), in the oval sant andrea al Quirinale by bernini (1658) 
or in the desemparados in Valencia by martínez (1652). further vari-
ants were the geometrical innovations by borromini’s sant’ivo (1542), 
guarini’s san lorenzo (1666) and san filippo neri (1679) or, in total 
contrast, the conscious repetition of medieval models in parish church-
es in Paris in the mid-seventeenth century: saint-roch by lemercier 
(1635), saint-sulpice by gittard (1655), saint nicolas-du-chardonnet 
attributed to le brun (1656), and saint-louis-en-l’ile by le Vau (1664). 
(benevolo 1968, 803, 805, 818, 825, 1132 and 1303; compounded and 
translated by the author).

There are also, i believe, certain affiìnities between the churches of the 
southwest and sicilian prototypes. of interest here is the creative interpre-
tation given to the italian renaissance by Juan de Herrera between 1620 
and 1630 which provided fresh nourishment for the gothic and islamic 
roots of spanish seventeenth-century architecture. sicily was as architec-
turally diverse as its history of foreign domination might suggest and the 
spanish influence in the period under discussion was strong, an influence 
also exported to america. another interesting coincidence is that in sic-
ily, as in the southwest, it would appear that no single great architect was 
at work but rather magistri fabrorum murariorum (master builders) and 
lapidum incisores (stonemasons).
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to conclude, and here i am in sympathy with the views expressed in 
the Historic Background by schuetz-miller (1966), the religious architec-
ture in arizona and in the southwest is firmly rooted in the italian late 
renaissance and in the architectural treatises of that period. This archi-
tectural language was modified and enriched by a certain spanish exuber-
ance and eventually adapted to the needs of the new environment with its 
diverse political, religious, social and cultural demands. it demonstrates, 
yet again, how the spread and permanence of architecture remain one of 
the most reliable indications of anthropological continuity of our planet.
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(fig. 1) modica (sicily), the church of san giorgio. courtesy of the boscarino family

(fig. 2) san ignacio de Kadacaamàn. courtesy of the Journal of the Southwest
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(fig. 3) san ignacio de Kadacaamàn, elevation. courtesy of the Journal of the Southwest

(fig. 4) san carlos borromeo. courtesy of the Journal of the Southwest
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(fig. 5) nuestra señora de la Purísima concepción de acuña, facade. 
courtesy of the Journal of the Southwest

(fig. 6) elevations of sicilian baroque churches. courtesy of the boscarino family
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(fig. 7) elevations of sicilian baroque churches. courtesy of the boscarino family

(fig. 8) caltagirone, facade of the Jesuit church. courtesy of the boscarino family
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(fig. 9) catania, facade of ss. trinità. courtesy of the boscarino family
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(fig. 10) ragusa, duomo, plan and elevation. courtesy of the boscarino family
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(fig. 11) naro, san francesco, portal. courtesy of the boscarino family
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(fig. 12) catania, san francesco. courtesy of the boscarino family





doubles: strategies of sense Production in 
rudolfo anaYa’s “tHe man WHo found a Pistol”

Mario Materassi

The theoretical premise of this study is grounded on one of the axioms in the 
hermeneutic perspective of structuralism and semiotics alike, namely, that the 
literary text functions as a self-sufficient mechanism of communication; hence, 
the primary attention accorded to this mechanism in the search for the text’s 
meaning. The modus operandi, therefore, is initially inductive. The analysis 
of the double as the overriding structural paradigm leads to an interpretative 
hypothesis which a second stage, intertextual in character and concentrating 
on relevant contextual elements, further supports and expands — the hypoth-
esis being that “The man Who found a Pistol” constitutes a profound meta-
narrative statement of aesthetics on the part of an author who straddles two 
languages, two cultures, and two literary traditions.

“The man Who found a Pistol” was first published in 1992 in Mirrors 
Beneath the Earth: Short Fiction by Chicano Writers. it was later included in 
The Anaya Reader (1995) and then in The Man Who Could Fly and Other 
Stories (2006). for the purpose of the present analysis, a brief summary of 
the fabula may be helpful.

While walking along the irrigation ditch near his big house in corrales, as 
he is wont to do, a nameless, solitary man, a teacher at the university of new 
mexico at albuquerque about whom there are rumors of an old, tragic hunting 
accident involving his brother, discovers a pistol in the grass. He picks it up, and 
takes to carrying it in his pocket. eventually, he buys bullets for it. When his wife 
deserts him, he asks a local boy to come stay with him because now he is afraid 
to live alone in the house. one winter night the boy wakes to a loud knocking. 
When the man opens the door, the boy sees the man’s double standing at the 
entrance. The man shoots at his image and falls dead, the pistol at his side. The 
boy picks up the gun, throws it among the weeds, and runs away.

The story is told by an also nameless first-person narrator who learns it 
“piece by piece” from Procopio, the local cantina bartender, and, to a lesser 
degree, from the local well digger — an appopriate source of information for 
anybody interested in unearthing remote happenings (anaya 2006, 141). The 
present discussion will begin by focusing on the initial segment of the text, 
specifically, on the first sentence of the first paragraph.

* This essay is here republished by courtesy of the author and firenze university 
Press in view of the essential contribution it brings to the overall subject of this volume.
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“ ‘This was the man who found the pistol,’ Procopio said as he pushed the 
newspaper across the bar for me to read” (140). This initial sentence includes 
all of the primary structural elements of the story. it also anticipates the dy-
namics to which the story entrusts its deeper significance.

interestingly, the very first phrase (“This was the man who found the pis-
tol”) throws the reader back to a previous statement: i.e., the title itself. in-
stead of being propelled forward, the reader is thrown back toward a textual 
absence. The empty space between the title and the beginning of the text in-
vites one to try to fill it with the reason, or reasons, for the progression from 
a pistol to the pistol. implicit in this progression are a number of elements de-
nied the reader, the most relevant of which is that both the speaker (Procopio) 
and the listener (the anonymous first-person narrator, as is revealed further 
down the paragraph) are already cognizant of the fact about which they will 
presently converse. in other words, the initial segment of the story institutes 
an implicit connection between the present and the past. This connection 
will prove to be a pivotal factor in the overall strategy of sense production. 

The first sentence introduces the three main characters: the man who 
found the pistol, Procopio the bartender, and the narrator. only the bar-
tender has a name — significantly, that of the sixth-century greek histori-
an Procopius of caesarea. it should also be noted that the triangle formed 
by the principal characters replicates Karl bühler’s communication model, 
with Procopio as the sender of the message, the man who found the pistol as 
the object of the message, and the narrator as the addressee.1 The presence 
of the newspaper, one of Procopio’s props in his strategy of message deliver-
ing, reinforces the paradigm of communication already apparent in the first 
sentence. However, the newspaper is of little help to the reader because the 
news itself is withheld, and only toward the end of the story will the reader 
learn that the man who found the pistol is now dead. 

most interestingly, the conclusion of the first sentence (“for me to read”) 
alters the communication model. as both listener and reader, the addressee 
of the message reveals himself to be the narrator of the story and, therefore, 
the first-degree source of the overall message. consequently, his function in 
the model is double. as the intratextual listener, he looks backward. as the 
narrator, he looks forward toward the extratextual addressee.

The implicit system of communication identified in the interaction be-
tween the title and the initial syntagm of the first phrase is homologous to 
the system identified in the first sentence as a whole. in fact, the message con-
stitutes a continuum that expands simultaneously toward the past as well as 
toward the future. in the process, the sense of the message is modified. The 
nature of this change is inherent in the presence of the two narrators and, 
specifically, in their different narrative models. Procopio “has worked in the 
village cantina many years; he knows the stories of the village. … He doesn’t 

1 for Jacobson’s elaboration of bühler’s model, see “linguistics and Poetics.” for 
a further discussion, see Pagnini, Pragmatica della letteratura.
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embellish the story; he just tells it. if you listen, fine; if you don’t, there’s al-
ways another customer at the bar” (140). The larger setting (the village), the 
specific setting (the cantina, with its social function as the community’s gath-
ering place — its watering-place, one might say), the anonimity of the listen-
ers (“another customer”), the fact that Procopio does not enrich his tales, are 
all elements that point to the tradition of oral storytelling. anaya makes this 
clear from the very beginning: “He does not embellish a story, he just tells it” 
(emphasis added). Procopio, the local historian, does not embroider his story 
with information or observations relating to himself. He is the objective, de-
tached recorder of facts known to him. to use the terminology suggested by 
gérard genette, he is the perfect intra-heterodiegetic narrator (genette 1972).

on the other hand, the unnamed first-person narrator immediately estab-
lishes his role as (again in genette’s terms) an extra-homodiegetic narrator. 
He is totally extraneous to the story of the man who found the pistol. unlike 
Procopio, he has never met the man. The closest he comes to him is when 
he drives “by [the man’s] home, with the old, weathered barns:” a place that 
“looked deserted and haunted in the sharp January wind” (142), and which 
even the blackbirds have abandoned — perhaps an intertextual intimation 
that he is denied not only thirteen ways of looking at what he came to see 
but also all possibilities of contact. unlike Procopio, however, the first-person 
narrator “embellishes” the man’s story with constant references to his own 
reactions to the tale. The story he tells is the story of himself in relation to the 
original one of the man who found the pistol.

This is made explicit from the beginning of the second paragraph: “The 
story of the man who found the pistol reminded me of something that hap-
pened to me years ago” (140). Paragraphs two to five are entirely devoted to 
the secondary story of the narrator who found an axe in a brook and, sens-
ing “a presence” (140), put it back in the cold water.2 This prolonged narrative 
tangent establishes a parallel between the man and the narrator. as the text 
progresses, the relevance of this parallel is reinforced. “i began to understand 
that the man was much like me” (141); “The story of the man who found the 
pistol became an obsession” (142); “something in the man’s story seemed to be 
my story” (144); “my own work began to suffer; i became even more obsessed 
with the story” (144); “He was like me, or like any other man who wonders 
how the past has shaped his destiny” (145); “i felt i knew what the man had 
thought” (145); “We listen to the tale and secretly whisper, ‘There but for the 
grace of god go i.’ … i felt i knew the man as if he were my brother” (147).

moreover, the tangent regarding the double-bladed axe establishes a par-
allel between the first-person narrator and Procopio, in that both tell a story. 
The difference, however, is that the latter never leaves his place behind the 
counter, whereas the former constantly roams the countryside in search of 
some meaning to give the story of the man who found the pistol. Procopio has 

2 The idea of the “presence,” particularly in the proximity of a river, is a recur-
ring topos in anaya’s work. it first appears in Bless Me, Ultima.
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specific, intratextual listeners (the narrator himself, as well as any other cus-
tomer), whereas the first-person narrator has no identifiable audience. most 
important, Procopio does not present himself as an individual with his own 
particular feelings and personality; on the contrary, the feelings, personality, 
and family situation of the first-person narrator dominate his telling. clearly, 
the two models are, on the one hand, traditional oral storytelling and, on the 
other, the self-centered, highly personal perspective of modern narrative tech-
nique. While the first excludes the presence of the narrator as an element in-
trinsic to the story, the second places the narrator and his performance in the 
foreground. beside playing a significant role in the strategy of sense produc-
tion, as we will see, this double narrative perspective is structurally consistent 
with the overriding paradigmatic presence of doubles in a story based on the 
presumable guilt over his brother’s death that obsesses the man who found 
a pistol, and which culminates in the apparition of the man’s Doppelgänger.3 

The paradigm of the double is introduced in the third paragraph when 
the narrator recalls the “handsome double-bladed axe” he found in the Jemez 
river (140). not all occurrences of this paradigm are so explicit. an example 
is the hare-lip (that is to say, the “double” upper lip) of the boy who witnesses 
the final tragedy. Whether explicit or implied, doubles persistently recur at 
various levels throughout the text. to begin with, two analogous incidents 
take place, concerning the discovery of two weapons. There are two wives: 
the man’s, and the narrator’s.4 There are two rivers: the rio grande and the 
Jemez river. two communities are referred to: corrales, a village in a “pas-
toral valley” (141) that is the main location of the story, and the nearby city 
of albuquerque. The paradigm of the double is also present in the biethnic 
and bicultural population of corrales, with Procopio, Primo, Primo’s hare-
lipped nephew and the well digger as representatives of the original latino 
inhabitants, while the university professor from texas represents the more 
recent influx of professionals, often of anglo origin. (The singular position 
and function of the narrator in the community will be discussed later.) fur-
thermore, as was remarked, the obsession of the man who found a pistol is 
duplicated by the narrator’s obsession with the former’s story. both roam the 
right bank of the rio grande in a fruitless search for meaning. both repeat-
edly pose unanswerable questions to Procopio. in the penultimate paragraph, 

3 The apparition of the Doppelgänger is prepared by the rich isotopy of the pre-
ternatural, with six occurrences of haunt, haunted, and haunting, five of ghosts, 
three of strange, two each of presence, curse, and obsession, and one of mystery. for 
the concept of isotopy, see greimas, Du sens, 10.

4 The function of the two wives is one of opposition but also, on a subtler level, 
of similarity. Whereas the wife of the man who found the pistol leaves her husband 
(“maybe she became afraid [of him],” [145]) the wife of the narrator shows concern 
(“ ‘Why are you so nervous?’,” [144]). at the same time, she distances herself from 
her husband’s obsession, not by abandoning him, as the other woman did, but by 
forgetting the key episode that in his mind links the narrator to the man who found 
the pistol (“but she had forgotten,” [145]).
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the narrator summarizes his emotional involvement in the story of the man 
who had found the pistol: “Procopio had told me only sketches of the man, 
but i felt i knew the man as if he were my brother” (147). These last words 
bind the concept of the double to that of universal brotherhood in suffering. 

most important from a structural point of view, there are two narrators. 
as a result, there are two stories: the story of the man who found a pistol, 
and the story of the man who became obsessed with the story of the man 
who found the pistol. accordingly, there are two addressees or, more pre-
cisely, two types of addressees: the intra-diegetic destinataire, and the reader.

This, however, does not necessarily mean that there are two, much less 
thirteen ways of looking at the story of the man who found the pistol. to both 
Procopio and the first-person narrator, the man’s story is equally bewildering, 
an unsolvable mystery impervious to reconstruction and understanding. both 
narrators share the conviction that the past “haunts us,” that “[g]hosts of the 
past come to haunt our lives” (145), and that its reconstruction is subject to 
the uncertainties of relativity. in their common frustration at the impossibil-
ity of making some sense of the story, the two narrators reach analogous con-
clusions. Procopio, the historian, is unable to escape today’s prevailing sense 
of the relativity of reality and, consequently, of the relativity of any message. 
in the story of the man who found a pistol, Procopio sees only the baffling 
composite of conflicting possibilities: “Who knows, … a ghost from the past. 
maybe just the boy’s imagination” (147). faced with the same unanswerable 
query, the modern narrator, who focuses on the present and on its interaction 
with the future, also admits defeat in his concluding words: “What is the fu-
ture, i thought, but a time that comes to swallow what we make of life” (147). 
even by joining forces, therefore, the traditional storyteller and the modern 
narrator are unable to solve the mystery posed by the past.5

let us reexamine the opening sentence: “ ‘This was the man who found 
the pistol,’ Procopio said as he pushed the newspaper across the bar for me 
to read.” at first, his gesture can be perceived as a sign of authority. in retro-
spect, however, it reveals itself to be an act of resignation. Procopio, the tra-
ditional storyteller and, as such, the repository of “truth,” gives way to the 
riddles of relativity, and leaves the task of making sense of reality to his suc-
cessor, the modern(ist) storyteller. in turn, conditioned by his acknowledged 
lack of authority, his successor can tell the meaningless story of a man who 
found a pistol and died because of it, only by turning it into the tale of his 
own doomed search for the eluding message.

anaya’s modernist narrator, however, is definitely sui generis. to appre-
ciate the special nature of his storytelling, as well as its relevance within the 
overall mechanism of sense production, one will have to look at him in the 
light of his position and role in the community. 

5 The narrator’s question, “How could a man who’d had so much beauty around 
him do what he did?” (142), is purposely ambiguous. While seemingly implying 
suicide, it could also refer to some other violent act.
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one of the sets of doubles observed in the short story is the dual character 
of the inhabitants of corrales: the latinos on the one hand, and the outsider, 
perhaps of anglo origin, on the other. The first-person narrator is not read-
ily placeable in either ethnic and cultural category. integral to the structural 
strategy of the text, in fact, is the difficulty in conclusively associating the 
narrator with either group. His leisure, as well as the mention that his “own 
work began to suffer,” would seem to place him, both professionally and eco-
nomically, outside the old, rural latino community. Presumably he is an in-
tellectual, maybe even a colleague of the man who found a pistol. at the same 
time, his sensitivity to the “presence” and his realization that “one must re-
turn to the circle of the family to stay in balance” (141) suggest that he is part 
of the latino culture. The question then arises: Who is this central charac-
ter, listener and teller alike, protagonist of the story only as witness manqué?

it is more than tempting — in fact, it is inevitable — to view the narra-
tor as a personification of the author himself. The text itself invites the reader 
to reach this conclusion by means of a direct allusion to Tortuga (1979) (“The 
mountain reminds me of a giant turtle. When i was a boy, i had killed a turtle, 
and when i look at the mountain, i am sometimes reminded of that incident,” 
[142]), as well by other passages such as the one when the narrator and his wife 
“driv[e] up in the Jemez mountains” (140) through a wooded area along the 
bank of the stream — just as the anayas were wont to do on their way to and 
from their cottage in Jemez springs. This is a constant in the writer’s poetics. 
from Bless Me, Ultima to his latest works, it is to be found in most of his fic-
tion, poetry, and plays. The function of this discreet, at times barely perceptible 
strategy of self-referentiality is to bring attention to the narrating voice, more 
than as a cultural mediator or a spokesperson for the chicanos, as a storyteller 
addressing his own people; a storyteller ostensibly different from the Procopios 
of yore (modernism has swept over corrales too, reaching into the cozy adobe 
kitchen where the familiar ceremony of storytelling used to take place) yet still 
imbued with the sense of his time-honored social function within the commu-
nity; a storyteller who, though aware of the changing literary expectations of 
his audience, is still mindful of his responsibility toward his people’s collective 
memory, be it simply that of the scent of burning piñon in the fireplace, and 
knows which chords to strike in order to capture his audience’s attention and 
how to orchestrate the echoes that his homey words evoke in the reader’s mind.

one such resonance is powerfully activated by the title of the story. to a 
mexican american reader, these words, “The man Who found a Pistol,” can 
hardly fail to reverberate as an echo of “con su pistola en la mano,” the recur-
ring line in “el corrido de gregorio cortez” (Paredes 1958). once the reso-
nance is struck, a stream of associations follows. like gregorio cortez, the 
man who found a pistol grew up on a ranch in texas. He, too, had a brother 
who presumably died of a gunshot, in circumstances suggesting some respon-
sibility on the part of the surviving sibling. His wife, like cortez’s wife leonor, 
eventually left him. He, too, traveled back and forth across the rio grande, 
preferring — as did cortez — the south side (“That’s why he had moved to 
corrales, to be away from the city where he worked,” 141). The man’s story 
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is transmitted by word of mouth, as was cortez’s. after his death, his story 
was reported in the newspaper, and while it never achieved the notoriety of 
cortez’s flight, apprehension, and trials, and certainly did not develop into 
a legend, it too became a matter of widespread interest in the community. 

to be sure, there are as many inverted parallels to cortez’s story in “The 
man Who found a Pistol” as there are parallels. to begin with, the man’s 
pistol does not belong to him, whereas cortez had his own pistol (not “a” pis-
tol) in his hand.6 unlike cortez, who was a superb shot, he handles the gun 
as a totally unfamiliar object (“His hands were trembling;” “He weighed it 
in his hand and then looked around;” “… he sighed when he slipped the pis-
tol into his pocket,” [143]; “His hand was always in his pocket, as if he were 
making sure the pistol was still there,” [144]; as Procopio says, “ ‘i think he 
was afraid to fire it,’ ” [144]; “ ‘He tried to get rid of the pistol, … He begged 
Primo to take it, saying he was afraid something bad was going to happen,’ ” 
[145]). The lonely man is haunted with fear, whereas cortez strikes fear into 
others: “Venian los americanos / màs blancos que una paloma, / de miedo 
que le tenian / a cortez y a su pistola” (Paredes 1958, 155). cortez was en-
dowed with such a winning personality that even his jailers readily took to 
him, while the man “spent most of his time alone” (141), was “melancholy” 
(142), always “brooding over what he could tell no one” (145); he “had grown 
more moody and introverted” (144), and “the people let him pass in silence” 
(146).7 in the final “shoot-out” scene we have the only explicit reference to 
the corrido: “this time he held the pistol in his hand” (146); contrary to the 
border hero, however, the man uses the gun against himself. finally, unlike 
the ballad’s hero who repeatedly taunts his pursuers by proudly announcing, 
“Yo soy gregorio cortez,” he remains nameless to the end.

as we can see, direct as well as indirect intertextual suggestions prompted 
by the corrido resonate throughout the text. This does not necessarily indi-
cate any intentional use of the corrido on the part of the author — the writer 
himself has not volunteered any comment on the subject. certainly, one does 
not detect in “The man Who found a Pistol” any of the stringencies that at-
tend many mechanical implementations of t.s. eliot’s peremptory bidding 
to pursue James Joyce’s “mythical method” (eliot [1923] 1959, 153). There is 

6 during his legendary flight, cortez carried two guns: his own, with which he 
had killed W.t. (brack) morris, the sheriff who had tried to apprehend him, and 
morris’s own gun. This he later exchanged for that of ceferino flores, a friend who 
helped him (Paredes 1958, 72). typically, the corrido only mentions his pistol. aside 
from the corrido’s tendency to essentialize the narrative, the implication is that 
whatever pistol cortez used, it became his pistol. 

7 The legend (not the corrido) has it that while bringing his wounded brother to 
their mother’s house in his buggy, cortez met a posse. When he calmly told them 
who he was, “[t]hey all looked at him and were afraid of him, because they were only 
twenty or twenty-five, and they knew that they were not enough. so they stepped 
aside and let him pass” (Paredes 1958, 41-42). in anaya’s story, a similar effect is 
caused by the uneasiness felt by the community at the man’s uncanny behavior. 
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no doubt, however, that “el corrido de gregorio cortez” functions here as a 
relevant structural model, as does the odyssey in Joyce’s Ulysses, or the new 
testament in Hemingway’s The Old Man and the Sea, or the song of solo-
mon in faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury. 

to be sure, on many levels the story of the man who found a pistol is 
worlds apart from that of gregorio cortez, as it presents none of its heroics, 
none of the straightforward simplicity of motivations that are typical of the 
traditional corrido. but in the subtle balance of similarities and dissimilari-
ties between today’s nameless anti-hero and the dauntless border figure, the 
reader comes face to face with one of the tenets of modernism: the present-
day protagonist’s inadequacy to measure up to the mythical model.

gregorio cortez cannot boast of the universality of the greek or the bibli-
cal prototypes that are at the center of some of the masterpieces of twentieth-
century literature. His story is confined, both in time and in place; his fame 
is limited to a relatively marginal stage. nonetheless, the operativeness of the 
mythical model is not affected by dimensions. for cortez’s regional story 
provides the tale of the man who found a pistol with the richness, cogency, 
and exemplarity of a universally shared experience, no matter how cultur-
ally circumscribed and humble in its breath. When the narrator confesses, 
“[s]omething in the man’s story seemed to be my story” (144), he might as 
well have been talking about “everybody’s story.” 

Which is what rudolfo anaya, our contemporary storyteller, intended 
us to sense. 
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tHe desert and tHe seed: tHree stories bY rudolfo anaYa

Mario Materassi

rudolfo anaya’s accomplishment as a master craftsman had been some-
what overshadowed by his steadfast example as an author deeply imbued 
with his native chicano culture, and by an oeuvre rich in absorbing mytho-
poeic value. While by no means intending to underplay these essential 
aspects of anaya’s work, in the present paper i will further the argument 
put forth in my discussion of “The man Who found a Pistol” and focus 
on the writer’s welding of various cultural heritages into one composite 
— one that makes use of different aesthetic languages, as in his recent 
Seraphina’ Stories, which superimposes the One Thousand and One Nights 
paradigm onto colonial santa fe and grafts local onto universal themes 
creating a new, complex world of the imagination. to this purpose, i will 
discuss three short stories (“absalom,” “in search of epifano,” and “chil-
dren of the desert”), concentrating on anaya’s manipulation of literary 
conventions and on his subtle transformation of some of their established 
semantic functions.

These three stories (all collected in The Man Who Could Fly) share a 
number of common traits. They all take place in the desert. in all three, 
the function of nature is consistently atypical vis-à-vis certain literary and 
ideologic conventions. two have a woman as the main actant, while in the 
third, the protagonist of which is a man, the woman is the positive pole 
in the gender opposition. Thematically, all three develop from or around 
an unfortunate love story. moreover, the ending of “absalom” and that of 
“children of the desert” are almost mirror-like: after a quarrel, the man 
in the first story drives recklessly away, has an accident, and dies, while 
the man in the second story drives recklessly back toward his woman, has 
an accident, and dies. The old woman who is the protagonist of the third 
story also drives away in the desert in search of love and dies, although 
not as a consequence of an accident. all these correspondences, plus sev-
eral others, suggest that the stories may have been conceived as a triptych 
— a hypothesis that the rather close dates of publication (1985, 1987, and 
1990) conceivably corroborate.

* This essay is here republished by courtesy of the author and firenze university 
Press in view of the essential contribution it brings to the overall subject of this volume.

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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Whether or not this hypothesis is correct, the three stories, indepen-
dently of each other and with no loss to the individual sense each of them 
produces, display a singular consistency of means, all pointing to a re-
markable consistency in the organization of meaning. in each compo-
nent of this admittedly limited medioscopic sample of texts, meaning is 
not dependent on their aggregation. once identified, however, this overall 
consistency allows us to delve deeper into the working of each text, thus re-
vealing further levels of sense in their only apparently linear development.

“absalom” concerns an unfulfilled american woman who after her di-
vorce moves from new York to the desert south of be’er sheva. While vis-
iting the tomb of absalom she meets a north african, whom she names 
absalom. The two become intimate. The woman, whom the narrator 
names tamar, is initially fulfilled by the new lover. soon, however, after a 
quarrel caused by basic differences over their respective gender roles, the 
man leaves in anger, has an accident, and dies in his car. every day, on her 
way to work, the woman “sees the mangled car” left to rust in the desert 
(anaya 2006, 163).1

several structural elements are compounded in this story, namely, a 
series of references to the second book of samuel, the paradigmatic op-
position culture vs. nature, and the historical opposition arabs vs. Jews.

The title obviously refers to the bible but only midway through the nar-
ration do we find the first passage relating to samuel. This is a reference to 
the tomb of absalom in the Valley of Qidron, where the two lovers meet; 
the naming of the man as “absalom” is consequential to the circumstances 
of their encounter. Then comes the naming of the woman: “we might say 
her name is tamar, a seductive, intriguing biblical name” (161). The afri-
can’s “long hair” further connects him to absalom. There is the Pillar of 
absalom, where for the first time the woman hears the african’s voice. in 
her passion, the woman cries, “absalom! absalom!” (162), an echo of King 
david’s cry over the death of his favorite son (2 sam. 19:4). Then there are 
the bedouin’s words: “The hand of god seemed to reach down and grab 
the north african by the hair. His car, faster than any horse, went out from 
under him”(162) — a passage very close to samuel’s: “[absalom’s] head 
caught hold of the oak, and he was taken up between the heaven and the 
earth; and the mule that was under him went away” (2 sam. 18:10). final-
ly, the death of the african: (“he died … pierced by the shaft of the steer-
ing wheel,” [163]) graphically recalls that of absalom: “[Joab] took three 
darts in his hand, and thrust them through the heart of absalom” (18:14).

clearly, the story is intended to be read bearing the second book of samuel 
in mind; however, there is no analogy between the two episodes. The bibli-
cal tamar was not absalom’s lover but his sister. The family drama involving 
david and his offsprings — absalom, tamar, and their half brother amnon, 

1 cf. Descansos: “The cuentos of the people became filled with tales of car wrecks” 
(anaya 1995, 31).
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her violator — is absent, and there are only two brief mentions of King da-
vid.2 surely, it is not on the diegetic level that the function of these scattered 
references to the biblical story can be appreciated.

The deferment in pursuing the initial biblical allusion intensifies the 
reader’s curiosity as to the reason for the title, while at the same time bring-
ing attention to the present-day concerns. Here, the three oppositions 
— men vs. women, arabs vs. Jews, and culture vs. nature — alternate in 
presenting a seemingly inescapable set of dualities. all are introduced at 
the very beginning of the story:

after her divorce she moved to the negev, south of be’er sheva. There 
in the israeli desert, she found the solitude she sought. she would 
awaken early in the morning to greet the sun, to smell the fresh air, 
which held the scent of fruit blossoms. later, the breeze would smell 
of sand, rocks, desert heat, and the faint body sweat she thought must 
be of the sheepherders. (159)

every linguistic element present in the opening paragraph is referable to 
one of the three binary oppositions — and the same holds true for practi-
cally the entire text. some elements are active within more than one oppo-
sition. for instance, the bedouins, though pertaining to the pole of culture, 
are closer to that of nature than are their counterpart the Hassidin; simi-
larly, there is a marked difference between the water used by the settlers to 
grow their fruit trees and the “dark water of the desert” (162) “surging deep 
beneath the earth, gurgling in darkness (163). allowing for the ambivalence 
of certain elements relative to their immediate context, anaya prevents his 
system of binary oppositions from being reduced to a rigid mechanism.

This is most evident in the treatment of the woman. “[s]he began to 
believe that men were essentially passionless” (160). Her husband “had 
pursued ambition, the making of money, the goal of profit” (159) — “but 
of his soul he gave nothing” (160).3 all her former lovers held back from 
her, including the priest who with his touch had released her “deep, rich 
woman smell” (161).4 Having “lost her soul, or the passion that is the fire 

2 on her way to the tomb of absalom the woman “walked beside the arab hous-
es, which clung to the hillside, daring the dark presence of eyes that knew she was a 
daughter of david” (161)–a passage intended to strengthen her association with the 
biblical tamar. see also “the gardens of the city of david,” (163). a further possible 
reference to King david is the fact that unlike absalom, whose name combines 
the concepts of “father” and “peace”(quite a misnomer, one could say), the north 
african is “a man sometime at war”(162)–therefore, at least linguistically, closer to 
david (a “man of war,” 2 sal. 17:8) than was his favorite son.

3 “Who has taken charge of our lives?… We know we have been manipulated, 
and in the resulting change we feel we have lost something important.” in “mythical 
dimensions/Political reality” (anaya 1994, 28).

4 “did he save himself for god,” the woman asks, “as the others saved themselves 
for fame or power or greed or wife at home?” (161).
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of the soul” (159), she leaves “the sterility of the city,” where she has known 
only the “common frustration of passion denied,” and moves to israel — 
not the israel of the “commitment to the land and the nation,” of the “bur-
den of her people’s history” (160), which does not move her, but the israel 
of the desert, where she can attain the solitude she seeks because, in the 
words of the narrator of “The man Who found a Pistol,” “one has to be 
alone to know oneself” (anaya 2006, 141).

as it soon becomes evident, the gender opposition, seemingly postulated as 
primary in the first sentence of the story, develops into a variation of the culture 
vs. nature opposition. The imagery associated with the first opposition totally 
pertains to the second: all the men she has met were unable “to drink from that 
stream of passion that ran beneath the flesh, deep in the soul;” none of them 
was ready to share her “true desire” (160). in men, culture has stunted nature.

not so with the bedouins, the “dark shadows on the rim of her life” 
(160). she was keenly aware of them, for hers was not the solitude of the 
celibate — the solitude that the initial sentence seemed to indicate as her 
drastic solution to the loneliness created by the gender duality. Her nights 
are made restless by “the acrid odor,” “the faint body sweat” (159) she as-
sociates with those “dark men of passion she did not know, a dream that 
could not be shared” (160). speaking to them is not “allowed. They kept 
to their world, she to hers” (159). These words, which conclude the second 
paragraph, reintroduce the cultural barrier — a warning that the woman 
does not heed because for a moment the forbidden dream of shared pas-
sion seems to turn into reality. The call of that faint body smell anticipates 
the african’s “strong … man smell” into which her “woman’s fragrance 
[is] released” (162).5 “They made love, a dark, physical love that broke the 
bonds of separation, … a love fulfilling intense need.” a new phase has 
begun. “He draws ecstasy from my soul; his love is like fresh water in the 
desert. but he was a demanding man, a jealous man.”

culture again raises its barriers. “manhood was [the african’s] creed, 
his vision of life. Her own rich and complex creed flooded over her, and 
suddenly the world was old, and as bone dry as the desert” (162). The des-
ert, which with its “dark water” running beneath the earth had seemed 
to offer the ultimate hope for passion, is again “filled with ghosts, as are 
most places on earth” (162). These words point to the futility of the wom-
an’s flight. They also indicate the delusion intrinsic to any conceptualiza-
tion of life along lines that do not allow for the coexistence of opposites.

toward the end of the story, a question is asked:

What is the stream of life beneath the flesh of woman? is it like the waters 
of the Qidron Valley, surging deep beneath the earth, gurgling in dark-
ness until it rises at the Pool of shiloah to refresh the gardens of the city of 
david? or is it a stream of deception, drawing the man to drowning? (162)

5 see, in Jemez Spring, “the fragrance of a woman” and “[a]n erotic fragrance,” 
(anaya 2005, 21, 23).
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The implicit answer is that the stream of life both refreshes and deceives, 
because life will always be one with death. Polarization, the exclusion of 
one or the other of the two poles, can only lead to sterility.

but why the Qidron Valley, why absalom — why tamar?
in fleeing to the biblical desert, the present-day tamar chooses a mythi-

cal world over the real one. she elects to isolate herself from the real israel 
as well — the israel of history, besieged by its present-day problems “as are 
most places on earth.” she intellectualizes the desert, seeking in its extrem-
ity the solution to the complexity of the city, its opposite, and investing it 
with the function of providing the solitude in which she hopes to recap-
ture her lost soul. in so doing, she invents the desert to suit her emotional 
needs. Her name is quite apt, as tamar means palm tree — a plant that 
lives in the desert. The biblical associations underscore the woman’s es-
trangement from reality. by equating her lover with King david’s son, by 
investing him with absalom’s beauty, she invents him as a paradigm of 
perfection vouched for by samuel’s words.6 like the biblical tamar, who 
after being violated disappears into her brother’s home and is heard of no 
more, the present-day tamar obliterates herself, if only for a while, in the 
shadow of her invented absalom: “she asked no questions” (162).

myth, however, can provide her with only the illusion of distance. The 
woman’s attempt to decontextualize herself, both spatially and temporally, 
from reality by taking refuge in the world of myth is all in vain. 

in the second story, “in search of epifano,” an elderly woman travels in her 
old Jeep through the sonora desert toward the land of the tarahumara to 
find what may be left of the ranch built by her great-grandfather epifano. 
Her search is prompted by what she takes to be his call to reconnect to 
her place of origin. at dusk, she finds the place. “There, below the spring 
where she stood, … was the hacienda. now could be seen only the outli-
nes of the foundation and the shape of the old corrals” (anaya 2006, 181). 
she beholds an indian, “a tall, splendid man,” perhaps the very one who 
appeared to her at her wedding and then was gone before she tied herself 
to the passionless man whom she later divorced. now, her thirst quenched 
at the spring, the woman (who is dressed in white, “the color of desire non 
consummated” (181), knows that she “ha[s] come home, home to the arms 
of epifano.”7 Then, “in the dying light of the sun, a blinding flash filled her 
body. like desire, or like an arrow from the bow of the indian, the light 
filled her and she quivered. The moan of love is like the moan of life.”8 

6 “but in all israel there was none to be so much praised as absalom for his 
beauty: from the sole of his foot even to the crown of his head there was no blemish 
in him,” 14:25.

7 White is also the color of the robe of the “desert wanderers” (anaya 1996a, 4).
8 an interesting convergence: “she sat and gazed at the desert, the peaceful, quiet 

mauve of the setting sun” (181); and, “There, in that desert, sitting alone in a knife 
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The story is structured according to a three-tier time frame. The pres-
ent (level a) concerns the woman’s last day in her final travel through 
both the desert and her life; it also includes the flashback of the delay 
in mexicali while her jeep is being repaired. a second time frame (level 
b) concerns her life prior to the final voyage — the wedding, the birth 
of her two children, her loveless marriage, the separation (“Years later 
she left her husband, … left the dream of southern california, where 
there was no love in the arms of the man, no sweet juices in the nights 
of love pretended”), her art (“she sketched, she painted”), her travels to 
the south (“each year in springtime, she drove further south” toward 
the goal marked on her map — “the place where epifano’s hacienda 
once stood,” 180). The third time frame (level c) touches upon her fam-
ily history, namely, the scanty information about epifano (“His picture 
was preserved in the family album, his wife, a dark-haired woman, at 
his side. around them, their sons,” 178). significantly, this album is all 
that the woman takes along in her last voyage in preparation of the fi-
nal ritual, because “one must return to the circle of the family to stay in 
balance” (“The man Who found a Pistol,” 141).

The temporal structure of the story is best described as three concentric 
circles, the time frame of the present constituting the outer rim.9 The two 
inner circles do not follow the reversed chronological order, from level a 
to b to c. The more remote circle is introduced before the one concerning 
the woman’s individual past: that it to say, we move from level a to c then 
to b. With perfect symmetry, at the end of the story level c again keeps 
the woman’s past from reaching the time frame of the present.

This temporal structure, which intimates that the woman does not care 
for her own past and is interested only in her great-grandfather’s, suggests 
the figure of a funnel, with the central hollow representing the woman’s 
empty life. The symmetry of the overall construction underscores her quest 
for meaning away from her barren life. it further highlights her final suc-
cess: “she had come home, home to the arms of epifano.”

The figure of the circle emerges also on the lexical level. first the woman 
sees “vultures circ[ling] in the sky” (179); then we learn that she had “left 
the circle of pretend” (180); finally, she sees the shadows of indian wom-
en — “a circle of women” — moving silently around her. The lexical level 
validates the figure of the concentric circles: first an image of suspended 

edge of shade, i felt more sentient than i have anywhere, any time–at home, at ease, 
fascinated, entranced …” Thus does ann H. Zwinger give words to an analogous 
emotional experience–the sense of “homecoming” that the desert gives to those 
who care enough to listen (Zwinger 1994, 66).

9 The figure of the circle in connection with the number three also appears in 
reference to one aspect of the landscape. This occurs in the second paragraph (“she 
was following the north rim of el cañon de cobre,” 177), then again in the middle 
of the story (“following the north rim of el cañon de cobre,” 179), and finally at the 
end (“las montañas of el cañon de cobre,” 181).
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wait that will end with her death; then an image of her constricting past; 
ultimately, an image of the liberating acceptance she achieves.

both directly and metaphorically, all time levels are dominated by 
the most comprehensive icon present in the story — the desert. Desert 
occurs twenty-four times, and is accompanied by a wealth of attendant 
lexical occurrences relating to dryness, dust, heat, dirt, solitude, silence, 
emptiness, immensity, etcetera. Death, with which the desert is archetypi-
cally associated (as it is locally: see the warning toponym, la Jornada del 
muerto, mentioned in Rio Grande Fall, [anaya 1996b, 160-161]) occurs 
seven times, and is metonymically underscored by the presence of vul-
tures. Three times we have bones — ross calvin’s “frail, blanched relics of 
death” (calvin [1934] 1965, 48).10 Old occurs ten times, in reference to the 
woman, her Jeep and her map, epifano and his corrals, the “old days” and 
the “old ceremony.” The woman knows she will soon become “a spirit of 
the desert” (178).11 she is a “moving shadow” (179), she notices “the shad-
ows of the palo verde and the desert willows,” and at the end has a vision 
of “other shadows” (181) — yet another instance of miniaturization of the 
number three pattern. irregardless of this array of life-negating elements, 
the archetypical function of the desert as death-dealing is repudiated. in 
fact, “in search of epifano” results in a life-giving message. This is made 
progressively evident by the woman’s journey away from california, the 
conventional world of emotional plenty, and into the desert. There is “ur-
gency” (177) in her progress, there is a desperate need (180), because only 
in the desert can she find the fulfillment she never found in her husband, 
a man of “little desire or passion” (179) who “never understood the desire 
in her, … never explored her depth of passion.” only in the desert can she 
understand the voices in her dreams that “spoke in her soul,” epifano’s 
“resonant voice imparting seductive images of the past” (180).12 only in 
the desert can she find meaning — a meaning analogous to that conveyed 
by georgia o’Keeffe through her images of bleached bones:

10 This icon is present in “absalom” (“…suddenly the world was old, and as bone 
dry as the desert,” [162]; see also the “rust[y], … twisted wreck” of the african’s 
car, [163]). it appears also in “childrens of the desert” (“sometimes he would find 
sun-bleached bones, and he would feel compelled to take one back to his trailer,” 
[10]; “the bleached bones of those who had died [in the desert],” [13];” He thought 
of the pile of bones around the side of the trailer, bones he had collected over the 
years,” [14]).

11 in “children of the desert,” the man “clearly” sees his dead mother in the 
desert, “her red lips taunting him” (15). in “absalom,” the bedouins keep away from 
the wreck of the car (163). ghosts haunt the “lonely and desolate llano” — a des-
ert in its own right — in “The silence of the llano,” “The road to Platero,” and “a 
story” (all collected in The Silence of the Llano [anaya 1982]). They are present in 
several of anaya’s short stories set in mexico, as well as in his latest novel, Randy 
Lopez Goes Home.

12 cf. “[the woman] heard a voice, …fulfillment, the voice whispered, fulfill-
ment” (“absalom,” 162).
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… the bleached bones [are] my symbol of the desert. to me they are 
as beautiful as anything i know. to me they are strangely more living 
than the animals walking around – hair, eyes and all their tails switch-
ing. The bones seem to cut sharply to the center of something that is 
keenly alive on the desert tho’ it is vast and empty and untouchable — 
and knows no kindness with all its beauty. (o’Keeffe 1939)
 

under the scorching sun, the “[s]weat streak[ing] her wrinkled skin,” the 
old woman feels alive — there is pleasure in the commingling of sweat 
and dust.13 The dry air burns her nostrils but it also brings “[a] scent of 
ocotillo” (178), and when she reaches the spring near what is left of epi-
fano’s hacienda “[t]he smell of the air [i]s cool, wet” (180). The thirst she 
has suffered throughout her travel is quenched by the “precious” water of 
the pool “where epifano had once wet his lips” (18).

she knows that “there is no life in the desert without the water that 
flows from deep within the earth,” and when she stoops to drink she does 
so “like a cautious animal” (180), like the desert cat or the deer whose 
tracks she sees by the pool — equally precious signs of the life that the 
desert nurtures. like “desert seeds,” her forefathers sought the “precious 
water of desire” in california, but she has returned to quench this deeper 
thirst, her “desire from within” which only the “peaceful quiet, the mauve” 
of the sun setting on the desert can satisfy (181).

on his first “epiphany,” epifano had silently warned her against tying 
herself to an emotionally barren man. … for a moment she hesitated, then 
she had turned and said yes to the preacher’s question, only to find out that 
“there was no love in the arms of the man, no sweet juices in the nights 
of love pretended” (180). after years of unfulfilled yearning for love, she 
heard epifano’s voice spurring her to return to her life-giving roots; and 
each spring (the season when the desert “blooms like a garden,” Tortuga 
[anaya 1979, 204]) she set out in search of him. finally, near the spring 
where her family had first taken root, epifano reappears. This time she is 
ready for the encounter. still clad in white, the symbolic “color of desire 
not consummated” she wore all through her life, she now sees that epifano 
“w[ears] paint” (181), and knows that her life-long desire will be fulfilled.

“old desert plants are tough,” anaya writes, again in Tortuga (184): 
“they’ll take root most anywhere.” contrary to both the letter of the di-
egesis and the prevailing lexical display, “in search of epifano” is not a 
story about dying but a story about living, not a tale of death but a tale of 
life. because, as mary austin wrote, “[d]esert is a loose term to indicate 
land that supports no man,” but “[v]oid of life it never is” (austin 1903, 3).

13 “she knew how to live in the sun … and how to survive, and she knew how to 
be alone under the stars. night was her time in the desert.” The “molten light before 
night,” when “in the cool of evening her pulse would quicken,” inspires her to do 
“one more sketch of the desert” (178, 179).
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“even in the sand the seed of love could grow” (anaya 2006, 17). This is the 
message conveyed by “children of the desert,” the third of our short stories.

This story, published in 1990, is about a lonely man who works in the oil 
fields of southern texas. Whereas the woman in “epifano” was “ready for 
death, not afraid of death” (177), he fears the desert, which he associates 
with death; when traveling through it, he hides bottles of water for fear of 
getting lost and incurring fatal dehydration. every christmas he spends a 
week in a brothel in Juárez. one day he meets a waitress, also very lonely, 
and brings her to live with him in his trailer. unlike the man, however, she 
thrives in the heat and tries to teach him that they are both “children of 
the desert” (15). When she tells him of the “bubble” that their love makes 
her feel inside her, the man, wary of any attachment and scared that her 
“bubble” is but a deadly mirage, strikes her and runs away. at the entran-
ce of the whorehouse, he tells an old woman about his pain. she draws a 
line in the sand, makes two little balls of spittle in the mud on either side 
of the line (one for hombre and one for mujer), makes a third one in the 
middle, and the three little balls fuse into one. “ ‘amor,’ she said” (17). 
The man rushes back home, has an accident, and is fatally hurt. He craw-
ls to the trailer but finds it empty. “He looked across the silent sand and 
understood” (17). 

to an even more pronounced degree than in “absalom,” the system of 
duality is central in “children of the desert.”14 However, unlike in “absa-
lom” where duality (which stresses separation) remains unsolved, here it 
carries a message that points to unity.

Within this system, the gender duality functions oppositionally both on 
the diegetic level and as regards the protagonists’ attitudes toward the de-
sert. Whereas the man senses a haunting presence in it, the woman’s first 
words are, “ ‘The desert’s all we got. it’s both mother and father. lover 
and brother’ ” (11). Her metaphor of the bubble points to life: “ ‘it’s here, 
between us,’ ” she insists. “ ‘it’s the most beautiful feeling on earth’ ” (15).

The various other dualities present in the story serve as eidetic re-
minders of the central paradigm of the couple. There are the bodies of 
two mexicans through which the death motif is first introduced (10). 
There are two pairs of earrings. There are two generic locations (south 
texas and mexico), two cities (el Paso and Juárez), two balls of spittle and 
mud, two sides to the line drawn by the old shaman–a graphic miniatur-
ization of the geographical duality marked by the rio grande. owing to 
the perfect balance of the number two figure, the impasse between the 
two actants is heightened by the static quality inherent in duality. only 
by reaching beyond number two toward the dynamism of number three 

14 anaya used this system also in “The man Who found a Pistol,” a story involv-
ing a Doppelgänger. cf. “the ever-present double,” (anaya 1998, 24).
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can the impasse be overcome. This is the sense of the shaman’s simple 
magic — a magic keenly reminiscent of genesis. The two little balls rep-
resenting the hombre and the mujer become one when they fuse with the 
“semilla” (16), the outcome of love. it is the message of god’s first words 
to the archetypal couple: “be fruitful.” understanding comes too late for 
the man, but not too late for him to experience a final “calmness” and to 
see the desert as “a space opening and receding” (17), not as an emptiness 
that brings only death but as a life-giving space. ismelda, the girl who 
first brought water to the paralized boy in Tortuga, had said that much: 
“[t]he desert seems barren at first, but it isn’t. When you look close you 
can see the life which lives in it” (anaya [1979] 1988, 165). 

“even in the sand the seed of love could grow.” 
The protagonists of these three short stories are all nameless, an indi-

cation of the paradigmatic nature of their respective roles. all are lonely, 
emotionally unfulfilled, and achingly driven in their search. They all look 
to the desert for an answer to their existential malaise. most important, 
the journey through the desert is always indirectly postulated as symbolic 
of life itself. The desert, however, means something different to each. for 
the woman in “absalom,” it is the space where to find solitude; for the old 
woman, it is the space where to connect to her roots and, therefore, where 
to finally “know” herself; for the man, it is the stage where he has to play 
out his inner conflict.

not all of them attain that of which they are in search. The present-day 
tamar finds only a temporary resurgence of emotional vitality, whereas 
the old woman achieves her goal of connecting with her self-knowledge. 
The man, on the other hand, discovers that in seeing the desert only in 
terms of death he had lost out on life. ultimately, however, they all find in 
the desert an illuminating message. a “message from the desert,” indeed, 
as spelled out by the subtitle of anaya’s novel of 1996, Jalamanta: A Mes-
sage from the Desert.

“land of nada, kingdom of nihilo. god knows there’s plenty of both out 
here. but it’s a positive nothingness, as an idealist would say, rich in time, 
space, silence, light, darkness, the fullness of pure being” (abbey 1993, 
46).15 expressing the tenet of the desert as life-giving well beyond mere 
descriptiveness and above the compass of the local horizon, edward ab-
bey was voicing a concept shared by all southwestern writers of the twenti-
eth century — foremost among them rudolfo anaya, whose entire oeuvre 
challenges the traditional eurocentric view of the desert as life-denying, 
and who, most significantly in our present discussion, conducts his chal-
lenge in full defiance of literary and ideologic conventions. 

15 Thus stephen crane, in The Black Riders and Other Lines (1895): “i walked in 
a desert, / and i cried, / ‘ah, god, take me from this place!’ / a voice said, ‘it is no 
desert.’ / i cried, ‘Well, but– / The sand, the heat, the vacant horizon.’ / a voice said, 
‘it is no desert.’ ”
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nowhere, in fact, does the writer communicate his message with great-
er incisiveness and economy of means than in Isis in the Heart, a privately 
printed poem, perhaps his most intense mythopoeic manifesto, in which 
anaya combines the directness of the bard with the complexity of the 
modernist writer. Through a syncrisis of the egyptian, the biblical, the 
greek, the Hindu, and the aztec mythologies, the centrality of the desert 
— common to all of them — is brought to light and the basic oneness of 
the world’s belief is manifested. two verses trenchantly bring everything 
together: “the priests of Karnac walk in the desert dust, / reminding all, 
the sun’s path is life itself.”16

in the three short stories we have examined, anaya couches his mes-
sage in terms that force us to abandon the well-trodden paths of conven-
tional literary communication, and to find our way through the thickets of 
linguistic invention. to briefly exemplify the creative modus operandi of 
our writer, we shall concentrate on one major image cluster related to love.

in affirmation of the divide between “pure” love and “impure” love 
(witness titian’s paradigmatic, as well as enigmatic, “sacred and Profane 
love”), western literature traditionally resorts to different semantic sub-
fields to refer to love as opposed to sex — or, when this word was tabu, to 
“passion.” The two subfields are distinguished, quite prosaically, by a ques-
tion of degrees of temperature. conventionally, love is warm (when tepid, 
it is not yet love — and probably, it will never grow to be), whereas sex is 
hot — an open-ended, downhill path that in literature often leads to hell, 
and in sermonic tracts always does.

anaya challenges this convention and, indirectly, the ideology at its 
origin. Love is mentioned ten times in “absalom,” three in “children of 
the desert,” and five (three of which in absentia) in “epifano.” Passion is 
never mentioned, although sexual encounters devoid of emotional in-
volvement do take place in the stories — see the present-day tamar’s un-
fulfilling affairs and the man’s bouts in the whorehouse. a comprehensive 
investigation would be required as to anaya’s lexical choices concerning 
love, but it is worth noting that at least within the present limited sample 
of his writing, love and passion are interchangeable, stressing the indivis-
ibility of eros into different categories based on the assumption of the su-
periority of spirit over matter.

a point in case is the positivity of sweat in connection with both love-
making and the heat of the desert in all three stories. i shall indicate just 

16 as a locus of anaya’s imagination, Karnak is present in Jemez Springs 6. cf. 
charles f. lummis: “[W]hen the ineffable sunshine of that arid but enchanted land 
falls upon [the] wondrous domes and battlements with a glow which seems not of this 
world, the sight is such a revelation that i have seen strong men sit down and weep in 
speechless awe,” (lummis [1891] 1901, 11). see also douglas Preston: “The landscape 
around us became mirrored by a similar emptiness within, an internal landscape of 
silence. … The frantic human need to talk over a silence had disappeared. … for all 
we knew, the rest of the world could have ceased to exist” (Preston 1995, 150).
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one instance from each. “at night, when the breeze blew in from the desert, 
a trace of the acrid [body sweat of the bedouin] made her restless” (“ab-
salom,” 158). “sweat and dust, the scent commingling. she felt alive. … 
sweat and pleasure, they came together” (“epifano,” 178). “she lay in bed. 
…glowing with the sweat of their love. … she is the desert, he thought. 
she thrives on the heat and sweat” (“children of the desert,” 12).17 

These last words cannot possibly apply to the man. at the end of this 
scene, “sweat dripped from his armpits, trickled down his ribs. He thought 
of the piles of bones around the side of the trailer, bones he had collected 
over the years” (14). The instantaneous connection between his own ribs 
and the rib cage of a dead animal arching out of the sand confirms the 
death-oriented association between sweat and desert in the man’s mind. 

When the woman says, “i love the heat,” his reaction is, “The heat of 
the desert [is] death” (13). after they make love, the trailer becomes to 
him “[h]otter than hell” (13, 14); he looks out at the “hot, burning land” 
and again equates the desert with hell. Then the woman talks about the 
“bubble,” and he can only look at her in distaste: “[s]he was … covered 
with sweat and rubbing herself, in dreamland, and the trailer was hot as 
an oven” (italics added). The latin word for oven is furnus, from fornix, 
meaning an opening; hence, fornicatio. Through etymology, anaya reveals 
the hidden nature of the man’s unconscious equation of passion with sin.

anaya’s use of the color red is equally ambivalent. red, the color of 
fire and, metonymically, of extreme heat, from the conventional perspec-
tive of the man is also the color of hell and, consequently, of sin. He first 
meets the woman when he stops at a roadhouse “to clean up” on his way 
back from his yearly week of debauchery — a rite of expurgation ironically 
reminiscent of the communion (“his physical yearning satisfied, but the 
deeper communion he had sought in the women remained unfulfilled,” 
[10]), officiated by a flirtatious waitress wearing bright red lipstick. in con-
nections with the various red objects present in the trailer, this color starts 
a chain of associations that, through sex and the desert, ultimately lead 
to hell. in the background of the man’s mental and cultural attitude loom 
isaiah’s words: “your sins be scarlet, … they be red like crimson” (1.18).

from the woman’s perspective, on the contrary, red is the color of blood, 
that is to say, of vitality. even the plastic flowers and the curtains in their 
trailer are red, as are her nails, her lipstick, her dress, her earrings. but she 
is no Whore of babylon, as the man is tempted to see her. rather, she is a 
woman who has chosen life over death — and red, the color of coursing 
blood, is the color of life. blood, of course, can also indicate death but the 
man’s only association with blood (“When he spit he saw the red stain of 
blood,” [17]) occurs after the budding of his comprehension brought about 

17 cf.: “i am a curandera who knows the magic of love, / potions of desert dust, 
profuse sweat of lovers …” (anaya 1998, 6).
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by the old woman’s “spit.”18 His physical death coincides with his spiritual 
birth. The color red, therefore, presides over both life and death, linking 
the beginning and the end into an inextricable unity.

unity is communicated also through the juxtaposition of traditionally op-
positional elements. We find an illuminating example of this strategy in “ab-
salom” when the woman and the african meet, and the beginning of passion 
is made to coincide with the end of the day, the oncoming darkness is her-
alded by fire, and the enmity between Jews and arabs is suspended by prayer:

The western sun began to set on Jerusalem. at the Western Wall the 
faithful prayed; in the blue mosque on the temple mount, the prayers 
left their resonant silence on arabesque walls … Jerusalem was alive 
with fire, a white, burning city in the sunlight. … The city was alive 
with prayer, alive and glowing with vibrant, living fire.19 (161)

Parallel to the system of fire images, anaya creates a second system relat-
ed to water. The contradiction is only apparent. as there is no opposition 
but, rather, cosmic harmony among the four classical elements — air, fire, 
earth, and water — so there is no opposition in anaya’s use of both fire 
and water to express love. in “absalom,” the woman’s passion is “a stream 
… that ran beneath the flesh, deep in the soul” as is life itself: “What is 
the stream of life beneath the flesh of woman?” (163). The african’s love 
is “like fresh water in the desert,” his voice is a “clear, quick water … the 
voice of life, the dark water of the desert” (162). similarly to the man in 
“children of the desert,” the old woman in “epifano” dies after attaining 
what she sought: water, as “there is no life in the desert without the wa-
ter that flows from deep within the earth” (180); and, through “[t]he wa-
ter of desire” (181), attaining the ultimate sense of life: connection with 
one’s roots, which also reach deep into the earth, deep into the hot desert. 

Perhaps unexpectedly, the woman in “children of the desert,” so mark-
edly associated with red, has blue eyes. red and blue — symbolically, fire 
and water: two elements that in our collective thinking are mutually ex-
clusive. but it is the task of the artist to challenge collective thinking, to 
undermine conventions, to say “no!” (in thunder, like melville) to what-
ever separates that which is one. to strive for understanding and, thereby, 
attain harmony. This is rudolfo anaya’s role as an artist, which he accom-
plishes by means of his masterful use of language.

18 The equation of blood with life is at the base of “epifano” as well: “she was 
[epifano’s] blood” (180).

19 cf.: “The morning sun had just cleared sandia crest, filling the rio grande 
Valley with a golden hue, the same aura that often shines on Jerusalem, a sheen on 
temple mount,” (anaya 2005, 5). on a lesser scale, the penultimate paragraph of 
“epifano” presents an analogous fusion: “in the dying light of the sun a blinding 
flash filled her being. like desire, … the light filled her and she quivered” (181).
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tHe Politics of familY HistorY: a VieW of groWing uP 
HisPanic in nineteentH-centurY california

Chuck Tatum

in an important article on chicana/o autobiography, lauro flores warns 
us that it would be a mistake to assume that all “chicano writings — by 
virtue of the fact that they are part of a ‘minority culture’ — must neces-
sarily express a class ideology that runs against the grain of the hegemonic 
classes” (flores 1990, 83). He goes on to illustrate how the autobiographical 
narratives, Barrio Boy: A History of a Boy’s Acculturation (1971) by ernesto 
galarza and Hunger of Memory: The Education of Richard Rodriguez (1982) 
by richard rodriguez, embrace divergent visions of the world represent-
ing two different chicano cultures that are often perceived as one. The two 
writers share the same ethnicity and some elements of their biographies 
have much in common. for example, they both grew up in sacramento, 
attended stanford university, and then columbia university as graduate 
students. The biographical similarities end there, however, for their early 
lives were very different and they are separated by a generation. addition-
ally, galarza lived mainly in the barrio or on the edge of it while rodri-
guez was raised in a predominantly middle-class anglo neighborhood. it 
is not my purpose in this paper to detail, as flores and others have done, 
how their writings diverge, but to point out that they present two very 
different views of themselves and their relationship to both chicano and 
anglo cultures. flores concludes that the contrasts between their two dis-
tinct perceptions “encapsulate the ideological contradiction which lies at 
the heart of the dialectic of chicano culture” (89). Whether we agree with 
this conclusion is not particularly germane here, but flores’s recognition 
and insistence that our view of chicano culture needs to be guided by a 
close examination of its historical development and its specific dynamics 
is highly instructive. 

Historians ramón gutiérrez, tomás almaguer, and alex m. saragoza, 
and cultural critics angie chabram and rosa linda fregoso have also 
come to the same conclusion, particularly in the case of the reconstruc-
tion and interpretation of nineteenth-century and early twentieth-cen-
tury chicano history. gutiérrez admonishes his fellow social scientists 
to avoid the tendency to “describe the spanish/mexican-origin popula-
tion of the united states as a homogeneous group” (gutiérrez 1986, 79). 
rather than being a homogeneous national immigrant group experi-
encing structural assimilation at the macro level via market integration, 

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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and acculturation at the micro or personal level through exogamous mar-
riage, english language mastery and participation in the dominant political 
institutions, gutiérrez states that the Hispanic population of the southwest 
is “complexly stratified and is defined by a variety of historically constituted 
social boundaries” (80). it is apparent to almaguer that a class system, highly 
stratified along racial lines, existed prior to anglo intervention in california. 
He states: “The symmetry of class and racial lines resulted in a social order 
in which the property-owning ranchero was largely spanish or criollo (or at 
least claimed such descent), the intermediate poblador, a member of a small-
scale farming group, was drawn from mestizo stock, and the indigenous in-
dian population was relegated to the bottom of the class structure.” (almaguer 
1994, 12-13). almaguer would agree with gutiérrez who concludes that how 
people define themselves and are defined by others is a dynamic process and 
that cultural identity is not a fixed and static entity. rosa linda fregoso and 
angie chabram, in their introductory essay to a special issue of Cultural Stud-
ies, also convincingly demonstrate this. like gutiérrez and almaguer, they are 
critical of the tendency among chicano intellectuals, especially those formed 
during the chicano student movement, to fix chicano cultural identity as “a 
static, fixed and one-dimensional formulation” which “failed to acknowledge 
our historical differences in addition to the multiplicity of our cultural identi-
ties as a people.” (fregoso and chabram 1990, 205). 

alex saragoza, in his interpretative essay on chicana/o historiogra-
phy, reinforces the notion advanced by guitiérrez, almaguer, fregoso 
and chabram, that the historical record reveals as much heterogeneity as 
homogeneity in the spanish-speaking population of the southwest. He 
praises historians who point to the fundamental diversity and complex-
ity of the chicano experience and criticizes those who have promoted a 
“them-versus-us history” (saragoza 1988-1990, 8). early chicano histori-
ans of a cultural nationalist bent tended to emphasize the separation and 
conflict that existed between anglos and chicanos, to minimize the in-
ternal stratification and gender differences in the historical experience of 
chicanos, and to exaggerate the continuities in chicano/mexicano culture 
and obscure its discontinuities and variations (9-10). saragoza instructs 
us that the conceptualization of the chicano experience

must be anchored in the extension and penetration of capitalist de-
velopment in the West. furthermore, it must be emphasized, several 
factors mediated the specific outcomes of the interaction between mexi-
cans and an expanding american economy: local economic structure, 
geographic location, proximity to the border, ethnic composition of 
the population, and the presence of mexicans in the area as merchants, 
landholders, or political figures. in brief, the interface between mexi-
cans and the westward movement of american capitalism and its in-
trinsic racism reflected a variegated, complex experience. (18)

saragoza mentions among many elements in this variegated experience 
the marriage between upper class mexicans and americans and the busi-
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ness links between the two groups. class similarities and identity, rather 
than strictly ethnic or racial considerations, often influenced the decisions 
of the two groups to commingle in matrimony and in commerce. He cites 
genaro Padilla’s pioneering research, “The recovery of chicano nine-
teenth-century autobiography,” for offering insights into the responses 
of mexicans to the development of a social and cultural world in the af-
termath of the anglo conquest after 1848.

Padilla is sensitive to the socio-historical complexities that surround and 
influence the multi-faceted consciousness reflected in the autobiographical 
works that form the basis of his study. He has found a profound and disturb-
ing “personal and cultural schizophrenia” in some of the autobiographi-
cal narratives by, for example, the texans José antonio menchaca and Juan 
seguín and the new mexican miguel antonio otero (Padilla 1988, 290). He 
engages the autobiographical narratives by these and other mexicans and 
mexican-americans that disclose cultural denial, the denigration of the 
mexicano lower classes, and the defense of the anglo-american enterprise 
to colonize and civilize.

The studies by flores, gutiérrez, almaguer, fregoso and chabram, sara-
goza and Padilla inform my understanding and frame my analysis of a nine-
teenth-century autobiography/family history by santiago aínsa, a distant 
relative (my grandmother’s uncle) of mine who was born in Hermosillo, so-
nora, in 1840 and died in san francisco in 1925. i have had in my possession 
for many years a copy of a typescript of his passed down from generation to 
generation. it has been personally valuable to my understanding and sensitiv-
ity to the obsessive self-identification on the part of my mother’s family to the 
notion that somehow it had preserved its racial purity over several centuries 
in mexico as descendants of european spaniards. i need not belabor here the 
fact that this claim is historically indefensible nor do i wish to focus on the 
obvious and much discussed reasons why families such as my own resort to 
such racial and ethnic distortion. rather, i offer this segment of aínsa family 
history as another example of nineteenth-century autobiography that clearly 
demonstrates the false belief in a homogeneous and continuous chicano past.

santiago aínsa’s mother was filomena de anza Yslas, the granddaughter 
of francisco de anza whose brother Juan bautista de anza iii adopted filo-
mena and her sister rosa when their parents died. santiago is thus maternally 
descended from the same de anza who founded the Presidio of san francisco 
in 1776 and who authored two long narrative accounts of the 1774 and 1775 
expeditions from the royal Presidio at tubac in southern arizona to north-
ern california. santiago aínsa’s father was manuel aínsa who, together with 
his brother Juan, were raised in the Philippines. santiago claims that manuel 
and Juan’s father was commissioned as a fiscal agent of the spanish treasury 
and assigned to the Philippines. barely two years after reaching the Philip-
pines, he and his wife died of cholera leaving the two young sons orphaned. 
They were cared for by a family friend until they could fend for themselves. 
as young men, both manuel and Juan were charged by their unofficial guard-
ian with overseeing his company’s transoceanic shipments to latin america 
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and mexico. When the wars of independence against spain were declared 
about 1819, Juan found himself stranded in guayaquil, ecuador and manuel 
in mexico city. after the republic of mexico was declared in 1821, manuel 
eventually relocated from mexico city to Hermosillo, sonora, where he very 
soon married filomena de anza, granddaughter of Juan bautista de anza. 
The couple soon started a family and eventually had eighteen children. 

santiago aínsa’s early years are remarkable enough to be intrinsically in-
teresting, but an aspect of his autobiographical discourse i would like to focus 
on is the frequent reiteration that his paternal and maternal families descend-
ed from spaniards. on the first page of his manuscript, he takes great care to 
highlight that his de anza ancestors were a noble family from the province 
of aragón in spain. Juan de anza i was a commissioned military officer sent 
to mexico at the end of the seventeenth century. interestingly, santiago aín-
sa provides no evidence of what he considers to be a noble lineage. although 
speculative, it is reasonable to surmise that such information was probably 
passed down to him by word of mouth through his mother. The act of writ-
ing down such orally transmitted family lore more than two centuries later is 
an attempt to transform such lore into historical fact, that is, to validate and 
legitimize for future family generations their aristocratic spanish ancestry. 

santiago de aínsa continues his family narrative telling us that Juan de 
anza i was stationed in the northern part of what is today the state of so-
nora where he commanded the military forts established “to protect the set-
tlers against the constant incursions of the barbarous savages occupying the 
mountains of what is now arizona and a good part of new mexico” (aínsa 
n.d., 2). The identification of the native indian population as “barbarous sav-
ages” is probably not in itself unusual given the widespread anti-indigenous 
sentiment of the time, but this description, juxtaposed as it is in the text with 
Juan de anza’s nobility, his spanish ancestry, and his distinguished service 
as a military officer in the crown’s army of conquest and colonization, be-
trays santiago aínsa’s intent to establish early on in his family history a chasm 
between the spanish and indians and “never the twain shall meet,” at least 
not in his family. curiously, in the very same paragraph, his project sudden-
ly seems threatened when he mentions that Juan de anza in 1710 marries 
doña ana de Padilla, “a lady of the then prosperous city of bacuachi.” no 
specific information is given about the Padilla family, only that inferentially 
it was prosperous because it resided in a prosperous community. The very 
omission of the particulars about the Padilla family points to a concern over 
the details that somehow might detract from santiago aínsa’s overall intent 
to build an impenetrable wall of respectability around his immediate family 
and their ancestors. 

santiago aínsa continues. Juan de anza ii, the son of Juan de anza i 
and ana de Padilla, was sent from sonora to the college of san ildefonso in 
mexico city where he was educated. He then entered a government military 
school, graduated with a diploma of lieutenant of engineers, and returned to 
sonora to serve under his father’s command. after his father’s death in 1744, 
Juan de anza ii was given command of the frontier forts and, like his father, 
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distinguished himself in his skirmishes against the “ruthless savages” who 
continued to harass “small ranches or detached miners or farmers occupied 
in the pursuit of business, killing and destroying whatever they found in their 
path” (3). santiago aínsa continuously denigrates the native indian population 
while exalting the exploits of Juan de anza ii. for example, he describes him 
as a man of “wonderful energy” who would organize expeditions that would 
hunt “the savages in their own hiding places” in the mountains.

santiago aínsa not only casts the indians of his grandfather’s day in the 
most negative terms, but also makes clear that almost a hundred years later 
they have not changed: 

The savages with whom he had to do were, in every respect as their de-
scendants, the same apaches and cumanches of today, indomitable, 
faithless, treacherous, with whom the pact was never respected, and 
of whom, those who had to deal with them have conceived the opin-
ion that a “good indian is a dead indian.” (6) 

although santiago aínsa is unable to provide as much detail about 
his father’s family, he once again establishes that his paternal ancestry is 
every bit as spanish as his maternal one. santiago claims that his grand-
father manuel aínsa was, like the de anzas, a native of the province of 
aragón, and that he was born in the city that bears the family name. also 
like Juan de anza i, manuel aínsa did not emigrate to the new World, 
as presumably people of the lower classes did, but was commissioned as a 
fiscal agent of the spanish treasury in the Phillipines.

Having firmly established the purity and nobility — at least on one side 
of the family — of both the de anza and the aínsa families, santiago goes 
into considerable detail about the marriage that unified the two lines as 
well as marriages between members of both families and other prominent 
families in sonora. as stuart Voss has documented, this pattern of inter-
marriage was quite common in Hispanic society in northwest mexico, 
due mainly to the region’s tenuous existence on the periphery of the span-
ish Viceroyalty and then, after 1821, the republic of mexico (Voss 1982, 
79). The long distance of sonora from the center of economic and political 
power in mexico city, combined with the local inhabitants’ questions of 
identity and their vulnerability to contact by foreign interests, made fam-
ily networking through marriage both desirable and necessary. a complex 
of notable and influential spanish families linked together like a tightly 
woven tapestry made their political and economic future more certain, 
and although Voss doesn’t say so, most certainly more defensible against 
incursions by non-spanish elements that could threaten their cultural and 
racial future. While not mentioned as frequently as other families, Voss 
does refer to the prominence of the iñigo and serna families, two fami-
lies joined with the aínsa/de anza families through marriage. santiago’s 
brother manuel aínsa married eloísa serna, my great grandmother, and 
another brother augustín married emilia Yñigo. They, too, sought to 
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strengthen the bonds between their and other prominent families to try to 
perpetuate an established order at the highest levels of Hermosillo society. 

santiago describes his father as a prosperous Hermosillo merchant 
who served as the city’s mayor in 1850 and who owned and operated a suc-
cessful general store that seemed to enjoy a brisk local business. The busi-
ness is described as the “most popular store in Hermosillo” (15), a small 
provincial city of about ten to fifteen thousand inhabitants in the 1850s. 
manuel aínsa soon integrated his older sons, augustín and manuel, into 
the store’s daily commercial activities as a way of training them to succeed 
him in the business as he got older. even santiago, when he was barely five 
years old, was encouraged to frequent the store and carry out simple busi-
ness transactions with customers. This socialization of the aínsa males 
thus guaranteed that the business would remain within the family. it also 
served to perpetuate the upper-class capitalist values on which the family’s 
identity rested heavily. cultural identity, after all, is intimately related to 
social status, an essential element of which is financial wealth and security. 

santiago’s description of the family home is another indication of the 
high social stature the aínsa family apparently enjoyed among Hermosillo’s 
wealthy citizenry. The house occupied half a block, having a main court 
with the living rooms on one side and the stores on the other. The servants’ 
rooms and stables were built around a second court built like a fort with 
one entrance, a large gate, “the largest in Hermosillo” (17), designed to 
monitor the passage of visitors, horses, carriages, and merchandise. san-
tiago tells of returning to the family home in the 1880s, more than three 
decades after leaving it in 1850. He describes the fresco paintings on the 
walls as well as the ornately framed paintings and other objects of art that 
still remained. in short, his composite picture of the home reflects his fam-
ily’s life of gentility and wealth that resulted from his father’s commercial 
savvy and wise investments.

in addition to the main narrative of family history, an interesting dis-
cursive element are my grandmother’s marginal notes throughout santiago 
aínsa’s typescript, notes that were made, i can reasonably speculate, to try 
to reinforce and perpetuate the notion of the family’s pure, non-indian, 
lineage. carmelita aínsa, my grandmother, at some undetermined mo-
ments after she inherited the original manuscript, had scribbled statements 
in the margins trying to link herself with the prominence and supposed 
purity of spanish ancestry, and nobility of the complex of de anza/aín-
sa/serna/Yñigo family history. for example, on page 6 of the manuscript, 
she has scrawled “i, carmelita aínsa, am a direct descendant of francis-
co de anza, brother of Juan de anza, and manuel aínsa, for whom my 
own father was named.” (Parenthetically, despite the clarity in the text, 
she mistakenly associates her de anza ancestry with francisco and not 
Juan. francisco had adopted his brother’s two daughters ana and rosa 
after the death of their parents.) When santiago discusses the origin of 
the aínsa family in a city by that name in aragón, my grandmother com-
ments in the margin: “There is a city and a river in aragón called aínsa.” 
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These hastily scribbled commentaries on the main narrative deserve our 
brief attention for they serve to demonstrate the tenacity of later genera-
tions of mexicans and mexican americans to preserve the myth of eu-
ropean descendance. They also serve to remind us that there continued 
to be great social and cultural diversity within this Hispanic community 
throughout the twentieth century. 

returning now to the main narrative, santiago aínsa devotes a long 
section of his family history to a description of regional and national mex-
ican politics from about 1850 to the end of the nineteenth century. His 
commentary on the mexican War of independence and revolution in gen-
eral, his observations of political activity in sonora and Hermosillo, and 
finally his thoughts on the mexican President Porfirio díaz are all strongly 
indicative of his and his family’s basic conservatism. This is not unexpect-
ed in view of the family’s privileged social and financial position in Her-
mosillo. santiago expresses a position shared by many spanish citizens in 
mexico at the time of the country’s independence from spain in 1821: that 
of support for the spanish crown in opposition to the revolutionaries who 
liberated the country. What is surprising, however, is that santiago con-
tinued to hold on to these convictions many decades later. He comments:

from the establishment of the republic, mexico had fallen into the 
hands of the lawless and criminal classes who had taken possession 
of the government as a business for their personal benefit and never 
for a moment for the public good. men of property and merchants 
dedicated to their own affairs would not take any part in public affairs 
which was no doubt unpatriotic and certainly unwise as the expenses 
of government must be borne by those who have property while the 
masses looked upon revolutions as blessings since they afforded them 
the right to take the goods and property of the wealthy class and gave 
them freedom to commit all manner of excesses and crime without 
fear of punishment. That is the reason that it had become a saying that 
a revolution once started must be successful as whoever proclaimed a 
revolution was immediately joined by all the idlers, criminals and the 
rabble in general and under the guise of patriots helped themselves to 
the property of others wherever found. (26) 

santiago’s negative characterization and condemnation of revolutionists 
and revolutionary actions carries through into his comments on popular 
political activities in sonora and Hermosillo after the 1850s. His perspec-
tive as a member of a prominent and wealthy provincial family is one of 
cynicism towards national politics and their local manifestations. mexi-
co’s “centrals” and “federals” are viewed with equal suspicion; partisans 
at opposite extremes of the mexican political spectrum at mid-nineteenth 
century are characterized as tyrants, opportunists, despots, and worse. He 
claims that partisans of both political parties taxed the wealthy like his 
father to finance their military campaigns and to line their own pockets. 
general Porfirio díaz, who was first elected President of mexico in 1871, 
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emerges in his brief overview of the nineteenth-century mexican politics 
as a force of reason, stability, and progress, the antithesis of presidential 
leaders from 1821 on (26). 

in addition to his thoughts on mexican politics, santiago aínsa’s opin-
ion of post-independence latin american governments in general reflects 
his pro-spanish bias. for example, he denigrates latin americans, even 
those from the upper classes, because he believes they are “imbued with 
aversion towards unity of action, association, company or corporation, 
their love of individual independence, denial of the rights of majorities, 
rebellion to authority, and accustomed to disrespect and defy the ephem-
eral governments of their native republics” (80). in contrast, he believes 
americans possess a spirit of order and cooperation, two qualities that 
in santiago’s opinion led to the success of the anglo-american republic. 
again, as reflected throughout his manuscript, santiago shows himself to 
be pro-spanish and anglo-american and decidedly anti-mexican in his 
preference of national character traits. 

at the same time, however, he does not hesitate to criticize some of the 
behaviors and mores of his adopted anglo-american countrymen. for 
example, he is strongly disapproving of the antics of some of the anglo 
male and female passengers on a long trip by steamship from san fran-
cisco to new York. observing their sexual advances towards one another, 
santiago comments: “all this was new to me for in the circle in which i 
had been raised such proceedings are unknown but i took it for granted 
that all this carrying on was only the peculiar method of american free 
and easy manners” (52). another example of his disapproval of anglo-
american values and behaviors are his observations on the flesh trading 
in which his fellow male passengers engage when they traverse the isth-
mus of Panama. one evening, a group of Panamanian black male pimps 
and female prostitutes come to the hotel where the steamship passengers 
are staying. While santiago seems to excuse the behavior of the black men 
as something one could expect from those of their race, he is scandalized 
by the anglo males’ participation in buying the women’s services for their 
sexual pleasure. He moralizes:

but what are we to say of the civilized white men who flocked around 
the auctioneer and started a lively bid and then carried off the chat-
tel to the adjacent woods. These men were anglo saxon with fair hair 
and blue eyes. The very mention of this incident is degrading. it serves 
to show how thin is the veneering of civilization when the passions 
rage and the restraints imposed by the opinions of friends and home 
acquaintances are removed. i do not think that any of these men who 
flaunted their bestiality in the eyes of 400 passengers, with whom they 
had but a temporary acquaintance, would have dared such conduct in 
their home town or in the presence of old friends. The merciful night 
came and hid in its folds the effrontery of the blacks and the shame-
less degradation of the white [sic]. (59) 
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like the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century businessman and 
politician miguel antonio otero, santiago aínsa wrote in english which 
may have served to deflect those who might identify the family with its 
indo-mexican roots rather than its spanish-european ancestry. in any 
event, the use of english at least as a written form would bring both writ-
ers closer to the culture of anglo elite and distance them from the spanish 
spoken by the majority of the mexican/Hispanic population.

santiago aínsa’s description of his own education illuminates and 
sets in relief his choice to write in english and provides us with a valu-
able perspective on which to draw some inferences. in keeping with the 
pattern of family networking in sonora, santiago’s father, a successful 
Hermosillo businessman, tried to organize other prominent families to 
found a school to educate their children. His efforts ultimately failed be-
cause some families chose to send their children to france or germany 
for their education. instead of a school, manuel aínsa then arranged for 
the services of an oxford-trained tutor to educate his own children. The 
school-aged aínsa children studied “Writing, reading, arithmetic, eng-
lish, mathematics, chemistry, a general knowledge of the sciences, as far 
as they had advanced at that time, and general History.” later the children 
were taught by a spanish-speaking tutor. in 1850, ten years after santiago’s 
birth, the aínsa family moved to northern california where the father and 
his older sons had established a lucrative business out of stockton and later 
san francisco trading with a burgeoning gold mining industry. in 1853, 
at the age of thirteen, santiago is sent away to school at st. John’s, a Jesuit 
institution in new York city. His description of the long trek by steam-
ship he made down the west coast of Panama, the traversing of the isth-
mus by mule and by train, and then up the east coast to new York city is 
an interesting aspect of his narrative for several reasons including what it 
reveals about his linguistic preparation in both english and spanish. san-
tiago refers repeatedly to how haltingly he spoke english and the difficul-
ty of communicating with fellow passengers. at the same, he refers to his 
role as official interpreter for a group of passengers who were traversing 
the isthmus of Panama. He apparently was very comfortable and confi-
dent of his spanish. later at st. John’s, santiago joins with a small group of 
spanish-speaking students from all over latin america. Their association 
made possible by their linguistic and cultural affinity — santiago repeat-
edly refers to the other boys by nationality as well as by identifying them 
and himself as “spanish” — served to ward off their sense of isolation in a 
strange city among its sometimes hostile population. from santiago’s de-
scription of his latin american friends, we can conclude that all of them 
considered themselves upper class and that they shared the same elitist 
values regarding race and class. The fact that their families could afford 
to send them to the united states to receive a private education is itself 
strongly indicative of at least their financial status as ricos. 

While santiago aínsa says little about his later education, we can rea-
sonably conclude that at least as a young man he was proficient in read-
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ing, speaking, and writing spanish. The decision, years later, to write his 
family history in english, strongly suggests that by that time — the first 
decade of the twentieth century — he had become irrevocably accultur-
ated into anglo society as a member of san francisco’s social and politi-
cal elite. The common language of social and cultural interaction within 
this elite was, of course, english, the language of the dominant society.

leonard Pitt, in his book The Decline of the Californios, discusses at 
length how the migration of a massive number of latin americans — 
especially chileans and sonorans — to northern california during the 
height of the gold rush affected the social dynamics between spanish-
speaking californians and a surging anglo population. anglos refused 
to distinguish between the wealthy established community of californios 
and the recently arrived miners, entrepreneurs, and adventurers who had 
come north to share in the recently discovered wealth of the region (Pitt 
1970, 53). anglo xenophobia towards both the native-born and the recent 
immigrant spanish-speaking population tended to drive the two former 
groups together in established old communities of california. soon af-
ter the fever of the gold rush began to decline, however, alliances began 
to form between commercial interests from several national and ethnic 
groups, especially but not exclusively in the los angeles area.

The urge to rise above racial and national barriers came naturally to 
the elite of los angeles. The members of mixed families and business 
partnerships, Yankee ranchers with spanish nicknames, and “respect-
able” businessmen — indeed all businessmen except gamblers — held 
themselves aloof from the common herd. They formed a remarkably 
cosmopolitan class: an alliance of californians, mexicans, and south 
americans; of Yankees, britons, frenchmen, and germans; of mes-
tizos and whites; of merchants, gentry, and lawyers; of Protestants, 
catholics, and a sprinkling of Jews. (125)

santiago aínsa describes a very similar pattern of commercial and so-
cial relationships from the point of view of his family’s integration into 
san francisco’s high society. soon after a rain storm destroyed the aín-
sa home and business in stockton, the family moved to san francisco in 
1852 where they bought a house on the corner of dupont and lombard 
streets “then the favorite residence locality for the better class of people.” 
(46) due mainly to his father and older brothers’ success as merchants, 
the aínsa family soon became associated with the city’s growing upper 
class. for example, santiago describes his father’s close friendship with 
the catholic archbishop alemany and the marriages of several of his sis-
ters to wealthy and politically influential anglo businessmen and lawyers. 
in 1852, just after moving to san francisco from stockton, his sister am-
paro married a prominent anglo businessman raisy biven. The year after 
santiago’s sister filomena married Henry crabb whom he describes as “a 
southern gentleman and attorney by profession” who was later appoint-
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ed chief Justice of the supreme court of california. several other sisters 
also married anglos or non-mexican foreign nationals: adelaida mar-
ried a francis eisen; francisca married a James o’reilly; lenore married 
a amie Vignier; and Josefa married a t.W. taliaferro. santiago himself 
married an anglo, Jenny foy. The aínsa family would thus appear to have 
become fully identified with san francisco’s anglo elite through family 
matrimonial networking and business alliances, much the same way in 
which the de anza/aínsa/Yñigo/serna family had done in Hermosillo a 
few decades before. 

santiago aínsa ends the formal part of his narrative with a long dis-
course on early greek classical philosophy. it is somewhat difficult to dis-
cern in what direction he hopes to lead the reader as he muses on Plato, 
socrates, and aristotle, but his hierarchical view of civilization, history, 
and religion does shine through quite clearly. The one year of college-lev-
el philosophical and humanistic studies at st. John’s left a lasting impres-
sion on him and apparently were integral to the development of his own 
personal philosophy. in the end, he affirms his faith in the christian god 
and expresses the hope that his progeny will be guided by his counsel. 

it is vexing that santiago aínsa ends his short autobiography and family 
history at the point he enters college at st. John’s. While there are references 
throughout the narrative to events that occurred later, he provides no detail 
about his post-college years. The answers to why he chose to do so are many, 
ranging from a simple and obvious one — he ran out of energy or could not 
sustain his interest in writing a complete history — to more complex and 
speculative ones. We will never know, of course, but if we focus on his im-
plied purpose for writing the narrative in the first place, we may begin to 
arrive at an answer. if it was his intent — and i think it is reasonable to as-
sume that it was — to establish for himself, his contemporaries, and future 
generations that the aínsa/de anza family was spanish-european and not 
indo-mexican with all the social and cultural trappings that accompany 
such an identity, then he did not need to carry his narrative any further for-
ward — he had already succeeded in firmly establishing such an identity. 

The composite picture santiago aínsa draws is one of a prosperous, 
wealthy, and educated family of the upper classes whose descendance from 
two “pure” spanish families could not be disputed. moreover, his careful 
selection of details reinforces his implicit intent to depict that the family 
made a successful transition from Hermosillo to san francisco with its 
purity, wealth, values, and traditions intact. intermarrying with prominent 
anglo-americans, in order to preserve and fortify the family’s social sta-
tus, merely served to strengthen its identity as european and non-indian. 
santiago aínsa chose to use english rather than spanish as a discursive 
strategy to fix in time both his and his family’s social prominence among 
a new elite in their adopted country. at no point in his narrative does he 
betray any sense of irony that by using english he has rejected and even 
betrayed, at least linguistically, the very cultural tradition to which he has 
taken great pains to link himself and his family. 
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Perhaps the ultimate tragedy of those mexicans and mexican ameri-
cans of his and later generations — including my grandmother’s genera-
tion — who were so adamant in denying their mixed racial, ethnic, and 
cultural heritage by fortifying a myth that historically cannot be sus-
tained is that they as well as their children and grandchildren had to live 
what genaro Padilla describes as a profound and disturbing personal and 
cultural schizophrenia, a tortured existence in fear that someone would 
discover the fraud and reveal them for what they were — mestizos. ra-
cial and cultural denial is not, of course, limited to mexican americans 
in the united states. 
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sabores Y aromas de méXico: 
la comida en la obra de sandra cisneros

An Van Hecke

Últimamente se ha observado un creciente interés por el estudio de la 
gastronomía en la literatura. luisa campuzano, en un artículo de 2000, 
apuntaba que los estudios literarios hasta entonces no habían abordado 
“los nexos entre comida, civilización y literatura,” a diferencia de la antro-
pología y el psicoanálisis. campuzano explicaba esto por el hecho de que 
“hasta hace poco en los estudios literarios se dejaba totalmente de lado la 
importancia del cuerpo” (campuzano 2000, 16). esta laguna en los estu-
dios literarios se está llenando poco a poco y recientemente se han abierto 
nuevas pistas de investigación muy atractivas, como la propuesta de de 
maeseneer para una “gastrocrítica” (de maeseneer 2003).

en este artículo, me dedicaré a la obra de sandra cisneros, hija de una 
madre mexicano-americana y de un padre mexicano. cisneros nació y fue 
criada en el norte de estados unidos. mi objetivo consiste en analizar cómo 
cisneros representa lo culinario en su obra narrativa. estudiaré a continua-
ción The House on Mango Street (1989), Woman Hollering Creek and Other 
Stories (1991), y Caramelo or Puro Cuento (2003). aunque la comida no es 
un tema central en su obra, tal como es en el cuento “antieros” de tununa 
mercado (en Canon de alcoba, 1988), o en la novela Como agua para el cho-
colate (1989) de laura esquivel, por ejemplo, la importancia de la comida 
en cisneros ya se observa desde los mismos títulos, que se refieren al man-
go y al caramelo, ambos pertenecientes al campo de lo dulce, aunque esto 
no excluye la presencia de lo amargo. irónicamente, Mango Street está en 
un barrio dominado por la pobreza y la violencia. además de esta primera 
oposición se distingue otra, evidente en la literatura chicana: la comida nor-
teamericana frente a la comida mexicana. la primera se limita, en la obra de 
cisneros, a unos pocos productos y platos, típicos de estados unidos como 
donuts, popsicle (cisneros 1992, 13, 17), corn flakes, popcorn, french fries, milk 
shake y Coca-Cola (cisneros 2004, 10, 13, 38, 44, 139). en cambio, la varie-
dad de productos y platos mexicanos en cisneros es mucho más amplia y 
rica. destaca por supuesto el producto básico de la gastronomía de méxico, 
omnipresente en las tres obras, el maíz, y todas las preparaciones hechas a 
base de maíz: nixtamal, tortillas, tacos, tamales, chilaquiles, nachos etc. Pe-

* an earlier version of this essay appeared in Séptimo foro internacional de es-
tudios sobre las culturas literarias del sudoeste norteamericano, m.c. graña and f. 
fava (eds.), Verona: Quiedit 2007.

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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ro la autora nos seduce también con otros sabores mexicanos, ausentes en 
The House on Mango Street, pero muy presentes a partir de Woman Holle-
ring Creek, donde nos habla de frijoles, carnitas, mole, sopa tarasca etc. las 
delicias mexicanas se van ampliando aún más en Caramelo, con molletes, 
huevos a la mexicana, sopa de lentejas etc. de hecho, la preponderancia de 
la comida mexicana ya es sugerida implícitamente en los títulos: el mango 
y el caramelo evocan lo latinoamericano, el mango por ser fruta tropical, el 
caramelo por ser una palabra en español.

1. The House on Mango Street

en The House on Mango Street, la narradora es una niña joven, esperanza, por 
lo que no sorprende que en toda la novela haya una preferencia por lo dulce: 
donuts (cisneros 1992, 13), popsicle, ice cream (17). estos recuerdos de lo dulce 
corren paralelo con los recuerdos de la infancia como paraíso, y el lugar paradi-
siaco por excelencia es el Monkey Garden, un jardín salvaje con árboles de du-
raznos, “sweet sweet peach trees” (95). también hay peras y manzanas, como en 
el paraíso bíblico, y al igual que en la biblia, la niña se ve brutalmente confron-
tada con el fin del paraíso, cuando los juegos infantiles dejan de ser inocentes. 

además de la insistencia en lo dulce y lo paradisiaco, la perspectiva in-
fantil tiene aún otras implicaciones. en primer lugar, se advierte el impacto 
sobre los niños de ciertos olores de comida en la casa, y la manera en que 
éstos, en la infancia, se asocian con un sentimiento de seguridad y de pro-
tección, como el cabello de la madre que huele a pan: “the warm smell of 
bread before you bake it” (6). resalta lo sensual y lo corporal de la relación 
calurosa entre la madre y la niña.

en segundo lugar, The House on Mango Street puede ser calificada como 
una novela de aprendizaje, y entre los diferentes mundos y tipos de gente que 
esperanza va conociendo, se encuentra también con la bruja elena, quien le 
lee las cartas. así la niña aprende también que los productos alimenticios tie-
nen poderes mágicos: “if you got a headache, rub a cold egg across your face” 
(64). aunque no se dice explícitamente, lo más probable es que algunos de 
estos conocimientos de brujería tengan su origen en américa latina. al ver 
The House on Mango Street en su totalidad surge una pregunta. en todas sus 
obras, pero particularmente en ésta, sandra cisneros se destaca por una des-
cripción muy detallada de espacios, en este caso, de la casa en mango street: 
las puertas, las escaleras, las ventanas, los baños, el jardín con los árboles y 
las flores… Para un buen análisis de los espacios y de su valor simbólico en 
esta novela, véase romero chumacero (2004). esperanza también describe 
otras casas y hasta habla en detalle de su casa soñada (cisneros 1992, 108). 
así que sorprende que, en todas estas descripciones, casi no preste atención 
a la cocina, sabiendo además que la mayoría de sus protagonistas son muje-
res. Probablemente se explica por el hecho de que por lo general se trata de 
familias muy tradicionales en las que la mujer queda desplazada a la cocina, 
considerada no como un lugar central sino secundario o marginal de la casa, 
un espacio que no merece ser mencionado ni descrito por ser insignificante. 
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la imagen de la familia tradicional se ve confirmada en los cuentos donde 
los hombres tienen encerradas a las mujeres en las casas, supuestamente por 
miedo de que las vayan a perder. son mujeres sumisas que no reclaman su 
propio espacio, ni el de la cocina ni otro, como posible lugar de enunciación 
para iniciar un proceso de liberación. sin embargo, hay una excepción, una 
cocina en la que sí nos deja entrar la narradora, la de la bruja elena, una co-
cina fuera de lo común (63). elena hizo de su cocina su lugar de trabajo, un 
espacio propio. rodeada de objetos religiosos, tanto de origen cristiano co-
mo del vudú, habla ahí con los espíritus. la cocina se convierte en un san-
tuario, en una iglesia, y la mesa de cocina tiene entonces un doble uso: para 
comer y para predecir el futuro. elena se distingue entonces de la mayoría 
de las mujeres descritas en la novela, que tienen más bien un papel pasivo y 
que sufren la dominación de los hombres. así que a través de los fragmentos 
se va desarrollando cierta rebelión por parte de la niña esperanza que desea 
salir de este barrio, y es sobre todo al final de la novela, donde se percibe ya 
cierto intento de liberarse, de ir muy lejos de mango street.

2. Woman Hollering Creek and Other Stories

este proceso de liberación iniciado en The House on Mango Street, se obser-
va más claramente en algunos de los cuentos de Woman Hollering Creek. 
una de estas mujeres fuertes, por ejemplo, es felice, que ayuda a una mujer 
embarazada, pobre y maltratada por el marido. felice se deja inspirar por el 
mito de la gritona: cada vez que cruza el puente del arroyo llamado la gri-
tona, lanza un grito muy fuerte, “as loud as any mariachi,” o “like tarzan” 
(cisneros 2004, 55). sin embargo, parece que estas mujeres independientes 
se movilizan desde otros espacios, lejos de la casa, y sobre todo, lejos de la 
cocina. no obstante, es dentro de las casas donde mejor se observa cómo los 
hombres tienen controladas a las mujeres, hasta en los detalles de la mesa. 
exigen que toda la comida sea servida en platos separados (49, 69). es por el 
cumplimiento de estos detalles, pertenecientes a la tradición mexicana, por 
los que los hombres mexicanos evalúan a sus mujeres, ya que los norteame-
ricanos tienen más bien la costumbre de servirlo todo a la vez.

la relación entre magia y comida, ya sugerida en la figura de la bruja ele-
na en The House on Mango Street, se profundiza más en Woman Hollering 
Creek. aquí escuchamos a una “bruja,” protagonista y narradora del cuento 
“eyes of Zapata.” se llama inés, la mujer de Zapata, y nos enumera todos los 
remedios usados por su tía chucha, no sólo contra enfermedades físicas — 
“guacamaya feathers, eggs, cocoa beans, chamomile oil, rosemary” (cisneros 
2004, 102) —, sino también contra el mal de amores. cuando inés sufre por 
el abandono de Zapata, revolucionario y mujeriego, su tía intenta curarla a 
su manera, usando el yoloxochitl, la flor de corazón, “with its breath of vani-
lla and honey” (97). el uso de hierbas, como del yolochoxitl, es común en las 
comunidades latinas en estados unidos, y la gran variedad de hierbas usa-
das con fines medicinales es enumerada en un fragmento donde se describe 
la “casa Preciado religious articles,” según la narradora “mexican voodoo 
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shop,” lo que sorprende algo ya que el vudú no es tan frecuente en méxico 
como en otros países latinoamericanos. la narradora incluye una larga lista 
alfabética que va desde aguacate hasta zarzamora (159). es como si quisie-
ra presentarnos en toda su exhaustividad la riqueza de este mundo mágico 
de hierbas y plantas, que al mismo tiempo sigue muy cubierto de misterios.

sin embargo, la relación entre la magia y la comida se vuelve más com-
plicada. no sólo la comida tiene fuerzas mágicas, sino que hay mujeres que 
ejercen sus fuerzas mágicas sobre los productos alimenticios. inés heredó de 
su madre estos poderes, incluso sin quererlo: “They say when i was a child 
i caused a hailstorm that ruined the new corn” (cisneros 2004, 104). este 
maldito suceso la persigue toda la vida. mataron a su madre, y su familia 
tuvo que mudar. todas las mujeres de su familia — su madre, su tía, hasta 
su propia hija — ven más que los demás (105). cuando la gente murmura a 
sus espaldas: “bruja, nagual,” le duele, pero finalmente acepta su condición: 
“if i am a witch, then so be it, i said. and i took to eating black things — 
huitlacoche the corn mushroom, coffee, dark chiles, the bruised part of fruit, 
the darkest, blackest things to make me hard and strong” (106). además de 
ser famoso por su exquisito sabor, el huitlacoche es conocido por presen-
tar propiedades medicinales y es usado por los indígenas en méxico contra 
varias enfermedades (guzmán 1999). además, el uso de ciertos hongos se 
ha relacionado a menudo con la brujería, por ser tóxicos y alucinógenos. 

lo mágico no puede ser separado de un contexto mitológico, que al mis-
mo tiempo puede explicar a veces el porqué de la magia. Ya surgió el nom-
bre de yoloxochitl, flor de corazón, que encontramos en la “leyenda de los 
Volcanes” en la que se cuenta la muerte de la diosa Xochiquétzal. cuando el 
guerrero azteca que había sido su amado, la encontró muerta, se cubrió las 
sienes con las flores de yoloxochitl (franco sodja 1998). Vemos en el cuen-
to “eyes of Zapata” que la tía chucha le cubre el pecho a inés con la misma 
flor del corazón. la superviviencia de ciertos mitos se percibe también en 
la fuerte creencia en “La madre tierra que nos mantiene y cuida” (cisneros 
2004, 110). bien se sabe que en las tradiciones precolombinas en Hispano-
américa es la tierra, la diosa madre, la que alimenta a los hombres, llamada 
tlalteu en náhuatl, pero que cambia de aspecto. entre las diferentes trans-
formaciones llama la atención su metamorfosis en Xochiquétzal, la “seduc-
tora” (correa luna 2004). es la flor preciosa, la diosa del rostro benévolo.

si en The House on Mango Street aparece sobre todo la comida dulce, 
sabrosa y rica, en Woman Hollering Creek, se introduce también lo no sa-
broso. la niña lucy del primer cuento pregunta: “Have you ever eated dog 
food? I have. after crunching like ice, she opens her big mouth to prove it” 
(cisneros 2004, 3). se observa aquí cierta transgresión, ya que se traspasan 
los límites de lo aceptado, de lo civilizado. se trata al mismo tiempo de los 
desafíos que hacen los niños entre ellos: prueban lo prohibido, lo desagrada-
ble, lo asqueroso. en el último cuento del libro, “bien Pretty,” vuelve la idea 
de la comida repugnante, cuando los dos protagonistas organizan un con-
curso de cuentos, y uno de los títulos que inventan es “The ugliest food You 
ever ate” (148), aunque no se aclara a qué comida fea o asquerosa se refiere.
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3. Caramelo or Puro Cuento

Caramelo es una novela, en gran parte autobiográfica, que pertenece al géne-
ro de las sagas de familia, un género muy popular hoy día en todo el mundo, 
y practicado desde hace mucho tiempo en américa latina. las innumera-
bles referencias a la comida en Caramelo no han dejado indiferentes a los 
críticos literarios. ana maría gonzález sostiene la tesis de que cisneros re-
laciona siempre los sentimientos, como el asombro, la soledad o la alegría 
con “los olores, los sabores y los colores de las comidas” (gonzález 2006, 
s.p.). la abundancia de productos y platos típicos de méxico en Caramelo 
se explica sobre todo porque, a diferencia de las otras dos obras, gran parte 
de esta novela se sitúa en méxico, llamado “the land of los nopales” (cisne-
ros 2003, 91). es el país de origen de la familia reyes que viaja cada verano 
desde chicago hasta la casa de los abuelos en la ciudad de méxico. apenas 
cruzada la frontera con méxico, la niña lala, bien encantadora, describe la 
sensación física de todos los olores, sobre todo los de comida:

The smell of diesel exhaust, the smell of somebody roasting coffee, the 
smell of hot corn tortillas along with the pat-pat of the women’s hands 
making them, the sting of roasting chiles in your throat and in your eyes. 
sometimes a smell in the morning, very cool and clean that makes you 
sad. and a night smell when the stars open white and soft like fresh bo-
lillo bread. 
every year i cross the border, it’s the same—my mind forgets. but my 
body always remembers. (18)

el primer contacto es a través de los olores, por lo que la confrontación 
con méxico es una sensación principalmente física, corporal y sensual. 

el título Caramelo se refiere en primer lugar al rebozo de la abuela, que 
es de estilo caramelo, es decir, de estilo rayado, que lala describe como “a 
cloth the golden color of burnt-milk candy” (58), “an exquisite rebozo of five 
tiras, the cloth a beautiful blend of toffee, licorice, and vanilla stripes flecked 
with black and white, which is why they call this design a caramelo”(94). sin 
embargo, es este mismo color caramelo con el que la niña describe el color 
de la piel de candelaria, la hija de la lavandera amparo. la madre de lala 
le prohibe jugar con candelaria, por ser indígena, de una clase social infe-
rior. ahora, lala queda fascinada con el color de la piel de la niña: “smooth 
as peanut butter, deep as burnt-milk candy” (34). “Her skin a caramelo. a 
color so sweet, it hurts to even look at her” (37).

Quisiera detenerme ahora en la manera en que cisneros percibe en Ca-
ramelo la preparación y el consumo de uno de los platos más famosos de 
méxico, el mole, y más precisamente, el mole mancha manteles. Para una 
fiesta de cumpleaños, la abuela pone un plástico transparente arriba del 
mantel de encaje, justificándolo así: “—Why do you think they call this dish 
mancha manteles? it really does stain tablecloths, and you can’t ever wash it 
out, ever! Then she adds in a loud whisper,—it’s worse than women’s blood” 
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(53). la comparación con la sangre de mujer se hace en primer lugar por lo 
difícil o lo imposible de quitar las manchas, pero se añade indudablemente 
otro significado, más sutil: el mole se compara con lo femenino, en su ca-
rácter más íntimo. además de que el mole provoca en todos los hijos una 
sensación de máximo placer por ser tan delicioso (54), la anécdota del mole 
tiene también su interés por lo que se refiere a la confrontación entre los dos 
mundos, el mexicano de la abuela, y el norteamericano, defendido por los 
hijos y asimilado por los nietos. la abuela contesta a los halagos de los hi-
jos con cierto tono de ambigüedad, diciendo que no fue ninguna molestia, 
aunque sí lo hizo completamente desde el inicio, y aprovecha la oportuni-
dad para criticar muy sutilmente a sus nueras: “i’m not like these modern 
women. oh, no! i don’t believe in cooking shortcuts! The grandmother 
says, not looking at her daughters-in-law. — to make food taste really well, 
you’ve got to labor a little, use the molcajete and grind till your arm hurts, 
that’s the secret.” cuando los hijos le preguntan con asombro por qué no 
usó la batidora que le trajeron el verano anterior, contesta con enojo que 
nunca la usa porque se pierde el sabor auténtico. el rechazo de todo tipo de 
electrodomésticos vuelve a aparecer cuando la abuela también se opone al 
uso del microondas, a favor del comal, para calentar las tortillas (121). Ya 
no sólo se trata de un conflicto entre mujeres tradicionales y modernas, o 
entre el mundo tradicional mexicano y el moderno norteamericano, sino 
que la abuela lleva el asunto a un nivel de conflicto entre mujeres y hombres: 
“These modern kitchen gadgets, really! What do you men know? Why, your 
own father’s never even entered in my kitchen” (54). la cocina es un lugar 
exclusivamente revindicado por la mujer. la abuela es llamada “she of the 
kingdom of kitchen” (167). finalmente, resulta que la niña lala no puede 
comer el mole porque pica, lo que provoca otra vez el enojo de la abuela que 
hasta se apoya en los antiguos aztecas para defender su mole: “a recipe as 
old as the aztecs. don’t pretend you’re not mexican!” (55) y le obliga a aca-
bar el plato. afortunadamente para la niña, en cuanto se va la abuela, in-
terviene el abuelo bondadoso y le da el plato a la sirvienta, y dice: “give this 
to the neighbor’s dog. and if my wife asks, say the child ate it.” la niña le 
dice asustada al abuelo: “but it’s a lie,” pero el abuelo la tranquiliza con las 
siguientes palabras sabias: “not a lie! a healthy lie. Which sometimes we 
have to tell so that there won’t be trouble” (56). es la primera confrontación 
de la niña con el mundo de las pequeñas mentiras en la familia, tema suge-
rido ya en el subtítulo de la novela: “Puro cuento.”

en las dos obras anteriores, hablé de la ausencia de la cocina, o de la co-
cina como espacio secundario apenas mencionado. esta perspectiva cambia 
totalmente en el caso de Caramelo, donde hay un destacado interés por las 
cocinas. se revela entonces una oposición entre las cocinas norteamericanas 
que parecen no tener tanta importancia, y las cocinas mexicanas, que ocupan 
un lugar central en la casa. cuando era joven, la abuela soledad reyes tra-
bajaba como sirvienta en la cocina de los que iban a ser sus futuros suegros. 
aquella cocina de los suegros, en un departamento muy antiguo con balco-
nes, en el centro de la ciudad de méxico, había dejado una fuerte impresión 
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en soledad: “and the kitchen! big enough to dance in. The oven alone had six 
hornillas for coal! one of those old-fashioned types that had to be lit with an 
ocote stick bought from a street peddler.” (114). este tipo de cocina, de la cla-
se alta (aunque venida a menos) va junto con un estilo de vida, y aún más, de 
un estilo de comer, bien señalado por la abuela: “because here is where one 
can most tell what class a person is. by the way one eats. and by one’s shoes. 
narciso ate like the well-to-do” (121). es bien conocido este tema de las bue-
nas maneras en la mesa que reflejan el tipo de persona. 

4. De la realidad a la imagen

Por lo que concierne al tema de la comida se observa una enorme evolución 
en la obra de cisneros. en The House on Mango Street los contextos culinarios 
se limitan a una perspectiva infantil con una clara preferencia por lo dulce, y 
un interés particular por aquella cocina-santuario de la bruja elena. en Wo-
man Hollering Creek se desarrolla ya más el tema destacando sobre todo el 
carácter mágico y mitológico de la comida. en Caramelo, finalmente, se ma-
nifiesta un interés ilimitado por la gastronomía mexicana. Podríamos hablar 
de una mexicanidad en aumento. esta evolución no sólo se explica por el des-
plazamiento de estados unidos a méxico, sino también por el hecho de que 
se trate de una novela que cubre la historia de varias generaciones, y en la que 
la abuela le traspasa sus conocimientos a la nieta. las tradiciones culinarias 
forman parte de la tradición oral transmitida de generación en generación. 
con su última novela, cisneros va explorando mundos desconocidos, de sa-
bores y olores olvidados, que se van recuperando gracias a la imaginación. 

una característica muy llamativa del estilo de cisneros es precisamente 
el uso de múltiples metáforas y comparaciones para describir personajes, 
objetos, ambientes o espacios. resulta ahora que en estas figuras estilísti-
cas, el comparante pertenece a menudo al campo culinario. los ejemplos 
en las tres obras son innumerables, así que sólo cito dos de cada una. en The 
House on Mango Street: “cats asleep like little donuts” y “the ceiling smooth 
as a wedding cake” (cisneros 1992, 13, 102). en Woman Hollering Creek en-
contramos por ejemplo: “The way you grow old is kind of like an onion […] 
each year inside the next one,” “the damp smell of the earth the same smell 
of tea boiling” (cisneros 2004, 6-7, 164). en cuanto a Caramelo, ya vimos la 
imagen principal del caramelo, para definir el color de la piel y del rebozo, 
pero aquí también se amplían las imágenes, como por ejemplo “The feet of 
the grandmother, fat little tamales,” “with eyes as tender and dark as café 
de olla” (cisneros 2003, 40, 146).

¿Qué es lo que pasa en estas comparaciones y por qué cisneros acude a 
esta figura del símil tan frecuentemente? se trata siempre del mismo pro-
cedimiento por lo que se vuelve muy repetitivo, aunque al mismo tiempo 
refleja la gran riqueza de imaginación de la autora. se observa aquí un des-
plazamiento de la comida al mundo de la imaginación, es decir a un segun-
do plano. la comida es aquí siempre la imagen, nunca el objeto real. Por lo 
tanto, está al mismo tiempo presente y ausente. el mundo de la comida es 
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algo muy presente en la mente de la autora, y la inmensa cantidad de pro-
ductos y platos con sabores y olores infinitos constituye un universo muy 
rico del que la autora se nutre constantemente para crear nuevas imágenes 
y enriquecer el mundo real. no ha de sorprender que también en estas imá-
genes haya una predominancia de la comida mexicana. Hay imágenes que 
vuelven, como el donut para describir la posición en la que se duerme, sean 
gatos o niños. en muchas imágenes, el referente real es una persona, (“three 
old ladies who smelled like cinnamon” (cisneros 1992, 105); “my lucy friend 
who smells like corn” (cisneros 2004, 3). esto no sorprende tanto, se trata en 
todos estos casos de olores, y es normal que las personas adopten los olores 
de la comida de la casa. estos olores pueden ser buenos y agradables: el olor 
del pan (cisneros 1992, 6-7), o del maíz (cisneros 2004, 3); pero también 
hay olores malos que provocan repulsión: “he was sick of stinking of tacos” 
(cisneros 2004, 37). en cuanto a las comparaciones del tacto, las que se re-
fieren a la piel, éstas tienen una clara connotación sexual: “your skin dark 
and rich as piloncillo” (cisneros 2004, 88).

entre todas estas comparaciones se destacan dos en particular, ya que ha-
cen juego y reflejan el conflicto entre las dos lenguas, el español y el inglés. la 
protagonista de “bien pretty” describe la experiencia de hacer el amor en es-
pañol: “i’d never made love in spanish before. […] those words that smelled 
like your house, like flour tortilla.” las palabras de amor pronunciadas en 
español huelen a tortilla de harina. en cambio, hacer el amor en inglés evo-
ca otras sensaciones en la narradora: “How could i think of making love in 
english again? english crunchy as apples, resilient and stiff as sailcloth. (cis-
neros 2004, 153). las referencias a la comida subrayan la oposición entre las 
dos lenguas: el español es suave como una tortilla de harina, el inglés es cru-
jiente como una manzana. en un contexto de amor, como el descrito arriba, 
la primera lengua saldría entonces más “sabrosa” que la segunda. 

ahora, desde un ángulo más general, podemos preguntarnos cuál pue-
de ser la función de la comida para la identidad de los chicanos en la obra 
de cisneros. Por lo general, los chicanos suelen mantener gran parte de las 
tradiciones mexicanas en cuanto a comida. muchos de los personajes de las 
novelas y los cuentos de cisneros nacieron y crecieron en estados unidos, 
rodeados de olores y sabores mexicanos. se podría decir casi que lo mexicano 
lo han “mamado con la leche.” la conservación de la comida mexicana ayu-
da sustancialmente a mantener también una identidad propia, diferente de 
la norteamericana. Para los jóvenes chicanos, nacidos en estados unidos, la 
evocación de la comida mexicana contribuye al complejo proceso de búsque-
da de los orígenes, tan fundamental. no hay duda de que la comida refuerza 
la nostalgia y constituye uno de los caminos que les lleva a encontrar estas 
raíces, que son al mismo tiempo su destino. es como si con los ingredientes 
y las recetas mexicanas se cocinara el “alma mexicana.” no se trata de un 
sentido de nacionalismo mexicano, porque los chicanos ya no son mexica-
nos. sin embargo, al insistir tanto en los platos típicos y las costumbres cu-
linarias de méxico (como la de presentar los platos en la mesa por separado, 
o la de usar el molcajete y el comal), cisneros se inserta en un discurso que 
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no hace más que repetir estos estereotipos del mexicano y de “lo mexicano.” 
sus obras están repletas de clichés sobre méxico, que además refuerzan una 
imagen muy tradicional del país. así que cabe recordar aquí la tesis de roger 
bartra en La Jaula de la Melancolía. después de su lectura de los estudios so-
bre “lo mexicano,” en particular de samuel ramos y de octavio Paz, bartra 
no puede sino concluir que este concepto es una “entelequia artificial: existe 
principalmente en los libros y discursos que lo describen o exaltan […]. el ca-
rácter nacional mexicano sólo tiene, digamos, una existencia literaria y mito-
lógica; ella no le quita fuerza o importancia, pero nos debe hacer reflexionar 
sobre la manera en que podemos penetrar el fenómeno” (bartra 1987, 17). 
no hay nada malo en repetir estos estereotipos, porque, como bien lo indica 
Homi K. bhabha, para distinguirse del “otro,” es necesario recurrir a los es-
tereotipos. según bhabha, el estereotipo es una forma de conocimiento que 
vacila entre lo que siempre está en su lugar, ya conocido, y lo que tiene que 
ser repetido con inquietud (bhabha 1994, 3). aunque uno quisiera, no es evi-
dente deshacerse de los estereotipos. el carácter necesario e inevitable de los 
estereotipos se observa claramente en cisneros, quien adopta y hasta repite 
a menudo muchos de los lugares comunes y estereotipos del mexicano. sin 
embargo, no sólo los adopta sino que al mismo tiempo juega con ellos, y es 
en estos juegos con los estereotipos donde se revela la originalidad del estilo 
de cisneros. ésta se debe en primer lugar al carácter muy suigéneris de mu-
chos de sus personajes, como la abuela soledad y la nieta lala, de Caramelo, 
u otros personajes femeninos que justamente critican o cuestionan algunos 
de los estereotipos de méxico. en segundo lugar, se debe a la gran capacidad 
de imaginación, tal como pudimos constatar en la creación de innumera-
bles imágenes cuyo comparante pertenece siempre al campo de la comida. 
en tercer lugar, hay que reconocer que la autora tiene el don de contar, y que 
sabe entretener al lector con cuentos muy amenos y divertidos. sin embargo, 
todo esto no puede ocultar el hecho de que siga siendo una recuperación de 
materiales requeteusados, en función de un gran mercado norteamericano 
de lectores de bestsellers. es necesario pues apreciar la obra de cisneros en 
su justo valor, es decir, ni sobrestimando ni subestimando, tal como suelen 
hacerlo varios críticos que o bien la idolatran o bien la rechazan. también 
hace falta situarla aún mejor dentro de las diferentes tradiciones existentes, 
tanto de américa latina como de estados unidos. curiosamente la propia 
autora se distancia explícitamente de otros autores chicanos y de autoras la-
tinoamericanas como isabel allende. cuando en una entrevista le hablan de 
la literatura chicana con nombres como el de miguel méndez, ana castillo 
y ron arias, cisneros contesta: 

no conozco a esos autores. siento que mi literatura es muy distinta a la 
de otras mujeres de latinoamérica como isabel allende. Quizás mi lite-
ratura es más anglosajona. Yo pertenezco a la clase obrera y escribo desde 
ese punto de vista. creo que tengo más que ver con una china-ameri-
cana, que con hermanas latinas que pertenecen a una clase media-alta. 
Probablemente lo único que tengo que ver con ellas es que hablamos la 
misma lengua. (citada en lucio 2003)
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sorprende algo esta denegación. no es que no los conozca, sino que se quiere 
distanciar de ellos. de todos modos, es indiscutible que muchos rasgos se co-
rresponden. la temática, el género y hasta el estilo de la narrativa de cisneros 
se inscriben dentro del gran intertexto de las latina-writers en estados unidos, 
cuyo tema principal sigue siendo la búsqueda o la expresión de identidad. den-
tro de esta amplia temática, el tema de la comida ocupa un lugar especial, por 
ser muy tangible y por ser capaz de evocar la más profunda nostalgia. uno de 
los logros de cisneros consiste indudablemente en haber traspasado al lector es-
ta gran fascinación por los sabores y los olores de un méxico al mismo tiempo 
real e imaginario, y en haber reinventado la cocina mexicana, que es lo típico 
de méxico, en narraciones que son una fiesta de la palabra y del arte de contar.
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blacK oKies, migrant dreams: tHe realities of life 
WitH cotton in tHe casa grande ValleY — 

a brief Historical PersPectiVe

Geta LeSeur

blacks have been part of the american West since the days of the pio-
neers. it is a fallacy to think that only whites formed part of the search to 
explore the wide open spaces beyond the missouri and mississippi rivers. 
some blacks came West as adventurers, some as guides, and some joined 
the native indian tribes.

The post-civil War south after emancipation was a brutal and oppres-
sive place for african-americans. in a mass exodus, many left the south 
compelled northward and westward by floridly worded advertisements 
for new all-black settlements. Those who took the journey in the 1880s-
1890s were called “exodusters,” named for the biblical exodus of moses 
and his people; people fleeing to a “Promised land,” a new place, perhaps, 
in search of an edenic peace without fear, or intimidation.

The exodus of 1879 was led by benjamin “Pap” singleton, a former ten-
nessee slave-turned-undertaker and real estate agent, and Henry adams a 
black leader from louisiana. former slaves and their descendants moved 
into Kansas and oklahoma. one promoter described the town of langs-
ton, oklahoma as, “[f]ertile as ever moistened by nature’s falling tears or 
kissed by heaven’s sunshine.”

The advertisements worked. after the civil War there were some fifty 
all-black towns founded in the oklahoma territories (oklahoma became 
a state in 1907). The initial settlers were indian “freedmen slaves” who had 
been freed by their indian masters. later runaway slaves from the deep 
south joined them to prove that blacks could not only govern themselves, 
but also prosper economically, if given the chance. and they did. many of 
the towns were quite successful but they were eventually ruined by factors 
including the great depression, Jim crow laws, intimidation by whites 
and urbanization. today, thirteen of those towns still exist in oklahoma 
and they all have all-black or overwhelmingly black populations. accord-
ing to some estimates, as many as 127,000 blacks were living in the West 
by 1870, including 38,000 black cowboys.

1. In Search of Paradise

toni morrison’s 1998 novel, Paradise, is framed by the “exodus of 1879.” 
in the novel, she names the town where a group of early migrants settled, 
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ruby. ruby for the oldest matriarch who died on the journey West. my 
research on black migrant towns therefore extends this journey in which 
blacks created and built communities by hard work in “arizona’s cotton 
belt.” The fact that morrison uses this frame to contextualize her novel, 
speaks well for the deep research scholars do to validate history which was 
often dismissed as erroneous.

in Paradise, morrison states the following about these ageless, time-
less people:

 on the journey from mississippi and two louisiana parishes to okla-
homa, the one hundred and fifty-eight freedmen were unwelcome 
on each grain of soil from Yazoo to fort smith. turned away by rich 
choctaw and poor whites, chased by yard dogs, jeered at by camp pros-
titutes and their children, they were nevertheless unprepared for the 
aggressive discouragement they received from negro towns already 
being built. The headline of a feature in the Herald, “come Prepared 
or not at all,” could not mean them, could it? smart, strong and eager 
to work their own land, they believed they were more than prepared – 
they were destined. (morrison 1998, 13)

after reconstruction failed, sharecropping was not an answer for achiev-
able ownership of land, and the oppressive situations of lynching and Jim 
crow made it impossible to move forward. so the characters who people 
morrison’s book Paradise, left the unfriendly hostile south, and travelled 
West seeking a haven, a paradise. so these people with whom i worked 
in those valley cotton towns are extensions of that long trek West, which 
started in the post emigration era of the nineteenth century, and contin-
ued into the mid-twentieth century.

in the great depression of the 1930s and postwar years, as america’s 
economies fell, white displaced farmers from the dust bowl states — okla-
homa, Kansas, arkansas and texas, primarily took to the road with the 
practical goal of starting over. John steinbeck chronicles their journey in 
the novel Grapes of Wrath (1939). He calls them “okies.” That work was 
a major inspiration for my work with the population i call “black okies.” 
Those “okies” referred to the landless poor who were forced to leave the 
dust bowl states on route 66. Their aim was to get to california’s fruit or-
chards and vegetable farms. but black migrants primarily traveled along 
route 60 because it touched on farms, and rural communities where they 
could find jobs and “work their way across.” some would just do seasonal 
work for a few weeks, traveling in “family groups.” family here does not 
always mean blood relations, but being from the same towns for example. i 
choose to call route 66 the “White migrant road,” and route 60 the “black 
migrant road.” The aim of both routes was obviously to fulfill a dream, 
to survive, but for the “black okies,” the racial discrimination encoun-
tered along the way added profoundly to their daily and weekly scramble. 
in morrison’s novel some are turned away by other blacks because they 
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are too black. she names them the “8-rock!” dorothea lange’s images of 
blond children in dilapidated cars appealed visually to get the farm ad-
ministration to make changes, but no such images of black migrants were 
taken. in the oral interviews, i heard stories of white farmers, where they 
worked, putting a gun to the heads of black people, should they attempt 
to leave before finishing work or harvesting a crop. black woman jour-
nalist ida b. Wells mostly remembered for her writings and anti-lynching 
activism in the late 1900s and early 1920s, actually led 6,000 people out 
of memphis, tennessee into topeka, Kansas after she saw three friends 
lynched for having a grocery store across the road from a white grocery 
store. she also advised sharecroppers in arkansas to unionize after they 
suffered extreme intimidation and beatings from whites. so this search 
for permanency in their lives, this escape from oppression, this search for 
work, this seeking of a refuge, a promised land, a paradise, an eden, was 
perhaps their elusive “american dream.”

2. Randolph, Arizona

The focus on my research for the book Not All Okies Aare White: The Lives of 
Black Cotton Pickers in Arizona (2000) concentrated on the town of randolph 
which is three miles south of coolidge and 12 miles from interstate 10 West. at 
the height of the cotton industry, from the late 1940s to mid-1950s randolph 
had a population of about 800-1000. The decline of cotton work started when 
picking machines, in the early 1950s, replaced hand picking and young people 
started to leave for other towns and cities west and east. it now has 150-200 
people as blacks continue to leave and mexicans are moving in, claiming lots, 
and the many homes lost to foreclosure, abandonment or death. 

The stories i heard were various and i will cite a few. Primarily these 
narratives were about “each one sending for one”; of the good days and 
the adventure of a new life, though hard. uncles sent for brothers, cous-
ins, neighbors; families picking together; even when school was in session, 
parents would lie that a child was sick so that more picking hands were 
needed; of money saved to buy property, but only on the east side of Hwy. 
87, because only whites could buy and live on the west side of the Hwy. 87; 
of those who pooled their money; bought or built a house; a gas station; a 
grocery store; a café; only to be cheated out of it. of illiteracy, no schools, 
lack of services, no street lights, no mail delivery, no garbage “pick up,” no 
clinics, no hospitals, no running water (until the mid-1960s); of children 
who died from lack of care, of women working in the cotton fields until 
it was “near time” to have their baby; of women being put under a tree or 
the cotton wagon while the veterinarian is called to assist the delivery or 
tend the sick. of the Vista program (Volunteers in service to america 
— the domestic Peace corps) coming in the 1970s to “attach” randolph 
to the civil rights movement by naming the few streets there after heroes, 
like Kennedy, King, malcolm. and like in morrison’s ruby, bell street is 
named for the community’s matriarch, georgia bell.
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With all of this amazing, crazy context, there is the story of the great wealth 
from cotton work. millions of dollars is made (even today) for arizona’s major 
industries. factored in, also, is the citrus, copper and cattle businesses. at the 
height of the cotton industry (1940s–1970s) 11 million undocumented work-
ers contributed $2 billion to the us economy and 200,000 of these were black 
workers who contributed $20 million of that to arizona alone. They, by far, 
outnumber the mexican braceros and native indians from the reservations 
who arrived just at picking time — usually in the fall. nowhere in my research 
was credit given to these workers’ contributions to the western economy. They 
toiled on land they didn’t own and never would own. arizona pickers earned 
about $3 for every 100 lbs. of cotton picked. often their sacks of cotton would 
be “under-weighed” so as not to pay them much. Thus, entire families picked 
together and pooled their money at the end of the week. a second and third 
picking would sometimes help to increase monies owed to them for six days 
of work. one man told me that it was “no better than slavery.” 

but then there was the obed fields family. obed and his uncles came 
West to buy land and farm their own cotton and did so successfully. The 
land and their crops was passed down to grandchildren. also, the asser-
tive mrs beulah moore, with her sons, became a contractor who recruited 
and brought in workers from “back there” (oklahoma, arkansas) for the 
white farmers. she is perhaps randolph’s first woman entrepreneur! some 
would extend their week and spread the family around to the other cotton 
farms in eloy, coolidge, casa grande, chandler, buckeye and mobile. in 
the off-season, they would move on to california and other surrounding 
states to pick fruit or vegetables — “They worked so hard and suffered so!” 
says one woman who remembers those days.

residents talk of escaping the dust bowl, the depression and racism of 
the south for the freedom of the West. but many found the same barriers 
they thought they’d left behind: segregation, lack of education and poor 
working conditions. in the 1930s and 1940s they traveled from farm to 
farm along us Highway 60 through the midwest and southwestern towns 
in Kansas, oklahoma and texas searching for work. They toiled on land 
they didn’t own. They received very little for their labor.

3. Selected Quotes from Interviews in not all okies Aare White

“in oklahoma, we didn’t make no money. We just worked together for 
the crop man… You know i think we did better in them days than now; 
at least you knew where your kids were… The family would be all togeth-
er—pickin” (n. White).

“These poor people here didn’t have nothing… i think they were brave 
to come here… There’s no tellin’ what was told them back there where 
they came from… i look back and think… why didn’t people want to help 
people” (l. smith).

“life for women cotton pickers who had to be a wife, mother and work-
er was very hard. some women would be picking cotton until they near 
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‘bout had a baby in the field” … “They didn’t even fix a decent place for 
them to lay down” (P. bradley).

“They would go someplace else to harvest, pick cotton, harvest vege-
tables, go to california. They could go all the way up to Washington and 
pick apples. Those kids knew more geography than we did.” (m. batteau)

“You wouldn’t see white people lettin’ little black kids eat at their ta-
ble… they wouldn’t let us in, not when they eat, but after they eat… we 
didn’t know nothin’ ‘bout no prejudice or nothing… They know what 
shape were in, so we were just eatin…” (m. White).

“The whites called you names and you ended up calling them names, 
and the next thing you know, you’re out there fightin’. and the teachers, 
they’d whip you” (J. Jordan).

“They worked so hard and suffered so” (l. smith).

4. Migrant Labor, Migrant Dreams?

my research, i think, moves toward a discussion of agricultural border-
lands, race relations, gender concerns and environmental racism and a 
deconstruction of american history. randolph, eloy, coolidge, mobile, 
casa grande, and all those valley towns, meet the criteria for rural ghettos, 
where highways and urbanization have shifted jobs elsewhere, where the 
once lucrative farms are now filling with track homes or left fallow; leaving 
behind those too poor to relocate; or those who choose to stay because it is 
their perceived roots. unable to return to those states “back there” okla-
homa, arkansas, Kansas, missouri, texas and other parts of the south — 
they watch, daily, those “cotton fields of plenty” become buildings which 
neither they, their children, grandchildren nor great grandchildren can 
afford. There is a “Paradise lost!”
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gun and cotton stories: narratologY, oralitY 
and tHe romance of eloY, ariZona

Geta LeSeur
 

When i joined the africana studies Program in January 2003, one of the cours-
es i was assigned to teach was afas 320: The slave narrative. first, i was a 
bit concerned and awed, because even though i had been trained in african-
american and caribbean literature, read and taught various slave narratives 
in surveys and period courses, i had not taught an entire course solely on this 
genre. However, i saw this as an exciting challenge and an opportunity to be 
creative and resourceful. second, i saw a “new way” to begin integrating nar-
ratives from other places within the diaspora such as the caribbean. certain-
ly Mary Prince, A West Indian Slave (1831), Steadman and Joanna: A Love in 
Bondage (1991) and the classic narrative of Gustavus Vassa, the African (1789) 
belonged on my syllabus! Third, how do these works parallel or differ from the 
well known african american ones like fredrick douglass’, Harriet Jacobs’ 
and Celia, A Slave (1991) set in missouri? an opportunity to extend, broaden 
and contextualize these important historical experiences was mine to initiate.

The voices of the speakers in these “old” narratives echoed in interesting 
ways those of some contemporary storytellers i encountered while working 
on my second book Not All Okies aAre White: The Lives of Black Cotton Pick-
ers in Arizona (2000). There was, in both, the uses of selective detail, color-
ful realistic language and metaphor, exaggeration, mythmaking, novelistic 
touches, personal commentary, editing, and, of course, trutH! my ongo-
ing research with blacks in the casa grande Valley (randolph and eloy) was 
being reinforced by what was taking place in my evening classes. There, the 
juxtaposition of pedagogy and research was alive, exciting, as well as poetic. 
The final semester projects by the students extended, further, their imagin-
ings of a world many of them had never known of or heard.

i will share, here, an experience i had in spring 2003, with the eloy, ari-
zona project which i hope will extend the african-american migrant expe-
rience. it is an edited version of a paper i presented at the arizona Historical 
convention in march 2003. The original title is “deconstructing eloy: gun & 
cotton stories.” it demonstrates, i think, the joys, difficulties and uniqueness 
of orality, memory and point of view in all narratives, and the position, place 
and function of the “recorder” — me.

What does a researcher/writer do when she finds that an exciting idea 
held for a long time which would develop into a paper, essay, a talk, or pos-
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sibly a book, has been somewhat co-opted by another person? and what 
if that person is someone whom she thinks possesses a more “intimate” 
knowledge than she? and finally, what if that person is “part of the story” 
she wants, and plans to destroy and reconstruct a different kind of tale 
than the one she so enthusiastically wanted to write? What then?

i was faced with this dilemma as i tried to dig into the “real story” of 
eloy, arizona 1935-1955. like others throughout the us, more so those in 
arizona, i had heard about the lawlessness, vice, murders, and other des-
ultory acts that took place in eloy. it was said that they were so bad, that 
whenever one traveled through it they would “drive at least 70 miles an 
hour and don’t stop for you will get hurt or worse killed.” i had also read 
that, “…it [eloy] is known coast to coast as the toughest town in the united 
states and the West’s last frontier…a cop killer town where killings and 
beatings are an every day occurrence” (sloter ca. 1950, 3).

These descriptions, and more, are what i and others had heard for years 
and associated with the then (1940s) largest town in Pinal county. This 
curiosity peaked when i began my project on black cotton pickers in the 
casa grande Valley, with a focus on randolph, a town which sits about 
three miles south of coolidge. Work which uses the methodology of nar-
rative collecting, contains surprises, tangential information and, often, 
“little gems.” The randolph folks pointed me to eloy where i met other 
black okies who had similar cotton stories as to the states of their origins, 
their migrant journeys, the camps, cotton crops, living conditions, disap-
pointments, the good and the bad times, the race, class, gender and educa-
tion issues, and the resultant situations in which they found themselves.

but it was from an eighty-two year old black woman from arkansas, who 
had been part of a National Geographic essay (June 1994) on cotton, universally, 
that i heard some new and revealing things about what eloy blacks shared in 
common with the randolph okies. many of them, for example, were brought 
to arizona by the same contractors or came from the same regions and towns 
of the dust bowl states — oklahoma, arkansas, texas, missouri, Kansas.

i had purchased from the national archives a picture which appears 
on a highway advertisement which read “75 colored pickers 1/4 mile north 
near eloy.” on that same posting, was a political ad for Jerrie W. lee for 
governor. That date placed the year to be late 1930s early 1940s. The pic-
ture was taken by world famous photographer dorothea lange who did a 
series of photos on migrant life in the casa grande Valley. it appears on 
the back of my book Not All Okies aAre White.

as we talked, i subsequently found out that rupe’s café was owned by a 
black woman, georgia rupe, but called “mama rupe” by everybody, even 
whites, and that her story was one of “rags to riches.” mama rupe came 
from oklahoma “along about 1936, with a one-armed husband, carrying 
an empty cotton sack; ended up a wealthy woman, possibly a millionaire, 
and years later had “sacks of money.” i asked where the café was located. 
“it,” she said, “was just around the corner … you can almost see it from 
here, if you look good.” What a stroke of luck this meeting was! This also 
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began my ongoing relationship with mrs b who is now ninety, and is as 
alert and knowledgeable as when i met her in 1995.

a conscientious investigator/researcher must go beyond the suggested 
(first level information, so my major questions were the following: What 
was the relationship between places like rupe’s café with the general 
lawlessness and murderous weekends when black, White and mexican 
machismo reigned? What of the pickers and migrants? Were these oc-
currences separated by color and class lines? Were they separated by geo-
graphic lines, i.e., different parts of town? or, were they homogenous in 
terms of lawlessness? additionally, what was eloy really like during that 
time? and, how did the cotton folks figure into that equation or lifestyle?

i noticed that most of the people in mrs b’s neighborhood were black, 
and that the area was called Joe louis Heights, named for the world heavy-
weight boxing champ, Joe louis, a 1940s’ negro hero. it was “created” when 
negroes and so-called “colored folks” were barred from buying on the east 
and north sides of eloy. The railroad tracks which has become a metaphor 
and symbol of division for class and race, does separate “The Heights” from 
the white east side. back then, frontier street had such places as, “The 
cactus bar, silver dollar, frontier café and its main street and its skid-
row (was) lined with cat houses and gambling joints…” (sloter ca. 1950, 3).

i will leave mrs b and Joe louis Heights, and return to the prospect of 
having a research idea dissected and holes bored and a thesis punctured. 
my intention was to give the black (colored) version of this eloy madness 
on the other side of the railroad tracks, but i recently met an old white 
okie from okmulgee, oklahoma whom i will call Qm, at the commu-
nity library in eloy. The librarian told me that he too was writing a book 
on eloy. He knew of my book and wanted one; so that was pleasant. of 
course we found comradeship immediately (possibly fear) and exchanged 
our findings about the area and its uncovered information. in a lively con-
versation, he asked if i knew of deputy sheriff sloter’s book Eloy. i said, 
yes, and told him that i had paid a lot of money to get a copy since it had 
achieved “rare book” status. The questions from him basically came more 
like an examination, but in time he would share, selectively, his work on 
the eloy dramas. He told me the following: “We – my mother, father, two 
brothers and two sisters – came here in 1939. We lived in the camps and 
picked cotton till 1945, and yes, there was gangs and fighting and all that, 
but the facts in the book are not true! it’s a big lie!” That caused me a mo-
ment of shock and a long pause. i asked him: “What? How do you know 
that?” “Well,” he said, “look on the cover of sloter’s book that said we had 
seventeen deaths in one year…none of that is true…maybe in a seven year 
period we may have had twenty deaths. and, only four of those really hap-
pened in eloy proper, and two were in self-defense!” “What proof do you 
have after all these years?” i asked. He responded, “i have been working 
on this book since 1984 and i went to the police and county records and 
documented every single one of those so called fights, arrests and deaths. 
i can take you to every single site of them, including the murder sites.”
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Qm’s refutation, claim and thesis that sloter’s book is a farce was a 
stunning discovery and setback. i did not know how to now handle this 
meeting. it also seems that Qm is well known in eloy, and many know of 
“the book” he has been writing since 1984. The question that arises in a 
researcher’s mind is: Where do you go with this story since one part of it 
has been dashed? is this old timer seeking publicity, a voice, or really on-
to something? is he, not me, the deconstructionist after all? my decision 
at this point was to return to the rupe/Joe louis Heights story which, to 
date, has not been explored enough.

before that, however, i wanted to know what Qm knew, or remembered, 
about the negro side of the tracks as well as the colored murders 
documented in “the eloy book.” Qm said smilingly: “There were no 
murders at mama rupe’s. mama rupe’s cathouse was a place of fun! one 
case i do remember which was not there but out near the park. eddie 
Jennings who worked at the cotton gin killed another colored fella. it was 
murder all right, but they called it self-defense. The guy had a six-inch knife, 
so eddie grabbed a fence post and gave a blow that killed him. also, a couple 
of mexicans were knifed over a black woman.” my interest peaked about 
the “cathouses” and other aspects of the omissions and incidents at “The 
Heights” in sloter’s book. “There were more cathouses during the years 
of cotton than at any other time. approximately seven cathouses were in 
town and the women were primarily non-locals. most came from other 
towns, like tucson and Phoenix.” i found this interesting and alarming. 
“it was not unusual,” he told me, “to see men lined up to go into the little 
rooms which were built behind the bars and cafes.”

Qm then proceeded to strengthen his claim of untruths about other 
lawmen in the book. “The story about sheriff eaves who became a horse 
trader and was arrested for murder in texas and whose body was found 
in el Paso, texas, is not true, his body was found two miles southwest of 
eloy. chief deputy ed smith claimed he was a former texas ranger in or-
der to build his resume but, as it turned out, he’s not even been to texas.” 
Why did he get the job? “Well, he was supposed to scare the black people. 
He didn’t like ‘em and they did not like him. He was shot by a black man 
who did not serve any prison time for it!” one of the most succint state-
ments i heard from Qm was when he finished our conversation by saying: 
“People want to be part of things that happen, so they find a way to climb 
into the story. The book makes villains out of people who simply come to 
work.” it was a profound and heartfelt statement from this rooted man.

Yet, i still needed the connection of blacks with Whites within this 
community of violence, race, class and gender. The mama rupe Joe lou-
is Heights story continued with mrs b from arkansas and mrs cl from 
texas. both hold and support the validity of lots of violence and lawless-
ness in eloy. They told me that besides rupe’s café, there was gussie’s, 
lonnie’s and J.c. King’s place. J.c. King and georgia rupe were the first 
to begin buying lots cheaply in the Joe louis Heights area. rupe sold lots 
to migrant families for $50, “and up,” for lots of 150ft by 50ft. both wom-
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en’s homes still sit on the lots they purchased from mama rupe, who al-
lowed people to pay $10 per week or as much as they could afford from 
their cotton-picking money.

both women told me the following about the violence: “every weekend, 
there was killings; bullets were going all over the place. most of the cafes 
were a ‘hole in the wall.’ They were called a ‘hole in the wall’ because they 
had only one door… most times, the fights were over a woman, or some-
thin’ like that. a black man got his stomach cut open because he had a 
white woman. one black boy shot a sheriff; another one killed a city judge. 
cabins were built all around the bar for the prostitutes to work. These 
women came from Phoenix and tucson, some from the university. The 
people (customers) came off the farms and camps. The mexicans came too. 
There was one prostitute called “Yellow gal” and she was somethin’ else. 
she carried a knife in case the mens messed wid her beyond their agree-
ment. she made plenty money…”

When we juxtapose the conversations of Qm, mrs b and mrs cl, it be-
comes problematic as to where the truth lies. all lived within the same time 
period, all experienced work with cotton; all were migrants from similar 
regions, all were poor, and came with dreams of betterment. none left for 
any periods of time, except to work elsewhere during the off-season, but 
returned to eloy. all have been there for over fifty years. Yet, there are, 
possibly, three unique perspectives.

first, race enters. Qm, despite his family’s okie status, was excluded 
from that negative racial divide, but as an okie experienced class prejudice 
as okie was always a derogatory term at that time. Prejudice and racial 
lines were more clearly drawn when the cotton-picking machines came in 
the mid-1950s and the anxiety about money, work, power, class and status 
became important. There is a definitive clash in various versions of this 
particular experience. it is historically true that what happens in black 
areas to black people is not considered important. The women’s version is 
also known as “the negro version.”

second, there is gender. a woman’s telling of the eloy “dramas” is dif-
ferent, despite the facts, than a man’s. i noticed, for example, that women 
focused on being “outside” of the action, in order to keep the stance and 
perspective of “proper womanhood.” When i asked them how and where 
they heard screams and bullets, they said: “We just drove around and ob-
served stuff.” and mama rupe, what about her? “oh, she liked to play 
cards, gamble – a business woman you know, a respected business wom-
an.” even rupe escapes the negative blot.

Third, there is the romance of eloy, “a sleepy little town basking in 
the sun,” founded in 1903 and changed to a “cop killer town where kill-
ings and beatings are an every day occurrence.” (sloter ca. 1950, 3). all 
tellers of tales have a version and a style of presenting what they know or 
hear and their voices and attitudes change with each telling. as Qm says, 
“people want to be part of things that happen.” so, i look forward to his 
tour of eloy to those “murder sites” which might take me back to a time i 
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can only imagine, as well as to the many stories yet to be told about life in 
Joe louis Heights and that “negro/colored” telling, which demonstrates, 
always, the color, drama and power of our narratives.
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(fig. 1) a man picks through rows of mature cotton in the fall. from the author’s personal files
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(fig. 1) a man picks through rows of mature cotton in the fall. from the author’s personal files (fig. 3) cotton pickers leaving the fields with their daily crop.  
courtesy of the national archives

(fig. 2) advertising sign for workers in the eloy fields.  
courtesy of the national archives
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(fig. 4) myrtle Jordan [center] with her children & children of an arkansas family. 
from the author’s personal files

(fig. 5) small children also picked cotton before and after school. 
from the author’s personal files
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(fig. 7) rows of cotton in the casa grande Valley. taken by the author

(fig. 6) sons of a randolph picker with cotton sacks. from the author’s personal files
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(fig. 8) Parley bradley picker from oklahoma and her granddaughter. taken by the author

(fig. 9) rupe’s cafe and boarding House in eloy. taken by the author
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(fig. 10) georgia rupe — first woman cotton millionaire.
from the author’s personal files





William eastlaKe’s trilogY: tHe soutHWestern 
landscaPe as trutH and reVelation

Francesco Marroni

1. William eastlake’s first three novels, Go in Beauty (1956), The Bronc 
People (1958) and Portrait of an Artist with Twenty-Six Horses (1963), are 
generally regarded as constituting a trilogy not only because they have a 
common setting — the checkerboard region of northern new mexico, 
with its landscapes, languages and people — but also because of the ge-
nealogical cohesion represented by the bowmans, a white family whose 
stories as ranchers and traders merge with the destinies of a number of in-
dian characters. once these converging elements are identified, however, 
it must be acknowledged that these novels do not share the diegetic con-
tinuity and the consistency of plot-structures commonly associated with 
the idea of a trilogy. specifically, their narrative organization appears to 
be less the result of eastlake’s response to the rich mixture of cultures and 
experiences he finds in the indian country than a comprehensive frame 
for different, scattered stories. 

The editorial history of Portrait of an Artist with Twenty-Six Horses 
bears out this impression. it is well known that the central episode of the 
narration, concerning ring bowman’s thoughts as he is sinking in the 
quicksand, actually derives from a short story published a few months ear-
lier under the title “a long day’s dying” (1963). although the functional 
segmentation of this story provides the framing event and, consequently, 
the unifying plot and a central formal order to the entire narrative, still 
Portrait strikes the reader less as a novel than a collection of short stories. 
significantly, W.c. bamberger, in his most perceptive monograph on east-
lake’s fiction, has pointed out that “Portrait is eastlake’s most fragmentary 
novel. some of the stories gathered to create this novel may originally have 
been earmarked for a collection eastlake had planned to title Pilgrims at 
the Wake” (bamberger 1993, 37).

an analogous structural looseness also characterises Go in Beauty and 
The Bronc People. Here the storyteller’s voice is much louder than that of the 
novelist, in the sense that eastlake is hardly interested in giving semantic, 
much less diegetic unity to these novels. for instance, in Go in Beauty the 
chapters centered on alexander bowman, the expatriate writer, establish 

* an earlier version of this essay appeared in Journal of the Southwest 49, iv (Winter 2007).
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only a superficial dialogic relationship with the chapters concerning his 
younger brother george bowman who, on the contrary, never leaves the 
navajo country. from a structural point of view, The Bronc People is pos-
sibly the most successful component of the trilogy; at the same time, it is 
fairly apparent that its lack of unity depends on the fact that it includes sep-
arate stories which, tonally, often clash with the narration focused on the 
formative years of little sant bowman and alastair benjamin, two boys in 
pursuit of their dreams while roaming the high country of new mexico.1

it would seem that fragmentation (with its effect of discontinuity) con-
stitutes the limiting factor of eastlake’s art. it may be interesting, there-
fore, to quote from a 1978 interview in which eastlake, however obliquely, 
expounds his own aesthetic ideas on the novel, starting from conrad’s 
deep influence, particularly as concerns his understanding of the rapport 
between reality and fiction: 

[conrad] gave me an insight into how things looked and felt. and also 
his view of life and his willingness to survive and prevail when he dis-
covered that the universe is meaningless: it didn’t discourage him … He 
felt that an artist – out of the chaos of nature and out of the capricious 
storms at sea he went through – can make an orderly universe […] or-
der is only a temporary accident of the universe. but it didn’t discour-
age conrad. He still went about his job of trying to create some order 
and beauty and meaning in a meaningless situation. and he found the 
symbols and characters that could create that order. (o’brien 1983, 5)2

in this passage, chaos is the crucial word. chaos also means that any artis-
tic representation of reality must confront it creatively, as this is the only 
way to appreciate how the artist can extrapolate meaning out of obscuri-
ty and, ultimately, nothingness. What eastlake seems to be suggesting is 
that, while imposing some orderly frame on a meaningless universe, the 
narrator can never forget that the reality he is trying to render is always 
fragmented, and that a well-structured and truth-telling plot is less im-
portant than “creat[ing] some order and beauty and meaning in a mean-
ingless situation.” in short, i submit that fragmentation and discontinuity 
should not be seen as weaknesses in eastlake’s art. rather, the segmented 
development of his plots simply aims to present individual experience in 
its constant oscillation between chaos and order, blindness and vision, de-

1 for a positive interpretation of eastlake’s use and abuse of his own short sto-
ries, see gerald Haslam, where, in particular, he notes: “many of eastlake’s short 
stories have later appeared as chapters or episodes in his novels… This may appear 
to be plagiaristic nonsense, but it is, in effect, the product of an artist perfecting 
his art, for eastlake works and reworks his material, testing its potential in varied 
milieus” (Haslam 1970, 11).

2 This interview was conducted at William eastlake’s home in rio rico, ari-
zona, in 1978.
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ception and truthfulness. consequently, in his novels it often occurs that a 
long spell of obscurity may be redeemed by an intense moment of revela-
tion, its sudden flash providing the individual character with a startling 
insight into the covert plots of a final and all-framing truth. 

one could apply to eastlake’s conception of the novel the very words 
that encapsulate the sense of ring bowman’s response to his despairing 
situation. While striving for survival in the quicksand, ring’s thoughts 
are, at the same time, his only weapon against giving in to drowning, and 
his way to generate meaning out of despair and disorder:

Eight hours to relive one life. One life is composed of about ten separate 
incidents that you remember. Each separate. Not like a play where ev-
erything flows smoothly like a stream, but more like a spring pulsing 
beneath the sand. (eastlake 1980, 204-205)

This passage is more than a sort of epiphany taking place just a few moments 
before ring succeeds in freeing himself from the grasp of death. Here ring’s 
thoughts constitute a poignant interpretation of life in that they reflect his 
awareness of the fact that our life is made of fragments in a world where spa-
tial and temporal continuity is beyond our comprehension. from the per-
spective of human finitude, we are mere fragments floating in a fragmentary 
world which often speaks to us in a mysterious language we are unable to 
decipher. it is quite significant that, in the passage quoted above, eastlake’s 
emphasis is on spring as opposed to stream, since the smooth, flowing qual-
ity of the stream cannot be part of human experience. “like a spring pulsing 
beneath the sand,” our life is founded on the centrifugal nature of reality. or-
der and totality are only dreams. Therefore, we must possess a vivid imagi-
nation to figure out what is happening under the surface, while we keep on 
hoping that somehow, somewhere, a spring of pulsing life will reveal itself. 

2. Go in Beauty, eastlake’s first novel, already shows clearly that time and 
space combine in a very peculiar way in his narrative. in fact, temporal-
ity is represented in terms of space and, in turn, space is represented in 
terms of temporality. never, in his novels, is the landscape of new mexi-
co regarded as a static backdrop that, at best, seems to suggest the archaic 
dimension of a territory doomed to lose its cultural identity. in eastlake’s 
imagination, the checkerboard region must have a voice and a personal-
ity, and its dramatisation involves the exploration of the rich texture of its 
stories rooted in sociocultural conflicts and moral transformations. de-
spite its structural and thematic flaws, the very beginning of Go in Beau-
ty can be read as a perfect indicator of the narrator’s attitude towards the 
indian country and its narrative possibilities:

once upon a time there was time. The land here in the southwest had 
evolved slowly and there was time and there were great spaces. now a 
man on horseback from atop a bold mesa looked out over the violent 
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spectrum of the indian country — into a gaudy infinity where all the 
colors of the world exploded, soundlessly.

“There’s not much time,” he said.
The young man was confiding things to no one beneath a single 

buzzard witness sailing in patterned concentric rounds without trac-
ings in the hard, perfect new mexico blue, way up. (1)

These opening lines are a powerful evocation of the confrontation be-
tween the young man and the spirit of the indian country. The landscape 
speaks a language that alexander bowman is unable to understand. This 
is the reason why he ends up interpreting the role of an expatriate writer 
doing his best to give meaning to his life far from his homeland. What is 
important, however, is not so much that alexander bowman’s career cul-
minates in self-disintegration and death, but the fact that his existential 
itinerary follows a circular pattern.3 ultimately, his body will be buried in 
the indian country where, at last, his restless soul seems to find a mean-
ing to his meaningless life: “The navahos knew that, from way up there 
with the wide clear sky of the indian country, alexander could see and 
feel the whole world” (278-279). as these words from the last page of the 
novel clearly show, the ending circles back to the beginning, where partic-
ular stress is laid on the timelessness of the landscape that does not com-
municate temporality in terms of the linear time of social progress and 
urban life. in fact, the opening sentence of Go in Beauty, with its fabulis-
tic, formulaic inception, and the double occurrence of time, can be read as 
a very explicit affirmation of the primacy of temporal circularity: “once 
upon a time there was time.” once upon a time there was a time pertain-
ing to the indian culture which was ousted by Western man’s time — a 
time made of violence, destructiveness, and overall ugliness. clearly, to 
the extent that one believes in this concept of circular time, one can be 
said to believe in the moral teaching of the land.

in Portrait, the episode of tomas tomas, the medicine man, dramatizes 
the creative link between the indian culture and the land. While sensing 
his approaching death, and preparing to ascend the mountain top where 
he will find his final rest, tomas tomas argues that in a timeless world 
there is no room for death: 

death will never get us all because the tribe has got something that 
the White hasn’t got, a belief in the earth and in the world inside ev-
eryone, and like a bear or a coyote or an elk, the indian is still part of 
the earth. (38)

3  in Portrait of an Artist, tomas tomas conveys his idea of circularity to one of 
his wives in very simple but significant words: “The last time and the first time are 
really the only time we ever see anything” (eastlake 1980, 34).
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in the medicine man’s view, dying is a sort of embrace with the supernat-
ural world, in the sense that he regards his death as a return to the eternal 
cycle of life where everything is orderly and deeply ingrained in the per-
fect harmony of the universe. as Haslam has noticed: “The death of the 
medicine man is a minor epic, a ritual that affirms the navajo world view 
and faith; tomas tomas is more concerned with dying properly and in 
the right place than with the cosmic injustice his white counterparts see 
in death” (Haslam 1970, 29).

by the same token, in The Bronc People we can see that the link between 
landscape and time is expressed in a lyrical language aiming at represent-
ing the navajo land as a mythical place where nature is an artist able to 
create meaning and beauty: 

and there was always the brilliant land, the wide country, uncharted 
and unknown… The land with island mesas rising from the gray sea of 
sage and falling away in the long canyons of the night. The land, tow-
ered and pinnacled, sculptured by the fine hand of the wind, painted 
red with iron and green with copper, fired in the sun. raging in the 
sun, quiet in the moon. (eastlake 1975, 57)

rhetorical and overemphatic though it may be, this passage comes to the 
reader as an epiphanic utterance from the narrating voice, whose pictorial 
drive implies a moral participation in the destiny of that magical region 
that resists the time of white man’s civilization.

in The Bronc People, against the tensions of historical and ecological 
transformation eastlake emphasizes the temporal centrality of the indi-
an country and its breathtaking scenery by conveying an image of great 
suggestiveness: 

The mesa here was eroding away in five giant steps that descended 
down to the floor of the valley where the abandoned hogan lay. each 
of the five steps marked about twenty million years of time. in other 
words, they had been laid down twenty million years apart, and were 
so marked by unique coloration and further marked by the different 
fossil animals found in each. it took the four boys about twenty min-
utes to descend these one hundred million years but they didn’t think 
that was very good going. (83)

one hundred million years in twenty minutes — the time of the mesa 
and the time of four boys roaming in the high country of new mexico. 
Viewed from this perspective, it is only too easy to conclude that the ref-
erence to the geological scale of time is an explicit manner of revealing a 
truth which is more than a truth — the ultimate truth of the absurdity of 
man’s efforts, pride and vanity when compared with the length of time of 
the natural world. 

This is one of the many moments of revelation which characterise east-
lake’s first three novels. and the dramatisation of the contrast between 
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our plans and the ample and mysterious schemes of nature are in keeping 
with what, in the same chapter, blue-eyed billy Peersall, a very old indian 
fighter, says to the young protagonist of the novel, little sant bowman, 
as an example of moral courage: “i was the only hero because i had the 
only kind of courage that counts. When the texans in tularosa wanted 
to throw all the mexican kids out of school to protect the white children’s 
pure texas asses i said i was a mexican and would be studying in the first 
grade for a while myself and would try to see that none of us got bothered. 
nothing happened. moral courage is the only kind that counts […] ” (74-
75). beyond history and place, there are values which humanity must fol-
low as a fundamental part of its ethical and behavioural code. no matter 
if one is an indian fighter or a rancher’s son dreaming to become a bronc 
buster; what matters is having the moral courage to pursue one’s ideals 
and defend one’s dignity. 

3. to be sure, moral courage is one of the main thematic threads in Portrait 
of an Artist with Twenty-Six Horses. as ring bowman is slowly sinking in-
to the quicksand, he cannot but direct his eyes to the picture that twenty-
six Horses painted high above on the cliff wall. during the interminable 
hours spent at the bottom of the remote arroyo, ring finds in the work by 
his indian friend the place where his mind can search for some meaning 
in his life — ring’s memories seem to function as “a saving mark” (“The 
secret sharer”) which helps the conradian hero to steer the ship Sephora 
while in total darkness. in ring’s case, the enigmatic painting — possibly, 
twenty six horses running somewhere — becomes a text by which to mea-
sure his capability of going beyond egoism and indifference:

Maybe it’s supposed to be something but it is only the suggestion of 
something. The running bones of something. I don’t think anyone would 
understand. It’s done in quick strokes of red ochre against the white 
sandstone – splattered blood. This water is killing me. I remember when 
Twenty-Six Horses painted the picture he said it was for anyone dying 
here. (eastlake 1980, 29)

Here it is apparent that ring is trying to save himself, while simultaneously 
struggling to give a design to the segmented episodes and verbal sequences 
surging from his memory. What he is saying is that a human being’s life is 
supposed to be something, but it is only the suggestion of something. and 
in the wake of this suggestion, one must be able to understand the whole 
— life in its entirety.

on a practical level, ring will be saved by luto, “a strange horse by 
no mare fed” (37). more precisely, after having carried him to his fateful 
experience, and having listened to ring’s monologues, the black horse 
falls into the quicksand; while he is drowning, his dying body becomes 
ring’s footing to salvation. “it is only through the death of luto (and the 
evil side he represents) that ring is able to pull himself from the quick-
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sand and get back into contact with solid ground” (bamberger 1993, 41). 
However, if we look into this episode from an existential and ontological 
perspective, we must conclude that the real psychological salvation comes 
to ring from the very painting with which he has been conversing during 
his hours of solitude and despair. it is from the painting high on the rock 
that a positive energy comes to him — an energy which endows him with 
the moral courage to confront life with its good and bad sides. ring’s final 
words can be read as a crowning moment of revelation and truth: “ ‘i fig-
ured out what the picture above me on the cliff meant. it’s a picture of all 
of us.’ ” commenting on ring’s interpretation, his father is ready to add: 
“a picture of everyone […] who is at the mercy of everybody” (eastlake 
1980, 220). a colorful landscape, a cliff painting made in strokes of red, 
and a final epiphany: the brief span of our lives is too precious to spend it 
in egotistical loneliness and self-destruction. 
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“unbecoming an educated man and becoming a Kind 
of Peasant”: stanleY craWford’s double World

Mario Materassi

an extraordinary example of both creative and personal integration of dif-
ferent cultures, languages, and traditions, stanley crawford can be seen 
as the epitome, if you will, of the present-day man of the southwest. He is 
an internationally acclaimed novelist, essayist, and memoirist, the 1988 
winner of the Western states book award for creative nonfiction with 
his Mayordomo: Chronicle of an Acequia in Northern New Mexico. at the 
same time, he is known as a grower of garlic in his small farm in dixon, 
new mexico, a village in the sangre de cristo mountains about twenty 
miles south of taos. Here, after forsaking cosmopolitan san francisco, 
in 1970 crawford and his australian wife rose mary bought some land, 
built with their own hands the adobe house that has been their home ever 
since, and turned their small property into a garlic farm. in accordance to 
the demands of the seasons, crawford still alternates farming and writing.

an anglo in an almost entirely latino environment; an intellectual 
who for over forty years has been a committed member of his closed-in 
farming community; a political activist constantly locking horns with 
the los alamos establishment; a powerfully inventive postmodern novel-
ist whose new mexico trilogy is an intense account of life in an enclave 
devoted to subsistence agriculture; a masterful, innovative manipulator 
of the english language, whose toil-hardened hands have earned him the 
confidence of his spanish-speaking neighbors who have entrusted him 
with the key position of mayordomo of the local acequia, or irrigation 
ditch — this is stanley crawford, a complex individual who has com-
bined two ways of life so dissimilar as to appear almost incompatible; 
the culmination, in short, of the coming together of different cultures, 
languages, and historical circumstances that the southwest represents.

before discussing crawford’s work as well as the role he chose to play 
in his adopted community, let us listen to the story of this unique expe-
rience in the words of its protagonist.

* This essay is here republished by courtesy of the author and firenze university Press 
in view of the essential contribution it brings to the overall subject of this volume.

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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An Interview 1

Stan, how did you become a writer?

Well, that’s an odd one. i know that, quite young, it became very impor-
tant to me to write in a kind of satirical vein. for a couple of years, a friend 
and i made up little satirical magazines. This is what every kid did, coming 
into consciousness in an absurd world, at a time when we were seeing the 
newsreels of the concentration camps and going through H-bombs drills 
in school. my writing and our ghoulish, violent little magazines were one 
way to cope with these news we were getting into our very gentile south-
ern california suburb.

later, when i was in college, it came to me as a choice that either i 
could write or i could paint. my mother was a painter, a failed painter. she 
didn’t really realize herself. anyway, rather late in college, i made the deci-
sion to write rather than paint. Painting involved hanging something up 
and letting people look at it, which was a terrifying thing to put yourself 
through, or so i thought. Writing was something i could do privately. it 
was something i could do to attempt to cope with something in the world 
that disturbed or troubled me. but i didn’t get terribly serious about that 
until my first and only, actually, job (aside from the odd teaching jobs) as 
a technical writer. This was the beginning of the space race in the early 
sixties, when i worked briefly as a very inept technical writer for one of 
the early aerospace firms. i was not given a great deal to do. i had to revise 
and rewrite technical reports. 

1 This is part of an interview that took place on august 1, 1988, in dixon, new  
mexico. my wife and i had met stanley and rose mary crawford in albuquerque at 
a friend’s reception in honor of Henry roth, and they had invited us to visit at their 
home. This was the first of many a visit either in dixon or in florence. 

from their pen just outside stan’s window, the geese raised their deafening ca-
cophony; our eight year old daughter kept barging in, delighted at all the discover-
ies she was making around the farm; from the adjoining kitchen came a promising 
rattling of dishes. at times, the combined joie de vivre of geese, daughter, and cooks 
interfered — but to no lasting damage to the recording — with what stan was say-
ing. in fact, quite fittingly, the writer’s candid self-portrait in the process of “un-
becoming an educated man and becoming a kind of peasant” turned out to be an 
involuntary dramatization of a passage in his second novel, Travel Notes:

The tape recorder, purchased on a previous trip around the world, is prov-
ing to be a more limited device than hoped. such a machine, which records 
all sound indiscriminately, can only fit, i see now, a situation in which all 
sound can be controlled or, as it were, be made to perform; and this would 
mean throwing the raw, brute moment right out the window. (crawford 
1967, 47-48)
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What do you mean by “inept writer”?

Well, this was a very exciting time in language, except i didn’t quite real-
ize it. it was at the time of sputnik — well, a little later than that — and 
the first american space stuff. The engineers were coping with all kinds 
of problems in language and in their electronic and mechanical reality. 
They would write these reports, which were virtually incomprehensible 
to anyone except themselves, and i was expected to turn them into good 
english. it was an impossible task. as time went on, i revised less and less 
because the engineers really knew what they were talking about, and all 
these words like input and output which we, english department people, 
consider sins against the language, were the words that they needed. We 
didn’t have any words that we could give them for these new electronic 
computer processes that they were attempting to name. 

That’s why i said i was an inept writer. i was faced with a very chal-
lenging situation, and i didn’t actually realize how challenging it was un-
til afterwards. i did not have to work very hard because there wasn’t really 
a great deal to do. i would clean up the reports and organize them, and 
then i would spend the rest of my workday writing a novel, if you want 
to call it that.

Did you ever finish it?
 
Yes, i finished it. Probably it exists somewhere in a trunk. i had a lot of fun 
writing it, and that was the first time that i had fun writing since i was a 
kid. and that was important. The second book was a Young-man-going-
to-europe thing, and that was very bad. i don’t think i ever finished that.

i only worked for that job for about fifteen months, and i was trans-
ferred (to a great expense to the company and to great profit to myself) fifty 
miles from los angeles to riverside. They paid me fourteen hundred dol-
lars to move my pathetic possessions, so i was able to quit that job early. i 
had intended to work only long enough to save enough money to go to eu-
rope and write for three or four years. in the early sixties this was already 
an old-fashioned thing to do but, you know, when you are young you don’t 
know what’s old-fashioned. but i did it and i went to greece. i taught briefly 
in athens but there was no point in that — i only needed the money. Then i 
moved to lesbos, to the village of molivos, the contemporary greek name 
of mithimna. it is a little Venetian village with a fort on the top looking over 
to the turkish coast. Well, i met people there like ignazio silone, William 
golding, Peter green. Peter became a friend. There were a couple of other 
writers also, on and off, and this was the first time that i met and spent any 
time with writers. That summer i wrote Gascoyne (1966). Peter green was 
my second reader at that point, and he helped me connect with an english 
publisher. i should say that summer, the summer of ’62, i believe, or ’63 … 
i may have my dates off. in fact, i think i wrote Gascoyne in the summer 
of ’64, because it was accepted the winter of ’65. somewhere in there. Peter 
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green read an early draft and liked it, and told me who to send it to. Jona-
than cape was about the third on the list. That’s how i got started.

So if you don’t count your first book, the one à la Ian Fleming, gascoyne 
was your second book?

really the third. i’d spent a lot of time on the second one, the one of the 
young man going to europe.

After this, did you take some time off?

i went to Paris. i was in Paris when Gascoyne was accepted. i don’t think i wrote 
well in Paris — most of the time i don’t write well. i went back to greece and to 
crete. i think it would be ’65, fall of ’65, when i wrote my second novel, Travel 
Notes (1967); that winter. again, i may be a year off. That one, again, was pub-
lished by cape, and by simon & schuster in new York. Then i had what seemed 
to be like an eternally long time — it was only a couple of years before the third 
novel, which i wrote mainly in san francisco but i finished here in dixon. 

This would be The mrs unguentine?

right. The Log. i have trouble finishing things. my old method of writing 
used to be that things would come in a blinding flash, and i would work 
non-stop for five weeks and it would be done, but then i would take a year 
to finish it because the ending was never right.

When we moved to san francisco, i was in such a state of cultural shock 
coming back to the states after a long time that i stopped writing complete-
ly for about six months. in fact, i had not spent very much of my more or 
less adult life in the states. Then, when i resumed writing, more came to 
me very fast and very intensely but, again, i had trouble finishing. it took 
another year. it was the first year here in dixon when i finished the Log.

Then we built the house, and all that. back into farming, and every-
thing. so the next one did not come until ’75 or ’76, which again seemed 
like a very long time.

Then there was some instructions.

Which in fact i wrote first. i was given a house in santa fe for a month, which 
was a real godsend, and i wrote most of it there until my time was up and i came 
home and finished it here. and again it took what seemed like a very long time.

Was there anything else between some instructions and mayordomo?

There have been two novels. one was quite bad. it was turned down by 
Knopf. i don’t know how you turn a bad novel down well but i took it truly 
badly. i thought they turned it down badly. That was about 1980.
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Did you know yourself it wasn’t good? 
 
Well, i didn’t think so at that time. now i know it was.

Did you go back to it and reworked on it?

Well, it sort of recycled itself into another one — almost a variation on it, 
which i wrote in ’84-’85 or ’83-’84, i can’t remember. Which i was happy 
with, and i submitted it again to Knopf — and they didn’t like it. They 
weren’t nice about it. i didn’t send it anywhere else. i wasn’t confident 
enough about it. i sort of felt i had solved some of the problems i had not 
solved with its previous incarnation, but most of the friends i showed it 
to were not particularly moved, so, again, it’s in a trunk somewhere and 
i don’t think i’ll ever … it doesn’t have what to my mind a book needs, 
which is some kind of magic. but it was useful, actually. it was a stream 
of consciousness kind of thing, and was set in new mexico — not in dix-
on but in an imaginary albuquerque. and i can’t remember what i was 
working on when Mayordomo came into existence but i think i may have 
been tinkering with that when the Mayordomo project came into being.

Actually, you have been writing quite steadily. There have been pauses but 
there has been no significant break in your production.

no, i write every winter. That can mean from october, an hour or two in 
the morning, until June. increasingly, it has meant more like december 
until april at the worst — or at the best. it gets really hard in the spring 
because the claim of the farm gets heavier and heavier. The two really 
don’t go together. You know, if you spent the morning at the desk and 
then you go out into the field, you’re going from a relatively abstract or 
two-dimensional world into a four- or five-dimensional world, and you 
can hurt yourself or you can make mistakes very easily.

Mistakes as a farmer?

Yes. You can make physical mistakes. You can have accidents. This is what 
it does to me. Writing makes me very absent-minded and very mental, you 
might say, or intellectual, or whatever. it interiorizes me. it’s kind of in-
teresting. i have suffered a sort of reversal of values through all of this. i 
think that most people see something like farming as being relatively low 
on the scale of human complexity. now, what society honors, of course, 
is intellectual and artistic achievements of a high symbolic or abstract con-
tent — and rightly so, in many ways. in a sense, society honors very special-
ized achievements. now i began to see things a little differently. one day a 
painter friend, dennis larkin, who used to live down the road, set up his 
easel right up their upper window. We used to park our old pickup in the 
orchard there. We’d wash our vegetables in the orchard and load the truck 
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up and keep it in the shade. dennis thought this was a charming see — he 
painted somewhat realistic paintings but they were heightened in an almost 
surrealistic way. so he painted this thing called “crawford’s orchard” with 
the truck and the trees and a bench on which we have our washtubs. and i 
found this a very interesting experience because i realized that, of course, 
the painting is a terrific simplification and abstraction of everything i know. 
i know much more — i know what goes on in that orchard and with that 
truck and with those washtubs, and the elaborate process that leads to that 
over the seasons; and you can carry it even further over the millennia that 
farming in these ways carried out. so i began to see artistic representation in 
a large sense as involving a degree of simplification and abstraction that was, 
again, fascinating; yet, looking at it from the other side, which i had stum-
bled into in the course of unbecoming, you might say, an educated man and 
becoming a kind of peasant, i began to see the real complexity of that life.

in writing, when you isolate yourself in a room with whatever your ma-
chinery is, dealing with language, that most complex of abstractions, you 
eliminate a lot of the multi-dimensional facets of, say, the life out there in the 
garden or in the farm. The point that i was going to make is that those mo-
ments of transition, when i have to come inside in the winter, often when i start 
writing i get very depressed — and that’s because i have to abandon the very 
rich, sensual world out there that i have become habituated to in the summer, 
and in which i move around constantly. so i’m almost in a kind of mourn-
ing, having to exchange that summer life of physical work and incredibly rich 
sensations for a piece of paper, a pencil world, a word processor. but then, at 
the end of the writing season, which ends anywhere from, say, march until 
June depending on what i am working on, then i have to go outside — and i 
have to re-habituate myself to the multi-dimensional complexity of working 
with crops, with the earth, with machinery, with time in a different way. time 
that’s imposed on you. When you are writing, you create your own time; but 
when you’re out there you have it imposed on you in a very strong way, and 
that transition is also very hard. i don’t get depressed — i get frustrated, then, 
because it’s as if i have to expand my mind again in another way. so it seems at 
times that i spend most of my writing time in making these long transitions.

This is very interesting. Both of your activities are dictated by the seasons. 
During the winter, your hands hibernate along with your farm. You pull in. 
It’s a form of further isolation from everything else.

Well, i discovered that there is such a thing as too much isolation … i 
need a little time for that, but it’s very tricky to isolate yourself while your 
children are growing up.

Tricky? I find it impossible!

When the kids were young, i’d say, oh, i’ll get away from it all! but i wasn’t 
happy being away from it all. You know, there is a kind of balance. You do 
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want a certain amount of distraction because, after all, the random is an 
important factor in what makes us spark. if you shut yourself off in the 
random and turn off the telephone and chase the kids away and don’t see 
anybody, you may find yourself in a very dead and non-creative place. so 
when i’m feeling most positive about it all, i almost welcome the distrac-
tions as long as they only take so much time. However, if you fight them, 
you may destroy too much. You know, you are always going to have dis-
tractions of some sort. i’d as lief have somebody drive up the driveway at 
the wrong time when i’m writing — it’s much more efficient for me to go 
out and be pleasant and deal with them than to throw a tantrum, which 
involves a lot of distractions.

How do you manage to combine the two activities?

discipline. There’s no other way. even as small a farm as ours requires 
continuous attention and hard work, no matter how easier today’s me-
chanical help makes it. but writing also requires hard work. one has to 
fit both in. it’s not easy. and it pays very little! but to have another activ-
ity is essential to writing. in my opinion, the writers that are mass-pro-
duced in these university creative Writing courses end up not knowing 
anything outside the little academic world that raised them. and their 
writing shows it.

Right. Changing subject: do you have another project for the next winter?

i do have a number of prose pieces scattered around — essay-type things i 
have written over the years, and for the most part never published because 
they are too long, too original. There was no place to publish them here. 
i haven’t looked at most of them for a very long time so they may look as 
bad as i once thought they were. but maybe they’ll look better! and the 
los alamos essay that i talked about earlier, maybe as a kind of centerpiece 
to that. so what i’m kind of planning to do is to work on this collection. 
but it doesn’t mean i’m done with fiction. i would like to write something 
but i don’t really know what. in order to finish Mayordomo i had to deny 
myself the pleasures of writing fiction because i had been putting things 
off too long. and Mayordomo was difficult to write in a new sense. The 
difficulties always take a new shape, but this particular difficulty was that 
i can work out for two or three days, and then i would have to drop it in 
exasperation and come back to it a week later.

In exasperation over the demands of your job as a mayordomo, or over the 
writing?

no, just the demands of writing nonfiction prose, having spent most of my 
life writing what i felt like as a fiction writer; the demands of reality within 
the body of experience i was trying to write about. i could not make it up, 
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and that was very frustrating. so i had to walk away from it every three 
days, often for a week. i would go back to whatever fiction i was working 
on, and i would kind of relax and get involved with that. but that was be-
coming too habit-forming, and i had to stop it.

so i’m not certain, really, what’s there. i’ve spent last winter working 
on a fiction which is — i don’t know what it is. it’s probably something 
that will go into a box, but i felt i had to do it and now it’s done, and i don’t 
have to worry about doing it.

You know, dixon is not a place where to be writing with an eye to the 
market. i mean, the media of course makes such distances irrelevant in 
one way, at least from the point of view of consumption, but we also have 
a fairly steady stream of remarkable people coming to the area so we often 
feel at the center of things, you might say. one of the reasons for leaving 
a place like san francisco and coming to a place like this was that i did 
not want to become a writer writing for a market, a writer who was doing 
anything just to keep in print. i’m not interested in that. it has taken me a 
long time to get to this point and maybe it won’t last, but i feel that what i 
have to say as a writer isn’t going take a lot of books, and so the other way 
that we make a living is a reflection of that.

of course i would like to have a year to be able to write. i would love to 
write in the summer when you can keep the doors open and you feel bet-
ter and you can jump in the river instead of farming, but … When i was 
in europe, and i was very lucky as a young writer, i had that time. i know 
a lot of people would never have that time, and so from my first book i 
had the prospect of almost unlimited writing time. You know, i can write 
twelve months seven days a week, which is what i’d like to do. What i dis-
covered was that i didn’t have that much in me to write because perhaps i 
had come from a relatively protected, isolated middle-class suburban ex-
istence in southern california, where things were extraordinarily pleas-
ant but the main events of life were conducted somewhere else, offstage 
— people never died, they seemed never even to be born.

i had a lot of living to catch up with, and that also has to do with 
coming to a place like new mexico, doing the things we are doing. The 
waste is not a waste — it’s what i feel good about it. sometimes we feel, 
yes, it’s a terrible waste. but when i try to be a little wise, i suppose, i feel 
that it all gets recycled, it all gets used. The los alamos material, which 
seemed to take an awfully long time and effort, trained me to write the 
ditch work, trained me to observe what i was experiencing and then to 
take notes of it a day or two later. so it wasn’t lost, and i’m not finished 
with it. i’ll go back to it. and the obsessions of the fictions that i had 
been writing seem to go nowhere but maybe, eventually, they’ll go into 
something. i felt that actually, with most things i’ve written, even though 
in terms of pages the final books seem very small, somehow it’s a sum-
ming up of some kind of problem i could not even positively articulate 
that i set for myself several years before and finally, eventually, has some 
kind of fruition in this form.
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How distant are you, as an individual, from the subject matter of your 
fiction?

as far as humanly possible. i mean, that’s the illusion that i seem to be able 
to create when i’ve written these things. What i feel like, or i have felt like 
with the set of four novels that have been published, is that i have played 
the part of an actor, and the lines come to me as an acting part. Which is 
to say that i’m very far from the person i imagine myself to be. later — 
five or ten years later, when i read these things — i can then say, “ah yes, i 
know where that comes from.” but in the course of writing them it seemed 
to me as if i were possessed by this voice.

And the voice tends to be satirical.

Yes. almost without exception, there haven’t been any good voices that 
have not been satirical. so, obviously, this is how i grind my axes. Prob-
ably the Log is the least satirical of the books, the most rhapsodic. in fact, 
i would not consider that a satirical novel. Gascoyne is satirical, or a pas-
tiche. it’s a kind of fake detective story because it doesn’t really have a plot 
— which is what the movie makers discovered when they tried to turn it 
into a film. There is no real plot. There is an illusion of a plot.

i am not a good architect in that way at all. i must not believe in plots, 
even though i read plotted books quite gleefully. i’ve spent one winter 
reading John le carré, to whom to my surprise i became quite devoted. 
With his many limits, he’s a masterful, wonderful writer; there’s some-
thing quite marvelous there. The second novel, Travel Notes, is satirical 
again — of what, i’m not certain. so is the third one, Some Instructions, 
although the way it was finally edited, with my consent, does not appear 
to be a novel. The sections were contiguous. it was written as a flow — it 
came to me that way. but when Knopf got it, they suggested that all the 
sections be numbered and that they be titled. and i liked that. so, it is a 
fiction. Whether it is a novel, it’s a topic for a seminar.

So, mayordomo was your first published venture in a different genre.

right.

I understand a friend of yours convinced you to write it because he saw how 
deeply involved you were in your work as the mayordomo of the acequia.

Well, this was an australian family friend who visited with us just before 
going back home, where he died. before leaving (we didn’t know whether 
he knew he was ill or not) he stopped to say goodbye, and he was here for 
a few days. The time was march and we were cleaning the ditch, so i had 
to supervise the crew. i finished at five and came back home. We were sit-
ting around, and he said, “Well, show me the ditch.” so we climbed up 
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the bank, and the ditch was cleaned out. no water. nothing much to see. 
We walked up and down a bit, and he said, “You know, stan, you ought to 
write about it.” i said, “Yes, i know, but i don’t know how. i know every-
thing i need, i just don’t know how to write about it.” and that was that. 
and he went off the next morning to san francisco and then to australia.

The way this conversation was taking place, it planted something in my 
head, i guess. We had one more day to go, which was to clean the ditch up 
from this place next door to the dam. it was a saturday. a relatively small 
crew. and i just remembered everything. This was my los alamos train-
ing, i might say. i remembered everything from the beginning, from the 
morning until the end. We finished in midday. i came home, and i thought 
about it. The next day or the day after i sat down and i wrote down a long-
hand account from my point of view. This was what was missing in my los 
alamos writings: there was no point of view. There wasn’t anybody there 
— it was just words. Judgments. i took the part of a character, as the mar-
low with this ditch crew, supervising this crew. Wrote it out in longhand 
in the back of a notebook, writing let’s say Japanese-style or Hebrew-style 
from the back of the book forward, kind of saying to myself, “i didn’t re-
ally want to be writing this, this wasn’t happening …” Then, as you prob-
ably know, the first day i put the water on, the ditch broke and we had to 
fix it. so i just kept writing — every time we did something to the ditch, i 
wrote it up in the same way within a day or two. i learned from los ala-
mos i could very profitably wait for a day and sometimes two days because 
in that time you learn what obsesses you, what interests you, because this 
is what you go to bed with and what you wake up with. so i kept doing 
that. i think i may have missed one day in the course of one year. Well, af-
ter i started typing it all up in the fall, i wrote well into the next summer 
because i did not know what shape the book would have and how long it 
would go. i think i read a bit of it to rose mary who got very excited — 
this, after ten years of her reading my things and not being excited … and 
then i typed what became the first chapter and sent it off to gus blaisdell 
of the living batch bookstore in albuquerque. He called back and said, 
“Hey, for heaven’s sake, if north Point Press does not take it and the unm 
Press does not take, i’ll publish it!” That was on the basis of twenty odd 
pages. north Point looked at it and they did not like it. Then gus trotted it 
over to beth Hallas [of the university of new mexico Press], and she was 
very interested. That’s how Mayordomo got published … 

“Language, that most complex of abstractions …”

When rose mary and stanley crawford left san francisco to begin a new 
life as garlic farmers in the backwoods of northern new mexico, they knew 
perfectly well what they were turning their back to. They were giving up, 
respectively, a very promising career in the theatre, and a distinguished 
future as one of the foremost postmodern american novelists. They knew 
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that this momentous decision was to drastically change their life. both had 
to start anew, rose mary trying to break into the world of regional theatre 
as playright, actress, and teacher, and stanley “unbecoming an educated 
man and becoming a kind of peasant.” for both, it was a hard and costly 
process; so costly, in fact, that as the passage quoted above indicates, oc-
casionally they are tempted to see their new life as a “waste.” The recurring 
temptation, however, is always short-lived. true, at times daily existence 
leads the “educated” and the “uneducated” men to find themselves at odds 
with each other, the former having to bow to the impelling needs of the lat-
ter; in the long run, however, the two merged to make of stanley crawford 
a more complex individual than he was before the great 1970 watershed.

Working hard to make ends meet, and getting more and more in-
volved in local politics over environmental and economic survival is-
sues, provided crawford with the schooling in life he had missed before 
the move to dixon. as he said, he had “a lot of living to catch up with.” 
understandably, his writing reflected this change in perspective. all 
he learned as a dedicated member of his peripheral farming community 
found its way into his work as a writer, lending it a new sense of awareness 
of and compassion for the human lot. 

Gascoyne and Travel Notes, the first two novels, display many of the dis-
tinctive traits of postmodern fiction: the ludic, disenchanted, decontex-
tualized stance of the first-person narrating voice; the parody of different 
literary genres variously combined; the instability of facts and of inter-
personal relationships; the inconsequential discourse that constantly trips 
the reader in his vain search for some stable ground of psychological or 
diegetic development, denying all gratification to either level of expecta-
tion. specifically, an ironical mixture of surrealism and hard-core novel 
à la mickey spillane characterizes Gascoyne, while Travel Notes results in 
a dizzying pastiche of unentangleable mystery and haphazard travelogue. 
both novels exhibit an amazing command of language, both flaunt the 
author’s ingenious manipulation of the literary taste of the period. There 
is no doubt that the early crawford was on a par with John barth, don-
ald barthelme, Thomas Pynchon, stanley elkin, or bruce Jay friedman, 
that is to say, with the most celebrated of his postmodern contemporaries

all this changed with the move to dixon. first, the period of adjust-
ment: having to learn from a neighbor how to build — with their own 
hands — their adobe dwelling; the farm to be tended; the back-breaking 
work in the field; the need to establish a constructive rapport with the new 
community. it was a while before crawford was able to write again. When 
he did, the masterful craftsman of language had acquired a new dimen-
sion. His rapport with the world around him — with nature, with history, 
with the people — had become deeper. His perspective had changed and, 
consequently, so had his aesthetics. 

The title of the first book crawford published after his move to new 
mexico is very much in line with the previous novel’s tone: Some Instruc-
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tions to My Wife Concerning the Upkeep of the House and Marriage, and to 
My Son and Daughter Concerning the Conduct of Their Childhood. a small 
jewel of parodic writing, Some Instructions, although set in the contempo-
rary world of machinery, supermarkets, and trash classification systems, 
ingeniously mimes the eighteenth-century pamphlets on good Husbandry 
and correct behaviour. What is new is that the typically postmodern ab-
dication of all moral and social commentary gives way to an apparently 
playful but, in effect, unmistakable — if silent — denunciation of this ob-
tuse and emotionally barren husband and father.

in Log of the S.S. The Mrs Unguentine, published in 1971, playfulness 
vanishes. The guiding tone is now one of deep understanding of human 
suffering and of intense sympathy for the hapless protagonist in her strug-
gle against a senseless fate. With all its bizarre inventiveness, there is no 
irony in this splendid novel, perhaps crawford’s crowning achievement 
in fiction to date.

Playfulness as a means to underlay the hidden message reappears in the 
most recent novel, Petroleum Man, published in 2005, conceptually a sort 
of sequel of Some Instructions. Here satire runs above as well as underneath 
the surface of the first-person narrator’s discourse, damning present-day 
american values as understood by the protagonist, an archconservative 
industrialist, and his pathetic attempts to condition his grandchildren 
along the lines of what he considers the “real” world.

seen in their spaced succession, crawford’s works of fiction evince that 
by becoming a farmer and shouldering his responsibilities as an active 
member of the community (in his own words, by “becoming uneducat-
ed”), the “educated man,” who had long learned all there is to learn about 
the craft of writing, went on to learn how to infuse a deep, warm sense of 
life into his craft. stanley crawford the fiction writer was giddily, almost 
recklessly imaginative. stanley crawford the essayist and memoirist is so-
ber, pensive, at times almost lyrical, at others charmingly self-ironic. The 
difference in literary stance is the result of the transformation of the ear-
ly intellectual hippy into an intellectual farmer, whereby the young cos-
mopolitan grafted himself onto the trunk of an old, peripheral Hispanic 
culture that for centuries has known only this narrow, barely supportive 
valley — a culture forever focused on its struggle to make the most of the 
little water that trickles down from the mountains, runs past these meager 
fields, and two miles down plunges into the chasm of the rio grande. but 
while he had chosen to share the economic plight as well as the restricted 
cultural interests of his neighbors, he had to preserve his own integrity as 
an “educated man.”

This growing process is recorded in the new mexico trilogy, which 
includes Mayordomo: Chronicle of an Acequia in Northern New Mexico, 
A Garlic Testament: Seasons on a Small Farm in New Mexico (1992), and 
The River in Winter: New and Selected Essays (2003). until Petroleum Man, 
for over twenty years crawford did not publish any fiction. fiction, the 
only genre that the writer had ever practiced, had to be shelved as just an 
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occasional source of relief from the bounds of referential reality — a sort 
of respite from the renouncements of the freedom of imagination. for 
nothing is “invented” in the three panels of the triptych. The entire tril-
ogy concentrates on the author’s life as a farmer — the daily chores in the 
fields; the pressing decisions concerning crops; the machinery that needs 
fixing or replacing; the politicking that conditions the farmers’ market 
where the crawfords sell their produce from the back of their truck; the 
trite jokes about vampires that the buyers feel compelled to make, and to 
which the sellers patiently submit. at the same time, the trilogy also con-
centrates on the author as a member of his community — his responsibil-
ity as mayordomo, requiring that he organize and supervise the crew for 
the maintenance of the acequia, and that he carefully apportion the water 
among farmers (his neighboring parciantes) who for generations have been 
locked in their feuds over the precious trickle. With equal attention and 
respect, the new mexico trilogy addresses both the small and the large 
issues around which the life of the community rotates — the beavers that 
during the winter have dammed up the ditch, the neighbor’s horse that 
once again has knocked down its fence, the curtailing of one’s basic rights 
consequential from historical marginality. crawford writes about the de-
struction wrought on the land by developers who care nothing about the 
cultural and economic integrity of northern new mexico, and about the 
political dynamics that ignore local interests to accommodate (and benefit 
from) interstate financial schemes. He writes about how to plant his vari-
ous types of garlic, about the vanishing art of making mud floors by hand, 
or about the organization of political protest in los alamos, the citadel 
of technological, life-destroying power. He looks at things so small that 
one must bend to the ground in order to see them, and things so large, so 
distant and impalpable, that only the eyes of the mind can perceive them.

The telling detail, and the overall view: the abiding ingredients, sus-
tained by the controlling passion that urges the writer to tell it as he sees 
it. “Mayordomo was a book that had to be written,” crawford once told 
me. “somebody had to write about these lives and about this world … 
one of the reasons to write is to fight the oblivion to which those who are 
emarginated are condemned. but we also write — or at least, I write — as 
a form of defense of my own individual reality. television and the movies 
have taken over the role that used to be the storyteller’s. They don’t speak 
of my neighbors, of their drama when the little water we have is sold in 
order to fill swimming pools in los angeles. and it is about the owners 
of these pools that today’s myths speak. That’s why i must defend myself. 
i must reappropriate my role as storyteller, as creator of myths–which is 
the role of the writer.”

crawford’s world as depicted in the trilogy is the same world that an-
other anglo author, John nichols, also immersed in the Hispanic culture 
of northern new mexico, had written about in The Milagro Beanfield War 
(1974) and in his own new mexico trilogy. it is the same hidden world that 
in 1944 robert bright had brought to light in The Life and Death of Little 
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Jo: an analogous village in northern new mexico, the same subsistence 
agriculture, the hopeless marginality vis-à-vis the state capital, the sense 
of impending destruction looming over this enclave of old Hispanic val-
ues and traditions. dixon is but a few miles from the taos of tourists and 
of the devastating ski runs; it is but one hour north of santa fe (bright’s 
nameless village was also little over twenty miles north of the capital), 
where the water, which is essential for the community’s survival, is sold 
away for the idle pleasure of rich californians. in this respect, two other 
books come to mind, both by italian writers well known in america: ig-
nazio silone’s Fontamara (1933), and carlo levi’s Cristo si è fermato a Eb-
oli (1945) — the authors being, respectively, an antifascist exile from the 
abruzzi mountains, who told the story of a village deprived of its water by 
the fascist authorities, and a doctor and artist from turin, confined by the 
regime in the backwoods of the italian deep south and forbidden to cure 
the malaria ridden peasants. in all these works we have the same univer-
sal paradigm: the struggle of man for water. indeed, not a paradigm that 
the graduates from the schools of creative Writing know anything about. 

only when he became a parciante among parciantes was crawford 
able to tap the timeless source of universal truths that the land holds in 
store for those who elect to work it, and are humble enough to listen to its 
silent message. only when he came down to earth — literally, as well as 
metaphorically — did he develop into the complex writer we now know.

let us listen to this beautiful passage from Mayordomo — a passage 
born out of a personal experience that only a farmer could keenly inter-
nalize and only a great writer would be able to express:

Pitchfork in hand, i walk up the winding channel to meet the descend-
ing water. by the time it gets here the flow will be pushing a large roll 
of debris, and i will walk it back down through my place and into the 
next if need be, to fork out as much as i can. The ditch is about four feet 
wide through here. The fine sand of the bottom glares in the sun. all is 
quiet. This is a strange wait… something will arrive here at this place 
by means of this channel, soon, perhaps very soon, unless something 
has gone wrong up there–a tree could have fallen across the ditch, a 
bank could have collapsed. i am about to walk a little further up when 
a brown and grey tongue slips into view around a bend and rolls to-
ward me, its dry leaves hissing softly, twigs snapping, approaching like 
some creature… Here and there the tongue pauses, jammed by a dam 
of its own making until freed of its own accord or until my efforts re-
lease it. The water behind the first twenty feet of floating dry leaves is 
the brown of coffee and cream. (crawford 1988, 66-67)

some time ago, at the santa fe farmers’ market, i was waiting by the 
crawfords’ truck while the last buyer was considering her purchases. We 
were going to have lunch together after the market closed, and i stood nearby, 
watching stan and rose mary beginning to wrap things up. What i could 
see was a tall, lean, anglo-looking couple of farmers going through the usual 
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motions of produce sellers, helping their customer choose her bunch of gar-
lic or her garland of dry flowers, discussing the price, giving advice about 
storage, patiently smiling at the inevitable jokes about vampires. i tried to 
put myself in the buyer’s shoes. did she know that this lanky farmer who 
weighed her bunch of garlic, wrapped it up, handed her the package, took the 
money, gave her change, and courteously said goodbye, is an extraordinary 
writer, one of the great ones of his generation? she gave no sign that she did. 

Then i turned my question around. Would the reader of Log or of Some 
Instructions who may have ignored the flaps of these novels have any idea 
of how their author makes his living? How could she know that, every 
spring, he, pitchfork in hand, helps clear a ditch of the choking winter 
debris to let the water flow, then runs ahead of it and, one after the oth-
er, raises the gates of his neighbors’ little fields — a parciante among par-
ciantes, a farmer among farmers? she could not possibly know. unless, of 
course, she were from the area — in which case she might wonder about 
the vaguely familiar craggy face that looks at her from the dust jacket; then 
suddenly she may remember the hardened hand that once, at the santa fe 
farmers’ market, handed her a bunch of garlic from the back of a truck. 
if the two images connect, she may realize that there is no contradiction 
here. she may understand that, actually, this apparent mestizaje is a per-
fect example of the deep integration of languages, cultures, and traditions 
that makes of the southwest the unique world that it is.

stanley crawford may not have become a better farmer for having sac-
rificed, at least in part, his vocation as a writer, but he certainly became 
a greater writer for having embraced the lot of the farmers of his elected 
community; for having chosen to share their hard life. 

integration of diversity, rather than its repudiation, is the key to human 
richness. This is the lesson that stanley crawford silently teaches through 
his books, as well as from the tailgate of his old pickup.
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“one steP aHead of His doom”: larrY mcmurtrY, 
rudolfo anaYa, and billY tHe Kid

Roberto Serrai

This paper is a spin-off of a broader research on Henry mccarty, the young 
outlaw better known as “billy the Kid.” at the present time, i will not touch 
upon the “fact versus fiction” debate, a question already convincingly re-
solved by such historians as robert utley and maurice fulton, in, respec-
tively, Billy the Kid (1989) and History of the Lincoln County War (1968). 
instead, taking an exclusively literary approach, i will compare two among 
the countless fictional incarnations of the “Kid,” namely, larry mcmurtry’s 
novel Anything for Billy, published in 1988, and rudolfo anaya’s play Billy 
the Kid, published in 1995. These texts share the theme of impending doom 
and of the impossibility to avoid falling into its clutches with most of the 
accounts, tales, and legends surrounding the young gunslinger. They do 
so, however, by focusing solely on the last few months of the Kid’s “short 
and violent life,” to borrow from utley’s subtitle. mcmurtry’s and ana-
ya’s concentration on this relatively short time span, therefore, makes the 
comparison of these works particularly rewarding.

i will begin with Anything for Billy. The story is narrated by a mr sippy, 
an avid reader and successful writer of dime novels from Philadelphia who 
eagerly sets out across the united states in order to experience “the real West” 
(mcmurtry 1989, 37) he has tasted in such pulp masterpieces as Hurricane 
Nell, the Girl Dead-Shot; or, The Queen of the Saddle and Lasso, and Mustang 
Merle amid the Geysers. sippy’s single-minded hobby is the core subject of 
the book, which turns out to be quite a well-wrought instance of metafic-
tion: Anything for Billy is, in fact, a dime novel on dime novels. Through the 
Kid’s sad story of wasted youth constantly suspended between tragedy and 
comedy, mcmurtry delivers the point that the West of fantasy, the West that 
lives on in the public’s imagination, is possibly more real than the historical 
one. to quote old samuel fuller in Wim Wenders’s 1982 movie, The State of 
Things, “The world’s in color, but black and white is more real.” 

significantly, the first time mr sippy encounters billy bone, the young 
gunman is seen “walking out of a cloud” (3) like a mythical creature. His 
reputation as a cold, ruthless killer precedes him — although very early 
on (precisely, on page six of four hundred and eight in my edition) sippy 
begins wondering “why [billy] even had a reputation at that time” (6). in 
fact, billy proves to be “a dud as a cowboy” (76), is utterly clueless about 
women, and, above all, is barely able to squeeze a trigger: whenever he 
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hits a target, it is only by sheer chance. nevertheless, mr sippy immedi-
ately falls under the youngster’s mysterious spell. He soon declares that 
he “would have done anything” (4) for him, as in the rather bleak area 
around greasy corners, the fictional town that stands for historical lin-
coln, new mexico, and a place where “people are only interested in two 
things, […] killing and dying” (62), billy actually lives (or tries to live) 
in “a world of his own” (90). billy keeps constantly on the move, because 
he does not “intend to be found” (38). “if you stop too long,” he tells his 
new friend from the east, “people will figure out where to find you” (147).

sippy is captivated by the “sad boy’s appeal” (185) (which billy capi-
talizes upon), by his “lonely eyes” (292), and by his stubborn “determina-
tion to defy any order” (218). The would-be dime novel hack is moved to 
tenderness when he realizes that, “asleep, [billy] looks about twelve” (31). 
more than anybody else among the Kid’s few true friends, he understands 
that the young outlaw is merely “a puppet to his instincts” (170) which he 
seems unable to master. in sippy’s sensitive eyes, billy is “jerked this way 
and that by strings whose pull he couldn’t predict” (170). He is awkward 
with people. He is tortured by frequent, piercing headaches. He is impaired 
in his processes of decision-making by his superstition — for example, on 
stormy nights, he often believes he sees “the death dog in a lightning flash” 
(45), a particularly alarming bad luck omen. above all, billy is afraid of 
dying, although he is frightened less by any specific human enemy than 
by the idea of passing away. This is what he is unable to face — not anoth-
er gunslinger, nor Will isinglass, the powerful rancher, the “one literate 
texan” (239) who is a stand-in for the historical murphy-dolan machine. 
not even mesty-Woolah, isinglass’ white-turbaned, seven-foot-tall afri-
can hitman, can emotionally undo him as does the abstract idea of death.

Prey to a perpetual state of confusion that leads him to a long string of 
senseless killings, billy listens only to the advice of la tulipe, an old pipe-
smoking, blue-eyed greasy corners“witch woman” (57) who “knows the past 
and the future” (118). she allows him to “ride up and down the Pecos” (112) 
because, “even if it still means bloody luck,” at least the blood “will not all be 
[his]” (112). However, she strongly recommends that he never cross any river, 
especially the north canadian, the rio las animas, and the rio grande. of 
course, the prohibition to cross the rio grande denies billy access to mexico, 
the traditional haven for fugitives. This is even more painful for the young 
man because it prevents him from rejoining Katerina garza, the only woman 
to whom, in his clumsy way, he feels attracted, and about whom he continues 
to dream. as a result, the classical pattern of redemption through love is de-
nied him. Just as the historical Kid never moved far from lincoln, mcmur-
try’s billy bone finds himself stuck in and around greasy corners. He will 
not, he cannot run away. fundamentally, he is not allowed to turn his back on 
his destiny. as la tulipe says, “we’ve saved him a grave here” (373).

towards the end of the novel, billy comes to the realization that his 
days are numbered. sippy repeatedly tells the reader that the Kid could 
kill “so easily, in such a conscienceless way” (383) mainly because “ ‘he 
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apprehended no future, neither his own nor his victims’ ” (383). When, 
at one point, billy suddenly disappears from greasy corners, sippy, full 
of wishful thinking, creates a “happy life” (374) for him. in his fantasies, 
he imagines billy “running a busy little telegraph office [in illinois]” (374) 
while Katerina is “fomenting revolution in Patagonia, or somewhere” (16). 
unexpectedly, however, the young man comes back, and sippy’s fantasies 
are shattered. When for the last time he urges the Kid to “ride fast and […] 
ride far” (307), the young man answers: “i’m getting too big a reputation, 
sippy […]. sometimes i wish they’d just let me fall” (307).

in the end, this cupio dissolvi, this will to disappear, will be satisfied 
by Katerina garza herself. as the Kid’s enemies close in on their quarry, 
when all hope is lost, the boy’s obscure doom eventually catches up with 
him, and Katerina shoots him in the heart. With her gun still smoking, 
she declares: “i didn’t want nobody who didn’t love him to kill him” (394-
395). for the record, however, the kill is credited to sheriff roebuck, the 
fictional stand-in for Pat garrett, who “got politics to think of” (391).

sippy is left grieving over his doomed young friend. back home in Phil-
adelphia, he writes a true account of the Kid’s last months, which he enti-
tles Billy the Kid: or, The Wandering Boy’s Doom, thus coining the famous 
nickname. as sippy himself points out, he can do it only because billy is 
dead. in fact, “nobody in the new mexico territory would have been fool 
enough to call him a kid while he was alive and well armed” (83). ironical-
ly, his publisher turns the manuscript down, as well as all the other dime 
novels inspired by sippy’s foray into the “real West” which he keeps sub-
mitting. as stated in the final rejection slip, “readers [won’t] tolerate cow-
boys now; what [they] want are detectives; Pinkertons, especially” (404). 
The wind of literary fashion has changed.

let us now move on to rudolfo anaya’s Billy the Kid. in this play, two 
characters comment on billy’s story while it is being re-enacted on stage. 
They are Paco anaya, perhaps an ancestor of the author, and ash upson, 
the journalist who helped Pat garrett out with his Authentic Life of Billy 
the Kid, first published in 1882 — the bestseller that shut poor sippy’s ver-
sion out of the market. although, to some extent, they mutually question 
the truthfulness of each other’s version, Paco and ash eventually manage 
to piece together a reasonably accurate chronicle of the Kid’s final days. 
The play ends with the bittersweet remarks that “there [is] truth to his-
tory […] if you put it in” (anaya 1995, 353), and that sometimes “history 
[is] a myth we write to please ourselves” (353). ash and Paco then leave 
the stage to drink the night away as friends.

Paco, who claims to have been an eyewitness to the Kid’s killing, re-
peatedly intervenes to fill in the blanks in upson’s narrative. for exam-
ple, he introduces a love triangle involving billy, a young woman called 
rosa, and Josefina maxwell, the woman who gives him away to garrett, 
thus playing a key role in the Kid’s demise. even more significantly, Paco 
represents the “voice” of the mexicans, those whom “nobody [ever] men-
tions” (509), “la gente humilde” (521) who are never spoken of or spoken 
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to, but always spoken for. in this respect, surely it is not incidental that 
the play is bilingual.

in anaya’s text, the mexicans show a friendly attitude towards the Kid 
partly because they share the same enemy, although they may experience 
it differently. in the eyes of the mexicans, the legal system that in histori-
cal lincoln county was cunningly stretched to accommodate murphy 
and dolan’s financial greed is a “rotten” law, (512) working “in mysterious 
ways” (537), enforced by “bull[ies] with badges” (515), and serving the in-
terest of the “manifest destiny to christianize these lands” (534) — or, as 
governor Wallace puts it, the “white man’s destiny” (532). in the course 
of act ii, in a scene partially published by anaya already in 1993, Wal-
lace promotes his mission to a perplexed Kid with words that closely re-
call rudyard Kipling’s “The White man’s burden” – written in 1899. from 
the mexicans’ point of view, Wallace is just “another expert” who comes 
and “thinks he knows what’s best for us” (536). Whereas in mcmurtry’s 
novel “death lives in mexico” (mcmurtry 1989, 111), as la tulipe says, in 
anaya’s play, as everybody tells billy, the place to avoid is el norte (509).

anaya’s Kid, unfortunately, will cross the border to meet his destiny 
in fort sumner. The play opens and closes in that town. The opening and 
the concluding scenes are similar: in don Pedro maxwell’s house, un-
aware of the young man’s impending doom, billy and rosa discuss the is-
sue of change. Just as in countless film noirs and crime novels, billy — the 
“gangster” — tries to convince himself that “any man can change” (519) 
and “settle down […] give up being a vagamundo” (497). “Voy a cambi-
ar” (498), billy says: he’s half earnestly planning to start over with a clean 
slate, buy some land, and become a farmer. as is often the case, this will 
prove just a daydream — un sueño (498). billy, in fact, is “curse[d]” (524): 
first by the untreatable tuberculosis inherited from his mother, and then 
by the highly symbolic value of his violent death at garrett’s hand. after 
all, as upson points out, billy is “a product of his time” (501). once again, 
redemption through love is denied to the young outlaw. rather, by killing 
his old friend, garrett (significantly, a “redeemed” horse rustler) performs 
an act of collective redemption through violence. serving the interests of 
governor Wallace’s “manifest destiny”, garrett must literally make a “kid” 
of his former associate. barring any intimation that he may be viewed as a 
christ figure, billy needs to become a sacrificial lamb on the altar of civili-
zation that steadily advances from the east to take over the lawless frontier 
and put an end to disorder but also, indirectly, to dissent.

in anaya’s play, the force that eventually destroys billy is not as unde-
termined as that at play in mcmurtry’s novel. There is no death dog here, 
no dangerous rivers to cross, no exotic camel-riding killers. also, the Kid’s 
actions and reactions are far from senseless as they are in the novel. They 
are never the result of a reckless, brash, impulsive nature. if anything, billy 
is driven by a strong sense of suffered injustice and, failing any legal alter-
native, by a consequent thirst for revenge. The Kid is vainly begged to give 
up his thirst for vengeance, first, by old manuelito, his mexican friend, and 
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then by his mother’s ghost, who implores him to “get rid of [his guns].” ana-
ya seems to reverse the lyrics of the popular 1973 bob dylan song, Knockin’ 
on Heaven’s Door, where the Kid, again to no avail, begs his mother to “put 
[the] guns into the ground, so [he] can’t see them anymore.”

billy must die to prove that a “christianized” frontier (to, again, quote 
governor Wallace) and the industrial society advancing from the east can 
and will bring forth the strongest and best world possible. This is the core 
assumption that underlies the Kid’s first mythical construction, the all-
negative one, which lasts until the first decades of the twentieth century, 
and portrays him as a bloodthirsty, fiendish beast. later, as the shortcom-
ings of industrial society become harder and harder to deny, the Kid’s im-
age will be partly amended — eventually, somehow, avenging him.

i would like to conclude with a quotation from a controversial book, Fu-
gitive Days, the 2001 (reprinted in 2003 with a new afterword by the author) 
memoir by another billy and another young outlaw, William ayers, a for-
mer member of the Weather underground, the radical organization active 
in the us in the late sixties and seventies. Just like the other billy, except 
for the fact that he has survived, ayers spent a good part of his youth as “a 
wandering boy one step ahead of his doom” (mcmurtry 1989, 87). Without 
endorsing the two billy’s actions (although i understand and share some of 
their motives), but hoping for a less simplistic and more humane approach to 
these young, burned, runaway lives, i will borrow ayers’ words because they 
seem, to me, to convey the Kid’s message, had he been able to articulate it:

[i often think] how fleeting life is, how precious and how fragile our 
experiences. like the fireworks following the fourth of July finale, our 
time is fading and will soon be gone. “swifter than a weaver’s shut-
tle,” Job laments, “remember that my life is but a breath, my days have 
passed and vanished.” every one of our lives, then, is urgent, exquisite, 
and lived forever on the run. (ayers 2003, 306)
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from Visual legend to Voice: 
entering tHe dream World of “babY doe” tabor

Judy Nolte Temple

The lush, sensual body of “baby doe” — or more accurately her body as a 
male fantasy — dominates the legend of the western united states min-
ing frontier in which she plays the role of femme fatale. This is a legend 
about unbridled female sexuality encountering masculinity in the frontier 
era versus the civilizing role of women in the post-frontier urban West. 
in the process of writing Baby Doe Tabor: The Madwoman in the Cabin 
(2007), i have been immersed in another body, the huge body of life-writ-
ing that Lizzie (the name she preferred) tabor left: a diary, her correspon-
dence, and her religious “dreams and Visions.” in many ways that i hope 
to illuminate, the voice of lizzie tabor contests the legend of “baby doe.” 

first to the legend and its iconic images. elizabeth mccourt, born in Wis-
consin to an immigrant irish catholic family in 1854, was gorgeous enough to 
lure Protestant Harvey doe into marrying her. in the tradition of other morti-
fied families, the does encouraged Harvey and his bride to “go West” to central 
city, colorado, where they were encouraged to mine the family’s gold claim. 
upon her arrival in central city, elizabeth was dubbed “baby” doe, which im-
plied a particular familiarity with the men who greatly outnumbered women 
in mining towns. “baby” thrilled the miners by donning men’s clothes to help 
Harvey, but the more proper townspeople gossiped when Harvey left his new 
wife in colorado over the winter, a long winter in which she suffered from the 
stillbirth of a son. she was befriended by another marginal character, Jewish 
merchant Jake sandelowsky. Then as either a “grass widow” or “divorcee,” baby 
doe ventured with Jake to the silver mining boom town leadville, colorado. 
There she encountered the richest man in the West, “silver King” Horace tabor. 
tabor had made his millions not as a working miner, but rather as a merchant 
who was lucky when he grubstaked two men who discovered silver. tabor was 
married to a dour woman named augusta, who in the legend represents every-
thing loathsome in a western frontier woman: she clung to her eastern roots, 
she was highly suspicious of unearned wealth, she was middle-aged, and she 
had a voice that condemned Horace’s lavish new lifestyle. Probably forever un-
known is whether the womanizing tabor seduced “baby doe” or her beauty 
entrapped him, but this is the fulcrum upon which the gender tale balances. 
for we are intrigued by the fatal attraction between youthful female beauty 
and male power that leads to tragedy, whether it be the story of samson and 
delilah, caesar and cleopatra — or President clinton and monica lewinsky. 
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Horace tabor could have lived the double life that was winkingly per-
mitted in the mining West, that of having a mistress in the camps and a 
wife down in denver, but he instead chose to legitimize his beloved lizzie 
by marrying her. This entailed a long and scandalous divorce proceeding, in 
which those representing the new urban/urbane West sided with deserted 
augusta. Yet i posit that one of the reasons this tawdry story has remained 
popular is because tabor’s folly fulfills other men’s fantasies. as popular 
historian John burke mused in The Legend of Baby Doe, “it almost seemed 
– and this thought has struck american men for continuing generations – 
that a man needed one wife to help him through the early struggles and one 
to help him enjoy his success” (burke 1974, 50). Horace and “baby doe” were 
married in a lavish ceremony during his short term as a substitute senator 
in Washington, dc, in 1883. congressmen and President chester a. ar-
thur all kissed the bride but not one of their wives attended. The priest who 
performed the ceremony was shocked to later learn he had joined two di-
vorcees in matrimony and no record of the marriage remains in the diocese 
records. Horace and the infamous “second mrs tabor” then moved back to 
denver, where not even the birth of their two beautiful daughters, the sec-
ond of whom was optimistically dubbed “silver dollar,” could buy “baby 
doe tabor” social acceptance. by 1893, Horace’s luck had run out: he un-
wisely clung to the value of silver when most american investors were di-
versifying. bankrupt, tabor died in 1899 and, according to the legend, told 
his beautiful widow to “Hold onto the matchless mine up in leadville” as 
the one solid investment that would revive.

in some versions of the legend, Horace’s death led to the “conversion” 
of “baby doe” from the wanton into the good widow, because contrary 
to expectations, she did not remarry or seduce another man. rather, she 
eventually inhabited a tiny miners cabin at the matchless, where she suf-
fered and endured for over thirty years. Her eldest daughter lily moved 
away, while the younger daughter silver showed some promise. When a 
photo of silver dollar and Theodore roosevelt was published in the 1909 
Denver Post, lizzie tabor felt pride in her daughter, while others said the 
publicity-seeking girl carried the bad blood of her illegitimate parents. 
When silver became an exotic dancer in the midwest, even lizzie could not 
deny that her child was becoming her worse nightmare, the very embodi-
ment of the sexuality that had exiled “baby doe” from denver. The more 
troubling silver became, the harder lizzie worked in her dream World 
to rescue her daughter. let us “hear” the authentic voice of lizzie tabor, 
a woman who never called herself “baby doe,” from one of her writings:

July 15 — 1921 i dreamed a sad & terrible dream of my darling child sil-
ver–she was sitting down she had i think white wrapper on and she looked 
sad and on her knee sat a small long black snake with its body standed 
(part of it) straight up & its terrible head up high the snake was sticking 
out its terrible tongue and (o my god save her) for she was putting out 
her finger and touching that snakes tongue every time he stuck it out & 
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that was all the time quickly it was the devil & the snake showed it was the 
devil my heart was broken i should die of grief to see my precious child 
touching a snakes tongue & it sitting up on her lap. o she is in trouble o 
blessed god let me get to her […].1 

although the impoverished mrs tabor did indeed get to her daughter in 
time to discover that silver’s vague “female illnesses” were the result of a “mis-
carriage,” silver was doomed. in 1925, she died from scalding at age thirty-
five, alone in a boarding house. in even the cruelest versions of the legend, this 
tragedy was a sympathy-evoking “station of the cross” that mrs tabor bore. 
she now became the “madwoman in the cabin,” a woman doomed to outlive 
her daughter and be found frozen to death, her arms outstretched in the shape 
of a cross, at age eighty. a postcard from this era shows the commonly-used 
visual bookends to the legend of “baby doe.” The beautiful young woman, 
having sinned, is sentenced to thirty years solitary confinement, in which 
she becomes the witch-like hermit. The cruelest part of the story to me as a 
feminist-historicist literary critic, is that the thousands of words with which 
lizzie tabor explored her life, her relationships and her psyche were muted 
until thirty-five years after her death. lizzie tabor had deposited most of her 
“important writings,” as she called them, with leadville nuns and this treasure 
trove of writing was revealed only after her death. lizzie’s “dreams and Vi-
sions” were carefully placed in little bundles, reminiscent of emily dickinson’s 
packets of poetry, to form a compensatory text that fell into the wrong hands.

lizzie’s papers were immediately sealed by a leadville judge, due to the 
explicit nature of mrs tabor’s dream descriptions and the important colo-
rado men that she wrote about as cheating her and seducing her notorious 
daughter. indeed, as feminist pioneer critics sandra gilbert and susan gu-
bar theorized about early women writers, this was not a madwoman shut 
up in her cabin, but a mad woman whose anger could not be shut up. she 
wrote thousands upon thousands of “dreams and Visions” that show nu-
merous signs of editorial agency, a clear indication that she intended them to 
be read. Yet in the three decades in which a protective and patriarchal state 
employee kept guard over the papers, probably burning the most shocking 
of them, the legend of “baby doe” grew in the silenced vacuum. my research 
analyzes the mythopoeic “industry” that commodified “baby doe” in sen-
sationalist books, pamphlets, paintings, and a Hollywood film.

The best-known and most frustrating version of the legend is the opera The 
Ballad of Baby Doe, a product of the 1950s, that is still the second-most per-
formed american opera. it was the creation of Pulitzer-prize winning com-
poser douglas moore, who was intrigued by the baby doe story and photos 

1 The “dreams and Visions” written by elizabeth b. mccourt tabor are part of 
the enormous Horace a.W. tabor archive collection housed at the colorado His-
torical society in denver, colorado. They are located in mss 614, box 11, file fold-
ers 922-1037, in chronological order.
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that repeated the legend at the time of her 1935 death. after a litigious battle 
with the only woman to write a pseudo-autobiography impersonating the 
voice of “baby doe” and who felt daughter-like solicitude and ownership of 
that persona, librettist John latouche turned to earlier, more hurtful versions 
of the legend. ironically, just as latouche was creating his “baby doe,” lizzie 
tabor’s papers ever so briefly were made available to a Denver Post reporter, 
who wrote a series of articles that introduced readers to samplings of the au-
thentic voice of lizzie tabor. Was librettist latouche too lazy or too “eastern” 
to dig up old issues of The Denver Post for “baby doe’s” authentic voice? or 
did he find mrs tabor’s rantings too raw for opera? or was the entire produc-
tion so much a product of the freudian-fraught 1950s that an elderly woman’s 
religious mysticism was left off-stage? The Ballad of Baby Doe addresses 1950s 
anxieties about weak men and too-powerful women, despite its Victorian cos-
tuming. it is Horace’s two willful wives who propel the drama. augusta fights 
valiantly to retain her husband, while “baby doe” also knows what she wants 
and ultimately pays a high price for investing her heart in an ineffective man. 
as Horace’s end nears, augusta returns to taunt him with foreknowledge of 
his two daughters’ sad fates. at the end of her tirade, augusta removes the 
hood of her cape to reveal that she has become none other than Horace’s cru-
el mother, the true villain who long ago misshaped tabor into a womanizing 
fool. in moore’s mind, once the western male hero (or anti-hero) Horace is 
dead, the curtain must fall. in the closing scene after Horace’s melody-filled 
demise, “baby doe” sings her final aria:

Proof against the forms of fear / no distress shall alter me
i will walk beside my dear / clad in love’s bright heraldry.
sound the trumpet’s loud alarm / any foe i shall withstand
in the circle of his arms / i am safe in beulah land.

as she walks toward the matchless mine, shown through a translucent 
screen behind the stage, the mantle falls from her head to reveal white 
hair, symbolic of her thirty years of fealty. The opera directions say, “as a 
white drift of snow begins to fall, baby doe sits by the mineshaft, waiting.” 

Yet it is clear from lizzie tabor’s prolific writings that this widow did 
not fall silent nor merely wait. like Horace’s first wife augusta, the “second 
mrs tabor” had a strong voice. she dutifully chronicled both her spiritual 
life and her earthly efforts on behalf of her daughters. Her diary and her 
“dreams and Visions” are filled with the very passion that epitomizes op-
era. for example, she grieved over her daughter lily, absent for so long that 
lizzie tabor relegated her to the community she called her “living dead,” 
where many of her estranged family resided in the dream World. How 
beautiful an authentic aria would have been this lament that lizzie wrote:

Dawn of sorrow

i see the day breaking
my tired hearts aching
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snow is falling ore mound & forest
Winds are wafting the flakes around us
our blood is congealing and freezing
as the tinkle of burying bells come nearer
mocking the sying of the trees as they sound

The death Knell
Through the woodland

They are bearing the shroud of pines for
our lilys sad and living grave

god help me i love her so (June 21, 1912)

let us venture more deeply into one corner of the dream World laby-
rinth where lizzie tabor processed “the trouble with silver,” her errant 
youngest daughter. my transcription and analyses of the thousands of 
“dreams and Visions,” a project that has taken more than a decade, has 
shown five ways in which the dreams served the agonized mother. some 
dreams simply relive in concentrated form the growing defiance and dan-
ger that silver embodied. The very recording acknowledges the mother’s 
worst fears so that she can give up her load, the mother’s lode, to god:

June 2—1915 i dreamed this terrible thing i was walking on a denver st 
Phil [elizabeth’s brother Phil mccourt] was standing on the edge of the 
sidewalk several people were standing near him as i passed he jeered at me 
& said “your daughter your daughter” & sneered at me … Then i … saw 
my poor darling child silver all bent over drest in light with a white cloth 
tied over her head her face was o so white & her eyes were the blackest & 
she was so drunk she was unconscious she was talking to trying to some 
men that stood in a door way she was looking so hard at me o i thought i 
would die of grief in this terrible dream … i gave it to god when i woke up.

other dreams reify the battle between good and evil that lizzie mrs 
tabor felt was going on within her daughter, whom she characterized as 
“hypnotized” by bad people rather than being intrinsically bad. in 1914 
when silver was first being “tarnished,” lizzie tried to break up her girl’s 
relationship with ed brown, which infuriated the willful silver. mrs ta-
bor feared ed was after not only her daughter but also her “other silver,” 
the matchless mine. in her dream World, lizzie dressed her child in the 
white of innocence and saw her as a victim of rape — a crime that occurred 
symbolically on the grounds of the beloved mine:

sunday may 3 or monday may 4—1914 i had a Vision first i heard sil-
ver say “Wait i want to bid you good by, then i saw her in the whitest 
dress o so white and the front of it was all covered with blood very red 
then i saw her face then i saw her on the matchless mine near the wa-
ter boxes & i saw a tall young man the form & size of ed brown throw 
her hard & terrible down on the ground & he stood over her his hand 
pushing as hurting her & he was leaning over her it was terrible […].
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other dreams recast the dreaming mother’s deepest sorrows onto more 
neutral animals. They seem crazy — until they are integrated with the dozens 
of dunning letters that lizzie tabor was receiving from her penniless daughter 
— letters that were tidily separated from the irrational writings by archivists 
who spent thirteen years processing them. Thus the generative, organic essence 
of lizzie tabor’s world in which she code-switched from lucid correspondence 
to glowing visions was destroyed when her papers were sorted by genre. Here, 
i believe, is lizzie tabor’s response to silver’s first of many “miscarriages:”

aug 7—1916 i dreamed i had a little all white Poodle dog on my lap & 
its front leg was bent to its back & i did not pull it around to the front 
soon enough & it was dying & blood was on it & i could see its stom-
ache swell out & see the dark red blood bulged out in the stomache 
through the skin it died & its face was calm & lovely & i kissed it and 
silver was with us & she kissed it. i am sad over this dream.

The ongoing presence of babies — buried, hidden, unearthed — in 
lizzie’s dream World is beyond the scope of this essay. but i am convinced 
that they “age” in many of her dreams, from baby, to toddler, to a charm-
ing little girl lizzie grew to affectionately call the “matchless mine girl.” 

as silver approached the nadir of her life, her letters about liquor, 
drugs and her own lost hopes must have tortured lizzie tabor, causing 
the nightmares she so religiously recorded. but just when her despair 
seemed overwhelming, lizzie experienced a rare ecstatic dream in which 
she could resurrect her daughter, rendering her into a “dream child” in 
both senses of the word:

easter sunday april 16—1922 i dreamed Jesus blessed me to ease 
my sorrow. i saw my darling silver come she had on a table the most 
wonderful, most beautiful marvelous magnificent snowy Pure White 
marble statue a bust of her father H.a.W. tabor—her darling papa. 
… she had made all by herself it was her masterpiece hers alone, she 
stood close to the statue her hand resting on it she was in a long blue 
& white large plaid gingham apron which she wore while making the 
wonderful statue—o bless Jesus our divine saviour.

i have “mined” this dream World through multiple scholarly perspec-
tives in an attempt to discover just what kind of life-writing “baby doe” 
created. she reportedly called her writings her “memoirs.” unfortunately, 
they are more a morass than a memoir: they contain puzzling codes, mul-
tiple incoherent narratives, crude illustrations and repetitive ravings of a 
tortured figure akin to The ancient mariner. i find the writings form an 
“interior journal,” a hybrid genre that attempts to trace the connections 
between lizzie’s spiritual experiences and her daily trials. Her assiduous 
concern over correct dating of her entries, combined with her own specu-
lations about the omens within her dream World, convince me that this 
was a woman trying to make sense of her trials, not a senseless, senile old 
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woman. she inhabited a world similar to that created by the authors of 
marvelous realism in which the dead visit to chat with the living and in 
which dreams can foretell the future as well as process the past.

feminist semiotic theory suggests that much madness is divinest sense, 
that manipulation of language may be the only way a woman within patri-
archy can speak. Yet it was difficult for Victorian lizzie tabor to write the 
body. clearly troubled by her own body when it appeared for voyeurs and 
admirers in her dream World, lizzie hid behind codes within the dreams, 
dreams which we know are themselves codes to the dreamer. Yet these 
very codes, based on a simple numerical system, serve to arrest the eye in a 
dance between hiding and highlighting her sexuality. in fact, i believe that 
lizzie tabor used her aging body to become a grotesque specter in society, 
to continuously “perform” her penance before those who had shunned her. 
she cross-dressed in increasingly eccentric men’s shoes and a miner’s coat 
adorned with a crucifix, carrying her ever-present mysterious “little bundle.” 
she roamed the streets of leadville and denver in this costume, becoming 
like the southwestern folk figure La Llorona, who wept after her children. i 
have termed this performance “strategic madness,” for it kept “baby doe” 
always in sight and therefore always in mind. although some children stoned 
“baby doe” when she went into leadville, some people began to leave bags 
of food outside the cabin of the madwoman and a kindly merchant gave her 
groceries on a line of credit he knew could never be paid.

i have shared some of the “dreams and Visions” with theologians who 
are as divided in their opinions today as were the priests in “baby doe’s” 
era over the fate of her soul. silver tabor clearly thought her mother was 
a mystic and wrote several accounts of miraculous mercies to their spiri-
tual advisor, a denver priest. The visitations by devils and the rescue by 
the divine led one oxford-trained theologian to call mrs tabor mystical, 
while another found her prose “crazy.” He said, “the mystics flow while 
this woman raves.” Without an education, without a confidant, without 
scribes, a library or servants, how could this dreamer compare with Julian 
of norwich or Theresa of avila? i posit that she was a rough-draft mystic, 
a former sinner like saul and augustine, who indeed had some contact 
with the divine. from a more secular perspective, lizzie tabor’s dream 
World demonstrates a Jungian archetypal quest of heroic proportions in 
which she valiantly tries to rescue her daughter silver — and the silver ore 
that had once made her infamously rich. in the dream World in which 
she vanquishes foes and seducers, lizzie becomes the Warrior mother.

Yet, like much of early women’s writing, the life-writing of “baby doe” 
is left only in the form of fragments. lizzie tabor was so impoverished that 
she resorted to scribbling in pencil on grocery sacks. she was so famous 
that her little cabin was looted after her death by treasure-seekers who, 
like the Widow tabor, simply couldn’t believe that all that silver was gone. 
Her papers have been pilfered, auctioned off, scattered to the winds. but 
to return to the mining metaphor, fragments indicate to geologists that 
disruption is occurring, that something is shifting. Just as “baby doe” was 
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adulterously disruptive in the old West, her “dreams and Visions” disrupt 
the pat legend of a shunned and silenced sinner, disturb our notions of nar-
rative and undermine the very idea of controlling female voice and desire.
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(fig. 1) Portrait of “baby doe” painted by Waldo c. love in 1935. This depiction is 
often used on opera programs and has become the major image of baby doe. 

courtesy of colorado Historical society
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(fig. 2) last-known photograph taken of mrs tabor outside her cabin, probably 1933. 

courtesy of colorado Historical society
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(fig. 3) silver dollar tabor, daughter of H.a.W. tabor being presented to President 
roosevelt by sheriff alexander nisbet and senator irby, President of the Press club at 

the chuck dinner given by the Press club, august 29, 1910.  
courtesy of colorado Historical society



marY austin and tHe cHallenges of caPturing 
Western american rHYtHms

Judy Nolte Temple

mary Hunter austin, a prolific and influential writer about the american West 
in the first three decades of the twentieth century, is the focus of this essay, 
just as she was the focus of controversy in her day. austin’s fiction and essays 
stirred up debate much like the dust devils in her twice-adopted home, the arid 
american southwest. austin provoked conversations among her contempo-
raries that still engage literary, environmental, ethnopoetic and feminist think-
ers today. austin was interested in (and opinionated on) questions fully “in the 
american grain:” who are authentic americans, what is “the proper destiny” 
of scarce western waters; how does landscape shape poetics; what are the poli-
tics of depicting western writing as “regional” rather than fully “american?”

during her lifetime, mary austin published over thirty-five books and 
hundreds of essays. she was lauded by george bernard shaw and honored 
by the national arts club. Yet her reputation declined by the time of her 
death in 1934 due to two factors, i believe. first, she diluted her talents by 
writing in so many genres for so many different publishers that, particu-
larly in the area of poetry, she might be considered a dilettante. secondly, 
austin embodied the american geographical restlessness that gave her no 
stable intellectual base: born in 1868 in the midwest, she was transported 
after graduating from college to california’s san Joaquin Valley by her na-
tal family, then on to the owens Valley by her husband, then lured to the 
carmel, california, writers’ colony by the opportunity to become a serious 
author, then to new York to be “near the heart of things” as fellow writer 
and colleague Willa cather put it. but austin was not comfortable in new 
York, where she sometimes repeated navajo chants while walking in order 
to compose herself. she made yearly trips back to california and was se-
duced anew late in life by the blooming yellow palo verde trees surround-
ing tucson, arizona. she eventually spent the last decade of her life in santa 
fe, new mexico, amidst its fledgling colony of anglo artists. (The role these 
artists played in commodifying the southwest and re-colonizing its non-
white inhabitants has been explored by scholars such as barbara babcock, 
lois rudnick, and molly mullin.) Perhaps austin spread herself too thin 
and too widely because, as a divorced woman with a daughter who remained 
dependent well into adulthood, austin relied upon writing for her income. 
using the apologia women have used from the time of christine de Pizan, 
austin protested that she wrote so much because she needed the money.
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due to the undying interest in topics near to the heart and pen of mary 
austin, however, her writing has undergone resurrection. currently, at least 
ten of her books are in print, as are two collections of her essays, as well as 
her “indian” plays. austin scholars have produced two biographies and two 
collections of academic essays. Panelists at Western american literature as-
sociation conferences regularly and heatedly debate whether austin was an 
anglo who epitomized “imperialist nostalgia” despite her good intentions, 
or a “woman of genius” far ahead of her time in recognizing indian voices 
and their spiritual power in the american southwest. i will briefly touch 
upon areas of controversy addressed by austin’s work that continue to vex 
the West today, then turn to what i consider her most ambitious and bold 
book, The American Rhythm (1923), for a closer case-study of the complex-
ities of austin’s thinking. i will focus on (1) the role of anglo intellectuals 
in the early twentieth-century “cycle of conquest” of the West, where they 
became new residents among indigenous and Hispanic peoples; (2) the ten-
sion between population, conservation, growth and preservation in the pre-
carious southwestern environment; and (3) the ethnocentrism, racism and 
sexism that writers like austin both voiced and resisted.

austin’s first book, The Land of Little Rain, published in 1903, put both 
the author and her beloved eastern sierra nevada region of california on 
the map of american letters. it describes in great detail the landscape, flora, 
fauna, and myriad peoples inhabiting the area between the mojave desert 
and the east slope of the awesome mountains which contain Yosemite na-
tional Park on their west slope. austin’s view of this land was distinct from 
that of her predecessor, naturalist John muir, for she devoted many chapters 
to the people living in that landscape, rather than finding them a distrac-
tion as muir did. austin also departed from her mentor charles lummis 
by taking a stand in this and other early books as a resident within a des-
ert community of eccentric “outliers” rather than as a visitor or a tramping 
tourist en route to somewhere else. on the other hand, austin’s opening in 
The Land of Little Rain later irritated edward abbey, who wrote of his frus-
tration with her “petticoat” descriptive language and her circumlocution 
about the exact location of this land. she began her book, “east away from 
the sierras, south from Panamint and amargosa, east and south many an 
uncounted mile, is the country of lost borders. ute, Paiute, mojave, and 
shoshone inhabit its frontiers, and as far into the heart of it as a man dare 
go. not the law, but the land sets the limit” (austin 1903, 3). This opening 
passage simultaneously shows both austin’s best intent — and her awkward 
gesture still germane to postcolonial Western studies: what is the position 
of the reflexive anglo resident newcomer in a land previously indian? aus-
tin stated in her Preface that she would not describe her beloved places by 
names that appeared in geography and “originate in the poor human desire 
for perpetuity.” rather, she chose to employ “the indian fashion of name-giv-
ing.” Thus austin boldly ignored the masculine anglo names from the land-
scape in an anticolonialist gesture, but then went on to appropriate indian 
names via english translation because she found them “always beautifully 
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fit” (3). to austin’s credit, she specifically named the varied indian groups 
who resided in her newfound land, but later in her book again generalized 
and homogenized native people, particularly in her chapter “The basket-
maker.” austin pronounced, “every indian woman is an artist – sees, feels, 
creates, but does not philosophize about her processes” (93). Thus within 
austin’s very first book we find the delicate dance between acknowledgment 
and appropriation of american indians. This author who has been praised 
by mark Hoyer for creating syncretic symbols that combined indian and 
anglo religious world views in her first book, is the same one who described 
herself as “lapping up indians” while she roamed the mojave desert region 
researching that book.

austin was also embroiled in a more concrete debate in this land of little 
rain, one regarding preservation versus wise use. she became passionately in-
volved in the california water wars that opened the twentieth century (and 
continue today) in the ongoing american dispute over preserving natural 
resources while at the same time “lapping them up.”austin understood the 
vital role of water in the arid West; her first book in fact followed various 
water trails and closed with the long-awaited arrival of the renewing rains, 
which she called “nurslings of the sky.” she even devoted a chapter, “other 
Water borders,” to the irrigation ditches that criss-crossed the landscape. 
While she wrote “it is difficult to come into intimate relations with appro-
priated waters,” austin and her husband Wallace had moved to this region 
of the sierra nevada in order to assist (and benefit from) a united states gov-
ernment plan for a massive agricultural irrigation program that would wa-
ter the desert and create 250 million acres of crop land. in fact, many of the 
trails described in The Land of Little Rain were first opened to mary austin 
because she walked along with her husband, who was surveying the land in 
preparation to altering it. ironically, it was mary austin’s own brother-in-law 
who bragged to los angeles planners that the owens river would someday 
support a network of farms like today’s imperial Valley and who took los 
angeles officials to see this river treasure in the land of little rain. in the en-
suing decades-long battle that pitted the little desert towns against the city 
of los angeles and its inconceivable engineering plans to bring water 270 
miles through mountains to feed the growing metropolis, mary austin’s 
husband appealed to President Theodore roosevelt, while she wrote pow-
erful essays in the rival San Franciso Chronicle newspaper. mary austin ar-
gued not for preservation, but for wise use of the precious water on behalf 
of small farms, a Jeffersonian stance she would maintain for the rest of her 
life. as late as the 1920s, she argued on behalf of dividing the waters of the 
colorado between seven western states so that the small farming commu-
nities like Phoenix, arizona, would benefit.

although austin was a feminist, she was not an eco-feminist nor even a 
preservationist, despite her eloquent word-portraits of sacred western spaces. 
Her 1906 book The Flock, for example, portrays the basque sheep herders of 
the eastern sierra with engaging intimacy while downplaying the enormous 
impact their grazing charges had on the forest environment, a stance that 
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landed her a position as consultant to the us forest service. i see austin as 
a prescient eulogist, for by her very presence in the fragile landscape she so 
movingly depicted, she embodied the anglo wave of settlement that would 
marginalize indians and appropriate waters in that arid region to create an 
irrigated verdant garden whose very fecundity would invite more settle-
ment. it is sadly ironic that austin, who was criticized during her years in 
the owens Valley as an “indian-lover” and as a bad mother who preferred 
to roam the wilds instead of tending to her domestic role, was later lambast-
ed for not returning to speak and write on behalf of the little communities 
who watched their life-giving waters being diverted to los angeles. austin 
had moved on, in the restlessness so characteristic of the american rhythm.

although austin lived for over a decade in new York city in order to 
promote her literary career, she remained intellectually and emotionally tied 
to the desert southwest and her ideas about its native inhabitants. as early 
as 1911, she was writing essays about what she variously called aboriginal or 
Amerind expression and its place within american literature. The culmina-
tion of her thinking appeared in The American Rhythm, a book published 
in 1923. in it, austin demonstrated what she thought she had learned from 
her adopted desert home and its native inhabitants, and then applied it to 
american poetics. The book is a complex case study of all that is engaging 
(and embarrassing) about austin: her earnestness in speaking on behalf of 
others that included her audacity to speak for others; her risk-taking theo-
ries about literary modernism, coupled with an over-general pontificating 
style she used to construct her essentialist arguments.

The American Rhythm was austin’s response to the intellectuals who 
were claiming that the roots of the new american blank verse poetry which 
displaced romanticism lay in classical antiquity. in contrast, austin argued 
that the core rhythm of this emerging american verse lay in indian rhythms 
drawn from the human heartbeat and the western landscape. she urged the 
poets to look to the West, as she had, for invigorating inspiration. austin 
claimed, for example, that the primal rhythm of wood-chopping that pow-
ered President abraham lincoln’s “gettysburg address” was more vir-
ile than the modernist male poets. she lamented the “braying of maimed 
voices/Hybrids of art and sociology/blaming the world and us for their 
lost potency” (quoted in metcalfe 1999). austin associated her own writing 
style with the western american rhythm by asserting that when she re-read 
her very first book with an ear to its meter, she discovered within it the ca-
dence of the tug and pull of the mojave stagecoach which had transported 
her across the landscape. While austin’s boast that she could listen to a re-
cording of an indian chant and thereby identify its origin in desert, plains 
or woodlands seems today preposterous, austin’s contemporaries such as 
critic mark Van doren were impressed by her “challenge which will make 
every honest american poet stop to examine himself” (metcalfe 1999, 70). 

austin’s intellectual argument on behalf of indians as the “american race 
singing in tune with the beloved environment” (austin 1923) is still compel-
ling. but her generalizations about “the dawn mind,” her theories about a 
pan-indian collective unconscious, and her lamentable poetic re-expressions 
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“in the indian manner” demonstrate that even this woman who advocated 
for indian voices felt entitled to appropriate them as raw material. The most-
criticized “austinism” in The American Rhythm is her claim that during her 
association with Paiutes in the owens Valley, she had learned to embody “the 
indian manner” of poetics due to her mimetic temperament. austin wrote, 
“that when i say i am not, have never been, nor offered myself, as an author-
ity on things amerindian, i do not wish to have it understood that i may not, 
at times, have succeeded in being an indian” (41). some scholars like dale 
metcalfe defend austin’s honesty about her status as an “indian wanabe,” in 
contrast to the more cautious language of today’s non-indian scholars. i also 
defend austin’s claim to “being an indian” as a brave albeit insensitively ex-
pressed act in which she viscerally located herself standing with indians, a 
group literally on the geographical and economic margins of american society. 

several feminist scholars have argued that anglo women like austin 
found opportunities via “playing indian” that they otherwise would not have 
in a male-dominated world. to me, this is confirmed by the literal location of 
an austin essay on aboriginal poetics printed in the prestigious Cambridge 
History of American Literature (and reprinted in blackbird, 2005). austin’s 
essay, “non-english Writings ii: aboriginal,” is placed in the Cambridge His-
tory as the very last — after an essay on oral literature (that includes scot-
tish ballads and cowboy songs) and after essays on non-english writings 
in german, french and Yiddish. austin’s hypothesis about the origin of an 
american rhythm within indian ritual might have been at the forefront of 
a small group of intelligentsia, but it appears to have been an afterthought in 
the cambridge series that codified what was important in american letters. 

near the end of her life, mary austin returned to yet another land of 
little rain, this time near santa fe, new mexico. she again repeated her 
pattern of residing in a new “exotic” place, resplendently writing about it in 
1924 as The Land of Journeys’ Ending, and then participating in the inevita-
ble reordering of the landscape in her final resting place. larry evers, in his 
preface to a 1983 edition of The Land of Journeys’ Ending, has aptly called 
austin’s book about her new homeland, the mature companion piece to her 
first southwestern book, a “frame for the whole of her work.” in this late-life 
meditative book, austin takes on the role of the prophet, in contrast to that 
of the modest walker in the much-earlier The Land of Little Rain. again, 
her standpoint is complex, for as she observes inscription rock, she finds 
it a palimpsest for the history of the southwest and castigates “men whose 
record, so far as we know it, was of violence and destruction; men to whom 
all indians were ‘varmints’ and all spanish-speaking, ‘greasers,’ and there-
fore plunderable” (austin 1983, 222). However, by the end of her book she 
invites her implied anglo reader to come taste the chiles of santa fe. in-
deed, austin as a new resident of little santa fe, inviting others to join her 
in the southwest, was a self-fulfilling and self-reproducing prophet of the 
new West: today’s santa fe, alas, is an anglo-dominated town for the first 
time in its 400-year recorded history. 

despite her sympathies and her studies of southwestern places, austin did 
not seem to understand that multicultural spaces can only exist when people of 
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color retain a “critical mass.” austin’s physical body in the southwest, as well as 
her body-of-work, changed the desert places so that anglo-dominant cultures 
made them out-of-balance. austin’s effect on the cultures of the southwest is 
far more complex than briefly presented here. for example, she led a move-
ment to preserve the nearby Hispanic folk chapel of chimayo and she left her 
estate to the indian arts fund of santa fe. but overall, mary austin unwit-
tingly embodied the lamentable “american rhythm” that still haunts us today. 
We “discover” a beautiful western landscape and peoples, we relocate to that 
place, changing it. We then eulogize that very place we have loved to its death.
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Pecos national Historical ParK: 
an interPretiVe VorteX

John Warnock

it would appear that there is a concentration of vortexes in the american 
southwest. a latinist might want to say “vortices” but i believe those in 
the know about these matters prefer “vortexes.” These vortexes are locat-
ed, i understand, on “power centers” that have been identified, not just 
in the southwest, it must be acknowledged. There’s one at mount fuji in 
Japan, for example, we are told. mount shasta in northern california is 
considered a power center. like mount fuji, it is a dormant stratovolcano.

Power centers and vortexes aren’t always to be found at the sites of dor-
mant volcanoes, however. a strong vortex, maybe even more than one, 
is to be found in northern arizona in the town of sedona, according to 
the town’s chamber of commerce. it was in sedona (as well as at mount 
shasta) that in 1987, a group of people gathered at what was thought to be 
an especially propitious planetary moment in an attempt to employ tech-
niques of group meditation to generate a “harmonic convergence” that 
would usher in a new age of spirituality. The results of this effort were, i 
believe, ambiguous.

Vortexes are suspected elsewhere in the american southwest, for ex-
ample at the sites of the many exceptionally scenic national Parks that 
have been established in this region, and in santa fe in northern new 
mexico, though not all that many have been authoritatively identified, as 
far as i know, so far. if volcanic activity is a good indicator, as the examples 
of mounts fuji and shasta might suggest, a likely candidate might be the 
Valle grande at the top of the Jemez mountains some forty miles west of 
santa fe. The Jemez mountains were created by a volcano just over a mil-
lion years ago, not so long ago in geological terms, and the Valle grande 
at the top is the huge caldera that remained when that volcano exploded 
with a force estimated by ted taylor, a nuclear weapons designer at los 
alamos national laboratory, at a thousand megatons. los alamos na-
tional laboratory is the descendant of site Y, the secret site in the Jemez 
mountains where the first atomic bomb was designed during World War 
ii. a thousand megatons is about seventy times more than the force re-
leased by the largest Hydrogen bomb the united states has detonated, 
which also was designed at the lab.

We may be getting our powers confused here, but the current uncer-
tainty about just where vortexes and power centers are to be found might 

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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well put us in mind of the situation in the american southwest during the 
late 1940s and early 1950s, when prospectors with geiger counters prowled 
the colorado plateau in search of uranium deposits suspected to be there. 
as we now know, these deposits were found in abundance. We may locate 
many more vortexes than have been identified so far but unfortunately we 
will have to do it without any indicators as reliable as a geiger counter. 
as far as i can tell, one locates a vortex by having the experience of being 
in one and it is the experience of being in a vortex that tells us we are at a 
power center. That seems to be how it works. The experience of being in a 
vortex is like … well, i guess you know it when you experience it. clearly 
it is something more than a little out of the ordinary.

Pecos national Historical Park has, of course, been officially certified 
by congress as an “historical park.”1 to my knowledge, the Park has not 
yet been identified as a power center or vortex. it has, however, been a site 
where not a few sensitive observers have had experiences that were out of 
the ordinary. i’d like to consider some of those here and ask whether they 
do not suggest that Pecos national Historical Park might deserve to be 
considered a site of particular power, perhaps even a vortex, though may-
be not of the usual sort. in the usual case, if we may speak in this way of 
something as unusual as a vortex, one comes by the extraordinary expe-
rience, it seems, in an unmediated way, simply by virtue of natural pow-
ers found to reside at the site, assisted, it may be, by the alignment of the 
planets. to experience the power at Pecos national Historical Park, i sus-
pect it may be necessary also to learn a little history.

but first, the setting. if you depart from santa fe, new mexico on in-
terstate 25 north, you will head not north but south and east. This is nec-
essary in order to get around the bottom of the sangre de cristo range, 
which is itself at the bottom of the rocky mountains that run north from 
this spot to the canadian border and beyond, before turning north again 
to head up the east face of the rockies toward raton Pass and colorado. 
about fifteen miles from santa fe on i-25 north, the highway crests glo-
rieta Pass and enters a river valley created by the Pecos river, which rises 
some miles north of the highway in the sangre de cristo range and flows 
south into what is now the upper Pecos river Valley, then south and east 
out of the valley and on down to the rio grande on the southern border 
of the united states with mexico. if you drive about ten miles past glo-
rieta Pass into the upper Pecos river Valley and look to your left, you 
may find that it is just possible to glimpse through the piñon and juniper 

1 established on June 28, 1965 as Pecos national monument, re-established and 
expanded as Pecos national Historical Park on June 27, 1990, the Park was expand-
ed again on november 8, 1990 to include the glorieta unit. in 2003 it covered 6,670 
acres in three separate areas in the Pecos and glorieta units. The Visitor center 
offers an excellent selection of books on subjects pertinent to the Park and the re-
gion. Thanks to the summer 2004 Park staff for generous assistance, especially Judy 
reed, chief of cultural resources.
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scrub, some adobe ruins lying on a low ridge. These ruins are what is left 
of a pueblo called cicuyé by the people who were living there when the 
spanish arrived, and, by the americans, Pecos Pueblo. The ruins of Pecos 
Pueblo are what brought the Pecos national monument into being in 1965 
and they are a kind of eye for the vortex that is Pecos national Historical 
Park. They are not the only source of interest, or power, in the current park, 
however. The national monument was converted into a national Histori-
cal Park because of a number of other significant historical and cultural 
resources that are found nearby, all of which, it seems to me can be seen 
to flow into each other in interesting ways.

The ruins lie in a beautiful setting, as power centers are wont to do. north 
and west of the Pueblo rise the big evergreen-clad slopes of the sangre de 
cristo mountains. to the south stands the high table-top of glorieta mesa. 
i freely admit, however, that this valley, beautiful as it is, does not have the 
slightly unearthly beauty of the red rocks of sedona or lonely snow-capped 
symmetry of mounts shasta and fuji. it may also be true that the presence 
of ruins disqualifies a place as a possible power center. The power centers 
at sedona and mount fuji seem to rely on a purely natural beauty for their 
power. some ruins are quite lovely, of course, but it must be admitted that 
the ruins of Pecos Pueblo do not have the grandeur of those to the west at 
bandelier or chaco canyon or mesa Verde. The ruins at Pecos Pueblo are 
pretty much, though not quite when you look more closely, just rounded 
hills of dirt on a low ridge, punctuated here and there by the entrances to 
excavated kivas, with some higher adobe walls rising at the end.

but now let us see what kind of power we might access by considering fur-
ther the history of this place. The first europeans ever to see cicuyé were the 
members of the spanish expedition led by francisco Vázquez de coronado, 
an expedition that was financed by him and others including the Viceroy of 
mexico, that had come north from mexico in 1540 in search of certain cities 
of gold that friar marcos de niza reported he had seen, from a distance, to be 
sure, just a few years earlier. coronado had found early on in the expedition, 
unfortunately, that, as he said, nothing was as fray marcos had reported it. 
fray marcos was sent back to mexico before they even arrived at cíbola. The 
cities of gold fray marcos had said he saw turned out to be the adobe build-
ings at Zuni Pueblo in what is now central new mexico. The indians at Zuni 
had resisted coronado’s troops (this was not their first experience with the 
spanish) but in the first battle between europeans and indians on the north 
american continent, they were defeated on the plains at Hawikuh. 

coronado still hoped to find something like what cortez had found 
at tenochtitlan/mexico city only twenty years earlier and, encouraged in 
this hope by the reports of a native informant from cicuyé named turk 
about a place called Quivira that lay in the plains to the east, coronado had 
continued on past Zuni to the banks of the rio grande where the expe-
dition wintered in another group of pueblos called tiguex. a group from 
the expedition continued east across glorieta Pass to visit cicuyé. neither 
was it a city of gold but on the day the spanish arrived there, eighty years 
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before the first english Pilgrims arrived on the atlantic coast some two 
thousand miles to the northeast, cicuyé was in all likelihood the greatest 
city within the present-day boundaries of america.

archeologists now agree that Pecos Pueblo came to the apex of its power 
in the mid- to late 1400s, as the last settlement surviving of a number that 
began to be built in the upper Pecos river Valley in the 1200s. The Pueb-
lo, with more than six hundred rooms, four to five stories, and many kivas, 
had become home to more than two thousand people. it isn’t known why it 
was the last survivor, perhaps there was some power there. it is known that 
the Pueblo was unusual in that its wealth came not from agriculture, as did 
the wealth of the Puebloan people living west of them in the rio grande 
Valley, nor from hunting vacas (which is what the spanish called the buf-
falo), as did the wealth of the plains tribes (whom the spanish called vaque-
ros). it came from trade. The Pueblo was positioned ideally between those 
two groups. great trading fairs were held in the large basin at the foot of 
the Pueblo. Peace was maintained at these trading fairs by a fighting force 
from the Pueblo that had proved to be invincible. Just before you leave the 
Visitors center at the Park, you can see on the wall a large painting that de-
picts one of these trading fairs. as you walk through the basin toward the 
ruins of the Pueblo, is it possible still to hear the hubbub and see the swirls 
of motion and smell the smells? might it have that power? in any case, this 
was Pecos Pueblo in 1540, just before the spanish came over glorieta Pass 
with their horses, their steel, their crossbows and harquebusses, their germs 
and their god, and a vortex began to turn for the people of Pecos Pueblo.

cicuyé did not resist the spanish at this first encounter in 1540. They 
knew what had happened at Hawikuh and had developed another strate-
gy. in the spring of 1541, coronado passed by cicuyé and on out into the 
great Plains east of it in search of Quivira. He covered a lot of ground in 
the great Plains that spring and summer, over a thousand miles in sev-
eral different directions, never for one day, he reported, being out of sight 
of the great dark vacas, the buffalo, that then covered those plains, whose 
meat fed them. in the end, the Quivira they found (now thought to have 
been in what is now central Kansas) was just a small village of straw huts 
beside a river, the biggest disappointment yet. coronado’s informant, the 
indian called the turk, now confessed that he and the indians of cicuyé 
had hoped to lead the spanish out into the plains and lose them there or at 
least weaken them so that they could be defeated on their return. coronado 
had the turk strangled and returned, indeed quite weakened, to cicuyé. 
We may imagine the feelings of the indians as they saw the horses coming 
toward them along the banks of the Pecos river. They did not invite the 
spanish in this time. The spanish, in their weakened condition, passed on 
across glorieta Pass to their encampment on the rio grande.

coronado did not go back right away to mexico where he knew disgrace 
and unhappy investors awaited. but while racing his horse at tiguex, he 
fell and was kicked in the head, and, seemingly disheartened by this ex-
perience, in 1542 he ordered the return. He left behind an elderly friar, at 
the friar’s request, of whom nothing was heard again.
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We may again imagine the feelings of the Pueblo indians, this time 
as they saw coronado depart. but fifty years later the spanish were back, 
in the form of an authorized expedition mounted by gaspar castaño de 
sosa. This time the people of cicuyé did fight. They were defeated. When 
the authorized colonizing expedition of Juan de oñate arrived seven years 
later, in the summer of 1598, the indians chose not to fight them.

The spanish came to settle this time and the evangelizing was no doubt 
more serious. in the early 1600s, the franciscan mission of nuestra se-
ñora de los angeles de Porciúncula was established at Pecos. new World 
churches were often built on top of sites that had been sacred to the na-
tive peoples, a practice that was hoped both to repress the native prac-
tice and to exploit any spiritual power the site might have. in 1620, the 
year the Pilgrims arrived on the atlantic coast two thousand miles to the 
northeast, construction began of a mission church at the Pueblo. it was, 
when finished, a huge structure, with side walls eight to ten feet thick and 
a back wall that was twenty-two feet thick with six great towers along its 
one hundred and forty-five foot length. it was in all likelihood the larg-
est single structure in north america at the time. it stood there, however, 
but sixty years.

in 1680, Puebloan people from Pecos in the east to Hopi in the west 
managed to organize themselves in spite of their tribal and language differ-
ences and to surprise the spanish in a combined attack, driving the span-
ish from the region, all the way south to el Paso del norte. Pecos Pueblo 
had an important role in this, the only successful revolt by indigenous peo-
ples against the europeans ever to take place in north america. as soon 
as the spanish were gone, the Pecos people demolished the great mission 
church, which, given its size, was no mean feat in itself, and reopened the 
kivas. only thirteen years later, however, in 1693, the spanish returned, 
reoccupied santa fe, and began to subdue the surrounding pueblos. before 
long, within the foundations of the great church that had been destroyed, 
another mission church had been constructed at Pecos. it is the ruins of 
this second smaller church that visitors to the Park see today at the end of 
the Pueblo. Those ruins, which lie upon other ruins, which lie upon other 
ruins, may of course retain some of the power they had. They are still a 
site for worship at the Pueblo, as we will see later.

for another century, Pecos Pueblo remained the easternmost outpost 
of spanish colonialism in the area and a significant trading center, though 
in a state of punctuated decline. diseases brought by the europeans took 
their usual toll. so did internal conflicts in the Pueblo and the depreda-
tions of the Plains tribes, who had been empowered by the acquisition 
of horses and firearms. These depredations fell both on the Pecos people 
and on the spanish colonists who had ventured east from santa fe across 
glorieta Pass, some of them settling on lands in the Pecos river Valley 
(remains of some of these early Hispanic settlements have been found 
within the present Park). in 1786, the spanish general Juan bautista de 
anza finally achieved peace with one of the fiercest of the Plains tribes, 
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the comanches, by defeating them in battle, and Hispanic settlement be-
gan to increase east of glorieta Pass. soon that trading center in the Pecos 
river Valley was moved thirty miles east from Pecos Pueblo to the colo-
nial town of san miguel del Vado, on the ford across the Pecos river that 
led out east into the plains, the llano. Pecos Pueblo continued to dwindle, 
its power, it would seem, continuing to diminish.

by 1838, Pecos Pueblo and the rest of the upper Pecos river Valley, as 
well as santa fe to the West, was part of the new nation of mexico by vir-
tue of the mexican revolution that in 1821 had succeeded in throwing off 
the spanish. We may suspect that the revolution didn’t make much dif-
ference to the few indians who remained at the Pueblo in 1821, except that 
after 1821, they would have begun to see american, not just native, trad-
ers approaching from the east and departing back that way on the santa 
fe trail, which ran hard by the Pueblo (trail ruts are found in the Park. 
can the turning wheels and the huffing of the animals be heard?). one 
of those traders was Josiah gregg, author of the classic Commerce of the 
Prairies (1844), an account drawn from his experiences as a trader in this 
region from 1831 to 1840. Here is gregg’s characterization of what traders 
of the time might have seen if they had looked from the trail toward the 
Pueblo that was once the greatest city in north america:

[t]he traveler would oftentimes perceive but a solitary indian, a woman, 
or a child, standing here and there like so many statues upon the roofs 
of their houses, with their eyes fixed on the eastern horizon, or lean-
ing against a wall or a fence, listlessly gazing at the passing stranger; 
while at other times not a soul was to be seen in any direction, and the 
sepulchral silence of the place was only disturbed by the occasional 
barking of a dog, or the cackling of hens. (gregg 1971, 190)

Pecos was one of only two towa-speaking pueblos in the region. The 
other was Jemez Pueblo, some eighty miles west in the rio grande Valley. 
some time around 1838, the last few Pecos people gave it up and departed 
for Jemez Pueblo, two years short of the three hundredth anniversary of 
the arrival of the spanish. it had taken a while, but history had swallowed 
Pecos Pueblo. or perhaps not quite, as we shall see.

still, in 1846, there was no one left in the Pueblo to gaze upon the 
american general Kearney’s army of the West or to be seen by them as 
that army marched west along the santa fe trail on its way to occupy-
ing santa fe before pressing further south along the rio grande and the 
camino real into mexico in the mexican-american War. traveling in the 
train of general Kearney’s army with her trader husband samuel was the 
eighteen-year-old, newly-wed susan magoffin, who, the day before she ar-
rived in santa fe, visited the Pueblo site, and for whom

[i]t created sad thoughts when i found myself riding almost heedlessly 
over the work of these once mighty people. There perhaps was pride, 
power and wealth, carried to its utter most limit. […] The only part 
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standing is the church. We got off our horses at the door and went in, 
and i was truly awed. i should think it was sixty feet by thirty. […] The 
ceiling is very high and doleful in appearance; the sleepers are carved 
in hieroglyphical figures, as is also the great door, altar and indeed all 
the little woodwork about it, showing that if they were uncivilized or 
half-civilized as we generally believe them, they had at least an idea of 
grandeur. some parts of it, too, have the appearance of turned work, 
though it is difficult to decide, it is so much battered to pieces. […] all 
around the church at different distances are ruins; the side of the one 
house remains perfect still, and ‘tis plain to see a three storied build-
ing once was there. […] The place too has the appearance of having 
been once fortified, from the number of great stones lying all around 
it, and which they must have used in this way as they are too large for 
the building of houses. (magoffin 1982, 99-102)

eighteen-year-old susan magoffin clearly did not ride her horse among 
these ruins “heedlessly.” The church whose ruins had this powerful effect 
on her was the smaller church built within the foundations of the great 
mission church that was destroyed in 1680, smaller but still for her pow-
erful in its effect. Their effect was to make her feel “sad” and “awed” and 
also respectful and curious, to the point that she found herself question-
ing some of the received wisdom about the low level of “civilization” of the 
former inhabitants. two years after the ruins of the church and the Pueblo 
had this effect on susan magoffin, the treaty of guadalupe Hidalgo was 
signed and the site of Pecos Pueblo became for the first time part of the 
new american southwest.

The events of Willa cather’s novel, death Comes for the Archbishop, 
which was first published in 1927, follow very closely actual historical events 
from the period soon after 1848 when the area became incorporated into 
the united states following the mexican-american War. in 1850, an actual 
bishop in the catholic church (later to be made an archbishop) named 
Jean baptiste lamy (b. 1814 in france) was appointed by the church to 
protect and consolidate the position of the church in this new portion, 
and a big portion it was, of america. granting that cather allowed herself 
some license in novelizing this history, it is apparent that in many respects 
she composed it very closely along the lines of actual historical characters 
and events. Though bishop lamy and his fellow priests appear under in-
vented names — lamy is renamed latour in the novel — a number of ac-
tual historical personages, Padre martínez and Kit carson among them, 
appear in the novel under their own names. father latour’s crowning 
achievement in the novel, at least in the world’s terms, is the construction 
of a handsome romanesque cathedral in santa fe that is just like the one 
father lamy did in fact have built there at the end, la fonda, of the santa 
fe trail, between 1869 and 1886, also on the ruins of an earlier church.

at about the middle of cather’s novel, father latour sets out from santa 
fe on horseback, accompanied by his faithful indian retainer, on a jour-
ney to attend to a priestly companion who, he has been told, has fallen ill 
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in las Vegas, a settlement some sixty miles east up the santa fe trail. at 
the end of his first day of travel, latour finds himself at Pecos Pueblo, as in 
fact one likely would do after a day riding on horseback from santa fe. a 
storm is approaching. The retainer accompanying father latour, Jacinto, 
is, we learn, a Pecos indian and latour spends the night in the Pueblo as 
Jacinto’s guest. This event is in fact an historical anachronism because, as 
we are told in what is cather’s only historical footnote in the novel, the last 
Pecos indian had left the Pueblo some years before the americans came to 
occupy new mexico. cather’s novel shows the Pueblo as still inhabited at 
the time of latour’s visit, though clearly in serious decline, with only a few 
indians remaining. most of the dwellings are empty, “ruined by weather 
and now scarcely more than piles of earth and stone” (cather 1971, 123). 
latour sees that the Pueblo is a doomed place.

 it turns out that latour has heard things about Pecos Pueblo and its 
people, disturbing things, about their continuing worship of a great snake 
they keep hidden some place, to which, it is said, they may have fed and 
may still be feeding some of their children. latour is not inclined to be-
lieve these tales but he also suspects that there are mysteries about the in-
dians that “white men” will never be able to understand.

in the morning after their overnight stay in the Pueblo, latour and Jacinto 
set out on the next leg of their journey but they are quickly caught in a blizzard 
and find themselves in desperate circumstances. Jacinto, it turns out, knows 
a secret place where they might find refuge and they just manage to reach it. 
it is a cave, the entrance to which lies between two ledges that look like “two 
great stone lips.” inside, it is a “lofty cavern, shaped somewhat like a gothic 
chapel.” a ladder leads down into the cave and on his way down the ladder, 
father latour is “struck by a reluctance, an extreme distaste for the place.” He 
detects “a fetid odour, not very strong but highly disagreeable.” Jacinto becomes 
agitated and tells father latour that he is not sure it was right to bring him 
to this place and that when he leaves he must never mention it. father latour 
assures him he will not. Jacinto then goes to the rear wall of the cavern where 
“there seemed to be a hole” that was “about as large as a very big watermelon, 
of an irregular oval shape,” and he proceeds to wall up this hole with stones 
and mud. The fetid odor disappears. (cather 1971, 126 ff.)

Jacinto then builds a fire and now latour perceives “an extraordinary 
vibration in the cavern” that “hummed like a hive of bees, like a heavy 
roll of distant drums.” He asks Jacinto if he too hears this and Jacinto then 
takes him deeper into the cave and tells him to put his ear to a fissure there. 
father latour remains there listening for a “long while.” He tells himself 
that he is “listening to one of the oldest voices of the earth.” He decides that 

[w]hat he heard was the sound of a great underground river […] far, 
far below, perhaps as deep as the foot of the mountain, a flood moving 
in utter blackness under ribs of antediluvian rock. […] [it was] not a 
rushing noise, but the sound of a great flood moving with majesty and 
power. (cather 1971, 130)
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i’m not sure how father latour knew that he was listening to an under-
ground river and not something else, but even if he was right to assume 
that, it seems clear enough that he felt himself to be in the presence of the 
kind of thing people in vortexes may feel. He was hearing not just a river 
but “a great flood moving with majesty and power.” The experience he has 
in this cave is not something the catholic archbishop can embrace as a 
welcome source of a new spirituality, but the spiritual dimensions of the 
experience are beyond doubt. The patch of daylight they can see between 
the stone lips fades and they sleep, but neither latour nor Jacinto sleeps easy.

in the morning, they set out again, the ill priest is found, and is found 
to have already mended. father latour never speaks of the cave to anyone, 
as he promised Jacinto he would not, but he remembers it from time to 
time, always with a “shudder of repugnance” and remains curious about 
the “dark legends” (cather 1971, 122) concerning the Pecos indians. cather 
does not satisfy this curiosity, for him or for us.

What father latour felt was clearly something more powerful than the 
“isn’t that interesting?” response many of us may have to learning about 
such legends. Was this sense of a special power in this place simply a ro-
mantic attribution by a euroamerican colonizer? Perhaps. Perhaps not. it 
turns out that indians have also felt that there is a power associated with 
the people of this place. in his novel House Made of Dawn (1968), scott 
momaday gives us the following characterization a group in residence at 
Jemez Pueblo in the 1950s called The eagle Watchers society.

it was an important society, and it stood apart from the others in a 
certain way. This difference — this superiority — had come about a 
long time ago. before the middle of the last century, there was received 
into the population of the town [of Jemez Pueblo] a small group of im-
migrants from the tanoan city of bahkyula, a distance of seventy or 
eighty miles to the east. These immigrants were a wretched people, for 
they had experienced great suffering. Their land bordered upon the 
southern Plains, and for many years they had been an easy mark for 
marauding bands of buffalo hunters and thieves. They had endured 
every kind of persecution until one day they could stand no more and 
their spirit broke. They gave themselves up to despair and were then 
at the mercy of the first alien wind.
[…] it is said that the cacique [of Jemez Pueblo] himself went out to 
welcome and escort the visitors in. The people of the town must have 
looked narrowly at those stricken souls who walked slowly toward 
them, wild in their eyes with grief and desperation. […] They carried 
four things that should serve thereafter to signal who they were: a sacred 
flute; the bull and horse masks of Pecos; and the little wooden statue 
of their patroness maria de los angeles, who they called Porcingula.
[…] [t]hose old men and women […] had made that journey along the 
edge of oblivion. There was a look about these men, even now. it was 
as if, conscious of having come so close to extinction, they had got a 
keener sense of humility than their benefactors, and paradoxically a 
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greater sense of pride. […] They had acquired a tragic sense, which gave 
to them as a race so much dignity and bearing. They were medicine 
men; they were rainmakers and eagle hunters. (momaday 1968, 14-15)

momaday, a Kiowa indian and long-time resident of Jemez, invokes 
here a power that is believed to have come to the descendants of the indi-
ans of Pecos Pueblo by virtue of what the Pecos people had suffered there, 
a suffering that stood out among the sufferings of other native peoples. eu-
roamerican scholars now know that when the last of the Pecos indians left 
their Pueblo, probably in 1838, they did in fact go to Jemez Pueblo, “some 
seventy or eighty miles” to their west, which was the only other pueblo 
where the language of the Pecos people, towa, was spoken. momaday is 
here helping us to imagine what their arrival at Jemez might have been like 
and suggesting also that the desperate experience of these people has given 
them power as medicine men. no snakes in this story, but power, certainly. 

When father latour stops at Pecos Pueblo on this journey, he ponders 
why it has fallen to its present state and reflects that it might have “had 
more than its share of history.” (cather 1971, 122) This is an interesting 
expression. What can it mean? We have the history we have and just like 
abraham lincoln’s legs, they are just long enough to reach us to the ground. 
but of course, “history” here means something like “suffering and loss.” in 
cather’s account, that history is imagined to offer the grounds for a kind 
of empathy but in momaday’s account, the matter is taken a step further 
and imagined to confer real spiritual power.

two miles north of Pecos Pueblo was the town (“town” is pueblo in span-
ish) of Pecos. in some historical accounts, the two sites seem to have been 
confused. but the town of Pecos was an Hispanic rather than an indian en-
clave, first settled by immigrants who had come east across glorieta Pass 
from santa fe into the Pecos Valley after it became reasonably safe to do so. 
The town of Pecos is not part of Pecos national Historical Park. but before 
the last Pecos indians left the Pueblo in about 1838, they removed from the 
sanctuary of the mission church the painting of our lady of Porciúncula 
that was there and offered it to st. anthony’s Parish in the town of Pecos on 
the condition that it be returned to the mission church every feast day, the 
first sunday in august, for a mass. almost continuously from that year to 
this, the people of the town of Pecos have honored this commitment and in 
a procession from the town have returned the painting and celebrated mass, 
converging there with descendants of the Pecos indians who come back from 
Jemez for the occasion. in this spot, within the ruins of a church that had 
been built within the ruins of an earlier church that had in all likelihood 
been built on the ruins of the most important kiva in cicuyé, an annual fes-
tival of worship has happened for almost a hundred and fifty years, continu-
ing a spiritual practice that antedated the arrival of the europeans in north 
america. Power centers have been declared on slimmer evidence than this.

but this consideration has taken us ahead of ourselves. There is more evi-
dence of power here in the historical record, with a twist in the vortex. let 
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us return to 1848, the year when this area first became part of the american 
southwest, along with (if you count the california coast) about half of what 
had been mexico, by virtue of the treaty of guadalupe Hidalgo that ended 
the mexican-american War. after 1848, trade along the santa fe trail con-
tinued. in 1858, seven years after bishop lamy arrived in santa fe to begin his 
work for the church, an entrepreneur from Poland named martin Kozlowski 
established a stage stop within sight of Pecos Pueblo to serve travelers on the 
trail. Kozlowski salvaged timbers and adobe bricks from the mission church 
that susan magoffin had visited twelve years before. He said he believed he 
had permission from the people now claiming to be the private owners of 
the Pueblo to do so. it is not certain how much damage Kozlowski’s actions 
caused. Photographs taken thirty years after Kozlowski’s salvage operation 
show that even at that later date there was about twice as much building as 
there is today. The remnant of this church now being preserved in the Park 
is still, however, the largest remaining structure at the Pueblo site. not far 
away, across Highway 63, visitors may also see the buildings of Kozlowski’s 
ranch, built in part from timbers taken from the church.

before we come down too hard on Kozlowski, we might recognize that 
he had done no more, in fact much less, than the Pecos people did in 1680. 
furthermore his buildings were shortly to do service to the nation. in 1861, 
the War came, the american civil War. in 1862, in a little known chap-
ter of that War, a group of texans under general Henry sibley who had 
allied themselves with the confederacy undertook to capture the ameri-
can southwest with its gold fields and its unblockade-able Pacific coast-
line. sibley’s troops, about two thousand five hundred of them, came west 
from texas through the northern part of mexico, entered the united states 
at el Paso del norte, pressed up the rio grande, challenged and then by-
passed the union detachment at fort craig, and in short order occupied 
santa fe, intending next to cross glorieta Pass, continue on up the santa 
fe trail to capture fort union, and then take the gold fields in southern 
colorado. as sibley’s soldiers rested after occupying santa fe, a force of 
thirteen hundred fifty union soldiers and volunteers from colorado and 
new mexico set off down the santa fe trail from fort union to oppose 
them. The union soldiers set up camp at Kozlowski’s ranch.

on march 26, 1862, advance forces from the two armies ran into each 
other just west of glorieta Pass. after a day of fighting, the union forces 
retreated back east to Kozlowski’s ranch, the texans west to apache can-
yon west of glorieta Pass. both sides waited for a day for reinforcements. 
on march 28, the main battle was joined, this time east of glorieta Pass 
because the texans had pushed so far forward. at the end of the day, the 
confederate texans had driven the union forces from the field and ap-
peared to have won the day. but during the fighting a detachment of union 
soldiers, guided in all likelihood by Hispanic locals, had set out over glo-
rieta mesa in an effort to flank the texans. in apache canyon, behind the 
confederate lines, they had come upon the eighty wagons of the confeder-
ate supply train, very nearly all their supplies, very nearly undefended. The 
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union detachment had streamed off the mesa into the canyon, burned the 
wagons, killed the animals, spiked the weapons. When news of this event 
reached the leader of the texans, he knew the day was lost and much more 
than that. He withdrew from the field. There was no means of resupply. The 
texans had left no friends behind them in santa fe. The indians throughout 
the region were more active now too since the attentions of the united states 
military were elsewhere. sibley’s troops faded away. it is not known how 
many of them made it home. The confederate campaign in the american 
southwest was over. a granite memorial to the texans was later erected by 
the daughters of the confederacy on the side of the road that runs through 
the battlefield site. it has been pock-marked by bullets, how recently, it is hard 
to tell. The nearby memorial to the union forces, erected later, is unmarked.

do battlefield sites have vortex power? many who visit them seem to be 
searching for something like this experience, for more than information or 
history at any rate. We may suspect that those who know something of the 
history of the War and the battle have an advantage here, as might those with 
some experience of ground combat, as might those with healthy imagina-
tions. Within the Park, hard by the two-lane road, route 50, that leads from 
the town of Pecos to the interstate and passes through much of the battle-
field site, there is a small square adobe building called Pigeon ranch that 
served as a field hospital during the battle, for both sides at different times. 
evidence has been discovered there of the arms and legs that were tossed 
out the window after amputations.

if that union detachment had not happened upon that supply train, if the 
supply train had been well defended, how would things have been different? 
in matters of what has been called alternative history, one never knows, but 
it is not difficult to imagine that matters might have gone very differently 
in this War, that at the very least the war would have gone on much longer 
than it did. is attaining harmonic convergence a matter of developing the 
power to imagine such possibilities? if so, this aspect of the Pecos site seems 
to me to offer that power. significant portions, but not all, of the glorieta 
battlefield have been incorporated into Pecos national Historical Park. much 
of  the battlefield site remains on private land, which means that the invi-
tations to the imagination have not yet been developed by the Park service 
as thoroughly as they might like, but this may be an advantage, since when 
some possibilities of imagination are developed, others must be foreclosed. 

northbound interstate 25 runs right through apache canyon, the 
place where the texans’ supply train was surprised and the tide turned. 
Thousands of people a day drive through apache canyon on this inter-
state highway, many, no doubt, without knowing what happened there or 
feeling any vortex power that may abide. at the approach to glorieta Pass, 
northbound drivers will come upon a small but colorful stand on the right 
hand side of the interstate that memorializes this battle that some call the 
“gettysburg of the West.” it’s worth a stop. When i stopped, it wasn’t clear 
to me who had built this intriguing roadside stand, but it was clear enough 
that he was one who had found power at the site.
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With the discomfiture of the texans at glorieta Pass, organized fight-
ing in the region of Pecos Pueblo was over, but there would be other kinds 
of conquests and changes. The railroads came down the trail next, bring-
ing with them their power to transform.

The atchison, topeka, and santa fe railroad arrived in the upper 
Pecos river Valley in 1880, eighteen years after the decisive battle at glo-
rieta, six years before archbishop lamy’s cathedral was completed in san-
ta fe. it had closely followed the route of the santa fe trail from Kansas 
(Quivira?) to Pecos, as, in another kind of convergence, the santa fe trail 
had no doubt followed some of the old trade routes of the indians. The 
railroad opened up a number of possibilities in the american southwest, 
including possibilities for the imagination. one of these possibilities be-
gan to be realized in the Pecos river Valley when in 1925 one tex austin 
bought five thousand acres along the Pecos river not far from the ruins 
of Pecos Pueblo and established there a ranch he called the forked light-
ning. The ranch house, which also is now included in Pecos national His-
torical Park, was one of the first buildings designed by John gaw meem, a 
transplanted architect then living in santa fe who would go on to become 
one of the principal sponsors and creators of the Pueblo revival style, al-
so known as the santa fe style, and, even more loosely, as the southwest-
ern style. meem, that is to say, was an important creator of the american 
southwest as a style, as was tex austin in his way. tex austin’s ranch was 
a new kind of ranch that was emerging in this era, called a “dude ranch,” 
that is, a ranch for people who were not ranchers (austin recruited heav-
ily in the east) but who could now come on the train to the area on vaca-
tion. born in st. louis in 1886 as clarence van nostrand, tex austin had 
re-named himself and become a promoter of rodeos, staging a number 
of them back east, including in london, before he established the forked 
lightning ranch on the banks of the Pecos river. some of the dudes who 
patronized his ranch were those other purveyors of fantasy, the newly fa-
mous movie stars. movie stars have a taste for the area even today. Jane 
fonda and Val Kilmer both have owned spreads along the Pecos river.

tex austin’s promotions were successful for a while but in the great 
depression he lost the forked lightning ranch. before he did, however, 
another transforming presence had appeared. an automobile roadway, 
the now iconic route 66 had come into the valley following the track of 
the railroad that had followed the track of the santa fe trail that had fol-
lowed the indian trading routes. route 66 was later re-routed to the south 
but cabins that served tourists on old route 66 have been identified in the 
glorieta unit of Pecos national Historical Park. interstate 25, a four-lane 
divided highway that is a far cry from route 66 and an even farther cry 
from the santa fe trail that preceded it through the valley, now sweeps 
through the area. along its margins we see the gold and brown signs that 
mark the route as the Historic santa fe trail.

at just the time that the southwestern style was being created in this 
fashion in the Pecos river Valley, the foundations of a science of south-
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western archeology were being established there in work being done at 
Pecos Pueblo by alfred V. Kidder, an archeologist with a Phd from Har-
vard who had conceived a serious interest in the american southwest. in 
1915, Kidder had begun work in and around the Pueblo, which was still 
taken to be privately owned. When in 1925 tex austin bought the nearby 
land for his ranch, Kidder was still at it at the Pueblo and would be for an-
other four years. by digging through the tips on the hillsides below what 
had been the walls of the Pueblo, and analyzing the different layers of what 
the residents of the Pueblo had dumped there, Kidder was able to develop 
a system for dating the kinds of artifacts he found, principally potshards 
but also tools and weapons, a system that spanned the more than thou-
sand-year history of the Pueblo people. These findings could then be used 
to date sites elsewhere in the american southwest whose dates were at that 
time entirely unknown. Kidder’s findings were also able to document the 
thousand-mile reach of the trade at Pecos Pueblo at its peak. His Introduc-
tion to the Study of Southwestern Archaeology, published in 1924, was the 
first synthesis of north american prehistory based on empirical science. 
in this work Kidder developed, we could say, ways in which imaginings 
about the peoples and histories of the region could be informed by scien-
tific research, surely another source of harmonic power.

Kidder shipped what he found at the Pueblo back east to his sponsor, the 
Peabody museum in massachusetts. He knew that descendants of the last 
inhabitants of Pecos Pueblo were to be found in Jemez Pueblo to the west, 
but at the time, the anthropological community did not imagine that those 
people had any claim on the artifacts or human remains Kidder had dug 
up. attitudes about this changed over time. (We might wonder what pow-
er was at work in this change?) in 1990, the same year that Pecos national 
monument, established at the Pueblo in 1965, became Pecos national His-
torical Park, the native american graves Protection and repatriation act 
was passed by the united states congress. This act gave the descendants 
of the Pecos people a clear legal right to the artifacts. soon after the act 
was passed, many of the artifacts Kidder had shipped east were returned to 
Pecos national Historic Park for cataloging. many artifacts were eventual-
ly entrusted to the Pecos national Historical Park and are now kept in the 
archives on the site, but in 1999, a number of the artifacts were re-buried at 
the Pueblo by descendants of the former inhabitants. When the repatria-
tion was complete, a celebratory mass was held in the ruins of the mission 
church, on feast day in 1999, attended by the descendants of Pecos people 
along with others who had sponsored the repatriation. We can expect the 
power of this place to have been enhanced by these actions, it seems to me, 
for those who have some knowledge of them, indian or not.

What can happen now when one visits this site? We have some recent 
testimonials of interest. one is from douglas Preston, who in his Cities of 
Gold (1992) recounts his experience of recapitulating on horseback coro-
nado’s 1540 entrada 450 years later, riding from the point on the mexican 
border where coronado entered what is now the united states through 
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the despoblado in northern arizona to cíbola, now known as Zuni, in 
northern new mexico, and ending at Pecos Pueblo. Preston’s rich and 
vivid narrative is filled out with well-researched accounts of coronado’s 
journey and experiences and with accounts of more recent history and of 
what the region is like now along the way.

about Pecos Pueblo at the time of coronado, Preston writes:

in 1540, cicuyé—Pecos—was probably the greatest city within the present-
day boundaries of america. for over three centuries, the Pecos indians 
had held sway over the Pecos river Valley, and they had grown wealthy 
and proud. in 1540, they were at the apex of their power. […] in the decline 
and fall of this city, which took place across three centuries, the history 
of the southwest would be reflected in microcosm. (Preston 1992, 448)

Preston then offers a condensed account of what happened in those 
three centuries. in the next chapter, he describes his own arrival on horse-
back at Pecos Pueblo on a darkening day not unlike the day on which fa-
ther latour arrived there, and observes: 

once the very life of the southwest revolved around Pecos; it stood at 
the center of the world. now it lay at the darkening edges of history. i 
felt here, more than anywhere else, the silent dumb amoral weight of 
history. This was the endpoint of our journey, but it was an ending of 
another sort. There was a kind of death squatting here among the ru-
ins of Pecos, a death worse than mere loss of life. This was the death of 
a people, a culture, an entire world. (Preston 1992, 459-460)

it is not difficult to see how Preston was brought to this point in his 
reflections, a point at which he is painfully aware of what has been lost in 
the vortex. on the other hand, as we have seen above, that earlier world 
is not yet entirely dead and one could at the site reflect instead on how 
the story of this place has been given new life, by excellent accounts like 
Preston’s, for example, by the Park, and by the repatriation of artifacts that 
happened not long after Preston’s visit.

in his Majestic Journey (1987) stewart udall offers his own account of 
coronado’s entrada as part of a larger effort udall makes in this book to 
re-position the spanish history in the region, recovering it from the four 
centuries of neglect and disdain it has suffered at the hands of anglo-eu-
ropeans and -americans. about our subject, udall writes:

The narrow valley occupied by the Pecos indians is drenched in his-
tory. […] Here one can absorb a millennial story of human striving 
that begins with antiquity and ends when the first railroad engines 
surmounted glorieta Pass in 1880. (udall 1987, 96-97)

This is a place, he has written, “to pause and ponder where our civili-
zation came from — and where it is going.”
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Preston begins the account of his recapitulation of coronado’s entrada 
by telling a little story of something that happened to him before he con-
ceived the project, not long after he arrived in santa fe as an immigrant 
from the american northeast. one evening in march, he had walked to a 
little hillock behind his house to watch the sun set. He noticed at his feet 
“what looked like a few shards of glass glinting in the sun.”

disgusted, i reached down to collect them, only to discover that they 
weren’t glass at all, but flakes of obsidian, each chip as thin and precise 
as a contact lens. many centuries ago, an indian had stopped here and 
deftly flaked out an arrowhead before continuing on his way. it was 
a perfect little spot to stop for a rest, with a view of the bosque sur-
rounding the santa fe river, and out across the plains south of town; 
an excellent place to search for game or an enemy. or maybe, to this 
unknown knapper, it was just a lovely view.
 it was a moving, and unsettling, little discovery. in coming to new 
mexico, i had unexpectedly felt myself an alien—an immigrant—in 
my own country, and this lithic scatter reinforced this feeling. i was 
reminded that we americans are interlopers on this continent; that 
we have built our great and towering civilization on the wreckage of a 
past that we know almost nothing about and can scarcely comprehend. 
This sprinkling of obsidian, this trash of a distant time, represented 
something that had once been alive and vibrant, and that had left its 
ghostly traces all over the southwest. (Preston 1992, 18-19)

We might wish to note that “we americans” now must be imagined as 
including the descendants of the Pecos people now living at Jemez Pueblo, 
for example, not just immigrants from the american northeast. but this is 
a common enough error, and what is more important here, i think, is that 
it would seem that Preston found a place of power on that little hillock, 
the power coming in this case both from Preston’s realization of his own 
great ignorance about what had come before in this place and from his 
powerful sense of connection with those who had preceded him in time.

it is time now for a confession. i’m not really sure what a harmonic con-
vergence is or how i could be sure i had achieved one, or been part of one, 
since it seems to be a communal achievement. i do feel confident, however, in 
joining Willa cather, Josiah gregg, susan magoffin, scott momaday, doug-
las Preston, stuart udall, and others, including the dedicated and enthusi-
astic Park rangers i have spoken with at Pecos national Historical Park, in 
saying that this is a place of power. in this place one may access this power 
from a number of different starting points, and enter a range of what might 
be described as vortexes of imagination and interpretation. The power that 
is in this place is not, however, to be achieved in some purely aesthetic or 
technical fashion. The Pecos river Valley is a beautiful place but not one, 
it seems to me, whose beauty seems all by itself to produce the power that 
is there. nor would i expect that someone standing among the remains of 
Pecos Pueblo, now not much more than humped piles of dirt, excavated ki-
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vas and parts of the walls of a ruined mission church, would be able to sense 
this power simply by employing techniques of group meditation. as i see it, 
the power of this place is accessible only, or perhaps i should be more care-
ful and say primarily, when the observer has attained a kind of knowledge 
we might call humanistic, that is, historical and literary and, i would want 
to say, rhetorical since the rhetorical kind of knowledge, i believe, entails 
a special appreciation of specific situation and dramatic action. from the 
rhetorical point of view, for example, we may appreciate more readily how 
the power of the place might differ substantially depending on whether the 
person attempting to get access to that power was, say, a current resident at 
Jemez Pueblo, a resident of the town of Pecos, a neo-native from santa fe, 
a native from elsewhere in the american southwest, a civil War buff, an 
american historian, a secretary of the interior concerned with indian issues, 
as stewart udall was; a trader, a trucker, a texan. i can certainly imagine that 
this place could speak powerfully to all such people and that it might, fur-
thermore, help the people visiting the place to imagine themselves as other 
people, that the power here could be in this way sympathetic, harmonic, con-
vergent. This, it seems to me, is a kind of power especially to be cherished.
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(fig. 1) Photograph of a feast day mass in the mission church at Pecos national Historical 
Park with painting of our lady of Porciuncula over the altar. taken by the author
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(fig. 2) Photograph of the ruins of the mission church with an excavated kiva in the 
foreground. taken by the author

(fig. 3) Photograph of north ruins of Pecos Pueblo. taken by the author
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(fig. 4) Photograph of tex austin’s forked lightning ranch. taken by the author



tHe creation of tHe american soutHWest as a site 
for militarY-industrial adVenture

John Warnock

in “The southwest: an essay on the land,” written to accompany a col-
lection of photographs of the southwest by ansel adams, lawrence clark 
Powell, the well-known and devoted modern commentator on the ameri-
can southwest, evoked the region and its history in the following terms: 

i have taken my place in the company of travelers in the southwest, and 
i go with their books in my baggage and their ghosts at my side. They 
are friendly ghosts. some are heroic, more are obscure. first came don 
francisco Vasquez de coronado. although he did not find the golden 
cities of cibola (they proved to be the adobe pueblos of the indians), 
coronado surely had a great trip. if there was no poetry in him when 
in 1540 he and his men marched up the valley of the san Pedro, deep 
into arizona and new mexico and as far as the present-day nebras-
ka, was he indifferent to the sky’s blueness and its glitter at night? to 
his dying day did he not remember the smell of mesquite with which 
his men made their fires? four hundred and thirty-six years later, the 
valley of the san Pedro is still thicketed with huge mesquites. if coro-
nado came for gold and Kino for god, now in our time the poet and 
the photographer come for the glory of form and the color of earth 
and sky. (Powell, in adams 1976, xix)

a reading of the scanty documentary record of coronado’s expedition 
makes it clear why Professor Powell felt he needed to put into interrogatory 
form his speculations about whether coronado appreciated the landscape 
of the american southwest. There is in fact no evidence that coronado and 
his troops were anything but indifferent to the southwestern sky’s “blue-
ness” and its “glitter at night” or to the smell of mesquite with which his 
men made their fires, or to the “glory of form” that Powell and other modern 
commentators take to be a fundamental feature of the american southwest.

coronado has not been alone in his apparent insensitivity to what we 
now take to be the charms of the american southwest. His project in com-
ing to the southwest, or what for him was the northern frontier of new 
spain, was of course conquest and plunder, on the model of what cortez 
had achieved just twenty years earlier in mexico city/tenochtitlan. He was 
seeking the cities of gold not to appreciate their splendor but to get the 
gold. because he didn’t get the gold, his expedition was accounted a failure.

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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We may be able to make coronado’s motives more palatable by recog-
nizing that he was accompanied, as were all the conquistadors, by friars 
whose official aim was to save the souls of any heathen inhabitants who 
might be encountered by converting them to christianity. The friars’ ex-
peditions could be accounted a success if they saved one soul, even if they 
lost their own lives in the process, which not a few did over time, includ-
ing, perhaps, those who stayed behind when coronado went home.

The friars’ contribution here is a form of what mary Pratt calls “anti-
conquest.” in her wonderful book, Imperial Eyes (1992), which is a study of 
how southern africa and the new World were “produced” for european 
colonization by the travel writing of the eighteenth and nineteenth centu-
ries, notably that of the german naturalist alexander von Humboldt, Pratt 
shows elegantly and convincingly how these regions were depopulated, not 
only in actuality by virtue of disease and military conquest, but by virtue 
of the representations like von Humboldt’s, even and maybe especially be-
cause they were offered under the aegis of natural science, as they were in 
the case of von Humboldt. “anti-conquest,” as she adumbrates the idea, is

a series of strategies of representation whereby european bourgeois 
subjects seek to secure their innocence in the same moment as they 
assert european hegemony. The term “anti-conquest” was chosen be-
cause […] in travel and exploration writings these strategies of inno-
cence are constituted in relation to older imperial rhetorics of conquest 
associated with the absolutist era. The main protagonist of the anti-
conquest is a figure i sometimes call the “seeing-man,” an admittedly 
unfriendly label for the european male subject of european landscape 
discourse — he whose imperial eyes passively look out and possess. 
(Pratt 1992, 7)

in this treatment, i will employ Pratt’s idea of anti-conquest as a lens 
for considering some of the “strategies of representation” that have 
made american southwest a site for what i’m calling military-industrial 
adventure.

When coronado didn’t find gold, he went home, that is, back to mexico, 
dying there thirteen years later in much reduced circumstances. not un-
til about fifty years after he left, did the spanish return to the region, com-
ing this time not as gold seekers but as colonizers and defenders of empire, 
and also, we may say, as anti-conquerors, as civilizers and savers of souls. 
friars did sometimes venture forth without benefit of the military but not 
often, and it was usually unwise to do so, unless martyrdom was one’s aim. 
in the absence of the powers of conquest, anti-conquest tends not to thrive.

in 1680, about a hundred years after the settlers came, the indians of 
what is now northern new mexico came together and drove the spanish 
out of the region, all the way south down the camino real to el Paso del 
norte. The mission churches of the anti-conquest did not survive for long 
after the spanish retreated. but they were back in 1698, accompanied by a 
marian statue that came to be called la conquistadora after prayers to her 
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on the army’s approach to santa fe were followed by a peaceful reoccupa-
tion of the city. This peaceful reoccupation has been recapitulated and cel-
ebrated in santa fe almost every year since, for over three hundred years 
now, in an annual procession in la conquistadora’s honor.

for another hundred and twenty-three years, as the colonies along the 
east coast of what is now the united states consolidated their position and 
became the united states of america, what is now the american south-
west remained a part of the northernmost region of new spain. Through-
out that time americans were not welcome there. my guess is that lewis 
and clark stayed as far north as they did on their mission to the Pacific 
ocean not just because of the interposition of the rocky mountains but 
also because they didn’t want to end up in a spanish jail.

This state of affairs changed in 1821 with the success of the mexican 
revolution. Perhaps partly because the new nation of mexico didn’t have 
the resources to protect its northern frontier and partly because the new 
mexicans imagined they might benefit from american trade, it now be-
came possible for americans to enter the region, traveling southwest down 
the trail to santa fe, the erstwhile capital of the northern provinces. That, 
however, was just the first leg for most traders, who turned south at san-
ta fe and continued another thousand miles or so on the camino real, 
through the mexican state of chihuahua to durango. at this stage of the 
game, the americans came as traders, not as potential settlers, even if set-
tling was what they ended up doing.

This era is nicely represented in one of the important representations of 
the region, Josiah gregg’s classic Commerce of the Prairies, first published 
in 1844, while what is now the american southwest was still the mexican 
north. gregg, who interestingly enough was one of the first of many trav-
elers who would come to the american southwest with lungs impaired 
by tuberculosis, had traded energetically on the santa fe trail and points 
south between 1831 and 1840. His book is rich with detail and story, but i 
can remember in my school days thinking that gregg’s foregrounding of 
“commerce” in his title marked him as particularly venal and insensitive 
to his historic mission of settling the West. i had it backwards, of course: 
gregg’s title indexed the fact that the santa fe trail was about trade first-
of-all, not settlement, let alone touristic appreciation. trade was an im-
portant part of what was going on in the american northwest too, but 
the not-yet-american southwest was different in that it, unlike the rest of 
the american West, had been settled to some extent already by europe-
ans, not only by aboriginals whom, as Pratt shows, we eurocentrists al-
ready had well-developed strategies for “disappearing.” The presence of 
the europeans made the civilizing motive not as immediately available as 
a strategy of anti-conquest.

another traveler who came down the trail before it became part of the 
american southwest, just before, was young susan magoffin, who came in 
1846 as the eighteen-year-old bride of the established trader from Kentucky, 
samuel magoffin. The magoffins, like gregg and other american traders, 
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had no intention of settling in the West or mexico. They came only as trad-
ers, innocently enough, we might say, except that in this case the magoffins 
came in the company of general Kearney’s army of the West, which was 
at that moment manifesting america’s destiny in the mexican-american 
War. at the same time that they plied their trade, samuel magoffin and 
his brother, also a trader on the trail, clearly saw themselves as in service 
to Kearney’s army. susan magoffin, however, was on her honeymoon and 
though she was not without patriotic feelings, she saw herself primarily 
as having a wonderful adventure, which indeed she was.

We anglo-americans developed strategies soon enough for, if not exactly 
disappearing the Hispanic europeans who already inhabited the region, then 
at least marking them as obviously in need of our civilizing services. one 
of the engaging features of susan magoffin’s journal is the way in which — 
even though she was a young girl and a member of one of the first families 
of Kentucky — she resists the already conventional ways of not-seeing the 
mexican and indian people she moved among. she was pregnant as they ap-
proached santa fe on the trail. susan compares the european attitudes and 
practices around childbirth to the ones she observed among the indians, by 
no means entirely in favor of the former (magoffin 1982, 68).

after the mexican-american War, in the 1848 treaty of guadalupe Hi-
dalgo, the new state of mexico ceded half of its territory to the united states 
constituting that territory for the first time as the american southwest and 
opening it to whatever purposes americans might have. one of the very 
first purposes was, as coronado’s had been, the acquisition of gold, since 
the california gold rush began the year the treaty of guadalupe Hidalgo 
was signed. in the interior of the american southwest, however, one of the 
principal occupations soon became that of the map-maker and surveyor. 
surveying and map-making may be imagined as relatively innocent activi-
ties, as can the botanizing of alexander von Humboldt, but of course they 
are not. They consolidate conquest and attempt to domesticate their objects 
of consideration. Here are two frequently-quoted representations of the re-
gion by people who were engaged as government surveyors during this time. 
The first is the famous not-to-say notorious observation by one lieutenant 
Joseph christmas ives in 1857 concerning what is now considered one of 
the glories of the american southwest, the grand canyon.

it [the grand canyon] looks like the gates of Hell. The region […] is, of 
course, altogether valueless. ours has been the first and will undoubt-
edly be the last, party of whites to visit the locality. it seems intended by 
nature that the colorado river along the greater portion of its lonely and 
majestic way, shall be forever unvisited and undisturbed. (ives 1965, 75)

lieutenant ives’ language gives us an american southwest that is “al-
together valueless,” at least to “whites,” though it does show him not alto-
gether impervious to the “lonely and majestic” nature it affords. lt. ives 
was not good at foretelling the future, however. not long after he wrote 
these words, he joined the confederate army to fight in the american civ-
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il War, for one thing, and for another in 2001 alone the south rim of the 
grand canyon was visited by over 2,000,000 people most of whom were 
probably white. lt. ives can of course be forgiven for not foreseeing the 
age of tourism and seeing instead, as he stood on the rim of the grand 
canyon, a region that was and would remain depopulated, an empty quar-
ter, an obstacle to volition.

The civil War did touch the american southwest in interesting ways in 
spite of the region’s distance from most of the action. a little known chap-
ter of that war is an audacious military adventure by a group of confeder-
ate texans who came up from the south along the rio grande into new 
mexico territory in an attempt to capture the colorado gold fields and 
then go on to open a path to the Pacific ocean as a way of defeating the 
union blockade. The adventure produced some early successes in southern 
new mexico, and the texans actually occupied santa fe for a short time 
before their enterprise came to an inglorious end some ten miles further 
up the santa fe trail during a battle with union forces in the region of 
glorieta Pass. The battle of glorieta Pass could easily have gone the other 
way, and for sheer military adventure, this episode would be hard to top, 
but it is an episode that is infrequently taken to be a significant part of 
the history of the american civil War or of the region, except perhaps for 
those new mexicans who see it as yet another instance of the perfidy and 
over-reaching of the good citizens of the state of texas.

after the civil War, the american southwest became for a time a kind 
of refuge for the “cowboy” and the “outlaw,” not to mention the robbers 
and profiteers of the group of entrepreneurs known as the santa fe ring, 
while government surveys of the region and the suppression of the indians 
continued apace. nonetheless, before the railroad penetrated the american 
southwest, it remained a forbidding region. consider this characteriza-
tion by clarence King in an article that appeared in the Atlantic Monthly 
in 1871 about a journey King had taken in the desert southwest in 1866.

spread out before us lay the desert, stark and glaring, its rigid hill 
chains lying in disordered groupings, in attributes of the dead. The 
bare hills are cut out with sharp gorges, and over their stone skeletons, 
scanty earth clings in folds, like shrunken flesh: they are the emaciat-
ed corpses of once noble ranges now lifeless, outstretched as in a long 
sleep. ghastly colors define them from the ashen plain in which their 
feet are buried. far in the south were a procession of whirlwind col-
umns slowly moving across the desert in spectral dimness. a white 
light beat down, dispelling the last trace of shadow, and above hung 
the burnished shield of hard, pitiless sky. (King 1871, 611-612)

King finds even less to recommend the region than did lt. ives. not a hint 
of “lonely and majestic” nature here. This kind of death-drenched descrip-
tion of the region would not be out of place in that apotheosis of the “hard” 
and the “pitiless” — cormac mccarthy’s Blood Meridian (1983), a novel 
that is set in the region and during the time immediately following the 
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mexican-american War. King is as hard put as ives was to find “value” 
in the region. We might be tempted to say that both King and ives were 
responding to the southwestern desert as a european or a eurocentric 
american would. europe is, we may want to recall, the only continent that 
has no deserts and in the european Judeo-christian tradition, the desert 
is usually an infernal dantesque place of exile and punishment. travelers 
from the eastern united states may take it as such even today. it can also 
be a place of spiritual renewal in that tradition, but that is not a dynamic 
we see operating in King’s remarks or mccarthy’s novel.

in the work of major John Wesley Powell, we see a number of the mo-
tives we have been considering coming together in a particularly interest-
ing way. Powell was a veteran of the civil War, a unionist, who had served 
as a military engineer and lost an arm at the battle of shiloh. Powell’s first 
major venture into the american southwest occurred in 1869, a few years 
after King made the grim observations reported above, when he under-
took to float down the lonely and majestic course of the green and colo-
rado rivers, through what was at that point the last unmapped region of 
the united states, into the great unknown of grand canyon and beyond. 
He managed this remarkable feat with several companions (losing some 
along the way), in wooden boats (losing some of these along the way also), 
carrying with him scientific instruments he used to take measurements. 
two years later he repeated the feat, doing even more measuring and map-
ping. in the end he was able to report back to the eastern authorities an 
important datum that applied to the whole region beyond the hundredth 
meridian: it was dry out there and unsuited to agriculture. This, we may 
think, wasn’t exactly news but at the time it also was not the characteriza-
tion of the area that was being promoted by the railroads and other entre-
preneurs who at the time were urging young men to “go West.” it is not an 
exaggeration to say that Powell spent the rest of his life trying to rescue the 
american southwest from the visions of these promoters, first in his post 
as the second director of the new united states geological survey (1881-
1894) and from 1879 on as the founding director of the smithsonian in-
stitution’s bureau of ethnology. His dedication to the work of the bureau 
of ethnology makes it clear that he saw the american southwest not as an 
empty quarter nor as a region destined to remain forever unvisited but as 
a region with cultures worthy of study and respect. He did not object to 
the industrial project of, as rebecca solnit puts it, turning landscape into 
real estate, but he did want it done honestly and with respect for what had 
come before, impulses not likely to endear him to the developers. in these 
impulses, we can see him operating in relation to the industrial conquer-
ors in a way not entirely unlike that of the friars in the new World, who 
were not always mere collaborators in conquest, but sometimes also forc-
es for restraint. We must acknowledge, i think, anti-conquest can do this 
too, that it is not a mere facilitator of conquest.

at the turn of the century, however, when it began to be recognized 
that the conditions beyond (that is west of) the hundredth meridian that 
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made it unsuited to agriculture and settlement might be greatly amelio-
rated by the building of dams on the rivers of the american southwest, 
major Powell’s observations might have been found more than a little use-
ful to the promoters of this new industrial enterprise in the region. The 
turn of the century marked the beginning of what is often referred to as 
the heroic age of dam building in the american southwest. at about this 
time, planning began for what would be the world’s first mega-dam, the 
Hoover dam in the black canyon of the colorado river, the dam itself 
being built, with considerable loss of life, during the depths of the great 
depression and opened by President roosevelt in 1935. during the heroic 
age of dam building, the american southwest was clearly seen as an en-
gineering challenge, but not just that. as the adjective suggests, meeting 
that challenge was seen to call for a kind of heroic enterprise, which was 
part of a new kind of adventure, perhaps more innocent than the military 
ventures that had preceded it, perhaps less innocent than the heroic and 
disinterested explorations of explorer-scientists like major Powell or the 
aesthetic appreciations of visitors like John c. Van dyke, to whose man-
ner of seeing the desert southwest we now turn.

at the beginning of the twentieth century, a decade or two after the 
railroads had penetrated into the american southwest, there is a turn in 
how the desert is represented, a turn i will exemplify in a passage from 
John Van dyke’s The Desert, a book first published in 1901.

The first going-down into the desert is always something of a sur-
prise. The fancy has pictured one thing; the reality shows quite an-
other thing […]. [t]he desert has none of the charms [of landscapes 
in new england, france, or austria]. nor is it a livable place […]. it is 
stern, harsh, repellent. but what tongue shall tell the majesty of it, the 
eternal strength of it, the poetry of its wide-spread chaos, the sublim-
ity of its lonely desolation! […]. everything within its borders seems 
fighting to maintain itself against destroying forces. There is a war of 
elements and a struggle for existence going on here that for ferocity is 
unparalled elsewhere in nature. (Van dyke 1901, 23-26)

Van dyke, an art historian at rutgers university in new Jersey, finds 
in his “first going-down into the desert,” positive aesthetic values there, a 
“majesty,” at the same time that he sees it as a site of a ferocious darwinian 
“struggle for existence.” Himself he sees as engaged in a kind of struggle to 
free himself from the “fancy” of the representations of the desert he came 
down into it with. He sees it, as ives and King had, not as a “livable place” 
but as “stern, harsh, repellent.” He is clearly in the tradition of those who, 
beginning with coronado, came into the american southwest as visitors, 
intending not to stay there but to return to some more congenial home, in 
Van dyke’s case to the regions in the american northeast that the ameri-
can southwest was southwest of. but Van dyke does find value in the desert 
southwest, seeing it as a place of “majesty” and “sublimity” and, by analogy 
with the struggle for existence, a place of spiritual struggle and renewal.
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Van dyke seems more conscious than do many other observers 
that while the american southwest is an actual place, it is also an idea, 
something that has been and is being represented in many forms and 
discourses, literary ones among them. Painterly representations were 
certainly a part of the picture. in the twentieth century, photographic 
representations have been salient. in any case, except those who were 
born and grew up there, the american southwest is known first-of-all 
not as a place but as a representation of a place. When it comes to the 
american southwest, baudrillard’s claim that the similacrum precedes 
(or “precesses”) the real is for most people of european ancestry a state-
ment of simple historical fact.

Van dyke is clearly one of the “seeing-men” that Pratt postulates. He 
was, as we said, an art historian before he became a solitary and, he in-
vites us to conclude, heroic sojourner in the desert southwest. His project, 
as he saw it, was to re-present the desert southwest in ways that recovered 
it from the misrepresentations of his predecessors, a common rhetorical 
staging strategy for writers, as Harold bloom helped us see a while ago in 
his A Map of Misreading (1975). Van dyke claimed to be setting out the 
“truth” or the “facts” of the desert, as against the misrepresentations of 
those who saw it only as a barren place, and also as against those of the 
“poet with his fancies who [will] come hereafter” (Van dyke 1901, ix). 
His account is also characterized by an active nostalgia for what had al-
ready disappeared in the rest of the euro-centric world, as he saw it, and 
was soon to disappear in the desert southwest, he had no doubt. final-
ly, it is characterized by an eliding of the history of the region, a history 
that would require foregrounding the presence of the indian peoples and 
the spanish who had anticipated his “first going-down.” His representa-
tion, like those of many other modern writers who have written about the 
american southwest, is one that removes the region from its lived and liv-
ing history and projects for it a future of inevitable degradation and loss. 
in the light of Pratt’s ideas, we may see all these moves — his claims to be 
telling truth, his nostalgia, and his elision of the history of the region — 
as strategies for securing not only a primacy but also a kind of innocence 
for his work of representation.

Van dyke first came down into the american southwest on the train. 
i don’t know that for a fact, but by 1898 he certainly had that option and 
it would be more than a little surprising if it weren’t so. When the trains 
penetrated into the american southwest, they enabled a kind of appre-
ciation of the region that had been hard to come by for those who could 
travel only on foot or horseback. When the atchison topeka and santa fe 
railroad had come down the santa fe trail into the american southwest 
in 1880, however, it had made a fateful turn. twenty miles short of san-
ta fe, the railroad was diverted south away from that storied city, south 
toward the more commercially convenient albuquerque. That turning 
almost killed santa fe. The city that had been the northernmost capital 
of new spain and the terminus of the santa fe trail quickly fell on very 
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hard economic times. its population declined significantly. in the 1920s, 
however, not long after new mexico became a state, a group of immi-
grants from the eastern united states moved to santa fe and, doubtless 
motivated in part by a reading of Van dyke, very consciously set about 
re-creating santa fe as a place of special charm and authenticity, drawing 
not just upon the natural beauty of the region, as Van dyke had, but also 
upon its history and its indigenous cultures, the Hispanic as well as the 
indian. They undertook, we may say, to develop and consolidate the idea 
of the american southwest not just as a place where fortunes might be 
mended but as a place where souls might be, as a land not just of oppor-
tunity and freedom and heroic enterprise, but as a “territory” that we, like 
Huckleberry finn, might “light out to” when things got too complicated, 
or maybe just too worn out, at home. Pratt would like us to notice that this 
idea of the american southwest did not just co-exist with the idea of it as 
an engineering challenge and a place for mending fortunes. as a form of 
what she calls “anti-conquest,” it was both enabled by the economic and 
industrial development in the region and an enabler of it.

as the construction of the dams started, and big agriculture began to 
spread throughout the imperial Valley in california and any other part 
of the region that could get access to the dammed water, the southwest 
became all too obviously a place that was being “conquered” by american 
enterprise. at just this time, a very important figure in the anti-conquest 
of the West and southwest emerged, ansel adams. adams’ photographs 
have acquired an extraordinary salience as simulacra for the american 
southwest. it is apparent that they are aspects of the anti-conquest of the 
american southwest in precisely the way Pratt adumbrates the idea. ad-
ams is nonpareil as a “seeing-man” (when a photograph of him appeared 
on the cover of Time magazine in 1979, it was over the title “The master 
eye”). Whatever else they may be, his photographs are, i am arguing, “strat-
egies of representation whereby european bourgeois subjects seek to secure 
their innocence in the same moment as they assert european hegemony.”

about his project of photographing the West, adams wrote, in a com-
ment on his 1942 photograph “White House ruin:”

The early settlers of the West brought back to civilization tales and 
images of wonder from the vast domains beyond the mississippi. The 
carefully conducted government surveys were as accurate as they could 
be at the time, but there were tall tales in descriptive literature and 
impossibly theatrical paintings, mostly by inferior artists, that sent 
hordes to visit or migrate to the wondrous lands. While extraordi-
nary to the adventurous spirit, many of these lands were inhospitable 
and dangerous, yielding disaster as well as excitement, poverty more 
often than bonanza, to men and women hardy enough to reach their 
geographic goals. […]
i have thought about this land while traveling through it and observ-
ing its precarious status quo: beautiful, yet on the verge of disaster.
[…] [t]he numerous ruins of abandoned settlements tucked away in 
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the canyons, caves, and cliffs throughout the arid lands, have an impor-
tant message for our society, endangered by its arrogant exploitation. 
(adams 1983, 130-131) 

in this comment, adams joins forces with Van dyke in several respects: 
in seeing himself as “correcting” earlier representations, in recognizing 
the “inhospitable” quality of the land, and in seeing himself as portray-
ing in the western landscape an “endangered” subject. His invocation of 
the surveys, which he says were “as accurate as they could be at the time,” 
suggests that he, like Van dyke, sees his own work as offering greater “ac-
curacy” than earlier representations.

but when we consider adams’ practice more carefully, some interest-
ing wrinkles emerge. in his later years, adams was often praised for his 
compositional skill as a photographer and as an artist in the darkroom, 
and he himself never pretended that he was simply “taking” pictures of 
“nature.” in Examples: The Making of 40 Photographs (1983), a book pub-
lished near the end of his life, he noted the following about “monolith, 
The face of Half dome, Yosemite national Park,” the famous 1927 pho-
tograph of Yosemite’s Half dome he claimed as a point of origin for his 
career as a photographer:

over the years i became increasingly aware of the importance of vi-
sualization. The ability to anticipate—to see in the mind’s eye, so to 
speak—the final print while viewing the subject makes it possible to 
apply the numerous controls of the craft in precise ways that contrib-
ute to achieving the desired result.1 (adams 1983, 5)

Here adams privileges a priori “visualization” over the actuality of the 
subject and puts his technical skills in the service of that visualization, just 
as, we might think, the designer of Hoover dam did, or perhaps as one 
of those “poets” denigrated by adams might. in comments about other 
photographs, as for instance “moon and Half dome, Yosemite national 
Park, california, 1960,” the consequences of this position are played out 
further. in one of these comments, adams seems to commit himself to 
taking the land as he finds it:

There is always the chance that the best visualized remote images can-
not be achieved; the optimum viewpoint may be physically inaccessible 
and the view cluttered with unexpected and unmanageable foliage, etc. 
i have had many such disappointments, taxing both patience and ego! 
one photographer, around 1870, trimmed all but the top branches of a 
fir tree so that a clear view of Yosemite Valley could be obtained from 
the old Wawona road. The effect was horrible, both in the photograph 

1 The photographs by ansel adams and richard misrach henceforth discussed 
are visible in the volumes by either author listed below, in “Works cited”.
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and in the landscape! i might remove a dead twig or a beer can from 
the field of view, but the original scene (excepting the beer can!) should 
be preserved for future observers. (adams 1983, 134)

removing a beer can is, we might think, no more (and no less) a viola-
tion of “accuracy” than is correcting a student writer’s grammar. but in a 
comment about what is certainly among adams’ best known photographs, 
“Winter sunrise, sierra nevada, from lone Pine, california, 1944,” he in-
genuously tells us the following story:

The enterprising youth of the lone Pine High school had climbed the 
rocky slopes of the alabama Hills and whitewashed a huge white l P 
for the world to see. it is a hideous and insulting scar on one of the 
great vistas of our land, and shows in every photograph made of the 
area. i ruthlessly removed what i could of the l P from the negative (in 
the left-hand hill), and have always spotted out any remaining trace 
in the print. i have been criticized by some for doing this, but i am 
not enough of a purist to perpetuate the scar and thereby destroy—
for me, at least—the extraordinary beauty and perfection of the scene. 
(adams 1983, 165)

We may disagree as to whether adams should have done what he did 
— “ruthlessly,” as he says, to alter this photograph in this way, but i as-
sume we will not disagree that doing so removes the photograph from the 
realms where we ought to concern ourselves about the “accuracy” of the 
representation, taking it instead into the realms where our response to the 
photograph may be governed by the conventions we associate with fiction-
al art, where we can notice an innocence being created by adams’ gesture 
that isn’t really there at the site. adams asserts, interestingly, that only a 
“purist” would insist on not “spott[ing] out” the letters, but it is equally 
clear that the spotting out is itself an act of purification. “The scene” that 
possesses “the extraordinary beauty and perfection” represented by the 
photograph is not the-scene-as-it-is-in-reality but the scene that adams 
visualized and realized for us by altering what the camera recorded. We 
may feel that adams’ spotting out is an act that should be judged differ-
ently from the spotting out of the native peoples in the literary representa-
tions of the new World that were offered by the nineteenth-century travel 
writers that mary Pratt deals with. but if we do, it cannot be because one 
representation is more accurate than the other. it will have to be because 
we consider that his ends justify his means.

a particularly dramatic appearance of the workings of both conquest 
and anti-conquest in the development of the american southwest as a site 
of military-industrial adventure is found, it seems to me, in the story of 
site Y of the manhattan Project, now known as the los alamos national 
laboratory, the place where during World War ii the first atomic bombs 
were designed and built. When President franklin roosevelt made the de-
cision in 1942 to authorize an effort to build such a bomb, the person put 
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in charge of the project was the american army general leslie groves, an 
officer in the army corps of engineers who had just overseen the build-
ing of the Pentagon, an engineer through and through. The manhattan 
Project had several divisions. two of its divisions were primarily indus-
trial, the one at oak ridge, tennessee, that would be devoted to producing 
the highly enriched uranium necessary for the bomb and one at Hanford 
in western Washington state, where the newly discovered fissile fuel, plu-
tonium, would be produced in big nuclear reactors (plutonium is always 
one of the byproducts of the fission of uranium in a nuclear reactor) and 
chemically extracted from irradiated fuel rods, and finally a scientific di-
vision that would do the actual design and testing of the bomb. to head 
the scientific division, groves chose J. robert oppenheimer, a physicist 
working at the time at the university of california at berkeley, the place 
where plutonium had been discovered only the previous year by two of 
oppenheimer’s colleagues.

oppenheimer was an easterner who had grown up in manhattan in 
privileged circumstances, but who had frequently vacationed in northern 
new mexico during the ’30s and by 1942 had even bought a small place 
on the Pecos river in the sangre de cristo mountains east of santa fe. 
He had ridden horseback a good deal in the sangre de cristos, in the rio 
grande valley to the west of those mountains, and in the Jemez moun-
tains that rise there west of the rio grande valley. He recommended that 
groves place the headquarters of the scientific division, also known as 
site Y, in the Jemez mountains.

groves, an engineer, was concerned about two things, secrecy and se-
curity, and he thought that the site oppenheimer showed him on the Paja-
rito Plateau in the Jemez would indeed offer both. oppenheimer, however, 
was concerned about something else also, about finding a site where the 
scientists he was going to have to recruit, who clearly would be working 
under great pressure, might have a place for recreation, for getting their 
minds off their work. There was much near site Y that might perform that 
function, the spectacular Valle grande at the top of the Jemez, which was 
actually the caldera of the huge volcano that had created the mountains 
not so long before in geological terms, the streams, the forests of Ponder-
osa pine, the beautiful vistas out east across the rio grande valley, not to 
mention the spectacular ancestral Pueblo ruins just off the Pajarito Pla-
teau at bandelier, also not to mention the living pueblos at the base of the 
Jemez, such as Jemez Pueblo, and cochiti, and santa clara, where Pueb-
lo indians now lived on sites their people had been occupying when the 
spanish first arrived in 1540.

The engineer wanted secrecy and security, the scientist wanted that 
too, but he also wanted a place for the scientists, especially, but also for 
the engineers and workers to recreate. oppenheimer was enough of an en-
gineer to think about this in functional terms, as a matter of helping the 
scientists to do their work better. He was also thinking functionally when 
he argued with groves about two matters having to do with secrecy and 
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security. groves wanted the scientists to be inducted into the military so 
that they would be subject to military discipline, and he wanted to impose 
“compartmentalization,” which is the idea that secrecy is preserved best 
when the people working on something know only about what they are 
working on, not about the big picture. oppenheimer thought the first of 
these, induction into the military, would put a serious hitch in his ability 
to recruit, and that the second of these, compartmentalization, not only 
would contradict the spirit of scientific inquiry, it would impede progress 
in reaching the goal of building an atomic bomb. He prevailed with groves 
in both arguments. The scientists remained civilians and oppenheimer 
was left in charge of secrecy and security at the site, with the military be-
ing responsible for secrecy off site.

When we read the memoirs of the scientists and others who worked 
at the site, we see that oppenheimer chose well in this respect. The de-
signers and builders of the first bombs were in fact working under great 
pressure and were furthermore working on a project that sometimes gave 
them pause, in spite of the fact that they all agreed they had to do this 
thing to keep the enemy from beating them to it. Having the “charms” of 
the american southwest at hand was important to them, in functional 
and in other ways.

The cultural difference between engineers and scientists that is reflected 
in this story, which we could characterize as a focus on function versus a 
focus on understanding, can be analogized, it seems to me, to the ideas of 
conquest and anti-conquest as Pratt adumbrates them. it is not that these 
two operations oppose each other, as the terms conquest and anti-conquest 
might suggest. as Pratt demonstrates, anti-conquest exists only in rela-
tion to conquest, sometimes as a denial of it perhaps, but in the service of 
it nonetheless. Here we see the charms of the american southwest as they 
emerged into cultural awareness in the early twentieth century put clearly 
in service to the project of building the all-killing bomb.

The first atomic bomb to be exploded was tested on July 16, 1945, about 
three years after the manhattan Project was initiated, at a remote site in 
new mexico a hundred and eighty miles south of site Y, remoteness be-
ing an undeniable virtue when it comes to testing nuclear weapons. The 
site, now called trinity after the name oppenheimer gave to the test, was 
later to be incorporated into a military reservation that was established in 
the area, the White sands missile range, which remains one of the largest 
military reservations in the united states. in what might be seen as an-
other gesture of anti-conquest, a herd of ibex was imported into the site 
and is today to be found grazing there among the coyotes, the road run-
ners, the aliens, and the unexploded ordnance.

about those aliens. once when i visited the trinity site, which is cur-
rently open two days a year, i overheard a military Policeman on duty at 
the site to keep people from picking up the bits of trinitite they might 
find — trinitite is a mildly radioactive green glass that was produced at 
the site by the explosion and everyone there, myself included, was look-
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ing for a piece of it — explain to a visitor that they did have to patrol for 
“aliens” at White sands. for a while i was taken aback, until i realized he 
was talking not about the pilots of the unidentified flying objects that 
have been reported in this area since 1945 but the immigrants from the 
south who these days are recapitulating the entrada of the spanish con-
quistadors, like them, without benefit of documents, and like them, prob-
ably without much appreciation of the beauties of the country through 
which they are traveling.

for a last look at the dynamic of conquest/anti-conquest in the creation 
of the american southwest as a site for military-industrial adventure, let 
us turn to another set of photographic representations of the american 
southwest, representations that seem to me to put us in an especially good 
position to consider what may be the limits of this set of concepts. rich-
ard misrach (b. 1949) is an american photographer who has produced a 
considerable body of work and has photographed in a number of differ-
ent locations, but it seems fair to say that his principal place, his “lucky 
place,” if we wanted to use the expression the director John ford used 
about monument Valley as a setting for his films, has been the american 
southwest, in particular the desert southwest, and even more particularly 
the nevada test site, established in 1951 as a place to test nuclear weap-
ons, and other military sites nearby. most of misrach’s work has been col-
lected and published in an on-going series he calls the Desert Cantos, the 
first of which he published in 1979. The titles of the first fourteen cantos 
convey a sense of his subject matter. in order, they are The Terrain, The 
Event, The Flood, The Fires, The War (Bravo 20), The Pit, Desert Seas, The 
Event II, Project W-47 (The Secret), The Test Site, The Playboys, Clouds, The 
Inhabitants, and The Visitors.

it is often remarked that in his photographs misrach finds ways of mak-
ing the unbeautiful beautiful, as in a series of photographs he took of car-
casses in a pit in nevada where dead horses had been dumped. but that just 
scratches the surface of what is interesting in his work for our purposes.

in visual representations of the american southwest, the straight highway 
or fence running out to the disappearing point in the distance is by now very 
nearly a visual cliché. “bravo 20 fence” is a photograph by misrach that plays 
with that cliché. Here we have many of the elements of that cliché, the high sky, 
the space, the sparse vegetation (in this case so sparse as to be quite absent), 
the fence disappearing in the distance (the disappearing point precisely at the 
center of the photograph), a low blue mountain range beyond with a breast-
like peak at its high point. but everything “picturesque” or “authentic” has 
been emptied out of this image. emptied out also — to speak in terms that the 
photographs of ansel adams can evoke — is everything “mysterious,” “awe-
inspiring,” “wild,” “natural.” Here instead we have a land that would seem to 
be as desolate, as infernal, as the ones lt. ives and clarence King gave us or, 
more recently, some of the landscapes cormac mccarthy gives us in Blood 
Meridian. “natural” it surely is, of course, just not in the sense that an anti-
conqueror of the american southwest might wish.
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it would seem “natural,” that is, if the fence were not in the picture, 
and not just in it but crucial to it. The fence changes everything. it is not 
a consoling, familiar fence, like the split rail fences in the cliché, so old 
and wobbly and fallen down that they seem almost to have become part of 
the nature. This fence is intrusive, disturbing, it provokes questions. it is 
straight and tight and uniform and new, like a line on a blueprint, clearly 
a creation of engineers, bespeaking not accommodation or assimilation, 
but volition, even violation, unconscious of itself as bespeaking such, per-
haps, but bespeaking it nonetheless. This much we might infer even before 
we read the legend for the photograph that tells us we are looking at part 
of the fence around a bombing range in nevada called bravo 20. When 
we know this, the ground shifts again a little. The question now might be 
which side of the fence we viewers are on, that is, whether we are in the 
bombing range or outside it. That didn’t seem to matter much before. if 
we had to guess, it would probably be that we are outside of it. They don’t 
let just anybody inside those bombing ranges. in more ways than one, we 
may not be welcome here.

using many of the symbols of anti-conquest, the photograph gives us 
conquest back. We do not see anything we are inclined to call “natural” or 
“charming” or “authentic” or “awe-inspiring.” What we see is both entirely 
real and entirely artificial, and the effect is finally, i would say, unnerving.

more about bravo 20, after taking a look at another photograph by 
misrach, “shuttle landing, edwards air force base, 1983.” if we were to 
call up in our minds a picture of something to do with the space shuttle 
(forgetting, if we can, the pictures of the two that broke apart in flight), i’m 
guessing we would probably be picturing one of those mighty steaming 
erections on its launch pad or arcing upward at the tip of those pure white 
billows, or the handsome black and white shuttle itself, slightly scorched 
but home again, having touched down and rolling, its drogue chute de-
ployed. nasa, we probably all know, is the unacknowledged child of the 
military missile program in the united states. it was created, in 1958, to 
take the “military” out of the idea of “military-industrial” adventure. The 
images we get from nasa, and i admit i am an avid consumer of them, do 
their best to show us something that is clean, competent, well-organized, 
light-hearted, innocent, adventurous, a representation of good people do-
ing good things for the good of us all, anti-conquest in every way. during 
the cold War, the russians saw the space shuttle program in somewhat 
different terms, as a sneaky new way we had devised of allowing the unit-
ed states to launch and recover spy satellites, and they were not wrong to 
think that, but that is a story for another time.

misrach’s photograph of the shuttle landing is not the usual nasa 
fare. in this photograph, there is another of those lines that disappears 
into the distance but this time it is a line of the people who have come to 
edwards air force base to watch the shuttle land. They stand in line on 
parched land that is as desolate and flat as the land on the border of bravo 
20, under the same high bleached-out sky, reduced in their disappearing 
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multitudes to individual insignificance. but the shuttle is also so reduced. 
it appears in the photograph as an off-center speck in that bleached sky, so 
small that one could be forgiven for thinking that it was an imperfection in 
the print, an item of even less significance than the people in the line, who 
are neatly arrayed with their lawn chairs and motorcycles, a collection of 
seeing men and women lifting their binoculars toward the sky, by virtue 
of which they expect to see…what? something that looks much more like 
the pictures they’ve seen of the space shuttle than misrach’s photograph 
does, no doubt. no doubt they will see this, or think they have seen it, and 
no doubt they will, like the sports fan, feel themselves to have participated 
in some way in this heroic and innocent adventure, despite being almost 
infinitely distant from it. When it’s over, the riders of the motorcycles will 
mount up and roar away with extra verve.

misrach’s photograph does not set out to represent a triumph of mili-
tary-industrial adventure. nor, however, does it aspire to offer something 
like a straight-up critique of the shuttle program as, say, a waste of money 
that could be better spent on mass transit. both of those potentialities are 
emptied out of this photograph. instead, what we get is a new kind of na-
ture, not nature unspoiled by humanity, as it is so often in ansel adams’ 
photographs, nor nature that has been spoiled by human intervention, 
as it sometimes is in the work of “environmental” photographers and in 
other work by misrach. This is a nature somehow beyond conquest and 
anti-conquest. We humans are in the picture here but what we are doing 
doesn’t amount to much, as astronauts or as spectators. We are just out 
there somewhere.

i’d like to conclude with a consideration of another of misrach’s pho-
tographs, “bomb, destroyed Vehicles, and lone rock, bravo 20 bombing 
range, nevada 1987.” in this photograph the standard lone peak appears 
in the background, but here rather than looking like a kind of guidepost 
or symbol of promise, it is clearly something that functions as a target, 
something to be attacked, reduced. it has not been entirely reduced, but 
the earth everywhere around it has been rendered nearly unrecognizable 
as earth, churned up like chewed food, with debris and ordnance protrud-
ing here and there in “response-to-impact” positions. Here is landscape 
transformed by the hand of man not into real estate but into something 
both real and unreal. it does not, however, to my eye, seem dead. The 
earth here, including the dark pit in the foreground, seems about to swal-
low these efforts of man. The debris and ordnance are returning to their 
origins. There is no conquest here nor, obviously, is there the kind of an-
ti-conquest we see in the cliché. if we see beauty in this photograph, it is 
not a beauty that is easily aligned with good. adams’ photographs do not 
confront us with this kind of anomie.

at the end of his book of photographs taken at the bravo 20 site, mis-
rach proposed that a national park be created at the site and offered de-
signs for the project (misrach 1990, 95 ff.). This was, as far as i can tell, 
not a tongue-in-cheek proposal though i’m sure he had no expectation 
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that it would be taken seriously by the powers-that-be. but why not? The 
national Park service has many battle sites in its park system. still, i ex-
pect most americans would feel that this site would be something differ-
ent from those, that it would be … inappropriate as one of those national 
Parks that adams photographed so beautifully in the 1940s. They would 
feel this way, i’m guessing, because the site doesn’t function as anti-con-
quest in the way we want our national Parks to do. The civil War battle-
field sites i’ve visited bespeak a process of healing more than they do the 
actualities of battle. The battle, we are to infer, was of course terrible but the 
cause was just and the outcome worth the sacrifice. The feelings one has at 
the little bighorn, also known as the custer battlefield, are more compli-
cated perhaps, especially if one is an american indian, but not entirely of 
another order. The bravo 20 site takes us to a place different from either of 
these kinds of battlefield sites. There is no aligning of conquest and anti-
conquest here, as there usually is at our national Parks and monuments.

misrach is an activist. so, for that matter, in his way, was ansel ad-
ams, who was a stalwart in the sierra club. but all we can do on the basis 
of adams’ representations — his visualizations — is dream the impossible 
dream and set ourselves up for inevitable disappointment. We can’t do any-
thing with his nature except see it, appreciate it, and probably mess it up. 
misrach’s images are bleak and horrific, some might even say hellish in a 
dantesque way. but to me they offer more room to move, more possibil-
ity of conversation, dialogue, about where we might need to go from here.

When adams died, congress named a peak in the sierra nevada range 
after him. i suspect they won’t be naming bravo 20’s lone Peak after mis-
rach or accepting his proposal that a national monument be established 
there. misrach’s anti-conquest isn’t as convenient to hegemony as ad-
ams’ is, even though adams’ work is usually seen as entirely resistant to 
the work of, for example, military-industrial adventure. as i see it, how-
ever, misrach’s representations might support a more meaningful effort to 
consider the vicissitudes of military-industrial adventure in the american 
southwest, and maybe even help us find a newer and better way of seeing 
and coming to terms with it.
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Pontiac on tHe Pinnacle: 
tHe american soutHWest as rHetorical TOPOS

John Warnock

Topos is a greek word usually translated into english as “place.” The word’s 
association with rhetoric goes back to aristotle’s Rhetoric, in which the 
great philosopher developed an account of the “places,” or english speak-
ers might want to say “topics,” where speakers might look for arguments 
in a given case. some of these “topics” were general, possibly generative 
of arguments across a wide range of situations, like questions of greater/
lesser, better/worse, like/unlike. some topics were special, offered as gen-
erative of arguments in more specific domains.

When topos was translated into latin, the word became locus, the root 
of the english word “location,” and in this form it seems to have lost some 
of its aristotelian rhetorical salience, though not all of it, as we can see in 
expressions like locus communis or locus classicus, the second of which 
carries the implication that what is being cited is not just commonly cited 
but is historically authoritative.

The greeks didn’t have a word for “reality,” as far as i know. We might 
sometimes translate the word physis so, but that word is more commonly 
translated as “nature.” in any case, for the greeks, the question of the re-
lation of a topos to what we call “reality” wasn’t as important a question as 
it was for, say, Jean baudrillard, whose work was importantly devoted to 
arguing that in our postmodern world reality could be argued not to ex-
ist, and representations of reality, if i may translate his idea of simulacra 
so, have become more real than reality. for the greeks, a “place” seems al-
ways to have been understood as something that wasn’t only real but also 
something that, more importantly, was taken to be real. The new World 
wasn’t really new, nor was the american southwest the “empty quarter” 
euroamericans have sometimes taken it to be, but both of those topoi 
have clearly on occasion been taken to be real, real enough to motivate 
major actions.

from a rhetorical point of view, i shall claim here, the question of what 
reality is will usually be translated either into a question of what proofs 
of reality will be accepted by a particular audience as demonstrative, or, 
into a question of how a particular representation of reality works with a 
particular audience, leaving aside questions of whether that reality is re-
ally real (except perhaps as a way of moving from one topos to another). 
in this paper, i will be developing an argument on the latter point, not 
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just about what the current topos of the american southwest is but how 
it has been created, how it has changed, and how it can be seen to work 
in certain contemporary discourses, automobile advertising for one, and 
Hollywood films for another, with particular attention to the 1991 film 
Thelma and Louise, directed by ridley scott.

The “american southwest” is a real place, certainly. but we might be-
gin here by noticing the fact that a descriptor like “the american south-
west” is not an innocent, simply objective descriptor for that real place. 
for one thing, it invites the question “southwest of what?” which is just 
the question reed Way dasenbrock asks in his provocative 1992 essay by 
that name in which he undertakes to adumbrate important features of 
classical “southwestern” literature. to this may be added the historical 
fact that the region we now call the american southwest was properly to 
be referred to, in european circles, at least, as the spanish Norte, or more 
precisely the new spanish north, for two hundred and eighty-one years, 
which at the moment is a longer period than the one during which it has 
been proper to refer to the region as the american southwest. With the 
success of the mexican revolution in 1821, it became proper to refer to the 
region as the northern provinces of mexico. only with mexico’s defeat in 
the mexican-american War and the signing of the treaty of guadalupe 
Hidalgo in 1848 did it become appropriate to refer to this region as the 
american southwest. even today, it is referred to by the economic immi-
grants from the south who come into the united states from mexico as 
“el norte,” a datum that accounts for the title of the excellent 1983 film 
by that name that tells the (fictional, but so very real) story of two young 
economic emigrants from guatemala to the united states. 

We might pause here to notice another current and not-entirely-inno-
cent descriptive term used by some geographers, the “greater southwest,” 
which is a region taken to include not just the current american south-
west, but portions of the current mexican north. We could say that there 
is an historical justification for the term greater southwest since the re-
gion is roughly co-extensive with the region that the spanish colonialists 
referred to as the Provincias internas of new spain. There are, further-
more, geographical and biotic justifications for taking the area to be one 
region. still it may come as no surprise to learn that mexican geographers 
do not favor a term that characterizes the region as part of “the southwest.”

to the spanish and the mexicans who entered the Provincias internas 
from the south and to the americans who came into the region from the 
east during the first three decades of its existence as the american south-
west, the region was strikingly not the kind of place it is now imagined 
to be. antonio de otermín, the governor of the province of santa fe de 
nuevo mexico from 1678 to 1682, referred to the region as “this miser-
able kingdom.” otermín was governor, unfortunately for him, during the 
Pueblo revolt of 1680 that drove the spanish out of the province of new 
mexico all the way down south to el Paso del norte in the only successful 
action of that kind conducted against europeans by indigenous people. 
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but it seems it wasn’t only administrative problems that colored otermín’s 
vision. diego de Vargas, the governor who in 1692 led the reoccupation of 
santa fe by the spanish, called the region remote sin igual. The region en-
joyed relative peace in its relations with the Pueblo people, at least, during 
the next hundred years, but its image (to use one of the modern variations 
on the idea of topos) did not improve. in 1804, another spanish governor, 
alberto maynez, declared “The country is inherently miserable.” nor did 
the image improve when the region became part of the american south-
west after 1848. in 1857, one lieutenant Joseph christmas ives, then en-
gaged as one of the government surveyors working their way through the 
new american southwest with the army corps of topographical engi-
neers, declared of the grand canyon:

it looks like the gates of Hell. The region […] is, of course, altogeth-
er valueless. ours has been the first and will undoubtedly be the last, 
[sic] party of whites to visit the locality. it seems intended by nature 
that the colorado river along the greater portion of its lonely and ma-
jestic way, shall be forever unvisited and undisturbed. (ives 1965, 75)

ives either did not know that the spanish had been there before him 
or else he did not consider them to be “white.” He did find a “lonely and 
majestic” quality in the grand canyon, but that did not keep him from 
concluding that the region was “altogether valueless.” 

not that much later, however, in the year 1892, we can see a very dif-
ferent image, and topos, emerging. in this year charles lummis, an as-
piring journalist, born in massachusetts, that is to say, in the american 
northeast, though, as dasenbrock observes, it is almost never referred to 
as such, published his book A Tramp across the Continent, which is an ac-
count of a three thousand five hundred mile journey he had made in 1884, 
on foot, he said, from cincinnati, ohio, through the desert southwest to 
los angeles, california, to take up a new job with the Los Angeles Times. 
in Tramp, lummis describes his sense of what he thought was to be found 
in the american southwest. 

my eyes were beginning to open now to real insight of the things about 
me; and everything suddenly became invested with a wondrous inter-
est. it is not an inevitable thing. Thousands live for years beside these 
strange facts, too careless ever to see them; but the attention once se-
cured never goes hungry for new interest. (lummis 1920, 190)

to lummis, the region was not “inherently miserable” or “altogether 
valueless.” it was, or was becoming, a region “invested with a wondrous in-
terest.” nor was it only the natural beauties of the region that spoke to this 
northeasterner but also its native people. He wrote most respectfully of the 
Pueblo people he encountered on his tramp and when he returned to north-
ern new mexico from los angeles some years later to recuperate from a 
stroke, he became, and remained until his death, an activist for indian rights.
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nor was it just to lummis that the american southwest now became 
a place invested with a wondrous interest. in 1898, John c. Van dyke, an 
art historian from rutgers in the american northeast, also came to the 
region, sojourning for much of the next three years not in northern new 
mexico, but in the colorado, mohave and sonoran deserts of southern 
california, southern arizona, and northern sonora, mexico, in that re-
gion sometimes called the “greater southwest.” What Van dyke found in 
this place was a something he felt had not been seen and understood prop-
erly by his predecessors, a place of great natural beauty and light, a place 
where there was a desperate struggle for existence going on, all right, but 
a beautiful and powerful place nonetheless, and deeply threatened, un-
fortunately, by “man.” 

What had happened here? Were these just two unusually sensitive peo-
ple who saw what others had missed and whose writings about the place 
changed thereafter the way everyone else saw the region? Writers may hope 
that their productions might have so great an effect and students of lit-
erature may wish to attribute this kind of power to their objects of study. 
i don’t wish to deny such effects entirely. but i believe that the sine qua 
non for this new attitude toward the american southwest was not liter-
ary efforts such as these but the advent of the railroad. The railroad came 
into the american southwest, both into lummis’s northern new mexico 
and Van dyke’s southern deserts, in 1880, just four years before lummis 
made his tramp across the continent. lummis claims he made his tramp 
entirely on foot and that it took him one hundred and forty-three days. if 
we note that this is an average of more than twenty-four miles a day, and 
note also that lummis reports making side trips during his tramp to the 
top of Pikes Peak and the bottom of the grand canyon, along with suf-
fering a “severely sprained” ankle on the descent from Pikes Peak and a 
broken arm on another side trip in northern arizona, we may wonder 
whether his trip was indeed all tramp, as he insisted it was and as no one 
has been able to prove otherwise, as far as i know. We may also want to 
note that the route of his tramp, except for his side trips, seems to have 
followed rather closely the route of the santa fe railroad down what had 
been the santa fe trail before the railroad gobbled it up and that he had 
stayed along the route of the railroad as he continued across new mexico 
and northern arizona and the california deserts to los angeles. 

even if he did walk the whole way, it is apparent that the railroad was 
a great facilitator, allowing him to send items ahead to be picked up later, 
providing him, in its way stations, places to eat and sleep, and offering the 
means of sending his dispatches back to “civilization” (his word), not to 
mention simply showing him the way west. lummis doesn’t hide his de-
pendence on finding “the tracks” from time to time, and just after he en-
ters the desolate area of northern arizona that coronado had known as 
the despoblado, he offers the following tribute:

i find few easterners who travel out this way have any conception of 
the difficulties of operating a transcontinental line. if they had, their 
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foolish grumbling would be less obtrusive. it is one thing to build and 
operate a railroad one, two, or three hundred miles long in the flat 
eastern states, where there is a population at every few miles, where 
timber, rock-ballast, fuel, water, and cheap labor abound, and where 
local fares and freights pay expenses and dividends. it is quite another 
to build and maintain a road some thousands of miles long through 
some of the bleakest, barest, most inhospitable areas on earth […]. 
(lummis 1920, 230)

When his focus is on the challenge of building and maintaining the rail-
road, the region through which it tracked was seen as bleak, bare and in-
hospitable, just as it had been for earlier euroamerican travelers in the 
region. but when the railroad is simply assumed to be in place, lummis 
can open his eyes to what the earlier travelers had been unable to see.

John c. Van dyke began his sojourn in the deserts of the american 
southwest in 1898, which, as it happens, was also the year the southern 
Pacific railroad founded Sunset magazine in a conscious effort to counter 
images of the american southwest as a wild and inhospitable place. Van 
dyke does not report having made any use of the railroad in his travels. 
What he does report is prodigious feats of covering the difficult terrain 
on foot or on horseback, bringing only what he could carry himself, with 
only his dog for company. my late colleague Peter Wild noticed, however, 
that Van dyke’s route takes him precisely into the regions that had just 
been penetrated by the southern Pacific, including the tracks that went 
south into mexico and the “greater southwest.” 

could the railroad have had this effect on the topos that was the amer-
ican southwest? Jaded as we are today by our experiences of automobile 
and air travel, it may be difficult to grasp just what a force for topical per-
ceptual change the railroad was. in her wonderful rich book, River of 
Shadows: Eadweard Muybridge and the Technological Wild West (2003), 
rebecca solnit observes:

in the decade before the railroad the time [to cross the north ameri-
can continent] had been whittled down to six or seven grueling weeks, 
barring accidents. With the completion of the railroad, those three 
thousand miles of desert, mountain, prairie, and forest could be com-
fortably crossed in under a week. no space so vast had ever been shrunk 
so dramatically. (solnit 2003, 5)

We need to recognize, however, as solnit does, that the train offered more 
than just ease of travel. solnit writes tellingly about the railroad’s phenom-
enological effect upon its riders.

in some psychological and spiritual way, we became a different species 
operating at a different pace, as though tortoises became mayflies. […] 
out the train window, the landscape disappeared into a blur; travel-
ing was no longer an encounter, awkward and dangerous. […] it was 
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as though the world itself was growing less substantial. […] it was as 
though the Victorians were striving to recover the sense of place they 
had lost when their lives accelerated, when they became disembodied. 
(solnit 2003, 21-22)

at a level no doubt beyond the consciousness of most who rode it, but 
certainly not without an effect on perception, and therefore not without 
an effect on topos, the railroad offered a kind of apotheosis of the indus-
trial revolution. solnit writes:

The industrial revolution preceded railroads, but railroads magnified 
its effects and possibilities unfathomably, and these roaring puffing 
machines seemed that revolution incarnate. […] nothing annihilat-
ed [space] more dramatically than the railroads. […] in marx’s view 
capitalism itself was the engine of the annihilation of time and space, 
the locomotive its tangible form, and time and space were being an-
nihilated to increase profits.

not surprisingly, then, for some riders, like Thomas Wolfe, it seems, 
we could add to what the railroad enabled a sense not just of “wondrous 
interest” but of “fabulous promise.”

The train gives one a feeling of wild and lonely joy […] a wordless and 
unutterable hope as one thinks of the enchanted city toward which 
he is speeding, the unknown and fabulous promise of the life he is to 
find there. (Wolfe 1939)

When lummis and Van dyke traveled by train in the american south-
west, if they did, they denied it. They wanted their accounts to show them 
still with their feet planted on the ground. They were in this respect transi-
tional in their relation to what became the topos of the american southwest. 
When travel by train became the norm, when it got to be simply assumed, 
in the topos we could see pictures of cowboys on horseback racing trains, 
as i did in a marlboro ad not long ago, the implication being not that the 
train is what enables the romance of the horse and cowboy but the horse 
and cowboy represent a spirit of freedom the train does not. 

all this took hold in the topos even more firmly with the advent of the 
automobile, but with a twist. 

Karl benz created the first practical automobile in 1885, and in the 
united states Horatio nelson Jackson made the first-ever cross-country 
trip by automobile in 1903, from san francisco to new York, thirty-four 
years after the golden spike was driven at Promontory summit, utah, to 
complete the first transcontinental railroad. in 1903, the united states had 
only one hundred and fifty miles of paved roads. The first paved road from 
coast-to-coast, the lincoln Highway from san francisco to new York, was 
not completed until 1923. Jackson’s first cross-country trip took him sixty-
five days, which to us might seem like a lot, but which was, even without 
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any paved roads to speak of and the frequent flat tires, certainly less than 
a third of the time the same trip would have taken someone on horseback. 
What we now call off-road travel was the norm, not the exception. it was 
faster than wagon travel, but still, two decades after the railroad penetrated 
into the american southwest, it was more than a decade short of becom-
ing a mode of travel for anyone but the hardy and adventurous. When it 
did become the norm, it took the place in the topos not of the train but of 
the horse, as we shall see below.

in 1880, as the santa fe railroad approached santa fe, a political en-
mity, it seems, had turned it south toward albuquerque twenty miles short 
of its arrival at the erstwhile capital of the northern Provinces, making 
it necessary for travelers to take a wagon the rest of the way into santa fe 
if they wanted to go there. santa fe quickly went into a serious economic 
decline, losing population in each of the next three decades, before experi-
encing a jump of 44% in the 1920 census, and large increases every decade 
thereafter down to the present. That striking recovery in santa fe’s for-
tunes came importantly by virtue of the efforts of some immigrants from 
the northeast who came to the city shortly after new mexico and arizo-
na achieved statehood in 1912 and began consciously to recreate it as “the 
city different,” the ethnically colorful, aesthetically pleasing, charming, 
“authentic” place we now take it to be, the place that has given its name to 
a style that is almost synonymous with the topos of the american south-
west. in chris Wilson’s rich book The Myth of Santa Fe (1997), we may 
read the story of the cultural and rhetorical work of these “neo-natives,” 
as Wilson calls them, who were for the most part anglos, and who knew 
their rhetoric, but who clearly also found, as lummis did, a “wondrous 
interest” in the history and culture of the region.

The famous route 66, for automobiles now, was built into santa fe at 
about this time. The arrival of the automobile both consolidated and al-
tered the new topos of the american southwest. like the train, the au-
tomobile annihilated time and space and permitted an appreciation of 
the region’s wondrous interest with the difference that one might do this 
appreciating in many more places, on and off the road, as one might on 
horseback. a trip by train was something you took on its tracks. a road 
trip was from the beginning imagined as a more wide open proposition, 
something that could get you away not just from where you came from 
but from everyone and everything and out into the wild, or at least away 
from ordinary life (“ordinary life” also being part of the topos, of course, 
the part in comparison to which the “american southwest” is found to be, 
well, all those things the american southwest is supposed to be). a little 
known work by Thomas Wolfe, written just before his unexpected early 
death and published as “a Western Journey,” is the journal of a strenuous 
road trip he took from June 20 to July 2, 1938 with two friends from Port-
land in a “white ford” on a big circuit that hit just about every one of the 
great natural sights in the rocky mountain west, mount Hood, mount 
shasta, Yosemite, the mohave desert, the grand canyon, bryce, etc. etc. 
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The number of miles covered each day is noted at the end of each entry, the 
smallest number being two hundred and ten miles. most days they cov-
ered four or five hundred miles, all distances that would have been incon-
ceivable twenty-five years earlier. sustained speeds of sixty miles per hour 
were remarked on. “Hit” these sights is what they did, we may infer, and 
the sights are described by Wolfe in prose that makes no bones about that.

so out of needles—and through heat-blasted air into the desert world 
of arizona. The mountain slopes are now more devilish—and down 
in and up and up among them, now and then passing a blistered little 
town, a few blazing houses, and the fronts of stores. up and up now, 
the fried dirt slopes prodigious, and into oatman and the gold-mine 
shafts and mexicans half-naked before a pit. Then up and up and climb-
ing up and up through goldroad, and at last the rim and down and 
down through blasted slopes, volcanic “pipes” and ancient sea erosions, 
mesa table-heads, columnar swathes, stratifications, and the fiendish 
wood. below us lies the vast, pale, lemon-mystic plain, and far away, 
immeasurably far, the almost moveless plume of engine smoke and 
the double-header freight advancing—advanceless moveless—mov-
ing through timeless time. (Wolfe 1939)

today the topos of the american southwest continues to do yeoman’s 
service selling automobiles. in ads, cars are often pictured parked off-road 
on high red bluffs or tearing along flat open roads that wind out toward 
lone peaks, racing trains sometimes. The promise of the automobile is of-
fered in these ads in terms of the topos of the american southwest. not 
the “prestige” vehicles, of course. These require urban settings. The ve-
hicles promoted by means of the topos of the american southwest tend 
to be “off-road” vehicles. for several years now Hyundai has been offer-
ing an suV that is called the “santa fe” and another called the “tucson.”

in the movie Thelma and Louise (1991, ridley scott, director), the topos 
of the american southwest can be seen operating in a striking way, not to 
sell cars, exactly, but to sell the topos of the american southwest itself. a 
topos must always do that if it is to work, of course. it must offer us a way 
of being able to take it as real or else (or at least) to wish we might. This 
is one way we might characterize the difference between what we ask of 
the two genres known as non-fiction and fiction. fiction need not, usu-
ally should not, be taken to be creating a real place but if it is to succeed it 
clearly must create a place we wish at some level to inhabit.

 The cover art on the dVd of Thelma and Louise, and, as i remember, 
the original promotional poster, offers a picture of the smiling faces of the 
two women in front of a classic southwestern backdrop, monument Val-
ley, the “lucky place,” as John ford called it, where he made the early John 
Wayne movies like Stagecoach. in the film itself, monument Valley makes 
no actual appearance, but other topoi of the american southwest certainly 
do. The opening image in the film is one of the classic images associated 
with the topos, a dirt road heading out away from the viewer to the dis-
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appearing point at the foot of a lone peak. The image starts out black and 
white and, as the initial credits roll, it acquires color, a visual updating of 
the topos. The opening scene of the action, however, shows louise at work 
as a waitress in a diner that could be just about anywhere.

The central characters in the film are Thelma, played by geena davis, 
who starts out as a ditzy and sheltered middle-class housewife living in a 
suburban house under the thumb of a domineering husband, and louise, 
a more independent-seeming single woman, played by susan sarandon. 
The two are friends, that’s just obvious, a given, and at louise’s instigation 
(Thelma is afraid to ask her husband for permission), they head out for a 
two-day fishing trip in the mountains, driving louise’s sleek little green 
1966 ford Thunderbird convertible, a classic automobile if ever there was 
one, which at the beginning of the film gets an appreciative shot of itself 
parked nose out in front of the diner where louise works. 

louise picks up Thelma and off they go. out of a kind of unanchored 
fear of the crazies and bears out there, Thelma has brought a handgun but 
she doesn’t know how to use it so she asks louise to keep it and it ends 
up in louise’s purse. en route, the women stop at a cowboy bar, this time 
at Thelma’s instigation. Thelma, who is starting to try her wings a little, 
ends up having several drinks and dancing with a man in the bar who 
gets her to go out to the parking lot with him and tries to rape her there. 
The rape is interrupted by louise, who has Thelma’s silver pistol in her 
hand. He stops but he makes the mistake of saying something manly and 
insulting to louise, as guys inhabiting his topos are bound to do, and she 
shoots and kills him with Thelma’s gun. louise is convinced the authori-
ties won’t believe their story (and there is the issue of her having killed 
him just because he insulted her) and so the two friends drive off into the 
night, on the lam now, weaving their way through blinding headlights of 
the threatening big rigs looming over them on the dark road. They decide 
they’ll try for mexico. They are in arkansas, we learn, and the quickest 
way would be through texas but louise won’t go through texas. (We learn 
near the end of the film that she was raped there, we might have guessed.) 
so they head west, top down and hair flying, scooting through fields of 
industrial agricultural operations and past dark forests of rising and fall-
ing oil field pumpjacks. 

They have other adventures now, all of which make us pull for them at 
the same time that we see them getting deeper and deeper in trouble with 
the law, to coin a phrase, almost, but not quite, through no fault of their 
own. They aren’t bad guys, they are just trying to get out of a jam. by this 
time, the law is on their trail in the form of one inspector slocum, played 
by Harvey Keitel, who sees them getting more and more jammed up and 
sympathizes with them at the same time that he knows he has to catch 
them and bring them in because, well, that’s his role in this world. as we 
enter the last third of the film, the landscape the two women are driving 
through becomes for the first time the iconic southwest, the high sky and 
wide open spaces we haven’t seen since the opening frames.
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They then come, at night — Thelma is asleep in the passenger seat — to 
a magically beautiful set of free-standing bluffs, where louise stops and we 
see her being wordlessly and deeply moved. The bluffs are real enough and 
to be found in the region of southern utah where this part of the movie 
was filmed. They are, however, illuminated in the film from the bottom 
in a way no actual bluffs ever were, but fairylands and topoi can be. With 
the advent of a rosy cloud-struck dawn of the sort frequently found on the 
covers of Sunset Magazine and Arizona Highways, they move on. 

Here is a sampling of some of the lines Thelma now utters as she comes 
to inhabit the topos in a more direct way and becomes transformed from 
the inept housewife she was, both sheltered and abused, into the strong, 
competent and decisive figure she is at the end of the film.

“boy, the law is some tricky shit, isn’t it?” (Yes, that’s just what it is in 
the topos of the american southwest we are considering.)

“i always wanted to travel. i just never got the opportunity.” (Yes, the 
american southwest is a place you travel to, not a place that is really any-
one’s home.)

and perhaps most telling for the purposes of this discussion of the to-
pos of the american southwest, 

“don’t need the east coast any more.” (it’s just everything the ameri-
can southwest is not.)

They are driving alone along a lonely road somewhere in the southwest 
in a scene that would not be out of place in a car ad when we hear our first 
police siren. They are pulled over by a classically good-looking, white, dour 
and laconic highway patrolman, who, as he pulls his car up behind them, 
guns his engine gratuitously. it appears the jig is up but Thelma, now hav-
ing become entirely confident in her ability to handle a gun, gets the drop 
on him. at Thelma’s command, louise takes the cop’s gun and shoots his 
radio with it. after thoughtfully shooting some air holes in the cruiser’s 
trunk, they lock the now whimpering cop in it and drive away. soon they 
come again up behind a big tanker truck with a beastly driver who earlier 
had made lewd gestures at them as they passed. They entice him to stop 
and then demand that he apologize for being the beast he is. He refuses, 
and they both raise their guns and blast away, at his truck, which explodes 
in a most extravagant and satisfying way. down the road they go again.

They are drinking pretty steadily now and Thelma is now smoking in-
stead of just pretending to as she did when they started on their vacation. 
two more lines from Thelma:

“something’s crossed over in me and i can’t go back.” (What’s possibly 
to go back to? The east coast?) 

“i feel awake. Wide awake. i don’t remember feeling this awake.” 
(Thelma wouldn’t use the words lummis did, “wondrous interest,” but 
they are clearly on the same page here. she has arrived in “the american 
southwest.”)

cut to a scene that combines iconic elements of the topos of the ameri-
can southwest, a long freight train in the distance passing beneath high 
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bluffs under a high sky, panning then to a dirt road on which we see the 
green Thunderbird scooting along followed by its trail of dust. What’s next?

cut now to what seems to me the most inventive, certainly the most 
off-the-wall scene in the film. We see a rastafarian in a helmet and col-
orful bicycle gear pedaling his bicycle along a lonely road in the south-
west somewhere (How did he get out here?) in a most leisurely fashion, a 
big joint in his mouth, listening to a cassette tape of the song “i can see 
clearly now” by Johnny nash. He comes upon the highway patrolman’s 
cruiser sitting on the side of the road, its police lights clicking. He stops 
nearby and his attention is drawn, ever so slowly, to a thumping coming 
from inside the trunk. He approaches the car. The voice from inside iden-
tifies the speaker as a police officer, asks whoever is outside to get the keys 
to unlock the trunk, and points out the direction the keys are in by pok-
ing a finger through one of the breathing holes the women had shot in the 
trunk. The finger almost gets stuck but the speaker does manage to with-
draw it. slowly, the bicyclist takes a large toke, leans over the trunk, and 
blows the smoke inside through the hole. end of scene. it’s a scene from 
another kind of movie and another topos that i’m not quite sure how to 
name but one that is not entirely unrelated to the one we are consider-
ing, the topos of the counterculture perhaps. it doesn’t fit as part of the 
romance of the southwest but it does fit as sponsoring a mode of intoxica-
tion as the beauty of the american southwest is sometimes said to offer, 
and a way also of sticking it to “the man,” perhaps even of drawing “the 
man” into the intoxicating spell of the topos. it works beautifully in the 
movie, i think, delivering both a kind of relief from the building tension 
and a preparation for a return to the topos and the final events of the film, 
which unfold quickly thereafter.

an off-road car chase ensues, with the green Thunderbird being pur-
sued across a dirt flat by a phalanx of police vehicles, each vehicle with its 
own individualized trail of dust rising behind. Police vehicles wreck in 
profusion, and finally Thelma and louise get away when the low convert-
ible slips under a railroad trestle and the police vehicle behind them gets 
jammed in it and blocks all the others.

The women are next seen driving fast along the edge of a canyon, by 
themselves now, followed only by their own dust trail, in relative peace, but 
then the camera pans left and shows us down over the edge of the canyon 
where the women can’t see or hear it a bug-like helicopter flying in silence 
parallel to their path. louise doesn’t notice that she is driving toward the 
edge of the canyon. When she does notice, she slams on the brakes and 
manages to stop the car just in time in a cloud of dust. in the quiet that 
ensues, the women wonder where they are. Thelma thinks it might be “the 
goddam grand canyon.” “isn’t it beautiful?” she says, clearly moved deep-
ly. and then, after this beatific moment, in one of the most striking scenes 
in the film, the blunt forehead of helicopter ascends straight up in front 
of the Thunderbird’s windshield on a column of pounding noise. louise 
wheels the car around to escape but their way is now blocked by approach-
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ing police vehicles. The police vehicles stop at a distance, the officers get 
out and unlimber their firearms and we see close-ups of cartridges being 
caressed and magazines being slammed home and weapons being cocked. 

louise has wheeled the car around again and the women are now 
stopped facing the canyon. in the final conversation between them, louise 
declares that she isn’t going to give up (fastening her seat belt as she does 
so) and Thelma, whose transformation from a ditzy housewife to a brave 
and decisive adventurer, which is the primary development of character 
in the film, after a pause, says “let’s don’t get caught.” louise looks at her 
questioningly. “let’s keep going,” says Thelma. tilting her chin out toward 
the canyon, with a wonderful expression on her face that says that she is 
almost weeping with excitement, Thelma says, “go.” louise kisses her 
strong (eros embracing thanatos) and floors it (we have had several shots 
of her foot flooring the gas pedal before in the film). Holding hands, the 
women fly off the edge of the canyon at high speed. The car rises into the 
air, crests. The final frames of the film hold the green Thunderbird sus-
pended in the air over the canyon just past the apex of its flight. 

it turns out that ridley scott first planned to show the car going all the 
way down. He chose finally to leave the women suspended, which seems 
to me unquestionably the right choice for a movie that wishes to leave the 
topos intact, as this one must, i think. Had the Thunderbird been followed 
all the way down, we might have found ourselves wondering if the topos 
was holding up, or if, rather, the women had experienced the kind of mo-
ment reported by the jumper off the golden gate bridge who survived to 
report that after he jumped it occurred to him that of all his problems, the 
only one that couldn’t be fixed was the one created by the fact he had just 
jumped off the golden gate bridge.

The topos of the american southwest was first produced, or enabled, 
i’ve argued, by the advent of the railroad, that apotheosis, marx argued, 
of the industrial revolution. it was consolidated soon afterward by the au-
tomobile, which permitted not just the annihilation of time and space the 
railroad had enabled but the argument of individual freedom. contem-
porary advertisements for the automobile invoke of the “freedom of the 
road.” While the train may be able to take us “further on down the line,” 
we do not hear of the “freedom of the tracks.” it is impossible to imag-
ine the dramatic events of Thelma and Louise in the american southwest 
without the little green Thunderbird convertible, or something like it, in 
the picture. as the women tear through the plunging pumps in the oil 
field early in their try for the american southwest and freedom, we see 
the oil wells as something they are escaping from, not as that which en-
ables them to put gas in their little green Thunderbird to make it go. at 
the end of the film, at the moment when the two women are perched on 
the edge of what Thelma wonders at as maybe being the “goddam grand 
canyon,” which pre-railroad explorers might have referred to in just such 
language but with rather a different affect, the topos is still intact for them 
and is furthermore working at a high intensity because of the threat to it 
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that they and we all know is near. i can think of no better characteriza-
tion of the awful loud emergence of the police helicopter in front of the 
Thunderbird’s windshield than the return of the repressed. it produces, 
as such returns do, a crisis. The women make their choice, a choice not 
to “get caught,” a choice to “keep going,” a choice that entails the main-
tenance of the topos, rather than their own survival. but they do survive, 
in the film, in suspension over the canyon … it’s the movies, after all. if 
ridley scott had allowed them to fall, as he did in another version of the 
ending, this topos for the american southwest, and the movie, as the kind 
of movie it has been up to this point, would have been imperiled. With the 
little green Thunderbird suspended in the air over the canyon, we need not 
ask any number of questions the movie has been getting us to postpone.

earlier in the film, at the moment where the iconic images of the train 
and the approaching Thunderbird appear and the women are first seen 
to be firmly placed in the american southwest, the sound track is b.b. 
King singing a song entitled Better Not Look Down (“if you want to keep 
on flyin’ ”). Knowing how the film ends, i have found it hard not to think 
here of those moments in the Warner brothers cartoons that feature Wile 
e. coyote chasing the roadrunner through the topos of the american 
southwest when without realizing it coyote charges off a cliff in his latest 
doomed-to-fail attempt to catch the roadrunner. He runs out into the air 
and slows to a stop but does not fall, not until he “looks down.” His erect 
ears droop in a dawning realization, and only then does he fall. We usually 
follow him all the way down to the canyon floor where his latest schemes 
eventuate in that ignominious and hilarious-because-so-understated plop 
far down below on the canyon floor, a denouement that would have been 
horribly inappropriate in Thelma and Louise. 

in the cartoons, coyote is always making use of the latest technology 
in his efforts to catch that cheerful and more-than-a-little-irritating bird, 
technology he usually receives in the mail from “acme industries.” as he 
assembles the latest device, he giggles with delight, sure that this one will 
do the trick. The technology is then shown backfiring on him in wonder-
fully elaborate ways, as we knew it would. i don’t recall that he has ever 
tried to make use of a helicopter to catch roadrunner, but it is fun to think 
of how that one might unfold. He has tried rockets a number of times. in 
these cartoons, though not in Thelma and Louise, we are implicitly invit-
ed to recognize the limits of our devices and i find that comes as a relief. 
some of the devices that have found a home in the american southwest 
are anything but consoling. We may think here of the nevada test site or 
the White sands missile range, both important aspects of another topos 
of the american southwest, one i have considered in another essay, the 
topos of the american southwest as a site of military-industrial adventure. 

coyote will always rise again, of course, no matter how badly his de-
vices backfire. roadrunner will always run free. she (He? it?) doesn’t need 
gas the way we might realize the little green Thunderbird does if the to-
pos didn’t prevent us from thinking about that. in cartoons like these, we 
are obviously in a topos, not in a place we are to take for a moment as real. 
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i claimed earlier that certain of our devices, specifically the railroad 
and the automobile, were enablers of the topos of the american southwest 
as a place of charm, authenticity, free play. We should also recognize, i 
think, that the american southwest, imagined as an empty quarter and 
thus a suitable place for military-industrial adventure, has also enabled 
the development of certain technologies. The colorado river at the place 
where it emerges from the grand canyon did in fact provide the stage for 
the first mega-dam, Hoover dam; the bonneville salt flats in utah are in 
fact a place where land-speed records in a range of different vehicles have 
been sought and set; the White sands missile range in southern new 
mexico is in fact the place where the united states was able secretly to 
test the first atomic bomb and later develop its first military rockets; the 
nevada test site not far from las Vegas is in fact the place that was found 
sufficiently remote to offer a site on the north american continent for the 
continuing testing and development of our nuclear weapons. The ameri-
can southwest has in fact been a place that has accommodated all these 
developments, and more. it is also the place where we have our greatest 
concentration of national Parks, a large number of which Thomas Wolfe 
was able to visit on his whirlwind road trip. We may take it that the Parks 
represent the topos of the american southwest best, and maybe they do. 
i’m arguing here that that topos rides upon technology in a way that may 
be under-recognized and that this under-recognition may be just what the 
topos is designed to maintain. 
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sign-cutting: tHresHolds, borders,
and otHers in THE DEVIL’S HIGHWAY

Abraham Acosta

in Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza, gloria anzaldúa (1987) de-
scribes the reality of border-crossing in the following manner:

faceless, nameless, invisible, taunted with “Hey cucuracho” (cock-
roach). trembling with fear, yet filled with courage, a courage born 
of desperation. barefoot and uneducated, mexicans with hands like 
boot soles gather at night by the river where two worlds merge creating 
what reagan calls a frontline, a war zone. The convergence has created 
a shock culture, a border culture, a third country, a closed country.

Without benefit of bridges, the “mojados” (wetbacks) float on inflat-
able rafts across el río grande, or wade or swim across naked, clutching 
their clothes over their heads. Holding onto the grass, they pull them-
selves along the banks with a prayer to Virgen de Guadalupe on their 
lips: Ay virgencita morena, mi madrecita, dame tu bendición.

The border Patrol hides behind the local mcdonalds on the out-
skirts of brownsville, texas or some other bordertown. They set traps 
around the river beds beneath the bridge. Hunters in army-green uni-
forms stalk and track these economic refugees by the powerful night-
vision of electronic sensing devices planted in the ground or mounted 
on border Patrol vans. cornered by flashlights, frisked while their arms 
stretch over their heads, los mojados are handcuffed, locked in jeeps, 
and then kicked back across the river.

one out of every three is caught. some return to enact their rite 
of passage as many as three times a day. some of those who make 
it across undetected fall prey to mexican robbers such as those in 
smuggler’s canyon on the american side of the border near tijua-
na. as refugees in a homeland that does not want them, many find a 
welcome hand holding out only suffering, pain, and ignoble death.   
                                                                             (anzaldúa 1987, 33-34)

let us juxtapose this image, conceived and written by anzaldúa in 1987 
with an eye on the southwest texas border, with another, one written in 
2004, presenting another scene of border-crossing, but this time not in 
texas, but through southern arizona. This from luis alberto urrea’s The 
Devil’s Highway: 
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five men stumbled out of the mountain pass so sunstruck they didn’t 
know their names, couldn’t remember where they’d come from, had for-
gotten how long they’d been lost. one of them wandered back up a peak. 
one of them was barefoot. They were burned nearly black, their lips huge 
and cracking, what paltry drool still available to them spuming from their 
mouths in a salty foam as they walked. Their eyes were cloudy with dust, 
almost too dry to blink up a tear. Their hair was hard and stiffened by old 
sweat, standing in crowns from their scalps, old sweat because their bod-
ies were no longer sweating. They were drunk from having their brains 
baked in the pan, they were seeing god and devils, and they were dizzy 
from drinking their own urine, the poisons clogging their systems.
…
They were walking now for water, not for salvation. Just a drink. They 
whispered it to each other as they staggered into parched pools of their 
own shadows, forever spilling downhill before them: Just one drink, 
brothers. Water. Cold water!
They walked west, though they didn’t know it; they had no concept 
anymore of destination. The only direction they could manage was 
through the gap they stumbled across as they cut through the granite 
mountains of southern arizona. now canyons and arroyos shuffled 
them west, to toward Yuma, though they didn’t know where Yuma was 
and wouldn’t have reached it if they did.
They came down out of the screaming sun and broke onto the rough 
plains of the cabeza Prieta wilderness, at the south end of the united 
states air force’s barry goldwater bombing range, where the sun re-
commenced its burning. cutting through this region, and lending its 
name to the terrible landscape, was the devil’s Highway, more death, 
more desert. They were in a vast trickery of sand. 
…
in the distance, deceptive stands of mesquite trees must have looked 
like oases. ten trees a quarter mile apart can look like a cool grove from 
a distance. in the western desert, twenty miles looks like ten. and ten 
miles can kill. There was still no water; there wasn’t even any shade. 
… 
The men had cactus spines in their faces, their hands. There wasn’t 
enough fluid left in them to bleed. They’d climbed peaks, hoping to 
find a town, or a river, had seen more landscape, and tumbled down 
the far side to keep walking. […]
now, as they came out of the hills, they faced the plain and the far wall of 
the gila mountains. mauve and yellow cliffs. a volcanic cone called ra-
ven’s butte that was dark, as if a rain cloud were hovering over it. it looked 
as if you could find relief on its perpetually shadowy flanks, but that too 
was an illusion. abandoned army tanks, preserved forever in the dry heat, 
stood in their path, a ghostly arrangement that must have seemed like an-
other bad dream. Their full-sun 110-degree nightmare. (urrea 2004, 3-5)

read side by side, these two reflections on border-crossing read like night 
and day; like scenes from two radically different borders, and seemingly, 
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one could argue, from two different eras (pre- and post-nafta, opera-
tions “gatekeeper,” and “hold the line”). Whereas in the former, crossers 
navigated through the waters of the rio grande, in the latter, walkers tra-
verse desolate, arid terrain. Whereas, in the former, the river itself is the 
border, for the latter, the actual border is nowhere to be seen, lying some-
where between the beginning and end of their journey. Whereas in the for-
mer, the crosser’s immediate destination, brownsville, is visible from the 
other side of the river, in the latter, their immediate destination, whether 
it be tucson, Yuma, or interstate 8, lie miles away. Whereas in the for-
mer, border Patrol lies in wait under the bridges connecting matamoros 
to brownsville, or next to certain area fast-food restaurants, in the latter, 
border Patrol will not only not find walkers until they emerge from the 
devil’s Highway, but also, and perhaps more critically, not until these walk-
ers already find themselves abandoned at the threshold of life and death. 
indeed, given the striking differences between anzaldúa and urrea’s bor-
ders, and given that almost twenty years separate the appearance of their 
writings, they are nevertheless both still reflecting on the same border.

it is also important to remind ourselves, however, that anzaldúa’s Bor-
derlands and urrea’s The Devil’s Highway constitute two different critical 
projects. The former seeks to present and affirm a mestiza chicana cultur-
al identity that emerges from within these borderlands, but also to affirm 
a new mestiza consciousness that both appropriates and resists dominant 
structures of race, gender and sexuality in the us. urrea, on the other hand, 
seeks to tease out the political implications of the very act of crossing the 
state border, and what this means for the subjects attempting it, and what 
that meant for those who do not survive it. so while the former attempts to 
forge a mestizo, gendered, and queer epistemological base onto the insider/
outsider subject of the borderlands (zoe), the latter seeks to unconceal the 
juridical limits of the outsider/outsider subject of the border (bios) seeking 
to break into. but again, what is of critical interest here is that both critical 
projects are grounded from/within a primordial scene of border-crossing.

Having said this, and seeking to further tease out the critical reality 
that is revealed only from their juxtaposition, there is one other tension 
between anzaldúa and urrea’s reflections on border-crossing that i wish 
to attend to: the semiotic grounds upon which the border-crosser is con-
stituted. or rather, how crossers themselves become constitutive of the 
border they attempt to cross. for anzaldúa, the borderlands is itself the 
site of productive signification in which are contained variants of eng-
lish and spanish, but from which emerges its linguistic heterogeneity — 
el lenguaje de la frontera. note for instance, anzaldúa’s registering of the 
border-crosser as active semiotic ingredient in the borderlands.

from los recién llegados, mexican immigrants, and braceros, i learned 
the north mexican dialect. (anzaldúa 1987, 78)

from this little, short sentence we are told many things, for instance, that in 
the borderlands, those recién llegados contribute to el lenguaje de la frontera, 
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that those recién llegados constitute the zoe of the borderlands by bringing 
with them the north mexican dialect, that those recién llegados are indeed 
productive of signification in the borderlands. However this statement simul-
taneously implies a certain number of conditions and exclusions. The first of 
which is that only being a recién llegado will do; only those who have success-
fully crossed the border can gain entry into the borderlands. and further, that 
in order to be heard, read, or understood, in order to be included within the 
zoe of borderlands, one need be a recién llegado del Norte, and from nowhere 
else. Those who have failed to llegar, or those who have died llegando, do not 
belong in the borderlands and cannot be understood within it. The latter — 
ellos que nunca llegarán and/or those who do not bring with them a north 
mexican dialect — come to inhabit the borders of the borderlands, neither 
inside nor outside, neither silent, nor intelligible. or as urrea would argue, 
“aliens before they ever crossed the line.” The critical question, of course, be-
comes, do they [ellos que nunca llegarán], leave a sign, a trace, a legible marker 
of their never having made it that can be read in the borderlands?

Whereas in anzaldúa the semiotic contributions made only by those who 
have already successfully made it past the border (los recién llegados) becomes 
constitutive of the borderlands, for urrea, The Devil’s Highway reflects upon 
the residual, though empirically relevant signs left by those who will have 
never had made it, an investigative technique the border Patrol calls “sign-
cutting.” The notion of “sign-cutting” appears as the name given by border 
Patrol to the act of tracking migrants through the forensic trail left behind 
as they walk through areas known as “drags” or lines of smoothed-over sand 
which, when traversed, inscribes into itself the very act of traversal, of its tres-
passing, the trace of recién pasados. urrea remarks:

cutters read the land like a text. They search the manuscript of the 
ground for irregularities in its narration. They know the plots and the 
images by heart. They can see where the punctuation goes. They are 
landscape grammarians, got the Ph.d. in reading dirt. (urrea 2004, 29)

and, as in the case of the Wellton 26, the group of twenty-six men originating 
from Veracruz, mexico, who in 2001 attempted to cross the us-mexico bor-
der through the Yuma sector of the arizona desert, and from which urrea’s 
narrative is based, the sign-cutters were there to finish the story for them.

from the Vidrios drag, the signcutters started back into the wasteland, 
cutting, cutting. They read the ground and found, after an amazingly 
long haul, where the journey had gone all so wrong. some of the ille-
gals had walked over sixty-five miles — a couple of them fell in sight 
of the freeway.
all you can do…is cut sign, cut sign, cut sign.
The sign tells the story.
The sign never lies.
and the whole investigation became a series of drag-cuts. […] The 
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footprints wrote the story. and after the footprints ran out, it was a 
trail of whispered stories and paper sheets. it was the big die-off, the 
largest death-event in border history. (urrea 2004, 31)

if we again juxtapose this scene in urrea with anzaldúa’s affirmation of 
los recién llegados, we are presented with a critical semiotic disjuncture at 
the border. in other words, while urrea utilizes the idea of sign-cutting 
to depict the border Patrol’s tracking of border-crossers along the devil’s 
Highway, we are also seeing the process of sign-cutting manifested between 
urrea and anzaldúa. in short, a border exists between two sets of border 
signs: the north mexican dialect brought by los recién llegados, and the 
footprints, discarded items and bodies left in the desert by ellos que nunca 
llegarán. The cultural imaginary that assumes the only border-crossers are 
norteños, and the fact the Wellton 26 originated from Veracruz. The asser-
tion that only those recién llegados are productive of frontera signification, 
while the signs left behind by ellos que nunca llegarán remain, illegible, 
incommensurate, radically insignificant and consequently suspended in a 
state of exception. We must also warn ourselves of the possibility that the 
contradictions that emerge from this sign-cutting are irresolvable, irrepa-
rable, nor accidental; los que nunca llegarán represent the radical negative 
limit to the borderlands, the latter cannot exist without the a priori exis-
tence of the former. in short, the borderlands, as a singular and homoge-
nously mestizo site of enunciation, requires and indeed reproduces its own 
form of subalternity to constitute its own seemingly borderless borders.

in short, how else can we conceive of the semiotic tension between los 
recién llegados through whom anzaldúa learns and appropriates the north 
mexican dialect, and, for urrea, the “aliens before they ever crossed the line” 
who present the trace of radical negativity, abandonment, as the biopolitical 
exception upon which the borderlands is erected? These traces of negative 
signification, one can argue, are equally constitutive of the borderlands, to 
the degree in which they continue to be ignored or neglected in affirmations 
of a border culture (mestizo, transcultural, hybrid, or otherwise). ultimate-
ly, ellos que nunca llegarán remain, to the degree that they are excluded, nei-
ther inside nor outside; it is the trace that both binds and separates, the sign 
that threatens inside/outside with indistinction, the conceptual figure that 
ultimately ruptures the idea of a seamless and borderless borderlands. sign-
cutting, or the biopolitical tension between figures of semiotic production 
along the borderlands — in this case, los recién llegados and los que nunca 
llegarán — should come to constitute the site of radical, critical inquiry into 
the nature, state and culture of the us-mexico border.
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immigration: Historical oVerVieW,  
meXican basHing reVisited and necessarY reform 
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1. Global Migration

The history of humanity is one of migration; that is, throughout history 
and in every part of the world, people have moved — and this process 
continues today. The reasons for human migration are many and varied 
but are due primarily to natural disasters (earthquakes, tornadoes, etc.), 
to changes in weather (e.g., droughts and floods), to escape from war or 
persecution based on religious or political beliefs, and to search for adven-
ture (moving to the city from the country or from one culture to another 
that might be perceived to be more exotic or more in tune with one’s vi-
sion of life or lifestyle). 

However, the foremost critical reason for the overwhelming majority of 
people moving, both within and across national borders, is for economic 
reasons (borjas 2007); first and foremost people move in search of a better 
job or in the case of the unemployed and the severely underemployed, they 
migrate simply in search of a job, any job. as discussed below in greater 
detail, this has been the experience of the majority of mexican individuals 
and families who have migrated to the united states since the formation 
of the current us-mexico border in 1848 (gonzález 2008).

on a global scale, one can document some clear, albeit broad patterns 
of human migration. in the past, for example, migration tended to origi-
nate in the northern Hemisphere, principally in europe, with destina-
tions to almost everywhere, including the Western Hemisphere, africa, 
and india. one can readily think of the movement of people led by various 
empires, including, for example, the roman empire, the spanish empire, 
and the british empire.

in modern times, during the past fifty years, the broader patterns in-
clude movement from the southern Hemisphere to the northern Hemi-
sphere: from latin american countries to the united states; from africa 
to europe (including italy, germany and spain, for example); from the 
middle east to europe and the us; and from asia to europe and the us 
today, approximately three million people migrate annually; one million 
to the us and 1.4 million to europe (Population reference bureau 2006). 
according to the united nations under-secretary general for economic 
and social affairs, 62% of all international migration that occurs is from 
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the southern Hemisphere to the northern Hemisphere (ocampo 2006). 
mexico is one of the countries that has lost population due to migration 
and the united states has, of course, gained. by 2003, over ten million 
mexicans had left mexico for the united states, which represents about 
9% of the mexican population (borjas 2007). 

2. Major Immigration Waves to the US

The united states has most broadly experienced three major waves of im-
migration (martin 2010). The first was roughly between 1600 and 1880 and 
was comprised of immigrants from a variety of nations in the northern 
and western parts of europe, including, for example, england, Holland, 
sweden, germany, france and spain. in fact, approximately 90% of the 
immigrants in this first wave came from northern and western europe. 
apart from the explorers, many of these early immigrants left europe in 
search of freedom, particularly religious freedom, and they came with 
their families to settle in colonies that later became states. These groups 
of immigrants are commonly identified as the “settlers” of the united 
states (martin 2010).

generally speaking, this first wave of immigrants was fairly homog-
enous in appearance (e.g., skin color) and religious practice (Protestant). 
These immigrants were “welcomed” to the colonies and later to the states; 
in many cases they were even welcomed by the indigenous peoples that 
lived in the americas at the time. in other words, these early immigrants 
did not see each other or themselves as being so culturally different as to 
be threatening to american culture. although slavery was practiced dur-
ing part of this period, african slaves were not viewed or treated as equal 
human beings and their forced migration was not seen as a threat, but an 
asset. furthermore, slaves had no legal power to withstand assimilation 
or to influence american culture; for example, they were given american 
names in english (including surnames), taught to practice christianity 
and forced to learn basic english.

The second major wave of migration to the us was different from the 
first in several respects, including immigrants’ countries of origin and 
reasons for emigrating (rystad 1992). as a group, these immigrants came 
from the countries that comprise southern and eastern europe, such as 
italy, greece, czechoslovakia and Poland. They generally emigrated from 
these countries due to economic reasons in an effort to escape poverty; 
they migrated to the united states specifically in search of opportunities 
for employment.

The existing population in the united states, mostly first-wave im-
migrants and their descendents, were not welcoming of this second wave 
of immigrants. Particularly by the early 1900s, they viewed the people 
of southern and eastern europe as being “too different” in, for example, 
language, customs and traditions (rystad 1992). The americans com-
plained that the “new” immigrants were not interested in assimilating to 
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american culture, including adopting the english language. additionally, 
these second-wave immigrants were viewed as having different religions, 
such as catholicism and Judaism, which threatened the traditional Prot-
estant population. Thus, many american cities and states established lo-
cal ordinances and laws against the new immigrants and they pressured 
the congress to establish federal laws forbidding or greatly limiting im-
migration from countries in southern and eastern europe. congress lis-
tened to these pleas and enacted the national origins system (described 
in greater detail below) that greatly disfavored immigrants from southern 
and eastern europe (as well as asia) and favored those from northern and 
western european nations.

The third major wave of immigration started in 1965 and continues to 
the present (Zolberg 1989). This current wave was triggered by a critical 
change in us immigration policies and laws. The immigration reform act 
of 1965 established a somewhat more universal approach to immigration 
by eliminating the quota system that had been in place since 1921 and, 
thus, opened immigration to countries and regions previously excluded or 
greatly limited, such as asia (china, Japan, south Korea, Vietnam, cam-
bodia, etc.) and latin america (mexico, guatemala, brazil, chile, argen-
tina, etc.). Hence, since 1965, the majority (about 80%) of legal immigrants 
to the united sates have come from asia and latin america, particularly 
china and mexico. These “newest” immigrants have also been viewed as 
not wanting to assimilate to american customs and traditions and being 
resistant to learning english (rystad 1992).

empirically, however, the reality of the immigration process clearly 
demonstrates that assimilation is a generational phenomenon and that by 
the third generation, almost complete assimilation has occurred; even if a 
few traces of the original culture remain, they tend to be symbolic rather 
than genuine everyday practices (rystad 1992). still, the general american 
public, particularly its conservative element and conservative politicians, 
tend to focus on the present-day situation and fail to take a longer view 
of the immigration process. Thus, this portion of the american public is 
intent on establishing laws and policies to stop or greatly restrict immi-
gration of people they define as undesirable — often undesirable simply 
because of their culture, such as mexicans. since the attack on the twin 
towers in new York city and the Pentagon in Washington, dc, on sep-
tember 11, 2001 (these events have been popularly known since then as 
9/11), anti-immigrant sentiment has led to policies and practices that tar-
get people from the middle east as well (critelli 2008).

3. Brief History of Mexicans in the US

mexicans have resided in what is now the united states since long before 
the current borders were established, particularly in the area known as the 
american southwest. They were here as explorers and as settlers. However, 
the common history of mexican migration to the us usually begins with 
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the establishment of the current us-mexico border in 1848, which was 
finalized in 1853 with the gadsden Purchase (gutiérrez 1995). at the end 
of the mexican-american War, mexico was forced to cede almost half its 
territory to the united states as part of the treaty of guadalupe Hidalgo, 
including california, nevada, arizona, colorado, new mexico, and part 
of texas (the other part had already been lost to the us).

in the years after the present-day border was established and into the early 
part of the twentieth century, the us-mexico border was mostly unregulat-
ed and unprotected. mexicans were encouraged by american farmers and 
ranchers to come to work in the united states, and many did. furthermore, 
during the early part of the twentieth century (the period of the mexican 
revolution, roughly 1910-1920), many mexicans immigrated to the united 
stated to flee the war. even when the national origins quotas were estab-
lished in 1921, mexican immigration was not restricted by the quota system.

us immigration laws and policies pertaining to mexican immigration 
have changed over time. at times the border has been open and any mexi-
can wishing to enter the us simply had to pay fifty cents (or be vaccinated 
at the border, as when the lead author first entered the us in 1957). at other 
times, particularly during periods of economic downturns, such as during 
the great depression of the 1930s or during the current one, the border 
gets sealed and mexican immigrants are not welcome. of course, given 
the us’s dependence on cheap labor from mexico, even during difficult 
economic times, a certain number of mexicans are needed to do menial 
labor, such as harvest crops. Thus, the border has never been completely 
sealed to mexican immigrants nor, we believe, is it in the best interest of 
the us to seal it completely. mostly, america wants to regulate the vol-
ume of immigration — the number of immigrants that enter at any giv-
en period — to allow more immigrants during periods of high economic 
growth and low unemployment and fewer immigrants when the economy 
is in a recession.

although during the 1930s mexicans were rounded up and deported 
as a part of what was termed “mexican repatriation” (balderrama and 
rodriguez 1995), by the early 1940s they were being actively recruited by 
american farmers. during World War ii, the us experienced a shortage 
of male laborers and thus proposed the bracero Program to mexico. This 
bilateral program was signed by both the us and mexican governments as 
a four-year (1942-45) wartime measure and permitted the recruitment and 
immigration of mexican men to perform seasonal farm and agricultural 
work in the us (incidentally, the lead author’s father served as a bracero 
for several years in the 1940s). The bracero Program was deemed to be so 
successful by both governments that even long after World War ii ended, 
the program was still operating, with as many as one million participants 
(gutiérrez 1995). although the us government wanted to continue the bra-
cero Program, the program officially ended in 1964 because the mexican 
government refused to sign the continuation agreement. mexico halted 
negotiations primarily because the us government would not agree to a 
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minimum wage and help with other issues such as housing and sanitation 
for the braceros (as these workers were known). 

The immigration and naturalization act of 1965 ended the national 
origins quota system and created a more balanced approach to legal im-
migration. Thus, the countries and regions that were previously disfavored 
(asia and latin america) were now able to compete for available slots. 
additionally, one of the major goals of this legislation was “family reuni-
fication.” both the more level playing field and the family reunification 
approach gave mexican immigrants an opportunity to immigrate legally 
in larger numbers than was possible before. since then, mexican immi-
grants have formed the largest number of legal immigrants from any sin-
gle country (escobar latapí and martin 2008). still, the number of legal 
slots for mexican immigrants has never been enough to meet the demand, 
both in terms of the number of mexicans interested in immigrating and 
of the number of low-paid employees needed in the us, particularly in 
seasonal work such as agriculture. Thus, since at least 1964 with the end-
ing of the bracero Program, the volume of unauthorized mexican immi-
grants has been rising and currently numbers approximately 6.6 million 
(about 60% of the estimated 11 million undocumented immigrants in the 
us). more recently, several scholars have documented the consequences 
of north american free trade agreement (nafta) on illegal immigra-
tion, including the dismantling of jobs in mexico and the creation of jobs 
in the us such as in the poultry industry (alba 2008; schwartzman 2009). 

in sum, the history of mexican migration out of mexico and into the unit-
ed states has been based on both push factors (low wages, unemployment and 
underemployment in mexico) and pull factors (jobs and higher wages in the 
us). The nature of this migration has been greatly influenced by us immi-
gration laws and policies as well as by the state of the economy. Thus, at times 
mexican immigrants have been welcomed, indeed actively recruited, and at 
other times they have been aggressively rounded up and deported and there 
has been an attempt to seal the border. every time the economy turns sour, 
mexican immigrants become a “problem” and anti-mexican bashing becomes 
popular, as is presently the case. When the economy is doing well and the un-
employment rate in the us is low, mexicans immigrants are more welcome.

4. INS and ICE

since 1949, immigration and naturalization services (ins) has been 
housed in the unites states department of Justice. This federal agency was 
responsible for both enforcement and services pertaining to all matters of 
immigration and citizenship. That is, enforcement of all immigration laws 
and the provision of various services such as issuing passports and process-
ing those individuals seeking us citizenship through naturalization. as a 
result of the events of 9/11, however, a new cabinet-level department was 
formed: the us department of Homeland security. it was at this juncture 
that border enforcement and naturalization services were separated into 
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two agencies. enforcement, including the border Patrol, is now housed 
under immigration and customs enforcement (ice).

although the border Patrol’s main purpose today is to keep out un-
documented mexican immigrants (and other unauthorized border cross-
ers), this population was not the primary reason for initially creating the 
border Patrol in the late 1800s. This agency was originally established pri-
marily to keep out chinese immigrants who were excluded from entering 
the us directly (as a result of the chinese exclusion act of 1882) and who 
were entering the us through mexico.

by using the terrorist attacks of 9/11 as justification, immigration enforce-
ment became a matter of “national security” and the border Patrol’s budget 
became almost a blank check — i.e., this agency received all (and more than) 
the funds it reported that it needed to do its job of “securing the border.” as a 
result, the size of the border Patrol force increased rapidly, from approximately 
2,500 agents in 1992 to 12,000 in 2006 and over 20,000 in 2011. in addition to 
the many agents (about 80%) assigned to the us-mexico border, both Presi-
dents george W. bush and barack obama assigned thousands of members 
(at one time, as many as 6,000) of the national guard to assist the border Pa-
trol along the us-mexico border. There are now so many border Patrol agents 
and national guard members along the border compared to the relatively few 
unauthorized border crossers that the agents are frequently found sitting play-
ing video games or sleeping in their vehicles. a recent newspaper article in 
the Arizona Daily Star, the local tucson newspaper, noted that border Patrol 
agents are “bored” on the job because there is nothing to do (marosi 2011). 

The overwhelming majority of border Patrol agents are assigned to the us 
border with mexico which measures 2,000 miles (the us-canada border is 
twice as long, 4,000 miles but relatively few agents are patrolling it). addition-
ally, the border Patrol’s budget increased rapidly to cover expanding invest-
ments in such items as: vehicles, aircraft (small airplanes, surveillance drones, 
helicopters, etc.), dogs, horses (for mounted patrol), fences (from physical to 
virtual), stadium lighting at night along various sections of the border, and 
other technology and gadgets, some of which, although extremely costly, did 
not work. for example, a virtual fence (made up of surveillance cameras) was 
developed by bowing at a cost of $20.6 million and was intended to cover a 
twenty-eight-mile area of border south of tucson (Hsu 2008). large towers were 
installed in a portion of the arizona border with mexico to hold the cameras 
for the virtual fence but when the cameras were mounted, they were useless, 
they simply did not work. after only a few weeks, the cameras were removed, 
though the towers remain. after spending nearly $1 billion ($15 million per 
mile) on this program and doing nothing to improve security, the obama ad-
ministration finally ended it on January 14, 2011 (Jessup 2011).

5. Major Border Patrol Operations

as a para-military organization, the us border Patrol regularly plans and 
implements enforcement initiatives under the nomenclature of “opera-
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tions” (Hernández 2010). The following is a list of some of the major op-
erations carried out by the border Patrol, particularly those that relate to 
mexican immigrants and the us-mexico border.

• repatriation, 1930s: about 400,000 mexicans were deported during 
the period of the great depression.

• Wetback, 1952: over two million mexicans were rounded up, as far 
as in the midwest, and deported.

• blockade, 1993: This operation was focused on the border around el 
Paso, texas. The goal was to dramatically decrease undocumented im-
migration through this urban border area (ciudad Juárez-el Paso) by in-
creasing the number of agents and equipment. The two-week operation 
was launched the morning of september 19, 2003 with deployment of 400 
border Patrol agents along a central twenty-mile segment of the border. 
The initiative was deemed so successful that it was continued in this area 
as operation Hold the line and was also implemented in other areas un-
der a different name (see the next bullet point). The el Paso sector’s border 
Patrol chief, silvestre reyes, was later promoted to director of the immi-
gration and naturalization service, the agency under which the border 
Patrol operated until ice was formed after 9/11.

• gatekeeper, 1994: launched on october 1 under President bill clin-
ton, this initiative continued operation blockade to the san diego sector. 
The operation included increasing the number of border Patrol agents in 
that sector, as well as implementing technology such as infrared surveil-
lance cameras, seismic field sensors, and real-time data maps. by 1997, 
the border Patrol’s budget had doubled to $800 million (nevins 2010). 
operation gatekeeper was continued under President george W. bush: 
“in the past two years, the bush administration has spent $100 million on 
sophisticated surveillance gear and a high-powered information network 
to keep undocumented immigrants out” (mechanic 2003). additionally, 
on Thursday, october 26, 2006, President bush signed into law the secure 
fence act which approved building 700 miles of fencing along the us-
mexico border. This law also authorized more checkpoints and lighting 
as well as increasing the use of modern technology like cameras, satellites, 
and unmanned aerial vehicles such as drones. operation gatekeeper was 
also implemented in the tucson border Patrol sector, which includes most 
of arizona’s border with mexico, as operation safeguard.

• Jumpstart, 2006: This initiative incorporated the use of 6,000 national 
guard military personnel along the us-mexico border to assist the bor-
der Patrol in surveillance and building the fence.

The result of these recent initiatives that concentrate border Patrol 
agents, fencing and technology along urban areas has been termed the 
“funnel effect:” since it has become more difficult for undocumented im-
migrants to cross in populated areas, they have been forced to cross in ru-
ral areas (rubio-goldsmith 2006). indeed, the funneling has resulted in 
a significant increase in both the number of apprehensions and migrant 
deaths in the arizona desert. for example, the number of apprehensions 
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in the tucson sector increased from 139,473 in 1994 to 491,771 in 2004 
(usbP 1998; usbP 2004). even more dramatically, the number of recov-
ered human remains increased from nine in 1990 to 201 in 2005. 

6. Major US Immigration Legislation

migration is highly dependent on the laws of both the sending and receiv-
ing countries. although in modern times we tend not to focus on emigra-
tion, those leaving a country, but only on immigration, those who enter, 
even today, most countries control both who can leave and who can en-
ter and under what conditions. Hence, emigration and immigration are 
dependent on laws. This control is undertaken through laws enacted and 
implemented at the level of the nation states, thus the distinction between 
“legal” emigration and immigration (that movement of people that is sanc-
tioned by law) and “illegal” emigration and immigration (the movement 
of people not sanctioned by law). in other words, the categories of peo-
ple (ages, ethnicities/races, religions, genders, political beliefs/practices, 
health status, occupation, etc.) and nations of origin and destinations are 
highly controlled by laws, independent of the social or ecological forces 
driving migration. 

in the united states, one can easily see how the nation’s laws have re-
sulted in who gets in, when, and under what conditions. major congres-
sional immigration legislation, includes for example, the following:

• chinese exclusion act. enacted in 1882, this legislation was specifically 
aimed at keeping chinese immigrants out of the united states. although 
the chinese were recruited to help complete the transcontinental railroad, 
once the railroad was completed and with the bust of gold mining in cali-
fornia where most of these chinese immigrants then lived, chinese people 
were no longer welcome. initially enacted for a ten-year period, the chi-
nese exclusion act was continually renewed until finally repealed in 1942.

• gentleman’s agreement: enacted in 1908, this informal agreement 
was entered into between the us and Japan and its goal was to prevent 
Japanese citizens from both leaving Japan and entering the united states. 
This agreement was in place until 1924.

• national origins system: This legislation, enacted in 1921 that re-
mained in place (with some modifications along the way) until 1965, es-
tablished a quota system based on county of origin. it intentionally had 
the goal of privileging certain countries (those in northern and western 
europe) and diminishing (almost stopping) immigration from others 
(those in southern and eastern europe and in asia). for example, great 
britain was permitted 65,721 immigrants per year while greece was only 
allowed 307 (ngai 1999). initially, mexico, latin america and other coun-
tries in the Western Hemisphere were not included in the quota system 
but they were added later.

• immigration and naturalization act of 1965: This legislation included 
several components, including two critical changes: 1) ending the national 
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origins quota system that had been in place for some countries since 1921; 
and 2) establishing a family “reunification” system, giving preference to 
immigrants with family already in the united states, particularly mem-
bers of the nuclear family (parents, spouses and children).

• immigration reform and control act: enacted in 1986, this legisla-
tion had three main components: 1) a one-time legalization (“amnesty”) 
program; 2) employer sanctions for employers who knowingly hire un-
documented (“illegal”) immigrants; and 3) enhanced border control and 
surveillance.

• illegal immigration reform and responsibility act: This legislation 
was enacted in 1996 and included two main components: 1) deportations 
for criminal activity; and 2) additional border control and surveillance.

7. Congressional Action and In-Action

for the past fifteen years, the us congress has been unwilling to take any 
dramatic action on immigration reform. although congress has had op-
portunities to undertake comprehensive immigration reform (President 
george W. bush proposed a plan as did senators ted Kennedy and John 
mccain, two of the most powerful members of congress), it has only ap-
proved minor legislation dealing with enforcement (such as the building 
of the fence along the border with mexico and additional funds for ice 
and the border Patrol). congress has been unwilling to pass legislation, 
for example, such as the dream act, a bill that has been before it several 
times. This bill would give young undocumented immigrants who gradu-
ate from american high schools the opportunity for legalization through 
either service in the military or attending college.

during his campaign for the presidency in 2008, President barack obama 
supported both the dream act and comprehensive immigration reform. 
Yet, during his first two years in office and even with a congress controlled 
by democrats, he was unable to move either one of these measures through 
congress. during the launch of his re-election campaign in april 2010, Pres-
ident obama again spoke forcefully in favor of both the dream act and 
comprehensive immigration reform and promised to pursue both initiatives 
through congress. given the anti-obama congress, now controlled by re-
publicans, it is unlikely that either issues will pass, and certainly not before 
the elections in november 2012. Thus, in the near future, we are likely to 
see more of the same: congressional inaction on comprehensive immigra-
tion reform and action only for greater enforcement.

8. Anti-Immigration Rhetoric

The following are only a few examples of the thousands of vitriolic pieces 
of rhetoric regarding undocumented immigrants, specifically spanish-
speakers, that can be found in newspapers, magazine, the internet and 
on radio and television:
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• “The best way to help illegal aliens is by stopping illegal immigra-
tion.” (rep. Jim sensenbrenner, r-Wi)

• “This is what americans want. They want safe borders and they want 
safe ballots.” (rep. John mica, r-fl)

• springfield, tennessee, considers banning Hispanics on public parks 
because some visitors are speaking spanish.

• “if they’re speaking spanish, i tend to think they are illegal.” (alder-
man Ken cherry)

• “The fence will safeguard the nation.” (sen. bill frist, then senate 
majority leader, r-tn)

• “The fence will protect the american people.” (Pres. george W. bush)
• “We need the national guard to clean out all our cities and round them 

up [illegal immigrants]… They have no problem slitting your throat and tak-
ing your money or selling drugs to your kids or raping your daughters, and 
they are evil people.” (chris simcox, co-founder of the minuteman Proj-
ect and president of the minuteman civil defense corps. as quoted in the 
southern Poverty law center’s intelligence report magazine, summer 2005.)

• “my message to them is, not in two weeks, not in two months, not in 
two years, never! We must be clear that we will not surrender america and 
we will not turn the united states over to the invaders from south of the 
border.” (rep. Virgil goode (r-Va), at the march for america, Washing-
ton, dc, June 18, 2007.)

• “i don’t care if mexicans pile up against that fence … just run a cou-
ple of taco trucks up and down the line…” (neal boortz, anti-immigrant 
talk radio host on Wsb-am in atlanta on June 18, 2007.)

• “terrorists are also walking in unopposed; our southwestern border is 
littered with arabic papers and islamic prayer rugs.” (Jim gilchrist, founder 
of minutemen Project. from a press release announcing the forthcoming 
publication of a new book co-authored with Jerome r. corsi, february 2006.)

• “What we’ll do is randomly pick one night every week where we will 
kill whoever crosses the border… step over there and you die. You get to 
decide whether it’s your lucky night or not. i think that would be more fun.” 
(brian James, anti-immigrant talk radio host with KfYi-am in Phoenix. 
suggesting a solution to the immigration problem in arizona while fill-
ing in for the regular host, march 2006.)

• “We’ve got to make it in this country so (immigrants) can’t exist here… 
We’ve got to rattle their teeth and put their feet to the fire!” (terry ander-
son, anti-immigrant talk radio host with Krla in los angeles. speaking 
at a “Hold Their feet to the fire” anti-immigrant rally organized by the 
federation of american immigration reform, april 22, 2007.)

• “We have the inherent right to enforce federal immigration law. if 
Washington doesn’t like it, i recommend they change the laws.” (sheriff 
of maricopa county, Joe arpaio)

• “The majority of the illegal trespassers that are coming into the state 
of arizona are under the direction and control of organized drug cartels 
and they are bringing drugs in.” (arizona governor Jan brewer)
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• “i will not back off until we solve the problem of this illegal invasion. 
invaders, that’s what they are. invaders on the american sovereignty and 
it can’t be tolerated.” (russell Pearce, arizona state senator)

9. Recent State Immigration Bills

although historically and across the globe the control of both emigra-
tion and immigration has been the purview of federal governments, and 
so it has been with the united states, beginning in 1994 with the passage 
of Proposition 187 in california and escalating rapidly from 2000 to the 
present, almost every state legislature in the us has introduced bills spe-
cifically directed at controlling immigration, particularly unauthorized 
(“illegal”) immigration from mexico, or legislation aimed at a particu-
lar immigrant group. Proposition 187 was passed by the voters with 59% 
voting in favor. This law, although quickly challenged in the courts and 
struck down as being unconstitutional, would have prohibited undocu-
mented immigrants from receiving public education and health services 
in california. since then, many states have passed some form of anti-im-
migration legislation, arizona being the most notable both because of 
the number of bills introduced and for the passing of senate bill 1070, the 
most comprehensive and draconian anti-immigration legislation passed 
by any state to date. This law, also challenged in the courts and still under 
review, received worldwide attention. other examples of anti-immigration 
and anti-Hispanic legislation from arizona follow:

• 1986: english-only; This law, passed by the legislature and then 
ruled unconstitutional, made english the “official” language of arizo-
na and was aimed at spanish-speaking immigrants, particularly from 
mexico.

• 2000: Proposition 203; this law was passed by the voters and prohibits 
instruction in any language other than english beyond a two-year transi-
tional period. despite the fact that bilingual education became common 
educational practice, particularly in schools in the american southwest, 
after the us supreme court ruled on lau vs. nichols in 1974.

• 2006: although the earlier english-only law was found to be uncon-
stitutional, the conservative legislature continued to pursue the theme 
and passed a somewhat narrower law requiring that all official actions 
“be conducted in english.”

• 2006: The voters passed a referendum with various components pro-
hibiting the use of state funds for: 1) adult education of undocumented 
adults; 2) child care for undocumented children; and 3) waivers, grants 
and other financial assistance for college students who are not us citizens 
or permanent residents.

additional anti-immigration bills were introduced in every session of 
the legislature since then but most did not pass, including making it il-
legal to rent housing to undocumented immigrants or issue them a state 
driver’s license. 
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10. Update Since 2006

The trend for states throughout the united states to enact anti-immigra-
tion legislation has continued to the present. However, arizona has be-
come known as the most anti-immigrant, anti-mexican state for many 
reasons: senator russell Pearce’s pushing of bills against these groups 
through the republican controlled legislature; sheriff Joe arpaio’s (known 
as “the toughest sheriff in america”) harassment of Hispanics and raids of 
residences and work places in search of undocumented immigrants; and 
governor Jan brewer’s comments against immigrants and signing the an-
ti-immigration legislation passed by the legislature, particularly sb1070 
(described below). as sheriff clarence dupnik of Pima county put it after 
the shooting of representative gabrielle giffords: “arizona has become 
the mecca for racism and bigotry” (barr 2011). following are some of the 
laws that were passed in arizona in more recent years:

• 2008: legal arizona Workers act: this law requires employers to use 
e-Verify, a national data base, to determine the eligibility/legality of em-
ployees to work in the united states.

• 2010: sb 1070; this law, with several specific components, is unequiv-
ocally the most draconian state legislation passed to date. among other 
things, police must question anyone they presume to be “illegal” about 
their immigration status and pursue deportation through the legal sys-
tem. as a result of gov. brewer signing this bill into law, congressman 
raúl grijalva called for a boycott of arizona. The legality of this law was 
challenged in court and the judge placed an injunction on various sec-
tions that need to be reviewed. since its passing in arizona, several other 
states have enacted similar legislation.

• 2010: Hb 2281; This law was pushed by the previous arizona secre-
tary of education, tom Horne, and bans ethnic studies programs in pub-
lic schools, specifically in tucson unified school district.

• 2010: although not a bill, the aZ dept. of education enacted a policy 
that targets teachers who speak “heavily accented” english. but as the na-
tional council of teachers of english (ncte) wrote, what matters most 
is not the “accent” of the teacher, but whether or not the teacher “under-
stands students and the dynamics of language learning.”

• during the 2011 legislative session, senator Pearce submitted (al-
though they did not pass because of the pressure he and other legislators 
received from the business community which had been negatively impact-
ed by the boycott over sb 1070), several anti-immigration bills, including:

   ◦ a bill that would require public schools to count undocumented 
children and require the state to withhold funds for such children.

   ◦ citizenship by birth, challenging the 14th amendment to the us 
constitution, would only be granted to children born in arizona if at 
least one parent was a us citizen (the us constitution grants citizen-
ship to anyone born in the united states, regardless of parents’ immi-
gration status).
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11. What is needed?

How is the united states going to emerge from this mess, where states have 
hijacked and run amuck with immigration legislation? ideally, and par-
ticularly in the case of mexico, where the majority of unauthorized im-
migration originates, the issue would be addressed bilaterally; that is, two 
governments working together, recognizing that migration has its push 
(in mexico) and pull (in the us) factors. such an approach is not uncom-
mon; recall, for example, the gentleman’s agreement with Japan or the 
bracero Program with mexico.

regardless of whether immigration reform is approached bilaterally or 
unilaterally, such reform must be both enacted at the federal level and it 
must be comprehensive. state-level immigration legislation is simply in-
appropriate and piecemeal reform that will not solve the issues of greatest 
concern. at the minimum, comprehensive immigration legislation would 
address the following (not listed in any particular order):

• legalization program: at the beginning of 2011, it was estimated that 
there are approximately eleven million undocumented immigrants in the 
united states and most of them are part of mixed-status families — fami-
lies in which some members are us citizens by birth, others hold perma-
nent resident alien visas and others are in the country without any proper 
documents. Thus, the question arises as to what should be done with un-
authorized immigrants already living in the us, most of who have lived 
here for many years, have jobs, pay taxes and are law-abiding residents. 
comprehensive immigration reform should provide a path to legaliza-
tion for these individuals, similar to the successful legalization program 
of the mid-1980s.

• guest worker program: establish a guest worker program for seasonal 
workers with appropriate safeguards for both employees and employers.

• legal “permanent” immigration: increase the number of visas 
based on employment needs in the us and help close off undocumented 
immigration.

• enforcement: no one who proposes or supports comprehensive 
immigration reform argues against enforcement being one of its com-
ponents. on the contrary, a reasonable enforcement program is taken 
as a given. still, when there are so many border Patrol agents that they 
are bored on the job or when two fences are built (as is the case along 
the tijuana-california border) and a third is proposed, one can ques-
tion the reasonableness of, and rationale for continuing to increase the 
border Patrol’s budget.

• Promote integration: although those on the political right complain 
that immigrants are not assimilating, there are few services to help im-
migrants integrate into american society, such as through the teaching 
of english and citizenship classes that teach american democracy and its 
foundational principles, including civic involvement, including voting. 
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betWeen borders and margins: 
reconcePtualiZing alteritY

Carlos Gallego

i would like to begin with a quote from a young female resident of cli-
chy-sous-bois who is responding to the violence that has exploded in the 
Parisian suburb following the deaths of two youths in late october 2005. 
it reads: 

We just want to be recognized as human beings, instead of being seen 
as arabs or blacks. We don’t all want new mosques—that’s only im-
portant for a few people, yet that’s what the state does. burning cars 
does not help anyone. it just gives a bad impression—we are not ani-
mals. (sabek 2006, 11)

i begin with this quote because i believe it to be representative of a certain 
mentality concerning the ubiquity of borders in our world. The situation 
in france, i believe, is one that arises from borders — not only the inter-
national borders that ascribe secondary citizen status to immigrants, but 
also to the geographical, racial, and economic borders that reinforce such 
prejudice. While some argue that the problem in france is mostly due to 
an antiquated secular and universalist vision that fails to account for eth-
nic and religious differences, i would argue that it is the obsession with 
differences, characteristic of our historical moment, that is at the root of 
this civil unrest.

i make this claim because i feel that the situation in france is disturbingly 
similar to the problems that racial minorities face in the united states. most 
recently, the aftermath of hurricane Katrina made evident how race and pov-
erty continue to be systemic problems in this nation, born out of a legacy of 
colonialism, slavery and oppression. but we do not have to wait for or look to 
natural disasters to confirm the persistence of historically validated structural 
inequalities. in the us southwest, for example, the legacy of colonialism takes 
on many forms, such as the violence that permeates native american reserva-
tions or the countless deaths attributed to undocumented immigration along 
the us-mexico border, that “1,950 mile-long open wound” poeticized by the 
late gloria anzaldúa (1987, 2). like france and most other first world nations, 
the united states has exploited foreign lands and resources without fully ac-
cepting the peoples affected by such exploitation. in fact, contempt seems to 
be the institutional policy toward colonized, and eventually marginalized, 

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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peoples; and as the young woman from clichy-sous-bois observes, recogni-
tion is lacking in most of these communities — a recognition that promises, if 
not political and economic equality, then at least equal opportunity. The dif-
ficulty, however, is in determining what form this recognition takes, or, more 
problematically, if recognition is even the answer.

The problem of recognition is one that the chicano/a literary communi-
ty has been addressing for decades. Whether expressed through the rhetoric 
of nationalism, multiculturalism, or identity politics, recognition has been a 
central concern for chicano/a poets and writers, often serving as a guiding 
philosophical principle in many literary texts. one reason for this is the fact 
that the politics of recognition entail a concrete sense of identity, another issue 
central to chicano/a studies. The problem of representing a subject position 
that can be ideologically defined, socially located, and politically recognized 
has been key in the formation and development of chicano/a literature. 

a brief comparative analysis of rodolfo “corky” gonzales’ famous poem, 
I am Joaquín (1967), and gloria anzaldúa’s Borderlands/La Frontera (1987), 
might help clarify this point. The principal aim of gonzales’ epic poem is to 
define the chicano/a community by creating a historical-literary genealogy 
that connects a heroic mexican past with a modern american condition of 
economic immobility and cultural assimilation. The poem tells the story of 
a young narrator, Joaquín, who feels alienated by modernity, and who ques-
tions the basis and value of his contemporary existence. understanding that 
his ancestors’ refusal to assimilate to the american mainstream has resulted in 
economic and cultural marginalization, Joaquín seeks refuge in the strength 
of his culture, in “the safety within the / circle of life — / mY oWn PeoPle” 
(gonzales 1972, 12). Here, the poem reverts to a typical, epic examination of 
the past as a method of understanding the self and, more importantly, the role 
of the self as citizen of a nation. Joaquín’s genealogical examination reveals 
that he is the incarnation of a Hegelian dialectical tension between master and 
slave, that he is the product of a violent spanish-aztec marriage. rather than 
critically reflecting on the ontological-existential nature of this condition and 
the possible insight that such a condition enables, Joaquín utilizes his complex 
history as a rallying cry for chicano unification, claiming ties with mexican 
history and iconography, particularly the figures of Zapata, Villa, and cuauh-
témoc, as a means of differentiating himself from anglo-american culture. 
The poem thus strives toward the unification of a disconnected community 
by advocating cultural pride through historical awareness and political resis-
tance to institutional assimilation.

The success of the poem is evident in its canonical status as one of the 
first major literary works to identify itself as “chicano.” it did, in many 
ways, provide a recognizable subject position that gave voice to a margin-
alized community. nonetheless, the poem’s definition of what it meant to 
be “chicano” was questioned by members of the community who could 
not, or would not, identify with that subject position. one of the most in-
sightful criticisms was voiced by chicanas who called attention to the po-
em’s sexist underpinnings — to the fact that the only active agents in the 
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poem are men, while women are relegated to a position of passivity and 
servitude. finding the ideology of I am Joaquín to be lacking and misrep-
resentative of the chicano/a experience, writers like anzaldúa responded 
with alternative subject positions that provided less deterministic possibili-
ties. The “new mestiza,” as defined in Borderlands/La Frontera, provides 
an example of such an alternative. in this work, anzaldúa defines the new 
mestiza as a hybrid that “undergoes a struggle of the flesh, a struggle of 
borders, an inner war” (anzaldúa 1987, 70), and who resolves such tensions 
by “developing a tolerance for contradictions, a tolerance for ambiguity… 
[and by having] a plural personality, [and operating] in a pluralistic mode” 
(79). responding to the sexism underlying traditional representations of 
the chicano experience, anzaldúa’s new mestiza incorporates a simulta-
neous multiplicity that is considered exemplary rather than problematic: 
“because i, a mestiza, / continually walk out of one culture / and into an-
other, / because i am in all cultures at the same time” (77).

anzaldúa’s overcoming of the ideological limitations inherent in 
previous conceptions of chicano/a subjectivity makes her a champion 
among those who advocate a model of recognition founded on a philosophy 
of difference and multicultural awareness. However, years after the 
publication of Borderlands/La Frontera, anzaldúa herself would question 
such a model. in her preface to the anthology this bridge we call home 
(2002), she states: “twenty-one years ago we struggled with the recognition 
of difference within the context of commonality. today we grapple with the 
recognition of commonality within the context of difference” (anzaldúa 
and Keating 2002, 2). anzaldúa’s refocus from an emphasis on difference 
to commonality is an important first step toward a re-conceptualization of 
subjectivity. However, i would also argue that this critique has been present 
in chicano/a literature for decades, yet has somehow suffered from its 
own lack of recognition. as Juan bruce-novoa (1990) argues, authors like 
oscar “Zeta” acosta and cecile Pineda have remained at the margins of 
the chicano/a literary canon due to their “troublesome” representations of 
chicano/a subjectivity. acosta, for example, in The Revolt of the Cockroach 
People (1989), describes the chicano insurrection of the 1960s and 1970s 
as a collective moment of méconnaissance or misrecognition. in this 
work, acosta explores the dark, carnivalesque underside of the chicano 
civil rights movement, depicting the world of sex, violence, and drugs 
that existed alongside the more publicly celebrated political activism (yet 
another reason why acosta remains a problematic figure for many critics). 
similar to the situational ethics of alain badiou (2001), who states that 
only by abandoning the “ideology of victimhood” — of oppressor and 
oppressed — can a radical politics be achieved, acosta also de-subjectifies 
his ideological critique in The Revolt. rather than continue with a politics 
of recognition and difference, acosta posits a more radical vision founded 
on a logic of sameness, which he locates in the metaphor of the “cockroach,” 
his symbol for an anonymous collective composed of the disenchanted, 
the marginalized and the dispossessed.
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This shift from a politics of identity and difference to a politics of non-
identity and sameness is even more evident in cecile Pineda’s novel Face 
(2003), which i read as an allegory for that unspeakable, unnameable and 
undecidable point that — again, paraphrasing alain badiou — marks the 
emergence of a truth in a given situation, thus allowing for the possibility 
of a radically new model of subjectivization. for those unfamiliar with the 
novel, it is important to note that Face is based on true events, narrating 
a remarkable story of lost love, social rejection, economic hardship, isola-
tion, and the psychological effects of alienation. 

Face is, like many of Kafka’s tales, a fantastic yet ordinary narrative — 
that of a man (Helio cara) who has the unlucky experience of suffering 
an accident and remaining permanently scarred as a result of it. He, in 
fact, loses his face and, alienated by a society unwilling to recognize his 
non-identity, is forced to seek shelter in the interior of brazil. Yet, as in 
Kafka’s “metamorphosis”, this is not a simple tale of misfortune. There is a 
uniqueness — a particularity — to Helio cara’s story that manages to as-
tound, to beg the questions “is this real?” and “how is this possible?” This, 
of course, refers to the fact that Helio takes it upon himself to reconstruct 
his countenance, grafting sections of skin from his chest and sewing them 
to his face, thus slowly rebuilding one of nature’s most essential signifiers.

i find that the novel’s power, however, lies not in the triumph of con-
structability — which would align it with a politics of identity and rec-
ognition — but rather in its presentation of failure and of the will power 
required to endure the difficult truths that emerge from failure. as the 
experiences of Helio cara demonstrate, the limitations or radical fini-
tude commonly associated with failure can also bring to light a hopeful-
ness usually associated with infinite possibility. Helio’s anonymity — his 
reduction to an amassment of “particles tattooed onto the skin” (Pineda, 
2003, 19) — makes manifest the latent truth of our generic being, the fun-
damental commonality that binds our existence. This is the reason why 
his face remains nondescript, absent of any differentiating characteristics 
that would sustain a sense of identity. Helio’s lack of face reveals, in ba-
diou’s terms, an infinite multiplicity, a terrifying void, that, like a blank 
page, is capable of reflecting back innumerable possibilities.

Thus, rather than focus on the differences attributed to marginal iden-
tities, and the recognition of such differences, “troublesome” authors like 
acosta and Pineda concentrate on the issues of sameness and impossibil-
ity. by sameness i mean that improbable yet constantly present genericity 
that binds our “being” together — that universality made momentarily ap-
parent by seemingly impossible causes and events that go beyond the limits 
of a given situation — like the non-identity of a cockroach revolution or  a 
faceless man. such radical subjectivity invites a sameness that exists on the 
“outside,” beyond a politics of recognition and representation, rendering dif-
ference and identity irrelevant. and it is precisely this beyond — this “being” 
at the threshold of subjectivity — that makes marginality an important area 
of study, especially when liberated from particular versions of multicultural-
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ism. Thus, marginality should be analyzed, not on the basis of recognition, 
but rather as an example — a symptom if you will — of non-recognition, of 
the failure of demarcation and the limits of ideological confinement.

to conclude, i would like to return to that quote from the young resi-
dent of clichy-sous-bois. i believe that her observations on the riots in 
france speak to many of the issues i have touched upon. first is the obvi-
ous yet easily overlooked desire to be recognized as human, and not dif-
ferentiated as arabs or blacks. This request speaks to the negative outcome 
of a politics founded on difference. as badiou reminds us, “since differ-
ences are what there is, and since every truth is the coming-to-be of that 
which is not yet, so differences are then precisely what truths depose, or 
render insignificant. no light is shed on any concrete situation by the no-
tion of the ‘recognition of the other’ ” (badiou 2001, 27). in other words, 
a politics founded on the recognition of difference is practically doomed 
toward a policy of institutionalizing the obvious — different people are 
different. The unspoken conclusion to such thinking is, ironically, also a 
common theme in contemporary comedies addressing issues of race — 
different people are different and should thus be treated differently. While 
this may seem comical in a situation dealing with a new colleague at work 
of a different race and the awkward attempts at political correctness, it is 
not so funny when situated in a context of colonial oppression. in the lat-
ter scenario, different treatment for those deemed different — in other 
words, the recognition of difference — entails a completely different form 
of politics that has less to do with correctness and more to do with mas-
tery and slavery. i assume we all agree on which side of the master-slave 
divide most “arabs and blacks” currently fall.

another similar point regards the young resident of clichy-sous-bois’s 
complaint that, although new mosques are not a priority, “that’s what the 
state does” (sabek 2006, 11). again, i believe this to be an insight into the 
limits and misguidance of recognition politics. The mosque, in this scenar-
io, is representative of the recognition of difference — of a “correct” form 
of acknowledging the differences of those who are different. The problem 
is that this does little to resolve the deeper, more important structural is-
sues of inequality. in fact, as the young woman observes, difference here 
helps maintain inequality, which leads to her next statement — that burn-
ing cars does not help anyone and that it gives a bad impression. as soci-
ologists have observed, one of the main motivations underlying a riot is 
the expression of repressed frustration and anger. a riot is in many ways 
a social catharsis. However, what is brought into question is its strategic 
value. as the young woman observes, burning cars is of no political or 
social value. it helps no one, and it gives a bad impression. However, one 
thing it does do is send a smoke signal; it functions as a sign, a marker 
signaling a frustration with, and the possible destruction of, socially con-
structed borders. 

finally, the young resident claims that they are not animals. This is per-
haps the most telling of all her observations. The fact that she feels com-
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pelled to make such a statement speaks to the extent of the problem. as 
badiou reminds us, there is very little difference in being a victim or be-
ing an animal. both positions equally undermine your humanity. to say 
that they are not animals is also to state that they are not victims. They 
may endure violent structural inequalities, but this does not lessen their 
humanity. They are equally capable of transcending their animality in or-
der to pursue a higher truth, of going beyond themselves and their given 
finitude in search of the infinite and impossible. 

Thus, as writers like acosta and Pineda, as well as the residents of 
clichy-sous-bois, make evident, it is not in the center of society — in the 
mainstream or status quo — where we will find the truth of our social con-
dition or a clue to understanding our humanity; rather it is in the mar-
gins, in those unfortunate locations unlucky enough to pay testament to 
our failed, artificial barriers, that we find the truth of our falsehoods, the 
genuine artificiality of promises like “liberty and justice for all.” Those in 
the margins do not celebrate difference but instead suffer it. to recognize 
difference in this case is to perpetuate the problem of inequality — it is the 
same as offering a mosque, a statue, a holiday, or a stamp. it’s a nice gesture, 
but it does little to address the problem. to not exist as animals, we must 
first understand that we are more than the material differences that bind 
our existence — that we share in a radical genericity that underlies our be-
ing. only then will we be able to re-conceptualize our differences in terms 
of sameness and leave behind a failed politics of recognition and identity.
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crossing tHe ideological diVide:  
tHe us-meXican border in cHicano/a literature

Carlos Gallego

for those of us interested in literary cultures of the us southwest, the cur-
rent international crisis concerning border crossings and undocumented 
immigration in places like north america and europe is certainly not a new 
phenomenon. We know, for example, that questions regarding the impact of 
borders on human existence have been at the center of chicano/a literature 
for years. in fact, one could easily argue, as many critics have, that chicano/a 
subjectivity is founded on the divisions created by borders, whether cultural, 
linguistic, ethnic, or national. The work of gloria anzaldúa and guillermo 
gómez-Peña, for instance, address the problematic relationship between 
borders and human subjectivity. anzaldúa in particular is recognized as a 
paradigmatic figure in revolutionizing traditional interpretations of border 
politics and chicano/a subjectivity. Her most influential work, Borderlands/
La Frontera: The New Mestiza, examines the overlap between geopolitical, 
sexual, linguistic, and psychic borders: 

The actual physical borderland that i’m dealing with in this book is the 
texas-u.s., southwest/mexican border. The psychological borderlands, 
the sexual borderlands, and spiritual borderlands are not particular 
to the southwest. in fact the borderlands are physically present wher-
ever two or more cultures edge each other, where people of different 
races occupy the same territory, where under, lower, middle, and up-
per classes touch, where the space between two individuals shrinks 
with intimacy. (anzaldúa 1987, 19)

as anzaldúa notes, physical borders are only one manifestation of the 
many borders that permeate our existence. Her understanding of the bor-
derlands as an ambiguous space created by border tensions, and the new 
mestiza as the embodiment of these tensions, underscores anzaldúa’s belief 
that hybrid, border subjects can exist outside specific geopolitical regions. 

along similar lines, guillermo gómez-Peña also addresses the 
consequences and effects of border crossings in his work The New World 
Border (1996). Weary of the fact that border experiences like hybridity 

* an earlier version of this essay appeared in Séptimo foro internacional de es-
tudios sobre las culturas literarias del sudoeste norteamericano, m.c. graña and f. 
fava (eds.), Verona: Quiedit 2007.
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can be easily appropriated and romanticized for ideological purposes, 
gómez-Peña reminds us that it is the structures and networks of power 
that determine who can legally cross a border, thus limiting the negative 
experiences of border crossings to those without politico-economic 
privilege:

a willingness to cross borders and good intentions are not enough. 
crossing the border from north to south has very different implications 
than crossing the same border from south to north; the border can-
not possibly mean the same to a tourist as it does to an undocumented 
worker… “transculture” and hybridity have different connotations for 
a person of color than for an anglo american. (gómez-Peña 1996, 9)

although the experience of crossing borders may be readily accessible to 
any individual with enough politico-economic privilege, i.e., the tourist, 
gómez-Peña is careful to point out that crossing the same border does not 
necessarily entail the same experience. While the privileged may willfully 
experience hybridity at the level of spectacle and simulacra, the less privi-
leged are condemned to this condition due to socioeconomic marginal-
ization and cultural displacement.

in addition to the creation of new subjectivities like the new mestiza, 
the experience of crossing the border also serves a transformative function 
in chicano/a literature, as demonstrated by sandra cisneros’ bestselling 
novel Caramelo (2002). The novel centers on the trials and tribulations of 
the multigenerational reyes family, as they travel back and forth between 
the united states and mexico. Though the story deals with the particular 
histories of family members, especially awful grandmother, it also ad-
dresses the effects of border crossing on cultural memory, as lala reyes, 
the novel’s narrator, recalls how “everything switches” once the family 
crosses the bridge separating mexico and the united states (cisneros 
2002, 17). an even more recent example of the border as transformative 
space can be found in alicia alarcón’s collection The Border Patrol Ate 
My Dust (2004), which recounts various immigrants’ stories concerning 
their undocumented entry into the united states. The personal accounts 
range from the absurd, e.g., a cuban family that boards a plane to new 
York only to land in france, to the tragically violent, e.g., a man witness-
es the rape and possible murder of three young girls at the hands of their 
“coyotes.” overall, the twenty-nine anecdotes speak to the endurance these 
immigrants must exercise in the face of extreme existential displacement. 

i mention these various examples in order to call attention to the 
philosophical tensions underlying the common interpretive model used 
in the study of borders and chicano/a subjectivity, a model which i believe 
reinforces an ideological understanding of how these situations and 
subjectivities function. What i mean by this is that the common trend 
in all these examples is the tendency to define the border as a space of 
radical difference and transformation, as the space where a new subject 
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is created or through which a new world is entered. While it is difficult to 
argue against such an interpretation, especially in light of the apparent 
differences noticeable after crossing the border, like those described by lala 
upon entering mexico — “sweets sweeter, colors brighter, the bitter more 
bitter” (cisneros 2002, 17) — i believe that it is nonetheless important to 
question the logic — the actual thinking — that underlies our common 
understanding of how borders function. for example, can the pleasurable 
hybridity of a tourist experience be related to the fragmented condition 
of the undocumented immigrant? Why do we experience our everyday 
existential difference differently — more intensely — in border situations? 
and, perhaps most importantly, what divisions are borders meant to 
protect? and what happens when human individuals cross these divisions? 
What exactly does that crossing signify?

my point here is not to argue against the reality of the border experi-
ence. i do not wish to question the accuracy or validity of what a particu-
lar undocumented immigrant describes as his/her journey to the united 
states, like the accounts published in alarcón’s collection; nor do i doubt 
the ambiguous existentiality of individuals who exist in a border region, as 
exemplified by anzaldúa’s new mestiza. my main intention is to critique 
what i see as the main cognitive or interpretive model by which we create 
meaning out of these border experiences. i actually agree that crossing the 
border entails an experience of displacement and that those who exist in 
these borderlands develop a unique, hybridized understanding of human 
existence. What i question, however, is the newness of this hybridity — 
whether or not it is a “new” human experience — and how the notion of 
“difference” in this context is being defined? different from what? What 
is the basis for comparison?

as i previously mentioned, the two main features of border crossing 
that i wish to examine are its transformative qualities — the fact that 
the border is a space of difference and change — and also the idea that 
new, hybrid subjects are created out of border experiences. i think that 
these models of understanding continue to exert influence for two main 
reasons: first, the hybrid-subject model — with its romantic revolutionary 
aspirations — seems innovative because it complicates traditional notions 
of subjectivity while in actuality remaining conventional by working 
within the established structure of identity thinking. in other words, the 
idea of a new, border-hybrid subject adds another option or alternative to 
the existing structure of categorized and given subjectivities, but it never 
questions the basis of the structure itself. second, the notion that borders 
function as transformative spaces, places where change and difference 
are intensely experienced, is in reality more misperception than it is fact. 
What i mean by this is that borders are actually vulnerable spaces within 
situations where difference needs to be promoted and enforced as a means of 
maintaining a specific definition of sameness. That is, borders, like the us-
mexico border, function as policed situations where institutionally defined 
makers of difference — undocumented versus documented immigrant, 
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for example — help reinforce a common ideological understanding of 
sameness (what makes one american, and how that particular form of 
sameness is defined and maintained).

i use the term situation here purposefully, as a means of evoking the 
philosophy of alain badiou, which i believe can help shed new light on 
how we understand borders, border crossings, and chicano/a subjectiv-
ity. badiou defines a situation as any consistent or structured multiplic-
ity that is defined by a count-as-one (badiou 2005). an example of such 
counting-as-one can be found in the situation we define as the “united 
states of america.” The political nation signified by this count-as-one is 
simply a situation in which a certain type of structuring takes place. such 
structuring facilitates the boundaries of definition, helping differentiate 
between what belongs to the situation and what does not. such structuring 
functions according to certain rules or axioms, such as the rule that any 
person with united states citizenship belongs to the situation termed the 
“united states.” Thus, although billions of people inhabit the earth, only 
certain people will be counted in this situation. This is why social prob-
lems regarding certain groups of individuals who technically live their 
lives in the geographic space of the “united states” are usually expressed 
in terms of whether or not such people “count.” do felony criminals count 
as citizens? do undocumented immigrants? such questions highlight the 
constructability of the count-as-one, foregrounding its inherent struc-
tural quality. The reality of who is an american and who is not is much 
more complicated and inconsistent than the simplistic count of citizen-
ship. nonetheless, we claim to understand what is meant by the oneness 
of the “united states.” We understand that it participates in international 
relations, like the war in iraq, even though the various groups and indi-
viduals (what badiou terms “elements”) who compose the “united states” 
differ on the purpose and definition of the count-as-one; that is, they dif-
fer on what the “united states” is or should be.

When the united states is understood in terms of a situation as op-
posed to an actual entity, borders and border crossings take on a new sig-
nificance. rather than being the cohesive unit it is known to be, with walls 
and barriers to protect itself from the dangerous differences that lurk be-
yond, much like a house or fort, the united states can actually be viewed 
as a fragile collection of relationships founded on an ever-weakening idea 
of sameness, on an increasingly fragmented count-as-one that seems weak-
est precisely at its margins — at its borders. The reason why the united 
states government is securing a new, more improved border between itself 
and mexico is not to protect its population from the difference that a for-
eign invader represents but rather to reinforce and maintain a question-
able idea of sameness that seems more and more divorced from reality. 
as stated above, the very definition of what is america and who counts as 
american is at stake in this debate. This is why established institutions of 
power, like the us government, would rather build a higher, thicker wall 
than consider rethinking the terms of how we define the nation and how 
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we recognize a citizen. such a rethinking would entail acknowledging that 
the way we determine american-ness is highly artificial and subjective, 
and that many people who are not typically defined or viewed as ameri-
can actually exhibit traits that are classically associated with american-
ness. However, thinking in terms of such similarities is too complicated; 
it does not lend itself to easy answers or easy resolution. in fact, too much 
sameness between peoples undermines the very need for borders, which 
threatens the foundation of nation-building ideology. Thus, rather than 
complicate the matter by thinking in terms of sameness, we simply accen-
tuate the differences between “us” and “them” and build walls to reinforce 
and remind us of these differences.

unfortunately, we in chicano/a studies usually subscribe to this men-
tality of difference in our analysis of borders and border subjectivities. We, 
too, are guilty of searching for new experiences and new subjects to empha-
size what makes chicano/a studies different as a discipline, even when the 
subject of this difference is described in terms of a borderless multiplicity, 
as with anzaldúa’s new mestiza. i suggest that instead of viewing borders 
strictly as spaces of difference that we also begin to see borders as spaces 
of repressed sameness — spaces where artificial differences are institution-
ally imposed for the sake of maintaining and reproducing the status quo. i 
believe that this is one of the prevailing features in chicano/a studies that 
has yet to be fully explored — the symptomatic rather than novel nature of 
chicano/a subjectivity. instead of celebrating the fragmentary existential-
ity of the border or chicano/a subject in terms of a new and revolutionary 
difference, i believe we may be better served analyzing such fragmentation 
as a contemporary manifestation of longstanding contradictions and ten-
sions — such as those created by the artificial divisions of class, gender and 
race — that date back centuries, perhaps to the origins of modernity. When 
interpreted in this manner, chicano/a subjectivity becomes important, not 
for its newness or difference — both of which will inevitably fade in the cul-
tural imagination while other, newer, more different cultures emerge — but 
rather for its unique ability to symbolize structural limitations and contra-
dictions in a given situation within a specific moment in history. 

i think that the ability to discern chicano/a subjectivity as a recent 
historical example of structural inconsistencies and ideological contra-
dictions is what constitutes the literary genius of writers like oscar Zeta 
acosta, who incorporates the experience of border crossing into both his 
novels, The Autobiography of a Brown Buffalo (1972) and The Revolt of the 
Cockroach People (1973). acosta’s use of irony and self-deprecation provide 
the foundation for his apparent commentary on the nature of chicano/a 
subjectivity. in The Autobiography of a Brown Buffalo, he uses the experi-
ence of crossing the border into mexico as a trope for self-discovery. al-
though his first impression upon crossing is, naturally, that of difference 
— the people in mexico being almost all brown, and the poverty much 
more pronounced — he soon thereafter confesses that he “couldn’t con-
centrate on those things” because his mind “was in a quagmire, twisted 
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with the delights of the most beautiful women [he’d] ever seen.” in his 
typical, self-deprecating manner, acosta undermines a serious moment of 
cultural observation to indulge in a sexist representation of women, not-
ing “graceful asses for strong children” and “full breasts for sucking life.” 
in fact, he claims that he “learned how to be a serious mexican for the 
first time in [his] life” (acosta, 1972, 188) by sleeping with two mexican 
prostitutes. What this offensive language does is call attention to the sex-
ism that permeates the entire novel, thereby demonstrating how acosta 
has not changed, despite his border crossing and the sense of difference he 
experiences. He remains the same, shallow, sexist philanderer he is at the 
beginning of the novel. This sameness is further reinforced by his getting 
arrested and tried in a mexican court, raising parallels between the legal 
structures of the us and mexico (acosta was a controversial lawyer for 
the chicano movement in california during the 1960s and 1970s). This 
explains why the novel ends with the same powerful image with which it 
begins — with acosta undergoing an identity crisis, standing naked be-
fore a mirror, reflecting on the nature of his being.

i do not intend to analyze here acosta’s second novel, The Revolt of the 
Cockroach People, except to state that it also raises the complex issues of 
underlying structural sameness and existential discontent due to politi-
co-economic marginalization, which is portrayed through the theme of 
revolution in the novel, thus the genericity suggested in the title by the 
figure of the cockroach — it is, after all, a cockroach revolution, not chi-
cano revolt. rather, in conclusion, i would like to return to my opening 
remarks concerning the problem of undocumented immigration in the 
united states and its relation to the emerging field of border studies. This 
new academic discipline can be a key component in how we think about 
and address the many problems surrounding the complex issue of illegal 
immigration. one example of visual-literary culture that is working with-
in border studies and is utilizing the interpretive method i am suggesting 
here is the border film Project. The project was started in 2005 by “three 
friends—a rhodes scholar (brett Huneycutt), a filmmaker (rudy adler), 
and a Wall street analyst (Victoria criado)—who spent three months on the 
us-mexico border filming and distributing hundreds of disposable cam-
eras to two groups on different sides of the line: undocumented migrants 
crossing the desert and minutemen volunteers trying to stop them.” They 
describe their intentions in beginning this project in the following terms: 

to simplify the complexities of immigration and the us-mexico border, 
and to show the realities on the ground. The pictures speak for them-
selves. They capture the humanity present on both sides of the border. 
They tell stories that no news piece or policy debate or academic study 
could convey. They are non-partisan and inclusive. (adler, et al. 2008)

it is precisely the border film Project’s attempt to “capture the humanity 
on both sides of the border” that i want to highlight. as the founders of the 
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project explain, when the “complexities of immigration and the us-mexico 
border” are further confused by corporatized media representations and 
partisan policy-making, not to mention the overly-romanticized ideolo-
gies of difference often celebrated in academia, then the problem becomes 
impossibly overwhelming. The border film Project aims at demystifying 
the ideological state of confusion surrounding this issue by grounding it 
in actual human experience. as demonstrated in these sets of compara-
tive photos, the complex issues surrounding immigration, borders, and 
border cultures can become surprisingly simpler when we approach the 
problem through the interpretive model of sameness rather than differen-
ce. as the irish writer, samuel beckett, emphasizes in so many of his wor-
ks, the act of waiting — the boredom, anxiety, and timelessness of such 
an experience — brings out the most universal of our human traits. and 
that is exactly the experience that many of these photos capture — the 
act of waiting, for either an opportunity to move while eluding capture 
(migrant), or the opportunity to observe with the intent of capturing and 
detaining (minuteman). Viewing these photos, it is easy to observe the 
apparent differences, like the difference in clothing and camera positio-
ning in figure 1, or the differences in existential comfort seen in figure 3. 
However, considering that these photos were grouped together from over 
1,500 photographs, the similarities emerge as striking. 

consider, for example, the similar ontological examination of human 
being — of what constitutes humanity and how one is human — evident 
in figure 1, which suggests the humanization of an otherwise anonymous 
problem. clearly, one face is looking into the camera, as if pleading for 
empathy, while the other suggests a vigilance that is indifferent to curious 
bystanders, the sunglasses accentuating this distance. The overlap, howev-
er, is in the facial representation, the need to ground the issue in real hu-
man experience, almost as if the pictures can substitute for the face-to-face 
conversation that such a complex issue necessitates. These photographs, 
moreover, speak to the uncanny human tendency to seek out a presence, 
an otherness that mirrors and thus reinforces our sense of self, even when 
that otherness consists of a simple shadow, as in figure 2.

figure 3 is perhaps the most revealing in that it demonstrates our ca-
pacity for sympathetic identification with those we view as similar to us. 
Here we see the human ability to perceive and empathize with situations 
of fatigue or physical pain. in such instances we see beyond the superficial 
differences of nationality, of mexicans and americans, and witness the un-
derlying humanity that the border film Project calls attention to. We see the 
fatigue resulting from watchful, even restless, vigilance, as well as the scars 
left behind by a long journey on foot through hostile and dangerous terrain. 
such comparisons make it difficult to use the rhetoric of borders as a means 
of justifying a difference in the humanity of the two individuals pictured.

Yet it is precisely this ideology of difference that pushes people like this 
suffering migrant to the existential limit. one lesson we can learn from this 
photo exhibit is that the painful experiences often associated with border 
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crossings are indeed real and tragically unnecessary. The human search 
for a manageable, reasonable, and peaceful form of coexistence should not 
entail so much suffering. but, as these pictures testify, modern barbarism 
continues, as we create and strengthen unnecessary borders and bound-
aries that later come back to haunt us, both individually and collectively. 
This is why i believe that chicano/a studies, as well as the emerging disci-
pline of border studies, will continue to play important roles in intellectual 
conversations concerning how it is that we exist as human beings and what 
practices can improve and accentuate our shared sense of humanity. This, 
of course, will require that we start to analyze these problems in terms of 
sameness rather than the ideologically established differences that have 
already proven themselves historically dysfunctional and harmful to the 
very humanity we are attempting to define and protect.
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(fig. 1) migrant and minuteman. from the author’s personal files

(fig. 2) minuteman and migrant. from the author’s personal files
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(fig. 3) sleeping minuteman and migrant. from the author’s personal files

(fig. 4) close up of migrant’s feet in figure 3. from the author’s personal files



etnicidad e Historia social en los estudios recientes 
sobre la frontera norte de méXico

Manuel Plana

la frontera norte de méxico pertenece desde época antigua a la superárea 
cultural llamada aridamérica, denominación propuesta en los años de 
1950 por el antropólogo alemán Paul Kirchhoff, para distinguir las socie-
dades recolectoras de estas zonas áridas y semiáridas de las de mesoamé-
rica — el territorio entre los ríos sinaloa, lerma y Pánuco hasta el lago de 
nicaragua —, donde alrededor del 2500 a.c. tuvo lugar la domesticación 
del maíz. mesoamérica, como superárea, se estableció sobre la base de la 
agricultura sedentaria y del tributo, dando lugar a una civilización fun-
dada en dos niveles, sociedad y cultura. el mosaico geográfico de arida-
mérica se hallaba en contacto con otras superáreas colindantes. alrededor 
del 500 a.c. algunos pueblos aridoamericanos empezaron a practicar el 
cultivo como actividad complementaria; sin embargo, estas sociedades 
agrícolas encontraron enormes dificultades a causa de la aridez del am-
biente y sólo en determinadas zonas u oasis se podían utilizar sistemas de 
irrigación, razón por la que los grupos mantuvieron su economía de reco-
lección y caza. en esta región que fue denonimada oasisamérica se suele 
admitir que las plantas domesticadas fueron introducidas desde meso-
américa, así como la alfarería y la cerámica. esta superárea en el corazón 
de aridamérica fue dividida por Kirchhoff en siete áreas, basándose en 
los grupos lingüísticos del siglo XVi, aunque otras divisiones distinguen, 
en cambio, cinco regiones desde el primer siglo de la era cristiana al XVi 
(anasazi, Hohokam, mogollón, fremont, Pataya): en realidad, compren-
den el suroeste de estados unidos y el noroeste de méxico, es decir, par-
tes importantes de utah, colorado, california, baja california y texas, 
arizona y new mexico, además de sonora y chihuahua. 

en la zona mogollón del área oasisamericana surgió el gran centro co-
mercial de Paquimé en el altiplano occidental de chihuahua junto al río 
casas grandes y, según los resultados de las excavaciones de los años de 
1960, tras varios siglos de auge esta localidad habría decaído en el siglo 
XiV o XV antes de la llegada de los españoles. es probable que algunos 
de sus habitantes emigraran; en general se admite que la mayor parte de 
la población permaneció y que sus descendientes fueron los tarahumara 
o raramuri del oeste de chihuahua, los ópatas del centro y oeste de so-
nora y los cahita, entre los cuales se cuentan los yaquis y mayos. el antro-
pólogo mexicano alfredo lópez austin escribe en una reciente síntesis: 

g. Prampolini, a. Pinazzi (eds), The Shade of the Saguaro / La sombra del saguaro. Essays on the Literary Cultures of 
the American Southwest / Ensayos sobre las culturas literarias del suroeste norteamericano, isbn (online) 978-88-
6655-393-9, 2013 firenze university Press
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la colonización europea afectaría seriamente a los aridoamericanos. 
el proceso expansivo iniciado en el siglo XVi significó la imposición 
del sedentarismo a algunos grupos nómadas; el acoso, que llevó a otros 
a regiones inhóspitas de refugio; el hostigamiento militar y el exter-
minio. los gobiernos de méxico y de estados unidos continuarían 
con estas prácticas genocidas declarando una guerra abierta a los re-
colectores-cazadores. a pesar de ello, a principios de este siglo [XX] 
el nomadismo no había desaparecido por completo en nuestro país. 
(lópez austin 1996, 27)

las exploraciones hacia el norte del espacio de la nueva españa, tras el 
descubrimiento de las minas de plata de Zacatecas en 1546, constituyeron 
la premisa de la colonización que, en estas regiones, se basó esencialmente 
en la institución de los presidios y de las misiones jesuitas y franciscanas 
desde finales del siglo XVi y principios del siglo XVii. los trabajos histó-
ricos pioneros de Hubert H. bancroft y de Herbert eugene bolton se con-
centraron en el estudio de las formas de la evangelización de los indígenas 
y de la organización militar del territorio. la historia del periodo colonial, 
de hecho, hasta los años de 1950 había privilegiado el análisis de las es-
tructuras político-administrativas y de la economía y de la sociedad de la 
frontera norte de la nueva españa. en los decenios sucesivos se ha pres-
tado mayor atención a la etnohistoria empezando por el estudio de la cul-
tura de los grupos nativos que habían sobrevivido; los trabajos de edward 
H. spicer sobre los yaquis de sonora plantearon el problema de los ethnic 
enclaves que, a través del estudio de las lenguas, de las formas rituales y 
de la defensa del territorio, habían señalado las persistencias étnicas. las 
investigaciones de los años de la década de 1990 modificaron la óptica de 
la etnohistoria a partir del concepto de “ethnogenesis” — “ethnic rebirth” 
—, es decir, la resistencia étnica y la consiguiente adaptación a la domina-
ción colonial externa, analizando mejor los cambios de la vida social y de 
la identidad cultural de los grupos que sobrevivieron hasta el siglo XiX. 

este cambio de perspectiva ha sido posible — en el caso de méxico — 
gracias a la disponibilidad de nuevas fuentes tras el rescate de archivos 
locales y municipales en los estados de coahuila, chihuahua y sonora 
— contienen documentos redactados por alcaldes, jueces auxiliares, sol-
dados y señores de la tierra —, de los mismos archivos diocesanos y pa-
rroquiales, así como de los fondos documentarios de algunos colegios de 
los cuales dependían las misiones del norte novohispano. en el decenio 
de 1990 se han publicado varios libros como el de cheryl english martin 
sobre los tarahumara de chihuahua en el siglo XViii, el de cecilia sheri-
dan sobre las misiones franciscanas de río grande en el territorio de los 
nómadas del noreste o el importante trabajo de cynthia radding sobre los 
grupos de las tierras altas de sonora (ópatas, pimas, eudeve), sedentarios y 
nómadas al mismo tiempo (cazadores y agricultores), con demarcaciones 
étnicas fluidas: los criterios lingüísticos y territoriales para indicar los va-
rios grupos han cambiado en el tiempo, sin embargo el grupo lingüístico 
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pima-tepehuán que ocupaba el desierto y las tierras altas a lo largo de la 
sierra madre occidental se extendía desde durango y chihuahua hasta 
sonora y arizona.

los pueblos nativos de sonora adaptaron el simbolismo cristiano a sus 
proprias exigencias; en la vida cotidiana recurrieron a los bienes de los es-
pañoles, tejidos y moneda, y además domesticaron los animales — en par-
ticular el caballo — que facilitó su movilidad, es decir, que modificaron 
las bases de su cultura material. los varios grupos se caracterizaban por 
su movilidad y por la capacidad de aprovechar los varios ambientes eco-
lógicos. los asentamientos de españoles en el noroeste novohispano au-
mentaron a medida que se encontraron nuevos distritos mineros, lo que 
comportaba apropriación de tierras agrícolas y campos para la ganadería, 
con la consiguiente introducción de formas de trabajo forzoso; las mismas 
misiones, que se propusieron reunir la población dispersa en pequeños 
núcleos, se transformaron en centros de intercambio. a estas presiones 
sobre los nativos se añadieron las consecuencias de las enfermedades, la 
conquista micróbica; todos estos factores determinaron una grave crisis 
a finales del siglo XVii. 

merece recordar aquí sólo las varias estrategias de resistencia: la fuga 
y el abandono de las misiones, el traslado a las zonas de refugio, las gue-
rras de frontera y las grandes rebeliones. la rebelión de 1680 de los indios 
“pueblo” de nuevo méxico contra la presencia española, fue seguida por 
la de los ópatas en el norte de sonora y en 1684 hubo levantamientos en 
la zona entre sonora y chihuahua; en 1690 se sublevaron los tarahuma-
ras y siguió la rebelión de los pimas en 1695: este ciclo de rebeliones re-
presentó una reacción a las primeras fases de la creación de las misiones 
y a los excesos de la militarización del territorio a través de los presidios. 
a mitad del siglo XViii hubo otro ciclo de rebeliones desde la de 1739-
1741 de los mayos, yaquis y pimas hasta la de los seris de la costa en 1748. 
en el caso de los yaquis, la mejor estudiada, varios aspectos explican esas 
rebeliones: ante todo cabe señalar que el surplus de la producción agrí-
cola de la región — la del río Yaqui, caracterizada por la alternancia de 
abundantes lluvias y sequías — había sido destinada por los jesuitas a las 
misiones de baja california, lo que determinó frecuentes crisis agrícolas; 
los yaquis protestaban ante la política comercial de los jesuitas que crea-
ba dificultades a su economía de subsistencia. Por otro lado, la población 
sufría la presión externa que se proponía reclutar fuerza de trabajo para 
las minas y los campos a medida que aumentaba la colonización españo-
la. en definitiva, los yaquis defendían la integridad de sus comunidades 
y el control directo del intercambio con los centros coloniales; estas mis-
mas razones, con mayor o menor intensidad, se presentan en los casos de 
las otras rebeliones.

alrededor de 1740 distintos grupos athapaskan de cazadores-recolec-
tores (bajo el gentilicio apaches: mogollones, gileños, mimbreños y chiri-
caguas), que se hallaban fuera del control de las instituciones del sistema 
colonial español, empezaron a actuar una serie de incursiones para procu-
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rarse alimentos y animales. inició así el ciclo de las guerras apaches, que 
se prolongó hasta finales del siglo XiX, en el que se alternaron momentos 
de hostilidades y de acuerdos, más o menos duraderos, con las comunida-
des indias que tenían relaciones con los españoles, estableciendo puntos 
limítrofes de intercambio. las autoridades coloniales, que temían perder el 
control de la riqueza minera y comercial de sonora, llevaron a cabo, desde 
1768, expediciones militares, con la colaboración de ópatas de las misiones 
como tropas auxiliares, para controlar la región; por otro lado y al mismo 
tiempo, en el norte de chihuahua — entonces nueva Vizcaya — se crea-
ron cinco nuevas colonias militares de namiquipa a casas grandes con 
asignación de tierras para los nuevos colonos españoles y numerosas faci-
lidades para sus habitantes; esta política llevó a una nueva fase de acuerdos 
de paz con los nómadas (intercambio de mercancías, concesión de cotos 
de caza) que perduró hasta la independencia de 1821. 

cynthia radding, que ha estudiado en detalle los registros parroquiales 
de sonora, sugiere que entre 1760 y 1800 hubo una contracción demográfi-
ca de las comunidades indias a causa de las epidemias que afectaron a la re-
gión, además del recrudecimiento de las enfermedades endémicas, mientras 
aumentó la presencia de no-indios. las estrategias para sobrevivir en aque-
llas condiciones fueron en parte antiguas, la migración hacia las zonas de 
refugio de la sierra, y nuevas, la incorporación al sector hispánico en busca 
de trabajo y tierra; de los registros de las misiones resulta una cierta presen-
cia india y un aumento de las mezclas étnicas: las relaciones exogámicas y la 
movilidad se enmarcaron en una estrategia de sobrevivencia interétnica que 
contribuyó a cambiar la sociedad rural. sin embargo, a partir de 1820 con la 
independencia se desarticuló el sistema de presidios y se derrumbó la políti-
ca de mantener campamentos de paz con los apaches, como ha documenta-
do david J. Weber, por lo que la presión de estos últimos se hizo más fuerte. 

la principal reacción de los grupos nativos fue la petición de tierras a 
las nuevas autoridades mexicanas que se orientaban, en cambio, hacia la 
secularización de las misiones y la cesión de las antiguas tierras comuna-
les a la población no-india. Ópatas, tarahumaras y yaquis se opusieron a 
la división de las antiguas tierras comunales y a los nuevos impuestos de 
las autoridades estatales; a mediados del decenio de 1830 pedían libertad 
para elegir sus proprias autoridades y solicitaron abiertamente la creación 
de un estado étnico autónomo en las tierras altas de sonora con una visión 
que se proponía reconstruir las garantías coloniales del sistema de misio-
nes. empezó entonces una continua desintegración de los ópatas porque 
se enfrentaron a un poder político más fuerte en términos económicos y 
militares, es decir, el del estado mexicano post-independiente. la resis-
tencia de los yaquis fue, en cambio, duradera.

el abandono de los presidios, por otro lado, ofreció la oportunidad a 
los grupos nómadas de las praterías texanas, comanches y lipanes, y a los 
apaches de aumentar sus incursiones hasta determinar un escenario de 
conflictos prolongados por casi medio siglo, aunque sin batallas, ni com-
bates; robar caballos y mulas, tomar cautivos, incendiar los hogares, li-
quidar o herir a los pobladores, eran las tácticas que el nómada empleaba 
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en su guerra de sobrevivencia. no se trató de un hecho coyuntural; ad-
quiriò gran intensidad entre 1840 y 1845, perduró durante la guerra con 
estados unidos y se recrudeció una vez concluida la guerra civil ameri-
cana y la ocupación francesa. como nos explican los trabajos de algunos 
historiadores mexicanos, como Víctor orozco para chihuahua y martha 
rodríguez para coahuila, la presencia de un enemigo difícil de combatir 
contribuyó a crear la imagen agigantada del “bárbaro” a quien había que 
exterminar; se trataba de una construcción mental — la “invención del 
bárbaro” — que derivaba de la inseguridad de las villas y localidades del 
norte ante la ineficacia de las medidas tomadas por el gobierno nacional 
y los gobernantes locales. las ideas que se recaban son, por un lado, que 
a partir de la época independiente los proyectos de colonización cultural 
como estrategia de pacificación — que habían sido implantados en la épo-
ca colonial —, se debilitaron ante la fuerza que fue adquiriendo la ideolo-
gía del progreso como justificación moral del exterminio; por otro lado, 
la importancia de las guerras indias en el norte de méxico a lo largo del 
siglo XiX contribuye a acentuar la diferencia con la “raíz indígena” de la 
organización social y cultural del centro y del sur de méxico.

en realidad, de todos estos estudios se recaba una visión más compleja 
y dinámica de la frontera que se configuró como una realidad fluida y per-
meable, no marginal, entre el mundo indígena y el mundo cultural hispá-
nico y que a lo largo de los siglos se trasformó radicalmente, pues en ella 
confluyeron espacios ecológicos y culturales muy distintos.
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la reVoluciÓn meXicana Y la frontera con estados unidos: 
Historiografía Y PersPectiVas de inVestigaciÓn

Manuel Plana

la revolución mexicana de 1910-1920 es la única del siglo XX que tuvo 
lugar en un país limítrofe y con una contigüidad territorial con estados 
unidos. la transformación de la frontera nómada en una zona de creci-
miento económico a finales del siglo XiX había llevado a profundos cam-
bios en la estructura productiva de los estados mexicanos norteños donde 
los intereses económicos de las compañías americanas se habían afianzado 
en varios sectores (ferrocarriles, minería, ganadería y empresas foresta-
les), además de las importantes inversiones en el del petróleo en la región 
del golfo de Veracruz. la política del presidente William H. taft, ante la 
insurrección maderista en la región fronteriza en 1911, se propuso evitar 
que las actividades insurreccionales involucraran el territorio americano, 
impedir la exportación de armas para los grupos revolucionarios y rebel-
des en general, y, finalmente, reforzar la presencia de las fuerzas federa-
les estadounidenses. cuando estalló la segunda revolución de 1913, tras 
el asesinato del presidente francisco i. madero y la afirmación del gene-
ral Victoriano Huerta, el presidente Woodrow Wilson, fundándose en 
su visión ética de la política, no reconoció su gobierno — a diferencia de 
las potencias europeas — estableciendo que méxico tenía que consolidar 
el sistema democrático además de garantizar las inversiones extranjeras. 
la historiografía mexicana y mexicanista ha analizado, desde los años 
de 1960, los varios aspectos de la política diplomática del periodo con los 
importantes trabajos de lorenzo meyer, berta ulloa y friedrich Katz en-
tre otros historiadores, así como la actividad política de los exiliados y de 
los revolucionarios y contrarrevolucionarios que usaron la frontera como 
base de sus actividades ante el estallido de la primera guerra mundial. las 
repercusiones sobre la vida política en los estados americanos fronterizos 
han sido objeto de una amplia gama de estudios entre los que cabe men-
cionar el de don m. coerver y linda b. Hall. 

los constitucionalistas, desde 1913, para organizar la lucha contra Huer-
ta aprovecharon la simpatía hacia su causa de parte de la población de origen 
mexicano en las regiones fronterizas. el gobernador maderista de coahui-
la Venustiano carranza, quien consiguió controlar el norte de este estado 

* an earlier version of this essay appeared in Journal of the Southwest 49, iv (Winter 2007).
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hasta mediados de 1913 trasladándose a Piedras negras, intentó establecer 
desde el principio, a través de sus colaboradores, relaciones cordiales con el 
gobernador de texas oscar b. colquitt; hasta principios de octubre de 1913 
las fuerzas de carranza dominaron la zona fronteriza de coahuila con texas, 
aunque luego quedó en manos del ejército federal huertista hasta el verano de 
1914, cuando los constitucionalistas volvieron a recuperar el dominio sobre 
coahuila, nuevo león y tamaulipas. entre marzo y abril de 1913, los revo-
lucionarios de sonora controlaron las ciudades fronterizas de nogales, naco 
y agua Prieta, mientras ciudad Juárez había pasado bajo el control de Pan-
cho Villa en noviembre de 1913 que además dominó el estado de chihuahua.

los problemas más inmediatos para los revolucionarios del norte des-
de 1913 fueron el reclutamiento de fuerzas y el de conseguir armas y mu-
niciones que se procuraron, en parte, sustrayéndolas al ejército federal y 
comprándolas en estados unidos, lo que dio lugar al contrabando — ante 
el embargo mantenido por el presidente Wilson hasta febrero de 1914 —, 
objeto de denuncias y contrastes con las autoridades judiciales americanas. 
en general, en las zonas del norte controladas por los constitucionalistas 
se mantuvo el respeto de las compañías americanas para evitar problemas 
políticos y diplomáticos. el control de las aduanas fue objeto de numero-
sas disposiciones respecto al pago de derechos, pues aumentó el paso de 
ganado y de productos agrícolas, como el algodón de la laguna, mientras 
la minería conoció continuas parálisis en chihuahua y durango. desde 
principios de 1913 surgió, sobre todo, el problema de la escasez de dinero 
para pagar los haberes y el equipo de las tropas revolucionarias y se recu-
rrió a las emisiones de papel moneda garantizadas por las entradas fisca-
les de los estados del norte. en los archivos mexicanos que he consultado 
en preparación de un trabajo sobre la política de carranza en 1913-1914 
se halla una rica información sobre el intercambio comercial fronterizo 
durante el año y medio que duró la dictadura de Huerta.

con la llegada de Huerta al poder en febrero de 1913 y la lucha armada, 
hubo una fuga de capitales y desapareció la circulación de moneda metálica, 
sobre todo a causa del atesoramiento; el gobierno de Huerta, con dificultades 
para conseguir crédito exterior, obligó a los bancos a utilizar sus reservas 
para emitir billetes de curso forzoso en sus operaciones, con una continua 
devaluación. Huerta, en fin de cuentas, subordinó la política monetaria a la 
adquisición de fondos para financiar la guerra civil y consolidar su régimen. 
los historiadores han hecho propria la tesis de edwin W. Kemmerer en el 
sentido de que la revolución fue financiada a través de la inflación provoca-
da por las emisiones de papel moneda, mientras los impuestos recaudados 
por las fuerzas revolucionarias tuvieron menor importancia. el mismo ca-
rranza, en el informe presentado al congreso el 15 de abril de 1917 tras la 
aprobación de la constitución, señalaba que no pudo establecerse ningún 
sistema de finanzas, pues cada jefe militar tenía que procurarse recursos de 
donde podía obtenerlos. a partir del 1 de mayo de 1916 las varias emisiones 
fueron canjeadas por otra de quinientos millones de pesos, conocidos como 
infalsificables, contratada en estados unidos por carranza.
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las crecientes exigencias, a medida que los constitucionalistas domi-
naron las regiones del norte en 1913, indujeron carranza y sus colabora-
dores a racionalizar las emisiones de los estados del norte controlados por 
los revolucionarios, evitando su proliferación y las falsificaciones. a prin-
cipios de 1914 parecía urgente disponer de papel moneda “constituciona-
lista” y fueron contactadas varias casas impresoras americanas: carranza 
comisionó en estados unidos la emisión de treinta millones de pesos el 12 
de febrero de 1914; sus colaboradores en la gestión de esta emisión fueron 
los exdiputados maderistas roberto V. Pesqueira y luis cabrera en Was-
hington, rafael Zubarán en Hermosillo y alberto J. Pani en ciudad Juá-
rez. fue encargada pues la impresión de los billetes (de 1 peso y 5 pesos, 
en realidad) en nueva York pagando los costos en dólares, mientras luego 
los billetes eran enviados por agentes de confianza americanos y mexica-
nos a ciudad Juárez, donde desde abril de 1914 se habían trasladado los 
responsables de la tesorería constitucionalista y donde fue instalada una 
“oficina selladora” del gobierno de carranza que autenticaba los billetes 
con la firma autógrafa de un funcionario autorizado; esta oficina tuvo has-
ta unos cuarenta empleados y fue activa hasta junio de 1914, cuando em-
pezaron los desacuerdos entre Villa y carranza. entonces, como recuerda 
Pani en sus memorias, fueron adquiridas tres máquinas de las usadas por 
los bancos americanos para sustiuir la firma autógrafa e imprimir el sello 
mecánico en los billetes, agregando algunas marcas de infalsificación. de 
ciudad Juárez, los billetes sellados eran colocados en petacas enviadas a 
las varias ciudades de la frontera desde nogales a matamoros, donde los 
bultos eran entregados a los jefes locales de Hacienda, quienes los pasa-
ban a los jefes militares. los billetes de esta emisión constitucionalista 
representaron el papel moneda con el que los revolucionarios intentaron 
sustituir los vales huertistas en el norte en 1914. después del colapso del 
huertismo, carranza utilizó las planchas y clichés de los bancos de ciudad 
de méxico para una nueva emisión, mientras Villa en chihuahua suiguió 
una política autónoma al respecto.

en un telegrama de principios de enero de 1914 a rafael Zubarán, di-
rector del diario del movimiento El Constitucionalista, carranza afirmaba 
que no había razón para preocuparse por la depreciación del papel mo-
neda constitucionalista 

pues debe tener presente que fue creado para la circulación interior y 
que la garantía que tiene hasta ahora es la probabilidad del triunfo de 
nuestra causa. así es que el valor en oro a que lo pagan depende de la 
confianza que tengan los que quieran recibirlo, lo que a nuestro triun-
fo el valor que representan dichos billetes será pagado en la forma que 
nuestro gobierno decrete; por consiguiente, el valor en oro de nuestros 
billetes no ha sufrido en depreciación, sino por el contrario, la moneda 
de circulación interior ha pasado a exterior sin garantía efectiva. res-
pecto a la circulación interior de nuestros billetes debe ser protegida 
únicamente haciendo desaparecer los vales al portador y demás mo-
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nedas de papel creadas por casas comerciales, industriales y billetes de 
los estados… Vuelvo a repetir a ud que no tenga cuidado por el crédito 
de nuestra moneda, el que irá subiendo en el extranjero por los triun-
fos que obtengamos y, con el definitivo, nuestros billetes tendrán más 
crédito que los de todos los bancos de la república. (Plana 2011, 294)

este telegrama — cuya referencia de archivo indico tomándola de la 
reciente publicación de mi investigación — resume la visión de carranza 
de la época, más allá del aparente optimismo sobre la posibilidad de un 
triunfo en breve tiempo y de la capacidad de encontrar una rápida solu-
ción política que no llegó tan temprano como esperaba. ¿en qué medida 
circuló la emisión constitucionalista de 1914 en la zona fronteriza? ¿cuál 
era el valor de cambio respecto al peso oro y al dólar? según la correspon-
dencia entre Venustiano carranza y su hermano Jesús, entonces respon-
sable militar en laredo y conocedor de la realidad local, resultaría que en 
mayo de 1914 se vendían a razón de 3-4 billetes constitucionalistas de un 
peso por un dólar; en los bancos locales de brownsville, por ejemplo, se 
pagaban 35 centavos oro por peso, pero probablemente las oscilaciones 
fueron mayores. de todos modos, las operaciones de tesorería de los va-
rios grupos revolcionarios se llevaban a cabo apoyándose a las sucursa-
les de bancos como el first national bank o el Paso bank & trust co. se 
trata de algunos ejemplos que mereceren ser explorados para comprender 
mejor el modus operandi de los varios agentes.

a medida que los revolucionarios recuperaron las plazas en el norte 
desde torreón, saltillo y monterrey, así como tampico y tuxpan en el gol-
fo de méxico, surgió el problema de sustituir el papel huertista para con-
trolar la especulación, la inflación, los precios de los bienes de consumo 
popular, así como los vales en los pagos de salarios en los campos, indus-
trias y minas. en varios casos se llegó a distribuir una cierta cantidad de 
billetes constitucionalistas a las clases menesterosas para el comercio al 
menudeo, excluyendo el canje del papel huertista. el mismo Pancho Vi-
lla, que desde diciembre de 1913, había imprimido billetes del estado de 
chihuahua, pero sin la técnica protectora del sello mecánico y por lo tan-
to fácilmente falsificables, cuando ocupó torreón y la región lagunera en 
abril de 1914, encontró dificultades: distribuyó los billetes de chihuahua 
para el pago de haberes a la división del norte y para la vida cotidiana, 
pidiendo a carranza billetes de la emisión constitucionalista para amor-
tizar la suya. Villa afirmaba entonces que necesitaba dos millones y medio 
de pesos mensuales para el sustentamiento de sus tropas fuera de chihu-
ahua y que efectivamente hasta el mes de junio le fueron entregados. el 
problema continuó pues, todavía en el mes de julio, Villa constataba que 
el billete de chihuahua circulaba en estados unidos y que era comprado y 
vendido por los especuladores a precios bajos, viéndose obligado a amorti-
zar esa depreciación con los nuevos billetes constitucionalistas. Por lo que 
se deduce de la documentación consultada, Villa, no obstante el comercio 
internacional a través de ciudad Juárez, dependía en parte de las remesas 
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de la moneda “constitucionalista” para mantener la estabilidad del papel 
moneda de chihuahua, lo que mitiga parcialmente la imagen tradicional 
de la autonomía financiera del movimiento villista desde el principio. es-
te factor constituye probablemente un elemento ulterior de las fricciones 
políticas que habían surgido entre Villa y carranza y que llevaron poco 
después a la ruptura entre ambos.

carranza, por su parte, estableció en esta fase de la lucha revoluciona-
ria contra Huerta una red de colaboradores en la frontera y en la región 
del golfo más solida de lo que se piensa y que le permitió una suprema-
cía sobre los grupos revolucionarios y el control directo de buena parte de 
los puertos fronterizos hasta junio de 1914. en definitiva, la investigación 
llevada a cabo en los archivos mexicanos y americanos me lleva a hipoti-
zar que la capacidad política de carranza como dirigente revolucionario 
con una proyección nacional, desde finales de 1914, encuentra elementos 
de fuerza en las actitudes asumidas en los años de la lucha contra Huer-
ta, cuando estableció y consolidó la red de colaboradores políticos y jefes 
militares en el norte y estrechas relaciones en estados unidos.
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meXicanos en los estados unidos: asPectos demogrÁficos 
Y sociales en la segunda mitad del siglo XX

Manuel Plana

la academia mexicana de ciencias organizó en octubre de 1999 el foro 
Población y Sociedad en el México del siglo XXI que tuvo lugar en el cole-
gio de méxico, bajo la responsabilidad del centro de estudios demográ-
ficos y de desarrollo urbano, y con la participación de representantes de 
organismos internacionales con el propósito de abrir una reflexión sobre 
las perspectivas del nuevo siglo. el director del centro de estudios demo-
gráficos manuel ordorica mellado resumió su “viaje por la demografía de 
méxico” con estas palabras: 

en nuestro país, la población pasó de 13,6 millones en 1900 a 97,7 mi-
llones en 1999, es decir, la población se multiplicó casi por 8 en este 
siglo. la esperanza de vida aumentó de 30 años en 1900 a 74 años en la 
actualidad… en el decenio de los sesenta pasamos por el crecimiento 
más elevado del siglo. curiosamente nuestro país empezó el siglo y lo 
terminará con una tasa de crecimiento demográfica cercana a 1%. la 
diferencia es que en 1900 la natalidad y la mortalidad eran elevadas, 
mientras que actualmente se encuentran en niveles bajos… en 1977 
el consejo nacional de Población planteó la meta de crecimiento de-
mográfico de 1% al año 2000, lo cual implicaba llegar a una población 
de 100 millones de mexicanos. dicho objetivo reflejaba el interés del 
gobierno por definir una imagen objetivo de largo plazo en el ámbito 
demográfico. esta meta no se alcanzó, ya que llegaremos a una tasa de 
crecimiento natural de 1,76% anual y a una tasa de crecimiento total de 
1,45% anual, aunque sí seremos 100 millones de mexicanos. este hecho 
se explica porque, cuando se planteó la meta en 1977, no se tomó en 
cuenta la emigración internacional, la cual ha sido muy significativa 
en este periodo. es decir, se consideró a méxico como una población 
cerrada. (garcía guzmán 2002, 65) 

el censo estadounidense del año 2000 registraba una población in-
migrante de nacidos en méxico de 9 millones, pero al mismo tiempo re-
gistraba que 20,6 millones de personas censadas se declaraban hispanos 
o latinos de origen mexicana, es decir el 58,5% del total de los hispanos 
que comprendían los emigrantes de Puerto rico, cuba, centroamérica y 
otros países del sur del continente, cifra que correspondía al 7,3% del total 
de la población americana (durand and massey 2003, 56). este aumento 
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de la presencia de mexicanos, más allá de las redes históricas de la migra-
ción, se explica por las sanatorias previstas por el immigration reform 
and control act del 1986, por la política de reunificación familiar, por la 
migración clandestina y, en fin, por las tasas de crecimiento demográfico 
de los residentes de origen mexicano a causa de una alta natalidad y baja 
mortalidad. Jorge durand y douglas s. massey afirman, en la introduc-
ción del libro publicado en méxico en 2003, que esta ley cambió el curso 
tradicional de la migración mexicana hacia estados unidos hasta conver-
tirse en un “torrente imprevisible, sin contar que el cruce “subrepticio” de 
la frontera como línea imaginaria se tranformó en una pesadilla en los 
años de 1990 cuando la franja fronteriza adquiere la característica de un 
“muro infranqueable.” 

Quienes han estudiado el fenómeno migratorio mexicano hacia esta-
dos unidos han subrayado que, en general, las estadísticas son imperfectas 
y fragmentarias, pues las encuestas americanas encuentran dificultades 
para registrar a los “no autorizados” e “indocumentados,” así como re-
sulta difícil registrar las salidas a causa del retorno temporáneo o defini-
tivo a través de la vía terrestre, mientras para las estadísticas mexicanas 
los emigrantes en ocasión de los censos no siempre se encuentran en sus 
lugares de origen. es decir, que nos hallamos ante frecuentes formas de 
sobrestimación y subestimación. ante este difícil panorama, la secretaría 
de relaciones exteriores de méxico y el departamento de estado estado-
unidense instituyeron un grupo de trabajo compuesto por veinte acadé-
micos, diez por cada uno de los dos países, que entre 1995 y 1997 elaboró 
un estudio binacional sobre el tema, cuyas conclusiones fueron que a pe-
sar de la ligera disminución de los flujos de retorno en los dos sucesivos 
quinquenios 1988-1992 y 1993-1997, registraron en este último periodo 
una mayor salida de emigrantes permanentes y por lo tanto una pérdida 
anual promedio de mexicanos de 225.243 personas equivalente a una ta-
sa anual elevada de emigración internacional de 2,5 por mil habitantes. 
(garcía guzmán 2002, 239)

las migraciones internacionales de la segunda mitad del siglo XX repre-
sentan un fenómeno global, con un aumento del número de los países de 
expulsión y de atracción, es decir, un flujo desde los países densamente 
poblados en fase incipiente de industrialización hacia europa y hacia las 
áreas que, desde siempre, fueron el destino de los emigrantes: canadá, es-
tados unidos, australia, nueva Zelanda. un fenómeno que tiene que ver 
con la globalización de los mercados del trabajo y de la producción. las 
migraciones de mano de obra escasamente calificada, después de la se-
gunda guerra mundial, se presentan bajo forma de ciclos que se originan 
en los países de expulsión a raíz de crisis económicas, por la presencia de 
persistentes condiciones de guerra o bien de carestías y sequías recurren-
tes. el fenómeno migratorio mexicano hacia estados unidos, en cambio, 
presenta algunas peculiaridades porque empezó a finales del siglo XiX y 
se ha desarrollado de manera constante hasta hoy, es decir, que se carac-
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teriza por una dimensión histórica; por otro lado, ha representado un fe-
nómeno migratorio consistente pues ha tenido lugar entre países con una 
frontera común configurando así un flujo unidireccional pues el destino 
de los emigrantes mexicanos está representado por ese “único país” y, co-
mo ha señalado oscar J. martínez, se ha creado una fuerte “asymmetrical 
interdependence” en la zona fronteriza (martínez 1994, 9).

sin entrar en los detalles de las varias fases migratorias, será suficiente 
recordar que en 1964 terminó la etapa de acuerdos bilaterales entre méxi-
co y estados unidos para regular el flujo de “braceros” que había empe-
zado durante la segunda guerra mundial. la inmigración de mexicanos, 
desde 1965, fue permitida en base al sistema de cuotas de visas anuales 
como para otros países, con algunas medidas complementarias como la 
legalización parcial de trabajadores, mayor control de las fronteras, con 
el consiguiente aspecto de los “devueltos” o “regresados” por falta de do-
cumentos en regla o por otros motivos. cabe recordar que en méxico los 
años sesenta fueron de crecimiento económico con un fuerte impulso a la 
industrialización en algunos sectores claves. en 1965, además, fue adop-
tado el “programa de industrialización fronteriza” para las actividades de 
ensamble; surgieron establecimientos de subcontratación internacional al 
interior del territorio mexicano o maquiladoras, hasta sesenta millas de la 
frontera, con las relativas facilidades fiscales para las empresas america-
nas. una de las finalidades era favorecer la ocupación en méxico y frenar 
las eventuales migraciones hacia el norte. este programa, sin embargo, no 
representó — como han subrayado los economistas mexicanos — una ven-
taja para las regiones fronterizas en términos de industrialización efectiva, 
pues se fundaba sólo en el trabajo que generaba esa actividad por los bajos 
salarios. los años que median entre 1964 y 1986 fueron los de la masiva 
presencia de indocumentados mexicanos en estados unidos o de migra-
ción clandestina: en 1964 los inmigrantes legales habían sido alrededor 
de cuarenta mil y en 1986 habían aumentando algo más del doble; en ese 
mismo periodo la inmigración ilegal, según las estimaciones, habría pa-
sado de menos de cien mil a casi cuatro millones de personas.

Precisamente en 1986, la administración americana, ante esas dimen-
siones de inmigración ilegal y pensando que se había perdido el control 
de la frontera con méxico, se planteó el problema como una prioridad de 
seguridad nacional y fue aprobada la ley immigration reform and control 
act que preveía algunas normas; ante todo, daba nuevos recursos finan-
cieros para reforzar la patrulla fronteriza y establecía sanciones para quien 
empleaba trabajadores sin documentos; por otro lado, tras la presión de las 
asociaciones en defensa de los derechos civiles fue adoptada una amnistía 
para aquellos inmigrantes “sin documentos” que llevaban algún tiempo 
residiendo en territortio americano, es decir, a quienes podían demostrar 
que habían trabajado cinco años en estados unidos, mientras se permitió 
la legalización de trabajadores agrícolas mexicanos, sobre todo en texas y 
california, a petición de las asociaciones de agricultores (durand, massey, 
and Parrado 1999). estas medidas cambiaron el panorama; de hecho, se 
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pasó del modelo tradicional de migración temporánea de hombres para el 
trabajo agrícola — es decir, de ida y vuelta — a otro de migración perma-
nente, legal, sin retorno, con una prevalencia de núcleos familiares, con el 
consiguiente aumento de la presencia de mujeres, cuyo origen no era sólo 
rural, sino también de procedencia urbana y destinada a prevalecer con el 
pasar de los años. esas normas de sanatoria permitieron que, entre 1987 y 
1989, adquirieran un estado legal 2,3 millones indocumentados; en 1992 
dos terceras partes de los inmigrantes tenían documentos de residencia, 
pero – ante la escasa propensión a naturalizarse — quedaban como resi-
dentes legales con derechos limitados respecto a los ciudadanos america-
nos (en cifras redondas habrían sido 3,3 millones en 1990); sin embargo, 
una vez dado el primer paso, aumentaron las solicitudes de naturalización. 
esta tendencia a naturalizarse incrementó porque, la nueva ley inmigra-
toria de 1996, limitaba la entrada de familiares de los residentes legales y 
reducía también el periodo de residencia para quienes habían obtenido la 
visa; al mismo tiempo, la ley sobre el seguro social puso límites para los 
residentes que se jubilaban. Para evitar esas limitaciones los inmigrantes 
solicitaron la naturalización para defender sus derechos civiles y sociales. 
Por otro lado, ante estas tendencias, el senado mexicano, temiendo per-
der población, aprobó una reforma constitucional que permitía conser-
var la ciudadanía para los mexicanos naturalizados, es decir, adquirían 
la doble ciudadanía.

las regiones de origen de la inmigración mexicana dibujan un pano-
rama bien conocido, que se puede resumir por grandes líneas: en primer 
lugar, la principal región de origen está representada por los estados de 
occidente (Jalisco, michoacán, guanajuato, Zacatecas, durango) que, a 
lo largo del siglo XX, ha representado la mitad de los emigrantes, es de-
cir, que en esas regiones la migración constituye una experiencia antigua, 
continua y masiva, con redes sociales amplias y una cultura migratoria 
madura y con un elevado nivel de legalización. en segundo lugar la “re-
gión fronteriza” porque, tras el desarrollo postbélico, se transformó en 
un polo de atracción de la migración interna y, por otro lado, las ciudades 
fronterizas (una población de 6 millones en 2000) recibían los emigrantes 
de retorno, los “devueltos” y las personas en tránsito. en tercer lugar, la re-
gión central que tiene como eje a la ciudad de méxico, punto de atracción 
permanente de la migración interna y de los indígenas y campesinos de la 
áreas rurales circunstantes, pues el distrito federal y su zona metropo-
litana constituyen la parte más industrializada del país; a raíz de la crisis 
debitoria de 1982 y de la consiguiente crisis económica se determinó un 
fuerte desempleo y de ahí salieron los indocumentados. en fin, las regiones 
del sureste (Veracruz, chiapas), cuyo aporte migratorio es más reciente.

las regiones de destino en estados unidos han sido muy amplias, ya 
sea las tradicionales que las nuevas; ante todo, el southwest, mientras en 
la década de 1920 adquirieron importancia la región de los grandes lagos 
por la exigencia de fuerza de trabajo en las fundiciones, empacadoras de 
carne, plantaciones de betabel y establecimientos azucareros y, también, 
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la región de las grandes planicies con el importante punto ferrocarrilero 
de topeka, donde los mexicanos trabajaban en la manutención de las lí-
neas y en la construcción de carreteras; en fin, los inmigrantes mexicanos 
se han dirigido en tiempos más recientes a las regiones de la costa atlán-
tica desde florida al connecticut, donde se dedican a los trabajos agríco-
las temporáneos y han encontrado ocupación en los establecimientos de 
embalaje y en los servicios. 

la presencia de mexicanos en la agricultura de estados unidos ha de-
pendido de algunos factores que otros grupos migratorios no podían sa-
tisfacer pues el trabajo temporáneo permite, dada la cercanía geográfica, 
la ida y vuelta; los trabajadores legales, que encuentran ocupación duran-
te unos seis meses, pueden obtener para el resto del tiempo el subsidio de 
desempleo o regresar a méxico, para volver al año siguiente; esta posibi-
lidad para los ilegales representa un riesgo y representa el anillo débil de 
la cadena. ahora bien, con el proceso de mecanización en muchas opera-
ciones agrícolas se ha ido reduciendo la exigencia de trabajadores agríco-
las, aunque queda la exigencia de una mano de obra mínima estimada en 
unos dos millones de trabajadores. los cambios sociales han determinado 
que los únicos mexicanos dispuestos a trabajar en la agricultura estado-
unidense sean los indígenas de oaxaca, Puebla y guerrero.

estas observaciones plantean nuevos problemas para la sociedad ame-
ricana en muchos terrenos, desde las formas de integración, al respeto de 
los derechos civiles y a la participación política de una comunidad tan am-
plia con plenos derechos políticos y que ha presentado hasta 1990, como 
ha señalado Juan gómez-Quiñones, una escasa inscripción en las listas 
electorales y porcentajes elevados de abstencionismo.
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